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TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Tuesday, 16 November 1982

9:30 a.n. Session I Panel Discussion-Fiber Optics and Metallic Cables Partners or Competitors
2:00 p.m. Session 11 Process and Manufacturing
2.00 p.m. Session III Fiber Optiic Applications and Performance

Wednesday, 17 November 1982

9:00a.m. Session IV Testing & Applications
9:00 a.m. Session V Fiber Optic Terminations/Connectors
2.00 p.m. Session VI Cable Design
2:00 p.m. Session VII Terminations/Connectors

Thursday. 18 November 1982

9:00 a.m. Session VIII Materials
9:00 a.m. Session IX Fiber Optic Cable Designs
2:00 p.m. Session X Fire. Smoke. and Toxicity Considerations
2:00 p.m. Session XI Fiber Optic Measurements

PAPERS

Responsibility for the contents rests upon the authors and not the sym-
posium committee or its members. After the symposium. all the publication
rights of each paper are reserved by their authors, and requests for
republication of a paper should be addressed to the appropriate author.
Abstracting is permitted, and it would be appreciated if the symposium is
credited when abstracts or papers are republished. Requests for individual
copies of papers should be addressed to the authors.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

On behalf of the U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM) and
the symposium committee, welcome to the 31st Annual International Wire and Cable
Symposium (IWCS). The symposium continues to command the attention of a world-
wide audience of manufacturers, consultants, scientists, material suppliers
and end product users. Last year's attendance of 1574 included representatives
from 429 U.S. companies, 10 U.S. government agencies and 38 foreign countries.

Of the 234 foreign attendees, 31 presented papers.

The response to the "Call For Papers" was excellent this year as demonstrated

by the large number (59) f papers included in the technical program. The
program will begin with a tutorial session "Fiber Optics and Metallic Cables-
Partners or Competitors" followed by ten (10) other sessions addressing a wide
spectrum of technical topics relatod to wire/cable and interconnections.

The objective of the IWCS committee is for the symposium to remain a
reflection of the needs and interest of its attendees and supporters. Towards
this objective, the committee's concern is for the technical program to include
topics of pertinent interest to wire, cable, materials and connector manufacturers/
users including fiber optics. For a particular year, any topical area may dictate
by abstracts submitted, that a large part of the technical program address a
specific topic. Over the years it is hoped that the program agenda will present
a balance of the technical interest desired by its attendees and supporters.

At all times the program will Le a reflection of the current interests as in-
dicated by the response to the "Call For Papers," which presently shows a high
interest in fiber optics.

Over the years, the Director and committee members received many requests
or suggestions from various attendees to relocate the symposium. After many

years of considering the pros and cons of moving to another location, the com-
mittee has decided to hold the 33rd symposium (1984) in Reno, Nevada. It
should be noted that for the present, the move is on a trial basis for one
year. 'The 32nd symposium (1983) will remain in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Symposium
attendees will be informed well in advance of any future changes in location.

Committee members, Leo Chattler of the DCM International Corporation. ind

William Korcz of the Shell Development Company, are retiring from the commiLtee.
Leo and Bill, by their efforts and specialized knowledge, contributed signifi-
cantly to the success of the symposium. On behalf of the committee, I thank them
for their valuable contribution and wish them success in their future activities.

The committee continues to explore new ideas for improving the activities

of the symposium, therefore, the committee solicits the continued support of

all members of the wire and cable industry. Your comments and suggestions for

improving the symposium are welcomed.

MER F. GODWIN
Z/Director, IWCS
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PROCEEDINGS

INTERNATIONAL WIRE & CABLE SYMPOSIUM

BOUND-AVAILABLE AT FORT MONMOUTH

23rd International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1974-7 00
24th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1975-7.00
25th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-Not Available
26th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-Not Available
27th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1978-8.00
28th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1979-8.00
29th international Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-Not Available
30',1 International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1981-10.00
31st International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings-1982- 15.00

*Extra copies: 1-3 $15.00, next 4-10 $10.00: next 11 and above $8.00 each

Make check or bank draft Payable in US dollars to the INTERNATIONAL WIRE & CABLE SYMPOSIUM 0'd
forvard request to:

International Wire & Cable Symposium
US Army Communications - Electronics Command
ATTN: DRSEL-COM-RM-3 (W. Conti)
Fort Monmouth. NJ 07703
USA

PHOTOCOPIES-AVAILABLE AT DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Photocopies are available for complete sets of papers for 1964 and 1966 thru 1981 Information on prict.s
and shipping charges should be requested from the:

US Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
Springfield. Virginia 22151
USA

Include Title, Year and -AD- Number
13th Annual Wire & Cable Symposium (1964) -AD 787164
15th Annual Wire & Cable Symposium (1966) -AD A006601
16th International Wire & Cable Symposium (1967) -AD 787165
17th International Wire & Cable Symposium (1968 -AD 787166
18th International Wire & Cable Symposium (1969) -AD 787167
19th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1970 -AD 714985
20th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1971 -AD 733399
21st International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1972 -AD 752908
22nd International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1973 -AD 772914
23r International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1974 -AD A003251
24th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1975 -AD A017787
25th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1976 -AD A032801
26th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1977 -AD A047609
27th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1978 -AD A062322
28th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1979 -AD A081428
29th international Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1980 -AD A096308
30th International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1981 -AD Al 10859

Kwic Index of Technical Papers. International Wire & Cable Symposium (1952-1975) -AD A027558
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Highlights of the 30th
International Wire and Cable Symposium

November 17, 18 & 19, 1981
Hyatt Cherry Hill, Cherry Hill, NJ

Geelinqs by Dr James SooS.
Driec!tor of CENCOMS. U S
Amy Comtiinunicationis-Electronics
Comnmand (CECOMi. Fort Monmouth.

Painel Members -Tutorial Session f
left to righti Dr D Duke. V P . Telecommunications Division.

C.orning Glass works. Dr. R. Y Hung. Manager Optical
T.ecnnologres Research Division. Thomas J Watson Research
Centm, Dr I Jacobs. Director. Widebanci Tra-)smission)
Facilities Laboratory. Bell Laboratories. Mr. J Kanely. Presi-
dent. Valtec Corporation
D, L Dworkin, Chief. Multichiannel Transmission Division.
CENCOMS Fort Monmouth

Mr M~ DeLucia, David W Taylo Naval Ship R&D Centei
presenting the awar for Outstanding Technical Paper to MI
Paul Kish. Northern Telecom Canada Ltd .and ibottonir for
Best Presentation to Mr James Refi Bel LaboratoriesDr James Soos Director CENCOMS. For Monmouth,. presen-

ng Retiement Certfcafe to Commitee Member, Michael A

Brigadier Gene al R B Morgan Dopul~y Comimanding General
Banquet Guest Speaker .Major General E J DeLaune Jr , for Research arid Development CECOM Fort Mormo1Lir ofer
Director. Army Budget. Office of the Cnmptrotter of Army irig greeting, at the banquet
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AWARDS
Outstanding Technical Paper Best Presentation

H. Lubars and J. A. Olszewski, General Cable 1968 N. Dean. B.I.C.C.-The Development of Ful-
Corp- Analysis of Structural Return Loss in ly Filled Cables for the Distribution Network
CATV Coaxial Cable"

J.P McCann, R. Sabia and B. Wargotz. Bell 1969 J.D. Kirk. Alberta Government Tele-
Laboratories- "Characterization of Filler and phones- -Progress and Pitfalls of Rural
Insulation in Waterproof Cable" Buried Cable"

D.E. Setzer and A.S. Windeler, Bell 1970 Dr. 0. Leuchs. Kable and Metalwerke-A
Laboratories--"A Low Capacitance Cable for New Self-Extinguising Hydrogen Chloride
the T2 Digital Transmission Line" Binding PVC Jacketing Compound for

Cables"

R. Lyenger, R. McClean and T. McManus. Bell 1971 S Nordblad. Telefonaktiebolaget L.M
Northern Research-An Advanced Multi- Ericsson-Multi-Paired Cable of Nonlayer
Unit Coaxial Cable for Toll PCM Systems" Design for Low Capacitance Unbalance

Telecommunication Network"

N. Kojima. Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone-New Type Paired Cable for
High Speed PCM Transmission"

J.B. Howard. Bell Laboratories- "Stabiliza- 1972 S. Kaufman, Bell Laboratories-"Reclama-
tion Problems with Low Density Polyethylene tion of Water-Logged Buried PIC Telephone
Insulations" Cable"

Dr. H. Martin. Kabelmetal-High Power 1973 R.J. Oakley. Northern Electric Co.. Ltd.-A
Radio Frequency Coaxial Cables. Their Study into Paired Cable Crosstalk"
Design and Rating"

D. Doty. AMP Inc,-Mass Wire Insulation 1974 G.H. Webster. Bell Laboratories--Material
Displacing Termination of Flat Cable" Savings by Design in Exchange and Trunk

Telephone Cable"

T.S. Choo, Dow Chemical U.S.A.-"Corro- 1975 J.E. Wimsey. United States Air Force-The
sion Studies on Shielding Materials for Bare Base Electrical Systems"
Underground Telephone Cables"

N.J. Cogelia. Bell Telephone Laboratories 1976 Michael DeLucia. Naval Ship Research and
and G.K. Lavoie and JF. Glahn. US Depart- Development Center- ''Highly Fire-
ment of Interior- "Rodent Biting Pressure Retardant Navy Shipboard Cable"
and Chemical Action and Their Effects on
Wire and Cable Sheath"

Thomas K. McManus. Northern Telecom 1977 William L. Schmacher. AMP Inc.-Design
Canada Ltd. and R. Beveridge. Saskatchewan Considerations for Single Fiber Connector"
Telecommunications. Canada-A New
Generation of Filled Core Cable"

Fumio Suzuki, Shizuyoshi Sato. Akinori Mori 1978 Richard C. Mondello. Bell Labs.-Design
and Yoichi Suzuki: Sumitomo Electric In- and Manufacture of An Experimental
dustries. Ltd.. Japan-"Microcoaxial Cables Lightguide Cable For Undersea Transmission
Insulated with Highly Expanded Systems"
Polyethylene By Chemical Blowing Method"

S. Masaki. Y. Yamazaki and T. Ideguchi. Nip- 1979 I. Wadehra. IBM Corporation-"Performance
pon Telegraph and Telephone Public Cor- of Polyvinyl Chloride Communication Cables
poration. Japan,-"New Aluminum Sheath in Modified Steiner Tunnel Test"
Cable Used For Electromagnetic Shielding"

P. Kish and Y. LeBorgne, Northern Tele- 1980 JJ. Refi, Bell Laboratories- "Mean Power
com Canada Limited, Montreal. Sum Far-F J Crosstalk of PIC Cables as a
Canada- "General Crosstalk Model For Function of Average Twist Helix Angle"
Paired Communication Cables"

C.J. Arroyo, N.J. Cogelia, Bell Laboratories, 1981 G.S. Anderson. Belden Corporation-
and R.J. Darsey, Western Electric-"Thermal "Installation of Fiber Optic Cable on 457
Behavior of Experimental Plenum Cable Meter Tower"
Sheaths Determined in a Radiant Heat
Chamber-

IX
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A-C" Polyethylene Allied Fibers and Plastics Company Burgess Pigment Co.
Morristown. NJ Sandersville, GA
AEG Telefunken Cablerie d'Eupen S.A.
Frankfurt. Germany Eupen, Belgium

A.E. Petsche Co., Inc. Cables de Comunicaciones, S.A.
Arlington. TX Zarogoza, Spain
Albany International Corporation Camden Wire Co., Inc.

Chatham. NY Camden. NY
Alcan Aluminio Do Brasil S.A. Canada Wire and Cable Ltd.

Sao Paulo. Brasil Winnipeg. Manitoba. Canada
ALCAVE-Alambres Y Cables Venezolanos CA Carlew Chemicals Ltd.
Caracas. Venezuela Montreal. Quebec. Canada
Alcoa Conductor Products Co. Cary Chemicals
Pittsburgh. PA Edison. NJ
Allied Fibers & Plastics CasChem, Inc.
Morristown. NJ Bayonne. NJ
Alpha Wire Corporation Centro de Investigacion de Standard Electrica
Elizabeth. NJ Madrid, Spain
Amercable Corporation Chase & Sons, Inc.

El Dorado. AR Randolph. MA

American Hoechst Corporation C-I-L, Inc.
Leominster, MA Brampton. Ontario. Canada
AMP, Inc. CommlScope Company
Harrisburg. PA Catawba. NC

Anaconda Aluminum Co. Commonwealth Telephone Company

Louisville. KY Dallas. PA

Arnold Filled AssociateslAFA Industries Copperweld Bimetallics Group
Hackensack. NJ Pittsburgh. PA

Arvey Corporation Corning Glass Works

Cedar Grove. NJ Corning, NY

Associated Lead Inc. Dainichi-Nippon Cables, Ltd.
Philadelphia. PA Tokyo. Japan

ATC (PTY) Ltd. David W. Riley, Consultant, Extrusion Engineers

Brits. Transvaal. South Africa Plainfield, NJ

Austral Standard Cables Ply. Ltd. DCM Industries, Inc.

Clayton. Victoria, Australia San Leandro. CA

Australian Telecommunications Commission Delco Wire & Cable Inc.

Melbourne, Australia Bristol. PA

Beacon Reel Company Delphi Wire & Cable

Beacon Falls. CT Folcroft. PA

Belden Corporation Dow Chemical USA

Geneva. IL Midland. MI

Bell Canada Dow Corning Corporation

Toronto, Ontario, Canada Midland. MI

Berkshire Electric Cable Co. Duncan M. Gillies Co., Inc.

Leeds. MA West Boylston. MA

Berk-Tek, Inc. Dussek Campbell Ltd.

Reading. PA Belleville. Ontario. Canada

BICC Telecommunications Cables Ltd. Dussek Campbell Ltd.
Prescot, Merseyside. England Crayford, Kent. England

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co. Eastman Chemical Products, Inc.

Hamilton. Ontario, Canada Kingsport. TN

Breen Color Concentrates, Inc. E.I. DuPont de Nemours

Lambertville. NJ Wilmington. DE

The Bridge Mfg. Co. The Electric Wire & Cable Co. of Israel

Enfield, CT Haifa, Israel

Buchanan Crimp Tool Products Electrical Conductors

Union. NJ No. Chicago, IL
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Electroconductores C.A. John Royle and Sons
Caracas, Venezuela Pompton Lakes. NJ
Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc. Judd Wire Division, HVE
Simsbury. CT Turners Falls. MA
Essex Group Kable Tapes Ltd.
Decatur, IL Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada
Excelsior Wire Corp. Kenrich Petrochemicals Inc.
Los Angeles. CA Bayonne. NJ
Facile Technologies Inc. K. Miller Tool & Mfg. Co., Inc.
Paterson. NJ West Springfield. MA
F&G Telecommunications Cables & Systems LaBarge Inc.
Koln. West Germany Irving. CA
Filotex Lamart Corp.
Draveil, France Clifton NJ
Formulabs Industrial Inks, Inc. Lowe Associates, J.J. Inc.
Escondido. CA Bedford Hills. NY
Fujikura Cable Works Ltd. LTT-Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques
Tokyo. Japan Conflans-Ste-Honorine. France
The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. Maillefer Company
Tokyo. Japan South Hadley. MA
Garlock Plastomer Products Major Wire Co., Inc.
Newtown. PA Chicopee. MA
Gary Chemical Corporation Mark Mor Tool & Die Inc.
Leominster. MA Allenwood. NJ
Gavitt Wire & Cable Co., Inc. Micro-Tek Corp.
Brookfield. MA Cinnaminson. NJ
Gem Gravure Company, Inc. Monson Chemicals, Inc.
West Hanover. MA Leominster. MA
General Cable Company The Montgomery Company
Edison, NJ Windsor Locks. CT
General Cable Company Montrose Products Co.
Greenwich. CT Auburn, MA

General Electric Silicones Mossberg Hubbard
Waterford, NY Cumberland. Ri
General Engineering U.S.A. Ltd. NEPTCO
So. Windsor. CT Pawtucket. RI

Georgia Pacific Corporation Nesor Alloy Corporation
Atlanta, GA W. Caldwell. NJ
GTE Service Corporation The New Brunswick Telephone Co., Ltd.
Stamford, CT Saint John. New Brunswick
Guill Tool & Engineering Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp.
West Warwick. RI Tokyo, Japan

Habia Cable Inc. NKF P.S. Weltevreden
Ronkonkoma, NY Waddinxveen. The Netherlands
Harbour Industries, Inc. Nokia Inc./Cable Machinery Division

Shelburne. VT Atlanta, GA
HiTemp Wires Co. Nonotuck Man, facturing Co.
Hauppauge, NY South Hadley, MA

Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd. Northeast Wire Co., Inc.

Hong Kong. ROC Holyoke, MA

Hudson Wire Company Northern Telecom Canada Ltd.
Ossining. NY Montreal. Quebec. Canada
Independent Cable, Inc. Occidental Chemical Corporation
Hudson, MA Pottstown. PA
International Wire Products Company The Okonite Company
Wyckoff. NJ Ramsey, NJ
ITT Electro-Optical Products Division OMYA, Inc.
Roanoke. VA Proctor. VT
ITT Surprenant Division Pennwalt Corporation - Plastics Dept.
Clinton. MA Philadelphia, PA
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Penreco Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd.

Butler. PA Yokohama. Japan

Phalo Corporation Sun Refining and Marketing Co.

Shrewsbury. MA Philadelphia, PA

Phillips Cables Ltd. The Swiss Insulating Works, Ltd.

Vancouver. BC. Canada Breitenbach. Switzerland

Phillips Chemical Co. Syncro Machine Company

Pasadena, TX Perth Amboy, NJ

Pirelli Ericsson Cables Ltd. Taconic Plastics, Ltd.

Minto. NSW. Australia Petersburg. NY

Plastoid Corporation Tamaqua Cable Products Corp.

New York. NY Schuykill Haven. PA

Plymouth Rubber Company Tatung Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.

Canton. MA Taipei. Taiwan. R.OC.

Polysar Rubber Services Technical Coatings Company

East Brunswick. NJ Nutley. NJ

Prestolite Wire Division Teledyne Farris Engineering

Port Huron. Ml Palisades Park. NJ

Radiation Dynamics, Inc. Teledyne Thermadics

Melville. NY Elm City. NC

Radix Wire Company Tenneco Chemicals. Inc.

Euclid. OH Piscataway. NJ

Raychem Corporation Tensolite Company, Div. Carlisle Corp.

Cherry Hill. NJ Buchanan. NY

Raychem Corporation Thermax Wire Corp.

Menlo Park. CA Flushing, NY

Raychem - Telecommunications Div. Thomas & Betts Corporation

Menlo Park. CA Raritan. NJ

R,E. Carroll. Inc. 3M Company
Trenton. NJ St. Paul. MN

Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
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DYNAMIC DETECTING, MEASURING, AND CLASSIFYING DEFECTS
IN TELEPHONE WIRE INSULATION

T. P. LE MY, P. G. KOEHLER AND T. P. LICHLITER

Western E'ectric Company
i '/ Omaha, Nebraska 68137

This paper covers a study of insulation defects to detect and classify defects in insulated wire
and a system that will dynamically measure them. by the manufacturer. The state of the art on wire
The system uses a planar probe which is elec- test systems remained static for many years pri-
tronically adjusted to be two dimensional, marily due to the excellent quality of the test
normal to the path of the wire. The system con- systems produced by the test set manufacturers.
sists of two sets of user-set programmable com-

parators which all es the defects to be classi- The basic test system used to assure the insula-
paraito h alowthedief:pie fts tobeclai- tion quality of telephone wire consisted of a set

einto three categories: pinholes, faults and of two power supplies and three distinct beaded
wchain electrodes.

The system cbunts and displays the number of
each category of defect that appears on a reel
of product. Also displayed is the length of the
last defect encountered, the length of the
product produced, the velocity of the production
operation and the voltage applied to the probe.

All information displayed is available in binary
coded decimal format to allow for data acquisi-
tion. This system may be used on any insulated
conductor or group of conductors. Verification l-
methods and accuracy results are included. ADECT IN THE INSULATI PSIG THE GEADMD CIQUN

ELE[CTRODE OF W.TAGMS SOIURC Of WILL GROLOW TINOUDS
T IRE 00 GIVE THE INDICATI Or A FAIULT. IF TTW DFECT
6 ONEI OR0 0 MORE AS IT PASSES TIVIOUG TNE OADD
Df PlOOFS O .GE SO CE 0 2 IT WILL COMPLETE TIC~CICUT AMQ GIV THE IMIDCATeDN OF A RARE WIRE.

BACKGROUND

Since antiquity, the requirement that the insula- Figure 1
tion be continuous on telephone wire has remained
unchanged. This has been further clarified to
state that if the insulation or lack of insulation The use of free swinging beaded chains dictated a
will pass a current from a relatively high voltage minimum separation of 1" between the electrode
to the conductor, an insulation defect exists. parts of the bare wire detector probe. This elim-
These electrical insulation defects were classi- inated the possibility of beaded chains from one-
fied into two categories: half the probe coming in contact with the other

1. Bare Wire - A defect that renders the wire half, thereby giving a false indication of bare• wire.
unusable and defined as an

insulation defect one inch or During the period of the late 1970's, it was noted
greater in length. that there was a large number of field complaints

2. Fault - A serious defect that by it- due to wire shorting to the bays in which it was
self does not render the wire installed. A study of these defects revealed that
unusable and defined as an the vast majority of them were under one inch but

insulation defect less than over 1/4 inch. At this time, it seemed apparentone inch in length. that the requirements were not sufficient to meet
the quality desired by the telephone companies.

It is virtually impossible to make perfect wire in The following plan was initiated to improve the
extremely large quantities over a continuous quali plan wan d to mproe the
period. The requirement would allow no bare wire; quality of the loose wirs and to meet the actual
but, depending on the use of the wire, a small requirements of the users:
number of faults would be acceptable over a given 1. Determine the actual defects that are
length. This definition and these requirements produced in the wire by the production
were based upon a trade off of the needs for process.
quality by the telephone companies and the ability
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2. Develop a test set more sensitive to the
size of the defect.

3. Develop requirements that meet the needs
of the telephone companies.

STUDY OF ACTUAL DEFECTS

The study of actual defects was necessary to deter-
mine the existing process capability and to allow

a cost estimate of tighter requirements. The
atount of process conforTance scrap generated by
these requirements would have to be added to the

cost of the product produced.

The frequency of defects per thousand conductor
feet of wire, separated into defects under one
inch (faults) and defects one inch or over (bare
wire) was a known factor. Records on these defects
are maintained for each production operation. This
information, although valuable, does not give the
complete picture required for this investigation.
The exact size of the defects, as well as their
placement on the reel, was also desired.

To determine both these factors, a physical measure- Equipment Used for Study
ment of all defects and their position in the reel Figure 2
would be necessary. To gather all the data deemed
necessary, the following ground rules were used:

6. Each defect, when pinpointed, would be

1. The study would be restricted to loose measured to the closest 1/16 of an inch
irradiated wire which was the primary or classified as a pinhole, if not visible
product of interest. to the unaided eye. These measurements

2. The study would be done subsequent to would be recorded along with its lenqth
irradiastdyiol but pone s e to from the outside end of the reel. Inirradiation but prior to coiling. The addition, the product type, gage, total
plastic undergoes. a physical change to length of product on the reel, and forma-
final form at irradiation. The wire
would be on reels at this point which tion of product; i.e., single, pair, or

would facilitate handling. At coiling, triple wire would be recorded.

the wire would be in loose coils. This study was done by the statistical quality con-

3. Approximately five million feet of product, trol organization and was restricted to first shift

apportioned by gage and type of wire would operation to allow for engineering audit.

be examined. This would equate to one reel The resLIts are summarized in Figure 3. Since a
per pallet produced during the period of majority of the defects are too small to be
the study. measured, they were placed in a separate category

4. One repair rewinder would be modified and entitled "Pinholes."

dedicated for the period of the study.

5. The equipment used would include:

a. One wire rewinder.
b. One test set with beaded chain

electrodes.
c. A modification to the above equip-

ment that would stop the rewinder
at any defect that was encountered.

d. A 100 volt, direct current, source
connected to a hand-held wand for
pinpointing the defect.
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NUMBER TOTAL DEFECTS
PRODUCT GAGE OF REELS FOOTAGE PINHOLES FAULTS BARE WIRE

DP-2 22 37 806,400 458 54 0

DP-2 24 28 736,000 61 0 0

DP-2 26 31 493,500 25 0 2

DT 20 17 241,000 55 2 2

DT 22 51 2,084,200 256 10 9

24 30 1,297,200 174 34 2

DW 26 8 794,000 45 5 1

TOTALS 202 6,452,300 1,074 105 16

Figure 3

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the defect per Figure 5 shows a vast majority of the defects are
thousand conductor feet was at a rate of 0.1852 or extremely small. There would be virtually no
approximately one defect per 5000 feet of wire noticeable increase in product conformance cost by
produced. A percentage of the tctal number of reducing the definition of a bare wire to "an
defects falling into each classification is electrical defect where copper conductor is visible
shown in Figure 4. to the unaided eye and one quarter of an inch or

Type of Defect Percentage of Total greater in length." This would change the percent-
age of defects falling into each classification as

Pinhole 89.87 shown in Figure 6.
Fault 8.79 Percentage
Bare Wire 1.34 Pretg

Type of Defect of Total Increase

Figure 4 Pinhole 89.87 0

Fault 8.28 (0.51)

A breakdown of the defects by actual size can be Bare Wire 1.85 0.51

seen in the following bar chart. (Figure 5) Figure 6

Over 301 of the defects appear in either the first
or last 100 feet of the reel. This wire will
normally be removed from the reels as remnants
prior to the final coiling operation and will
further reduce the effect of the tighter require-
ments.

N' N
U U"

F

F _ 11 -D

C F
E

SIZE OF DEFECT .-. . .•44

T. INTO REE

Figure 5 Figure 7
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The results of this study will allow the tihten- METHODS OFMEETING NEW REQUIREMENTS
ing of requirements on loose wire. The new Norral methods of detecting the defects would be
requirements will reduce the problems encountered used in this system. In brief, a voltage would Le
by the users due to distributing frame wire shorts, applied to the product and when a defect was
In addition, if the new requirements recognize present a current would flow from the probe throi:~
the pinhole as distinct from the fault, a sub- the wire to ground. A current-controlled device.
stantial savings could be realized which would
help offset the ever-increasing cost of nanufac- a ,witchinq transistor, would detect the current

-to show the defect.
turing this product. This savings would flow
through to the customer by holding future increases The initial design specifications prirarily were tc
in prices. measure defects to within one-tenth of an inch.

This measurement would allow separation of the
Contact was made with the Product Engineerine defects into one of the three categories. Using
Control Center PECC) to coordinate a set of new the measurement portion of the system, the lenott
requirerents for loose irradiated wire. The up- of the product produced is known and integration
dated requirements would have to meet the needs of of this length over time yields the velocity of
the telephone copanies and the users within the wire. The voltage applied to the product is
Western Electric as well as receive the approval of variable to allow for different gages and insula-
the Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL). Studies bytypes.
both PECC and BTL confirmed what had been gleaned
from the field installers, Over 95 of the prob- Length would be measured by contact means, that is,
lems encountered in loose wire by the users were a very accurately constructed wheel with known
the result of defects in the insulation in excess circunmference. The wire or wires would pass around
of 1/4 inch. No known problems were associated the wheel and each rotation or portion of rotation
with pinholes, could be detected.

BTL and the users of this wire were in accord with The current flow between the probe and the wire
Western Electric manufacturing in changing the exists whenever the defect is within the probe.
definition o' a fault from a defect in the insula- This limits the accuracy of the system to the
tion with a length under one inch to a defect in thickness of the probe normal to the wire. The
the insulation with a length under 1/4 inch. The width of the probe must approach a two-di-ensional
definition of a pinhole was added at the product plane.
engineer's insistance to allow a closer shop con-
trol on the extrusion process. The definitions THE PLANAR PROBE
agreed upon were: To develop a probe which approached a plane, there

Pinhole - A defect in the insulation where were constrictions from two sides. On one hand,
the conductor is not visible to the probe had to be extremely thin so as to reduce
the unaided eye. as much of the design error as possible. On the

other hand, it had to be thick enough to provide
Fault - A defect in the insulation where physical strength to withstand everyday use includ-

conductor is visible to the un- ind current burn when large defects passed through
aided eye but less than 1/4 inch it, as well as the constant friction of the wire.
in length.

This unit would have to be fairly flexible. The
Bare Wire - A defect in the insulation where probe must encircle the product at the closest

conductor is visible to the un- proximity from single 26 gage wire up to four
aided eye equal to or greater than twisted 19 gage wires. In addition, the unit rust
1/4 inch in length. be shop usable; that is, easy to strino up for the

To facilitate the implementation of the new require- operator and easily maintained.
ment on bare wire, BTL and PECC offered Western Among the methods studied, the one chosen consisted
Electric a more liberal amount of smaller defects of four select fingers taken from a number four
allowed per unit length of wire. This would help crossbar small switch. These sp-ing fingers are
offset the cost of implementing these new require- constructed of .022" diameter stainless spring wire
ments. The new requirements would not go into and are approximately 2 inches long with a coiled
effect until such time as Western Electric could spring section approximately 3/8" long on one end.
develop the test equipment necessary to assure A dampening spring is used to maintain better
PECC that these new requirements would be followed, contact with the wire being tested. The fingers

The proposed definitions stated above were a first are set 900 apart to provide an encirclement of the
approximation compromise between what the user wire by placing one finger on each quadrant of the
wanted and what was believed possible for a pro- wire.
duction operation. A decision was made that the Each spring finger is set to be overcompensated so
point of separation between a pinhole and a fault, that it will contact even the smallest gage wire
as well as a fault and a bare wire,should be pro- to be tested. This overcompensation will also
grammable in the test set. Thus, the test system accommodate a slight misalignment as well as wire
could remain a viable unit as the extrusion vibration. The spring action will allow a knot,
process improved and the requirements changed over when one reel of wire is tied to the next, to pass
the foreseeable future. through the probe without damaging it.
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To facilitate string-up, one-half of the probe is the one hundredth of a minute signal giving the
fixed and the other half is attached to the probe velocity display in feet per minute.
box door. When the probe is opened, the top half
is moved away from the path of the wire. A slot DEFECT DETECTION
in both sides of the probe box allows the wire to The voltage supplied to the probe is variable from
be easily seated in the probe. 0 to 6000 volts to allow for all sizes of wire and

The probe box is constructed of polycarbonate insulation. This is accomplished by a variable
plastic to provide a more than adequate dielectric transformer on the input side to the high voltage
strength to protect the operator from the high power supply.
voltage. The polycarbonate which is transparent
will allow a visual examination of the status of
the probe with respect to the product.

AD PtDAN P

Detection Circuit

Figure 9

The current flow signal is taken from the positive
or ground side of the high voltage power supply.
This side of the high voltage power supply is held

Planar Probe above ground by a variable resistor which is used

Figure 8 to control the sensitivity of the detector. This
defect signal is supplied to the base of a switch-

LENGTH AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 
ing transistor.

When current flows in the circuit, the transistor
The measurement of length is made by running the is turned on hard. The transistor output signal is
wire around a wheel with a two-foot circumference very noisy and not acceptable as a digital signal.
adjusted for a 22 gage wire. The wheel is con- The signal, therefore, is treated by succeeding
nected to an electro-optical transducer by means of Schmidt triggers.
two timing belt pulleys and a timing belt. The
electro-optical transducer produces 1000 pulses per
revolution and the pulleys provide a ratio of 5:12
which results in an output of 1200 pulses per foot
or 100 pulses per inch. This signal is provided
to a gated circuit which is controlled by a current
flow signal from the probe. When a defect is
detected by the probe, the pulse train from the
transducer is released and counted. The count is
the length of the defect in hundredths of an inch.

The transducer signal is also supplied to a divider
circuit. One function of this circuit is to
divide the pulse train by 1200. The resulting
signal is the length of product produced in feet.
The other function of the divider circuit is to
divide the incoming pulse train by 12, thereby
producing 100 pulses per foot to the velocity
circuit. The velocity circuit consists of a one Raw Signal Conditioning

megahertz crystal oscillator and a divide by Figure 10
600,000 subcircuit to produce an accurate one
hundreth of a minute signal. The 100 pulses per
foot input are counted, latched and displayed by

International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1982 5
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SIGNAL CORRECTIONI It must be noted that the total arc length error
In the initial test stage of the prototype prove- will vary if either the probe or the high voltage
in, a large constant error in defect length was supply is changed.
noted. Defects being measured by the unit were
approximately 1/4 inch larger than actual size. VARIABLE DEFECT SEPARATION
Close observation of the probe as the defects
passed it revealed that the arc reaches out to The corrected defect length is supplied from the
the defect prior to the defect reaching the probe display to a defect length comparator. The com-
and the arc persists until the defect is past the parator also receives data fom two sets of pre-
probe. sets: (1) separation point between pinhole and

fault and (2) separation point between fault and
bare wire. Since the defect length is being dis-
played while it is being measured, the displayed
length will be increasing from zero to the final

DvCFET ARCS measurement. During the period that the defect is
smaller than the separation point between a pin-
hole and fault, the comparator will indicate a
pinhole and when the display is within the area of
a fault, a fault will be indicated. Therefore,

PROBE when the defect is a bare wire, a pinhole will
_'ARC first be indicated; then the pinhole indication

E.... will be removed when the length is in the fault
Sarea and a fault will be indicated. When the

separation point between a fault and a bare wire
is passed, the fault indication will be removed

OTAL .. and a bare wire indication will result. The unit
ARCT is completely asynchronous to allow for high speed, OR P flow-through of defect indications. If the defects

-RE TRAYE, were counted from the comparator one pinhole, one

fault and one bare wire would be indicated for each
bare wire. A pinhole and a fault would be indi-
cated also for each fault measured. To eliminate

Arc Length Error the above, a retricgerable multivibrator was used.
The negative edgp of the positive defect signal

Figure 11 produces a delayed pulse which counts the final
state of the comparator circuit.

The measurement of the defect is the length of
the arc. The arc is in error by the length of the
prefiring of the arc, the width of the probe and
the persistence of the arc after the probe. The LENGTH
above error remained constant within t 0.03
inches for fixed hardware. Therefore, a circuit
was designed to allow for a subtracting of this DEFECT

error. The corrected defect length is then
supplied to the defect length display.

LENGTH

MmHOLE
OUTPUT

LENGTH 0041RALT

OUTPUT

UNCORRECTED SUBTRACT 9 WIRE

DEFECI 045TPUT
LENGTH CIRCUIT

CORRECTED DEFECT
DEFECT ODUNT PULSE
LENGTH

INCHES 05 10 .5 20
THE AR TIMING DIAGRAM SHWS IA) THE LENGTH CJNT
PULSE TRAIN EACH PULSE 001 INCH IS) DEFECT StIGNL
C) DEFECT LENGTH -.15 INCHE I1 COMPAR&Tft OUTPUTArc Length Correction Circuit SIGNALS WITH PINHOLE M AGMUM 03 INCHES, FAU T
MkA1MUM .10 INC ES I". DEFECT CODUNT PULSE FIRED ONTFiguING EDGT OP DEFCT SIGNAL THIS WILL RE SU .T IN

Figue 12TIC ARE INE OUNT BEING AO'ANCED BY ONE

Figure 13
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DEFECT COUNTING RESULTS

A separate count of ea'i type of defect must be
maintained to determine the acceptability and Final Packaged Unit
quality of each reel of wire. Output information The final unit consists of three parts: (1) the
must be 3vailable not only whenever a bare wire The fauin sists o 2 ) the

is detected but also for a predetermined number of re measuring apparatus, (2) the high voltage

faults or a predetermined number of pinholes. The planar probe and (3) the logic and power supply

pinhole and fault count data is supplied to unit.

separate comparators which are also supplied with
adjustable presets of the number of pinholes and
faults that are acceptable within a reel. This -w

provides a reject signal of 110 V AC whenever a ( L r.
bare wire or an unacceptable number of either pin-
holes or faults exist on a reel. This sionzl can
be used to either stop the process or alert the hEV

operator to the status of the reel of product.

A "length stop" signal is also available for use
to stop or automatically change the take-up reel
and can be used for an automatic reset of the
stored data. Any combination of the (1) lenqth E - -

stop, (2) bare wire reject, (3) fault reject or * "
(4) pinhole reject can be selected by switches to
activate the 110 V AC output signal. In addition, t9 171--m

the pinhole and fault reject can be user set from
0 to 99. LOGIC AN

TEST SYSTEM OUTPUTS SUPPLY UNIT

All information gathered by this system is avail-
able in binary coded decimal format on a real Electrical Insulation Defect Test Set
time basis on one data plug. Also available on a Figure 15
real time basis are signals for either a pinhole,

fault, or a bare wire to allow for a data acqui-sition unit to record type of defect and footage The wire measuring apparatus as described under
oitthnunit to recordiype o ec a"Length and Velocity Measurements" consists of a
on the reel to simplify repair. two-foot circumference measuring wheel , gear and

timing belts, and an electrical optical transducer
which converts the measured length to a digital
Signal for use by the logic power supply unit.

The planar probe is 6" x 6" x 4" in size and
supplied with high voltage from the logic and
high voltage supply unit. A high voltage inter-
lock system is included to remove the voltage from
the probe if the unit is opened.

The logic and power supply unit is approximately
18" x 18" x 8' in size. This unit contains all the
controls and presets of the system. The only con-
trols readily available to the operator are the
footage preset, power "on" button and the reset
button.

The internal controls are: pinhole to fault
F_ -separation, fault to bare wire separation, arc

length preset, pinholes allowable, faults allow-
able, sensitivity, local/remote reset, length
stop on/off, pinhole reject on/off, fault on/off,
bare wire reject on/off, output stop on/off, and
voltage setting.

Block Diagram

Figure 14
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4 l Jinstalled system.

At the Omaha Works, the arc correction is deter-
mined around the area of 0.25". The arc correc-
tions vary on these units from 0.09" to 0.23" with
the average at 0.17". All systems are verified
to an accuracy of approximately 0.06".

All test systems at Omaha are being verified once
a month. Results recorded proved that this was
not necessary and that once a quarter would be
more than sufficient. It should be noted that
scheduled verification of the units will not
suffice if components are changed. Any change in
components requires a reverification of the unit
prior to the systems being used for production.

'f3
A MAXIMUM READING

I2 0 A ERAG E READ ING

Top View of Logic and Power Supply Unit 1., 0 MINIMUM REAIN

Figure 16 14
.9

ARC LENGTH ADJUSTMENT 'A

The arc length error is dependent upon:

1. The high voltage supply - 6

2. The current limiting components

3. The probe architecture .4

4. The interconnecting circuitry

Rather than attempting to measure the effect of
each portion separately, it was easier to deter-
mine the total error. Several reels of 20 Gage
steel wire with copper coating were prepared with 0
hand produced defects of known lengths at known 1 . 3 .4 . 6 7 .8 . ,.0
intervals. The arc correction was set at zero ACTUAL LENGTH (INCHES)

VERIFICATION PLOT ARC CORRECTION SET TO 037 INCHES.
andthe ereels were tested on the system. APPROXIMATLY 40 READINGS USED FOR ALL POINTS ONE

The actual lengths of the defects were compared HALF INCH AN ABOVE N0 READINGS USED FOR ALL

to the system measured length and from this a OTHER POINTS.

correction was obtained. This error was then Figure 17
applied at the arc correction. The sample reels
were again run and the errors plotted. The actual USES
defects ran the range from 0 to 2.00 inches in
0.1 inch increments. Approximately thirty of each The system is designed to measure and detect
size defect were used. The worst case error was defects accurately over a range of speeds from

0.11 inches with the average being 0.06 inches. zero to ten thousand feet per minute. At the
The error increased proportionately to the length higher range of this speed, defects not separated
of the defect. This was expected since the longer by approximately 1/4 inch will be counted as a

the arc was held the greater the heat produced by single defect.

the current flow. In addition, this system can be used with any type

VERIFICATION of wire regardless of insulation. Presently, the
unit is used only on irradiated polyvinyl chloride

On-line verification and prove-in of individual insulated wire at Omaha. Although as more units
units does not require the above procedure. In are constructed, dual insulated polyethylene wire
most instances, the area of primary consideration will be included. The use on IPVC wire has proved
is the point of separation between the fault and extremely successful on not only single wires but
bare wire. This is the point at which maximum also on up to four wires twisted tooether.
accuracy is desired. With the systeminstalled and
the arc correction set to 0.00 a measured defect
is placed on the product. This defect is then
run through the system. The defect measurement
displayed in the defect length window is then
compared to the actual length to produce the arc
correction. In actuality, this should be accom-
plished approximately ten times and an average
used. In addition, the standard deviation should
be calculated to provide the accuracy of the

8 International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1982
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IMAGE ANALYSIS, MICROSCOPIC, AND SPECTROCHEMICAL

STUDY OF THE PVC DRY BLENDING PROCESS

R.A. Burley
D.G. Hayashi

NORTHERN TELECOM CANADA LIMITED
Lachine, Quebec Canada

ABSTRACT DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

The dry blending process used in the Dry blending trials were performed with
production of electrical grade pvc form- a laboratory scale Henschel mixer (Prodex
ulations has been studies using a Corp. Model 2-JSS, 22.9 cm diameter, 22.9
combination of image analysis, microscopic, cm deep; volume 9,430 cm 3 ). The mixer
and spectrochemical techniques. The had no provision for temperature control.
effects of raw materials, mixing time and Heating of the charge was governed by
temperature, and order of addition were mixing time and intensity.
evaluated with respect to the quality of
the dry blend and the final product. The image analysis system was supplied

Changes in particle size distribution at by Cambridge Instrument Co. and consisted
of a Quantimet 720/33 image analyzer

various stages of the dry blending process equipped with a Vidicon scanner, a Digital
were followed by image analysis techniques. PDP 11/03 data processor and LA 36 DEC
Optical and scanning electron microscopy writer II printer. The optical microscope
were used to assess morphological diff- used with this system was a Carl Zeiss
erences. Spectrochemical techniques were Universal model with a stabilized power
used to indicate chemical changes. Supply for the illumination sources.

The properties and quality of dry blends
were found to depend strongly on mixing The spectrometric equipment used included
time, mixing temperature, and order of a Philips Electronics X-ray spectrometer
addition. and X-ray diffraction apparatus, and a

Perkin-Elmer Model 225 infrared spectro-
photometer.

INTRODUCTION
The scanning electron microscope (SEM)

The dry blending process is the first was a JEOL Model No. JSM35C.
step in the manufacture of many electrical
grade PVC formulations. Although the
process has been in use for some time
and is widely used, operating parameters
have been developed on an empirical basis, APPLICATION OF EQUIPMENT
and there appears to be very little
published information on the physical Experimental dry blends were prepared
and chemical changes which occur during in the Henschel mixer using charges of
the process. PVC powder ranging from about 1,000 to

2,000 g. Motor speeds up to 3,600 rpm
The objective of the present investigation were used. As the temperature increased
was to apply the comparatively new with mixing, the motor was stopped at

various temperatures up to 115C to sample
technique of image analysis to study the dry blend with a long-handled spoon.
changes in the particle size distribution The samp-es were immediately shaken with
(PSD) of PVC granules during the dry an approximately equal volume of powdered
blending process and to attempt to relate dry ice to prevent caking, then air dried
these findings to the quality of the dry and stored for subsequent examination.
blend and of the PVC formulations used
as wire and cable insulations and jackets.
Optical and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were also used to study physical
and morphological changes; spectrochemical
techniques were used for analytical
purposes and to detect chemical changes.
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lmage analysis measurements on the dry The results indicate only a minimal
blends were performed with the microscope breakdown of the PVC resin alone by mixing
operated in the reflection mode. The to 750 C. The amount of material in the
sample was sprinkled onto a front surfaced lowest size range increased very slightly
plane mirror to provide good optical and the "tail" of the distribution curve
contrast between the white particles and at the large size end moved to a slightly
the bright background. The PSD was lower range. The mean chord and mode
measured over the range of 50 to 450 urm were unaffected.
in increments of 20 urn, which covers
the range representing the bulk of the As might be expected, the addition ofPVC. The lower limit of 50 um was selected plasticizer between 75 and 80*C resulted
in order to eliminate the measurement in a sudden general increase in particle
of individual particles of fillers, size due to swelling of the granules by
stabilizers, etc. which usually have a absorption of the plasticizer. This is
chord size of less than 5 u; it also shown by the significantly higher values
reduces the level of the "noise" component for mean chord and mode, as well as by
of the measurement. The PSD was displayed the decreased numbers of the smallest
on the printer as a histogram along with particles and the movement of the "tail"
the numerical data. bdck into the 245 - 265 Wm range.

XRD and XRF measurements were made on With further mixing and increasing
specimens cut from 1.8 mm thick slabs temperature there was a gradual general
after milling and mol3ing the dry blends, decrease in particle size and the PSD
Infrared transmission spectra were obtained stabilized in the 100 - 115*C range to
from hot pressed thin films (about 0.05 give a PSD very similar to that of the
mn thick) prepared from the slabs, original raw material resin. The results

suggest that, under the conditions o.
SDI examination was performed on fracture this experiment, there was an equilibrium
surfaces of the slabs. Backscattered established between the growth of granules
electron images were used for the by agglomeration and breaking of the
photomicrographs. granules by attrition of the mixing action.

3. Dry Blend of PVC Resin, Stabilizer,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Filler, and Plasticizer

I. PVC Resin Raw Material A dry blend having the composition
shown in Table 3 was prepared by mixing

Some salient data from PSD measurements all of the ingredients except the
on three raw material PVC resins from plasticizer until the temperature reached
two different suppliers are summarized 75*C. A sample was removed at this point,
in Table 1. Information from the supplier and then mixing was continued with the
of resins A and B stated that typical addition of the plasticizer. Additional
average particle sizes for these resins samples were taken when the temperature
were 138 urm and 136 um respectively, reached 800, 900, and 1000C.
These values are in good agreement with
the mode values (peak of PSD curve) shown.
Note also that the mean chord value for
resin B is slightly less than that of Figure 1 shows the mean chord size of
A, in agreement with the supplier's the dry blend plotted vs. the mixing
indication of slightly smaller particle temperature (or time). Results for the
sizes for resin B. These results, along PVC-DOP dry blend (unfilled) described
with reasonable agreements between actual in section 2 above are also included.
sieve analyses and analyses calculated Comparison of the two sets of results
from image analysis measurements, inspired indicates the following:
confidence in the validity of the new
technique.

2. PVC Resin and DOP Plasticizer Dry
Blend

Table 2 shows some of the salient
data from PSD measurements made on dry
blends containing only PVC resin and DOP
plasticizer (75% PVC/25% DOP). Data for
the raw material resin is included for
comparison, as well as data for the resin
after Henschel mixing (to 750) but before
the addition of plasticizer.

International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1982 11



a. The mean chord size of the resin Salient features from the PSD measurements
on the dry blends are summarized in Table

particles in the filled formulation 5, with the raw material resin included
shows a distinct decrease during the for comparison. The data indicate
mixing period before the addition a slightly larger particle size in the
of plasticizer. The unfilled front loaded blend.
formulation does not show this effect.
This result indicates that the When the dry blends were milled and molded
inorganic filler and stabilizer have into slabs, it was noted that the "front
an abrasive action on the PVC granules loaded" material was pale beige in colour,
during this period. The proportion indicating the possibility of some resin
of smaller particles (in the 50 to decomposition. The "back loaded" material
70 im range) also increased dramat- had a normal "off-white" colour.
ically (from 2.2 to 19.5%) at this
period of mixing, indicating the Since trouble with caking had been
formation of debris from the larger experienced with the beige material, it
granules. was suspected that some of the stabilizer

may have been lost, resulting inb. The addition of plasticizer causes decomposition of the resin. Quantitative
a larger increase in mean chord size comparison of the lead contents of the
in the filled formulation. There two slabs by X-ray fluorescence analysis
are two possible explanations for showed that this was not the case; their
this effect: lead contents were practic.!ly identical.

(i) The granules may be enlarged A comparison of the infrared spectra of
because of the incorporation the "front" and "back loaded" materials
of filler and stabilizer as showed that bands due to water of hydration
well as plasticizer. and to the ionized carboxyl group of the

dibasic lead phthalate stabilizer were
(ii) Swelling of the granules may significantly weaker in the "front loaded"

be greater because of the higher material. Quantitative comparison
plasticizer/resin ratio in indicated that about 25% of the stabilizer
the filled formulation (about had been decomposed. This degree of
1:2 instead of 1:3 as in the decomposition was considerably greater
unfilled material). than that resulting from heat aging the

same specimens at 100*C for 7 days (ASTMc. Both formulations show the gradual Method D-1870).
decrease in mean chord size with
continued mixing after the absorption A comparison of the X-ray diffraction
of plasticizer. Unfortunately, the (XRD) patterns of the "front" and "back
experiment with the filled formulation loaded" materials also indicated
was not carried on long enough to significant decomposition or breakdown
determine whether or not it would of crystal structure of the stabilizer.
show the stabilization of mean chord The intensity of the strongest XRD peak
size observed in the unfilled of the stabilizer (at about 70 2G using
formulation. Cu Ku radiation) in the "front loaded"

material was only about 25% of that of
4. Order of Addition of Stabilizer the "back loaded" material. The

indications of severe reduction in
The simple formulation shown in Table crystallite size were confirmed by

4 was used to study the effects of changing microscopic examination (see below).
the order of addition of the stabilizer.

In one case the resin and stabilizer were Examination of hot pressed thin films
mixed together to 75*C before the addition with the optical microscope showed that
of plasticizer ("front loading"); in the the "front loaded" material appeared to
other case the stabilizer was added after contain fewer and smaller needle-like

the absorption of plasticizer by the resin crystals of the stabilizer than the "back
("back loading"). Some difficulty was loaded" sample. The differences in micro-
experienced with caking of the "front scopic appearance were shown more vividly
loaded" cry blend in the Henschel mixer by SEM examination (see Figs. 2 a and
after addition of the plasticizer. 2 b). The SEM results show that the

crystals of stabilizer were broken down

much more severely in the "front loading"
procedure and that many of the particles
were smaller than the limit of resolution
of the optical microscope (about 0.5 jim).
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CONCLUS IONS TABLE

I. The results of this preliminary study SCMMARY )F PSD DATA FOR .1E

show that the technique of image RAW MATERIAL PVC RESINS

analysis can provide useful information
concerning the particle size
distributions of PVC resins and si_ A

the changes which occur during the
dry blending process. Present results Mean Chord 44 4 .39

were confined to the particle size Mnde -- , :23 .1

range characteristic of the PVC In 50 - , rane 2.2 0.' 0.3
granules, but the results indicate Largest range w~t~n over . Z5 45 - 22that future studies using electron r45 65 2 5 22

microscopy may be of value in
determining the size distribution
changes which take place in the
fillers and stabilizers during dry
blending.

2. PVC granules undergo the following
changes during a normal dry blending TABLE 2

operation:
SU,]MARY DF PSD CATA FIR CRY ALEYD CE

PVC RESIN AND DCE i'LASTIC:IEF

a. Slight attrition before addition

of plasticizer. This effect is
promoted by the presence of I :: :.ARGEST

inorganic components. MEAN 0-- RA! ECE W65.
DESCRIPTIO: CHORD MOVE CANOG C OC' i.

b. Sharp increase in size due to -7"

plasticizer absorption. ?w Material Resin i54 1i3 8 . 245 - 261

Resin Only Henschel 154 1 -5 2.4 225 - 245

C. Gradual reduction in size due 4-xetl to 75C

to attrition by mixing. PVC VnP Mixed .5 B 0.2 4 - 65

30-C

d. Stabilization of particle size PVC DoP Mixed to 164 258 1.9 245- It5

due to equilibrium between 90c
attrition and fusion. The final PVC *-CsP Mxed to 152 13 1.- 245 - 2 6

particle size distribution may 100*Q

be close to that of the original PVC DOP Mixed to 155 138 2.4 225 - 245

r e s in . il °°
PVC * DOP Mixed to 153 138 2.4 245 - 265

3. Changes in the order of addition may
have profound influences on the
quality of dry blends. Mixing of
resin and stabilizer before the
addition of plasticizer may cause
more decomposition of these components
in the dry blend than is encountered
in normal heat aging tests on the TABLE 3finished product.

COMPOSITION OF EXPERIMENTAL FILLED
PVC DRY BLEND
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TABLE FIGURE 2 - SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF FRACTURE

SURFACES OF SLABS MADE FROM
COMPOSITION4 OF EXCPERIMEN4TAL PVC DRY BLEHD

FOR CONIAAISON OF ORDER OF ADDITION Or SrABIL DER FRONT AND BACK LOADED DRY BLENDS.
MAGNIFICATION 4,OOOX

COMPONENT P __

PVC Reitn 100.00 69.35

DOP Plasticizer 37.20 25.80

Dibas&c lead phthalate 7.00 4.85

Total 144.20 100.00

TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF PSD DATA FOR COMPAISON

OF ORDER OF ADDITION OF STASILIZER

Fig. 2(a) - Front loaded lead stabilizer;
particles of stabilizer

RAW FRONT BACX represented by light areas.
MATERIAL LOADED LOADED

MATERIAL RESIN DRY BLEND DRY OLEND

Mean chord ( ) 149 196 192

Mods ( ml 138 216 197

% in 50-70 um range 1.7 1.9 3.4

Largest range with over 245 - 265 304 - 324 265 - 285
It (um)

Fig. 2(b) - Back loaded lead stabilizer;
particles of stabilizer

represented by light areas.
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THE COMPUTER IS IN.. .NOW YOUR TROUBLES BEGIN

E. W. Crews

Western Electric Co., Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona

ABSTRACT benefit from was dependent upon the skill
level that our maintenane people could

Microprocessors and other digital devices attain. To obtain the maximum benefit from

are finding their way into almost all wire the new high-tech equipment, it was neces-

and cable manufacturing processes. The sary to provide a very thorough training

primary advantage of selecting coputer- program.

controlled or digitally-controlled equip-
ment is improved productivity. However, The training program was structured to

productivity can be adversely affected if our particular situation. We considered:

this new equipment cannot be maintained or (1) our personnel, (2) our equipment, and

cannot be repaired quickly. Maintenance 3) the types of training courses availablc.

personnel require new skills and knowledge he training program outlined here is not

to repair and maintain computer-controlled the only solution to the problem of upgrad-

or digitally-controlled equipment. A ing of maintenance skills, but it is a

training program, properly structured to practical approach to the problem.
include education, documentation, and
motivation, must be implemented for those PERSONNEL
responsible for the maintenance and repair
of this highly sophisticated equipment. The limit to the complexity of the
The training program to be discussed has equipment that can be maintained is depen-
evolved as a result of our experiences dent upon the skills of the maintenance
with various computer-controlled and organization. To properly structure a
digitally-controlled equipment. training program, it is necessary to eva-

luate the needs and potential of each
maintenance man individually. The struc-
ture of the maintenance organization is

INTRODUCTION important in determining the level of
training required for each skilled trades

The training program to be discussed was group. The maintenance coverage require-
initiated as a result of our experiences ments of the manufacturing operations will
with the installation and maintenance of a determine the number of maintenance person-
microprocessor-controlled, wire-insulating nel that must be trained.
takeup (the subject of a paper presented at
the 30th International Wire and Cable Shown in Figure 1 is a composite look at
Symposium) as well as several other pro- the two skilled trades groups involved in
jects involving microprocessors and digital the maintenance and repair of our computer-
electronics. We discovered that some of controlled equipment. Our typical elec-
our maintenance personnel lacked the neces- trician is 47 years old, has a high school
sary skills to effectivel. maintain and education, and learned his trade in the
repair this new and sophisticated equip- military. Our typical technician is 43
ment. Many suppliers expound the virtues years old, has two years of college, and
of their new equipment, while in some cases learned his trade while in college.
they totally neglect to mention the skills Many of our maintenance people had obtained
required to maintain and repair it. Our their technical training long before digi-
first problem was to determine the required tal electronics and microprocessors were
skills, and then to initiate a program to taught in school and, in some cases, even
upgrade those maintenance people with before transistor theory was taught.
deficiencies. Because of this, we decided to begin with

a fundamentals course. Most of our skilled
We decided to provide a well structured tradesmen had been away from an organized

training program for our personnel consist- classroom at.,osphere for many years. Be-
ing of two training phases: fundamentals cause they were unaccustomed to the class-
and systems. We recognized that the limit room, we structured the fundamentals phase
to the complexity of the equipment we cobld as a self-study program.
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In the past, our electricians have had procossor-controlled equipment. The firs
the responsibility of repairing and main- type can be described as supplier-designL
taining all electrical control equipment, equipment, and the second type can be
while our technicians were responsible for described as user-designed equipment. As
the maintenance and repair of all digital mentioned earlier, the limit to the con.-
equipment and all printed circuit boards. plexity of the equipment to be maintained
This historic division of work (loosely is dependent upon the skills required to
defined as high voltage versus low voltage) maintain and repair the equipment. The
had, in itself, produced a problem. The importance of the relationship between the
new computer-controlled equipment fell into equipment and the training program becomes
both the responsibilities of the electri- more evident when discussing documentatfon.
cians and the technicians. This difficulty
has been solved by refining the work res- There are three subclasses of equipment
ponsibilities of the two skilled trades categorized as supplier designed. They are:
groups. The electricians are still res- (1) specific use, (2) custom use, and (3)
ponsible for all control equipment, but custom designed. The specific use equip-
that responsibility includes both the elec- ment is designed by the supplier for a 'Very
trical and electronic components. The specific application. Extruder heat
technicians are respor1'-'e for all test- controllers, electronic footage counters,
ing, measuring, and data collection sys- and specialized testing equipment would be
tems. The training program has been struc- examples of this category. The custom use
tured so that each skiiled trades group equipment would be less specialized and
can obtain the required skills -4thout tur- could be customized for a specific applica-
ning the electricians into technicians and tion through software prepared by the user
the technicians into electricians, or the supplier. Examples of this type c

equipment would be programmable controllers
The work schedule of our maintenance and single board computers. The third sub-

personnel had to be considered in the class of equipment, custom designed, is
structure of the training program. Our sometimes described as an engineered sys-
manufacturing facility operates seven days tem. A good example of this type of equp:-
a week on a three-shift per day basis. ment would be a computer-controlled insula-
The maintenance organization rovides ting or jacketing line.
electrical coverage on all three shifts.
However, there are fewer mainrenance people For those wire and cable manufacturers
on the two night shifts than there are on with the technical staff, design of custo.
the day shift. The extra day people are computer systems is possible. Western
required for bench work and work that re Electric and many other wire and .able
quires interfacing with the engineering manufacturers find it profitable to desirn
organizations. The number of electricians and build their own custom microprocessor
and technicians that had to be trained on systems. Engineers can readily obtain the
each shift was quite different. Also components for such systems from many
considered was the fact that our people equipment suppliers and integrate them into
had a rotating schedule of days off due to their production processes. Quite often,
our seven-day coverage operations. Once custom circuit boards are used in conjunc-
again, the self-study approach to the tion with purchased single board computers
fundamentals phase was the best option for to provide the interfacing to unique manu-
our particular situation. facturing equipment. An example of this

type of equipment would be the microproces-
The supervisory requirements for the sor-controlled wire insulating takeup pre-

training program were undertaken by the viously mentioned.
maintenance organization. We were fortu-
nate to have a supervisor within the maint- THE MISSING LINK - TRAINING
enance organization with experience in the
training area. His responsibilities in- Once the personnel had been evaluated
cluded coordinating the program as directed and the equipment categorized, the educa-
by middle management. The training coordi- tional program was structured. We assem-
nator had to be able to communicate with bled the training program to fit the
both management and maintenance personnel. unique situation of our manufacturing
It was very important to have the right operations. The training program format
person in control of the day-to-day opera- included three major components: (i)
tions of the training program. The amount education, (2) documentation, and (3)
of time required to coordinate a training motivation.
program is, of course, dependent upon the
size of the program and decreases as the
training progresses. EDUCATION

EQUIPMENT There are several educational formats
available. Some of these include: (I)

There are two basic types of micro- the classical classroom approach, (2) Cor-
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respondence courses, (3) individual self- approximately two years to complete. After
study, and (4) a coordinated self-study, completing the fundamentals phase, the
Many commercial technical schools will student may request some optional fundamen-
contract with manufacturers to provide tals courses. Six optional courses are
in-house training programs. These programs available. These include such topics as:
usually require a large number of mainte- (1) OPTO electronics, (2) phase locked
nonce personnel to attend class at the same loops, (3) IC timers, (4) active filters,
time. With our seven-day, three-shift (5) assembly computer language, and (6)
operation, this could not be easily coordi- basic computer language.
nated and is quite expensive. Coirespon-
dence would have been used, but we felt After completing the electronic
that our people required a more stru.-tured fundamentals phase of training, special-
and well-supervised program. Since a ized training courses offered by the
program conducted on company time would equipment supplier can be purchased.
assure the required participation, it was Courses for supplier designed equipment
concluded that a self-study program inclu- usually require more conventional classroom
ding laboratory exercises would be the instruction and are more intensive in
best approach. Self-study programs can be structure, with most courses being com-
structured for individuals or groups. pleted in one or two weeks of full-time
If structured for individuals, each person study. By conducting these courses in-
must be provided with his own laboratory house, the living and travel expenses of
equipment. In a group-structured program, the student can be avoided. Usually the
the laboratory equipment can be shared, costs of such courses are on a per-student
thus reducing the cost of the program. basis with additional cost for the instruc-
Combining the group-structured program tor's living and travel expenses while
with direct supervision results in a co- teaching. Unfortunately, scheduling of
ordinated self-study program. We selected personnel becomes more difficult with these
this approach because it best fit our in-house courses, but fewer people are
particular situation and offered the most generally involved.
benefits. Our program is offered seven
days a week and on all three shifts. Our The training for user designed equipment
required classroom space is kept to a is perhaps the most difficult to provide
minimum since the room is used on a con- since it normally requires the preparation
tinuous basis with smaller groups of of training materials by the local engi-
students. neering staff. Many hours and special

talents are needed to prepare this type of
The fundamentals training program is training material. A classroom structure,

divide-l into eight areas of study. They similar to the courses offered for supplier
are: (i) DC theory, (2) AC theory, (3) designed equipment, is usnally followed,
semiconductor theory, (4) electrical although some videotaping has been tried.
circuits, (5) operational amplifiers, (6) Costs for such specialized training mate-
digital techniques, (7) test equipment, rial is divided among a relatively small
and (8) microprocessors. A schedule of number of students. The costs are probably
recommended study times has been provided higher than for courses offered by equip-
by the educational material supplier. They ment suppliers. By videotaping the pre-
range from 20 hours for DC theory to 80 sentation of the training material per
hours for microprocessors, with a recommen- student cost can be reduced, and the tape
ded total of 300 hours for the entire provides a convenient resource for the
fundamentals program. Although there is maintenance organization.
no limit on the time the student has to
complete any phase of the program, he is DOCUMENTATION
encouraged to keep pace with the recommen-
ded time schedule. The student is assigned The importance of proper documentation
to three one-hour sessions in the training becomes more obvious as the specific
room each week during his normal work systems courses begin. The documentation
hours. The training material is given to provided for the electrician or technician
the student to keep and as a result, we to maintain these systems usually comprises
have some students that will study at home the training material for the courses.
on their own time. We also encourage the When we contract with an equipment supplier
student to use any idle time on the job to provide training courses, we require
to study. that a complete set of documents be pro-

vided for each student. This allows the
The fundamentals course work is re- students to make notes on the drawings and

quired of all electricians and technicians instructions they will be using later to
that participate in the program. The pro- repair and maintain that specific equip-
gram is voluntary, but participation is ment. Although this adds considerably to
obviously encouraged. The total program, the cost of some courses, it is worthwhile.
if completed on company time only,requires Listed below are the characteristics of
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the documentation for each equipment User Designed Equipment: The doc-amena-
category. tion for this category of equipment is 'he

most difficult to obtain and is usually the
Supplier Designed - Specific Use poorest in structure and content. All

Equipment: The documentation for this documentation, with few exceptions, mu:, be

equipment is generally quite complete prepared by the design engineer. Because
since the equipment has been designed for of other job responsibilities. engineers
a specific application. Usually included usually cannot devote the large amount of
are schematics, theory of operation, in- time required to prepare training documen-
stallation and calibration procedures, and tation. As a result, instruction and
troubleshooting guide. Since the equip- training on user-designed equipment must be
ment is for a specific application, the presented as a lecture series by the design
theory of operation usually covers the engineer with whatever documentation he may
actual application in great detail. This be able to provide. This is less than
simplifies the instruction process since satisfactory in most cases. The amount of
the documentation provided becomes the information retained by the trainee in this
training manual for the course. type of course is much less than for a

properly documented course. The quality of
Supplier Designed - Custom Use Equip- education for such a program is totally de-

ment: Included in this category of equip- pendent on the ability of the design

ment are programmable controllers. The engineer to organize and present his lec-
documentation for this equipment is very tures. Most engineers have little training
specialized and does not normally include as educators, and this presents a problem
specific application information. The when organizing lecture material. Our
documentation would usually include such experience in this area has not been good.
items as operating instructions, interfa- Several courses have been organized by
cing instructions, programming instruc- various engineers with varying amounts of
tions, and maintenance and troubleshooting documentation. The courses were well re-
procedures. While these are sufficient for ceived by the trainees, but the retention
maintaining and repairing the programmable of the material presented has been poor.
controller, it should be supplemented with A great deal of effort is being addressed
documentation detailing the specific to this problem, and better results are
application and interfacing including anticipated in the future as a result of
schematics. Most equipment suppliers the fundamentals training now in progress.
cannot furnish this supplemental material Our hopes are that with a better background
and as a result, the engineering staff in electronic theory, the material pre-
usually has to prepare this documentation sented by the engineer will be better
and assist in the training course. This understood.
obviously complicates the instruction
process. MOTIVATION

Supplier Designed - Custom Designed The most difficult aspect of training
Equipment: This category of equipment, is motivation. No matter how well struc-
often called Engineered Systems, normally tured the education program--or how
includes very detailed schematics and thoroughly prepared the documentation--
software (program) listings, but usually without the prope- motivation, the training
excludes information on the manufacturing program is doomed to failure. The chal-
process, overall theory of operation, and lenge is to motivate the maintenance man
troubleshooting procedures. A good to participate and to keep pace. There
fundamentals training background is very is always some pressure from those that
important in understanding the documenta- prefer not to participate on those that
tion provided in this type of training, do. We attempt to keep the interest in
Because specific use and custom use the program high and to provide some sense
equipment are normally included in of accomplishment in those that choose to
engineered systems, some elements of the participate. In the area of participation,
training program are well documented, we have had mixed results. Shown below
However, to thoroughly understand the are the levels of participation by our
engineered system, the trainee must have maintenance personnel:
a good understanding of the manufacturing
process. This normally requires either Work Percent Participation
extensive experience maintaining similar Shift Elect-- ians Technicians
processing equipment or the involvement
of the product engineering staff in the Day 63 100
training process. As a result, this Evening 79 100
type of training course is not normally Midnight 85 100
as well documented as it should be. Total 72 100
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The response from our technicians has work with the maintenance organization
been very good. The electricians on the to assist them in obtaining the necessary
day shift, generally the most senior and skills, and to be patient with the
the oldest, have the poorest level of par- maintenance man as he learns these new
ticipation in the fundamentals training skills.
program. The highest level of participa-
tion by our electricians is on the mid- An additional responsibility of the
night shift. Generally, the older the engineer is to provide an interface be-
electrician, the less likely he is to get tween management and the maintenance
involved in the program. worker. Most engineers are in a position

to understand the needs of management
The reason for the total participation and the needs of the maintenance worker.

by our technicians may relate to the fact It is his task, when selecting or design-
that they as a group have a higher level ing new equipment, to integrate the needs
of formal education and are probably less of management to have a profitable piece
intimidated by classroom instruction. In of processing equipment with the needs of
addition to their excellent participation the maintenance man to have a machine that
level, the technicians as a total group he can maintain.
are approximately 8 percent ahead of
schedule in their fundamentals training. CONCLUSIONS
The same cannot be said of our electri-
cians. Shown below are percentages rela- The computer is here, and designers are
ting their progress in comparison to the going to find ways to use this new tool in
recommended pace: every type of wire. and cable manufacturing

process. To compete in today's interna-
Work Electrician tional market, productivity must increase,
Shift Status vs. Recommended and the computer is the most popular tech-

(Percentage) nological change in equipment design to
Day -10.7 provide that needed increase in producti-
Evening -15.7 vity. However, the productivity increases
Midnight - 2.7 cannot be attained if the equipment cannot

Total -10.0 be maintained. Better educated and more
highly skilled workers are required to

The midnight shift electricians have maintain this new equipment. If these
maintained a good pace and a good level high-skilled workers are not already avail-
of participation, The other two shifts able, or if they cannot be hired off the
require more attention to bring them up street, then the current work force will
to a reasonable pace. have to be trained to do the job. This

will require a full-time program of tech-
A recognition program has been initiated nical training. It cannot be a one-time

to encourage the trainees to continue with operation, but it must be continuous and
the program and to keep pace. Upon success- constantly upgraded as technology changes.
ful completion of the fundamentals training Some of the current work force will not be
a special ceremony is arranged with members interested in upgrading their skills.
of management to present certificates of These workers will become obsolete if they
completion to the successful trainee, do not change their attitudes. The tide
Since the maintenance personnel are hourly of technology is growing. The maintenance
employees, and under Union contract, it is man must learn to swim with the tide, or
difficult to reward the extra efforts of he will surely be swept away.
the trainees that complete the entire
training course. However, other awards are Our training program is approaching the
being considered, end of the second year of operation. Most

of our people have continued to support
SPECIAL ROLE OF THE ENGINEER the program. The fundamentals phase of

the training program is now almost com-
The engineer that has the responsibility plete. The benefits of the program should

to improve productivity through new state- be more apparent this coming year when
of-the-art equipment has the added respon- more specialized training courses can be
sibility of understanding the maintenance offered. We believe the training program
man's point of view. Having to repair and will allow us to take full advantage of
maintain this high technology equipment the technological advances coming to our
without the necessary skills is upsetting. industry.
One goal of the training program is to
make the maintenance man feel comfortable
with the new equipment. The knowledgeable
worker will accept technological change,
while the worker with limited skills will
always fight change. The engineer must
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AD P000:•
AUTOMATED ELECTRICAL HARNESS MANUFACTURING

John W. Tarbox -- San Diego, California.

Tarbox Developments

This automated electrical harness manufactur- The system described here has beer, made possible by
ing system described here is intended, thru developments in lomputer Aided Design (TAD): ;n hign
Tomputer ontrolled equipment to lessen zost. speed printing (Ink Jets and Lasers): in Robots: _n
improve aual~ty and speed production in I-N/c machine controls: in high speed electrical and

?lectrical harness manufacturing. It electronic testing: in automated bundle tying devices
addresses the need to include wire mrking: ..... plus some special ways of putting these al! to-
stripping: lugging: forming: tying and test- gether. The next section describes this system.
ing for a wide variety of gages and types of

components. It sequences the operations of The Wire Harness Assemblc Center
new but proven equipment--ink jet marking: First. let us review just what goes into the makeup cf,
robot wire end preparation: I-N/C forming say, an Aerospace equipment harness. A typical harness
and high speed assembly testing under the will use several different types of wire: single
overall supervision of a host computer. It conductor, multi-conductor, twisted pair, shielded
offers a number of choices of equipment and wire: it may use more than one color but the color
degrees of sophistication. It permits in general is white: there will be several gages.
starting with a basic system of reasonable Bach wire will be numbered with its wire number.
cost nmich is designed for future expansion Then there will be a variety of terminals at the wire
with further economies, ends and each end must be correctly stripped of in-

/ .sulation before these terminals are applied. Strip-
ping and lugging of the terminals require special

tools matched to the wire and the terminal. Because
hy automate' of difficulty in applying numbering to certain cires

numbered sleeves may be required adjacent tc the
The answer to this question comes to us in the United end terminal. Prenumbered shrink sleeving is typically
3tates from Taiwan, Korea, Mexico where manual labor used for this role.

costs are one tenth of ours. It comes from Japan
who IS automating: and currently at a rate much From the collection pre-prepared wires the harness :s
faster than us. Automation may reduce jobs in harness next formed by running each wire, in turn, through its
making but it will provide jobs in skilled anufactur- assigned path on the custom harness fcrmboarJ. This
ing. And, if we don't compete through automation we is a tool made by locating forming pins and wire told-
will lose these jobs anyway--permanently! ing devices in the required pattern on a flat board.

When all wires are run in the various trunks and branches
Also there's Better quality: Higher Productivity are tied with lacing tape or plastic ties so that the
Lower ost. harness may be removed from the formboard without

losing its formed configuration.
Why then do we still find most harnesses are hand made?

We are not done. The next step is to itsert the erm-
That answer is easy. There has been no viable approach. ated ends correctly into their proper place in the
No approach, that is, that accommodated the staggering connector. Then comes testing for correct contin-
variety of needs presented by wire gages ranging from city: final assembly of the connector strain relief
12 thru 28 with many different atrandings and insulations shells, etc; addition of harness labels and, perhaps
--over 5000 varieties of terminals -- over 10,000 kinds

some extra protective wrapping. !h.,se final stepsof tonnectorat any geometric configu/ration coupled were taken only after the errors that showed up in
with a totally custom electrical configuration -- all the testing were corrected--not an easy task!
of which requiring identification for assembly and

maintenance. Steps within the overall assembly job
have. indeed, been automated but there has been no

answer to automating the whole. th-re is now!
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Industrial harnesses are usually somewhat simpler than :n System I the wire feed to the pr.nter, the first

Aerospace harnesses. Wire numbering may be omitted: step in the harress maxino process, is initated

wire color coding may be substitutedi sometimes no manually for each reel. Zubsequent operatonc thrug.n.

ire identification is used. Wire end terminals harness forming are automatic.

are usually adapted well to automatic terminating

tooling, connectors usually do not require the From the printer the wire, no. identified. passes

addition of an environment seal and connector assembly thru the cut (cut and strip) module and s icadel :nts

is therefore somehat less of a chore. 
th- cartridge by the action of the cartrlae Inader.

The cartrdge design is such that each end of tte .re

Auto Assembly 
protrudes sufficiently to permit resentatlc. t* the

Figure I outlines in schematic form the make-up of strippers and terminal luggers for sire end ternna. sr

a basic Wire Harness Assembly enter. Figure 2 shows nic-t, in these systems, is zcmpleted prir tD

the components which extend the size and capabilities

of this basic system. Refer first to Figure I --

System 1. 
t.
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:n te next oceratoon the loaded cartridge 4s pocked Robot: The robot selected for use in System I is tne

.2 by the Robot 'Hand' and is transported and presentei 7-15 Robot manufactured by the -ybotech Corporation of

to the lugging module selected to attach terminal ti. Indianapolis, Indiana, in a version specifically
0
olO.eing that action the Robot hand rotates the :art- adapted for auto wiring, It incorporates a 'hand'

rige and presents the other end of the wire to the capable of picking and parking the wire cartridge

luzging Nodule selected to attach terminal #Z2. The at the cartridge loader; presenting the cartridge

termrated wire is now ready for the forming operation. correctly to the strippers, luggers, sleevers, testers;

orienting the cartridge correctly during the forming

In tostem I the Robot retains the cartridge, orients operation.
ot onl transports it through the manoeuvres neded to r ers; For those applications -herein currently

ftr tte wire on the forming board. The cartrJige available cut-and-strip modules are insufficient a
ceognb co-operates by providing precision payout of the lank of powered strippers of the end loading variety

.i- onto the gripping teeth of the 'Iuecomb' wore will be employed to cover the dimensional variations

;rop-ers and around the forming pins which designate and needed to match the wire and terminals used.

-a-.taon the correct forming pattern.

luggers; A variety of terminal attaching (lugging
ccera:tions subsequent to forming such as connector in- machines are available from the terminal manufacturers

.esrong and tying sf the narness are maintained and/or from specialized tooling ma.ufacturers. For

ss manual Dperat os on System I. However, Robot robot operation the units selected should include

trecosion in formina plus the guidance provled by the automatic delivery of the terminals to the crimping

cescroctve covers of the luecomc system wil! add speed dies. Since the luggers as no. manufactured are

anc re'abollty to these operations. designed to be operated by a human with feel and eye-

sight they will, for this application, be adapted for
cre Harness Assem7io Jent~r Modules operation by robots without feel or eyesignt.

brinter- "he printer required far this system must Tester; This is a module specifically designed for

ce cacao' of teong crigroed to number the wires in auto wiring. It provides for both electrical and

tre sequence n anocn they are later to be formed, mechanical (pull) tests and checks both the integrity

Also it must operate mitt sufficient speed to keep of the components and the quality of the operations

, with the rest _f thne system. An Ins :et wire up to this stage in the wiring process--in advance of

-a:rkr -marketed by American Ian is one suitable unit. harness forming and tying.

-ut or >ot-and-Str l Mc lcle: Since the wire cartridges Forming; Forming of continuous strands of wire by

ire lesLgned to handle individual wires a cut module C-N/C forming machines has been employed for some time.

capable of accurate length cutting of the various wire This system adds the forming of pre-prepped (end term-

-,rcs use must precede cartridge loading. If wire inated) wire to that capability.

tyres and tripping requirements can be handled by

s .iabe 'on-line' strippers then the cut module may Cuecombs, These are proprietary formboard accessories

cecome a cut-and-strip module. f, however, wire which provide for gripping and retaining the ends of
types and strip lengths are too varied to permit the preterminated wires during machine forming. The

cractocal use of in-line strippers then a module bank Cuecor. system, however, uniquely provides information

of powered 'end strippers' preceding the lugger line needed by the technician responsible iin the basic

can be employed. The block diagram shows this alter- System 1) for the insertion of the wire ends into the

natove. connector. The user printed 'Cuecovers' not only

supply such information to t .e assembly technician
Aire Iartridae; This module has been designed spec- but they also retain the wires in the comb in the

ifically to meet the needs of this auto-wiring system. array programmed and run by the robot during the

It c:-Operates with automatic loading from the cut or wire forming process. This, typically, will be

ct-and-strip module; prevents the wire from tangling; one wire per comb slot. Furthermore, uecovers

maintains control of the wire ends during wire end can provide information on wire runs, insertion and

preparation (stripping, lugging, sleeving, testing) removal tools, manual stripping and lugging spec-

and provides for precision payout of the wire during ifications, terminal, connector and wire part num-

the forming operation. Its configuration is such that bers for the final assembler and/or the maintenance

it will handle a variety of wire types 4n lengths from technician inasmuch as the Cuecomb/Cuecover assembly

,ne foot to several hundred feet. is designed to remain with the harness for the remain-

der of its life. At the present time no alterna'e to

:artridge loader3 This module's role is to accept the this unique system exists.

numbered wire as it emerges from the cut module and load

it with the proper protrusion of the wire ends into the Prozramminat Inasmuch as the Robot is the central

sire cartridge and then park the cartridge ready for operator of System I its auxiliary output commands

pickup by the robot. are sufficient for initiating the operations of the

printer and other modules. A host computer is not

necessary.
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Universal Formboard This is a proprietary develop- Augjlcer: Available at this time Is an 'Autoater'.

ment of Adapt Developments, Santa Ana. alifornia. This is a device which carries its own supply of tyon;

:t consists of a 2 foot by 3 foot module, joinable, cord and has demonstrated the capability of lacing.

like tiles, to make up larger boards. Each module automatically, a bundle of wires. In use now or inQs-

contains 864 forming pins arrayed on I inch centers trial harnesses, it will. with modification. be app--.-

over the face of the module. At rest they are able for use in aircraft applications. Designed for

recessed within the unit. For forming they stand hand use it can be adapted for robotic operation.
inches high. perpendicular to the face of the form- Alternatively, at least two varieties of ans ore

board. Only an overlay which can be developed by available which are applicable for adaptation for

hand or a graphics plotter is needed to control the robot use for the application of plastic bunole tec.

setting pattern for the forming pins required. Set-up

can be completed in a few minutes. No formboard Most lomuter: The more comprehensive role of System I

storage is required. Irid patterns finer than 1 dictates the need for a host computer to supervise the

inch can be developed at any local ares by means of system's operation. The substantial benefls to oe

slip-on accessories. The Iuecomb system is designed gained from computer manipulation of the mass of oata

to match to this formboard. needed to define eats harness to be nae orn th.

system should be considered wren sizing the zonruOer

system.

system I 1oruit Tester Subsequent to forming and. preferacly,

Please refer to Figure Z. before tying the user may want to perform a conplete

corcuit test for continuity and high potential Jhi-;ot

System _I adds both extra capability and size to integrity. Several such testers, capable of operat'nz

System :. The Auto Mire Supply Module eliminates at nigh speed, are available. An efficient, economica

the crocessin interruptions which manual selection rrorroetary nethod of hooking op to these testers is

and feeding of a new color or type of wire to the availahle for use with this auto system.

printer causes. The Harness Forming Module addec to

System U1 crovides for the forming of larger harnesses. nr-.ectcr Assembly: This term is meant to describe

This unit is sized to suit the user's needs--the the inserticn f te wire end terminals correctly int

largest one contemplated so far is 3 feet by 2 feet. the recess provldec in the nating connector. A means

In addition, the HM makes practical the operation of for 'c-na this cy cnrouter cntrol os known to toe

a second robot to work in parallel with the first autnor ,: -tos caper, It Il provle for inserzcr.

robot since both robots are relieved of the forming at both ends of the wore neon run: toe mechanism os

task. With cartridge loading and wire terminatin4g straight forward and most connectcrs can he worked.

proceeding simultaneously System I doubles the prod- ,ornectors requirinz back-sheli threading may he an

uction rate of System i. exception.) System integration requires hardware
whtch is additional to the forming equipment.

Wire Supply Module: Wire changeover taking longer

than about 10 seconds will interrupt auto system Proprietary considerations prohibit further disclosure.

operation. This module is intended to minimize such

delays. as role is to select the required wire

supply package (reel or carton) from its store of

such supplies and automatically feed wire from that

package into the printer (or cut module if no printer .mrlementa-ion

'a used).
Planning Program& _t cardly needs saying that the

Harness Formlnw Module (HFM)i This unit is a Jybotech introduction of a Wire Harness Assembly -enter such

Santry Robot, adapted to harness forming use. It as is described in this paper must be preceded by a

interfaces with the wire end preparation robots by careful plan. The best plan will develop if two sets

means of a parking rail which also provides a pooling of experts are onvolvedt the customer, who knows his

area for cartridges in order to overcome production needs and limitations and the supplier, who knows the

sequencing discontinuities. system and the options. The result should be a per-

manent record which will provide by means of models,

Robot 2: This unit will be essentially the same illustrations and text a comprehensive reference for

as the robot used in System I. It will be sequenced the continuing use of concerned executives, engineers

to operate in co-operation with Robot #1 so that both and technicians. It should set the timetable and

robots can pick cartridges from the cartridge loader provide the necessary background on the various system

without colliding and, likewise, to park cartridges modules and their roles. It should include, during

on the parking rail of the Harness Forming Module. planning, key affected personnel so that, with their
co-operation the plan lays the groundwork for shop
integration. Disgruntled workers have many monkey-

wrenches!

The author has a planning program outline available.
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FIGURE 5
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METAL FORMING AND INSPECTION CONTROL FOR CABLE SHEATHING

W. D. Bohannon, Jr. D. E. West

Western Electric
Norcross, Georgia

Abstract
a non-conducting surface such as

Development by Western Electric Company has resulted wood.
in a unique quality measurement system based upon the
"percent take-up" and "build-up" of a cable sheath. 27.2 The mandrel diameter shall be as

Percent take-up is defined as the amount of useable metal follows:
remaining in the cable sheath after metal forming and
Build-up is defined as the amount of spacing, due to the Classification Mandrel Diameter
metal, between the polyethylene jacket and the conductor
core. In the development of a quality control system, a Non-Gopher 15X

direct relationship between the existing shop Gopher 20X

specifications and the new specifications involving build-
up and percent take-up were established. With these 27.3 The cable may be allowed to warm to

requirements, the manufacturing window was effectively room temperature before inspection.

doubled and the quality level improved in cable products. The bend area of the cable shall show

Resulting parameters are measurable in all finished no visible evidence of fracture of the
products and provide a quick feedback of cable quality jacket. After removal of the jacket,
guaranteeing a quality level exceeding the present shield and armor, there shall be no

standards (8X bend). visible evidence of fracture.

Though the mandrel diameters may vary (8X is used by
WECo), it becomes apparent that this test is an accept-
able standard which well correlates to the actual installa-

Introduction tion requirements (i.e., metal shield - armor construc-
tion).

In an examination of current cable specifications, one
requirement reflects a standardization of performance With this final performance standard, the manufacturing

testing. This requirement is the "Cable Bending Test". engineer is faced with the problem of guaranteeing cable

As stated in REA specification PE-89: quality and developing the control system to do so. The
maintainable level of quality in the product becomes

27. Cable Bending Test 1  directly related to the accuracy and the time constant of
feedback data. Assuming adequate process stability, a

27.1 All cables manufactured in accord- quick concise quality measurement system is needed in
ance with the requirements of this order to precisely control metal forming process. Since
specification shall be capable of the "bend test" requires four hours for sample stabiliza-
meeting the following bend test: tion, this is quickly denounced as a process control

measure ment.

27.1.1 A suitable length of cable shall be

bent, with the shield overlap og the The past method of pr( -ess control used by Western
outside of the bend, in a 180 arc Electric Company was based upon a relationship of two
arond a mandrel; straightened, bent measurements: corrugation depth and corrugation count.
180 in the opposite direction,
completing one cycle; the specimejn Corrugation Depth: Deth of corrugated metal prior to
shall be straightened, rotated 90 metal forming process.
and a second cycle of bending per-
formed. The rate of bend shall be
such that the test is completed
within one minute. The specimen
shall have been conditioned for a CORRUGATION DEPTH

minimum of four hours at -20
0 +1- - - --

2°C and shall be tested at this
temperature, or immediately upon Figure 1.
removal from the cold chamber
where the sample has been condi-
tioned, providing that the mandrel is
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Corrugation Cour Number of corrugations per inch
remaining after r' eIal forming (averaged over 5" sample).

/

Figure 2.

This system appears to be adequate, but one fault in this
measurement control system should be noted: The origin-
al corrugation depth measurement is destroyed in the
metal forming process. This change makes it unavailable
as an end product check point. When an effort was made
by the WECo Cable and Wire PECC to improve cable
sheath quality, this problem with the corrugation depth -
count system was recognized as insurmountable. Since
the specified corrugation depth was not measurable in the
end product, the controlling parameter became corruga
tion count. This single variable was an inadequate control
for guaranteeing uniform quality. It was deemed neces-
sary to develop a new process control system. 3" DJiarneter Buckle

Solution Synthesis

The development of a new quality control system began Figure 3B.
with a study of cable failures. The primary objective was (Ref. 2)
to identify the sheath failure mode (i.e., failure mode of
corrugated metal(s) when subject to repetitive bend test Prior to the search for a test method, certain design
cycles). The conclusion was that the cable fails in a criteria were set to aide in its selection. Assuming an
compressive mode; therefore, the ultimate quality test increase in the product qiality control is required and the
would be a compressive test of the formed metal. actual testing will be performed in the plant environment,

the following e-iteria were established: The test must be
quick, concise, reliable and durable. In the search and
evaluation of "standard compressive tests", no unique test
was found which met all the design criteria. Therefore, a
decision was made to establish new control parameters.

To gain more understanding of the effect corrugation has
upon metals, a number of experiments were undertaken.
First, metal tapes were marked in 10" lengths. The tapes
were corrugated (using 10 corr./in. rollers) into strips of
various corrugation depths. Each tape was cut to 1-1 2"
widths, then tensile tested on an Instron. The elongation
versus force data were graphed.

1" Diameter Buckle

Figure 3A.
(Ref. 2)
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R 11 8.0
U T J34 It was concluded that in the final cable the only measur-
G 8.3 . 032 able parameters were the amount of metal in the corruga-
A .- tions, the final corrugation count and depth and the

8.7 .030 diameter over the formed metals. The studies outlinedI above indicated that a relationship exists among these

9.1 " -parameters. It was decided to develop a quality control0 9. -1

95- , J ystem around these parameters and relationships.tl 9.5 ' ' ',;/

1 .< .New Quality Control System
50 0 50 The quality control system is based upon two parameters:

0I "Percent take-up" and "Build-up".

FORCE PER Jlt0Th
The first parameter, "Percent take-up", is defined as the
amount of useable metal remaining in the cable after the

Figure 4 for Steel forming pt'ocess. The test procedure requires cutting a
(Ref. 2) sample from the finished cable metal tape(s) of a

specified length (I).
Such a graph is shown above. The following points are of
sign i ficance:

1. The corrugated metal, in the initial stage of L
elongation, acts as a spring member.

2. The force required to form metal iato a circu-
lar configuration exceeds this "spring region"
capability.

3. Corrugation of metals has a "work hardening Figure 6.
effect" on them due to corrugation stretch.
The stretch is approximately 2% to 4%, A tensile force equal to the yield point for the raw
depending on depth (see Figure 8). material is applied to this sample (see Figure 8). (Note

this is not the yield point of the corrugated material
From metal forming trials it was concluded that there because it has been "work hardened" by the corrugation
exist two relationships of significance in the metal tape prc!ess.) The sample is then remeasured at some value L
forming sequence. The first is an inverse relationship + AL, AL being the elongation.
between tape width and minimum forming force. The
second is a direct relationship of the tape width to the
corrugation count required to prevent formed metal from
springing open upon exiting the forming die. L -a L

Figure 7.
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The "percent take-up" is thus defined as ('L / L) X 100%.
This procedure leaves less than 1% of useable corrugation PQLEYETLEK'C

in the sample. However, this must be left in order to
insure the metal does not yield while being straightened.
These characteristics of the metal, before and after =V oocv ,AL(S)

corrugation, are illustrated in Figure 8. This data is from
the study conducted to verify the "percent take-up"
measurement. It shows that this approach will insure -
ample amounts of corrugated metal in the cable to meet
the "bend test".

S -T1 .; 11L Figure 9.

I_ _- The build-up control parameter serves two purposes. The
'~f first is as a check of forming equipment and proper

Itooling. The second and the most important is to assure
proper control of the sheath buckling phenomenon. (See

;' Ref. 3 for sheath buckling information.)

Establishment of Target Control Parameters
44

With the control parameters defined, a study4 was
conducted to correlate percent take-up and build-up
measurements with the 8X, 3 cycle test. The resulting
target parameters were established to assure passing the} bend test with 100% certainty.

JCheck of Solution
With the establishment of these target control

parameters, an in-depth trial was conducted at Western
o -' Electric Atlanta Works. The intent of this study was to

correlate the old control parameters (corrugation count
and depth) with the new control parameters (build-up and
percent take-up) and to compare the performance of
each. In this study, a sample of each cable manufactured
under the new specification was tested and stored for a
one-year period for further testing. These cables were

' , ' monitored during the installation process to identify cable
sheath performance failures. Partial results of the study

Figure 8. are in Figures 10-12.

The second control parameter is the "build-up" of the
cable. Build-up is the amount of spacing, due to metal,
between the polyethylene or PVC jacket and the
conductor core. The measurement procedure is as
follows: First, remove the jacket and measure the
diameter over the metal (DOM). Next, remove the metal
shield and/or armor. (Note: These pieces are then used in
the aforementioned test for percent take-up.) Now
measure the diameter over the core wrap (DOCW). Build-
up is defined as diameter over metal minus the diameter
over core wrap:

BU = DOM - DOCW
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Figure 10.

Figure 12.

Note: "Shop requirements" are initialization parameters
for the sheathing line operator to use in line set-up.

Results

From the aforementioned trial results, two points should
be highlighted. The first is that no defects or failures
were reported on cables made during trials. The second is
that the "manufacturing window" has essentially doubled
as shown by Figure 11. (The old requirement was .037 +/-
.002 inches depth and 9.1 minimum count which restricted
manufacture to the right half of the curve.) With these
positive results the final requirements were developed for
implementation. These requirements are shown in Figures
13-16.

Figure It.
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% Take-up, Steel Build-up, Single MetalFigure 13. Figure 15.

% Teke-up, Aluminum
SFigure 14. Build-up, Double Metal

• __ Figure 16.
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Conclusions

WECo has developed a quality control system which is
comprised of two meesurements: percent take-up and
build-up. The resulting control system is superior to the
old standard and is more reliable, concise and durable.
The end requirements have doubled the manufacturing
window and improved the over,0l quality level of WECo
product. If compared to the "Bend Test", the percent
take-up/build-up system yields:

I. A quantative measurement of cable perform-
ance, not a pass-fail result.

2. Faster test time (5 minutes compared to 4
hours). Bill D. Bohannon, Jr., is a senior staff engineer at the

Western Electric Cable and Wire Product Engineering

3. A test method which can be performed on any Control Center in Norcross, Georgia. He received his B.S.
cable after manufacture, installation, etc., Mechanical Engineering degree from the Georgia Institute
with results implicating facts about metal of Technology in 1947. He joined Western Electric in

forming during manufacture. 1953 at Burlington, North Carolina and is presently a
consultant in the field of special machines and

4. A complete test of parameters which manufacturing methods development.
determine both bending performance and
buckling performance.

The resulting system has completely resolved field
complaints involving sheath performance failures. There-
fore, it is recommended that this system be incorporated
into REA and International Specifications.
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COMPUTERIZATION OF THE PULP WIRE

INSULATING PROCESS

V.L. LeNIR, W.A. CASCARANO, M.A. SHANNON*

NORTHERN TELECOM CANADA LIMITED
LACHINE, QUEBEC - KINGSTON, ONTARIO*

CANADA

ABSTRACT This paper describes computerized
feedback control system developed 'or

A computerized feedback control system the insulatina staqe of pulp cable
was developed at the pulp insulating manufacture in order to ensure the
stage as a first step to improve the uniformity of the pulp insuilation
uniformity of the pulp insulation. The and thereby improve transmission
objective is to assure a consistent characteristics.
average mutual capacitance of 83 + 4
nF/mile and a capacitance deviation of 2. Cable Parameters
better than 4% particularly for higher
pair density type cables. The system All transmission characteristics
consists of a microcomputer controlled includina impedance, attenuation and
diameter scanner and moisture measurement crosstalk depend on the uniforitv nF th-
system for each pulp line. Control of insulated conductors. A measure of thp
oven temperatures and water applicator degree of uniformity can he obtained
is effected at a central computer based from the averaqe mutual capacitance nF
on average values transmitted by the the cable and the deviation of the
microcomputer. Better pulp insulation capacitance of pairs within the cable.
density control is achieved by increased
sampling of weight per foot coupled with Average mutual capacitance has tradit-
automatic regulation of pulp flow to each ionally been specified for the control
machine as a function of consistency. of cable manufacture since it can be
Significant improvements have been a readily tested on the finished cable
in cable quality, and as a result o R product.
continuous per wire monitoring capability
of the system, the way is open for further DSl rate systems require an averaoe
improvement in capacitance deviation. mutual capacitance of cables oF R1 +

4 nF/mile with a narrow spread abouE
the nominal, and a capacitance deviation
of better than 4%. The existing

I. Introduction installed pulp network does not alwav,
meet both of these requirements and

The use of pulp insulated cables, hence problems have heen experiencel
which were originally designed for due to increased attenuation losses,
voice transmission, has been expanded and an increase in the cable qenerated
to include applications involving noise level which necessitates shortened
higher transmission frequences result- repeater spacings and/or selection of
ing in a need for tighter control of pairs for PCM applications.
transmission parameters. They now
have application in the field of The need for cables of consistent
exchange cables where the use of the quality better suited to installation in
DSI Rate PCM systems has proliferated. PCM systems provided the impetus to the
Even today pulp cables offer the development and installation of a
telephone operating company consider- computerized control system on our pIlp
able advantage in terms of cost and insulating lines.
size, in addition to ease of failure
detection and blocking characteristics
in the case of water penetration.
By comparison, foam insulated grease
filled cables which meet the require-
ment of improved transmission
characteristics incur a considerable
penalty in terms of price and pair
density.
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3. Pulp Cable Manufacture

The various processes in the
manufacture of pulp cables will be briefly c ,SRO. c' O FIA Lw P C, MUI

reviewed to indicate the sources ofPUPW AE
variations in average mutual capacitance C T

and capacitance deviation. Figure 1 -STE

shows the various manufacturing P,

operations.

4. Mutual CCOacitanOe

FIGU RE1

4.RMutual S AFFECTING CTp acitanceNCE

The are cond cto .spacinrst inofatthe co d ct r of a aRUS N d

CORRUGATED

FIGDERE 
AT

on one of sev~rJ, 60- ire pulp insulating
lines, and ther, twised in pairs withtwist lengths according to the color.combination. The twisted pairs oriqin,_ 

PERMITTIVITY

ing from one or more insulating lines

are stranded together into units of 50 or 
%

100 pairs which are cabled together and 
i/covered with a core wrap tape. The core1 

/is subsequently dried under vacuum in 
G/ONDUCTORa "dome" drier shortly before sheathing. 
SPACING

For most applications the standardS talpe th sheath construction is used as THE MUTUAL CAPACITANCE OF A PAIR DEPENS PRIMARILY

shown in Figure 2. 
UPON THE SPACING SETWEEN CONDUCTORS AND THEPER-ITTIVITY OF THE INSULATION.

FIGURE 3
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The spacing between the conductors of a The integrated computer system, which
particular pair depends on the diameter controls all pulp machines simultaneously,
of the individual insulated conductors is based on continuous monitoring of
and the amount of deformation occurring diameter and moisture of the pulp
in subsequent processing. The dielectric insulation and on a semi-automated
constant of the insulation depends on control of weight/foot. Improved diameter
the density of the pulp insulation and control at this stage also simplifies
again upon the amount of deformation selection of die sizes at subsequent
caused by machine tension and die sizes operations. Further improvement in the
at twisting and stranding. The degree average mutual capacitance level can be
to which the insulation will accept obtained by improving tension control
permanent deformation also depends on at the twisting, stranding, and cable
the amount of moisture left in the stages.
insulation after the insulating process.
These relationships are summarized in 5. Pulp Insulating
Figure 4.

Sixty wires are insulated
simultaneously on each pulp machine at a
speed in the order of 200 fpm (Figure 5).

05.0.50 O AAI)WM WUU. CASACffUKZ

TIC $&MA-0R MOCgn

CVCIANE -k CONDUCTOR -9 MOEPESS:'-R

DosD.,cDo -oASOON ROLLS ' EEPLRN

PERNVhITYI Ipc, G

RISE ROLLS'1

..RER 4RS

Fi~~~iiiF1 CLEANERCASN

SOLe Ee u

S IE PULP 10LINERK. PR

OCCUR "NoE -LA~tCA1OA DOW=t VI
0PERA.OH

SLSOEAVT7 TO
.98UL.AT.O

OCCUR RARPEG TEE

RESEAATNO PROCESS

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 4
A flat ribbon of pulp is formed on the
machine. Some of the water is squeezed
out of the pulp ribbons by press rolls

Therefore to ensure the uniformity of before they are wrapped around the
mutual capacitance from pair-to-pair it conductors by high speed rotating polishing
is necessary to start at the first dies to form a continuous layer of pulp
manufacturing operation and to control on each individual conductor. The
the insulated conductor diameter, density insulated conductors are then passed
of pulp and moisture content at the through a three-zone oven to dry them
insulating process. Any non-uniformities prior to take-up on the process reels.
created during insulating cannot be During this operation a number of
corrected during subsequent operations. parameters are monitored and used along

with the results of tests performed on
completed reels of wire to make adjustments
to the process. In these tests a sample
of wire is taken from each of 10 reels
and the average diameter, moisture, and
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wieght per foot are obtained. Since reel Zone #1 temperature
changeovers occur every two or three hours Zone #2 temperature
depending on the wire gauge, and results Zone #3 temperature
of tests are dependent on the skill of the Pulp flow
operator, manual control tends to be Average insulated wire diameter
somewhat of an art. Average moisture level

6. Computer Controlled Pulp Insulating Water applicator pressure
Line speed

The computpr cQntroj system emPlovs
continuous monitoring o t e pulp ury
consistency (pulp/water ratio) at the
applicator vat, and monitoring of the
diameter and moisture level of the
insulated conductors via a microprocessor
regulated system. In addition there is
increased sampling of the pulp insulation
weight/foot values. Automatic regulation
of the process is carried out at a central
facility with easy override by the operator
should *he process necessitate it. At
the heart of the system is a Honeywell
TDC 2000 industrial control computer
where display and control programs reside.
F:,qure 6 shows an overview of TDC 2000. . ._

4 . ... 11 6n I iN *@ I l !
:it CAI C" CM A * CAI

FIGURE 7
": 7C.

In addition the basic controller can
o. -MM0, ASI , .c 200svs ov,,v,,w store up to 72 hours of hourly averages
c1. "Wo..m" of these parameters (Figure 8).

FIGURE 6

The TDC 2000 system consists of standard
modular building blocks (Basic Controllers) VER, AGESL0v,;.S

linked together by a coaxial cable (the I , 1 ,,P
Data Highway) into an integrated structure. .- 0.,22AF 0 INVI.V

Each Basic Controller contains a micro- 0600 42 4 0 M04 7.) 6.10o 0.212 0.o 142
07:00 42 5%0 70S 5. 13 f,. I I o.11 1.00 242

processor with its own "firm ware" and O,0 0 4 3 % 7o3 S 26 6.24 .20 1.o0 2 4
data base, and they are linked to the oq:2o 141 7o1 70 %.21 6.21 . f; 1.00 2 4IO-o0 14% 5;50 702 5,21 6.14 0.16 1.oO 14,

operating station (screen and keyboard). 22,00 14 M1 6 .1 4 1. 52 1..0 201There is one basic controller per pulp 2,0 On044 51 10) .12 6.Is e.22 .oo 142
13:00 144 51 699 -2 6. 20 0.26 0.00 140

machine (distributed control) and the 4,On 7471 1 607 I12 6. 4 o.0, 0 .oo 242

operating station is backed up X,00 I'5 6 7.22 6.22 0.26 1.00 4
continuously by a "Data Entry Panel". 2I2T 2 2??1 )?2 MAI 26 62 2^0, I2. 2.

"E VE. .V 0072 ' GPM mot(s?" till -S I'S! rPmThe operating station displays for each ,wr I %M .I12? 0 I,,, rutr LIE2 M SPRAV r 2.2,
basic controller (Figure 7) the following /0 045 "so 000 510 6.00 0.00 0.00 240

eight parameters for monitoring and vv/x 14 744 60q04 %.o 6.2 0.; o 1.0oo 24A
control purposes: M12, 5 9.2 f0.0 20,,0 2q. I 0.0 00.0 - 6.1

FIGURE 8
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The system is interlinked to the field Figure 10 shows a schematic representatio:.

monitors as shown in Figure 9. The user of the control scheme.
computer allows periodic printouts of
diameter and moisture to be obtained as
well as providing a means of historical
data storage.

In addition to the control capability of

the system, production reporting and
FIGURE 9 continuous trending of process parameters

allows rapid diagnosis of operating
problems (Figure 11).

The control strategy used by the system
is as follows.

The flow of the water/pulp mixture is
regulated continuously according to the
consistency of the mixture in order to
introduce a constant rate of pulp fibers
during the application of the pulp to iL[
the conductors. The level of flow is -N
additionally changed by the operator -H
according to the average weight/foot ofn
insulation, manually measured at every "
reel changeover. The average diameter ow||l~l| nm
of the 60 wires is automatically
measured by a Laser measurement system
at the exit of the ovens - this is used b a d."-
to make automatic adjustment to the first
zone temperature and to the water " " " =; :. ii..
applicator pressure (located at the : : ::I. X; ::: (£ :-:i
entrance to the ovens) thereby altering ai IV I M#
the degree of "blowing" out of the '* 9? I I. N-. NI'
insulation when the moisture violentlyboils out. This combination of average " 1 94 1 I lotI I

diameter control and average weight/foot . T-'::-
control translates into an effective pulp
density control which directly influences
the dielectric constant of the insulation.
Finally the average temperature of the
last two oven zones is regulated based FIGURE i
on feed back from an on-line moisture
monitor and thereby the average moisture
level remaining in the insulated wires
can be controlled.
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per wire, and the microprocessor drives6.1 Diameter Monitoring System a stepper switch to connect each pair of
system pulleys in turn to an electronic circuit

The diameter measurement s is which measures the insulation resistance
based on a lazer diameter monitor mounted across the pulp insulation from which
on a yoke and scanning horizontally over a moisture level value is obtained. Each
each of the wires in turn (Figure 12). reading is taken over a 20 second time
The scanner is driven by a microprocessor period permitting an average per wire
system which positions the emitter over to be obtained, and the overall average
each wire successively, spending 10 of the 60 wires is transmitted to the
seconds on each wire to obtain an average TDC 2000 at the end of each scan.
value per wire. At the end of the 60

wire traverse, the average of the 60 Figure 14 shows the diameter scanner and
diameters is computed and transmitted the moisture monitor pulley system.
to the TDC 2000 which updates the
uisplayed value and uses it for regulation.

tAItE OI*MLItE $CAN"LI

FIGURE 12

6.2 Moisture Monitoring System

A continuous feedback system is
required to control pulp insulation
moisture content. Equipment to perform
this was developed based on the principle FIGURE 14
of a continuous insulation resistance
measurement. There are 60 pairs of
pulleys (as shown in Fig. 13), one pair 7. Improvements of Mutual Capacitance

The system has proven to be very
effective in controlling the various
parameters to tight tolerances. Typical
average improvements of diameter, moisture

,U i1 J. _and density spread were 50%, 40%, and
40%. The capability of producing pulp
cables with a tight control of mutual

'(7'+_capacitance over a wide range of pulp
insulation densities has been established.
This is of particular importance in
producing a full line of pulp cables
with increased pair count density.

In addition, the system, by its
continuous wire to wire monitoring
capability, permits some lateral control
to be manually exercised over the process,

and the way is open for a more
sophisticated lateral control system to
be implemented.

FIGURE 13
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Summary

A computer system for the control of the
pulp insulating process has been
successfully developed and has demonstrated
substantial improvement in the control
of pulp insulating parameters under full
production conditions. This coupled with
manufacturing improvements to subsequent
cable operations has been shown to produce
cables which meet more stringent require-
ments for optimum DSI rate PCM applications.
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Abstract wider temperature range and larger strain.
We have developed the optical fiber It is necessary that optical fiber cable

composite overhead ground wire and have combined to the ground wire must be
applied the wire to the over ad power withstand these severe conditions.
transmission line for the purpose of tele- In this paper, development and
communication systems and lightning obser- properties of our newly developed optical
vation system. The total system length is fiber composite overhead ground wire are
about 14 km. The optical fiber cable is discribed and application of this ground
inserted into the aluminum pipe settled in wire is also reported.
the center of the ground wire. Because
there is a gap between the optical cable
and the aluminum pipe, the optical fiber 2. Development of the optical fiber
cable can be replaced to other optical composite overhead ground wire (OPT/GW)
cable without replacing the ground wire 2-1 Design of the overhead ground wire
when larger capacity telecommunication The overhead ground wire which is
system is need or the fiber is failed due conbined to the optical fiber has been
to some accident. Cabling, installation designed considering the following matters.
and jointing of the optical fiber composite (1) Weight, diameter, tensile strength and
overhead ground wire have been successfully electric resistance should be almost equal
carried out, and average loss of the ground to those of the conventional overhead
wire and average splice loss using arc- ground wire.
fusion splicing have been obtained less (2) Straight and smooth aluminum pipe is
than 0.7 dB/km and less than 0.1 dB, settled at the center of the overhead
respectively, ground wire in order to replaceable of the

optical fiber cable.
(3) Inner diameter of this pipe is as

1. Introduction large as possible.
Optical fiber telecommunication (4) This pipe should be prevented from

systems have been recently applied to being collapsed by lateral pressure due to
various fields because of the properties of installation and clamping of the ground
low loss, wide bandwidth, no electomagnetic wire.
intereference, small diameter and so on.
Especially, it seems to be advantageous to
realize optical fiber telecommunication Hard aluminum pipe

systems using overhead power transmission Aluminum clad steel
lines which have been installed over long wire
distance and wide area.

We have developed the optical fiber Segmented and grooved

composite overhead ground wire to relize aluminum alloy

these systems. Considering to combine the
optical fiber cable to the overhead ground Outer diameter 17.4mm

wire, it seems to have many merits that the
optical fiber cable inserted in to the Fig. 1 Structure of the overhead ground
overhead ground wire can be replaced with wire in which optical cable is inserted
another optical fiber cable without
replacing the ground wire when larger Fig. 1 shows the structure of the
capacity telecommunication system is need designed overhead ground wire considering
or the fiber is failed due to some these matters. Hard aluminum pipe with
accident. One of the peculiarities of our inner diameter of 3.8 mm is settled at the
newly developed optical fiber composite center of the wire. The aluminum pipe is
overhead ground wire is replaceable of the manufactured by following methods.
optical fiber cable. Further, ground wire An aluminum tape is formed by roll forming
is exposed to severer conditions than into a pipe and continuously seamed by arc
usually used optical fiber cable such as welding. This seamed pipe is drawn to a
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"desi~irid Ji ameteor and, ardrness. In. driwino;
process -,I I', is set -In the 11 U's Ii Li avnzdS(.

to~~~~~ ~,alaie 1,1te m)othinre1fi ri
to rt to ')ot i'"ei ur YeSilicone coated

the hard aluin px ipe, seq-,L .e 'Alifie
qroeve, a1Iminu- illv and rounk alunum~
,:1a,! steel wires~ iro s ilter-itI0 Heat resjusti;
wIta 1w-) Ia-es 2)tr !tL' Silicone rubbei-r

atrcin '1')sa" ie comlose
she ~e w~'~u- '* i h c'~rr 0 Keviar 49~ ri

s~~~ie',~ro b!, i)ente cnter of1 bra 1 (3
the 1, -uor. benc c-o la!,c Outer dian-eter 2. 7

Type-A Optical fiber ce-hicl

T-te1Carrcteristic''- c1 the -ver~e
urcund wires

___________ _______ _______Galvanized steel wire

TyeOPT/GW Usual type fiber cae tia

Heat resistant oiastic

t:sl senth 11100kg I IOk leouter diameter I. r8m

C) 'J r 1 -2 r 17. 4mm 12. Type-B optical fiber cable
----- Fig. 3 Structures of the optical fiber

e___________________ 794_________ ______________84 __5 cable inserted into the ground wr

the .jur-,ose of the renlacement.
Reitne(20rC)0.2202/km .0.293--kr km" rct between oTntical fiber cahle(

ifluminum pipe should be small.
(3) -i~htical fiber cable must withsta:no

,abl I shows tui characteris~c of er e conditions of wide temperature inr
the develoed overiheic ground ir is 'I larce strain.
comoared with conventioial. ovorli~ad aroun- (4) Almost no loss increase of the f~t
'dI r 1. And fia. 2 shows tne ph,-to~qi-ao o must be obtained during cablina and
the booth around wires. installation.

Fig. 3 shows the structures of
desianed o;tical fiber cables considori-ne
these matters. Tv-pe-A is designed main.,.
lavinq emphasis on withstanding wide
tempnerature range. Optical fibers wnic..

are coated with silicone resin are srne
around a galvanized steel wire and heat
resistant plastics are coated on the fib er
strand. Furthermore, silicone rubber is
coated on the stranded and coated fibers.
Because silicone rubber does not melt at
high temperature, this cable is not
deftormed at high temperature larcer than
350 *C in a short time, and transnission
characteristics of the fiber is stable.

0.8 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 2 Photegrapti og the overhead ground . ample I
wires <0.6 - taple 2

2-2 Design of the optical fiber cables w 0.4
Graded index optical fib~ers are used ---

for investigation of the optical fiber 0.2 - 0-- 0 0 o~
c )mposite overhead ground wire. Core- -

diameter and fiber diameter are 50 pm and o
125 pim, respectively, and refractive index U
difference is 1 %. Concerning the design 14
of the optical fiber cable which is 0 0I0 0 0
inserted into the overhead ground wire, tho temperature I 'C)
following matters are considered.
(1) Outer diameter of the optical fiber Fig. 4 Less increase at ligh temperature

cable sh(i d be as small as possible for of the Type-A optical fiber cable
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3. Insertion test of the optical fiber
cable into the overhead ground wire

Insertion test of the optical fiber
W 0.3 cable into the overhead ground wire was

carried out for the purpose of prospecting
to replace the optical fiber cable. Fiq. 7S0.2

ashows the outline of the insertion test.
0The overhead ground wire in which lead wire

W0.1- 0 is settled was previously installed as
_ shown in fig. 7. Two types of the optical

0 -O0 oo__ O fiber cables were used for the insertion
:) test. Insertion length was about 400 m.
0 In this test, pulling tension and loss

increase of the optical fiber cable were
measured.
Table 2 shows the results of the insertion

-60 -40 -20 0 20 test. Maximum pulling tentions of Type-A
Temperature (*C) and Type-B are 13 kg and 6 kg,

Fig. 5 Loss increase at low temperature respectively. Loss increase of both cables
are scarecly observed. As a result, botl.

of the Type-A optical fiber cable of the optical fiber cables are obtained to

be replaceable. However, Type-B is more
Fig. 4 shows the loss increase ot tne advantageous for long span insertion into
optical cable at high temperature. This overhead ground wire than Type-A unless
cable is also stable at low temperature as required condition of the temperature is
shown in fig. 5. For the purpose of the higher than 250 C.
replacement of the optical fiber cable,
Kevlar 49 are braided as a tension member
and as reduction of the friction. ___- 200m--.. - 200m

On the other hand, Type-B is designed
mainly laying emphasis on replacement of Gu w
the cable. Silicone coated optical fibers
and galvanized steel wires as a tension
member are stranded and coated with heat
resistant and small friction plastic. This
cable can not withstand higher temperature Winch optical ca e
than that which is a melting point of the
plastic. But using heat resistant plastic,
this cable is stable at the temperature of Fig 7 Outline of the insertion test of
250'C in short time, as shown in fig. 6. the optical fiber cable
Concerning replacement of optical cable,
Type-B is expected to be easier than Type-A
because diameter and friction of Type-B is Table 2 Results of the insertion test of
smaller than Type-A. the optical fiber cables

__.4 Cable type Type-A Type-B

V.J Pulling tension 13 kg 6 kg

0.2 Average loss

increase of the 0.01dB/k 0.02dB/ko optical fiber-A 0 .1..O

01 0 0 0 -  0

0
I I I 1 1 4. Application of the optical fiber

0 100 200 300 composite overhead ground wire
Temperature (OC) Various mechanical tests for theoptical fiber composite overhead ground

Fig. 6 Loss increase at temperature of wire were carried out such as installation
the Type-B optical fiber cable test, vibration test, galloping test, heavy

load test, field test and temperature teat,
and good results have been obtained. After
these tests, The ground wire has been
applied to 500 kv overhead power transmis-
sion line ( presently oparating at 275 kv)
tor the purpose of the lightning system and
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However, except no. 4 steel tower, the
optical fiber cable of 1.] km long could be
inserted at the small pulling tension.
After insertion, loss of the fiber was
observed not to increase as shown in table
3.

The jointing of the optical fiber
composite overhead ground wire was
performed at the top of the steel tower.
Fig. 12 shows the jointing method at the
top of the steel tower. After clamping,
the ground wire was wound about two times
in the steel tower and optical fiber cable
was jointed. Optical fibers are spliced l-
using arc-fusion splice machine which has AM
a battery. Fig. 13 shows the splicing of
the fibers at the top of the steel tower. Fig. 13 Photograph of the arc-fusion
In spite of the bad operating conditions at splicing of the OPT/GW at the
the top of the steel tower such as cold, top of the steel tower
windy, rainy and vibrated conditions, the
arc-fusion splice was performed successful-
ly and average splice loss was less than
0.1 dB. References

After construction of the optical (1) R. Yamauchi, et al., "Optimum structure
fiber composite overhead ground wire, loss of high density and low loss fiber units"
change of the fibers have been observed. 7th ECOC Sep. 1981
During about forty days, loss changes were (2) B. J. Maddock, et al., "Optical fibre
observed less than 0.1 dB. communication using overhead transmission

lines" CIGRE 35-01, 1980

Tension clamp (3) H. Benndorf, et al., "Fiber-optic
system for transmission of information of

-- ... 2$ -2. high voltage overhead power lines" CIGRE

Mounting table

Fig. 12 Jointing of the OPT/GW at the
top of the steel tower
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SUMMARY propose a model by which the lifetime of

The characteristics of optical fibers fiber can be estimated from accelerated
during 60 Co y irradiation, i.e. the effect irradiation.
of dopant, OH content, dose rate and tem-
perature were investigated. Moreover, the
model which presumes the effect of long SAMPLES AND IRRADIATION CONDITIONS
term use from the result of short term ir- The samples are Ge-P doped silica core
radiation was investigated. The range of the fiber Ge- doped silica core
environment and a type of fiber which could GI type fiber, Ge-B doped silica core GI
be used for a long time was decided, type fiber, P doped silica core SI type

From experimental results, it became fiber, pure silica core silicone clad
clear that the fiber which could be used fiber and pure silica core B-F clad fiber.
in radiation exposed area was only pure All optical fibers were jacketed with
silica core fiber. Moreover, the increase nylon. Irradiated fiber length was 100 to
of transmission loss of pure silica core 500 m. A experimental apparatus for meas-
fiber was able to be explained from the uring the radiation-induced loss in op-

model of color center formation by irradia- tical fiber waveguides is shown in Fig. 1.
tion and from the dose rate dependence.
The increase of transmission loss of pure
silica core fiber used for a long time was trradiation roor.
presumed quantitatively. So we could find Concrete wall
the guide of optical fia- cable design for..........................-.... •

...

long time use in radiation exposed area.
In addition, the degradation of mecha- 60 Co

nical strength by irradiation was investi-
gated..

LED Single
coru b

INTRODUCTION ES.SpIice ..

Optical fiber is rapidly being deve- Power meter
loped to operate in nuclear environments
because of its low loss and high band-
width. For this purpose, it is essential
to know how radiation affects transmission
properties and mechanical strength of Recorder
fibers. Optical communication systems
used in an atomic power plant will be re- Fig. 1 The Experimental Apparatus
quired to withstand exposure to nuclear
environments. Although radiation-induced The apparatus consists of a light source
loss in optical fiber has been studyed by and injection optics, the fiber, a constant
some investigatorsl),2), more quantitative temperature chamber, a source of radiation
studies must'be made on the growth and the (60 Co) and a detector. The dose rate was
recovery of radiation induced loss and the determined by changing the distance between
influence to mechanical strength. This re- the radiation source and samples in the
port is concerned with the induced loss in chamber. Samples and dose rate and total
various types of optical fibers during dose for each sample are listed in Table 1.
steady-state 60 Co gamma ray irradiation.
We also describe the effects of ambient
temperature, OH content in fiber and ir-
radiation dose rate on the growth and re-
covery of radiation-induced loss, also
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Table 1 Samples and Measurement At 0.84 pm, the induced loss was great in
Conditions spite of the low dose rate 30 R/H, and was

proportional to the dose. The induced loss
Total Wv-per unit dose was 0.03 to 0.04 dB/km/R.

Fiber (R dose length O Remrks p.
(H/81 (R) (Wi) (Ppm) The induced loss at 1.26 pm grew in low

40.4 dose range like at 0.84 jim, but was t._c pro-
Go-P doped core l type 30 50. 10' 1.26 portional to dose in the high dose range.
Ge-B doped core Gt type 3 1.2 t0' - Fig. 3 shows the recovery of the radia-
P doped core St type 30 5.0 10' 0.84 tion induced loss in this fiber after ir-

Pure, li ace 3 2 I 10' - radiation. The additive loss remains 60
cii~o, clad St type 780 1.0. 0' 0.84 2 dB/km at 0.84 pm even after 7 weeks at room

3 l.2 -o' - 2 .1 temperature.

780 1.0 lO
t
o' 0.84 2

Port silica core 1.55 -10- 2.2 - 10 0.8 22

B-F doped clad 2.3 E O 4 3.2 lO
s  

0.84 2 50'C 80°C
SI type 3.4 0 4.8 ' 10 0.84 2

6.2 10' 8.7'l0 0.84 2

7.0- 0 ' 1.0 to0' 0.84 2 after 2 days
. o-0' I.7'le 0.84 10 -- after I week

Pure silica core 3. 0 5.0' 1 O 0.84 tO 0-- after 7 weeks
B-F doped clad 113
Sl type 0 8.4-10 0.84 10 200 - 13

7.0 .l0E 1.0. 10' 0.84 100 83
-1: lItermittent irradiation for about 4,000 hour.

02: Irradiation at room temperature except SOC "

and 80'C 50 2z--
S30 62

RADIATION INDUCED LOSS IN FIBER t 10
1. Ge-P doped silica core fiber o 5.3.0

Fig. 2 shows radiation induced loss (at . 1
0.84 and 1.26 im) in the Ge-P doped silica 3
core GI type fiber as a function of dose in before
situ steady state 60 Co irradiation. irradiation

200 0.5 84

30 R/H 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

.\=0.84 ui Wave length (Lim)

150-
2Fig. 3 Loss Spectra after Irradiation

(Ge-P Doped Core GI Type)

2. Ge-B doped silica core fiber

Fig. 4 shows the loss spectra of the
-Ge-B doped silica core fiber to be irradia-

ted for about 4,000 hours at 3 R/H. The
50 radiation induced loss measured immediately

after irradiation was 18 dB/km at 0.84 ,m
inspite of being as low as 3 R/H.

0~~ 102
3

Dose (R)

Fig. 2 Radiation-induced Loss
(Ge-P Doped Core GI Type)
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The induced loss is proportional to the
dose and the induced loss per unit dose is
0.3 to 0.4 dB/km/R, which is about 10 times

3 RID of that in Ge-P doped core fiber.
'\

\after 4. Pure silica core fiber
\ irradiation Ge, P or B increases the radiation

sensitivity as described above, but the
V" pure silica core fiber is considered to

21.0\ lower radiation sensitivity than a doped

10 x silica core fiber. Fig. 6 shows the radia-
tion induced loss in pure silica core sili-

be ore cone clad fiber and pure silica core B-F
5 irradiation doped silica clad fiber at 780 R/H dose

5- rate. The induced loss is saturated at 3.5
dB/km in B-F doped silica clad fiber and at

I 4 dB/km in silicone clad fiber over dose of
3.2 7 X 103 R. The radiation-induced loss in B-F

doped silica clad fiber after irradiation
0.84 recovered to the level of before irradia-

I I I tion in about 3 weeks but in the case of

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 13 i. silicone clad fiber, the additional loss is
0.7 dB/km in 7 weeks after irradiation.

Wave length ( .m) The degradation of the cladding silicon
caused by irradiation attribute the addi-

Fig. 4 Loss Spectra after Irradiation tional loss. In the condition at dose rate
(Ge-B Doped Core CI Type) of 3 R/H and radiation time of 4,000 H, the

induced losses of both fibers were not de-
3. P doped silica core fiber tected.

Fig. 5 shows the radiation induced loss
in the P doped silica SI type fiber.

Silicon cladding

B-F Doped cladding

3780 R/1

200 2
Z

0 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10

150 Dose (R)

Fig. 6 Radiation-induced Loss
(Pure Silica Core Fiber)

J 00

U

Fig. 7 shows the radiation induced loss
at 0.84 om in the pure silica core B-F doped

5) silica clad fibers with different OH con-
tents at 7 * 10' R/H dose rate. The effect
of OH content on the radiation response of
pure silica core fiber is clearly evident
in Fig. 7. The fibers which have a much
lower OH content, have greater radiation

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B -102 sensitivity.

Dose (R)

Fig. 5 Radiation-induced Loss
(P Doped Core SI Type)
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DOSE RATE DEPENDENCE OF

RADIATION INDUCED LOSS

We quantitatively discuss the produc-
tion of color centers in pure silica core

hO- OH 2 ppm fiber during steady state 60 Co irradiation,
E and estimate the lifetime of the fiber in

50. the radiation environments.

1. Growth of radiation induced loss
3 )

0 Dotted line in Fig. 9 shows the radia-
- 30 70 tion induced loss vs. time in pure silica

core fiber at dose rates (1.55 x10', 2.3 x
i1 10

4, 3.4 xl0 and 6.2 X 104 R/H).r 20

70 . Measured values

-4 Calculated values6.2 l0 1 2 3 60 156 7 0 -106-- 0 4_. _ ---- . , ,'.

5 0 3. lo' i0

Fig. 7 Radiation-induced Loss 40 5/

(Pure Silica Core Fiber) 30 R /11

20

Fig. 8 shows the radiation induced loss
in the pure silica core fiber with 2 ppm OH 10
during irradiation at 6.2 x10' R/H over the
0.6 %I.l wm wavelength range. A loss spec- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -lo
trum can be obtained following the irradia-
tion by sweeping the wavelength with the Irradiation time (minutes)
monochromater. The induced loss measured
at 0.84 pm seems to be primarily due to the Fig. 9 Radiation-induced Loss of Pure
tail of an intence induced absorption in Silica Fiber (OH 2 ppm)
the UV and visible.

The measured data in Fig. 9 (dotted
lines) can be accurately fitted by the ex-
pression

6.-'~10~~a =aLt +Zai{l -exp(-\it)........(1)

90 r S, 6.2-10' R/H Where, Aa is the induced loss and t the ir-

80 4P_ radiation time. The fitting is accomplised

97 by a computerized least-squares procedure.
The constant (aL, ai, Ui) from the fit were

-60 4 listed in Table 2.

050 Table 2 The Coefficient of

40 Equation (1) (OH 2 ppm)

3 0 - - 1.55-10' 2.3x 10' 3.4x 0' 6.2.10'
0 . (/H) (/H) (8/H) (R/H)

10 X, 1 5.1 I0
-  

1 5.4 -10
-  

6.9 - 10
-  

8.6' 10
-
'

Xz 8.0' 10
- 

1 8.7' 10
-

' 9.5 X 10
-

3 1.1 10
- 2

0A6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 A, 1.4 1 0
-

' 2.0- 10
-

1 2. 5 lO 1()' .3x 1 0
-

'

Wave length (um) aL 1.5' 10
-  

1.8' 0' 2.1' 10
-  

1.8' 10'

011 17.50 26.04 30.81 33.69

Fig. 8 Radiation-induced Loss 02 0.96 1.60 1.77 5.52
Spectra during Irradiation a3  4.45 5.15 6.12 6.5

The growth and recovery of radiation in- 2. Analysis of experimental results

duced loss depends upon the core glass com- The results presented in the previous
position and pure silica core fiber with- section can be qualitatively understood or
stands exposure to radiation environments, the basis of a simple kinetic model for

color-center formation. Assume first that
an initial precursor consentration Poi
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exist in glass before irradiation, and that
additional precursors are created at a con-
stant rate of Ki during irradiation.
Second, assume that during irradiation,
carrier trapping at precursors proceeds at 100
a rate proportional to the number of empty
precursor sites, with rate constant Fi.
Finally, assume that both thermal untrapping
and carrier recombination remove charges o- o
from precursor traps at rates proportional -0
to the concentration of trapped charges,
the respective rate constants being Ui and E

Ri. This leads to the equation 10

dNi =Fi(Poi +Kit-Ni) - (Ri +Ui)Ni ...(2)dt ""' - °--o

Where Ni is the concentration of filled
trapping sites of the i-th type. The simpl-
est solution of (2) are obtained by assuming
that each of the i components are indepen-
dent. The solution, for Ni =0 at t =0, is

N i = F (Poi Ki tl - e pFi+Ri+Ui Fi+Ri+Ui) 1 -exp-
0.51 , h

(Fi +Ri +Ui)t} +Kit] . ........... (3) 1 2 4, 3 - C1

If the observed absorption is assumed pro- 1/0 (R/M
portional to a linear combination of i-th
different carrier trap concentration whose Fig. 10 Dose Rate Dependence of ci
behavior is given by (3), growth curve ex- (OH 2 ppm)
pression of the from (1) are obtained im-
mediately. Data obtained at different dose
rates are consistent with the models dis-
cussed above. Assume that Fi, Ri and Ki
are directly proportional to the dose rate
, this leads to the expression for the Ai °-

coefficients

Xi = Ai + Ui .......................... (4) -

aL =B ................................ (5) 10-112

Also, since ci should be equivalent to the 10
collision probability, it can be expressed 8
as follows;

ci =coi exp(-Ci/0) ................. (6)

Where Ai, B, coi and Ci are intrinsic con-
stants of core materials. Xi, aL and ai in

Table 2 are shown in Fig. 10, 11 as function .10-,
of dose rate . These relations in Fig. 10, 8
11 fit to the assumption (4),(5),(6).

From the above, the radiation induced 6

loss during steady state 60 Co irradiation - 4

as function of dose rate and irradiation 2
time can be expressed by the following;

tic =Bt + coiexp(-Ci/ ) {1 - exp - .10-,
i 6

4/

(Aie +Ui)t) ...................... (7) 
4

The induced loss at low dose rate for long 2

irradiation time can be quantitatively 2 4 6 8 10 10
estimated from equation (7).

The solid lines in Fig. 9 are based on (RM)

values obtained by calculating equation (7)
with Ai, B, Ci of Fig. 10, 11. Fig. 11 Dose Rate Dependence of Xi

and aL (OH 2 ppm)
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3. Effect of ambient temperature The constants of equation (1) obtained

The measured induced loss is influenced from the dotted curve are shown in Table 3,
by experimental parameters such as tem- Fig. 13, 14, 15. As is shown, if two
perature. In order to confirm the effect identical fibers are irradiated at the
of ambient temperature during irradiation, same total dose and the same dose rate at
the relation of the radiation induced loss different temperatures, the induced loss
vs. the irradiation time were measured at low temperature is greater than that
at 50 ± 2° and 80 ± 21C. The dotted lines in at high temperature. The solid lines in
Fig. 12 show the radiation induced loss Fig. 12 are calculated values, obtained
at them. in the same way as in Fig. 9.

i S ...... Measured values
- Calculated values 50°  6.2xs0 R/Hi[ i-- !- --0 .410 100

.20 50°C
-2.3-10'

-4 0 ... .. . -- - 2 > o

10 1l.551'

0 j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 '10S

Irradiation time (minutes)

- - --- 2 10 -0-0 -0 -

...... Measured values 0
30 Calculated values 80*C 6.2x10 R/H

- =--2.3-10'

.410 1.5-0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 '10' a

Irradiation time (minutes)

c3

Fig. 12 Radiation-induced Loss of Pure 0.5, (12

Silica Core Fiber 1 2 3 4 5 'i0
(OH 2 ppm, 50'C and 80*C) I/ (R/M)

Fig. 13 Dose Rate Dependence of ci (50C)

Table 3 The Coefficient of Equation (1) (Temperature Effect)

50'C 80oC

1.55- 104 2.3 x104 3.4 x 10' 6.2 10' 1.55 W10 2.3 x10 3.4 - 10 6.2 10
(R/H) (R/H) (R/H) (R/H) (R/H) (R/H) (R/H) (R/H)

Ai 4.9- iO- ' 5.1 . 10- 4 4.9" l0-4 6.0x 10-4 3.1 x 10- 4 3.2- 10-' 3.0x 10-  4.3× 10-

2 2.8 x 10
-

' 2.9x 10
- 3  

2.9xi10
- 3  

3.5x 10
-
' 1.O 0 

-  
1.6x I 0

- 3  
1.7x 10

- 3  1.8x lO-1

X3  3.1x 10 - 2 3.2x 10 - 2  3.5x 10- 2  3.9x 10-2 7.0' 10-' 7.3- 10-3 5.7" i0- 7.0" i0x -
C1L 2.3' 10 -  

3.2x 10 -
4 4.1x 10

-
4 4.5x 10 -

4 0.3x 10 - 5 0.7x lO- 1.0" - 1.7" l0-
(' 11.83 12.01 11.55 7.15 15.71 16.30 16.38 14.18

2 1.35 2.45 3.82 6.30 0.86 1.95 4.02 5.09
'A 1.75 2.81 3.61 5.90 1.66 2.32 3.41 4.90
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4. OH content

As shown in Fig. 7, the induced loss
changes with OH content in fiber. It is

100 important to discuss the effect of OH con-
80*c tent on the parameters Xi, aL and ai for

forcasting the induced loss for a long
time. Data obtained by irradiating the 10
ppm OH content fiber, at dose rate 1 x 10'

2 R/H, 3 xl0" R/H, 5 x 104 R/H and 7 , 10" R/H,
at 0.84 4m are shown in Fig. 16 with dot-

0 - -- .a ,a. ted line. Table 4 lists the parameter
jcalcurated from the equation (1), and Fig.

17 and Fig. 18 show the dose rate depend-
ence of above parameters. It seems that
the OH content dominantly affects on cL.

1 2 3 4 5 .10-1 5
1/I0 (R/M) vle

...... .Measured values
Calculated values '10' R/H

Fig. 14 Dose Rate Dependence of ai (80*C) 540..

y3O ..... 10

~ 5 C.......*

6 I

4
2 1-2 4- 5 7 9 r, -TFo

--- "-x " rradiation time (minutes)

10-
4- Fig. 16 Radiation-induced Loss of Pure2 x Silica Core Fiber (OH 10 ppm)

10-;
8

6 _ - -- Table 4 The Coefficient of Equation (1)
4 a (OH 10 ppm)

2

10 -' 1 x l0"R/t 3 ×10R/H 5 x 10"R/H 7 x 1O' R/H6 __________ ________

4* A 2.9 x 10- 3.3 x 10- 4.6 - 10- 3.0 10-
2 2.0x10-

3  
2.5xi0-' 3.2 -i0

-
' 1.4 '10

-
3

A3  2.1 x 10-1 7.1 x 10-1 2.9 - 10-' 3.3 - '
Io-4 OL 2.0x 10-" 5.0 X

l0
-
4 7.8' 10 - ' 1.1' 10

-
)

2 a 1  11.85 15.11 15.82 7.51

2 4 6 a 10 10' c 2  0.73 4.93 4.88 21.96

6 (R/M) 133 4.32 5.00 5.71 4.00

Fig. 15 Dose Rate Dependence of Ai and aL
(500C, 800C)
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5. Estimate of induced loss

The radiation-induced loss can be
estimated for a long time at a low dose
rate. For example, the induced loss dur-

t00 ing irradiation at 20 R/H are shown in
Fig. 19.

14 13.8
E ~ ~ ~ ~ O 20RH"oo ppm/

10 20 R/ Room temp,/

• 10

x_ OH 12pm .

/ Room t
OH24P 3.9

0"*0

2

OH 2 PPM
(1C .16

10 20 30 40

___.___._, _ ___ ___Time (Year)

5 - 5 c
1C (R/ Fig. 19 Forecast of Radiation-induced

Loss at Low Dose Rate

Fig. 17 Dose Rate Dependence of ci In the case of fiber containing 2 ppm OH,
(OH 10 ppm) the radiation-induced loss at 50'C is only

about one third of that at a room tempera-
ture, and the induced loss is almost neg-

o- ligible at 80C. In the case of optical
fiber containing 10 ppm OH, the radiation-
induced loss is no greater than half of
that of 2 ppm fiber.

We have thus been able to obtain a
guide for installing optical fiber in
radiation environment for a long time.

DECAY OF RADIATION-INDUCED LOSS

2 °The radiation induced loss immediately
o begins to decrease once the y-ray irradia-

tion is terminated. Fig. 20 shows the

decay curves of the induced losses in pure
10- silica core fiber following the irradia-

.- tion shown in Fig. 12 and 16.

3 - 0

2[ 7OF

60

0 0. . OH 6.Zx10" R/H

u 2 ppm
C 02 ... ,pp.OC

2 0 8 '
2

*'** OH . . . . . . .

¢ (R/M) 10 ppm 7.0x104 R/H
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .10,

Fig. 18 Dose Rate Dependence of Xi and aL oecay time (minuces)

(OH 10 ppm) Fig. 20 Decay of the Induced Loss
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All decay curves can be resolved into four by the dose rate. The rate of a short
decaying exponential components as given lived component in induced loss is the
by the expression majority. A long lived component is

greater as the temperature rises and more
:.,td =Zjdi exp (- dit) ............. (8) OH is contained. From these results,

i equation (8) can be expressed in tne fol-
Where Aud is the induced loss at the time lcwing equation:
t and t the time after irradiation. The
fitting procedure is similar to that men- lid/'-o = Mi exp (-, dit) .......... (9)
tioned above. Values of constants (adi, i
\di) obtained from the fit are shown in Where, : o is the radiation-induced loss
Table 5. at the time when the irradiation is ter-

The values of Adi remain almost constant minated, and Mi is the rate of i-th de-

on all fiber, without depending on the

dose rate, and adi/Zc'i also is not changed caying exponential components. The rela-
tions of the standardized induced loss vs.
decay time are shown in Fig. 21.

Table 5 The Coefficient of Equation (8)

Iw I,-~ I__ . 10- 6. i" A~a, O pim~ ". u ~ ,' 5

1()- 1,- 1- 10 1 1. 23 10 -2 3 1) -,2
Lo o .B 1 - 3 1-

10 -. 10 '4 . 1..1 *10-1 !0---7 -.- -- -T ,

() -, 0 b I
,. 0, o . o . . -U. .6 0. 1"

SI0.13 0. 1 U.'- u .

1.35 •10" , 2. 1 " 1 " W J. 0" t} ,b.2 • 0 IQ*' 2 1 1

.J. _ _ '  1. '- _'._ q- 10 _. S- I U_ 1. 1_ 10 1 , i IJ _ i - -2 "..

.0 .2 1) b.- 10- ' 1 0- 3 I1 - t. . ' . - U . , - . -

M. 0.69 0.65_ o . 0.." ."k" 'j-

M 0.1. 'J.16 k .2k) k). i J. ' '

9. 0.034 OW, , 0.0; 11.1 o. ,, b" 0 . 0., .

MECHANICAL STRENGTH

o.8 It is important that we know mechanical
properties of optical fiber in the radia-
tion circumstance.

1. 6 Fig. 22 is the Weibull diagrams of
2 _tensile strength of irradiated fiber and

0 ppm 8001 not irradiated fiber. In Fig. 22, optical
fiber is 2 ppm OH content pure silica core

2 ppm 5().C fiber, radiation dose rate is 6.2 x 10" R/H

0.2 P Room temp. and total dose is 8.7 x 106 R.

1 Room te,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Decay time (minutes)

Fig. 21 Decay of the Induced Loss
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Table 6 Splicing Loss before and
after Irradiation

No. before irradiation (dBi) After irradiation 1db)

1 0.25 0.22

0.34 0.27

3 0.27 0.24

4 0.18 0,118

[,. f I') n! in. 5 0.20 0_0

30 "I p 6 0.13 0.18

-- 
0 .18 0 .2 3

-rro irr.dii ti,n 5.41 0.20 0.27

aI tvr irradiation .3 9 0.15 0.11

10 0.11 0.14

"v. 0.201 0.204

Table 7 Mechanical Strenqth at Splicing

.t,rr, irr 'iJti ,, Points before and after Irradiation

iltt, r 1 rr-di t in

Before irradiation (kg) After irradiation 1kg)

3.3 3.1

2.3 3.5

2.8 2.3

2.1 3.

2.1 2.8

Fig. 22 Tensile Strength before and 1.9 3.1

after Irradiatcn 2.0 3.1

2.3 2.9

2.6 2.8
Irradiated fiber display about 5% degrada-
tion compared with the not irradiated Ave. 2.42 Ave. 3. 0

fiber. This degradation seems to be
caused by the jacketing Nylon and the
strength of the fiber itself may not be de- Average tensile strength after irradiation
gradad. is greater than before. This increase in

tensile strength seems to be caused by the
crosslinking of the epoxy resin that is

SPLICED POINT used for reinforcement. From these re-
sults, we think that radiation did not af-

Investigation of irradiation effect on fect to splicing point.
splicing loss and tensile strength of
spliced point is as important as that to
fiber strength. Splicing loss was measured CONCLUS TONS
as follows. Two optical fibers of 100 m
length, one included 10 splicing points and I. Fiber that can be used inradiative
other included no splicing point, were ir- circumstances is limited to pure silica
radiated at the same time. Then induced core fiber only.
losses at splicing points were estimated
by comparing the induced losses of both 2. Increase of trarsmission loss in the

fibers. Splicing loss per 10 points infrared wavelength region caused by
before and after 7.1 xi06 R irradiation is irradiation is mainly caused by an ab-
0.201 dB and 0.204 dB, respectively (Table sorption band that is formed in UV and
6). Tensile strength is shown in Table 7. visible range.

3. Radiation-induced loss of purL silica
core fiber can be explained using a
model of color center formation by
irradiation and it can be quantitative-
ly assumed from the dose rate depend-
ence.
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4. It seems that the rate constants of the
radiation-induced loss is reduced as
the temperature rises.

5. OH contained in the core influences a
long lived component of radiation- ---I Kenji Yagi
induced loss.

Showa Electric Wire
6. As to the mechanical strength, irradia- d and Cable Co., Ltd.

tion does not cause substantial degra-4-1-1 Minamihashimoto,
dation of glass itself up to irradia- Sagamihara, Kanagawa,
tion of 8.7 '106 R. 229, Japan

7. No problem is foreseen on the influence
to spliced parts from irradiation of up Kenji Yagi was born in 1942. He joined
to about. 7 106 R. Showa Electric Wire and Cable Co., Ltd.

after his graduation from Nagoya University
in 1964. He has been engaged in research
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APPLICATION OF VAD FIBER CABLE TO COMMERCIAL FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM (FOTS)

M. Nishimura*, H. Horima*, 0. Nishi*, H. Yokota*, S. Suzuki*, and M. Iwazaki**

*Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

I, Taya-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama, 244, Japan

**Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation

1, Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100, Japan

Abstruct

The VAD method for manufacturing graded-index 2. Optical Transmission Achievement
fibers in mass production basis has been success- of VAD Fiber Cable
fully developed. The losses of VAD fibers have
been reduced to the values mainly determined by In 1981, commercial tests of inter-office
Rayleigh scattering loss, as the result of remark- trunk with medium capacity (32 Mbits/sec and 100

able progress of dehydration technique. At the Mbits/sec) were carried out in twelve test sections

same time the bandwidths of VAD fibers have been around Japan by N.T.T. The test route length was

also improved by profile controlling technique. a total of 107 km, and the total fiber length was

Comparison of the bandwidths measured at plural about 2,700 km. Most of the fibers (about 80% of

wavelengths has revealed that the bandwidths oZ VAD all) were produced by VAD method. In this section,

fibers have the upper limits corresponding to the transmission characteristics of the total 935km

theoretical prediction for perfect o-power profile. VAD fibers in the optical cables manufactured for

Improvement of our cabling techniques has made the purpose of being used in the tests are

it possible to manufacture optical fiber cables described.

without impairing intrinsic transmission charac- The principal specifications of the cables are
teristics of VAD fibers. The length dependence of summarized in Table I. The cable structure is
bandwidth of VAD fibers for long-spliced optical shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Optical fiber units and five
transmission lines has been also investigated, and interstitial quads are arranged around a central
Y coefficients have been found to be C.7 at 0.851m strength member in one layer. Each unit consists

and 0.6 at 1.3Wm. It will be demonstrated that of six tight-coated fibers and a central steel
commercial fiber optic wavelength-multiplexing wire. The interstitial quads are used for trans-
transmission systems can be easily constructed by mission of repeater supervision and control

applying the VAD fiber cables, signals, orderwire telephone signals during con-
struction or maintenance and so on.

Figures 2 and 3 show the histograms of the
transmission loss and the bandwidth, respectively,

measured at 0.85 pm wavelength for the total 800 km
VAD fibers in the cables using 0.85 pm wavelength

1. Introduction band. The average unit length of the cables is

Remarkable improvement of optical properties
on VAD graded-index fibers has been achieved and
the VAD fiber of good quality has become easily Quad

obtainable as a result of successful development of
dehydration and profile controlling techniques in IAP
some mass production basis.

Moreover, optical cables with high perform- Wrapping
ances have also been manufactured by our successful
cabling techniques without impairing intrinsic
optical characteristics. VAD fibers and cables of Steel Wire
more than 10,000 km fiber length with low loss and
wide bandwidth has been shipped. Optical Fiber

In this paper, the transmission characteris-

tics of VAD fibers under mass production basis are
described. Their wavelength dependence, especially
the relation of transmission attenuation and band- Steel Wire
width between at 0.85pm wavelength and at 1.3pm S W
wavelength, is investigated. The length dependence P
of bandwidth for long-spliced optical transmission Polyethylene
lines is also discussed.

Fig. I Cable structure
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Section Kyoto Minami Kyoto Sanjo Uragami Sendai Gifu
I I I I IKyoto Sanjo Kamo Nagayo Aramaki Kagamihara

Distance (km) 8.0 6.1 5.9 7.6 11.2

Wavelength (im) 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.3

Transmission Speed 32 32 32 32 100
(Mbits/sec)

Number of Fibers 36 36 12 24 12

Supply Fiber
Length (km) 282.6 261.7 69.1 186.9 135.0

Average Cable Unit 981 909 823 973 1125
Length (m)

Fiber Element 90% < 3.0 < 3.0 < 3.0 <3.0 < 1.0

Loss (dB/km) 100% <3.5 <3.5 <3.5 <3.5 <1.3

Fiber Element 90% > 500 > 500 > 500 > 500 > 800
Bandwidth

(MHz.km) 100% > 300 > 300 >300 >300 > 600

Table I. Specifications of cables in the commercial tests

Av.=2.45dB/km 150

T =0.17dB/km Av.=1016MHz-km

200 0 296MHz.km

1 100
0i

cr
50

a
100

0~0

0 1000 2000
Bandwidth at O.85 i (MHz~km)

Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of bandwidth of the

same fibers as in Fig. 2.

0 - Fig. 2 Frequency distribution of loss of the VAD

2.0 2.5 3.0 fibers in the cables ptoduced for 0.85 pm
wavelength band transmission systems. The

Loss at 0.85im (dB/km) total length of the fibers is 800 kmn.
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939 m, and the maximum is 1406 m. The average The average losses at 1.2 pm and 1.55 pm
values and the standard deviation a of the loss and wavelengths are 0.68 dB/km and 0.41 dB/km respec-
the bandwidth are as follows: tively. The former is 0.08 dB/km larger and the

latter is 0.19 dB/km smaller than the average lossAv. Loss (at 0.85:m) =2.45 dB/km o 0.17 dB/km at 1.3 pm wavelength. Those three wavelength
Av. Bandwidth (at 0.85 m)= 10161,1.km j = 296. km bands where very low loss can be achieved are

suitable for long-span transmission systems and
Figure 4 and 5 show the histograms of the especially recommendable for wavelength-multiplex-

transmission characteristics measured at 1.3 pm ing transmission systems.
wavelength for the total 135 km VAD fibers in the The spectral attenuation characteristics of
cables using 1.3 pm wavelength band. The cable graded-index fibers are expressed as the following
unit length is 1328 m at its maximum and 1125 m on well-known equation
the average. The achievements of them are summa-
rized as follows: O(L) = ( + B + C

Av. Loss (at 1.3pm) = 0.53dB/km 0 =0.083dB/km The first and the third terms represent Rayleigh
Av. Bandwidth (at 1.3pm) = 1279MHz.km O 

= 
286MHz.km scattering loss and the remaining wavelength-

dependent loss caused by OH-ion absorption and so
It is cleared that very high performance of on. The constant term B denotes the loss induced

the VAD fibers has been preserved even after the by structural imperfection of fiber. When C(>)
cabling process. 0, the transmission loss at 1.3 Om wavelength

a(l.3) is related to (0.85) as
3. Wavelength Dependence of Transmission

Characteristics a(1.3) = 0(0.85) - 1--4) (2)

3.1 Transmission Loss
Figure 6 shows the measurement results of the or

spectral transmission loss of 108 pieces of VAD 0.85) .85k
fibers which were randomly sampled from the total a(1. 3) - 85) +1B. - ( (3)
972 pieces of fibers mentioned in the above sec-

Rayleigh scattering coefficient A is predicted totion. The two curves represent the best data and be ranged from Amin = 1.0 to Amax = 1.3 (dB/km).the worst data respectively. The circles show the (Pm)', corresponding to the specified range of
average losses at wavelengths of 0.85 pm, 1.2 m, N.A. 21
1.3 pm and 1.55 im with the error bars indicating Distribution of (0.85) and 0(1.3) measured
the limits of ±2a. for the above-mentioned 108 pieces of fibers is

mapped in Fig. 7. The lines Amin and Amax in
100 Fig. 7 are derived from eq. (2), and the line

B 
= 
0 indicates the relation of eq. (3) with B = 0.

Av.=0.53dB/km When C(IX) is negligible, the point determined by

=0.083dB/km a(0.85) and M(1.3) is expected to be located in
the region I which is bordered by the lines Amin,
Amax and B = 0.

30
a Av.=1279MHz.km

50 T = 286MHz-km

I 20

aI
I 0 I
I 5) o

- ' 10 I
I

I J I I
00

0.4 0.6 0.8 0 .. .
Loss at 1.3pm (dB/km) 0 1000 2000

Fig. 4 Frequency distribution of loss of the VAD Bandwidth at 1 .3 (MHz -km)

fibers in the cables produced for 1.3 pm
wavelength band transmission systems. The Fig. 5 Frequency distribution of baldwxdth of the
total length of the fibers is 135 km. same fibers as in Fig. 4.
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From Fig. 7, it is cleared that 87% of the

fibers are located in the region I. 6.5% and

4.0 6.5% are in the region II and III, respectively.

The fibers in the region II are characterized to

have some amount of OH-ion absorption loss at

1.3 pm wavelength. Those in the region III are

deduced to have the absorption loss at 0.85 Om

3.0 wavelength caused by drawing defect and so on.

However, those absorption losses are sufficiently

3small. It is concluded that the transmission

losses of the VAD fibers are almost determined by

Rayleigh scattering loss and that the excess loss

2.0 is very small even after cabling.

3.2 Transmission Bandwidth

oDistribution of the bandwidth at 0.85 Wm,

B(O.85), and at 1.3 pm, B(1.3), measured for 164

1.0 pieces of fibers sampled from the total 972 pieces
used in the commercial tests is mapped in Fig. 8.

The circles in Fig. 8 represent the fibers

produced for 0.85 pm wavelength band transmission

systems and the crosses for 1.3 pm wavelength band

systems.
0 The relation between B(0.85) and B(1.3) was

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 theoretically investigated for perfect a-power

Wavelength (pm) profiles by using WKB method[3]. The calculated
results are also shown in Fig. 8 by broken curves
with the profile exponent a as a parameter. From

Fig. 6 Spectral loss of the VAD fibers. Two Fig. 8, it is cleared that though the points
curves represent the best data and the determined by B(0.85) and B(1.3) seem to be distri-

worst data for randomly sampled 108 pieces buted randomly, they are almost bordered by the
of fibers. Circles and error bars denote theoretical prediction.
the averages and the limits of ±2o.

2.0
I I

SI 0=2. 0

11.5 \

1.0 . : \

go 0 1..,

, • 1.0 , C , . . =2.05

r00 ?"0
_ - -'4 0.5- =10 5 . '- .".--

C
c- 0x=2.15

i1 L00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

2.0 2.5 3.0 Bandwidth at 0.85,um (GHz-km)
Loss at 0.85.m (dB/km) Fig. 8 Distribution showing the relationship

between bandwidths at 0.85 pm and 1.3 Om
for randomly sampled 164 pieces of VAD

Fig. 7 Distribution showing the relationship fibers. Circles and corsses represent the
between attenuations at 0.85 im and 1.3 jm fibers used in 0.85 jm wavelength band and

for the same fibers as in Fig. 6. 1.3 jm wavelength band respectively.
Broken curves show the theoretical predic-
tion.
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Figure 9 shows the spectral bandwidth measure- In designing bandwidths of fibers from the
ment results of three VAD graded-index fibers by system requirement, it is recommended to use the Y
fiber Raman spectroscopy (4] and laser diodes, values of 0.7 to 0.8 over 0.85 wm wavelength band
Fiber A and fiber C were manufactured under the and 0.6 to 0.7 over 1.3 pm wavelength band, respec-
profile control optimizing the profile exponent o tively, with a margin.
for 0.85 Lm wavelength band and 1.3 pm wavelength
band, respectively. Fiber B has broad bandwidths
at both wavelengths of 0.85 pm and 1.3 pm with the
result that the profile has been optimized around
1.05 4m wavelength. Their spectral bandwidth
characteristics have a single peak around each 1000 at 0.85pm
designed wavelength, suggesting that the profiles
are well-controlled.

Taking such spectral characteristics into
consideration, it is recommended that wavelength- ' 500
multiplexing transmission systems should use wave-
length bands close to each other, for example
1.2 pm and 1.3 pm or 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm, especially
when broad bandwidths are required at both wave-

lengths.
200

4. Length Dependence of Bandwidth
Cd 0-O Measurement

The length dependence of bandwidth was inves-
tigated by the use of VAD fibers in order to design 100 Calculation (r=0.7)
fiber-optic transmission systems with high quality.

The coefficient of length dependence of |
bandwidth Y for long spliced VAD fibers was 2 5 10 20
estimated by comparing the measured value with
calculated value of bandwidth. Figures 10 and 11 Spliced Fiber Length (km)
show the results at 0.85 pm wavelength and 1.3 pm
wavelength respectively. From these figures, y
coefficient of VAD fibers is indicated to be abcut Fig. 10 Bandwidth of spliced fibers at 0.85 pm

0.7 at 0.85 pm and 0.6 at 1.3 pm. wavelength.

Each Fiber Length = 1.2 km

Av. Attenuation = 2.5 dB/km

6 AV. Bandwidth = 810 MHz-km
0 "7

O&0 by fiber Raman laser

8 A U by laser diodes
5

1000 .3 m
C

N 500

44.

S. 200

00 2 4 0--O-O Measurement
--- Calculation (Y=0.6)

100

1 2 5 10 20

Spliced Fiber Length (km)
0 I I I

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 Fig. 11 Bandwidth of spliced fibers at 1.3 pm
Wavelength ~wavelength

Each Fiber Length = 1.2 km
Av. Attenuation 0.60 dB/km

Fig. 9 Spectral bandwidth of VAD fibers. AV. Bai 040 MB/km
Av. Bandwidth 1040 MHz.km8 6
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5. Conclusion

Transmission characteristics of VAD graded-

index fibers in mass production basis were
described. The VAD method has almost come to

maturity to be able to produce fibers with low loss

and broad bandwidth. Fiber optic tranmission Masayuki Nishimura

systems with high performances, including

wavelength-multiplexing transmission systems, can

be easily constructed by the use of the VAD fiber

cables.
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TOLL MESSAGE LIGHTGUIDE TRANSMISSION NETWORK IN MANITOBA

* E. Byzio, H. K. Eastwood, K. K. Hau ** J. Petrin

* Canstar Communications, ** Manitoba Telephone System

Scarborough and Winnipeg, Canada Winnipeg, Canada

ABSTRACT FIGURE 1 NETWORK ROUTE MAP

This paper describes a large scale Stonewall Beausejour

application of lightguide transmission to a
multi--office toll message trunking network.
Eight (8) city exchanges and six (6) rural dial Stony

offices are being interconnected with more than Mountain

130 km of lightguide cable containing up to 20
optical fibers. The system uses double window

fiber manufactured by a Vapour Axial Deposition Grassmere

(VAD) technique and protected with a double 
Hazeiridge

coating of silicone and nylon.

Knowles
INTRODUCTION Oakbank

The "Toll Message Fiber Optics Transmission I d
System" is a major project currently being Inkater Gateway Kildonan

implemented in Manitoba, Canada by the Manitoba Park ace -o

Telephone System (M.T.S.). This network will Transcona
connect Winnipeg exchanges and rural communities Empress -_Main
with the main switching offices in downtown

Winnipeg. It will also form a part of the

Trans-Canada Telephone System. The entire I ine
project, awarded to Canstar Communications will ort Rouge L -je
be completed and is scheduled to be in operation
by the end of 1983. The initial subsystem is Charleswood -|

complete and has been in service since theWillard
summer of 1982. CITY WINNIPEG

NETWORK Niverville
Radio

Structure LEGEND:

The network, as shown in Figure 1, is for System Installed and Operating
toll grade message transmission at a 90 Mb/s

line rate. It consists of nine subsystems and - Cable Installed

requires over 130 km of lightguide cable with Future extension
fiZer count from 6 to 20 optical fibers. It is

the first lightguide system in Canada to operate O Repeater Location

at this bit rate and, to our knowledge, the * Terminal Location in Class 2 Toll Office

first such system in North America to incorporate

repeaters at spans over 9.0 km. Terminal Location in Switch Office

[ Terminal Location in Class 5 Office
The initial requirement is for a Digital (Community Dial Office)

Entrance Link (DEL) to connect a new digital
toll switch at the MAIN TOLL OFFICE in downtown * Terminal Location in Microwave Radio

Winnipeg to the digital microwave radio at Site
GRASSMERE, 24 kilometers north of Winnipeg.
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A further eight subsystems are required to carry designed to combine 7 low speed groups: each
Winnipeg intcrexchange traffic and to augment group can be made up of four DSI, two DSIC, one
facilities between Winnipeg and surrounding DS2 or two DSI and one DSIC digital signal. A
communities. Drop-and-insert capability at the bit interleaving and positive-stuffing technique
designated offices is accomplished by means of is employed to multiplex the asynchronous low
digital multiplex equipment at both the DSI speed digital streams into a single DS3
(1.5 Mb/s) and DS2 (6.3 Mb/s) bit rates. (45 Mb/sec) signal which satisfies the

requirements of the DSX-3 cross connect. The
The system is designed to operate at a low and high speed muldems are protected indep-

wavelength of 850 nm with each fiber carrying endently on a one-for-one basis.
DS3C (90 Mb/s) one-way traffic. The fiber
provided however is also capable of operating at The O-LTE is used for transmission of the
1300 rm and provision has been made for wave- DS3 signals over lightguide cable. Two
length division multiplex operation in the asynchronous DS3 signals are multiplexed to
future. In this case the capacity can be form a DS3C (90.944 Mb/sec) digital signal
expanded to carry almost 3000 voice channels incorporating overhead bits for line performance
per fiber, monitoring, and orderwire, supervisory and

protection switching control signals. A Ga-Al-As
Choicc of 90 Mb/s Fiber Optic double heterostructure laser diode is used in

each optical transmitter converting the digital
As a transmission medium, fiber optics signal into a light pulse stream. The

offers a number of definite advantages over temperature-dependent output level of the laser
competitive technologies. These include: source is stabilized using the light emitted

- high capacity from the back face of the diode in a negative

- RFI and EMI immunity feedback loop. In the optical receiver a

- cross-talk immunity silicon avalanche photodiode (APD) is used as

- long repeater spacing, close to the the detector. An AGC circuit is used to accomo-

distance of inter-office trunk or wire date a wide range of input power levels due to

line entrance links which range 10-15 km. variations in link attenuation and to compensate

- ease of line-up and maintainance for temperature sensitivity of the APD.

- less congestion in underground conduit

Mainly, however, it is of prime importance to The O-LRE is a "three R" type repeater
Mny thatwever, chosn tehnol prmorte which provides reshaping, retiming and regener-M.T.S. that the chosen technology provesatnfucis. Iisuetorrnmtth
economical over alternatives. Microwave radio ating functions. It is used to retransmit the
ecoom ove altMernMaiEws Msricoe rDS3C optical pulse trains which have been
for the GRASSMERE-MAIN DEL was a seriousditreafrbinpsedhouhaiggie

contender until it became apparent that costly distorted after being passed through a lightguide

tower modifications or new tower structures transmission line. The equipment also provides

would be required. These costs contributed to a drop-and-insert of the supervisory signal for

elimination of microwave radio as a transmission the repeater station.

medium. In addition, line-of-sight radio in the The protection switching equipment between
Winnipeg area is subject to the risk of the DMl-3 and O-LTE is used to ensure reliable
propagation path blockage due to the highrise transmission against any trouble in optical line
construction. equipment and transmission lines. Each optical

PCM metallic pair cable systems were a channel is continuously monitored for signal
failure and high error rate. When the performance

possibility on some of the interoffice spans, of a working channel is judged not to be accept-
but were ruled out due to the comparatively able, traffic is automatically switched to the
short repeater spacing, and the very high traffic standby channel by the protection switches at
volume, that would involve large cables requiring both ends.
too much space in the underg jund duct system.

To maintain stablized service of the entire
Fiber optics proved to be the most approp- transmission network with high efficiency and a

capt epologytfr tp rojec ind erms cof. minimum of personnel, a centralized supervisory
capacity, repeater spacing, and ovcrall cost, facility is employed. Local Supervisory

EQUIPMENT  Equipment (LSV) is installed at each local station

to control communications with the central station

The network requires five different types and to transmit alarm data concerning the local

of equipment, namely: DMf-3 digital multiplex station. Central Supervisory Equipment (CSV) is
of equipment, caly MI-e te iaigl eulipet installed at the central station to collect alarm
equLpment, optical line terminating equipment information from each LSV and monitor the operat-

(0-LTE), line protection switching equipment and Ional status of each local station. The trans-
mission path between each LSV and the CSV,

centralized supervisory equipment. These are e ished thrute ehead ts,
supplied by Nippon Electric Company (NEC). established through the overhead bits, follows

sC two parallel routes namely, one of the working

The DMI-3 digital multiplex equipment is 90 Mb/s optical lines and the standby optical
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line. In the event that either line fails, Figure 4 shows the unitized cable design with

centralized supervision can still be conducted, up to 24 fibers. Four units along with fillers
are stranded around the central strength member.

LIGHTGUIDE CABLE The central strength member consists of a 7 wire
stranded electrogalvanized, high tensile strength

Fibers steel wire covered with a polyethylene jacket.
Each unit consists of a maximum of 6 fibers

Graded index VAD, directly strandable,, 1 ) stranded around a unit strength member (copper-

tight jacketed fibers were used for this projedt. clad steel wire) and bound by a coloured binder.

The glass fibers are coated with a soft silicone The cable core is filled with a petrojelly filling
material and covered with an extruded outer nylon compound and protected with a cushioning layer of

jacket. (2) The typical structure and parameters fibrillate9 olvpropvlene yarns and polyester

of the fibers are illustrated in Figure 2 and tape(s).''

Table 1. Each fiber is identifiable through FIGURE 4

the length of cable by means of the color coded

nylon jacket and unit binders. UNITIZED CABLE CROSS-SECTION

FIGURE 2

FIBER CROSS-SECTION stranded steel wire

Class fiber Fbr

Filling Compound

Silicone
Fillers

Nylon Cushion Laver

Al shield

E jacket

TABLE 1

Sheath
.MATERIAL DOPED SILICA GLASSCOPERNA L DOPE. 0.20CA GL0Cables intended for duct and aerial installa-

GLASS CORE NA NOM. 0.20 ± 0.02 tion are supplied with an Alpeth sheath consisting
FIBER MATERIAL SILICA GLASS of a plastic-coated 0.2 mm aluminum shield applied

CLADDING DIAMETER OM. 125 ± 5 pm longitudinally and smooth with an overlap and
PRIMARY MTbonded to a low or medium density black polvethv-PRMRY MTERIAL SILICONE RESIN ln akt

(BUFFER) OUTEP DIA. APPROX. 0.4 mm
COATING SECONDARY MATERIAL NYLON Cables intended for direct buria installation

(JACKET) OUTER DIA. 0.9 ± 0.1 l la
- are supplied with an additional GP sheath consist-

ing of a 0.15 mm corrugated tin-coated steel tape
Core Assembly applied longitudinally with an overlap and extruded

black polyethylene jacket.
rigure 3 shows the concentric design used for

6 to 12 fiber cables. Fi',ers are stranded in a Transmission Requirements
single layer around a central strength member
consisting of an electrogalvanized, high tensile The optical attenuation requirements of the
strength steel wire covered with a polyethylene cable were determined from a link margin calcul-
jacket. ation based on the system gain of the optical

equipment (O-LTE and O-LRE). The example in
FIGUTRE 3 Table 2 for the 9 km link from INKSTER to

CONCENTRIC CABLE CROSS-SECTION SEERBROOK results in a specified maximum cabled

PE coated steel wire fiber attenuation of 2.8 dB/km.

For 90 Mb/s transmission the equipment used
Fibers requires 90 MHz link bandwidth with no power

penalty. The fiber bandwidth length product,

Cusion Layer BL, requirement was estimated using a length

and filling compound exponent of 0.75 as follows:

A shield BL (MHz'km) = qO (MHz)L (km)
PE jacket
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scrambler connected to the input end of the fiber
TABLE 2 by a V groove splice ensured excitation of all

propogating modes in the test fiber. Since
LINK MARGIN CALCULATION (9.0 km spa) finished cable lengths varied from 700 to 1700 m,

depending on the site requirements, the measured
INKSTER - SHERBROOK bandwidth, Bm, was normalized for length using a

System Gain 43.5 dB length exponent of 0.8. i.e.

Allowance for Future WDM -6.0 B (MHz.km) = B (XHz)L 0.8 (km)
Degradation & Future Splices -5.5 L m

Connector LoEs (2xl.O dB) -2.0 FIGURE 5

Maximum Installed Cable Loss 30.0 dB CABLED FIBER ATTENUATION

Splice Loss (13xO.3 dB) -3.9
No. of

Net Maximum Cable Loss 26.1 dB Fibers

Maximum Cable Attenuation 2.9 dB/km
Cabled Fiber Specification 2.8 dB/km

1300 nm Spec

For the 9 km link B_ = 468 MHz.km and the 850 nm

bandwidth specification was written to require
a minimum link average of 450 MHz.km and a 40-
minimum individual bandwidth of 400 MHz.km.

The transmission requirements of cable for 30

each subsystem are shown in Table 3. Factory test
results for cables ready for installation in the

INKSTER-SHERBROOK link are summarized in the 20-
following histograms. Figure 5 shows the dis-
tribution of fiber attenuation at both 850 and
1300 nm measured on shipping lengths of cable. 10
A 500 m launch fiber was used to approximate the
equilibrim mode distribution in the test fiber.
Figures 6 and 7 show the 3 dB optical bandwidth -.
length product, BL, measured by a swept frequency .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.1 3.0
technique using laser diode sources at 850 and

1330 nm respectively. A step-graded-step mode Attenuation in dBikm

TABLE 3

CABLE PERFORMANCE
@ 850 & 1300 nm

CABLE IN(MDA

SYSTEM LENGTH FIBER ATTENUATION INDIVIDUAL LINK AVERAGE
(kms) COUNT MAX.(dB/km) BANDWIDTH BANDWIDTH

MIN.(M z.km) MIN.(MHz.km)

Grassmere-Inkster Park 12.7 12 3.6 300 350

Inkster Park-Sherbrook 9.0 16 2.8 400 450

Sherbrook-Main 2.3 20 3.6 250 300
-1I

Main-Fort Rouge 4 0 14 3.6 200 250

Sherbrook-Fort Rouge 2. 12 3.6 250 300

Beausejour-Hazelridge 26.0 6 3.0 400 450

Hazelridge-OakLank 11.0 6 3.6 300 350

Oakbank-Knowles 16.0 8 3.2 350 400

Knowles-Gateway 7.5 8 3.4 50 400

Gateway-Main 8.5 101 380 430

Fort Rouge-Charleswood 9.3 6 2.8 400 450

Stonewall-Stony Mountain 13.5 6 3.6 350 400

Stony Mountaln-Grassmere 6.4 6 3.6 350 400

Gateway-Kildon Place 6.8 12 3.5 350 400

Empresa-Sherbrook 3.4 10 3.5 35 . 400
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Test results on finished cable are shown
No. of in Figure 8. The solid curve shows the perform-
Fihers FIGURE 6 - CABLED FIBER BAND- ance of a typical fiber in a pre-prduction

30- WIDTH at 850O n'S cable of the final concentric design at 850 na.
Spec This attenuation is essentially constant over

1the temperature range -50 to +70
0
C, however

20. below -500C the attenuation increases abrupl
due to buckling of the fibers inside the protect-
ive coating, There was no significant variation

10 of temperature performance with source wavelength

over the range 800 to 1500 nm. Quality
Assurance measurements on sample cables from the

L ,production run show that the required temperature
500 1000 1500 performance was achieved.

Bandwidth in MHz-km
Phsical and Mechanical Characteristics

No.of FIGURE 7 - CABLED FIBER BAND-
Fi ers WIDTR at 1300 nm Physical and Mechanical properties of cable

20 are summarized in Table 4.

Spe ITABLE 4
10

MConcentric Unitized
Cable Cable

500 1000 1500 Cable diameter, mm 12.7 21.0
Cable weight, kg/km 180 400

Bandwidth in MHz-km Max. Pulling Tension, N 2000 3100

Mechanical Test Results
Temperature Performance Requirements

Impact - 300 cycles at 1.5 Nm
Cable for duct and buried installation are impact with 8.5 Mm

required to have an attenuation increase of less radius hammer
than 0.2 dB/km relative to the value at 20 C Flexing - 150 cycles of ±90

°

over the temperature range -20 to +35 C. The bend over a mandrel
specification for aerial cable covers the of 10 times cable
temperature range -50 to +450C but permits diameter No transmission

increases of (n to 0.5 dB/km. Crush Resistance - 1.5 kN change,
no evidence of

crushing force d ee o
FIGURE 8 between 10 cm laws damage toc s cable structure

Torsional Strength - 10 cyclesAttenuation vs Temperature ±900twisting of 3 m

Attenuation change from cable sample

attenuation at room Tensile Load - 10 m gauge length, each end of

temp. in dB/km cable sample wrapped 3 times around

30 cm diameter mandrel.
+.6

850 nm Concentric Cable
+.4-- 2000N - No transmission loss

3560N - 5% transmission loss, output
Typical fiber +.2-, recovered after load was removed

Unitized Cable

4500N - No transmission loss

-.2 Processing Experience

-.4 Tight jacket fibers were directly stranded
N - 72 N - 72 without any problems using conventional planatory

- -.07 K- -.06 N 72 strandtng and cabling equipment with modified
0 - .16 ..08 0 pay-off tension controls. Each cable length metS .08 T +45 c the optical, thermal and physical requirements- 50C T - -2"0"C T + "5c of the specification. The attenuation change

throughout the stranding, cabling and sheathing
-40 -20 0 20 40 process was within ±0.2 dB/km from fiber

0 attenuation prior to stranding for all manufact-
Temperature in OC ured lengths.
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INSTALLATION transmission line need simply the cable attenu-
ation measurement to ensure required safety link

The lightguide cables were installed by MTS loss margin for system degradation due to aging,
personnel with Canstar providing training and temperature and additional splices.
supervision for the first sub-system GRASSMERE-
MAIN. By October 1982 the cable installation The system and equipment do not need special
was complete as indicated on Figure 1. maintenance only periodic inspection for perform-

ance and obvious defects. Combination of the
Underground sections of cable were pulled following auxiliary equipment features provide

into P.E. subducts with an inside diameter of easy maintenance and quick troubleshooting with a
35 mm. Pulls of up to I km length were handled minimum of travel by maintenance personnel.
by a small electric winch without exceeding the
tensile load rating of the cables. Buried - Equipment modular design permits easy
sections of cable were ploughed to a depth of and fast replacement
1.07 m using two caterpiller tractors in tandem. - Detailed local alarms display
A powered capstan ensured that the cable was not - Centralized supervision
under tension as it entered the plough. This - Equipment incorporates the test functions
installation technique is very efficient in of signal local loopback and remote
Southern Manitoba because of the terrain. In loopback to check faults and to identifc
aerial sections the cable was doubly lashed to the failed module.
a 6.4 mm (1/4 ench) stranded steel messenger
wire. CONCLUSIONS

Splices were made using an arc fusion This is the first application of 90 Mb/s
splicer equipped with a 3 axis manipulator lightguide transmission in a large scale toll
and microscope for visual alignment of the message trunking network in Canada. It has
fiber ends. The individual splices were demonstrated its suitability to this kind of
protected with a reinforced sleeve, racked on application, especially in the environment of
a custom designed fiber organizer and housed in a large city, where underground conduits are
a conventional in-line lead sleeve enclosure.(

4
) crowded, repeaters not desired, microwave

Each splice was inspected by optical time domain spectrum congested and line of sight insecure.
reflectometer. The average splice loss of 412
splices measured in this way was 0.26 with a The tight buffered fiber used in the cable
standard deviation of 0.16. design can be cabled directly without application

of prior protection such as a loose buffer as in
Optical attenuation of the installed links the majority of present cable designs in

was measured before attaching the terminal North America. This reduces cost and improves
connectors using an 850 nm LED source and the production rate. The tight buffered fibers
optical power meter. On the INKSTER-SHERBROOK also are much easier to handle during splicing
link the end-to-end attenuation varied from 23.2 and other installation operations. Further,
to 25.5 dB compared to a design target (Table 2) the fibers, when suitably cabled, exhibit excell-
of 30 dB. ent performance over the wide temperature range

encountered in North America.
PERFORMANCE AND MAINTENANCE
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AD P000548
OPTICAL FIBER CABLE FASTENED TO OVERHEAD GROUND

WIRE WITH LASHING ROD

K. Fuse, Y. Shirasaka, S. Kume, M. Kurokawa

Y. Obara, L. Kimata, M. Yoshizawa

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.

6-1 Marunouchi, 2-chome Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Summary 2. :FILA System" (Optical Fiber
Cable Fastened to Overhead Ground

This report deals with a new holding method of the Wire with Lashing Rod)

optical fiber cable along the existing overhead
ground wire as an optical fiber system utilizing 2.1 Opticnl Fiber System in Power Lines
power lines, which has been successfully developed
by the authors. The six methods shown in Fig. I are considered

possible ways to use optical fiber in power lines

The feasibility studies on such a holding method as communications circuits and monitoring systems.

have never been proposed for the reason of: However, methods (I) to (it1) have been judged
undesirable, because they all require extensive

1. Absence of the lightweight, small-sized optical open areas limited to use for the installation
fiber cable with mechanical properties durable of optical fiber cables. The power line method
to the holding. (V) is thought to be difficult to put into

2. Unfamiliarity to holding and installation practice at present, although some have investi-

methods. gated its practical applications. The direct
fastening or hanging of an optical fiber cable

This report is intended to discuss details of the along a live power line can cause damage or

system of the optical/ground wire separate type deterioration of the optical fiber due to the

of high strength optical fiber cable newly developed tracking and various other causes.

by The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. On the other hand, the self-supporting method
(1U) and ground wire method (VI) have great

The features of the new system are detailed in the possibilities for practical use.

following. The self-supporting method can utilize existing
power line pylons. It eliminates most of the

i) Utilization of non-metal, FRP covered optical problems such as susceptibility to lightning
fiber cable. and tracking deterioration which arise in other

2) Lashing rod separating method allowing use of methods. However, hanging optical fiber cables

the existing ground wire. requires tension members, so that it is necessary
either to install tension members or to use self-

3) Development of new holding method, supporting optical fiber cables.
4) Reliability testing. The facts that this method necessitates the use

of optical fiber cables with a larger diameter
5) Wide-range application, and greater weight, and that the cables are

subject to larger wind loads make the use of
1. Introduction existing pylons with their unsufficient structural

strength impossible. Moreover, the length of the
This paper describes the installation of the optical optical fiber cable to be hung can cause problems.
fiber cable developed by Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. It is a critical question whether or not the
to an existing overhead ground wire. existing pylons can provide sufficient height for
Conventional communications systems with power- the optical fiber cable, in consideration of the
transmission lines have employed power-line carrier height of existing power lines, as well as of the

systems and systems involving coaxial cable in- slugs and their vibration.
serted in an overhead ground wire. Such systems Consequently, practical employment of the self-
have a considerable number of problems, such as supporting method requires extensive cable-
high cost and poor quality due to the insufficient installation areas, an optical fiber cable with
separation ot communications signals from the high a small diameter and light weight to minimize
voltage of power conductors, or to noise induction the force acting on the pylons, and an optical

from the transmission line. However, with the fiber cable of higher tensile strength. Practical
an- arance of optical fiber it has become possible use of the self-supporting method is anticipated,

to use fiber communications in power transmission although the absence of optical fiber cables
systems. Practical applications have been developed, satisfying above-mentioned requirements has

/1 prevented its practical application thus far.
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The overhead ground wire method (VI) detailed below qj The method of replacing ground wire and the

is the method which has been most fully investigated cost of the replacement become critical factors

to date.cotothrelcmnbeoeciiafcos when an optical fiber cable is inserted in

an existing ground wire, or when an existing
(1) Oirectflurying Method o-nd We ground wire is replaced by a new one, although

- jthe installation of a new groundwire/optical-
I,- P... fiber-cable system is accompanied by no such

problem.

(%) The method of pulling the optical fiber cable

out of the ground wire, in regard to which
(11) Duct Method there are a number of restrictions and a

limited degree of freedom, becomes a tough
problem in the connection of optical fiber

- -cables.

Unlike the integrated system the other one involving

(III) POe Mounting Method the fastening of an optical fiber cable along a
' -- - -ground wire proves that the two problems mentioned

- -above need not obstruct the practical application.
The separate-type OPGW seems to handle the applica-
tion of existing ground wires, which present the

(IV) Self-Supporting Method most serious problems for the integrated-type
- OPGW.

(1) Elemental Formula

Optical Fiber

(V) Power Transmision Line Method

22" Elemnent

(VI) Optical/Ground Wire Method (Ii) Spacer Internal Formula

iZ- - -- Optical Fiber

- Specer

Fig. 1 Shematic Diagram of Optical tiement

Telecommunication System
with Power line

(M) Central Integrated Formula
2.2 Ground-wire Method

Optial Fiber Unit,

It can be said that at this point optical fiber

integrated with ground wire is the method offering Covering Pipe

the greatest possibilities among the above six

methods. it minimizes both the deterioration due

to tracking and the area necessary for cable
ins-lIlation. This method will be realized as Fig. 2 Example of Optical/ground
soon as a way to use existing ground wires becomes Wire Integrated Type
available. The following two types of ground wire
can be supposed usable for this method: 2.3 Separate-type OPGW

(1) Optical fiber integrated around wire
(Integrated-type OPGW) 1) 2 w The separate-type OPGW is thus expected to provegreatly superior to the integrated-type OPGW.

(2) Optical fiber fastened ground wire The reason the separate type has received little
(Separate-type OPGW)

3)  
investigation is that the optical fiber cable

The following methods, shown in Fig. 2, have been to be used for it has the following specific

examined to insert optical fiber in the integrated- renuirements which must be satisfied if it is

type OPGW: (1) substituting an alminum pipe for one to Le put to practical use:

element cable of ground wire, (2) stranding a long (1) The optical fiber cable must be within the
spacer including optical fiber units with element allowable tensile strength range for the
cables of a ground wire, and (3) providing a hollow power-line pylon. Optical fiber cable with

at the center of a ground wire. These methods for higher tensile strength, lighter weight,
creating an integrated cable are accompanied by and smaller diameter becomes essential to
the following two problems. minimize any loads, such as wind load, which
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-o,

act on the pylon as a result of the instal- 3.2 Cable Design'
lation of the optical fiber cable.

(2) A new optical fiber cable must be developed A practical example of installation is here
which has stable transmission characteristics described, in which an OPGW is fastened to existing

against the heating and elongation of a power lines. The power line has a rating of

ground wire o the 132 kV zcct, the main conductor cables employ
ACSR "Hen," and the ground wire is GSW with a

,3) The optical fiber cable must be installed 50 mm' cross section.
in such a manner as to make various types The following factors should be noted in the
of wind damage-runlikely: galloping, aeolian design of the optical fiber cable fastened to
vibration, wind howling, etc. this ground wire:

(4) The optical fiber cable must a sufficient (1) Small diameter (An objective O.D. is 6 n
mechanical strength to resist any external or less.)
force possible in the cable installation. (2) Light weight
The subsequent chapters deal with a power-
transmission line practically built for the (3) Ordinarily employable over a temperature
evaluation of the design and installation range of -30'C to ISJYC.
of the attached ground wire in consideration (4) No problems result even when the ground wire
of above-mentioned requirements. temperature is raised suddenly to 200C or

more.

3. Design (5) No electrical conducting material is used.

3.1 Fastening Method (6) Capable of containing four or more optical
fibers.

Three fastening methods, shown in Fig. 3, have (7) Resists ground-wire vibrations such as aeolian
been considered for the installation of an vibration and galloping.
optical fiber cable to an overhead ground wire: (8) Good weather resistance

(a) Hanging method, (9) Protected against lightning
(b) Lashing wire method,
(c) Lashing rod method, A small diameter and light weight are regarded as

Adopted here is the lashing rod method (c), of major importance among these characteristics.

because methods (a) and (b) include several such The optical fiber cable must keep the existing

problems in their systems, as will be described in ground wire within the designed tension allowance
when fastened to the ground wire. For this reason,Chapter 4. The lashing rod itself has sufficient the optical fiber cable must be of light ueight and

gripping force and requires no particular
restraining device in the passing-over and small diameter when the icing up and wind force

terminating sections around a pylon. In addition, are considered. A light-weight optical fiber cable

this method is expected to limit the bad effects is also desirable for workability and safety in the
caole installation, a process in which a drumsuch as galloping and howling on the pylons and containing the optical fiber cable is hung on the

i the environment.

ground wire and moved along it. A small diameter
optical fiber cable allows designing of a lighter

(A) Lashing Wire Method drum without respect to' a special high-strength
design. Figure 4 shows an example of the optical

grnd Wire fiber cable designed in line with the above-
mentioned considerations and actuasiy used. The

Optical Fiber Cable Lashing Wire OD of the optical fiber cable is 6 mm and the
weight 55 kg/km. Ground wires are generally
designed to tolerate temperature increases

(B) Lashing Rod Method of: I up to 150'C, caused by induction

current and 2 up to 200'C, caused by
lightning. They are also provided with

U'hing Rod measures against icing up in winter.

(C) Hanging Ring Method

i Hanging Ring

Fig. 3 Optical Fiber Cable Mounting
Method tn Ground Wire in
optical/ground Wire Separate Type

Fig. 4 Cross-section View of Optical
Fiber Cable for "FILA System"
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Ordinary optical fiber cables have a structure of 3.3 Examination of Sag/Tension Characteristics
fiber elements covered with thermoplastic resin
either directly or in pipe-like form. This optical
fiber is considered to be extremely difficult to The FRP optical fiber cable fastened to a ground

manufacture into a cable with so small a diameter wire of 50 mm' GSW has been tested for sag/

as 6 rim or so, because the fiber has a maximum tension characteristics.

service temperature of 100*C and requires heat- Listed in Table 1 are the specifications of the

insulation and mechanical-protection layers on the ground wil, used and the OD and weight of Lhe lashing,

fiber when used for an OPCW. rods. The wind load is estimated at 60 kg/m" and

The newly developed FRP covered optical fiber has the icing load is determined by 0.18 -'d.

proven to be an optical fiber optimum for the Calculation oi the sag/tension characteristics is

"FILA System." Considering the facts that the then carried out on the ground wire with optical

FRP optical fiber shows no change in its trans- fiber cable under no-wind, wind, and icing

mission characteristics at temperatures even above conditions, respectively. The results of the

200'C if the time of the heat application (lightning calculations are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

etc.) developing this temperature is short.
The FRP optical fiber is not deformed when subjected 100.
to lateral forces from the lashing rods in cable
installation.
The FRP optical fiber employs fluorocarbon resin
(PFA)* as its covering material. This can resist q.
lateral forces from the lashing rods at 150'C and 0
has -xcellent weather-resistant and heat-resistant 50 " 09
characteristics.
The process loss increase gives only a small change T.- '' h, l6001:
of approx. 2.5 dB/km for an LED light source o 54 & . SIeet
whose wave-length \ = 0.85 om, as shown in Fig. 5, 15 Cw,.d

throughout the period from the state of optical 601,

fibers to the completion of the cable installation.
200 250 300 350

Span Length (m)

.2.56 55 Fig. 5 OP-GSW 50 mm
2 Sag-tension Chart (1)

2.44 2.38
2,041

1.0 * OP-GSW 50.m:, .-- 1t.NO Wnd.0
614

g $'

1500

Fiber FRP Stranding PFA Sheath Installation T- m. sOsra
Covering Covering .d d-.dI ,

0 54kg . Mee
Fig. 5 Attenuation Loss Change between . OnO5 r Wd 60k,

Optical Fiber Production to 1000 c +
Installation

*PFA: Perfluoroalkoxy-modified tetrafluoroethylene G' 4res, s0

Table I Characteristics of Grand Wire

Ground wire GSW 50 * 5 00 250 300 350

Composition 7/3.0 Span Length (m)

Outside dia. 9.0 mm
We...t .4 kg/ - ~Fig. 7 OP-GSW 50 mm

2 
Sag-tension Chart (2)

Weight 0.4 kg/in ___

Elastic modulus 18,000 kg/mm'

Coefficient lenear expnnsion O.000012/°C

o-ptical -fiber 1o1 6.-0 mm
able Weight 155 kg/km

Lashing rod weight 44 g/rod

Allowable max. tension 1,600 kg
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The sag/tension calculation uses the following grip force for an optical fiber cable. The hanging

equations: method is also not recommended because of the lack
of an adequate grip force for the optical fiber

f:if - (K - %tE)) = M...... 3.1 cable and the application of localized pressure

on the optical fiber cable.

K = fi -
q l  S E  

...... 3.2 The method employing lashing rods is therefore

24 ft
2  adopted; the lashing rod is non-continuous and

gives sufficient grip force.

loa o(q.fIcSitE ...... 3.3 A new cable running method, outlined below, is

attempted. It applies little tension to the

where: optical fiber cable to be run, and takes advantage
of the FRP optical fiber cable with a smallq, 

= 
load coefficient on initial condition fteFPoiclibralewhasml

OD of 6 mm and light weight of 55 kg/km.

q. = load coefficient on objective condition The cable laying method applied to the "FILA System"

consists of thp following processes as shown in
E = elastic modulus of wire Photo I:

S = span length T, The necessary length of FRP optical fiber cable

f, = wire tension per uniL area under is wound on a traveling drum (weighing only

initial conditions 22 kg) specially designed to allow it to be
hung from the ground wire.

f = wire tension per unit area under he u
cable-installed conditions Q The drum containing the optical fiber cable

is hung from the ground wire and pulled along

In the calculation it is assumed that the optical the wire with a pilot rope, laying the optical

fiber cable bears no partial share of the ground- fiber cable as it goes.

wire tension, because the optical fiber cable is 3 A worker in a gondola follows the traveling

only fastened to the existing ground wire. The drum and fastens the optical fiber cable to

effect of ground-wire elongation ir the 200 to the ground wire with lashing rods at regular

200'C range on the optical fiber cable is estimated intervals.
by calculating the actual length of the ground
wire at a temperature of 200'C on the assumption The existing ground wire is made of 3.2 mm dia

that the ground wire is heated by the flowing golvanized steel wire, interwined in a 1-b array.

current by the flash-over in lightning. The lashing rods are 2.4 mm in diameter and 75 mm

A strength check is made on supporting devices long. They are spaced 25 cm apart. The cramping

to ensure the safety of power lines. Under time is 50 to 60 min/1O
0 
m. The traveling drum

the most severe conditions the optical fiber cable and gondola are satisfactorily transfered across

increases the ground wire tension by approx. each pylon. A view of the cable laying process is

300 kg. Although the sag in the ground wire shown in Photo I.

increases by 0.3 m to 0.5 m due to the weight of
the optical fiber cable in ordinary temperature
conditions, this remains within the allowable

range for clearance between the ground wire anc
the main conductor cable, causing no problem.
The elengation of the ground wire at a high
temperature of 200C is estimated at 0.2% or
less. This shows that the elongation of the
ground wire detracts little tram the long-term
reliability of the OPGW.

4. Installation Processes

4, 1 Fastening Optical Fiber Cable to
Ground Wire

The installation process is one of the most
critical ot the techniques in the "FILA System,"
The existing ground wire is installed at higher
levels of 20-40 m above the ground and with longer
spans of 100-400 m. These give rise to two problems
in methods of laying and fastening optical fiber
cables. However, a full investigation has elimi-
nated such difficulties in the "FILA System."
There are three general methods of fastening of
an optical fiber cable to ground wire. Photo 1 A View of Cable Laying Process by

The lashing wire method, though mechanically
feasibl, contains higher possibilities of short- Traveling Drum
circuiting with power lines if the lashing wire
should break. This method provides insufficient
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N,, 0erhead F-1e ouor Woe

010cM P.We Cabie ar0
A.VP opv~caI PFe, Ravrr.n

Id0e. 229.v

Fiq. 5 Shematic Installation Diagram '_f
Optical Ground Wire

Photo 2 Terminating Cables Around Pylon

4.2 Method of Passing Over and Terminating
Cables Around Pylon

The optical fiber cable is protected by inserting

it into plaflek v (a corrugated PE pipe covered

with flexible PVC, made by The Furukawa Electric

Co., Ltd.) which covers all passing over sections

of the optical fiber cable at the pylon and all

terminating sections from the top of the pylon

to the point where the optical fiber cable is

connected. This prevents the optical fiber cable
from being damaged bc the variety of maintenance
operations performed on the pylon. Combining
the plafleky K containing the optical fiber
cable with the ground wire eliminates the genera-

tion of stress concentration. Optical fiber cable
without plafleky it reaches its lareest vibra-

tion amplitude near each pylon because of the

tendency of the optical I iber cable to separate Photo 3 Terminating Cables Around Pylon
from the ground wire. The method of inserting
the opical fiber cable into the plaflekyA
involves fixing the plafleky

0
' to the connectinc

box beforehand and by pushing an end of the optical
fiber cable into the plafleky }.
No pull-rope is employed because of the small 4.3 Post-Installation Checking
diameter and high degree of rigidity of the FRP

optical fiber cable. Photos 2 and 3 show some An optical fiber cabie is installed across approx.

states of the operation. The principal components 530 m, as shown in Fig. 8. A connection is
involved in the installation are listed in provided below the No. 1 pylon, simulating an
Table 2. actual cable and its connection, and the optical

fiber cable is drawn into a building where measure-
men ts arc conducted. Two of four cores are return-

Table 2 Tools and Accessories for Instailation connected to measure occasional changes in trans-
Component Specification mission loss. One core transmits the image signals

from an ITV camera to the build ng, for monitoring
"Plafleky' Self-extinguishing flexible icing and galloping.

conduit, 16 mm ID and 23 mm OD

Hi lu:: R Jig for fixing plafleky

(made by Negurosu Elec. Corp.) S. Reliability Tests

Traveling Drum Capable of continuous cable
laying of 2 km max., 22 kg weight The following outlines some representative

examples of rel iabi lity tests which have been

Pilot Rope For traveling drum traction mm carried out. A number ol evaluation tests for
dia. rel iability of the Separate-type OP(;W are needed

_________ ______________-~because th,' Separate-type OPCW, unl ike the
Lashing Rod For fixing the optical fiber

Iabe 2. 'unmm dia and 750 mm long Integrated type has an optical fiber cables out-
____side the ground wire, which acts an arresttr.

and must ensure high reliability for a long time
of the OPOW and power lines.
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6. Conclusion

The "FILA System" (Separate-type OPcW) is
possessed of the following advantages:

(1) Non-metallic optical tiber cable using
l ight-weight and small-diameter FRP
optical fiber with excel lent lateral-force
resistance and durability.

(2) Capability of installation with lashing
rods allowing application to existing
ground wires.

(3) Economical installation processes with a
newly developed traveling drum and gondolo.

(, Versatility

However, further examination needs to be made on
the obstacle effect from lightning strikes and
on the long-term reliability, including weather
resistance, because this system is quite new.
Apart from this particular application, several
experiments are under way to put this system to
practical use by utilizing existing power lines.
The new FRP optical fiber with higher strength
has created this "FILA System," which is expected
to increase the possibilities for the advent of
new comnunications systems utilizing power lines.
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An P0OO0 9

EASY AND PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF OPTICAL FIBER'S SPLICES. GRADED
INDEX-MU LTIMODE, TO BE SET UP IN PLANT

J Atfn Balbds and J. Diaz Cortijo

Compailia Telef6niea Nacional de Espafa
Normativa Ttcnica

L4rida. 43, Madrid-20, SPAIN

ber section in each splicing stage, the influence of the core dia-
meter and numerical aperture tolerances (arc fusion procedu-

Abstract re) associated to those fibers chosen, could give rise to losses
between 0.1 dB and 0.3 dB. Although such values are usuals

It has been obtained a single expression among magnitudes in- with multimode graded index of above-mentioned attenuation
dependently measured: core diameter and numerical aperture coefficients, we think they would be undesixable for lower
total maximum of the fibers to be spliced, and the loss of the coefficients.
arc fusion splice between them. This expression is suitable to
be applied in junctions located in the proximity of the trans- The splices commented are located far from transmission
mitter equipment, and whose optical and geometrical charac- equipment, that is for those where the incident fibers has rea-
teristics above mentioned are within of the tolerances of + 3 ched their equilibrium lengths and the power modal distribu-
,m and ± 0.02 respectively. Applying that expression it is tions and emergence angles are around 60 or 70 "/o of the
possible: a) To foresee, with a fair approach, the real losses core diameters and numerical apertures of the acceptant fibers.
of the splices: b) To estimate a real acceptance range in the For these reasons, the mean causes of the losses in these splices
quality of splices to be made in plant, and c) To choose the are in the differences, point by point, between incident and
best values of arc current and time operation to do fusion spli- acceptant refraction index profiles of the cores, produced by
ces in accordance with the optical nature of the fibers., technological sources (no concentricity, different preforms.

etc) or from extrinsic factors (inaccuracy alignment, inco-
rrect handling, improper procedure. etc).

I. INTRODUCTION
Moreover there are other kind of splices, those in the proximi-

Since the use of the MCVD method in 1974, the reduction of ty of the transmission equipments, where the distance bet-
optical fiber losses has reached an important succeses. Nowa- ween launch end and the splice is shorter than the equilibrium
days, optical fibers with losses of no more than 0.2 dB/Km' length of the incident fiber. In these cases, the efficiencies are
have already been experimentally obtained. As a consequen- not only dependent of the inequalities of the geometrical and
cc it is evident the importance to reduce the losses in splices optical characteristics parameters of both fibers and their tole-
among such fibers, rances but there is a more emphasized dependence from the

extrinsic factors, than in the splices above commented. Such
influence is shown through the non repetibility of the losses

The insertion loss of an optical fiber splice (or connection). de- and their standard deviations.
pendens upon many factors, both extrinsic and intrinsic. Ex-
trinsic factors are longitudinal, transverse and angular misalig- In this contribution we have concentered the efforts on the
nments of the cores, quality of the ends, skill to make splices, latest kind of splices. We have reduced to the minimum the
choice of the suitable technique, etc. Intrinsic factors are nis- extrinsic sources of the losses thorugh the repetition of the
matching of fiber parameters, such as core and cladding diame- same splicing procedure made by an only person. So, we have
ters, numerical aperture and index gradient. minimized the non concentricity as a source of loss by a con-

trol of the best alignmen between both cores through of the
signal backscattered from the fibers confronted, before to

Our present experiences 2 show us that with optical commer- apply the arc current. From these conditions, and taking into
cialiced cables of 6 or 8 optical fibers operatives around account that the tolerances of the geometrical and optical cha-
850 nm and with attenuation maximum coefficients of 3 and racteristics of fibers (graded index and multimode) are in line
4 dB/Km, it is not possible to obtain transmission sections with those from CCITT, we propose a practical formulation
with similar (± I dB) losses, when the splices have been done to calculate the splice losses in terms of those characteristics.
between fibers with the same color code in their secondary
coating. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Moreover, we could see that if we choice the fibers to be join-
ted, using as criterium the more convenient sequence in atte- The splices were carried out in one end of a commercialized
nuation coefficients, in order to equalize each transmission fi- optical cable, 350 m. long. containing six silica fibers (CVD

Technology). Each of six fibers was spliced to five remaining
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and the loss was measured for both transmission senses. This mendations and a previous experience3 
- Such values were

operation was made three times on the same cable end. Also, The following
three splicing series of each fiber with itself were carried out
by previously cutting 50 m from the original cable and spli- Prefusion : 12 mA during 240 mseg.
cing them later, figure 1 shows both situations. Fusion 12 mA during 2500 rnseg.

The splices between differents fibers (figure lal reached a to- d. Prefusion, was made being both fiber ends separated bet-
tal of 90, resulting from them 180 loss values. The splices ween 50 and 70 tum. being the electrodes sinictricallN
made between the same fibers (figure Ib) reached a total of centered respect to these ends.
18, and their loss values 36.

e. Fusion was made in three stages Ist -Wilh the mIlcrosco-
The 108 splices were made by a same procedure through the pe in 100 X magnification, we placed both fibers., already
followings stages: optimized in alignment, separated nearly 20 pin. with

the electrodes simmnetricaly centered respect to them.
2nd - We conected the arc fusion current: 3rd - %,hen
both ends are in the "rneltpoint". we produced two mo-

- Alignment and fixing of both ends. tions: first, an approximation to joint both "melt ends".

- Prefusion. and inmediately, a separation to recuperate the original fi-

Fusion. ber diameter. The criterium used to reject one splice were:
the presence of deformations nearly higher than t 10 "/o

respect to the fiber diameter. as soon as the presence of
The measure of each splice was made in two steps: irregularities inner the fiber. Owing to these causes it was

necessary to repeat 8 splices on tile whole of 108.

-- Splice preparation f. Taking into account ,he short distance (350 m) between
the launch end and the splice. and in order to secure that- Measure of the losses in the two senses of pro- the loss of each joint was produced. exclusively, by light

cattered signals (OTDR i. propagating from core (incident) to core (acceptant), it has
been placed a stripper to eliminate cladding modes on the
same splice.

Once finished all measures, we cut 2 m. of optical fibers in

the same end of cable we had made the splices among diffe- g. The loss of the splice was measured by arc equipment
rent fibers, and it was measured each core diameter and nu- (.ODR ) frcnl the sigmal backscattered from the splice. The
merical aperture total maximum. measure was made on the screen of an oscilloscope in

which it was possible to have a resolution of ± 0.03 dB.
The main aspects in the stages above-mentioned were the fo- Figure 2 is a representation of backscatter signal, and the
Ilowing: loss of the splice was calculated from:

a. Control of : I. The quality of the ends of fiber: 2. Their P,
relative parallelism before the prefusion stage: and 3, The P(dB) = 5 log -- - (11
result of the final process of the splice. All these controls PA
were made visually, through a microscope with zoom
eyepiece (100 X) in two ortogonal directions respect to where PI and PA are backscatter signal levels between
the common axis of fibers. points close to the splice, P, from incident core and PA

acceptant core.
b. Control of the final alignment before fusion stage; this

operation was made in two steps. First was visual contro- h. The core diameters (and their non circularities) have been
led with the same microscope used for preceding con- measured from a microphotographic method. Microscopic
trols, but arranged to a lower magnification (20 X. and Technique v as of phase contrast (Nomarski Method) and
with and eyepice with a special reticle in its focal plane, it was appl. J on the ends of the fibers previously prepa-
in such a manner to see in superposition the image of red. All the ends were simultaneously introduced (2s.) in
both fibers and the reticle. Second control was made after hydrofluoric acid, and the photographies have been taken
visual already commented and through the backscattered 12 hs later. Nomarski method with the same magnifica-
signal. Practically, this latest control was made to maxi- tion (200 X), was also used to take a photography of a ca-
mize the efficiency of the transparence of optical signal librated micrometer on the same filn than the fibers had
between fibers, and to determine quantitatively a begin- been taken. Afther a common develope process, we mea-
ning to the prefusion and fusion processes. sured core diameters on images of cores of 40 mm of dia-

meters. From such procedure the precision obtained was
c. The fusion machine allowed to establish the more conve- ± 0.5gUm.

nient values of arc current intensity and time operations
to made both processes: prefusion and fusion. The cho-
sen values were the same for all the splices and were fi-
xed in accordance with optical fibers manufacturer reco-
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i. The total maximum numerical apertures were measured 5th column includes the values of the losses measured for

from far field tecnique with a precision of ± 0.003. The each splice, P(dB) in accordance with the sense of propa-

samples of fibers had 2m long. and they were iluminated gation indicated in the 1st column. Fach value of loss is an

with small spot size ( - 10 pm) and large aperture (0.6). average among 6 measures on splices between diferent fi-

The opposite end was in a stripper, in order to detect bers. and among 3 measures for splices between each fi-

and measure light only propagated through the core.wich ber with itself, (from Table 2).

it has been checked for each sample.
Figure 3 shows a linear graphic representation of experi-

mental points (PA ) from columns 4fh and 5th of Table

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 3. On each point we have represented the experimental in-
determination associated to P and X. t 0.03 dB and

Tab!e I shows the values of Core Diameters ( Do) and to- 005 respectively.

tal maximum Numerical Aperture IAN). Each Dc, value co-

rresponds to an average of measures on three axis, from wich Independently of the true dependence law between P and

we also have measured the respectives non circularities. in X, we have found an interdependence definited from:

this sense, none of the cores has shown values larger than 3.8

1/o . In table I also is shown the averages (AV) and stan-

dard deviations (SD) for all the fibers. Pc (dB) =  
m X - Pco (5)

Table 2 presents. for each sense of propagation. all the

measures of the losses on each splice. Two last columns when m < 0 and Pco > 0. This expression has been

shows the averages (P), which will be the experimental values calculated as a linear regression of experimental values of

of the losses of the splices and their standard deviations PdB) on experimental values of X. in agreement with

lop ) Table 3. From now on, PC will indicate calculated values
of the losses.

Table 3 is divided in five columns:
Such correlation has been found for splices between diffe-

ls . column defines each splice and the sense in which the rent optical fibers as it is shown in Table 4. This Table

loss has been measured, from in:ident I) core to accep- presents five columns and must be interpreted in the folio-

tant (A) core. wing form:

2nd column gives the values of Xco definited from: For the X values definited in the Ist column.
there are N experimental points, (PX). which

linear correlation, of slope m and origin-or-

= Dc o (A) (2) denate Pco (dB). have a correlation factor of r.

co Dco (I) As Table 4 shows, there is an increment of r for the situa-

tion in wich it is takea into account all the losses (N 36,

where Dco (A) and Dco (I) are the core diameters of r = 0,67), to the situation in wich are eliminated the losses

acceptant and incident fibers respectively, and accordan- of splices between each optical fibers and itself (N= 30.

ce with measures in table 1. r = 0.87).

3rd column gives an equivalent parameter of 2nd column, It is clear also that , if they are eliminated successively data of

but respect to the numerical aperture from: losses from splices between different fibers from X = I in
increasing steps (of 0.05 in our case), independently of the

AN (A) improvement of the correlation factor, there is a very small
XAA N (3) variation of m and Pco (dB). Such circunstance is shown at

AN (1) the botton of the same Table 4 for all the linear regressions

with r >_ 0.9 , where they are the average values mn and Pco

4th column shows an interdependence parameter from with their respectives standard deviations, offj and urco.
the above definited Xco and NA N ' through:

On taking these calculated average values as representatives of
the variation of the losses of the splices respect to the parame-

X = co • AN (4) ter X, we have the expression:

PC (dB) = -0.165 X 40.327 (6)
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and , if we calculate Pc for our experimental X, we can In order to use the expression (7) as an indicative to do spli-
show Table 5 and Figure 4. ces in the field, it is important to take into account that the,

fusion machine, tools (manipulation to prepare ends fibers).
Table 4 presents, for all the splices between different fibers etc. used in the laboratory must be the same than in the
with their respectives values of X, the losses measured P(dB) field, in order to secure the repetibility of each operation.
and calculated PC (dB) from (6), and their relative differen- This recommendation can be also extended on the technique
ces A P (dB). Figure 4 compares graphically such values of used to measure the loss, because these kinds of splices (near

losses through experimental points and the calculated correla- to the launch end). can be checked with relative facility
tion. On the contrary, if it is not possible to check the losses of the

splics,the only rule to secure a good splice in the field is to

operate under those conditions of repetibility. In this sense.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS the expression proposed can be useful.

Starting from graded-index-multimode optical fibers, with In such sense, m gives us and indicative of the evolution of
the same technological origin; and then, with the same no- the losses P respect to X ; if P values are far from they
minal values in their core diameters and numercial apertures, expected it can suggest improper operation. Respect to Pco,
it is possible to find a linear dependence between a quadra- it has not real significance as a loss, but it can be considered
tic ratio of mentioned characteristics and the losses of the as a maximum value of loss to be accepted in the field.
splices between them, for points in the proximity of launch
end. The only experimental conditions to obtein this depen- Finally, and as a consequence of the measures, we have seen
dence are to secure the good repetibility of the splice proce- that splices, with values of Xco I XAN and X closely to
ses and the measure of their efficiencies. I, from differents optical fibers have important losses in

front of splices that have been done between one fiber and
This linear dependence takes the form: itself. Table 2 complemented by Table 3 shows this

comment. Assuming that the repetibility of each operation
of splice was the main condition of this work, the only ex-

P(dB) =mX + Pco (7) planation we found is based in the mismatching of refraction
index profiles.

with m < 0 and Pco > 0. It must not be considered as a
law of dependence for all the possible values of X, but as a Acknowledgements
experimentally useful dependence, with a good correlation
factor, for fibers which core diameters and numerical apertu- The authors wish to thank Mr. Diaz de la Iglesia for their help
res have the same nominal values with limited tolerances. ful comments and suggestions.
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FIG. la
SPLICE + STPIPPER

FIG. lb

FIGURE I
SPLICES AND MEASUREMENTS. I a: differents O.F.; I b: The same O.F.

P(V)

O.F. 1 12 3 4 5 6 AV. S.D.

D0  54.I 56.4 54.9 57.2 57.6 58.6 56.511.71

P, - -- - - k.N. 0.23 0.17 10.21 10.22 0.2 0.23 0.21 10,02j

PA NON CIRCULARITY OF CORES < 3.8 1/o

TABLE 1: CORE DIAMETERS AND NUMERICAL
APERTURES

FIGURE 2 -BACKSCATTER SIGNAL FROM OTDR
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SPLICES LOSSES P a
p

I 2 0.2 0.26 0.2 0.26 0.26 0.2 0.23 0.03
I 3 0.2 0.23 0.23 0.2 0.23 0.2 0.22 0.02

I 4 0.2 0.16 0.26 0.16 0.2 0.16 0.19 0.04

1 5 0.16 0.13 0.2 0.26 0.16 0.2 0.19 0.04

1 6 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.23 0.16 0.16 0.04
2 I 0 0.03 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.03 0.02

2 3 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.01

2 4 0.03 0 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.03

2 5 0.06 0.03 0 0.09 (). I 0.09 0.06 0.04

2 6 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09 0 0.03 0.03

3 1 0 0.09 0.2 0.13 0.2 0.21 0.14 0.08

3 2 0.16 0.2 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.04

3 4 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.03

3 5 0 0 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.2 0.09 0.08

3 6 0 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.05 0.16 0.07 0.06

4 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0

4 2 0.3 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.23 0.3 0.26 0.04

4 3 0.18 0.2 0.13 0.2 0.26 0.23 0.2 0.04

4 5 0.16 0.16 0.2 0.16 0.2 0.16 0.17 0.02

4 6 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.23 0.09 0.1 0.13 0.06

5 1 0.16 0.13 0.2 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.03

5 2 0.23 0.26 0.2 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.04

5 3 0.2 0.16 0.16 0.23 0.2 0.2 0.19 0.03

5 4 0.13 0.06 0.1 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.04

5 6 0.09 0.1 0.06 0.2 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.05

6 1 0,2 0.2 0.16 0.16 0.2 0.26 0.2 0.03

6 2 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.01

6 3 0.18 0.2 0.16 0.2 0.16 0.26 0.19 0.03

6 4 0.2 0.09 0.1 0,2 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.06

6 5 0.21 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.23 0.13 0.15 0.05

1 1 0.06 0.03 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

2 2 0.06 0 0.03 0 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.03

3 3 0.09 0 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05

4 4 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.03

5 5 0.09 0.03 0.06 0 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.03

6 6 0.06 0 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.02 003

TABI .E 2 TOTAL OF LOSSES MEASURED
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X N m PC,,(dBl r

ALL 36 0.155 0.296 0.67

DIFERENTS 30 0.164 0.325 0.7

I 26 0.163 0.323 0.90

4 0.95
>- 1.05 26 -0.163 0.323 0.90

< 0.9 26 0.163 0.323 0.90
> 1.1
< 0.85 25 0.163 0.329 0.91
> 0.1

5

SPLICE p 1.2 14 0.163 0.324 0.93
Xco XAN X (dB) < 0.75 14 0.163 0.324 0.93

-> 1.25
< 0.7 12 -0.170 0.337 0.94

6 2 0.96 0.76 0.50 0.24 > 01.3

4 2 0.99 0.77 0.58 0.26 < 1.35 10 0.167 0.331 0.93
I 2 1.04 0.74 0.59 0.23 < 0.6
5 2 0.98 0.85 0.69 0.23 > 1.4 8 0.166 0.332 0.94
3 2 1.03 0.81 0.70 0.22 CALCULUS -

6 5 0.98 0.87 0.73 0.17 FOR m -0.165 0.327 C

6 3 0.94 0.91 0.73 0.19 r; 0.9 G m 0.003 0.005 OPC
4 3 0.96 0.95 0.83 0.24 3 TABLE 4 CALCULATED VALUES OF REGRESSION
1 3 1.01 0.91 0.84 0.22 LINEAR PARAMETERS FROM EXPERIMENTAL
4 5 1.01 0.91 0.84 0.17 VALUES P AND X
6 1 0.92 1 0.95 0.2
1 5 1.06 0.87 0.85 0.19
6 4 0.98 0.96 0.88 0.12
4 I 0.95 1.05 1.00 0.2 SPLICE X P~dB) Pc (dBi AP 1dB)
5 3 0.95 1.05 1.00 0.19 I A
I I I 1 I 0.03
2 2 I I I 0.03 6 2 0.50 0.24 0.24 0.00

3 3 I I I 0.04 4 2 0.58 0.26 0.23 0.02
4 4 1 1 1 0.05 1 2 0.59 0.23 0.23 0.00
5 5 1 1 1 0.06 5 2 0.69 0.23 0.2! 0.02
6 6 1 1 1 0.03 3 2 0,70 0.22 0.21 0.01

3 5 1.05 0.95 1.00 0.09 6 5 0.73 0.17 0.21 0.04
1 4 1.05 0.95 1.00 0.19 6 3 0.73 0.19 0.21 0.02

4 6 1.02 1.05 1.15 0.13 4 3 0.83 0.2 0.19 0.01
5 1 0.94 1.15 1.17 0.16 I 3 0.84 0.22 0.19 0.03
I 6 1.08 1 1.17 0. 1b 4 5 0.84 0.17 0.19 0.02
5 4 0.99 1.1 1.19 0.12 6 1 0.85 0.2 0.19 0.01
3 1 0.99 1.1 1.19 0.14 1 5 0.85 0.19 0.19 0.00
3 4 1.04 1.05 1.19 0.07 6 4 0.88 0.12 0.18 0.06
3 6 1.07 1.1 1.36 0.07 4 I 1.00 0.2 0.16 0.04
5 6 1.02 1.15 1.38 0.12 5 3 1.00 0.19 0.16 0.03

2 3 0.97 1.24 1.45 0.15 3 5 1.00 0.09 0.16 0.07
2 5 1.02 1.18 1.45 0.06 I 4 1.00 0.19 0.16 0.03
2 I 0.96 1.35 1.68 0.03 4 6 1.15 0.13 0.14 0.01
2 4 1.01 1.29 1.70 0.04 5 I 1.17 0.16 0.13 0.03
2 6 1.04 1.35 1.97 0.03 1 6 1.17 0.16 0.13 0.03

5 4 1.19 0.12 0.13 0.01

3 I 1,19 0.14 0.13 0.01
TABLE 3 EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF PdB) AND 3 4 1.19 0.07 0.13 0.06

X FROM EACH SPLICE 3 6 1.36 0.07 0.10 0.03

5 6 1.38 0.12 0.10 0.02

2 3 1.45 0.15 0.09 0.06
2 5 1.45 0.06 0.09 0.03
2 I 1.48 0.03 0.09 0.05
2 4 1.70 0.04 0.05 0.01
2 6 1.97 0.03 0.002 0.03

TABLE 5 COMPARISSON BETWEEN CALCULATED
AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
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0, P(d)FIGURE 3 EXPERIMENTAL POINTS P (dB) VS. X
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AD P005

PAIR LAI IISTRIM11T ION WITH R11Wi1P TO FAR-EIP C1%hXSSTALK IN SYMMETRC TELOiI A 'ABLE

Chaiim ronc-et and Antonio Teden ou ei

Pirelli S,'A - Cia. Ind. Itrast len-a

Sanito Andre -SP' - IBrail

A BS T RA CT experience .inI trial and ctor-o techniques. Ait

from being Ill", i-i ent this:'' ocess ioes net a I (5

Iii, so ioo Uo~ k-5 rho, yxt~ tf ttcbttti to

5i/lY1Oti wa t (0cm0.tttS ap-t cm ohNT (I Thu, o!cci ce thle work reported here was there-
5toqiontu hs toho cL o .00k: ot i~q n ~ fore that of developing a design procedlure which

m,1o; 4L no t I! ',I . t, Lct Ux i (s t,{ktI iLT'tc'ktII Cttt I Itt1 CS would generatre automaticalis, given the series of 1
Inl thcs p pot a sotwf,(ln to tku s~ ct~ I at- letllts ava I l,] c . re asonabl I o number 0

,v'tat nod ha 15ct15s ,I j 01 mksc ettu poss iblec I a' d i tr Ibutt i ens and so pen it a cor ta I r
we at n9rh tot b-ip ( no c' bo to t C'L( ttt Ixt 'I dc_,ree of opt i misat ion oI cress talk pertormance 1,

mU atte:i to Oltc FEAT s 3 o de'sCIIbod. Thus
SCote C-kil h;tI en c signI tCot to od to npt I 5I c1tu enlab ITT- no so slect ion' of thle bes t I a'. i s t r I !,I t I or

doiqe(j anti cd do ttuS L o ;I rh o'( ojt t gte.; tal frost? allsonc those geonerated.
'Tcko.

In Lbo toVo il 5t h vtcfte ti apptCaCii In thle A'llIowitino sectioens oC, thle pper a
,Ia FFP oo t i ha 1~s boo, it catt q~ O be n to it detaileod desc ri pt ion is c,,i \-en ef rthe pi-eclio

toedco t .-i: ohtat nod itori tho thoo t; and F EXT lelpe. tertt- ih a ccsprion tte
moaistttomoeitt s madc c it mto' thant -230 fcm Os ooIoot-ote 1 i llp 'l t1

Spo Pi (It Ij i M J'st tit %,od COf!to' ont e citd nit f f~z : & the oo ret icalI pred ict iotns of th ie Tiet hr1od w it r te
Trho to siters, axs s hocu kit r~je hat~t, on t ruto resulIts Af FEAT measurements ca rr i, od out onl a
a ':csoC 0Li ctfatct. LI htweit titcotu - and series of specital iv\ nialactured concentric cables
moasttottoitt cuid Nt/s i-tte '7 sa ti 3 JaC to iJ or ITilt it colts ti-t i Otis i n order t o t-o\ i do anl

ooii3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I tactoto5tt tpso oe.i toottxpe I ileIIt t I v ai ida t ion.l

2.0 lFtEMN CONCENS

'.1 Theoretical Basis

Ili order to be able to ass ict-i I a\ I cnlot ITs, ToI

s______________ spec ifI'ied pa irs wxi titi 1a itti it 01, "Icotiric etbic

1.0 INTRODUCTI(!N in stich at way. ats to satisfy FEXT reqit i lemon ts ort
cti tical cotbitnations (whichl acceo- t to REA and

Tile problem of selectirtg a lay di str ibuitt Otit T ELEIIRS spec i fi cat i otis at-c adj aceont pa it-s .
a symmetrical ptair telecom cable in order t o meet alIt rtna te and all pairs bel orgitto to rite cetr
far-etti cross talk (FEAT tequ i tottetts is cite whicht and first coneettric I aver) it is neeessartv to tare

pres _-, r s tie1 to thle design etig ineerm wherever a some wax oft est imat intl rthe pair-to-pail VENT level .
tew cable constrict ion, lit fering from fan i i ar For this purpose thle fol l ow-i tic sesi-etipi ti cal
types either ii total tntmber of pairs ort inl crotpitic ext-tess ion has bee usi ied viz.
arrangementt is requested.

Al though at number of s tudi ems onl symmet r ical liecoul inc_, A i log 1 (I)
pair cable crosstalk have al Iready been reported, I-ac to

they have been aimed either at tinderstalidingp the

fundamentals of the phenomenon or at desigintg lay

distributions that while very matisfacton- for I-E,'XT

are not always available with existing machinery, where A. 11 at-c cotistatit determitted emp irI-ical Ily .Ii
As a consequence it has apparetttl 'Y beeni commont prior xot-k ati P atid P, at-c thle laY I.g~s ftl
practice to rely Onl a combinatiotn of past pairs considere,,d.
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Once a gi ven lay d istri but ion has been

selected it ma, be assessed in terms of it oarametor START

which will be cat led the decoupl ing index. The 1 1

factors calcrlated using ([) above for at I the

critical couplinug combinations in the ui it or' cable

cons idered.

The decoupling index has the property of' being SELECTION
able to predict at tire design stage the cable's lI}T

performance in terms of the selected lay
distributions as will be seen in item 4.0. DECOUPLINGE DFACTOR

The comparison between the decouplinc indices CALCULATION

of different lay distributions permits a certain

optimisation of the FEXT performance for the series NOT

of lay lengths available.

2.2 Computer Program

In order to facilitate the application of the 
SATISFIE

foregoing concepts to the design problem in hand,
a computer program has been prepared. The Input ASSIGNMKnT

values of the lay lengths available and the dis-
tribution of the pairs in the unit or concentric
cable to be studied. NOT

COMPLETE
*4 DISTRIBUTION

Starting with this information the computer

program sucessively assigns lays from the series

to each of the pairs, identifies the critical COMPLETED
combinations and calculates their corresponding CALCULATION
decoupling factors. The decoupling factors are kD 

S T ORA GE

then compared with limit values, set by the OF DESOUPLING

particuilar specifications employed, and accepted O INDICES

or rejected according to the positive or negative

outcome of this compariso. in the case of a

particular lay being rejected the program will go NOT

on to consider the next lay in the series . The COMPLETED POSSIBLE

program continues until a successfut arrangement P E R MUT ATI ION

of lay is found, returning in the process to the

beinning of the series if necessary. On finding

a successful lay distribution the computer OMPLETED

program calculates and stores the RMS value of the LAY DISTRIBUTION

dccoupLing factors involved. 1. e. the decoupling CLASSIFICATION
index. If a successful lay distribution is not IN FUNCTION OF

found after having scanned through the entire THE DECOUPLING

series without having selected single lay length INDICES

the program terminates the search with this I

particilar permutation. D OUTPUT

The whole of the above procedure is repeated

for a number of' permutations of the lay series and END

the optimum lay distribution is identified as the

one with the best decoupling index.
Fi.1- Computer Program Flowchart

The flowchart used in the preparation of the

program was as follows:
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3.0 EAPERIMFNTAL \ERIVILATION Further experimental detail together with the

iesu Its 01 the i live't i gati Ois on the tWO ,arl.

00 ieeraI struc'tures tie "'iv l se,,arately beloW in items '.2
(10 pa Lr ca b Ie) andI 3.. 3 12 5 ,(i r tillits).

In order to verl lv the new .des ig prt i d ure

described in item 2.0 it Was dc ided te ompare
the piedlt i s made in specified xa:ples si th 2

IFAT measurement made on the a tu I cables. To

this end a 10 (2 - ') pair" aocntic 'able aid Ili this cis, the computer proprain er-er ,ted

25 (3 1) l- ) pai:- unit cable tere selected I r- 110 possible lay distributions with de'oapl it:

invest iit Ion. Other constructtonal details 'ere tndicOs ranI I l'rT:l ). t!0 t '-432. From these

as I oI s : HDPF insulated 0.40 m copper 110 possible sCli t iros. lay distributiors Were

COndUc tors procteccted with an A l'Pl"; mo is ture chosei. so th,it the rante of doccuplin i ndi, es was

barrier tape and PE sheath. |deluaite ly Icvcied . for ea,Ih oI tht ,I , Ii

distribut I oils I cable lenriths l I i km As-e

The pl'dUctlon I ine chosen to mallnutfactUr the mantliicturcd ,Td oi each lenith FUET mesureroerts

It pair cable had a series of 25 lays available were rired oat as described i n 3.1. TI. r-,sults

while the 25 pair unit line had 32 lays. are sumlariso d in Table 1 ai:d pcrt raN.d

craph ictl lv in -it . 2 where a I iear !e,ticosip

HA2T measurements were al I carried cut at betteen F XT and De, cup
1 in Inde\ is , leal 1%

I o kH= or each cable length ard the relevant RtS de"lonstrated (correlaticli ,cel i,-.t 1 I 0. w'.

vaI Lies calcu lated accerdin to TELEHILJiS

and REA spec i icat i ens.

LAI D ISTRI13ITION N 1 2 3 4 5

DFCOIPLING INMX 0. 1 5( , ,- ' -ar.75r. i . '.432

l06, mill 7iii 7,,. 72.5 7172.' 5 7'..' o.-

lO-S 77.7 75.4 74.1 73.2 70.t, 70.3

RS, max 79.) 77.2 7-. 75.5 72.' 71.o

Table 1 - FEXT of 10 pair expe. imental cable lengths at 150 kHz Where,

M RS, min - is the minimum RMS value calculated for each lay distribution

--kS is -he average of the R.0S values for each lay distribution

R.IS, max - is the maximum lINS value calculated for each lay distribution

FEXT
(dH.!km)

Do - RIS, max A,.

G3 Re, Minu i

74.

2 O Pair Cables: F T at 150 kHz versus

Decoupl ing Index
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3.3 25 Palrl [nit Cable Construction The test results are reported in Table 2 and

The C emput er program r oenerated ill tris -ksv. also portra ed araphi.ally in ria. 3. Also in this

nlN 12 possible lay distrbioils hi figcase a we I defi ned I i ear relat ionship(orre !at i on

ecoup I Irig nI idex ranlge froem 1. 0)21 te 3 jI . Vm cofticient 0.i1) was obtained between the VEXT

these 12 lay distributollns , were 1hOse so as te 0 as Ii rement s and the L crrespending deceup p11L

cover the elttire ra lne and er eac h O f these I a%
d istr'ibut jells 30 kin of un t lelgths wer'e

Indtl~it actutred anld subjected te I-tEXT eoasureetts as

pr-e0llsly des, ribed.

LAY DISTRIIIIIION NQ 2 3 4 i

DECOI PLINO INDEX . 2 .70) .Qi2 .404 ".351

INS, mir 71-7 70.1 ("). 1 7 (7.4

FI'XT
RF 72.5 71.2 70.2 o,.'

(d'km) ____ __ __ ___

Rk . max 74.2 71.i) 71.2 (it). ill).

Table 2 -+EXT if 25 pair Mnit experimeo,-al cable leneths
at 150 kHz where,

R4S, mirl - is the minimum IRS value calculated ior each lay distribution

R - is the average of the tIVS valuesor each lay distribution

RMA, max - is the maximum IMS value calculated for each lay distribution

IkEXT

4 AdB/ka) AR, max
e r a .-

?3 o R,4, minr

so - 1 coupl It

I - - I ridex
Li - --

635 6,40 6.45 610o 6.1ji 6.40 0.65 6.10 8~ .1 4 6.65 @As 0

Fig. 3 - 25 Pair Unit: FEXT at 150 kHz versus DecOLupling Index
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4.0 CONCLUSION 5.0 REFERFECES

The principal aspects of the work presented . "A STUDY INTO PAJRED CABLE CROSSTALI"

in this paper may be summarised as follows: R.J.Oakley and R. Jaar

22nd IWCS - 1973

2. "TRANSMISSION TELEPHONIQUE"

(1) A new design technique has been developed to R.Croze, L.Simon and J.P.Caire

enable certain optimisation of tile FE)T 4th edition

performance in symmetrical pair telcom cables to

be achieved for a given series of available 3. "AN APPROACH TO CROSSTAL COUPLING REDUCTION

twinning lays. OF PAIR TYPE CABLE"

Yotuya, Minematstt, Itah

23rd IWCS - 1074

(2) This technique has embodyment in a computer 4. "RELATING THE TWIST DETECTION MEASUREMENTS OF

program which automatically generates a number of TWISTED PAIRS TO THEIR CRCGSTALA PERFORMANCE

lay distribitions satisfying specified levels by H.W. Friesen

a process which involves the selection of 24th IWCS - 1975

appropriate lays for each pair In the particular

construction under study. This selection is made 5. "GEOMETRICALLY DECOUPLED BALANCED PAIRS'

by comparing pre-set limit values for the D.P.Woodard

"decoupling factor" of critical pair combinations 27th IWCS - 197'

with estimates obtained from the following

formula: o. "TEOR!A DELLA TRASMISSIONE TELEFONICA"

t0. 7,igI iard i

2nd edition

Decoupling = A + B log I - - 1

FactorI Pl P.

where A, B are constants empirically determined in

prior work and PI and P, are the pair lays under

consideration. Each possible solution is then

classified in terms of the decoupling index

enabling the best lay distribution from amongst

those generated to be identified.

(3) A completely satisfactory validation of the
technique has been achieved by comparing

predictions made for various concentric cable and

unit constructions with experimental results of

FF1i '-..as ,r-ments carried out on specially

manufactured experimental cables.

Chaim Tencer joined Pirelli Brasileira in 1973 and
(4) As a consequence of item 3 above it may also has been engaged in research and development of

be concluded that the validity of the computational telecom cables. Degree in Electronic and
procedure is independent of the formation of the Engineering from Mackenzie University (EEUM) - Sao

cable or unit. Paulo. Presently he is the Telecom R and D Manager.
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Ati onio Tadeu Nogueira, degree in Electronic
Egineering from University of Sao Paulo (USP) ;
joined Pirelli in 197S. He is at present involved
in telecom cable R and D.
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CROSSTALK, INSERTION LOSS, SWEEP FREQENCY ANALYSIS AND FIXTURING FOR TELEPHONE CABLES

JOSEPH S. GOLT, JR.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., INC.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

In crosstalk measurements there are two signals

of interest. The send signal which eminates

Crosstalk in a multipair telephone cable is from an oscillator and is applied on the device
defined as the amount of electrical signal from under test. The receive signal comes from the
an energized pair that is induced or coupled to device under test and is sent to a detector of
an unenergized pair. In this test, each pair some kind. Crosstalk can be measured in one of

is selected and energized and then all other two ways: near end crosstalk (NEXT) and far end
pairs are, one by one, selected and any signal crosstalk (FEXT). In NEXT the send and receive

present is recorded. Any crosstalk set must signals are on different pairs at the same end of
also measure insertion loss as this value must the cable. In FEXT the send and receive signals
be subtracted from the crosstalk loss measure- are on different pairs at opposite ends of the
ment. Analyzing Sweep measurements can be very cable. Crosstalk can be defined as the voltage
informative. For example, any deviation from ratio of the send signal to the receive signal
the normal swept frequency response can help expressed in decibels.
determine if the cable strander is operating
properly. In addition, a low profile fixture In FEXT there are two factors which affect the
has been &veloped which allows for shorter measured value of crosstalk. The insertion loss
cable stub lengths. This paper will discuss of each pair tends to attenuate crosstalk. There-
all of these measurements plus the physical fore, the insertion loss must be measured so it
layout of the fixture, can be subtracted from the measured value. This

is done by connecting the send and receive signals
to opposite ends of the same pair. Another

Anyone who has used a telephone and heard a factor is length. The crosstalk signal on the

second conversation in the background has ex- receive end will increase logarithmically as the

perienced the effect of crosstalk. Anytime two cable length is increased. We must therefore

or more electrical signals get physically close know the length and include it in our calculation.

to one another there may be unwanted coupling. The exact structure of the equation can vary from

Inside a telephone cable there could be hundreds one cable type to another but for locap cable usedin T-2 carrier systems the equation is :
of signals all within several inches of one

another. Cable manufacturers attempt to con-
struct their products so as to cancel any cross- FEXT = Measured value - Insertion Loss + 10 LOG

talk. Pairs are twisted, bunched in groups, Length

groups are twisted and perhaps oscillated.
These techniques work quite well, however, the Certain cable types require a sweep frequency test.

need to know how well inspires the desire to Since physically connecting both ends of the cable

test. Most cables are tested for capacitance. can be time consuming, sweep frequency can be

Since capacitance and crosstalk are closely performed subsequent to the crosstalk measurement.

related one could gage the crosstalk performance Whereas crosstalk is measured at a single discrete

by observing capacitance data. This is done now frequency, sweep measurements are, as the name

in many applications. Nothing, however, can implies done to examine how individual pairs

substitute for a direct measurement. The trend respond to all frequencies between an upper and

has been set to make more direct crosstalk lower limit. The electrical connection is

measurements, identical to the insertion loss hook-up.

We have developed a system that will automati- Now that we have defined the measurements we can

cally test telephone cables for crosstalk. It examine the requirements of a test system. There

can also make sweep frequency measurements and will be much control, calculation and printouts

analyze the results. The connecting fixture also required, therefore, a rather high level processor

contains the necessary switching and is compact of some kind is required. A device that can make

enough to get close to the reel hub. I will IT loss measurements both at discrete and swept

attempt to define the requirements for such a frequency is also needed. It must also be extern-
system and explain how we satisfied those ally programmable, and relatively fast. There
requirements, must be a switching system capable of making all
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the necessary connections. It should be designed depicts an eight pair in the "Relay tree, format.
so as to maintain a constant characteristic Each relay contact in this diagram represents the
impedance and provide high isolation between two wires in a twisted pair. For the sake of
channels. It needs to be externally progranmmable space we do not show another relay for each pair.
by the processor. Finally, a fixture to physic- This relay merely switches the pair into the
ally connect to the cable is called for. It would switching network or rests on a terminating
be highly desirable to include the switching resistor. There will be an identical network for

system and the fixture into one compact entity. the other end of the cable. As an example,
Since cable manufacturers desire to make the suppose we wished to set up for FEXT on pairs C
stub ends as short as possible, the fixture and H. First, the relays (not shown) that dis-
should be manuverable enough to get close to the connect the terminating resistor would be ener-
hub of the cable. A block diagram appears in gized for both C and H on both ends of the cable.
Fig. 1. Next, relay 2 on the send end of the cable and

relays 8, 10, and 14 on the receive end of the
cable are energized. The crosstalk measurement

PRINTER COMPU... R RF LOSS can now be performed.
I~PLOTTER I 

r u  =  - MEASURINGDEVICE RELAY TREE 4 A 11

2 ~ 9

NET OR 8

FXUE-SEN 3 6 1 0 REC

l-2L .-- FIG 2FIG 1 11llll 1 T
BLOCK Tllll T W

DIAGRAM U C 0 The "Relay Tree" technique satisfies requirement
R H R #1 in that all types of measurements can be set up.
E I K Requirement #2 is also met as there are no inherent

N problems in maintaining characteristic impedance

or keeping isolation high. Requirement #3 is the
downfall of "Relay Tree" switching. Typically an
entire cabinet separate from the fixture way be

needed to accommodate this method. This is not
because of the number of components but rather the

We selected a commercially available network fashion in which they are laid out.
analyzer. It satisfied all our measurement re-

quirements and included a computer. The computer At first glance the circuit in fig. 3 looks like a
used a high level basic type language, had plenty simple way to achieve a bus type switching network.
of memory and a magnetic tape drive built in. Each pair would have three relays. one would
A combination printer/plotter was selected in remove the pair from its terminating resistor, the
order to plot sweep frequency results. The other two would place the pair on either the send
computer controls the network analyzer via an or receive bus. There is, however, stray capac-
IEEE-488 interface bus. A sixteen bit general itance across the relay contacts. The capacitance
purpose input/output interface was used to will couple the send signal onto the receive bus.
control the in-house designed bwitching system. This, of course, would erroneously add to any
A real time clock option also proved to be a crosstalk in the cable. This cirucit only shows
valuable asset. one pair. As more pairs are added the capacitance

adds and the coupling increases. With any apprec-
The Switching System iable number of pairs the isolation between the

send and receive busses would be intolerably low.
The switching system must meet the following
requirements : SEND SIMPLE BUS REC
1. Be able to make the proper electrical hook-up BUS BUS

for FEXT, NEXT, and insertion loss.
2. Maintain the proper level of characteristic L.A L

impedance given the limits of frequency CAB L E
response (up to 13 Mhz), and provide high TERMINATING PAIR
isolation between channels. RESISTANCE

3. Lend itself to compact packaging. FIG 3

The "Relay Tree" and "RF Buss" are two techniques
worth consideration. The schematic in fig. 2
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Adding two more relays (fig. 41, whose normally parallel can create a large mismatch. This would
closed contacts are grounded eliminates any cause unwanted reflections which would destroy anycoupling from the send to receive bus. This hope of an accurate measurement. We can circum-
circuit has another advantage. If send and vent this problem by selecting small groups of bus
receive are called for on the same pair in the circuits.
same fixture the test signal would short the send
and receive busses. This can be useful if a It turns out that most units within a cable have
self test algorithm is desired, fourteen pairs. This convenient number is low

enough such that the additive effect of stray
capacitance is not a serious problem. We now have

ED BUS CKT REC a switching system as shown in fig. 6.SEND _U___K___RE

<7Ii,
PAIR

SIGNAL-GROUP OF I
"-. - UIN

Since space was at a premium in our application
we used the circuit in fig. 5. The logic requir-
ed to select any given pair is also reduced. ROUP OF I
Notice that this drawing is ccmplete, showing all
relays and each side of the pair. This circuit FIG 6
satisfies requirement #1 in that all measurement
configurations can be achieved. And as we will
see later, this circuit lends itself to a tight
campact layout. Isolation is also good as long
as the grounding relays are used. That stray Our system, of course, uses exactly this type of
capacitance across the relay contacts can still switching. Very small relays were mounted on a
be a problem, though, in maintaining character- printed circuit board. Each board was designed to
IstIc impedance, connect fourteen pairs to either a send or receive

bus. It would be mounted on the underside of the
fixture. The clips that connect to the cable
protrude through holes in the printed circuit

SEND BUS board. The bus circuit relays are mounted asclose as possible to the connecting clips. The
layout for each pair consumes less than four
square inches. The entire fourteen pair group can

r 1" be mounted on an eight by eight inch board. Fourr -of these boards were used to make a 56 pair fix-
ture. The group select circuit board is mountedIin a vacant portion of the fixture. It also

_ contains the transformer that changes the 50 ohmCLIP coaxial from the network analyzer to the balancedI PAIR r oimpedance of the twisted pairs.

Since the boards mounted nearly flat against the
-- - "31 I rear of the fixture a low profile of 2.5 inches

0 was achieved. The whole assembly rotates to
expose doors at the rear. Opening the doors pro-- - - - - -vides for easy maintenance access. The entirepackage mounts on a purchased roll around cart.
This allows for easy manuverability when
attempting to connect to a short stub end.
Special clips are used to connect to the cable.FIG 5 Th-ey will pierce the insulation during insertion.
Thus, no pre-skinning of the cable is required.

Other Factors
Each stray capacitor connects each side of the

pair to ground. This, in effect, loads the bus our measurement accuracy is in the + .05 db range.with a small Capacitive impedance. This tends to Therefore, the loss across relay contacts must be
alter the characteristic impedance of the system. considered. Dry switching tends to degrade con-
While singularly insignificant, many pairs in tact resistance or even worse the contact
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resistance may change from one relay closure to i.e. c-Speed of Light
another. This problem is solved by superimpos- 2 = c/f f - c/2d d=Distance between defect
ing a DC current, at least 200 ma, in the RF
measuring circuit. This can easily be done
through a center tap on the matching transformer. Units within some of our cables are oscillated by
In our equipment, every time a cable is tested the cable strander. When the unit is oscillated
a "Clean Relay" subroutine is called. It each pair comes close to the cable sheath every
merely closes and opens the cleansing DC current oscillation period. This slightly disrupts the
through the relays and cable. This procedure characteristic impedance. Therefore, we observe
helps maintain a stable and low contact resist- a large spike in the frequency response at the
ance in our fixture, half wavelength frequency. Our computer will set

the start frequency of the sweep. The loss is
The insertion loss of a pair is highly depend- measured and frequency increased until the stop
ent an the resistance of the copper conductors, frequency is reached. Now, via software, the
The resistivity of copper is temperature computer will analyze the data looking for spikes.
dependent. This implies that we must have a When a spike is located the computer will record
known constant temperature before testing a its frequency and magnitude relative to what the
cable. We accomplish this by allowing the cable normial response would be. By observing these
to stabilize in an air-conditioned test room for results we can determine if the oscillation
at least 24 hours. The cable temperature and period is properly set on the stranding machine.
ambient temperature are then assumed to be
identical. The insertion loss is corrected for RELAY USAGE
temperature by the equation:

When testing FEXT one is tempted to prescribe a
0+(-T-- switching algorithm as shown in fig. 7.

where T equals ambient temperature and K equals
the temperature coefficient of the cable under SEND REC
test. FIX I FIX2

PAIRI PAIRR
We can obtain ambient temperature by forming an 1 3 4 5
elementary network with a resistor that is 1 ---+3
temperature dependent. A thermistor connected I 4 1 X XX

in series with a normal resistor forms a I - 5 "',XX
voltage divider. We calibrate the voltage 2---+3 E 2 X X3
divider by observing its response at several 2- 4 D XX
known ambient temperatures. We now use our

network analyzer to measure the response of the 2 -5 1 4X
Voltage divider and interpolate the results to 3-4- -

obtain ambient temperature. 3----->5 _

Since we have a real time clock we can also
monitor the integrity of the air-conditioned SWITCHING SEQUENCE
room. Every half hour the ambient temperature FOR A S PAIR CABLE
is taken. A running average of the previous
24 hours is updated. If there is a significant FIG 7
deviation from the mean the computer will not
permit testing. A plot of the past 24 hours is
available at the touch of a key. This procedure
has helped us increase our confidence in the The send relays in fixture #1, pair #1, are
integrity of our measurement results, energized. Then the receive relays in fixture #2

pairs I thru 5 are each energized long enough to
SWEEP MEASUREMENT allow the loss measurement to be made. Notice that

only one half the matrix need be filled, i.e. we

Sweep measurement is really insertion loss assume FEXT on 2-4 to be equal to FEXT on 4-2.
response over a selected band of frequencies. This scheme obviously works, however, there is a
The normal response to a sweep would be a nearly disparity in relay usage. For every cable tested
linear falloff. Deviations from this normal the send relays in fixture 1 pair 1 are energized
response can reveal some defects within the one time, while the receive relays In fixture 2
cable. For example, any discontinuity from the pair S are energized 4 times. Furthermore, the
characteristic impedance would cause a reflec- send relays in fixture 2 and the receive relays
tion from that point. If there are equally in fixture I are not used at all. Our fixture
spaced discontinuities the reflections would be has 56 pairs. If we used it only 10 times each
additive at certain frequencies. Thie frequency day, in one year the receive relays for pair 56
would correspond to a half wavelength of the would have been used 143,000 times. The send
periodic discontinuity relays would log in only 2,600 actuations.
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Software can correct this problem by rotating the ACKNOWLEDGEMEN"PS
switching algorithm every time a cable is tested.
There are 8 different modes to choose frnm as I would like to thank several people for their
tabulated in fig. 8. significant contribution. Mr. L. M. Rackson lent

his expertise in telephone cable manufacturing.

Mr. C. L. Greenblatt contributed to the develop-
ment of the switching network. Mr. J. L. Knapik

SEND REC SEQUENCE DIRECTION helped in the mechanical design of the test

FIXI FIX2 S-- R FIRST TO LAST fixture.

FIXI FIX2 S- R LAST TO FIRST
FIXI FIX2 R- S FIRST TO LAST
FIXI FIX2 R- S LAST TO FIRST
FIX2 FIXI S- R FIRST TO LAST Mr. Golt is a Senior

FIX2 FIXI S- R LAST TO FIRST Development Engineer

FIX2 FIXI R- S FIRST TO LAST in the Test Set Devel-
opment department atFIX2 FIXI R- S LAST TO FIRST Western Electric.

FIG 8 He has been in that
organization for
fourteen years and has

participated in the 1Vo
Now, after 8 cables are tested all relays have design of other
been used approximately 56 times. In one year, transmission measur-
at 10 cables per day all relays would be energized ing equipment. He
about 18,000 times. This technique has the graduated from the
potential to increase the usable lifetime of the University of Mary-
switching fixtures by a factor of eight. land in 1968 with

a BSEE Degree. He
VSWR ON SHORT LENGTH enjoys jogging,

woodworking and is an
Each cable pair is designed to have a nominal avid tennis player.
characteristic impedance. Various factors
including different twist lengths cause slight
deviations from the nominal. Our system can only
be set to one value of characteristic impedance.
Therefore, when measuring insertion loss we will
encounter slight mismatches as we switch from
pair to pair. This will set up small Voltage
Standing Wave Ratios (VSWR) whenever the test
signal is present. If the cable is long the
insertion loss is large enough to ignore the
VSWR. On very short lengths, however, this effect
can be significant. Proper software can help
solve this problem.

Let's say our test frequency is 3 Mhz and the
cable length is 700 feet. Using the formula
;L=C/F we determine the wavelength to be 328 feet.
This means that there are 7004-328 or 2.13 wave-
lengths on the cable. VSWR cycles every half
wavelength, so we add and subtract a quarter wave-
length. We can then calculate what frequency
corresponds to 2.13+.25 and 2.13-.25 wavelengths.
In this case we have 3.35 Mhz and 2.65 Mhz. If
we set the network analyzer to sweep between these
points we will observe the VSWR ripple on the
normal falloff pattern. Now with similar tech-
niques used in determining sweep frequency spikes,
we can interpolate what the response would be
without any VSWR. This value will more accurately
represent the actual attentuation per mile of the
cable.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL CROSSTALK MEASUREMENTS METHODS ON TELEPHONE CABLES

V. Abadfa and J.L. Marifiosa

CABLES DE COMUNICACIONES, S.A.
ZARAGOZA (SPAIN)

ABSIRACT the object of this paper. Fiq. I show the tradltio-
Seo hnal schematic diagram of analoqical measurements of

_'The evaluation of a telephone cable capability NEXT and FEXT crosstalk.
for digital transmission has been traditionally ba-
sed on analogical measurements of cable crosstalk.
In this manner, from a single frecuency measurement
value, it is intended a prediction of the cable be- - ,u__,
haviour in all the transmission band. ,

In recent years it has been observed a tenden- -

cy in some telephone administrations toward cable
crosstalk characterization in a direct way, by means
of digital measurements using real signals. In this .
study the analog and digital measurements methods
are compared, from the points of view of accuracy MLA ,I
of results and simplicity of operation. As a result
of an extensive number of measurements performed in
accordance with both methods, correction factors
have been determined which should be added to the Fq. I.- SINGLE FRECUENCV CROSSTALK MEASUREMEk4T.
single frecuency measurements results in order to
compensate for the uncertainty introduced due to
the incomplete knowledge of the curve of variation
of crosstalk with frecuency. All the studies dealinq with the analytical com

putation of the magnitude of crosstalk noise for di:
Finally some considerations about the applica- gital signal based on the crosstalk values obtained

bility of digital method of measurements in the qua in single frecuency measurements must always be based
lity assurance area are discussed, on a known frecuency correction formula more or less

valid about the variation of crosstalk with frecuen-
cy. This hypothesis says that far end and near end

1 INTRODUCTION crosstalk decrease with frecuency at a rate of 6dB/
octave and 4'5 dB/octave respectively.

When planning the introduction of a certain It is a well known fact that the real variation
number of digital transmission systems in a multi- of crosstalk outside the very low frecuencies re-
pair telephone cable, it is necessary a complete gion is highly irregular. This phenomenon is espe-
knowledge of the factors that place a limit to both cially emphasized in NEXT measurements due to the
the number of systems as well as the maximum dis- random length of the coupling ways originated by the
tance between repeaters. unbalances distributed along the cable. This irregu-

lar variation is strongly exhibited in individual
Besides the intrinsic NEXT and FEXT losses of couplings but is more attenuated in the case of ave-

cable, other sources of errors associated with the rage, RMS or Power Sum values which include a great
installation of the cable as reported by field mea- number of combinations. It becomes evident that by
surements (') should be taken into consideration means of a single measurement at certain frecuency
such as crosstalk inside the repeater case and stub of reference (generally at half the bit frecuency)
cable, repeater degradation, thermal noise, etc. and assuming a theoretical variation of 6 dB/octave
The relative importance of each of these limiting in FEXT and 4'5 dB/octave for NEXT the noise voltace
sources or the fact that one of them becomes dominant analytically computed from this measurement is only
lays on factors such as the utilization of one or an estimation of the real noise voltage when using as
two cables for each transmission direction, internal a disturbing signal a complex signal as is the case
shield cable design, etc. in actual pulse transmission. Fig. 2 depicts the

afore said as an example.
From a quality assurance point of view, the

intrinsic crosstalk of cable is the only factor Curve (1) of Fig. 2 represents a real variation
that can be controlled i" the factory. Its measure- of crosstalk with frecuency for a pair to pair com-
ment by different existiog methods constitute bination. While feeding the disturbing pair with an
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TABLE 1.- CALCULATED AND MEASURED MEAN POWER
CROSSTALK NOISE VALUES.

"'"_________ MEAN POWER CROSSIO'K !,3 14 ' .

CALCULATED
COMBIATIO 40 I?';1TS

-o 449MB5NAT05 SINGLE F INTEGPATI N

6'1 1 6'4 - '7-

6/2 2 337

6/3 - 47'1 1 .1 '33

6/5 29 - 35 35'

6/7 - 35' - .4

6/3 44'1
Fg. 2.- EXAMPLE OF VARIATION OF CROSSTALK WITH 6-- 7 I_' 6 5

FRECUENCV. - 49'9 5?'
6/10 -49 - 73 4'

6/11 - 5?' - 4' •

actual PCM signal it was detected at the disturbed £22 - 65' __'-_

pair a mean noise power of -28 dBw. However from a 6/13 9 133'"

single frecuency measurement and assuming a linear 6/14 43'2 1 4?'2

decrease of crosstalk with frecuency (on a log sca- 6/15 424 -0'4

le) represented by curve (2) a mean noise power of 6/16 -42'1 2'5
-38'6 dBw was computed following the steps explai- 6-7 227 __5__

ned in Appendix I. 1/ -3 4

Correlation improvement between both procee-- 6/19 41' J A ''

dings implies necessarily the extension of the num- 6/20 4' .1,_ E'l
ber of selective measures to more than one point. 6/21 , 3,7 -____ '___

This of course complicates enormously the test because 6/22 6457 i 5'"
of the multiplication of the time spent on perfor- 6/Z3 4'7 ?,-'6
ming it, which is especially characterized by the 6/24 515 _ 51'2 -KI'P

large amount of time required to cover all of the 6/25 1 5' -'2 -56

possible combinations between the pairs.

The additional number of selective measurements Curve (3) shows a 12 contributor power sum cros-
required to improve correlation depends on the dis- stalk variation. It is noted that the deviations with
persion of the statistical distribution of the mean respect to a hypothetical mean value are much less
value of crosstalk at each frecuency. Crater and pronounced, so that a single frecuency measurements
Cravis (2) established a variance of 5.56 dB in have a higher significance as an estimate of the mean
NEXT, but we have verified deviations up to,20 dB value of crosstalk at all band frecuencies.
in some combinations.

Deviations as large as indicated are common on
As a final evidence the following test was ca- a pair to pair basis. The RMS method of crosstalk

rried out: A disturbed pair was selected from measurement, using a disturbing signal similar to
a 25 pair PIC cable and measured all possible noise that in a real system reveal itself much more accu-
contributions attributed by the other pairs. Cross- rate although it has other disadvantages that will
talk power transfer curves were defined by measuring be pointed out later.
40 equally spaced points to obtain the integral in
Appendix I in order to compute the expected value
of power, which is then compared with the directly 2 CABLE TYPES EXAMINED AND EXTENSION OF MEASUREMENTS
measured value using a RMS detector. Table I shows
these results.

Studies and measurements have been carried out
Comparison of column (2) with either column on two different types of cables: pairs and quads

(3) or (4) shows two things: a) Single frecuency because any empiric difference in its crosstalk -

values tend to be on the average somewhat optimis- transfer functlons might be expected. The following
tics. b) They suffer from uncertainty due to a type of cables were selected:
rather low correlation coefficient Cp = 0.9 in the
example). Comparison of column (3) with (4) shows 2.1 25 and 50 pair cable, PE insulated,
that a drastical increase in the number of selecti- 0.9 mm, 52 nF/Km, unit type and con-
ve measurements (40 points in the example) are - centric layers construction respectively.
needed to obtain a more reliable value.
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2.2 28 quads filled cable, PE insulated, In figure 3 are shown two different configura-
0.9 mm, 38 nF/Km ,and layer type tions. Fia. 3.1 measures far end crosstalk in accor-

construction, dance with the characteristics of a real transmission
channel. The point for noise detection may be the

In the paired cables a total of 2338 NEXT and unbalanced one inside the equalizer (M) or 6 dB lar-
FEXT measurements were made, both at a reference ger in the balanced regeneration section. In fig. 3.2
frecuency (fo) and making use of digital signals. near end crosstalk noise voltage are measured on a
In the quadded cable the number of pair to pair mea syinetric load. In the latter case the amplification
sures was 1104 in NEXT and FEXT. These measurements and shaping efect of the repeater does not exist,
were made with a semiautomatic procedure in which being required a greater sensitibity of detection.
the disturbed pair is manually selected and termi-
nated with a balanced precision impedance. The - The operating procedure described must yield in
others noise contributing pairs are automatically the cable the same effects that in a real case. In
switched in 25 element blocks. During the execution particular the following conditions must be satisfi-
of measurements the pairs not involved in the test ed:
(terciary circuits) remained open at the near end,
which proved to have no influence at all in the mea - The noise power measured on a pair should be
surement frecuency band. the same as that which would result in a real case.

Actually the noise power induced in a pair is the
Digital crosstalk measurements were performed resulting noise power when all the disturbing pairs

for the 30 channel TNI transmission system of 2.048 work simultaneously.
Mbit. The reference frecuency f was 1.024 MHz co-
rresponding to half the bit frequency. The noise power measured in our case is the

sum of noise powers induced by each disturbing pair
individually. Due to the high he-monic content of the

3 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE pseudorandom disturbing signal and their uncorrela-
tion the principle of power addition works and can
be assured that the measured power is that of the -

3.1 Digital measurement of crosstalk real case. Furthermore this point was experimentally
verified.

The principal characteristic of this method is
the ability of exciting simultaneosly a certain num - Due to the uncorrelation of the pulse sources
ber of systems, then measuring either RMS noise voT feeding the pairs, the induced noise on any pair, -

tage or error rate as indicated in fig. 3.1 and 3.2. has a instantaneous value followinq a normal distri-
Moreover fig. 8 shows the case of error rate measu- bution.
rement under the simultaneous effect of near end -
and far end crosstalk. As will be noted later in paragraph 5 a sta-

tistical test was made to demostrate the normal cha-
The procedure of simultaneous disturbance cuts racter of the induced noise. This is a relevant fea-

down the testing time but does not reveal the indi- ture in order to calculate the error rate.
vidual properties of each combination which is of -
great interest in the present work. The method fol-
lowed will be then similar to that in the analogi-
cal technique selecting pair combinations in a sequ
ential mode. Measuring diagrams are shown in fig. 3.

ZO DISTUR6fNG PAR

PSEUDORANDOM .1.
GENERATOR 7 - ZO

PRE AAMPtrER -EOUALIZER

M REGENERATOR

F( .  .io~~useA ....

to zR DSPEOR

(raMS 4( yM1

TE.CTOR)
Fit. 3.1 ISTURBED PAIR

DSP 0Z

Fig. 3.2 DISTURBED PIR ~Z
F.1. 3.- TWO POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS FOR DIGITAL CROSSTALK 4EASUREfTS
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3.2 Components of digital crosstalk measure-
ments assembly

3.2.1 Pseudorandom generator
40

The disturbing signal source generates a nume- 
40 

td

rical sequence of 32767 elements with equal proba-

bility and HDB3 coded. The nominal pulse amplitude
is t 3V. with an analitycal power spectrum density 21
w(fl indicated in Appendix 1. As is well known its
graphical representation have a maximum at the =

Nyquist frecuency (half the bit frecuency). The - '
energy contained at higher frecuencies is low but
offers an important contribution to the noise at
the preamplifier input due to the high value of the
coupling funtion at high frecuencies. However the 0

preamplifier-equalizer acts as a low pass filter li
miting the measuring band to aproximately 3MHz. _

3.2.2 Preamplifier-equalizer Fia. 4.- PREAMPLIFICATOR RESPONSE FOR VARIONS

In fig. 3.2 is shown the terminal impedance as SIGNAL LEVEL INPUTS.
the measuring point of noise voltage. This is the
usual procedure in the sinusoidal technique. In this Fin. 4 shows gain curves for different input
case the filtering effect due to the regenerator levels. It is observed that for a level lower than
does not exist. It could be argued that because of the regeneration limit the sum of level and gain is
the low energy content at frecuencies higher than constant (9dB) which means that the line loss is -
the bit frecuency there will be a linear correspon- automatically compensated. From this graph we can -
dence between noise measurements performed using also see that in the absense of useful signal and -
the regenerator and those without it, with the only provided that the noise level does always exceed the
difference that of the higher level of the former range of regeneration, the rtsponse curve of interest
due to the amplification provided. Under those con- will be the maximum gain curve.
ditions using the regenerator might be avoided and
correction of measured noise to actual noise would By means of interval correlation an analytical
be made linearly to the preamplifier gain depending expression G(f) has been found for the maximun gain
on the level of useful signal present. response curve 4at will be used for the computation

of the effective noise voltage derived from crosstalk
Experimentally it has been verified that des- sinusoidal measurements.

pite of ti.e low content of energy of the pseudoram-
don signal at frecuencies higher than the bit fre- It should be noted that except for when the meas
cuency there is a strong noise content from that urement length equals the maximum repeater length the
region due to the large value of the coupling func- amplification level of crosstalk noise will be higher
tion in a frecuency band in which the variation is than in the case of signal presence.
highly irregular. This causes a correlation loss -
between noise measurements pe,--,ed with regenerator
and without it (typical o = 0. This allows easy measurements on short lenghts

of cable without affecting the correlation being in-
The method presented is then considered inad- vestigated. If we are primarily interested on the

equate because it creates an additional uncertainty, level of actual interference, correction can be done
Another problem arises in FEXT measurement because easily substracting from the measured level in dBw
noise which is not amplified is difficuk to measure the difference between the maximum and measuring -
over long lengths of cable, lengths both in dB.

The most realistic form of crosstalk measure- 3.2.3 Diti 3l Signal Processor (DSP)
ment consist of using, prior pulse detection opera-
tion a filter reinforcinq the noise spectrum around The usual instrument to read the magnitude of
the reference frecuency f . For a better aproxima- crosstalk noise is a true RMS value voltmeter of
tion to the real conditioRs of operation a normal enounh wideband A.'sensitibity.To fulfill these con-
regenerator for TNl system was employed. The first ditions as well as others of experimental character
section is the preamplifier-equalizer which compen- a digital signal processor (DSP) was utilized for -
satesline attenuation up to a maximum length (rege- noise detection. The instrument offers the following
neration limit), advantages:

To avoid handling theoretical analytical ex- a) High sensitibity that allows noise level
pressions more o less accurate about channel shap- detection up to -9OdBw.
ing and form of the equalized pulse a complete cha-
racterization of preamplifier respoose was obtained b) Accuracy of reading can be fixed selecting
resulting in the curves of fig. 4. the number of sampling points.
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c) The signal processing capability based ation. the last method has been adopted in the pre-
on microproccesor can be used to inves- se-It work because allows a pair to pair characteri-
tigate the statistical properties of - zation. Nevertheless a quality assurance point of
crosstalk noise. view it is a time consuminq procedure.

The operating mode of DSP lies on present sig- When cable crosstalk measurements are completed
nal sampling taking N points inside the period of by the two methods, calculated noise powers on each
the signal. These discrete values allows a direct pair should be equal to the measured ones. A carte-
computation of the power or RMS value of the sampled sian coordinates representation of measured values
signal using the following formula: (u) versus computed (x)should be a straight line of

slope unity.

Poe 1 (T I N-2 2 I N-2 2 Practical results show that computed values of
Power - dt N .jT EiT= N E i (I) noise pow-r tend to be on the average some dBw lar-

0 1= i=0 ger tan measured ones (absolute value), that is,

where: they are somewhat optimistic. Thismakes the slope
lower than unity. The reason lies on the fact at

the selective measurement at f is a biased estima-
N: n' of samples. tor of the average value of °the crosstalk curve

Instantaneous voltage sample -i- order at fo. Moreover the intrinsic uncertainty to the -

analogical measurements transform the straight line

T: Time interval between samples into a regression line with a correlation coeffic-
ient less than unity.

The time interval between samples should 
be -

enough to insure the independence of samples. This In Appendix I we prove that for a crosstalk
condition can be stated denoting that T must be lar- value at frecuency f and length L , the computed

ger than the reciprocal of the wideband of the meas- interfering noise power is giveR by:
ured signal. For the present application T = 6L.sec.

PF = F(f L o)dB + 21 dBw (2)
To obtain a measured value using (1) with the

required tolerance N sho:ld be chosen large enough.
In accordance to reference (3) N has been chosen N N(fo)dB + 214 dBw (3)
4096 points yielding a precision of + 0.5 dB.

or
4. RESULTS OBTAINED: CORRELATION BETWEEN ANALOGICAL

AND DIGITAL MEASUREMENTS P F = F(f oLo)dB + 20'2 dBw (4)

Up to now two possible methods of crosstalk mea- PN = N(fo)dB + 20'2 d~w (5)

suring have been explained that have the same pur-
pose: capability evaluation of a telephone cable for In which:
the PCM transmission.

F(f ,L ): ECL FEXT in dB for a pair combination
This capability is given by the crosstalk noise or power sum.

power induced over any pair by the rest of the pairs
which carry PCM signals. In the traditional analogi- N(fo): NEXT in d8 f-r a oair combination or
cal technique from the power sum measurement on each power sum.
pair on analytical procedure (appendix I) is follo-
wed by which is deduced a computed expected value Relations (2) and (3) stand for pairs and (4)
of noise power interfering the useful signal trans- and (5) for quads.
mitted over the pair. That noise has an instantane-
ous voltage normally distributed and its RMS value The calculated values with (2) to (5) can be
determines a probability or error rate for the - compared with those obtained bv direct measurement.
transmitted pulses. Given a certain RMS reading of V volts, the cross-

talk noise power is:
We have also commented that alternatively to

the indirect procedure represented by the analogi- V2

cal method we can perform a direct measurement of P 
=  

10109 7-dBw
the mean power noise in a given pair. This is a re- R
alistic procedure consisting in feeding the inter-
fering pairs simultaneously with pseudorandom se- In which Z represents the load impedance of
quences, and measuring the RMS value of the noise regenerator hav~ng a nominal value of 12M'.
signal on the pair being evaluated. Instead of si-
multaneous excitation the disturbing pairs may be
operated sequentally measuring the RMS value caused P = 20log V - 20'8 dBw
by each contributor separately. The summation on a
power basis of the individual RMS values must be The RMS noise voltage may represent a single
equal to the value obtained by simultaneous excit- Pair to pair value or a power sum from various in-

terferers*:
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jV__ + +distribution of £.V V=  V2  "''. Vn

We do not know the real distribution of but

The working procedure to achieve the correla- assuming normality conduct to aceptable results.

tion equatiori were made for each combination of
crosstalk type (NEXT or FEXT) and cabling element Supposing that v follows a normal distribution

(pair or quad) resulting in tables 2.1 to 2.4. For of zero mean and a variance ) = S2 given by (6)

instance, in NEXT of a pair cable (table 2.1) the - then the variance of N interferers power sum can -

total number of individual measurements used in our be expressed by the Wilkinson approximation(4) for

comparative study were introduced to a special com- non truncated normal distributions:

puted program that performed the following operat-
ions: '2 I/X21oq e (1+exp( 

2 1 )-I/N) (8)
N

a) Regression line fitting over all available
absolute indivit':e" ata (n). Computation / = 10loqe.
of the linear coefticients (A0 ,A1 ), coeffi-
cient of dete-m4-:.ion (c) and standard
error (SI). In tables 2.1 to 2.4 these are In the last column of tables 2.1 to 2.4 are in-
included on file N = 1. dicated the values of the standar error of estima-

tion calculated by (8) for differente N. A good -
b) Power sum groupings of size N. That is, - aproximation to real S can be observed.

for each disturbed pai- all possible grou- N
ping of N pairs have been taken, summing up The law of variation of oN are simply seen in

on a power basis their computed and measured the first approximation of (8)
values at the same time.

01

A regression line is also fitted and determined 0N
the new coefficients.

Then the linear regression that correlate the We can see by the above expression that as N

computed absolute values (x) with the effectively gets larger the uncertainty parameter cN improves.

measured ( is: A normality criterion can be then used to assign

a A3 x + Ac + a value for K in relations (7). For instance K = 2'33
for a confidence level of 99'.

in which r is a random variable that gives the In summary, given a disturbed pair and a certain
difference between the real a values and their esti number of interferers N, which represents a calcu-
mates by the regression line qiven by: lated noise power P en dBw, then with a 99% confiden-

ce level the actual interfering noise power (absolute
A: x A: value) shall not exceed:

and P* = A1 P + AO - 2'33 oN

Y -The goodness of fitting of the regression lines
of tables 2.1 to 2.4 are given by the determination

The standard error of K is then: coefficient (p). In all cases c is near unity. The
best correlation has been obtained in the case of

s ()FEXT and pairs.
S (6)

n-2

This parameter is a direct indicator of the
uncertainty that analogical measures have in them
selves. For the most unfavorable case the calcula-
ted noise power P or P should be corrected accor-
ding to the regression Tine equations and standard
error:

PF* = AIPF + Ao - KSN

(7)
PN* = AIPN + Ao - KSN

The constant K depends on the level of confi-
dence required as well as the type of statistical
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TABLE 2.- LINEAL REGRESSION EQUATIONS OF
CROSSTALK NOISE POWER
Y: MEASURED VALUES x: CALCULATED VALUES

TABLE 2.1 TABLE 2.2
LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATIONS LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATIONS

FOR NEXT IN PAIR CABLE FOR NEXT IN QUAD CABLE
q w A, x AAx A A0

N0 OF N' OF
INTERFERERS A, A, SN  aN  INTERFERERS 1 Ao SN N

N N N N I

1 0.71 15.39 0.81 3.51 3.51 1 0.69 11.8 0.82 3.44 3.44

3 0.85 6.98 0.89 2.29 2.24 3 0.76 7.6 0.87 2.29 2.19

5 0.86 6.36 0.92 1.94 1.78 5 0.74 7.6 0.88 1.76 1.74

7 0.87 5.50 0.94 1.61 1.53 7 0.77 6.3 0.92 1.43 1.48

9 0.89 4.88 0.94 1.48 1.35 9 0.78 5.4 0.90 1.24 1.32

11 0.88 5.02 0.95 1.32 1.23 11 0.69 8.3 0.83 1.12 1.19

13 0.91 3.72 0.96 1.22 1.13 13 0.66 9.4 0.82 0.93 1.10

15 0.90 4,14 0.96 1.23 1.06 15 1 0.66 9.4 0.82 0.93 1.03_

TABLE 2.3 TABLE 2.4
LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATIONS LINEAR REGRESSION EnUATION4S

FOR FEXT IN PAIR CABLE FOR FEXT IN QUAD CABLE
A1 x # A0 a = A, x + Ao

N* OF N' OF
INTERFERERS A, Ao 0 SN  oN  INTERFERERS AI Ao p SN ON

NN N

1 0.81 10.60 0.95 1.95 1.95 1 0.75 10.90 0.89 2.74 2.74

3 0.90 5.25 0.98 1.11 1.16 3 0.86 3.66 0.97 1.25 1.69

5 0.91 4.39 0.98 0.95 0.91 5 0.90 1.79 0.97 1.11 1.32

7 0.91 4.49 0.98 0.92 0.77 7 0.93 0.26 0.96 1.10 1.12

9 0.92 3.78 0.99 0.75 0.68 9 0.92 0.85 0.97 0.86 0.99

11 0.93 3.69 0.99 0.61 0.62 11 0.93 0.24 0.98 0.69 0.90

13 0.92 4.04 0.99 0.64 0.57 13 0.95 -0.53 0.97 0.70 0.80

15 0.92 3.82 1 0.99 0.60 0.53 15 0.92 0.47 0.97 0.70 0.77
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- GAL TONO: RAiTiD, E RROR PTEA It, MARGI N

i-n rt3ait rfeature cotcorr i r crosst alIk nol - IP Z
se :s tnc r JI t r1b 7 nq ffect or) th, PC!.! transmi s

:.i.O sI t re relIa t ion s h i be tween ef fec t ive-
rco xc vol taqe and error rate. I~cosl

Tiie analytical procedure for co-putation of
teie errol' ,robability Ow e to a noi se irower value Is
ba seo in tnhe no rmalIi ty o f the statistical distritxi-
tion of noise. AnctherI s . nnosi ' i is tne nowe r -

i~dit ion o the varjas cotiuoso rstl
over a qive' pir

With the aid of tne DSP some properties cf-
cros stalIk no is e c an be i nves t ia at ed. FPi Q. S' shows
pictur-e of crosstalk noise due to a sinole intery
erer. In it can be observeC a strong correlation 11.a-N
between, tire instants and instantaneous noise volt- F
ace which means that at ever,, tire instant and their
successi ve periods a different noise t*atistics on)e
rates (normal distributions of noise vith divferent .:-VrTt cour~
variances), tVLSACS.

A noise o-1 this characteristic disturbinoa in
the instant of pulse detection in a uncorrelated these 'nictcjres are shown also the irdenenident volta-
way gives rise to an error rate different deoendinq cc samples that are ujsed 'on the PI'S cor,uc atior of
otre pnase of tne saroQlinc instants, crosstalk noise. The sampoles also help to check the

qoodness of fittino to the norm-al distribution. The

cuIMUlative function constructed with the samnlvc o"
roise s41ial p)roved itself to be entirelv in accor-
dance with the i deal norral a,- "atie funct 'or.

TIhe noise picture o' lic. 6 is the- -'esltirc
noise add4!4ori contributed be two Pairs excited tY
indep)endent rseudorandor- sources. :1 the cort,-ibu-
tions are lESYT typre crosstalk noise *crc visual oe
Picture ivould be simrilar to teat snown in fir7.

alhouoh tne disturbino sources were rot inde~erdent,
bcaeunbalances arc randomly distributed alonc

the cable. However in the case of the addiior or' -

triosource the noise Picture would be simrilar -
to hattheindicated in Fio. 5 because the di"~-
rntcros stal1k co u~ini os al orn the cabl e sums up: in
phase at t errinal loao.

In accordance with fig. 4 the peak Power of -
transmitted siunal at the decision point is:

F i. 5.- SIVCLE 7%~T[ RF p t 'X'TS rcuE S = 1loo --- P--= -11.2 d~w
120

In Fin. 6 is shown the result of the addition Suppose a disturbed pair whose total noise po-
of a noise signal of similar magnitude due to ane- wer level (power sum of Pr, and p F in d~w) is P*
tner interferer excited by a pseudorandom sional For a normally dist- ed noise the inistantan~ous
source indepandeet from that which originated Fig. power which is exceeov. with a 10 probabilitY is

In the last picture is clearly shown that the p pT 14,3 d~w
noist statistic is more independent of the time T
instants in which the useful signal is samnled at
tho dec~ision process of reaeneration. The maroin of error for a 1n- error rate is

It is reasonable to think that the uncorrela- then:

ted addition of various crosstalk noise sionals - M P
give as result a normal noise distribution. In -
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The term A is signal to noise ratio required Second in short lenahts the error rate direct
for the amplifier to operate. measurements are not always possible.

This formula shows that M should include a Using the noise voltage measurement method a
correction factor in the case that PT have been cal noise limit can be imposed on each length depending
culated by means of single frecuency measurements.- upon the ratio of the maximum regeneration length
The margin of error is then decreased accordingly and the actual elnqth of cable as per the following
to the magnitude of the standard error of estimat- formula:
ion SN (ON)'

6. DIGITAL MEASUREMENTS APPLICATION 
TO QUALITY V e /L VL 10 (L-)/2O

ASSURANCE in which:

6.1 Introduction VI = Max. noise voltage in the measuring
length -1- in mv.

Up to this point we have mainly discussed con- V = flax. noise voltage in the regeneration
ditions and measurements to apply in a regeneration L section -L- in mv.
section. Now it is neccesary to adapt this type of
measurement to manufacturing cable lenghts. 1 = Reel length in Km.

From a quality assurance point of view two as- L = Regeneration length in Km.
pects are of most interest:

Attainement of the best possible accuracy in a = Cable attenuation in dB/Km.

the measurements, within reasonable economi- Consequently it is concluded that from a quali
cal limits. In the case of crosstalk themeasurements performed should be representa- ty assurance point of view it is more convenient to

tive of the cable behaviour when carrying express the results in noise voltage.
real signal. 6.2 Measurement configurations

From this point of view it has been proven Fig. 7 is the basic measuring arrangement. It
the higher accuracy of measurements usingdigital signal. However employing a sinusoi- is necessary as much seudorandom generators as the

digtal signal.Howeverlemployingaheinuso- number of interferina pairs, and the configuration
dal signal at a single frecuency the measu- is valid for both FEXT and NEXT noise measurement.

rements are more or less correlated 
depen-

ding on the number of interfering pairs. These configurations have the advantage of a
fast execution whatever the number of pairs inclu-

Quick performance and low cost of measure- sive without the aid of a computer, but have the
ment equipment. disadvantaqe of the high number of pseudoramdom

The method of error rate measuring do not seem sources.

to be the most suitable for separated cable lengths
for two reasons. First it does not exist a simple
relation between the total error rate required in a
regeneration section and the maximum error rate of
a separated length, consequently obtaining a limit
in this case is not effective.

PSEUDORANDOM
GENERATOR

_M~r DETECTOR

V'G
PREAMPLIFIER

EOUALIZER

Fig. 7.- CONFIGURATION FOR CROSSTALK NOISE VOLTACE MEASUREMENT.
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PSEUDORANDOM

CABILE

PRAMP!LFIER

F&g. 8.- CONF70URATIL N FL'R ERROR RATE MEA-SUREMENTS.

A more simple and economical configuration The principle of measurement is the same as
uses a single pseudorandom source and as many am- the power sum crosstalk method in sinusoidal measu-
plifiers as pairs (Fig. 9). However as has been in- rements. Total noise voltage on a disturbed pair
dicated before, noise contributions from the pairs results from the addition on a power basis of the
arrive in phase to the terminal impedance of distur voltage contributions from all the disturbing pairs.
bed pair in the far end. This configuration is not
valid for FEXTcrosstalk noise measurements but can The procedure of fig. 10 can take a loncer ti-
be used in NEXT measurements, me of testing due to the large number of combina-

tions but has the advantage of beino easily adapta-
The last configuration makesuse of a computer ble to any automatic crosstalk measurino equipment,

and a single pseudorandom source (Fig. 10). replacinq thp sophisticated and expensive selective
generator and detector by the simple and cheap pu,-
se aenerator and RMS voltmeter

RMS
DETECTOR

AMPLIFIER
PREAMPLIFIER
EOUALIZER

Fig. 9.- SIMPLIFIED CONFIGURATION FOR NEXT MEASUREMENTS.
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CABLE DETECTOR

PSEUDORANDOM
GENERATOR PEAMLIfER

CONTROL

COMPUTER

F _. 70.- CONFICURATION FOR AUTOmATIC CROSSTALK NOISE VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.

CONCLUSIONS excitation which allows a considerable measuring
time reduction.

a) Single frecuency crosstalk measurements on a
pair to pair basis have an appreciable error APPENDIX I
interval which may be up to 16dB in NEXT. In
FEXT this interval decreases as well as for -
pairs when compared to quads. ANALYTICAL COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN CROSSTALK POWER

NOISE
When a certain number of pairs are simultane-
ously disturbing, the power sum has an uncer-
tainty that decreases as the number of pairs Graphically the basic crosstalk interference
increases, situation is shown in Fig. 3 for a single noise con-

tributor.
b) From a comparison with digital measurements

using pseudorandom signal, it can be observed In the case of FEXT, the pseudorandom signal of
that the computed noise power obtained from power spectral density w(f) is transmitted over the
single frecuencies measurements tend to have, disturbing pair havino an attenuation characteristic
on the average, a higher absolute value (in L(f) couples to the disturbing pair through a FEXT
dBw). The computed valued should be linearly transer network F(f) and is amplificated and equa
corrected by means of empirically determined lized in the first se~ion of the regenerator which-
regression equations for each crosstalk type has a response function G(f)dB.
and cabling element.

The FEXT noise power over the disturbing pair
c) The digital method of crosstalk measurement due to a single contributor is given by:

yields accurate results and requires simple
instruments. However it has a lower sensiti- L(f) F G(
vity whereas the selective instruments common- (BdB (f)d fd
ly used in analog crosstalk measurements allows P = w(f)10 -O -  I0 10 --r7-df (9)
level measurements up to 20dB lower. o

d) In normal manufacturing shipping lengths noise The analytical expressions for the various func-
voltages measurements are more convenient than tions are:
direct error rate readings because with the
first method a simple formula may be used for Attenuation characteristic of line
noise limits corrections depending on the mea-
suring length. =/

e) The digital crosstalk method with RMS reading
is easily adaptable to a plant quality control. to: attenuation at frecuency fo and lenoth
It can be adapted to an automatic measuring Lo in dB.
equipment using simultaneous or sequential ex-
citation. The automatic procedure of sequential
excitation has been used in this work to collect
this data. At the oresent we have under deve-
lopment a new automatic system with simultaneous
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Equal level FEXT transfer function F(f)dB Inteqral I can be numerically calculated forF~fBd = B ,"Hz resulting:

This function has not an exact analytical 
ex- - + resdlfong:

pression. To obtain an accurate noise power from F dB
(9) F(fo)B should be defined by enough number of
points aW was seen in table 1. PF = F(foLo) + 20.2 dBw for quads.

FdB
In the sinusoidal crosstalk measurement a sam-

ple is taken at frecuency fo and length Lo, obtai- The same steps can be followed in the case of
ning a value F(foLo) A linear variation with NEXT. Here the dependency with length is not coni-
frecuency of 6dB/octal'is then assumed: dered.

F(f)dB F(fo,LO)dB N N(fo) + 21.4 dBw in pairs.

F =)d ~oL)d + 20log(f/fo) N dB
P - N(fo) + 20.2 dBw in quads.

In the case of N contributors F(fo,Lo)dB stands dB

for the power sum:
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From fig. 4 has been obtained an analytical REFERENCES
expression for G(f)do by means of interval fittinq
of known regression functions. For the practical
example: () T1 Carrier Characterization Field Measurements

Results. T.C. Kanp, D.C. Leeper, A.K. Reilly,

40.5f3 f 1.024 MHz P.E. Scheffer. BSTJ. Vol 60, n' 6, August 1981,
pp 965.G(f)dB -555 + 45.4 2.024 <f < 1.7 MHz

--. 5f + 77 1.7 f 3 MHz2) Engineering of Ti Carrier System Repeatered
-24.5f + 77 1.7 < f < 3 MHz Lines. H. Cravis and T.V. Crazer. BSTJ. March

1963, pp. 469.

Spectral power density of pseudorandom signal (3) Power Measurements. S. Cordray, D.L. Favin,

O.P. Yorkgitis. BSTJ. Vol 60, n' 7, September

w(f) fo sen f .f 1981.
=-L " f) Some properties of Power Sums of Truncated Nor-

mal Random Variables. I. Nassell. BSTJ. Novem-
ber 1967, pp. 2109.

A: Pulse amplitude 3V.
() Crosstalk Considerations for a 48 Channel PCM

ZL: Load impedance of pair. ZL  Z is the Repeatered Line. Stevan D. Bradley. IEEE Tran-

characteristic impedance of the pair. saction, Vol COM-23, n' 7. July 1975, pp. 725.

ZL = 94 5Q ofr pairs and ZL = 124Q for (6) Mesure en R~gime Num6rique de la Diaphonie Sur

quads. Des Cables a Paires Sym6triques. J. Boulvin,
C. Beyni6, G. Bargeton, A. Payant, B. Coutty,

By substitution of the various analytical functions Centre National Etudes des T616communications.

in (9) results: D6cembre 1975.

(7) Medida de Diafonia Digital y Comportamiento de
iO- °(ffo)I/2 F'ofL G-f- los Regeneradores PCM contra Interferencias.

0 Of 2 P. Sorensen. Comunicaciones El~ctricas. N' 47/4

PF :o w(f) 10 10 10 f72.

F(foLo)dB

P= 10 .

In dB:

PF = F(foLo)dB + lOlog I dBw
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FIELD TESTERS FOR ASSESSING 1.5 AND 2.0 Mbit/s

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE OF METALLIC-PAIR CABLES

I G Dufour - British Telecom, London, UK

S a attractiveness depends heavily on duct (conduit)
availability and installation methods.

The paper outlines the technical and planning
requirements for providing 1.5 and 2.0 Nbit/s Optical fibres are so far only cost effective at
digital transmission on metallic-pair cables. It high bit rates, say 34 Mbit/s and above, and so
then describes how a need for test equipment to are not yet viable in the rural junction network
determine planning rules to maximise 2 Mbit/s where 2 Mbit/s is adequate, although this position
working on existing (audio quad) cables has led to is changing.
the development of testers with a wider
application. A Digital Crosstalk Analyser, for Existing Cables
detailed cable performance analysis and collection
of planning rule data, and simple barrage testers Existing audio cables represent a large capital
for pre-commissioning tests are described. Both investment and cannot be ignored as a means of
types of tester are suitable for testing providing digital systems in spite of the many
metallic-pair cables at 1.5 or 2.0 Mbit/s attractions of providing a new cable purpose

designed for digital transmission. Typical
situations where converting existing cables is
cost-effective are on long rural routes and in

Introduction city-centres. In both these cases duct-space is
at a premium. Furthermore, the possibility of

This paper describes factors relating to digital recovering cables to provide duct-space for a new
system provision on existing metallic-pair cables cable is severely limited by practical
in junction (short-haul, inter-office trunk) considerations.
networks. It relates these factors to field
testing requirements and describes the use of In the UK almost all existing junction cables are
digital cable testers, of star-quad construction,

Digital Provision in Junction Networks Cable Characteristics Affecting Digital
Performance

In junction networks the most frequent requirement
is for 1.5 or 2.0 Mbit/s transmission and there It is useful at this point to review the factors
are 3 options for achieving this:- which affect digital performance. The key cable

characteristics are insertion loss, near-end
I Converting existing audio cables, crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT).

The main crosstalk paths are shown in Fig l(a).

2 Providing new metallic-pair cables designed
for digital transmission. Fig l(b) shows additional crosstalk paths, known

as 3rd-circuit crosstalk (3CXT), which arise from
3 Providing optical fibre cables, particular jointing, tall cable and regenerator
usually with higher order multiplex. housing arangements. The interrelationship of the

key features and their effect on error-rate
All of these have their place in the performance can be seen from Fig 2.
planners repertoire.

Existing cables were designed and
instailed in an exclusively audio era but are
capable of supporting significant numbers of Figures 1 and 2 follow.
digital systems. However, achieving maximum
digital fills with minimum cost and difficulty
calls for more knowledge of the digital
performance of these older cables.

Metallic-pair cables designed for 2 Mbit/s working
can be cheap to make and to install but their
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Whatever cable types are employed locally it is

necessary to quantify these characteristics and

relate them to the line system being used in order

to determine the digital capacity of the

cable1.2

In determining the digital capacity of cables two
L: approaches are possible: to treat each cable on

its own or to characterise cables of a common type
with a view to producing planning rules. In the
UK the latter approach has been adopted but with a

MFCT Urmnti, ,i recognition that individual cables must be tested

NET ,, ..o.... when they are outside the planning rule guidelines.

Pre-commlssioning tests are also required.

Planning Rules (Existing Cables)

The planning rules now used in the UK are derived
from large amounts of crosstalk data obtained from

REGENERATOR
SECTION measurements on many cables. Having characterised

fal NEXTANDFEXT the network from a statistically valid sample, the

number of systems that can be installed on any

cable can be predicted, within certain confidence
limits, such that an acceptable error ratio is not

exceeded.

The rules allow the planner to trade-off

regenerator spacing against cable-fill according

R.-1,~..g, to economic or operational considerations. They
,.6n d are expressed in terms of the probability of

success; the published figures assume that 20%

more pairs are intercepted than are actually
____________required and that the number of systems shown will

ud-io ,Da, be achieved in 99 out of 100 routes. Of course, a
high proportion of interceptions will prove

1b) 3CXTI3,d*i,,oImIk) capable of supporting more systems than the
published figure. The actual capacity, after

interception of pairs into regenerator housings,

FIGURE 1 CROSSTALK PATHS is then determined by the planner from an analysis
pre-commissioning tests.

Summary of Testing Requirements
ATTENUATION CROSSTALK NUMBER OF

INEX/FEXr/CrXI INTESFERERS From the foregoing the following testing

requirements have been identified:-

- Tests to characterise cables and produce

planning rules. A large amount of crosstalk
data is required so that the number of

systems that can be installed on any cable
SIGNAL NOISE can be predicted.

- Tests to confirm that the predicted capacity

is actually achieved and to establish what

extra capacity is available(pre-commissioning)

SIGNALTO-NOISC ($IN)
ATIOAT REGENERATOR - Tests to troubleshoot cables where the

predicted capacity is not achieved.

ROR - Tests on cables, prior to interception of
RATE pairs, where the planning rules indicate that

the required system fill cannot be achieved.

The paragraphs which follow describe the UK
experience with test equipment to meet these

needs.
FIGURE 2 EFFECT OF CABLE CHARACTERISTICS ON

ERROR RATE
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the decision point is then measured by sampling
Digital Testing Techniques and the information processed digitally to obtain

the rms voltage of the crosstalk noise. As up to
There are a variety of measurement techniques used 36 receive pairs need to be measured a switching
to assess digital crosstalk performance: single matrix is required to enable any one of them to be
frequency, swept frequency, band limited white connected to the regenerator.
noise, single digital source and multiple digital

sources all provide useful data. However, of R92A Tester
these, the digital source techniques are preferred
in British Telecom because they correspond to the A tester to meet the above requirements was
ultimate use of the pairs and are more easily designed, and made in small numbers, at the
related te digital system performance. British Telecom Research Laboratories. The tester

was named the R92A Tester and is shown in
Of the digital source techniques the traditional Figure 3.
margin test using an attenuator/error detector

combination is largely unsuited to field
applications.

For planning rule formulation cable crosstalk is
best characterised by analysing many individual
pair-to-pair combinations (ie sending a digital
signal on one pair only and measuring on another). 9
The so called "barrage" test method, whereby all
transmit pairs are loaded with send signals and N
the receive pair noise measured, is the most
suitable for particular cable assessment,
especially pre-commissioning tests.

Cable Characterisation

It was foreseen in the mid-1970s that the large
number of 2 Mbit/s systems required for FIGURE 3 THE R92A TESTER

modernisation would cause problems on existing
quad cables and that the planning rules which had
satisfied lower circuit requirement demands would The signal generator and receive units are in separate
have to be revised. To do this it was decided to cases. For NEXT (and 3CXT) measurements both
base the rules on the results of a substantial units are used at the same site whereas for FEXT
measurement program: but first a tester had to be and insertion loss measurements the units are
designed for the purpose 3. In order to allow sited at the opposite ends of a regenerator
many pair-to-pair measurements to be made without section. In order to control the test sequences
manual intervention it was a requirement to be and allow individual pair-to-pair and barrage
able to connect many pairs to the tester and for measurements to be made the switching of the
the tester to test the combinations sequentially, transmit signals and of the receive unit was put
As the most common regenerator housing in the UK under microprocessor control. A communication
contains regenerators for 36 digital line systems link is required between the 2 units (via a pair
it was therefore a requirement for the tester to in the cable when units are separated).
have 36 digital outputs. This would also allow
the facility of sending on all transmit pairs at The NEXT (and 3CXT) measurements which can be
the same time to allow barrage noise to be carried out with both units at one site are thus:-
measured on each received pair.

- All pair-to-pair combinations using

The solution chosen was to have 36 separate pseudo-random sequences.

generators, each generator being driven by its own
clock or from a common clock thus allowing - All pair-to-pair combinations using "all one"
plesiochronous or synchronous working to be signals.
simlated. In addition to the pseudo-random
sequences it was decided to allow for the - Barrage measurements using pseudo-random
generators to be set to give an "all ones" pattern sequences, plesiochronous.
which, when encoded into HDB3 gives continuous
mark reversals. This signal can be used for - Barrage measurements using pseudo-random
insertion loss measurements at approximately I MHz. sequences, synchronous.
The object of the measurements is to determine the
amount of noise, resulting from crosstalk, at the - Barrage measurements using "all one" signals,
decision point of a regenerator as this directly plesiochronous.
affects the required error rate (Figure 2). To do
this it was decided to modify a proprietary - Barrage measurements using "all one" signals,
regenerator to give access to the decision point synchronous.
and the agc control circuitry. Crosstalk noise at
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With units at opposite ends of the regenerator data can be varied to suit user requirements. For
section, FEXT measurements can be carried out in instance, the 144 signal ports can be configured
the same variations listed for NEXT together with in any combination of transmit and receive. For
insertion loss and some other facilities included UK use 72 transmit outputs and 72 receive paths
with minimum effort such as error rate monitoring are normal. Similarly, the analysis programs can
and the amplitude distribution, sampled over a set be adapted to suit any cable type and regenerator
period, of any extraneous noise on the cable, housing configuration. In the UK the analysis is

tailored to quad cables and 2 uni-directional
The cable pair test results are recorded on regenerators in a single unit.
magnetic tape (cassette) for later printing
although a single reading LDFV display and a Prototypes of the DCA have already been employed
printer are provided for on-site inspection of a for field tests (Figure 4) and production units
few readings. are now being made.

The R92A testers were first used in 1979 and have
since completed an extensive measurement program
to characterise UK quad cables. The pair-to-pair
measurements in particular have been used toW -- 'P
formulate planning rules.

Digital Crosstalk Analyser (DCA)

Experience with the R92A tester confirmed the need
for cable evaluation in the field. The main UK
applications would be for debugging problem-cables

and evaluating the digital performance of cablesdigtae fllfo the plann ler needtos. Fhor othfer t''='/.

administrations/telcos the ability to collect data
for planning rules formulation would be a prime
requirement.

Consideration was given to manufacturing more R92A
testers. However, although the R92A proved
valuable it had shortcomings. These were:-

- designed for use by specialists not normal cable
test teams;

FIGURE 4 THE DCA IN USE

- little feedback to user during tests; The equipment is shown in more detail in Figure 5

from which it can be seen that the equipment
- results not available on-site: printout from comprises a DCA plinth unit, a power supply unit,

cassette caused delay; the desk top computer controller and various
connecting cords. For UK use British Telecom has

- insufficient digital output signals for large selected the Hewlett Packard HP 85 computer.
cables or assessing 3CXT effects;

- insufficiently rugged.

The DCA was therefore developed as an improved
field tester based on the R92A. It has been
jointly developed by British Telecom and Racal.
The main features are the use of 144 bidirectional . r ,

signal ports and a desk top computer controller to
provide software control of functions and on-site
computing power with operator feedback. The main
measurement capability is as described earlier for
the R92A Tester: viz NEXT, 3CXT and FEXT in
pair-to-pair and barrage modes with pseudo-random
and "all ones" signals. Also, for barrage, the
option of plesiochronoua or synchronous signals.
However, the opportunity was taken to allow for
2 clock frequencies to allow measurements at
2048 kbit/s or 1536 (or, optionally, 1544) kbit/s
to be made. A full technical specification is 11:-
included as an appendix.

The software control of functions is very FIGURE 5 THE DCA
important as the test sequences and analysis of
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A single plinth unit is used for NEXT/3CXT Once assembled and connected to the regenerator
measurements and 2 plinth units for FEXT and housing (or cable pairs) the operator selects the
insertion loss measurements. Any plinth can be appropriate tests. The software designed for UK
-used in local or remote mode. Typical test application gives the option of a standard test
arrangements are shown in Figure 6. routine or the selection of any particular type of

test on any specific pair or group of pairs.

CONTROLLER A key feature of the standard test routine is a
printout giving the optimum utilisation of pairs
in a regenerator section to achie,e maximum system
fill. The particular combindti.on of transmit and

PSU receive pairs to achieve the optimum is almost
impossible to determine with other test methods.

Barrage Testing

DCA
PLINTH It has already been explained that the planning

rules are based on intercepting more pairs than
pairs are required and that statistically there is onlypr one chance in 100 that the desired capacity will

REGENERATOR not be achieved. Nevertheless, there is an
HOUSING assumption that it is necessary to test theA

Receive intercepted pairs to determine those which will

(a) NEXTONONESIDE pairs actually support digital transmission. The
R92A Tester and the Digital Crosstalk Analyser are

____ unnecessarily complex for this purpose and a mus~ch
simpler tester can be designed. The fundamental

CONTROLLER requirement is to be able to generate many

pseudo-random transmit signals and to measure the
resultant crosstalk noise on each receive pair.
Three versions of such testers are already in use

PSU in the UK and a fourth variety will shortly be

introduced.

The first version was constructed quickly using
DCA readily available parts: in particular an existing

PLINTH i 8 output 2 Mbit/s HD83 pulse generator, of which
2 were used, for the transmit section and an rrms

Receive [ Transmit level meter for the receive side. The unit wasPairs Pairs
powered by a lead-acid battery (24V). The main

REGENERATOR items needing construction were a receive
HOUSING amplifier, incorporating a filter to simulate the

Receive frequency sensitivity characteristics of a
pairs pairs regenerator, a case, and the test lead for making

(W) NEXT ON BOTH SIDES PLUS 3 CXT connections to the regenerator housing. The
Tester T63 was first issued to the field in 1980

]J--LE and is shown in Figure 7.

CONTROLLER

PLINTH PLINTH

Receive Transmit Receive

pairs pairs pairs

REEEATRRGENERATORI"EEAHOUSING HOUSING. .

(c) NEXT ON BOTH SIDES PLUS 3CXT AT CONTROLLER
LOCATION PLUS FEXT FIGURE 7 THE T63 TESTER IN USE

FIGURE 6 TYPICAL TEST CONFIGURATIONS WITH THE
DCA
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The next development was to increase the number of All the versions follow the same basic principl'
outputs by designing a new pulse generator with shown in Figure 9.
18 outputs. This was of identical size to the
former 8 output version and allowed upgrading of
the earlier testers to 36 transmit signals.

Using standard items, intended for internal I --

mounting, was accepted because of the need to I
produce a field tester quickly. For the longer TX
term a more rugged, purpose designed, tester based iUT _
on the established principles and experience of
use was specified. In the meantime a commercial
manufacturer produced a third version t'arrage
tester (Tester T1019) based on the 36 output T63 I Tansmr
but in a modified construction practice pairs

(Figure 8). I _

TUNIT__ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 

_

~ ** .~~pairs
* * J . Receive unit input

connected to each
receive pair in turn
and nose measured.

(a) NEXT MEASUREMENT

FIGURE 8 THlE T1019 TESTER

The next version will have several features not I UN 11.

co n to its predecessors:- I L-

- the tansmit and receive functions will be in -

separate cases; /. .

- the transmit signals will be selectable between

all 1536 kbit/s or all 2048 kbit/s (HDB3 encoded); Transmrtsignal
drs-connected, and
receive unit rn ,ut

the transmit signals can be individually connected, to ,ach
disabled; pair rn turn and

noise measur-d,

- the receive unit has a liquid crystal display (b) FEXTMEASUREMENT
of the true rms level of the incoming digital
crosstalk noise; FIGURE 9 PRINCIPLES OF BARRAGE MEASUREMENT

- the receive unit also incorporates 2 transmit rhe roain application of barrage testers in the

generators; field is as follows. After interception of the
pairs into regenerator housings but before system

- the units are of robust construction; commissioning the pairs are tested with a barrage
tester. From the planning rules it is generally

- operation from battery or mains (eg from a known which cable configurations are limited by

generator). NEXT and which by FEXT. When NEXT is the main
consideration the tester is taken to each

regenerator housing and tests are made first in
one direction and then in the other. To test in
one direction, all the transmit pairs are

connected to the transmit signal outputs and each

receive pair is connercted in turn to the receive
input of the tester. The measured readings are
recorded. The maximum level of noise that allows
a commissioning error rate of better than I in
1010 to be achieved has been established by
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laboratory mea.urement for a range of line The way in which an attempt was made to optimise
insertion losses m .su-d at 1 MHz. 'his attenuation, NEXt and FExT for the current
information is in nomogram form and tor any known (2 Mbit/s HDB3( UK regenerators can be seen in
regenerator section line loss the minimum Figure 10.
acceptable noise level can be established. The
measured readings are then compared to this to
provide an instant go/no-go result. Different
nomograms apply to different line rates and the
one used for the forthcoming 1.5 MBaud 4B3T U / .-

(4 Binary 3 Ternary) line code will incorporate NEXT0/N
appropriate conversion factors to allow the aciual I
readings from 1536 kbit/s HDB3 signals to be I cc
assessed. 50c° 50 .. ~FEl.iiiijii!ii:XT S/N

For FEXT measurements similar considerations apply P SUM
except that the transmit signals are remote from ' 40 O S

the receiver. In this application it is obviously 30 AND NEXT
wasteful to have a single unit for the transmit 30dB SIN LIMIT

and receive sections as 2 must be used hence the 2
requirement in future for separate units. FEXT 20

measurements can be time consuming because of the at 15 5 dBk

need to remove transmit signals from each pair in 10 264 ks140dB/km.

turn as they are measured at the other end. It is
therefore envisaged that the DCA will be used in co 0

its barrage mode where the number of FEXT 0 10 20 30 40 50

measurements to be made is substantial. INSERTION LOSS (dB)

A pleasing practical result of the very large
number of barrage tests now carried out is that FIGURE 10 EVALUATION OF TRANSVERSE-SCREEN CABLE

the published planning rules appear to have been PERFORMANCE

correctly determined.

Transverse-screen Cables

Although beyond the main subject of this paper The boundaries of performance are 37 dB insertion
another experience in using the test equipment may loss and 30 3B signal-to-barrage noise ratio
be of interest. This is in connection with the measured on the R92A tester. (The latter figure
development of a new range of small pair-count is determined in the laboratory.) The graph shows
(20, 40, 60 and 80 pairs) transverse-screen cables the worst case readings from a sample of early
purpose designed for 100% digital fills. The production 80-pair cable. The optimum
assessment of prototype cables was carried out economic/technical performance would appear to be
using the R92A tester using pair-to-pair and for the total barrage noise (NEXT plus FEXT) to
barrage measurements, pass through the intersect of the limits.

Practical considerations, however, dictate that
Once the electrical and physical parameters had performance on the "safe" side of the
been determined and specified early production limits is desirable and in practice regenerator
cable was subjected to rigorous testing, again sections have been restricted to the 2.0-2.2 km
with the R92A tester. Agreements with (i miles) range to allow trouble-free performance
manufacturers allowed type approval to be given to with simple installation techniques.
avoid the need for costly digital testing in the
factory. Conclusion

Several installed cables have subsequently been Administrations and Telcos throughout the world
tested with either the R92A tester or the are now committed to extensive programs of
T63 barrage tester to confirm that performance is digitalization. Maximising the use of existing
being maintained in production, cables, and hence investment, is a common

preoccupation. This paper has described the

problems and solutions from a British
point-of-view with particular emphasis on field
testers. The Digital Crosstalk Analyser is a

powerful tester for characterising cable
performance, debugging problem-cables and

determining optimum system fills in
particular cables. its features are thought not
to be available commercially elsewhere. Barrage
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testers are simpler and crheaper and because of
this have wider application for pre-commissioning

tests. The latest British version incorporates
the benefits of several years experience of
earlier varieties.
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AP PE NDIX

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY

CROSSTALK ANALYSER
NEXT )Controller)

NUMBER OF PORTS 3rd cct XT )and )Controller
Impulsive Noise)l Plinth )and

144 bidirectional FEXT )2 Plinths
Insertion Loss

TRANSMITTED SIGNAL Error Ratio

215-1 prbs and "all I's" SYSTEM SELF CHECK

CODING Microprocessor system self test. Internal

amplifier and regenerator gain calibration.
HDB3

Cable connection integrity check. Signal source
CLOCK FREQUENCY amplitude check.

2048 kHz and 1536 kHz or 1544 kHz OPERATION

OPERATING MODES Single measurement or pre-programmed measurement

sequences under software control.
Plesiochronous or synchronous

SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO PLINTH UNIT CONNECTION
STATUS INDICATION

Multipair umbilical 10 metres maximum length
System status indicated by LEDs
Communications PLINTH TO REGENERATOR HOUSING CONNECTORS OR CABLE

Controller to local Plinth PAIRS
Remote to local Plinth Operating frequency

Supply rails Direct to UK Case Repeater No. IA (connectors
Plessey 74/10/1951/10 or McMurdo 700/3453/19)

OUTPUT DISPLAY or via suitable test leads.

Dependent on desk top computer used (eg VDU, LED SOFTWARE
display, printer)

Controller
SIGNAL PROCESSING Overall system control

Data recording and analysis
Equalisation by regenerator input stage Range 5-37 Plinth Unit
dB at 1024 kHz Basic crosstalk measurement

Signal in/out control
CONTROL SYSTEM Common measurement sequences

Overall system control by desk top computer. TEMPERATURE RANGE
Plinth Unit measurement functions controlled by
microprocessor Working -5

0
C to + 40

0
C

Storage -150C to + 50
0
C

OUTPUT LEVEL (Meets BS 2011 parts Ad and Ca)

6V pk-pk into 120 ohm POWER SUPPLIES

MINIMUM MEASURABLE CROSSTALK 105, 115, 125, 220, 240 Volts AC
+10?, -I5% 45-65 HIz

-105 dB relative to transmitted 
signal

PLINTH UNIT
MEASUREMENT REPEATABILITY

Size
+ 1.5 dB

Width 560 mm
TERMINATION IMPEDANCE Height 250 mm

Length 300 mm
120 ohm nominal input port

Weight

22 kg
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AD P0 00 54
OPEN-CIRCUIT ADMITTANCE OF A TELEPHONE CABLE PAIR

J. A. Olszewski R. J. Gerdes

General Cable International, Inc. Continental Telephone Laboratories

Edison, New Jersey Norcross, Georgia

Abstrc As Cgs , .. wire-to-ground capaci-
Abst ract g

tance chain C will have to tend to-
g

A simple delta form of open-circuit admittance dia- wards the value represented by C in
gram, representing a pair in a multi-pair telephone gi
cable, has served well for many years both cable de- series with Cgp, or C -' C giCgp
signers and cable users. Recent interest, however, (Cgi + C
in the mechanism of water entry into filled cable gp
cores, has shown inadequacies of this diagram inas- c) Mutual
much as it could not pass the basic examination of
a limiting case capacitances presented by water It follows from (a) and (b) that the
flooding of the cable core. Furthermore, this com- mutual capacitance
monly accepted diagram cannot explain an apparent C .C
anomaly of a negative dissipation factor obtained c +

from measurement of open-circuit wire-to-wire ad- C di C 
+

mittance of a moisture logged cable, a2 g

This paper proposes modifications of the pertinent
open-circuit admittance components and shows that - Insu ions

the modified circuit passes all the critical exami-
nations, including explanation of the measured nega- .
tive dissipation factor of the wire-to-wire branch. -

Cond ctors
Introduction

The commonly accepted simple delta form of open- r
circuit admittance (Y) or impedance (Z = lIY) dia-d
gram of a pair in a multi-pair telephone cable,
namely TR-RG-GT, is shown in Fig. 1. It is appar-
ently altered by moisture entry into the cable core
so that it cannot pass the examination of the limit-
ing case admittances or capacitances resulting from

a complete cable core flooding condition. 91 92

Simple modification of this diagram, recognizing
partial values due to the insulation and the cable
core snace medium, see Fig. 2, do not alleviate the Effective
problem, since it is readily apparent from Fig. 2 Shield
that upon water flooding, partials representing
cable core space medium impedances tend to zero
or the corresponding admittances tend to infinity. Fig. 1

Thus, speaking in terms of capacitances, the use of
the diagram of Fig. 2, will yield the following
limiting capacitances at full water saturation of In reality, however, it has been practical1v estab-

the cable core: lished by many experimenters
(
1),C2),fl), that with

the water flooding of the cable core, wire-to-wire

a) Wire-to-Wire series capacitance chain Cd tends to zero, wire-to-

ground series capacitances Cg tend to self capaci-

As C -, wire-to-wire capacitance tance Cs, or Cdi + Cgi per Fig. 2, while the mutual
ds capacitance Cm, at full water saturation, becomes

Cd will have to tend to Cdi/2. Cs/2.

b) Wire-to-Ground It is clear therefore, that at the limiting con-

ditions of complett' cable core water flooding, the
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simple delta diagrams of Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, do not -
reflect experimentally determined facts. Filling Compound

T R
T R di A l dds2 2_

dil ds dI2 
1 2

2 ii -dg

5 gi2

t gsl gs2

aC B
gS gsl s2

Current lv used delta diagram does not pass another ground is not considered since normal paired tele-
critical examination. The experimenters have oh- phone cables have better than 1% balance. Thus, the
served(

4
) that the measured dissipat ion factor of admittance or the impedances shown in Fig. 1, for

the wire-to-wire chain Cd in the filled cables be- simplicity of subject analysis, were taken as
comes negative upon moisture entry and increases in
the negative direction with continued exposure of dii = di2 = di
cable core to water, see Table 1. The same, seem- dil = ds2 =ds
inglIv odd, result is obtained by direct measurement gil = gi2 =gi
of Cd using balanced bridges and through calcula- gsl = gs

2 
=gstions from measured tip to ground, ring to ground, gpl = gp2 = gp

and tip plus ring to ground capacitances using un- and ggl = gg
2 
=gg

balanced bridges. Referring back to Fig. 2, it is
clear that water entry will increase both the ca- Thus, working for convenience with impedances, it
pacitance and the dissipation factor constituting can be seen that the proposed modified diagram of
the admittance Yds. However, there is no apparent Fig. 3 can be reduced to that of Fig. 4 below.
way that the latter can cause the dissipation factor
of the series wire-to-wire chain to become negative.

All of the above observations point to the iade- T R
quacy of the currently accepted simple delta open-
circuit diagram of a pair in a telephone cable. - - '- - - .

The experimental results, see Table i, and their I Zgi+Zgs I Zgd Zgi+Zg
preliminary discussion under "Introduction" point
to the necessity of modification of currently used
open-circuit pair diagram. It is proposed that this
required modification can be represented by the ZgK(Zs+Z~p) _iZgg(Zgs+Zgp)
addition of the branches AO, BO and GO, as shown in Zgs+Zgp+Zgg --- Zgs+Zgp+Zgg
Fig. 3.

Table 1 Fig. 4
1 k2 T o utaictances and t h e caators uf

Cuent use elt a diagram dose notpassIt should be noted at this time that normally three
i eT. admittances of a pair are determined by measurementh_erve d( tant the tmea' ure tdinp tt 1000 Hz (electrically short lines), i.e. Y, of
t 71509 .00046 212.26- .00023 569.1 .00025 tip wire to ground G, Y2 of ring wire R to ground47 c 33.20 .00225 208.24 .0026 574.84 .00095 and Y3 admittance is measured with T and R wires
94 7157 .0004 203.69 .0053T 579.63 .0003607 778.74 .0041 195.7 .00946 585.14 .0014 together and ground . Measured complex quantities1290 793.87 .00642 192.59 .01316 549.49 .0024 are then used to determine the capacitance of in-

terest, namely, wire-to-ground admittance Yc or the
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capacitance chain Cg, wire-to-wire admittance Yd or TR
the capacitance chain Cd,and the mutual capacitance
Cm or Ym, i.e.

cg . gy.
2 (1)

Cd = d Y1 + :Y2 - fY3 2 Y I - Y32Cd • (2)
and~n = + 2 2Y

and Zdi+Zds

Cm=2 J'YI +2 ifY2 - grY3 Z4 Y1-.gY3 (3) 2
4 - 4

Zgg (Zgs+Z gp )Zgi+Zgs.+ Zggs+gpg

Measured real components are similarly treated to A Zgs+Zgp+Zgg
permit derivation of wire-to-ground, wire-to-wire 2
and mutual conductances Gg, Cd and Gm respectively,
namely

dY3
Cg : (4)

Cd 2, Yl -.RY3 (5)
2 o

and Gn. 0 4. Yl -AY3 (6)

The validity of equations (2), (3), (5) and (6) is G
confirmed by the direct measurements of Cd, Cm, Cd - Fig. 6
and Gm using balanced measuring equipment.

Returning now to the circuit of Fig. 4, it can be while TR-AO impedance (ZI) is
seen that its wire-to-ground impedance, or Z1 , is
obtained when either tip T terminal or ring R termi- [Ad+ Za+ + 'U .z.,+Z~p 1
nal is takeik to ground. Similarly, Z3 impedance is LL AM + Zgp (8)
that between terminal T and R shorted and the ground z3"
terminal G. It should be realized that ZI  I/YI, 2 [ dAtz Ad. + 1.. a+ zi Ze ,+Z, +
while Z3 = I/Y3.

8 + AgP + Ag

Thus, since impedance ZIz Z2, their circuit can be Thus, it follows from equations (1), (2), (3), (7)
represented as shown in Fig. 5. and (8) that the open-circuit admittances of in-

R or T terest for the proposed diagram, i.e. Yg, Yd and Ym,

Zdi Zds are as frellows:

Yg - T3-
- 123

A + , AZ Zs + ( P)

Zdi + Zd. + .Zdg + Zgl + Ist + Zs + Zgp . Zgg (9)

&u (9) A.Zd1 + Zd + 2Zd9 Zgi + Z9- + Z -ZAd) *Ad, A~dgZgI* g, +zgp * zgg

Zgi+Zgs Zdg Zdi+ZdS

(Zgi + Zg.) (Zg. + Zgp , Zgg) Zgg (Zgs + Zgp) Ui Zd U Zdg

while Yd - 211 - Y3
2

(Zgg(Z&s+Z&p) GZ Zdg ..

Zga+Zgp+Zgs (Zdt . U.) (Zdt + U. * s zas) (10)

Fig. 5 and consequently, under assumed pair balance con-

and its value is ditions, the mutual admittance Ym can be expressed
as

r! -- Zi (ZA. z )
tat Zd + Z 3' 

+ 
Zt. 6. AY - Yd**

Z A Zd + *t An + * / IId "+Fi
-

d (Z1)

(7)

Examination of equations (9), (10) and (11) shows
Similarly, it can be shown that the pair-to-ground that while Yg and Yd are a function of impedance
impedance diagram can be reduced to that shown in Zgd, the mutual admittance Ym is not. This implies
Fig. 6, no current flow through Zdg when mutual admittance

is measured directly. Consequently, the mutual
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impedance or admittance can also be calculated therefore, equation (2), expressing the value of

directly from the circuit shown in Fig. 4 when the wire-to-wire admittance Yd = Gd + jwCd, is valid

value of Zdg is assumed to be infinity, or an open- and is of particular interest. The special in-

circuit. Examination of Figs. 3 and 4 indicates terest stems from :he observation that its measured

that the above conclusion is correct, since the ap- dissipation factor becomes negative soon after the

plication of +E to tip and -E potential to ring filled cable sample with perforated sheath is im-

conductors or vice versa, has to result in zero po- mersed in water.

tential at point A. Therefore, with point G also

at zero potential, there is no current flow through Referring back to the circuit diagram of Fig. 3 and

Zdg. equation (10), it is clear that Yd is not repre-

sented by the series chain TR since in such a case

The primary interest equation (9), (10) and (11) its value would have been independent of Zdg and

contain seven unknowns, i.e. Zdi, Zds, Zdg, Zgi, would have been equal to 1/2 (Zdi + Zds). Further-

Zgp and Zgg, but only four equations can be set up. more, the proposed diagram implies no direct wire-

These equations express ZI, Z3, Zd and Zm in terms to-wire impedance or admittance and that in fact

of listed unknown partial impedances. Therefore, the link is a T-network, TR-AO. E'uation (10) in-

the individual partial impedances of a particular dicates that mathematically, the direct wire-to-

cable design cannot be determined. Bringing in wire admittance is a TR branch of an equivalent

engineering approximations, or assumptions, will A-network transformed from the TR-AO T-network.

allow setting up of additional required three equ- The admittance transformation relationship in ac-

ations, but all assumptions appear to be too risky cordance with Fig. 3 is

for the subject study. This is particularly so be-

cause of implied study of changes with time. The TR.= TAT/(2TAT+AOT)

electric field distribution with time of cable im-
mersion in water is expected to change signifi- Zdg

cantly and so will the measured values of imped- (Zdi+Zds)(Zdi+Zds+2Zdg)

ances or admittances.
Concentrating on Yd, it follows that

Limiting Capacitances with Ydi Yds 2 2 Ydi Yds
Water Flooding Yd (Ydi + Yds Ydi+Yds 

+ 
Ydg

With water flooding of the cable core, impedances

Zds, Zdg, Zgs and Zgg can be assumed to be practi- = Ydi Yds

cally equal to zero. Thus, general admittance 2 (Ydi+Yds+Ydg) +(yd' . Ydi Ydg (13)

equations (9), (10) and (11) of the proposed cir- Yds Ydi

cuit reduce as follows: Water entry into the filled cable core can be ex-

Yg Zdi + Zgi pected to increase real and imaginary parts of Yds

= Zdi Zgi and Ydg. while Yd. which is the admittance due to

Y 
+ 

Yg (9a) conductor insulation, can be assumed to have

di g (9 negligible or zero conductance in comparison with
water affected Yds and Ydg components. Thus, for

which is equivalent to self-capacitance of the nsu- electrically short cable pairs, the partial admit-
lated wire. tances can be expressed as

Y= 0 (lOa) Ydi = jwCdi

while 
Yds = Gds + jwCdswhileYdg = Gdg + jwCdg

1(1+ and Yd = Gd + jwCd

m Zgi Zdi and equation (13) can be rewritten as follows:

Ydi + Ygi (11a) w
3 

Cdi2 Cds2 _ w Cds2 Cdi2
2 Yd =

2 2 + d 2 2

which, under assumptions made in this study, is w (A+B) + (Gds C -w D)

equivalent to half value of self-capacitance. - 2 2ds Cdi
2 

Cds) [w(A+B) - (Cds

Thus, the above shows that the admittances of the 2 2 + 
2 

2

proposed circuit of Fig. 3 reduce to the experi-

mentally established values under the limiting con- 2
dition of complete water flooding of the telephone where A = d

cable core. 
w

Negative Conductance (Dissipation Factor) B 2 Gds Cdi (Cdi+2 Cds + Cdg)

of Wire-to-Wire Admittance +22- Gdg (Cdi2+2 Cdi Cds + Cds
2

The admittance studies of the cable pairs are

normally conducted on electrically short lines and - 2 Gds Cds Cdg
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C
'= 

2 Gds Cdi+Gds Cdg+2 Gdg Cdi+2 Gdg Cds 2 Cdi (Cdi Cds+Cds Cdg+Cdi Cdg) 1

2 (21)
and Cdg (Cdi+Cds)

2 2 2 but decreases with time of immersion to a vale 1.
2Cdi Cds+2 Cdi Cds2+2 Cdi Cds Cdg Therefore, it follows from (21) that initially

+ Cdi
2 

Cdg+Cds
2 

Cdg 2 Cdi
2 

CdsCdg - (22)

Expansion of the above shows that all G and C pro- Cds
2 

- Cdi
2

duct terms in the numerator are 7th power while w
component of each term varies in power from I to 5.

and with time of immersion in water, when the dis-

Since the conductance sipation factor tan'd becomes negative, the value

of capacitance Cdg becomes as shown below

G = wC tan6 (15)
Cdg > 2 Cds (23)

and the test frequency is normally 1000 Hz, while Cds 2 - I
tan, of filled space medium in early stages of cable
water immersion testing can be taken as 0.001 or Cdi

less, then w tank 1, or C is roughly of the same
order of magnitude as C, and therefore, only the It is certain that Cds/Cdi ratio, and specially its

terms with highest power of w have practical sig- square, increases rapidly with the longitudinal as

nificance. Thus, using the latter simplification, well as transverse moisture ingress into the cable

and also separating real and imaginary parts core. With time of immersion Cds has to increase

Cd 4primarily due to increase in SIC of filled space,
. 2 Cd

2  
while changes in electric field distribution re-

- 2 (A'B) + (Gd' ,'-.2D)
2  sult in decrease of Cdi. The latter causes the RHS

(2 C4i
2 

CdUs + 2 Cdi Cds
2 
+ 2 Cdi Cd. U + cdt

2 
Cd + C"2 Cdo) of the inequality (23) to diminisb in magnitude.

(22 2 2d Since Cdg also has to increase with moisture entry,

(AB)+ (d. C- 0) (16) the established constraints of the inequality are

Cd 2.
4  

. Cd s C + Cd, Cdg - Cdi Cdf) quickly satisfied. Of course, it is readily ap-
ds Cdi

3 
Cds (Cd sparent that the value of the square of Cds/Cdi
2 (A+B)2 + (Gda C'-.2 ,)2 ratio is always greater than unity, since otherwise

4 
GA& t2 d

2 
(Cdi + _.)2 Cdg would be negative and this is a physical impos-

2 
(A+B)

2 
+ (Gs C'-w 2 0)

2  (17) sibility. Any further elaborations are judged to
be potentially risky without the work of the field

while, since Cd = wCd tand 
mapping.

tan z 2Ud Cdi
3 
Cds (Cdi cs+Cds CqdCdi C_&) Conclusions

w Ui
2 

Cds2E

Cd
2  

2, 2 (1. New proposed open-circuit admittance diagram of
(Cd C i Cds+Cds) (18) a pair in the multi-pair telephone cable passes all

the examinations including limiting case of com-

where E - (2 Cdi
2  

2 CdL J.s2+cdi Cd CdS+Cdi dgCdt
2 

Cdg) plete water flooding of the cable core.

2. Negative tan6d obtained in measurements is prov-

able mathematically per assumed admittance diagra3.
Equation (18), giving the loss tangent of the wire- it does not imply power generation or that the

to-wire capacitance Cd, is relatively complex and cable is an active device.
difficult to examine. It is clear though, that

tan~d will be negative if 3. Negative tan6d can occur only if tan'dg is fin-
ite and positive. Conditions for this phenomenon

2w tan dg tan ds Cdi Cds (Cdi Cds+Cds Cdg+CdiCdg) were determined mathematically, and appear to be

-w tan,'dg Cd2 Cds2 Cdg (Cdi+Cds)
2 

_0 (19) independent of the test frequency.

4. The petrolatum based filling compounds with

or high immunity to water ingress will show negative

2 Cdi (CdI Cds+Cds Cdg+Cdi Cdg) tanSd by measurement only after prolonged time of
tan dg> tands 2 immersion in water. Time to change from positive

Cdg (Cdi+Cds) (20) to negative value is proportional to filled cable
imunity to water.

It is assumed that at any 
time tan~d _tan'ds, both

values being characteristic of the f~lled space
medium surrounding any given pair, and since ini-
tially, i.e. prior to cable immersion in water,
tanid%0, therefore, also initially
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AD P0005 55
TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES AND POWER FREQUENCY INDUCTION

Gustav Adolf PetterSson Arne Ernbo

Retired from SWEDISH ADMINISTRATION OF SIEVERTS KABELVERK

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUNDBYBERG SWEDEN

Abstract 1 1 inducing current, constant along the

In this paper the following aspects are trea- line, A

ted i2 current in conductor 2, A

a) the necessity to pay attention to the earth- z2  = r2+jx2 , longitudinal impedance, ohm/km
ing conditions of cable sheaths or screening wires r Longitudinal resistance, ohm/km
when calculations are made concerning' 2

- the current in these conductors caused Note:
by fnduction from power lines r2 = r2i + 2f 10- 4 + r2Fe ohm/km

.--Pthe electromotive force (emf) from 2F
induction in telecommunication circuits. T 2f = 500 at 50 Hz

-4 the screening factor due to compensating r dc resistance, ohm/km
effects from sheaths and screening wires, r2ir2F additional resistance due to losses in the

Formulae are derived in the general case when 2Fe armouring, ohm/km
a sheath or a screening wire is terminated to
earth by arbitrary impedances. For some special x = x 2i+ x 2y,longitudinal reactarce, ohm/km
terminating impedances the formulae are arranged
for jractical use.t x2i intrinsic reactance, ohm/km

b...b) calculation of the screening factor of
armoured cables, where the longitudinal impedance N3
is not constant along the cable, x2i = 2 * 27f . 0.05 . 10 ohm/km

_0 calculation of the resulting screening If there is no armouring or if in the ar-
factor from more than one screening wire moured case i = 0 the relative permeability is

. d) measurements in the field of propagation pro- 1.0 and at 50 4z thus
perties of cable sheaths or screening wires x 2  = 0.0157 ohm/km

"-pe) wave propagation along two screening con-
ductors., X2y extrinsic reactance, ohm/km

The mathematical treatment of this problem is Note:
not difficult. The numerical calculation is, how- x = 27f (26.8 + In ) . 10-

4
ohm/km

ever, rather complex. 2>' fr2
Nations useAt 50 Hz

N(tosused xy= 314 (22.9 + In -- r-1 -4O ohm/km

Index I is used for the inducing line r2y r

Index 2 is used for the cable sheath or the scree- 1:2 relative permeability
ning wire

Index 6 is used for the exposed telecommunication Note:
circuit x2 - x2y 103

V 2 
= 

T--f- -_.05

E6  induced emf without screening, V

E62 induced emf with screening, V At 50 Hz

e2  field strength at the position of conduc- x2 - x 2y . 103
tor 2, V/km 1-2 -

k r,krc screening factors, i.e. E6 2/ E6
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f frequency, Hz If there is no screening effect

resistivity of earth, ohm.m E z6 IZ 16L2

r radius of conductor 2, mm
S leakance to earth, ohm/km The screening factor is

2 propagation constant k 62 I z26
r E6  z2

Note:
4 (r2 + Jx~ Y If conductor 2 is a cable sheath

12 = 2  + 2) y2  r2i

Z2  characteristic impedance, ohm kr  z 2

Note: i.e. z26 = z2 - r2i

zfr2 7' J3 " However, it is not permitted under all cir-
Z2  Y, cumstances to make the above introduced assump-

tions concerning the contact between the screening

z mutual impedance, ohm/km conductor and earth. If the screening conductor is
relatively short and when the earth resistivity is

16mutual impedance, ohm/km high, the calculations must be carried out in a

z26 mutual impedance, ohm/km way that takes the finite leakance into considera-
tion.L2  length of conductor 2, km

The following system of equations is then

6  Length of conductor 6, km used for the determination of the current i2 '

0, x, a, b, L2  coordinates along conductor 2, km

Z2  terminating impedance to earth for conductor - dv2 1 12
0 2 at x = 0 = 

i z2  
1 12

Z2  terminating impedance to earth for conductor di 2
L2 2 at x = L2  - = v2Y2

Note: v2 is the potential of conductor 2.

In the chapter "Screening wires" some other The solution of the differential equation
notations are used. system above is

Basic formulae A 2
x  

_Y2 x z12iI

The current in a power line, especially under 2 
=  

2

earth fault conditions, induces in an adjacent '2
x 

-x2 
x

telecommunication line an emf, proportional to the v 2 = -Z2 (A e -B e

current and to the mutual impedance. The current
also causes a current in conductors, cable sheaths The constants A and B are determined from the

or screening wires in contact with earth. This earth connexion conditions at the ends x=o and

latter current in its turn induces an emf in the x=L The expression for i in the general case,
telecommunication line. If it is assumed that the when the terminating impeAnces are Z0 and ZL
inducing line, the earthed conductor and the respectively is 2

telecommunication line are parallel and that the ( 1 " - 2x\
compensation conductor is in very good contact 1iz12 -2x  

e

with earth or directly earthed at its two ends, 2x - 2 - A
the following equations are valid (see fig 1). where

0 = i1 z12 + i 2 z 2  A =(Z0-Z2 ) (ZL2-Z 2 )eY2L2 -Y2L 2

E L z1112z26L -Y2L2
62 ilz 1 6L 2  z 2 2 A 1= Zo(ZL - Z2 )e - ZL (Z +Z2 )

As seen from the equations, it is also as- '2L
sumed that the conductors 2 and 6 are of the same A 2= ZL (Z0-Z2) - Zo(ZL +Z 2 )e 2

length L 2 .2

If z1 Z and the conductor 2 is in a posi- The emf induced by the current i2x into the
tion near he tel ecommunication line, the induced telecommunication circuit is
emf is = L2

E26E 6i 2 =26 0 i2xd

E6 2 = ilz16L2 (I - z26 2z2
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Table 1 shows for the cases indicated below Case 2
expressions for i2x and E6i2  i1 z1 sinhy2 x +sinhY2(L2_X)

CaeIZ=iz2x = L L sinhy 2L2 J
= 2

as1Z 0  L2 1lz12'2 2-
2  g  

---,22

Case 2 Z0 = - 2 = - E 6i2  z 2 -Y

Case 3 Z = Z Z = -0aseL -0 ( Ca- 3

Case 4 Z 0 = Z 2 ZL2 M Z 2 2x 1 - 1 2  
e- 2L 2sinh Y2(L 2-x)-e - 2 J-x

Case3 Z0 = Z ZL CsLx L2

0 2 L2E i z 12 z26 1 F-2 L2 L

Case 6 Z0
= 0 ZL2 = 0 612  2  2[ -2 (coshL2 }-2 )

For other cases the general formulae for i2x Case 4and E 6i 2ca be 1sd as. --- z2 I 1 -Y 2- L2e 2X+ -t 2 x

The total induction from line 1 and conductor i2x = - _

2 in the telecommunication circuit, the induction 2
being expressed as an emf, is 2z2z26 1 -1L2

E ___ ____E62 = E6 + E 6i 2 z 2 z 2 2 ) 2

If the screening conductor and the exposed Case 5 -2 2L2 ' e_ Y2 x
line have the same length the screening factor can e z 12 (1 e e
be written as follows in the six cases. i = - z_1 - e _

Case I - 1 z12 z26 L I - e- 2

krc = kr + 26 2 tgh Y2L2  E6i2  - 2 - 2

Case 2 Case 6

k k + 2z26  Y2L2  i-iz 12rc r z2 Y2L2 tgh2 2x z 2

Case 3 iz12z26 L2

k = k +z26 IY2L2(coshY L-2)+EJ 6i2  z 2

If the lengths L2 and L are not equal, the
Case 4 induced emf in the conductor 6 can be calculated

z26 .Y 2L2  by using the formulae under figure 2. The expres-
krc = kr + 2Yi 2  (1 - sions for i2x are given in the basic formulae.

Case 5 Unarmoured cables

_r ___26 - L As an example a cable (type 1) with a diame-rc r 2 ter under lead of 57 mm and a lead thickness of 2.5
mm is chosen. The longitudinal resistance r of

Case 6 the sheath is then 0.45 ohm/km and r2 is .50
ohm/km. The longitudinal reactance is x2  j 0.77k rc = kr ohm/km. The mutual impedance to the telecommunica-
tion circuit is z 60.05+j 0.77 ohm/km. The cable

Table 1 length is 10 km. e teakance values are chosen in
the interval 0-1 mho/km. The propagation coeffi-

Case 1 cient is

= i1z2 - c12 hY2  
2 = 0.22+j 0.21 1/km for y2 = 0.1 mho/km.

As seen from the first chapter of the paper
-lZ1 2Z2 6 IL - L 1  the current i2x can be written

E6i 2  2 2 2 2 , " i iZ1 2  F(x)
2x z2
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For the Cases 1, 2, and 4 (mentioned before) Co- e 2=300V/km e 2=160 V/km

the function F(x) is calculated for Y2 = 0.1 ordi-
mho/km. The result is found in figure 3. nate

x 2  2  i2  z2

The screening factor k has been calculated 2 2  
2 2

for two cases ( and 2) as a function of the lea- km A ohm/km A ohm/km
kance y2 " when y varies between 0 and I mho/km. 0.5 45 4+j 5.5 18.8 6.0+j 6.1
The result is found in figure 4. A comparison with 1.5 44 4+j 5.5 18.4 6.1+j 6.1
the kr value shows that the ratio krc:k r in Case 1 2.5 41 4.1+j 5.7 17.4 6.1+j 5.9

has values between 2.05 and 1.14, while in Case 2 3.5 32 4.8+j 6.0 14.0 5.7+j 4.4

the corresponding values are 2.05 and 1.29 re- 4.5 16 6.1+ 5.5 7.5 3.+j 2.1

spectively. The cable is now divided ir five elements
each of 1 km length as indicated iii figure 9.

It is fully evident that it is necessary to

make the calculations of the screening effects in
such a manner that the earhting conditions of the The currents in the elements are derived by

iterated current division and by use of the impe-
dance values shown above. New curves are calcula-

ted and the result can be seen in figure 8, curves
3 and 4, and in the following two tables.

The calculation of the screening factor for

unarmoured cables is made under the assumption
that the longitudinal impedance of the cable
sheath is constant along the cable. For armoured C°rd i2 z26

cables which are so arranged that the current in nate
the sheath is not constant the impedance varies as 2Re 21m
it depends on the current. This fact means a com- km A A ohm/km
plication of the calculation. In this part of the 0.5 -28.2 5 34.3 1.75+j 5.5
paper we show how such a calculation can be 1.5 -28.0 i 31.5 1.85+j 5.6
fulfilled. 2.5 -26.0 j 26.0 2.15+j 5.8

3.5 -21.5 5 17.5 2.95+5 6.1

As an example we choose a cable with a lead 4.5 -1.0 7.0 3.95+j 4.3

sheath and armouring, which has a screening factor

shown in figure 5. The diameter under lead is 16
mm and the thickness of the lead is 1.6 mm. The Field strength 160 V/km
armouring consists of two tapes 20x0.5 mm. The Coordi-
cable type is designated 2 in this paper. The r2 x2  nate
loop shown in figure 6 satisfies the k curve in i
figure 5. Figure 7 shows the dependence of r2and 2Re 21m

x on the current i , which varies with the field km A A ohm/km
siength as indi:ate3 in figure 5. The calculation 0.5 -14.0 i 13.0 3.75+j 6.1
is made for two field strengths, 300 and 160 V/km. 1.5 -14.0 j 12.5 3.75+j 6.1
At the latter field strength k has its minimum. 2.5 -14.2 5 10.5 3.85+j 5.9
The cable length is supposed to be 5 km. The 3.5 -15.2 i 7.5 3.85+j 5.8
sheath is directly earthed at one end of the cable 4.5 - 7.0 5 3.0 1.05+j 2.2
(coordinate x=O) and insulated from earth at the
other end (x=5). The screening factor can be written (after

As a first step in the calculation procedure correction for the non constant current and for

the current curve is derived as shown in the the varying longitudinal impedance of the sheath)

previous chapter for the following two cases with 5e2+7z (i2ei
constant values of z2 and a leakance Y2 = 0.1 k = 2 . 26  2Re+ 21m
mho/km. rc 5e2

e2  z2  i2 = F(x) 
It is found

V/km ohm/km A at e2 = 300 V/km

300 4+j 5.5 Curve 1 figure 8 = 1500_896+ j 392
160 4+j 6.1 Curve 2 "- krc = "1"500 1= 0.48

The following currents and impedances arefound at e2 = 160 V/km
k = 1800-495j 189 0.45

1rc4nno W Ca S o rc i 1
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For the field strengths in question k is It is assumed that there is no interaction
0.33 and 0.26 respectively, from, for instance, a cable sheath. If there is a

bundle of screening wires the calculation of the
When comparing the two values given above one screening effect can be made in the following man-

must observe that the compensating current dec- ner. The assumption is made that the wires are
reases more slowly to the insulated end of the exposed to the same emf. See figure 11.
cable sheath if the field strength is 160 V/km
than in the case when e2 is 300 V/km as can be seen Three conductors are considered with the self
from figure 10. impedances z , z and z . The mutual impedances

are z ab z a an4 z respectively. The currents
In the chapter "Unarmoured cables" a formula are i , k ja" and kbf

is given for the calculation of k, when constant a b a c a

z2 values are assumed and when te end conditions The three conductors are replaced by one con-
are the same as in the examples above. ductor in which flows the current i +k ia+k i and

k (z z +z having the longitudinal impedance

rc =2 2 -26 + tghY2L) 2

The following equations are valid

This formula gives i(z +k z +k z ) = z (1+k +k )i

a a b ab c ac 2 b+ c a
krc = 0.50 at e2 = 300 V/km and i+(zakbZb+kczb

) 
= z+rc 2i ( +kz + z z(1+kb+kc)i

a ab+ b b c bc 2 bc a
krc = 0.42 at e2 = 160 V/km z (+kb+k)i

ia (Zac b bc+ cZc aScreening wires +
To be solved from the equations are kb,k and z2

The emf reducing effects caused by screening
wires can be calculated in the same manner that is The solution is
used when the compensating conductor is a cable Ab
sheath. In the following it is supposed that the kb
distance between the screening wire and the ex- b

posed telecommunication circuit is rather small. Ac
In this case the mutual impedance between the wire kc
and t- circuit can be written + Zab+kbZb+k czbc

z26 = 2f 10-
4
+j2 Pf (12.98+Ln P ) 10-

4
ohm/km = l+kb+k26bc

where a is the separation expressed in meters. where
A = (zb-Z ab)(Z c- zac - (z bc-z ab)(Z bc-z ac)

At 50 Hz
26=00A b= (Za-zab)(Zc-zac) - (Za-Za)(Zbc-Z2ac)

z = 0.05 + j 314 (9.07 + n - ) 10
-4 

ohm/km b (z-z)(z ac z-z)c-z)
26 A

= 
(zb-Zab)(Za-a) z (zb -Zab)(Za-Zab

a c b ab a ac bc ab a ab
As shown before the longitudinal impedance of

the wire at 50 Hz is If the three conductors are arranged in an
r +0.05+j.0157+j3l4(22.9+L - m equilateral triangle and if Za = z c
z 2  = 2 i + O O +n.1 5 + 3 1 ( 2 . + ) 1 0 

-  
o h m / k m a b c

r

r being the radius of the screening wire in mm. b c

The term jO.0157 represents the intrinsic z+ za+ 2
zab

impedance of the screening wire of for instance 2
copper with 112 = 1. If the conductors are arranged so that z =

Thus the screening factor at 50 Hz is, if and if za = (b = z (see figure 12).
only one compensating conductor is assumed Zbc c

k- r ) +jO,45+j628 10- In r kc  = I
k z

2  
c A

r 2 2 r +005+j 0.73+j314 10
4
1n A

i k - b -b a ab ac

2 b _z - -z___
For example a 100 mm copper wire gives the a ab

following screening factors, O= 2500 ohm.m 2+ k kbza+
2
zab

Distance I m 0.4 m 0.2 m b

k 0.42 0.36 0.33

r
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In the same manner as the impedance z2 a where

mutual impedance z6 can be derived. The following z = j628 10-
4
1n 0.4 jO.04 ohm/km

equation is evident for three conductors ab ac

Za6+kbZb6 kZc6 = 2 26 (1+kb+k Z a-zb = 0.22+jO.24 ohm/km

and thus
and thus

22 z k +k cc6 kb = 1 jO.04
+z26 + b 1b6+kc zse c6gure 13I

= 1 - 0.1 -jO.09 = 0.9 - jO.09

The screening factor caused by the bundle of
conductors is + 2z ab+ (a9-jO.09)z a

z+ z2 2.9-j0.09kz126

r = +
z2  + _ _a6

+ 
(0.9-__.Og)_b6

For two conductors -,s easily found that 2 0.9-jO.O9

k b-zab 
The distance a-6 = 0.08 m

Z b-zab z = 0.12+jO.73 ohm/km

+ - z - b26 = 
0
.
03
+j

0
.
64 

ohm/km
Z2 =a b ab 2

2 za b-2 bk =j)(9j-) 0.17

and r T.12+j 0.73

+ za6+kZ b6z 26 = Measurements of propagation properties

As a calculation example we choose three Method a: In series with a resistance R over a

cases where the compensating conductors are of break in-_-__t'e cable sheath (or the screening wire)

copper with a diameter of 10 mm, the cross section an emf E is applied. At a distance of about 1 km

area being 78.5 mm and the intrinsic resistance from the cable an earthing (1) is arranged. The

0.22 ohm. The conductors are arranged as indicated following potentials and voltages are measured (see

in figure 14. The earth -esistivity is 2500 ohm.m. figures 15,16, and 17).

Case 1 P2 ' P3 ' P4" V23 ' and V34.

a = 0.27+jO.87 ohm/km The point 4 along the cable may be chosen

za6 = 0.05+jO.63 ohm/km about 1 km from the break.

k -I0.22+jO.241= 0.36 is The characteristic impedance z2 of the sheath

Case 2 z2 (
= 

hm

z2 =-z = 0.16+jO.75 ohm/km

The phase angle of this impedance is deter-

+ Z a6 +Zb6  
mined by the expression

z26 b a6 p 2 + V 2- p2

Za6 = 0.05+j0.6L ohm/km 2V23P 3

The distance a-6 = FO05m Thus

kr= 1g 0.131 0.22 z2 =jT3j(cos +jsin t ) ohmkr = W -7 1 21

Case 3 The potential P4 can be written

The factor kb can be written (kc = 1) P = e(ot+j BA

k I ab-zac if L is the length of cable between the points 3 and
b "z ab 4.
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The attenuation I is directly determined as The angle between the potentials P3 and P4 is

1 3 ne1 determined by

T LnP ee/mP2 4 P

The phase angle between the 
potentials P3 and 

cos¢1 - 3 4 34

P4 is determined by the expression 2P3P4

p
2  

2 2 and as with method a

3 4 - L°Lcos~l P3P a= 1

Thus
1 and

1= - 1 radians/km

I= 1 radians/km

If there is interference from power installa-
tions the measurements can be carried out with a If the measurement is made with direct
frequency somewhat deviating from the power line current
frequency. A frequency selective voltmeter must Y 2 = = a2
then be used.

The current i is determined as and thus2 1P3)

V 
1 (In 3

i2 =T r 2 i

for one conductor.

By using a current transformer (CT) a check
can be made that V23/R is equal to i2. For two conductors in parallel (each with the

resistance r2 )

It is necessary to introduce a series emf E
as shown in figure 15, since in this case the con- + 2 (I 3 2

ditions correspond to those which exist in the Y2 = 7 r2- (InIr 4

induction case. It is thus not permitted to 2i
arrange a remote earthing and apply an emf between and for three conductors
this earthing and the cable. The current propaga-

tion along the cable in this latter case is quite
different from the propagation that is valid in + 3 ( 3

the series emf case. Y2 - I n---

LIr 2i V

Method b: In this case there is no break in Observe that the potentials P3 and P4 are not

the caVe sheath (or on the screening wire), the same in the three cases.

Fig 18 shows the measuring arrangement.

Short discussion concerning wave propagation

In this case the phase angle C 4) between and two interacting earthed conductors

the currents i and i 2 must be determine. This part is inc-' -d in the paper in order

This angle is given by (see fig 19) to show the difficulties ehich meet the engineer,

2 .2 2 who has to solve this special situation. By using
i 2 -i 3 a computer, however, it seems that the problem can

Cos = - be treated.

2ii 2  A system of differential equations of the

following type can be derived

The angle 43 between P3 and V2 3 is deter- dv

mined byP V 2 P 2 T-"2 i2z2
+ 
i 3 z 2 3 + ilz 1 2

Cos2 3  3 di2

2V 2 3 P3  Z-= v2 (y2+y23 ) -v3Y23

and thus D= 02 + P3 dv+

=2 IAI (Cos (P+ jsin x 2d3i 112- 3 iv2 i + il1

IU-1- =-v 2Y23 + v3 (y 3+y 2 3 )
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The two conductors are both exposed to the
same induced emf iIz12.

The characteristic equation has two pairs of
roots ± "12  and ± 3

The two currents i 2x and i3x can be written
"~x 2

x  
- x '3x -

i2x 1le +A2e 2 A3e 3  i+A4 e

z 3-Z23

-liz1 2-232 Gustav Adolf Pettersson
z 2z3-z23 Orvar Odds v~g 8

S-112 54 STOCKHOLM SWEDEN

3= B e +B2 e B3 e +,e G.A. Pettersson, born in 1907, graduated in
1932 from the Royal Institute of Technology,

z2 -z 2 3  Stockholm, Sweden.
- 1z12 -

1 12
z2 z3-z23  He is the retired Head of The Central Laboratory,

Swedish Administration of Telecommunications. He
has also been a member of The Swedish Power-Tele-
communication Coordination Committee, Chairman ofThe expressions for the voltages do not con- IA (Ryl Seih camy f Ennerg

tain the last terms of the equations above. For Ie s ommis frsdes of Ligingeand

e2p 2Sciences) Commissions for studies of Lightning and

) -Ce - electrical properties of the Swedish soil, Chair-
v e2X+C e- 2x +c3e 3x+C e

- 
3
x  man of the Commission of Lightning questions

2x =C1 2  3  4  within the Swedish National Committee of IEC, and
participant of the work within Studygroup V of
CCITT.

As all the constants A, B, and C must be
independent of x, a relation between the various

constants can be found. The values of the
constants depend on the terminal conditions of the
two conductors.

Arne Ernbo
Sieverts Kabelverk AS

S-172 87 SUNDBYBERG SWEDEN

Arne Ernbo, born in 1945, graduated in 1967
from the Technical University of Lund, Sweden, as

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering. After
four years' work at the same University, he
received a Doctors' Degree in Electrical Measure-
ments. In 1971 he joined the Telephone Cables

Division of Ericsson, which was transferred to
Sieverts Kabelverk in 1976. Until 1979 he was Head

of the Transmission Laboratory. After working for
two years at the Long Distance Division of
Ericsson, he rejoined Sieverts Kabelverk in 1981.
He is now Manager of the Telecommunication Cables

Department within the Engineering Division of

Sieverts Kabelverk.
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Figure S. Current variation along cabLe
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0
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Figure 9. Cable length divided in 1 km elements

Figure 13. Arrangement of
screening wires
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

aa b a S c

6 66

The distance a-c is 0.4 is

Figure 14. Arrangement of screeng .res.

3T 25 13, 4i 0 CT
I
1

Figure 18. Measurement of orcOaqat or CO 'e ecii

1 2

Figure 15. Measurement of Or 3gfaticn crocerties.
method a.

Figure 1h. iector ,aira, .r a. 1' .

2I 3

P34
13 4

Figure 20. Vector diagram 'or fig. 18.

Figure 17. Vector a-igram for -,g. I.
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AD POO0o56
Fiber Optic Connection System

B. D. Campbell P. M. Simon J. T. Triplett R. E. Tyler

Raychem Corporation
Menlo Park, CA

ABSTRACT Physically Aligned Splices

A fiber optic connection system based on the All methods depend on the cladding alignment.
precise alignment of the fiber core is de- The loss of the connection is therefore related
scribed. The system has the following fea- to the concentricity of the cores within the
tures-, respective claddings. Specification gererally

call out a one micron tolerance on cladding dia-
a) optical power is launched into and de- meter and a 6% eccentricity of the core within

tected from macrobends in the fibers to the cladding.
be spliced;

All methods rely on an index matching medium to
b) the fibers are moved relative to one an- minimize losses. Mechanical strength is pro-

other until the optimum optical power ie. vided by mechanical means eg. crimping, adhe-
alignment is obtained; /1 , sives or potting compounds.

. c) the fibers are locked in the aligned po- As the use of optical fiber moves from trunk
sition by means of an ultraviolet poly- and toll to distribution plant, larger numbers
merizable material, of fibers will be encountered. It is likely

that some form of factory pro-termination will
The polymerizable material serves the triple result. Pre-termination will allow near per-
function of bonding the fiber together, match- fect preparation of the fiber ends through
ing the index of refraction to minimize Fresnel polishing and similar methods and will favor i
losses and providing environmental protection. mechanical rather than a fusion soli~e. Ad-

ditionally, the buffer may be left on the

Introduction cladding up to the fiber end.

The two dominant splicing methods used in the As the use of fibers increases the need for re-

world today are fusion splicing and physical pairing damaged fiber will increase. A fast

positioning of the fiber within an alignment convenient method that could be used in an

medium e.g. "V grooves". The strengths and underground environment would be advantageous.

weaknesses of the systems are well known. The There is obviously a need for a fast, reliable
methods are described in outline form here. splicing means that is versatile enough to join

Fusion Splicing field prepared fibers or factory prepared
fibers when the repair has 'o be performed in

Fusion splicing is a widely accepted means of an underground environment.

connecting optical fibers in the field. The
technique usually utilizes manual manipulation Robotic Splicing
of the fiber under magnification to position A new robotic splicing method based on the fl-
the fiber ends. When aligned the fiber ends are Awng riciplicis decribd
fused by the application of an electric arc. lowing principles is described:
Surface tension effects enhance the alignment, a) optical power is launched into and de-

Provided the fiber ends are well cleaned, free tected from macrobends in the fibers to

of impurities, well aligned and carefully fused be spliced;

high quality splices result. However, the fused b) the fibers art moved relative to one an-
splice is mechanically weak and requires envi-
ronmental protection and support by mechanical other until the otimum optical power e.
means, potting, heat shrink tubing, etc. Add- alignment is obtained;
itional problems can be foreseen when fiber of c) the fibers are locked in the aligned p'o-
slightly different chemical compositions f'n sition b, means of an ultraviolet poly-
different suppliers are required to be held to- merizable material.
gether.
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Fiber alignment can be accomplished most ac- The optical power is detected at a similar bend-
curately by finding the maximum power trans- ing fixture at the opposite side of the Joint
mission through the joint. This method is usu- by a PIN diode. The output of the PIN diode
ally cumbersome however, since the optical is amplified, digitized and becomes the input
power source must be distant from the site of to a seif contained microprocessor. The micro-
the splice. The robot launches power into the procussor output governs the position of the
core of the fiber adjacent to the fiber ends fibers by controlling the drive current to 2
through a bend in the fibers. A LED is used to voice coils. Each voice coil deflects a beam
launch the power into the core at the macrobend. to align the fibers within 0.5 microns. The
This system is shown in figure 1. The launching motion stage is schematically depicted in
of optical power is accomplished through the figure 2.
buffer material.

Splicing Robot Diagram

_1 JV Light Source

Stationary
Block

] ,.GlassTube

Macrobending l lMacrobending

Fixture__ Fixture 0 tical
Coupler/LED Servo Mani ulated Coupler/Photodetector

Fiber Clamps

Fiqure 1

Fiber Motion Stage

Fiber Clamp

Fiber

-Beam

Beam - Voice Coil

Voice Coil /

Figure 2
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Insufficient optical power can result from an The method ensures fast, reliable core alignment
improperly prepared fiber end or foreign mat- coupled with low losses and mechanical and en-
erial at the intended fiber joint. Should the vironmental protection.
optical power passing through the joint be in-
sufficient to align the fibers, the micro-
processor will interrupt the program and dis-
play a reject instruction to the operator. In
this manner a quality inspection of the joint
is provided before completion of thc. joint.

The actual joint is secured by a UV curable,
polymer material. The polymer has been formu-
lated so that, in its liquid state, it may be
supplied in a quartz tube retained therin by
surface tension. The material serves to ex-
clude contamination reaching the splice from the
environment. In its cured state the material

serves several functions:

1. Matches the index of refraction to
eliminate fresnel losses;

2. Provides permanent positioning of the
fiber ends;

3. Strain relieves and supports the joint;
4. Environmentally seals the joint from

OH radical attack;
5. Provides axial load carrying capacity

of at least 2J pounds.

It is not necessary that the fibers be stripped
of buffer material since the eicapsulation of Bruce D. Campbell received his bachelor of science
the fibers in the material forms the joint, degree in mechanical engineering (BSME) from Le-
The only reason that the buffer material is high University in 1960 and a bachelor of law de-
currently removed is to allow cleaving of the gree (LLB) from the University of San Fernando
fiber ends. Were the ends of the fibers pre- Valley, College of Law in 198. Mr. Campbell is
pared by alternate means, such as factory presently employed as a product design manager for
grinding and polishing, robotic splicing would the GETM division, Raychem Corporation, Menlo Park,
equal the time cycle achieved by preconnec- California.
torization.

TESTING

At the date of this paper a limited number of
tests have been performed on splices made by the
robotic technique. Preliminary results are
summarized in Table I, below:

TABLE I

Test Results

Axial Load 2.51b

Attenuation 0.3db

Long term testing of material degradation in a
wide variety of environmental influences is
currently underway.

CONCLUSION Phyllis M. Simon joined Raychem in 1978. She is

A new splicing concept has been described that currently employed in the development of fiber
should be suitable for use in underground en- optic versions for Local Area Network Systems
vironment for initial installation and repair (LANS). She has been iesponsible for development
on field and factory prepared fiber ends. of polymer material for use in the fiber optic

splicing robot.
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James T. Triplett has been working in Research
and Development at Raychem for the past five
years. He received his bachelors degree in
mathematics from San Jose State University in
1974.

Richard E. Tylor has been working on fiber optics
projects at Raychem since 1980. He was previ-
ously employed at Westinghouse Electric Corp-
oration in Pittsburgh, PA. Mr. Tylor received
his bachelors degree in electrical engineering
at the University of Pittsburgh in 1975.
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AD P000557
ON NEW CABLE ACCESSORIES FOR OPTICAL FIBER CABLE SYSTEM

M. Haraguchi, Y. Asano, Y. Tokumaru, T. Seike

(U

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Adescribed. The typical arrangement of thoe cable
accesseries is shown in Fig.l. In the development

Recently, the optical fiber cable system has of the above ones, there are several considerable
been utilized for telephone system in many points for the treatment of the optical fibers.
countries. Terefore, it is getting very impor- We have aimed at overcoming the targets shown
tant to develop soon new cable accessories for below to develop:
the above system. (1) Small size and light weigh-

We have developed the jointing closures and (2) Available in any environmental conditjoi.,s
the gas blocks with air-tightness, the tools for (3) Easy to operate
fusion splice with good operatability, the pro- (4) Economical
tection sleeve for fusion splice with high re-
liability, and others with economical cost. 2. Gas block

This paper describes the idea of design,
the results of performance testing, and the actu- 2.1. Fundamental considerations
al results about the jointing closures, the ter-
mination boxes, and the gas blocks from anong In the development of the gas block for opti-
our new products shown above. These results cal fiber cable, it should be considered that the
comfirmed us that our new products can be in- inner strain is loaded on the optical fibers in the
stalled practically in many countries,\ gas block, and it causes the optical loss increase

and the break of the optical fiber. We have no
I. Introduction trouble with regard to the gas tightness to utilize

the technique of the present copper cable gas
As the optical fiber cable systems are now block.

applied to various kinds of fields,their cable Prior to development, we took the three models
accessories are too various. We have developed shown in Fig.2 into consideration. Model I has
and produced many kinds of the cable accessories the structure that the epoxy resin developed by u
for above systems. is molded around the optical fibers. When the

In Japan, the arc-fusion splice method for model I is placed in the cold atmosphere, it causes
permanent splice of optical fibers and the heat the optical loss increase. Model 2 and 3 are
shrinkable sleeve method for protection of the improved on the model 1. The model 2 is reinforced
splicing are popular. We have developed cutter, by the compression member in the epoxy resin for
fusion splice machine and fiber protection sleeve, the prevention of the loss increase. In the model
and reported their results.

(I
)(2 

(
3) 3, the epoxy putty mixed the inorganic filler is

In this paper, the gas block, the jointing molded around the optical fibers for the prevention
closure, and the jointing or termination box are of the loss increase.

Gas blockwith connector Jointing box Termination box

L TOptical fiber
E cord with
D connecter

Jointing Gas block

P E

Optical fiber cable

Indoor Outdoor Indoor

Fig. 1 Typical arrangement of opti1a fibe cable accessories
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Optical fiber

Cable 

Fpoxy resin 60

a) Mod") 1 0 model I

0 model 2
Compression member

0 model 3

Ii 25

Metalic conductor

b) Model 2

Epoxy putty

0 0.5 1.0

Model 3 loss increase (d R

Fig. 2 Models of gas block Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of loss increase
in gas block model 1,2 and 3.

The temperature dependence of the loss in-
crease in model 1, 2 and 3 - shown in Fig.3. The
cable used in the test is 12 fibers cable with LAP
sheath. We think the loss increase is caused by
the micro bending , which is caused by the com-
pressed deformation of the molding compound in the
cold atmosphere.

So calculating simply the axially compressed 301
by F.E.M., comparisons are made between the cal- 321
culated stress and the actual loss increase. The
conditions and results of the calculation by F.E.M.
are shown in Fig.4, Table I and Table 2. The rela- 331
tion between the calculated axcial stress and the
actual loss increase is shown in Fig.5. From those /11
data, those points shown below are made clear: 10

(I) Loss increase is not caused if the cal- 1,6 361
culated axcial stress is kept under 10
kg/mm

2 
• 129 129 1

(2) Position of the optical fibers in compound
does not bring on loss increase. 391

(3) In the model 2, the stable gas hlock in- 109 1
dependent of the ambient temperature is
obtained by adding adequately the com- 309 12 339 349 369 389 399 400
pression members in the molding compound. C-tr of jis block

(4) In the model 3, the stable gas block is
obtained by molding the epoxy putty rein- Fig.4 Grid No. of division in FE.M.
forced the inorganic filler arourd the
optical fibers.
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Table.1 Characteristic value of elements for F.E.M.

Young's modulus Poisson's ratio Linear Outer
Element (k expansibility diamater

( deg
- ]

)

I. Compression 2.1 9 1O 0.30 1.0 xI l-0

member

2. Optical fiber 7.0O'A0 0.17 4.0' K0 0.125

3. Metalic 1.25( 10 0.34 1.6 A 
-

10 0.9 4

conductor

4. Epoxy resin 2.4 *A 0
2  

0.38 5.5 10
-

5. Epoxy putty 3.2Af0W 0.36 8. IlO
- '

10

Table 2 Axcial stress of fiber calculated by F.E.M.

Item No. Compression Optical fiber Metal Molding Axcial stress Remarks
of optical 2

member conductor compound fiber (kg/mm

1 Glid No 161 - Epoxy resin -16.8 Model 1
163
167
169

2 Glid No 161 165 Epoxy rerln -12.2 Model 1
163
167
169

3 Glid No 121 Glid No 161 165 Epoxy resin -10.0 Model 2
125 163
129 167

169

4 Glid No 121 Glid No 181 165 Epoxy resin -10.1 Model 2

125 183
129 187

189

5 Glid No 121 Glid No 131 165 Epoxy resin -10.1 Model 2
125 133
129 137

139

6 Glid No 121 Glid No 161 165 Epoxy resin -8.8 Model 2
123 163
125 167
127 169
129

7 Glid No 161 Epoxy putty -2.4 Model 3-- 163 -

167
169
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iP,ot 2. Cas br k with onnectors

_,?_i thee : 120 -nt1

[ _3. Jointing closure

r!bittin closure for opti(al fiber cables, I
we have de-velopes hca-shrikable jot:* ;..p

0:. F, . ","' i ) and mechanical o in .t os re r '
1.: A . . , is u1iiazed for je ly-filled optical f':fer, t .

In this paper, MJC for the ;ac .r,-ssu-r - .'

'In o esrbe

.,rFuda'ental o.<]w2 <

'e '; ' -i ' ' r-i i
,k I. I,_ " r- Tabl- 3. 3.1.1. Structure

r- ili fas rre-jr5i, kg/,-, room hr-n
!,r r re i e e te[,*r. The cable., The isz o f the join ir g c os re fo *r-t - oT-

n the 1t 1t.-,, as f_11' '.', tiicar !iber cable -s large, because i
to wind the spare length for .p i ce around

2bobbin.
5  

In consadaration fth han b I
--I r !. . .:.h , th the closure composed - ne oer s

So s e 'w i L A P o h e < h h l d e r o n t h - b o th t-
1  

! ' 1 1 .e s l e e v - _ F7
f a a -,b] e h LAP sheath .i .u.

The features cf1, arshown below:
Holders are separat type. 3as-,

i be rs _b I wi h LAP sheath is obtaired by ad es %- Isea I ni- * , :
i .s h.i, * LAP sheath cord set among the o-er sleeve, the

holders and the cable sheath. -hey sr'-
r an- n'-ipact, the buffer liyor on the assembled with eight bolts.

1, sl ie of Ihe oling compound is made in the (2) Cable gripping force is obtained ^
Piro gas block. screw on the inner surface of cabe r

The relation between the cable gri p n
2. Applicat ions force and the sticking depth nf screw is

shown in Fig.7. We made the tensile
The stan-lard gas block is shown in Phot, . strength of the aliminium tppe of LAP

The gas blok with he gas valve 'ind the mult - sheath the mmnimum cale grippin forre.
branched one wi h optical connectcrsar- si;neof thf The minimum force is 10C kg ir 1fibers
applications. The pas block with he optical cable with LAP sheath, and 115 kg ii Ye
connecors is shown in Photo 2, This gas block fibers cable. Therefore, the stickinig
with te flange for j int in4 thne r-peator housins" depth is reqred L at 0.35 mm and above.
are app) ed to the stub cable wi h gas block. The cable grips .hould be permitted to

stick on the cable sheath as long as the,
optical fibers are not compressed lateral-

ly. Thus we decided the upper limit is
1.05 mm from Fig.7.

h3) The outer sleeve, the holders, and the

sheath grips are mechanically issembled.

Photo I. Standard gas block

Diameter 65 mm
Length 450 mm
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I -Ji

660

"0

pcrn~me

O 2 t -r joietjre , b losurre fo j''

* , - bers cat I The 1-1b, r- , ,

20She h_ _____

ii Cable sheath

0

0.5 1.0

-E Allowable range -
0.35 1.05

Sticking depth :d (mm)

Fig7 Cblegripping force vs. sticking depth
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3.1.2. Selection of meterials

In consideration of light weight and availa- 10

bility to any environmental conditions, we select-

ed the materials and thought out two models shown E 10
! 

" T

below.U

Model 1: > 10

The outer sleeve and the cable holders are

made of aluminium coated with epoxy resin . - :I ,
The environment test results of the coating

are shown in Table 4. The electric insula- 1 I01_-

tiun of the coating is shown in Fig.8. This

appearance is shown in Photo 3.

Table 4. Environment test of model 1 coating resin C

Solution Cu Oil Tem1p. Term Results

I0/ lc I C0c' A year Initial 15 30 60

stage

1 0 1" o UC A year Immersion term (days)

1OC/c Cii COOH 6
0

'C A year No failure Fig 8 Volume resistivity change of coating

0/ A yresin on mechanical jointing closure

No breakage model 1 in hot water (80 C) immersion

test.
10/ NP a C O0 A year at 2kV

1/0 NaC: 6C A year Model 2:

In consideration of anti-corrosion and mass
LHCCH . A yin production polyacetal resin is selected

mainly. The environment test results of the

Water 6(" A year material are shown in Table 5. It is not

suitable for strong acid atmosphere. The

Sea water 6(CC A year holder is made of F.R.P. in consideration of
pressure strain on assembly. This appearance

Gasoline R.T. A year is shown in Photo 4.

Kerosene P.T. A year

Heavy oil R.T. A year

Table P. Environment 'est of'MJC model 2 material

Change ratio of
solution T, mp• Term

tensile strength

-3 '/. l2 $ R.T. A year 00%

5
0

/ 0 CHICOOH P.T. A year 0.60/, Photo 3. MJC model 1

10 % NaOH R.T. A year -2%

I /r %NH iOH R.T. A year 01/'

10 % NaC1 P.T. A year 2°/,

CHl COCil, P.T. A year -4U

vater R.T. A year

3asol ir R.T. A year 5%
______ I _ T, 

Photo 4. MJC model 2
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3.2. Performance testing and field results
Plat, Yiber protect ion sleeCve

The performance testing arid field results in (W 300mm Sleeve holder
MJC model 1 and 2 are shown in Table 6. The seal-
ed gas pressure is I kg/cm? at room temperature in
the performance testing. The cables used in the
testing are as follows.

60 fibers and 4 quads cable with LAP sheath
(outer diameter : 25 cm)

36 fibers and 4 quads cable with LAP sheath
(outer diameter : 25 cm)

12 fibers and 4 quads cable with LAP sheath(outer diameter : 22 cm)

4. Jointing or termination box
Fiuer holder iptis1!iner

We use the box type closure in the case of
installation on the wall and request of frequent p dodel 1
interconnecting.

4.1. Design Fiber holder

4.1.1. Treatment of spare length for splice sleeve
optical fiber

It is very important to treat compactly the
spare length for splice and to take out easily a
certain spare length for splice. In consideration
of the economical cost, the method of treating <- -- >1

spare length for splice on simple plate is adopt-

ed, and we thought out two models shown below. Take out

Model 1:
Much spare length for splices is compactly
treated on a plate shown in Fig.9 a). It is
more economical. Sleeve holder

Model 2: Plate 165rsmx 1107. 

Spare length for a splice is compactly
treated on a plate, each plate isindependen- b) Modej 2
tly piled in the manner shown in Fig.9b).
It is easier to take out a certain splice. Fig 9 Treatment of' fiber spare length for

4.1.2. Outer honsing splice in jointing or terrination box.

According to installed environment, we the jointing or termination box are shown in Table
thought out two types as follows, 7.

(1) Outdoor type 4.3. Applications

As water proof is required, rubber gascket is The termination box model I of indoor type is
set between housing and lid. In entrance of shown in Photo 5. The jointing box model 2 of
cable, sealing tape is pressed mechanically, or outdoor type with gas tightness is shown in Photo
epoxy putty is molded. In case of gas tightness, 6. As shown in Photo 7, the storage plate of
the rubber gascket is replaced with adhesive spare length is applicable to cord-to-cord connec-
sealing cord. The outer housing is made of stain- tion.
less steel in consideration of anti-corrosion.

(2) Indoor type

Simple rubber gascket is set between housing
and lid. The ertrance of cable or cord is treated
by protection tape to protect dusts. It is eco-
nomically made of steel plate.

4.2. Performance testin and field results

The performance testing and field results in

Photo 5. Termination box model 1 of indoor type
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S. Conclusion

We have developed the gas block, the joint::,:

closure, and the jointing or termination box for

optical fiber cable s;y tem. From those resulfts
described above, we may conclude as follows:

Gas block

(1) It is necessary that the axe ia t i:;: o

fiber calculated by F.E.M. is designeo 0'

10 kg/mm
2 

and below.

(2) Therefore, we thought out two methods.

One is to add compression members in

molding compound (model 2) and the tl-

is to mix filler in molding compound

Photo 6. Jointing box solel 2 of outdoor (modle 3).

typewith gas tightness (3) We take model 2 in case of fiber numters

not less than 12, and model 3 in case of

fiber nurbers not more than 12.

Jointing c osure

(1) Model I of aluminium coated with epoxy
res.n has excellent anti-corrosion and

can be installed in any environenit.

(2) l4odel 2 of plastics is light weight, and

can be easy to install.

U Jointing or termination box

(1) The type developed is compact, econoical

and superior in handability to take ut.

As described above, we have developed main
Photo 7. Plate for use with connection accessories in op ical fiber cable systems, ani

-ord-to-cord can construct various systems from high 2irad"
,

economical .

Table 3 t et Icance testing and fioid results of gas block model 2 and 3

i t- Cord itionp, Resul ts

Thermal cycling_ Th.raI cycle -30-70sC, 3,ycls a day No gas leakage

Number of cycles 100 cycles No los increase*

Vibratit Amp itude . 5
No gas leakage

Freqeny :No loss crase

N-ber of cycle s . 106cycles

Penlsf. bo ndinp, radius : 6 times cable diameter No gas leakage

Number ft bending 5 times No loss increase

lo,;,, t We-pt 6.5 kg No gas leakage

Height 1.3 m No loss increase

Ltret-hing Tensile lead : 2(O1g, No gas leakage
No ins increase

°

Wt,,r ncrx t, Temeranr. rn r
No gas leakage

Ceptth 50 cm No loss jm -ease

Term 60 da.s

Field It pressure c,,' k, - No gas leakage

Tm : rv-ir No loss ircrease
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Tlable 6 Performance testing and field results of mechar~i cal jnin! lag ii) model- I and 2

I tem Condi tion JisS]ts

Model I M'odel 2

Thermal cycling Thermal cycls -3O-t-7t)C, 3 cycles i No gas leakage No gas leakave

day No aoss increase No, loss increase
Number cycles 100 cycles__________

Vibration Amp Ii tude ± 5mm No gas leakage No gas leakag-
Frequency 10[iz
N~umber of ry s ici~IsN lass increase No loss increase

Bending Bending radius :6 times cable diameter No gas leakage . o k~a leakagv
Number of bending : times No loss increase No ias' is

Impac Weight I lb (Machinist hammer) No gas leakage Nn iia - c

Heiight 1 m No Io, Olacos N.I' re

No cracking on Nri rak i g
resin co,-atinig

I3tre th ing Tens ilIe locad :200 kg No gas leakage c, gas leakage

No loss incr-a'EE '.,o loss increase'

ras i a'r'Irs on Temperature : 60o No g~as leakage No, gas Ileakage-
Dr'Pth 50 cm No loss inc'rease No I isa lo)crease
Term: 613 daysI

Fielil ;as pressure, 6630 kg",, tc Lgas leakage No gas leakage

Term : 3 years No, I;ss inc rease No losc- increase

Nor rare than n.1dB

Table 7Performance testilag anil field resil ts of jointing or terminat ion bh.s

I tem Cordi t ions '"Iit

O utdoor typo indor type

Thermal cycling Thpra cycls -30-+*70'C, -cycles a No loss incre-ase N.. less i icreasi
day

Nlimber cycles 100 cycles

Vibration AmpIlitlode :15 mm No loSs irireas N ls rinre

Frequency :10 H2s

Numbor of cycles Igr cyclIes

Bend inrg Bending radius :6 tirmes, cable diameter No loss rrwi.:o lrirncres

Number of bending, 'j times

Water immers ion Temperature- 60o(- No Io~ nces
Diepth 50 cmI n, ie
Term 601 days

Field Nto loss i )crease N. icc t:

for 3 years f or S yar;,

No ma-re than 0.1dB
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AD POO05 58
OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROFLAME

FUSION SPLICING OF OPTICAL FIBE

B. FERNANDEZ RONDAN; A. AGUILAR MORALES

Centro de Investigaci6n de Standard Eloctrica, S.A.
Madrid
Spain

Summary final aspect of the splice, core/cladding
deformations, impurities, fusion condi-

A microflame fusion splicing technique has tions, initial misalignment of the fibers
been statistically studied in order to and other special incidences. Also the
evaluate the contribution on the splicing mechanical resistance characteristics
loss of fiber ends flatness, initial mis- have been studied and compared with non
alignment, final aspect of the splice, spliced fibers, both with just fusion
core/cladding deformations, impurities, splices and with fusion followed by an
air bubbles in the splices, fusion time annealing process.
and glass temperature. The mechanical re-
sistance characteristics have been studied Experiment Methodology
and compared with non spliced fibers, both
with just fusion splices and with fusion The experiment was initiated with a set
followed by an annealing process. A splic of measurements organized in five groups

ing machine by a but; -oxigen miniature of splices, followed by an analysis of
torch and an observing microscope was de- the results. The first group of splices
veloped and used in the experiments. The is a general statistical loss test ana-
tests were made in five groups of splices lysis, including the study of the influ-
using multimode 50/125 micron diameters, ence of different kind of splice defects
0.22 N.A. graded index fibers, on a cut- in the splicing loss. The second group
ting and splice basis, to evaluate the of splices was made to evaluate the de-
contribution of all aspects of the splic- pendence of the fusion conditions, such
ing process in the transmission loss. A as the fusion time and the flame charac-
conclusion of this work is that the 6H- teristics in the transmission loss. The
sonable splice quality, repetitivity and third group of splices was made to esta-
simplicity of the process make it a good blish the influence of the initial mis-
and economic alternative for splicing of alignment of the fiber ends to be joined
multimode fibers, on the splice loss. A fourth group of

samples was selected among the former
groups in order to study the core clad-

Introduction ding distribution in the splice proximity
and its influenze on the loss. The fifth

Splicing optical fibers was considered group of splices was used for a mecha-
in the past a critical factor, but nowa- nical test studying the influece of the
days, low loss splices are easily per- annealing process in the splice mechani-
formed even in hard field environment. cal strength.
Among multitude of' fiber splicing methods,
direct fusion of the glass faces has been The tests were made on a cutting and
widely accepted, because of the simpli- splice basis, using standard multimode
city, and high quality splices obtained graded index fiber with an attenuation of
with these methods. The fusion splice 3.5 dB/Km at the wavelength of 850 nm a
using high voltage electric arc machines core/cladding diameters of 50/125 m res-
are being much more used than the method pectively, and a numerical apert0ui of
using a flame machine. The purpose of 0.22.
this article is to propose that using the
microflame fusion method can be a good Each splice has been identified, and be-
and economic alternative to the arc fu- sides the transmission loss, other fac-
sion for field splicing of multimode fi- tors that can affect its quality has been
hers. noted in the measurement sheets, such as

fiber ends cleaving quality: final aspect
This microflame fusion splicing technique of the splice observed through the mi-
has been statistically studied in order croscope; core uniformity; and other
to evaluate the contribution on the special inetdences. Three different per-
splicing loss of fiber cleaving quality, sons have participated in the measurement
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thle claddingF of' a length of' f'iber anii obitainied inclIuding all the 1'-0 samp les.
convert.- it in an electrical signal."', Spli ces with similar peculijar ities aire
The variations of' thle cladding detected groujped inl table 1, in order to estabi isli
light, meastired by thle voltmeter, has t he contr'iburtion to tile spl icing loss of
proven to be proportiornal to thle core Jibter cutting, splice def'ormation dule to
l igh t power variations, so on indirect iiVerlivat inrg and Core mi soi formi lv. In
reading of thle ref'erence signal is obtain the group of g.,ood clecaving qual ity, a -

ed with this method. Ini order to have have been obt ained with perf'ect lv I I at
real conditions in thle splice on test laces, Wit ii, mean loss of' 0. 10 113. The

point, I Km of- fiber was connected af'ter

spl Iic, onl test point wats si tuated several ih13 % d13
mieters-. bef'ore thle end of this long I'iber'. Cl ea'vinog qualIit y 7', 0. 10 26 0. Ili~
Between the splice point arnd thle preci - lExtermnc I unif'ormiity 9)1 0. 10 ') 0. 17I

it optome ter , a cl adding piower extrac - Core Winli f'ornli tv 76 0.- 1 1 211 0 . I 't

t iot: deviceb was placed. Thle calibration TAIX~ 1: Perc .entage and mean loss (MOi
curve of' thle ref'erence signal versuts the of' slice sibgrolips with simi iar pel
c laddinig power wats periodically chiecked. I ia ities lu
The r'eso lution of' this method is better-

than 0.09 dB.other 2( -i% of' the coits havve some dlete ct s

1inea SaitclLoss Test afl'Iec ting the fl atuness or the perlpeildi -

(jenea 1 tatisic acillari tv 01' tl fiber enlds, due to tilie
Th first statistical test was mode with manotal cl eavingi method ulsed for' s im i ci-

Thety, averaging 0.1 (11 d of splice loss. Tit
120 spulices. Lach initiated splice was 1iOo ayslcto fgo ult
t iiished and evaluiat ed, even if special- cpiteduofirg theeleceis, oit gosot worlth

IN, bad c ondi t ions were deteoctedi during t uing tilrm a psoices it io icas no ciwaoth

the process. Seven specially bad cases to erfct icreseltetiu alits arcleav iiig

5.8'.) were idetectedl: Two Spulices had only, in 6.01 dB) (10W) appriuximate lv.
at col apsed shape dlie to overhieat ing;
three spl Iices with one of the fiber ends Ini 1)% of' the cases, thle external aspect
to ho joined irreguLl anly broken in the o'c iihdsiieouevi lrig h
cl eaving with thle break covering more o 'nse pieosre ho~r h

Splicing maclure i-iicroscopv, loouiks like a
than 50% of' thle stur ace of' the core: one lt 'ctc di e i ~'~ ei
splice had a small particle of the pri- pl.lc yidr en h.slc l

mary coating material between file f'aces. mhosto of' hIaesigr.lti I.(e
to he joninedf: and one sp1. ice - th an *i* ht uo'F
hiubble between thle faces of the joint. 1 ) otl sesmedoiIitons
All these defects were easily identifie , i d" o fthbsesvdh il ia soec eomith spis e
d'ijr-ing thre process by observing through ufile to iii f'erent reasons, being thre most
thle splicing machine microscope. These imnportant the ovyerheatilog die to ci ther
spilices courild have been easily remade if' Iiecsiepoiit f h 'aeo l
re.-ire init regular splice pirocess. excessive fusion time- (see puhot o c of
These special cases have been el iminatedl Fi Ili T table I it cani be observed

in te satitica stdy.that this kind of defect is the most sell-

Thle transmission loss histogramn of F'ig. sibie one to the spl icing l oss (0. 17 Il).

I shows 0. 11 dli mearn Ioss w ithr a standard Al though selection is also very easy inl
at Cureot spliicing piroc ess, it is not

49 wor'th doinl"c it due(- to thle poor' iInf'lienice
ini thle total splice loss (arouind 10W).

N-113Tile cor'e internal mi sunii lormit v of' thle
MEAN 0.11~ dBoi nt in Iiost of' tire Cases I s at cOnSv-

30 , EVIATIOU -OA ilrorcc of at bad Clecaving, becaulse the
core material with Ilower f'us 4on temli(-

43.5% rature ocirlat es ilite noitchi of' the cuit ting

i5 Is ulet'ect.* The itif'luenct, of this del'ect in
26.5% the mean, liss is, as seenl inl table 1,

sim ilar toi the cleavinig qual itv sul.groiip,
13.3%14L1 in per'centage aid ini mean 1loss.

OAS 14111).5 30 02 The results ouf this comparison sirpqiuirts

FIOUR E 3! SLICING LOSS GENERAL ISTOGRAM thle conclusion that no si gif ficanit moan
total J os., exists' with thle optimum Coll-

devitionot .05,exciidiig t~v 18%litions spulices, (except ini the e'XCij-

dpci- 1 at I' io f .)5,cxci udtig , the o 5.....m; t i oIiii I cais es iif, a s i I i on 11v ar t 4 c Ile or

di Rtri i ,t ion. 0. 1 I '1ll of' mean loss areal ai u b e i tle s ic , n]ct ig
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defects affecting significantly the core obtain a good combustion, getting a blue

of the ends of the fibers. dard-shaped flame. As the distance from
the point of the torch nozzle to the

SI i,-e Quality Dependence of Fusion Con- splice point is fixed by the machine

di (6mm), the length of the flame is tile fac-
tor that can affect the splice quality due

A se,.oud group of measurements were per- to the glass temperature and in conse-

formed to establish how critical are the quence the welding speed. The optimum
flame conditions and welding time in the length of the blue part of the flame was
microflame splicing process. This test found to be of the order of '3 milimeters

was made with 20 splices on the basis of (a distance of about 3 mm from the point

cumulative time increments of flame appli of the flame to the splice). Fifteen of

cation in the sample on test, measuring the splices of this test were made in the
the transmission loss in each increment. optimum flame conditions, obtaining curves

This increment of time was 5 seconds du- similar to number 2, with less splices

ring the first 20 seconds and ten second loss and much less affected by the fusion

later. Fig. 4t shows three curves of time. The other five splices were inten-

splices transmission loss as a function tionally made with a more than the usual

of cumulative fusion time. Curve 1 repre- flame size (of the order of 5 mm). The
A worst of these results is shown in curve

"C 3. This case is slightly more sensible to
the fusion time and the transmission loss

are generally higher. Even in the worst
fusion conditions, the quality of the
splices is perfectly acceptable. It is re-

markable that a flame length of more than
.. 5 mm is difficult to obtain because it

1.20 becomes estinguished due to tile torch

nozzle design.

Influerce of Initial Misalignment

0-- A third group of 50 splices was made and
evaluated in order to establish the in-

.fluence of the initial misalignment on

the transmission loss. The initial mis-
: 0.40 alignment of the fibers was visually measured
8through the machine observing microscope.

0.20 The fibers are automatically self-aligned
during the welding process due to the
forces of the surface tension of the
fused glass, and the external aspect of

FUSION CUMULATIE 1TIME SECONDS the finished splices is generally a perfect

cylinder as in former tests. The test was
FIGURE4:SPLICINGLOSSDEPENDENCEOFFUSIONTIME. made in 5 groups of 10 splices, each with

1) MEAN VALUE; Z BEST CASE; 3) WORST CASE an increment of misalignment of about 10%o
of the fiber external diameter. Fig. 5

sents the mean value of the loss and cur- shows the mean values obtained in each

yes 2 and 3 are the best and worst case
respectively. The mean curve indicates ABSOLUTEMISALIGNMENT Jim)

that between 15 seconds and nearly two 0
minutes of fusion time the splice loss is

maiatained fairly near the minimum, and
the aspect of the splice area is general- OA0 CORERADIUS

ly a perfect cylinder (photo b). Before a

15 seconds, the losses are higher and the CLADING

aspect is "unfinished" as indicated in
photo a. After 1.5 minutes the loss

smoothly increases and the fiber shows a

slight narrowing as indicated in photo c.

After 2.5 minutes to 5 minutes of apply- 0.10

ing the flame (depending on the sample
considered), the splice zone is comple-
tely narrowed, the loss increases consi-

derably and it separates in two parts. 0ELATIVEMISALGNMEPT|%FO D.)

In all the tests, the flame pr(, )rtions FIGURE 5: SPLICING LOSS VS INITIAL MISALIGNMENT

of butane and oxigen were regulated to
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AD P 0 5 9
ARC-FUSION SPLICE OF OPTICAL FIBER AND ITS RELIABILITY IN FIELD

Mitsuru Miyauchi , Michito Matsumoto , and Tadashi Haibara

Research & Development Bureau,N.T.T. Ibaraki Electrical Communication Lab,N.T.T.
Musashino, Tokyo 180, Japan Tokai, ibaraki, 319-11, Japan

Abstract method using heat shrinkable tube. Field
Atest results show that low splice loss less

than 0.1 dB on an average and high worka-
In practical optical cable transmis- bility of about 4 minutes per one splice are

sion systems, efficient, stable, and achieved using the above mentioned components.
reliable fiber splice techniques are Furthermore, proof testing for spliced
required for optical transmission line fiber before reinforcement is proposed to
conistruction. This paper describes guarantee the life time of 20 years for
design and performance of an arc-fusion the spliced portion.
splice machine, a fiber cutting tool,
and a reinforcement for spliced portion.
uield trial results on the splice are
also discussed. 2. Procedure for tne optiSal fiber

In order to assure long-term stabil- 2 Pocedre for th Fe
splice and requieetfo the

ity and reliability, stresses applied to practical splice meihod
f"iber inside the reinforcement element
due to fiber bucklinc-, torsion and push- The splicing procedure for plastic
inn out from the jlastic coatin-s are
clanified. It is also varified that coated fibers consits of the followingproo tetin wit th prof sres o£ processes;
proof testing with the proof stress of 1) stripping and removing plastic coatins
approximately 180 g is necessary for of optical fibers,
lonE-term enduraoility of fiber against 2) cutting the fibers with an appropriate
the applied stresses. length,

/ 3) arc-fusion splicing of pair fibers.
4) reinforcement for the spliced portion.

I.Tntroduction Figure I shows relationships between
the splicing processes and requirements for

Gptical fiber transmission systems the practical splice especially in field.
ut ptizical ers tantmission syems Broad arrows indicate the strong and

utilizing various advantages of fibe. :pratrltosis
characteristics have been developed wide- iportant relationships.
ly in many coutries and institutes.

1

In practical optical cable transmission
line construction, efficient, stable and As shown in Fig.1, fiber cutting and
reliable fiber splice techniques are arc-fusion are th. main items to achieve
required, and many kinds of splicing low splice less. Factors to be consider-

methods and techniques have been proposed. ed are; (1) cutting condition to obtain

2,3 Among them, we have made a choice e n ace, and to ar-uin

to use an arc-fusion splicing method in good fiber end face, and (2) arc-fusion

the viewpoirt of workability and relia- splice condition to attain low splice loss,

bility in field. The important points
required for the practical splice tech- Fiber cutng Ac fusion Reinforce
nique are as follows: and
1) Simple and easy operation of splicing coating end preparation ce nt

apparatus even for unskilled person in
field.
2) Lorg-term reliability and stability
for a spliced portion. Low splice Workability Rehabihty

This paper mainly depls with multi-
mode fiber splice, describing design and loss infield nfield

performance of a semi-automatic splicing
apparatus using pre-tusion method', a Oh,s Pape, d,sc,,sses jbo-t L1
simplified cutting tool for fiber end- S1. ij 1t inn e',et, o ,ici I e filAcires
face preparation, and a reinforc-ment nr'j roqiiirementn fur thr pract ic;,l spl ice
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such as discharge voltage and time, pre- 1000 times and the breaking angles were
fusion time, and stuffing length for fibers measured. The results for two cutting
to be spliced, tools are shown in Fig.4, along with the

data after the drop test from 5 meters.
2.2 Workability The tests verify the stable operation

of the tool.
In the arc-fusion splice as well as

other splicing techniques, workability is
the most serious problem compared with that
for the conventional metal wires. This
is because almost all fiber splicing tech-
niques require accurate axial allignment of
fibers to be spliced, which is liable to
uepcnd on the skill of operators. Then,
the automatic splice apparatus may be one
of the solutions for the above problem.

2.3 Reliability

Reliability of the spliced fiber is Fig. 2 Fiber cutting tool
mainly related to the reinforcement of the
spliced portion. Optimum reinforcement
method suitable for the layer structure of 200
the presently used coated fiber mast be
examined to establish long-term reliability
of the splice.

n=317

3. Optical fiber cutting tool X x=O.6deg
w

3.1 Requirements for a fiber cutting tool I 100

Various typesof fiber cutting tool based Z
on the breaking method under tension 5 have
been used widely for fiber end-face pre-
paration because of good cutting performance
and simplicity in operation compared with
the polishing method. The major target
of the present investigation is to develop
a more economical cutting tool, which can 0 1 2 3
be used even by unskilled workers with good CTI A d
reproducibility. The following mecha- CUTTING ANGLE (deg)
nisms must be provided for the tool; Fig. 3 Histogram of the fiber
1) A mechanism for blade pressure control breaking angle
to make a flaw in a specified amout on the
optical fiber surface.
2) A guide mechanism to keep the cutting
length constant. DROP TEST
3) A guide mechanism to set the optical R FROM 5M
fiber perpendicular to the blade. W

-j

3.2 Performance of the fiber cutting tool z

Structure of the developed fiber cut- .
ting tool is shown in Fig.2. The size
of the tool is about 2cm wide, 3cm deep, and D
10cm long. The weight of the tool is 0 05-
only 90g. This small-size cutting tool W
of stapler type meets the above mentioned
requirements in all respects, and is charac- w
terized in its simple operation through- _ 0 __------__L--_

out the cutting process as well as the good 1 201 401 601 801 1001 1006
cutting performance. Figure 3 shows a $ % $ $
histogram of breaking angle of fiber end 5 205 405 605 805 1005 1010
face prepared by the cutting tool. The CUTTING NUMBER
average breaking angle is found to be less Fig. 4 Average fiber breaking angle
than 10. Cutting tests were repeated for as a function of the cutting number
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4. Arc-fusion splicing apparatus A

4.1 Developement of a semi-automatic (Alignment) -

splicing

Major targets for the development of B
an arc-fusion splicing apparatus are; (1) (Pre-fusion) -

low splice loss, (2) automatic alignment of
fibers to be spliced, and (3) simple moni- rge
toring mechanism for the splice point. (Press)

The pre-fusion technique is useful for
low loss fusion splicing of multimode fibers.

Figure 5 shows arc-fusion processes D
using the pre-fusion method. Fibers to (Shape-up)
be spliced are aligned with a small gap a
few tens microns. Then, the arc-dis- Fig.5 Splicing process usinr the
charge is started and simultaneously fiber fusin poc
ends are pressed together under the continu- prefusion method
al arc-discharge. Photographs of a fiber
end face before and after pre-fusion are
shown in Fig. 6. It is found that the
fiber core becomes a convex shapedue to pre-
fusion, resulting in smooth contact of
fibers to be spliced.

The fusion conditions such as pre-

fusion time and stuffing length are impor-
tant for low loss splice in this technique.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of splice
loss on stuffing length H with various pre-
fusion time t. t is apparent from Fig.7
that the optimum stuffing length exists for
each pre-fusion time, Figure 8 shows
the experimental relation between splice
loss and pre-fusion time for fibers with
imperfect end faces. The broken line BEFORE PRE-FUSION AFTEF 0.3 SEC
indicates a tendency for fibers with good PRE-FUSIO!
end face for comparison. The pre-fusion
is found to be especially useful for low Fig. 6 Fiber end face before and
loss splice when the fiber end faces are after the pre-fusion
imperfectly prepared. The loss for the
imperfect end face becomes nearly equal to
that for the good end face by setting an
approoriate pre-fusion time. As a result
of these investigations, 0.3-0.4 sec pre-
fusion time and about 30 pm stuffing length
are found to be suitable to achieve low loss 0.3
splice without failure.

M

0.31 T t a=0.9sec

U)'a ' ' '_ o
.-.2 tJ 0.0.9sec-- -

40 60 8 100 0.2 04 0.6 08 1.0

STUFFING LENGTH H (1m) PRE-FUSION TIME t 'sec)

Fig. 7 Splice loss vs. stuffing Fig. 8 Splice loss vs. pre-fusion time
length for various pre- fusion time for fibers with imperfect end face
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Automatic fiber alignment is necessary STEP Fibers

to improve working efficiency. Further- 1 Fiber setting

more, splice loss tends to vary with the Fiber slippery holders
skill of worker especially for fiber setting
on the apparatus. Thus, a slippery 2 Butting fiber ends
holder, by which the fiber alignment can be against stopper
made with easy handling and with good re- Mirror
producibility, is developed as described
later. 3 . Observing fiber

In general, evaluation of fiber splice alignment
loss is made by the optical monitoring method
using a light source and a detctor. The
method requires a certain amount of labor 4 Pre fusion
for the measurements, and much simpler method = J Of
is necessary for the practical splice in Electrode
field. For this purpose, a new method - Pressing fiber ends
is adopted, where the splice point is obser- 5 , together and fusion
ved by a microscope from two perpendicular splicing
directions using a mirror.

Most of the offsets between fibers Fig. 9 Arc-fusion splice procedure-
before and after arc-fusion are visually

checked. This monitoring mechanism
markedly reduces the failure probability of
splice, and also makes the splice loss
estimation possible by cheking geometrical
deformation and imperfection of the splice
point.

4.2 Performaces of the arc-fusion splicing

In view of enhancement of operation
efficiency and workability in the splice
procedure, a semi-automatic splice apparatus
has been developed. Figure 9 shows the
splicing procedure of the machine. The
procedure consists of the following five
processes:
1) The optical fibers are set roughly on
the fiber slippery holders.
2) The fibers are pushed deeply to butt fiber
ends against a stopper.
3) The stopper is removed downwards and both
fibers are automatically moved together with Fig. 10 Semi-automatic arc-fusion
a distance required for the pre-fusion. splicing, machine
Then, a mirror is placed between electrodes,
permitting the observation of alignment and 150
end-face conditions in two perpendicular
directions.
4) Arc-discharge is started after the mirror 100
is removed. n=840
5) The fibers are fused and are pressed W x=OO07dB
together with the predetermined stuffing T 6=0d0OO9dB
length. The splice is finished in several z 50
seconds,

The processes 1) and 2) are made by an
operator and other processes are made auto-
matically. Figure 10 shows the photo- 0
graph of the splice machine. Dimension 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4-
of the machine is 22(W)*15(D)*19(H)cm3 , and SPLICE LOSS (dB)
its weight is 4.7 kg excluding the micro- Fig. 11 Splice lors histogram in field
scope. for [graded-index fibers.The splicing machines have been used

in a field trial of trunk-line optical splice losses. The loss mesurement
transmission systems using graded-index accuracy is estimated to be ±0.02dB.
fiber cables. In the field trial, a It is found from Fig.11 that the
total number of 840 splices have been made average splice loss is 0.07 dB and about
in manhole and on pole 90 % of total splices exhibit the loss

Figure 11 shows a histogram of measured values smaller than 0.2 dB. No differences
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in the splice loss and working efficiency
are observed between the splices in manhole n=840

and on pole. x=38 minutes

Figure 12 shows a histogram of the 200 - c5.9 minutes 100
time required for the arc-fusion splice.

Average time is less than four minutes

and about a half of the total splices is -/

finished within two minutes.
In order to examine the usefulness i

of the visual checking method described 00
in 4.1, splice operators have judged the z100 50 2
splice to be successful or not by the 2

microscopic observation of the splice 0
point, without knowing the measured loss
value. It is found that 99 % of the
visual judgements meet those based on the E
loss measurements.

As a result, splice method without 00 5 10 15 20- 0
optical monitoring is considered fully
practical and the method serves for SPLICE TIME (minsphce)
simplification of splice procedure in Fig. 12 Histogram of the arc-fusion
field. splice time

0 F IPER A
5. Reinforcement of a spliced portion

E 7IL!R R
5.1 Requirements for a reinforcement method E 4r

The strength of the spliced portion a
is much reduced compared with that of the Z
original fiber,due to removal of plastic 2 C)

coatings. For this reason, it is 6 2 Heacycle test
necessary to reinforce the fusion spliced U
portion.

In developing the reinforcement, 0
optimum material and structure must be .-
selected, so as to prevent fiber failure U 0.3 High temperature test
and fluctuation in reinforcement charac- D(80 c)
teristic. It is necessary to clarify 0
the stress applied to the fiber inside a o 0.2 0
reinforcement element for the optimum z
selection. d

Fiber pushing out from the plastic 0
coationgs is one of the important factors 0.1
to degrade the reliability of the reinforce- 4
ment. This pushing out results from W
the release of residual strain in plastic M 0
coatings. In Fig. 13, dependence of . 0 20 40 60 80 100
pushing out length on fiber length is OPTICAL FIBER LENGTH (cm)
shown for three-layer coated fiber shown
in Fig. 14. It is found that the Fig. 13 Fiber pushing out from nylon
pushing out is remarkable under the heat- coating under the aging tests for, 20 day.
cycle test. This gives rise to fiber
buckling and fiber break inside the rein-
forcement element. E Secondary coat (nylon)

Another factor affecting the reli- :k E
ability is a fiber torsion. |- .... . .sin

The torsion added to a coated fiber E-4

is propagated to the fiber end inside the
reinforcement, because the fiber is not 0 Pimarycoat modf led silcone)
fixed tightly in nylon coating and buffer -h -_2 _

layer. Figure 15 shows the relative Silica optical fiber
torsion at fiber ends as a function of
torsion applied to the coated fiber from Fir. 14 Three-layer coated fiber
outside under the heat-cycle test of 20 structure
days. The torsion is propagated to
fiber end inside the reinforcement element
and this results serious stress in theSpliced portion.
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These stress due to fiber pushing out
and torsion as well as the stress due to
the thermal expansion are the main factors
for fiber break in the reinforcement element. 7 f/2

Thus, the element must be designed to z
prevent these stresses applied to the 2
fibers.

0
5.2 A new reinforcement element0

o 7/4 Nylon coatingFigure 16 illustrates the structure '4r

of a new type of reinforcement. The a
reinforcement is composed of a polyethlene w
(PE) shrinkable tube, an ethylene vinyl

acetate (EVA) inner tube, and a steel rod Heat-cycle test
both inserted in thePE shrinkable tube.

The EVA tube melts by heat and fixes X 
2

7 5r 107r 207
the spliced fiber by shrinkage pressure of
the PE tube. The steel rod contributes TORSION APPLIED TO COATED FIBER
to increasing the tensile strength and also e/9(rad/m)
provides uniform pressure to the spliced
fiber. In this method, it is important Fig. 15 Relation between torsion at the
to avoid air bubbles and to prevent im- fiber end and torsion applied to the
perfect shrinkage during heating. There- coated fiber under heat-cycle test
fore, a heating apparatus is developed,
where the heating is made at the tube center 60mm
first, and the heating areas are moved
gradually to the tube ends automatically.

Proof testing mechanism is also in- PE shrinkable tube
cluded in the apparatus in order to assure
long-term reliability of the reinforced 1 L

portion. z 3.5mm
5.3 Characteristics of the reinfoced portion

Figure 17 shows Weibull plots of the EVA tube
fiber breaking strength before and after
reinforcement. Average strength of 2.3 Steel rod
kg is attained due to the reinforcement.

Figure 18 shows the measured loss change
against the temperature, where two-laver Fig. 16 Structure of a new
coated fiber without nylon coating ( ? fer reinforcement element
to Fig 14) is used to evaluate the loss
increase exactly at the reinfoced portion.
No loss increase is found in the temperature
range of -30

0
C to 6f C. Even at a very

low temperature of -70* C, the loss increase > 90.0 BEFORE
is only 0.02dB/splice.

0.04 0 50.0

co 30.0
0
a-10.0

(n 0.02 Uj
S5.0

W _ 3.0
o 7 AFTER
z O'_____ 1.0 REINFORCEMENT

0.5-
0

-0.02 0.1 0.3 0.5 1.0 3.0 5.0

-80 -40 0 40 80 0TENSILE STRENGTH (kg)

TEMPERATURE (C) Fig. 17 Weibull plots of cumulative

Fig. 18 Temperature dependence of loss failure probability before and after
increase for the reinforced 6plice portion reinforcement
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The most important criterion for the Reinforcement
reinforcement is the fiber failure proba-
bility at the reinforced portion during
environmental tests. Heat-cycle test
was made for splice specimens with a \

torsion of one turn, as shown in Fig.19.
The test condition was 4 cycle/day between
-200C and WOC. Fiber

Thre was no fiber break for 200 samples
after 40 days test. The tensile strength Fir. 19 Sample for heat-cycle test

after the heat cycle test was not varied
compared with that before the test. - 99-

5.4 Assurance for long-term reliability > 0 k

In order to assure long-term relia- 0 50
bility of reinforced portion, it is useful O 56

to reject the spliced fiber with low 0 (24GPa6SEC
strength by proof testing6 . Various a- 9 (Np=69)
proof stresses were examined for spliced W 10
portion. Figure 20 shows Weibull plots I0 BEFORE PROOF - 0.32GPa. 6SEC
of the fiber breaking strength before and 5 - TEST -, o 0 (Np=20%)
after proof testing. It is clear that 0

lcw strength spliced portion is removed 0

by the proof testing.
When a spliced fiber after proof ,-

testing is subjected to a static stress AFTER PROOF
Ts the failure probability Fs is expressed 0Q3
by03*" TEST

F 1-exp67s n t 0.11
P n 2 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0

TENSILE STRENGTH (GPa)

wherep is the proof test stress, tp is Fl:. 20 Weibull plots of the cumula-
the proof test time, ts the failure tive failure probability for spliced
time, Np is the failure probability during fibers before and after proof testing
the proof testing, n is the constant deter-
mined by a material and environment, and r
m is the constant related to the initial
strength distribution. When the stress 10 z

increases at a constant rate q, that is U. 1i0

(2)
I

Fs becomes n 1 0 4  .
F 5 b coe

F t 1-exp -3Nn (3) 03 <0

p p 0P
Solid curves in Fig. 20 show cumu- 10 1_

lative failure probability distribution W L
calculated using Eq.(3). The measured LA-

results are found to he in excellent agree- 0< -
ment with the calcu.. - results. U_ 0

When the stress applied to a fiber 10 6 010. , 0
inside the reinforcemrnt element is given, 0 0.1 0.2
relation b-etween the proof stress and PROOF STRESS Gp (GPa)
failure probability after proof testing
is obtained using Eq.(1). Figure 21 Fit, 21 Relation hetween F. andS,
shows the relation between Fs anda-p and that between !' 1n 1dO
calculated for the reinforcement element /
described in 5.2, whereO-s is estimated
as 5 kg/mm2 . Here, the following
parameter values are used; n=22( in dry of Np. It is concluded from the figure
atmosphere), m=4, t -6 sec, and ts=20 years. that the failure probability for 20 years

In 7ig. 21, relation between Np and is suppresed below 10- 5 and workability is
Tp is also shown. Splice workability not so degraded by the proof testing with
in field is strongly affected by the value the proof stress of 0.15 GPa( 180 g for

fiber with 125 um outer diameter).
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portion and it is verified that the failure "Reliability assurance for long-
probability for 20 years is suppressed below length optical fibre based on proof testing"
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These techniques are also applicable
to the splice of single-mode fiber with
some modifications, and we are now deve-
loping the single-mode fiber splicing
techniques for long-haul high-bit-rate
(e.q. 400Mb/s ) optical transmission
systems.
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ABSTRACT

In France, among the loose structure
cables, the V-grooved cylindrical element
has emerged as the indisputable leader,
and the mass-splicing process appears well
adapted to it.

Although the cylindrical shape of the
cable element naturally leads to the adop-
tion of cylindrical splicing parts, the
quality required in groove positioning and
fiber coupling with this particular cylin-
drical approach has instigated SAT and
SILEC to design a V-grooved flat splicing
chip moulded from a polymer resin.

The essential advantage of this de-
sign is the simplicity of the mould allow-
ing a flat chip to be procuced easily and
economically.

A special moulded plastic adaptor
plate has been designed to transfer ten
fibers from the cvlindrical cable struc- Fig. 1 1O-FIBER CABLE ELEMENT
ture_$ o the flat chip.

This paper describes the different
splice elements, the mechanized splicing
operation and a field splicing set-up. With a view to design simplicity and
Histograms illustrating the results ob- greater cost-effectiveness, the CNET
tained over several hundreds of splices, (Centre National d'Etudes des T616communi-
are also provided. cations) together with French industrialists

This splicing process is currently have undertaken to investigate optical fiber
being used in the wired city of BIARRITZ. cable technologies and to establish the

In conclusion, a concerted effort to most suitable splicing methods for each
achieve simplicity and efficacy in the cable structure. In this perspective, the
splice component design and the splicing two sister companies SAT and SILEC have
operation, has been made in order to ensure studied cables with a cylindrical V-grooved
optimal reliability and cost effectiveness. element produced by direct extrusion, and

/\ have obtained spectacular results attesting
INTRODUCTION to the top-performance and moderate price

of the design concept.
To date, studies and practical appli- Concurrently, mass splicing of cylin-

cations carried out in France, have proven drical grooved cables has been studied,
the indisputable advantages of loose struc- and it is widely acknowledged that this
ture cables (1) and mass splicing methods splicing method offers several advantages
(2). (3), most notably with respect to quality

Thanks to its modularity, simplicity (yielding results near those of the best
and mechanical and thermal characteristics, individual fusion splices), rapidity and
the cylindrical V-grooved element has emer- ease of handling and fine joint protection
ged as the leader among the various fiber guaranteeing excellent resistance through-
optic cable structures (fig.1). Moreover, out time.
it is well adapted to the simultaneous
coupling of the fibers it carries.
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1.- ADVANTAGES OF THE FLAT CHIP
MSS-SPLICING TECHNIQUE

It is already a well-known fact that
the mass splicing method presents the ad-
vantage of processing all the fibers of a
cable element simultaneously. In other
words, the fibers do not undergo any indi-
vidual operation during the splicing pro-
cess, from the time they are removed from
the grooved cable element until their faces
are rectified to constitute the joint sur-
face.

I.I.- The mass splicing procedure
involves the following main operations F

- removal of the fibers to be spliced from Fig. 2 FIBER SPIICl\G CHlP
the grooved element This resin offers the advantage of

- partial removal of the protective coating having exceptional shrinkage characteristics,
-a low thermal expansion coefficient, excel-

lent mechanical qualities and a very low
positioning and bonding of the fibers on moisture absorption factor. The mould is
each coupling half-chip filled manually by means of a spatule. It

- fine grinding of the fibers and the half- is a parallelepipedic cavity whose bottom

chips on which they are bonded surface yields the grooves destined to
receive the fibers. On either side of this

- application of an index matching fluid mould, removable metal parts allow two side
slots to be formed for accommodating the
realignment cylinders. The mould cover it-

- joining of the cable elements prepared self does not play any decisive role in the
definition of the specific forms of the

- fitting of the outside protection enve- splicing chin support.

lopes. Figure 3 shows that this mould can be

1.2.- The cylindrical form of the easily manufactured using conventional ma-

grooved element carrying the fibers to be chininp methods.

spliced, has naturally orientated design
engineers towards cylindrical shaped fiber
coupling elements. To achieve minimum
transmission loss with mass splicing, the C
cylindrical parts supporting the fibers COVER
must be of excellent quality, both from a
geometrical and dimensional point of view.

Moreover, the reference surfaces
must exhibit a very slight degree of rough-
ness.

1.3.- Flat chip mass splicing consists
of a main splicing chip element (part on
which the fibers are bonded) which is
plane and parallelepipedic in shape. This Fii. 3 CROSS -SECTION VIEW OF THE
splicing method was adopted because the FIBER SPLICING CHIP MOULD
manufacture and verification of this
essential part involve simple and reliable Moreover, as the moulding time is
procedures. short, this process constitutes an econo-

mical means of producing top-quality parts.
1.4.- The splicing chip (fig.2) is

made of a cold-curable resin with two com- 1.5.- It is worthwhile to note that
ponents with an 80 % silica content. the term "top-quality" is not necessarily

synonymous with "high precision". Indeed,
when splicing optical fibers, their ends
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must be aligned with considerable precision. I..- It was, of 01Irse, necessary
This is, in fact, one of the advntages of during the st udy stage and prior to adop-
this splicing process which allows high ting this type of flat splicing support
precision fiber alignment to be achieved definitively, to seek a simple solut on lor
without, however, requiring a highly pro- achieving the transfer from the cylinjdrical
cise splicing chip. BV adopting a simple fiber arrangement of the V-grooved element
approach, consisting in using two half- to the coplanar fiber configuration of the
chips, each taken from a single original splicing chip.
casting which is reconstituted by applying A fiber adaptor plate was there-
realignment cylinders maintained in posi- fore designed to he fitted to the cable
tion by two clips (fig.4), the resulting element renforcement rod. This moulded adap-
assembly is without any play whatsoever. tor plate basically consists of grooves
This unique process ensures fiber slot arranged so as to transform the circular
continuitv from one half-chip to the other position of the ten fibers into a coplanar
without calling for parts having tolerances disposition with the inter-iroove distance
identical to the precision required for the on the adaptor plate corresponding to the
splice. inter-slot distance on the splicing chip.

Figure b i llustrates this process. In order
to guide the fibers into the grooves of the
adaptor, it is merelv necessary to slide
the elastic 0-rings from their init ial posi-

-t ion onl the cable element to their f inalI
position on the flat sect ion of the adaptor.

.

Section A Section B
Fig. 4 SPLICING CHIP RECONSTITUTION

PRINCIPLE

1.6.- The characteristics required of
the fiber splicing chip are as follows Adaptor Plate.

10) It must feature two bearing
lines per fiber which are perfectly
parallel to each other and separat-
ed by an angle c from 60 to 1000
(fig.5). P
2) It must merely exhibit a sIr-
face quality in the fiber and realign-
ment cylinder slots such that there
is a maximum number of points of
contact over the bearing lines.

Fig. 6 FIBER COPI...,NAR ARI.ANGEl1NT

Another interesting feature of this
d adaptor plate resides in the fact the cables

max' be laved in ain- w:iy without having to
worry about the clockwise or anticlockwise
direction of the fibers. There are, in fact,
two kinds of configuration adaptors available.
They both have symmetrical shapes but diffe r
in color.

Figures 7a and -b prov ide s impl if ied
diagrams of the differences in conf i gurat ion
between the two adaptor plates.

Fig.5 FIBER BEARING LINES
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5. 5:.

2 b lb

4 a 8 7a 6a ?b

2a 9b

Fig. a ADAPTOR PRINCIPLE FOR CABLES
LAID WITH THE SAME FIBER
DIRECTION

Fig.8 10-FIBR MASS SPLICING

2.- SPLICE COMPOSITION

A splice consists of the following ele-
- ments (listed in the order of their assem-

--- two cable elements la and lb to be Joined

- two crimped collars 2a and 2b

Fig. Th ADAPTOR PRINCIPLE FOR CABLES - 2 x 2 elastic O-rings 3a and 3b
LAID WITH THE OPPOSITE FIBER
DIRECTION - two adaptor plates 4a and lb

As can be seen, the use of two adap- - two coupling half-chips 5a and Sb
tors with the same fiber groove configura-
tion and therefore, the same color, allows - two realignment cylinders 6a and t{b
the fibers to be properlY concorded with
one another for the splicing operation - two clips -a and 7b
when the two cables to be coupled have been
layed in the opposite direction. - a longitudinal clip 8

1.8.- Once the fibers are positioned - two half-cases 9a and 9b
in a coplanar arrangement, their coating is
removed by a chemical process followed by 3.- SPLICING PROCESS
a wiping operation (this process is well
known). The flat end of each adaptor is The splicing operation is performed in
bonded onto the end of the splicing half- the following steps
chip, thereby fixing the fibers automatical-
iv into their slots. They are held in posi- - Parts 2a, 2b, 3a and lb are initially
tion during the bonding operation using slipped onto the cable element.
mechanical fittings.

The fibers and half-chips under- - The tapes maintaining the fibers in the
go a single rectification pass on a machine element grooves are removed over a length
specially designed for this purpose. It sufficient for enabling the fibers to he
features a disk set with diamonds over two drawn out.
concentric areas with different granulome-
tries. This allows a single rectification - The cable element is then cut and its
pass to be performed, consisting of a rough inner rod exposed over a few millimeters
preliminary and finishing operation. in order to fit the adaptor plate onto

The above constitutes a brief the rod.
summary of the flat-chip mass splicing
technique for joining two cylindrical \'- - The adaptor plates are then bonded onto
grooved optical fiber elements. Figure 8 the cable element reinforcement rod.
provides a simplifi d diagram of a complete
splice. - The fibers are set in the coplanar arrange-

ment by rolling the O-rings along the
adaptor plates.
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- The fibers are stripped of their coatinm
by applying a dilating chemical agent
follo wed by an overall wipint opejation.

- The flat ends of the adaptors are bonded
onto the ends of the coupling half-chips.

- The fibers are bonded in their slots on b
the coupling half-chips (see Note 1).

- The fiber ends together with the half-
chips are fine-grounded so as to prepare
the surfaces to be joined. a!

- They are ultrasonically cleaned.

The two element ends fitted with their
coupling half-chips are then joined using
two cvi inders and two side cli ips (an index e
matching fluid is appl ied between the two
rectified faces ..

- The longitudinal clip is fitted to main-
tain the position of the two half-chips
appl ied one against the other.

- The two-part protective casing is applied
and fitted onto the cable element bv
means of crimped collars.

Note I When the operator is making a
splice, he uses fiber chip supports Fig. 10 FILID SPLICING STATION
fitted with a breaking iitiator
as shown in Figure 9. tie merely This equipment basically includes the

has to separate the two parts by followin:
pressing lightly by hand.

a two fiber stripping devices

h) two tools for bonding the fibers onto
the half-chips

c) a device for holding, positioning and
1 uidin, the various splice elements

_2 __ (real ignment cvli nder, clips...

d) a snecial rectifying (grinding) machine

e an ultrasonic cleaning set-up.

The entire set-up is adjustable in
height, thereby enabling the operator to
work standing or seated.

5.- DURATION OF THlE LASS SPLICING
OPERATIONS

Fig. 9 CHIP SUPPORTS WITH A
BREAKING INITIATOR The time required for a single opera-

tor to splice the fibers of two single-
4.- SPLICING STATION element cables is approximately one hour.

It is important to note that the oper- However, other factors external to the
ations are mechanized such that the opera- splice operation itself such as work site
tor needs no particular skill to perform conditions (loading, unloading, man-hole
the fitting, alignment and assembly opera- preparation, etc...) may be somewhat long.
tions required in making this mass splice.

He uses a specially designed splicing Once access to the cable is achieved
set-up as shown in Figure 10. and the splicing equipment installed, the

coupling of a 7-element cable and its pro-
tection is executed in one day (approximate-
lv - hours).
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o.- FXPERIME;NTA1, RESUITS Nb of splices

Thusfar, our experiments have been Mass Splicing with Extreme Dimensional
performed on ,graded index fibers -5/125) Fiber Vanations
The measurements are generally made usintz
the backscattering method with a systemN
manufactured by our company (known as the N 100

U0 1 system) X 0.51 dB
crJX 020 dB

.1.- laboratorv Experiments Mini 0-20 dB
1Maxi 1.12 dB

6. 1.1.- A con~siderable number of

splices have been made in our laboratories.
They have been performed on fibers cut in
two and then, mass-spliced together in or-
der to establish the attenuation losses due
to the splicing operation. The mininum
length of fiber on either side of the Attenuation (dB)
splice was approximately 800 meters.

Figure I I provides a histogram of these Fig. 12 tIISTOGRAM OF LABORATORY
test results. MASS SPlICING RESULTS

fi.2.- Field Experiments

6.2.1.- Field experiments have been
N of performed on several sites. The first of

of splices these consisted in cutting a cable, and
then courling it by the mass-splicing me-
thod, which simply means that the fibers

Mass-Spliced together that were cut, were the same as those that

were then spliced. The measurement results
are provided in the histogram of Figure 13.

N 300
X = 0.254 dB N b of splices
X -; 0.14 dB Cable Fibers Cut in Two and

Mass - Spliced together

N 21
Attenuation (dB) R 0.22 dB3

UX 0.10 dB
Fi. I IHISTOGRAMf OF LABORATORY Mini 0.10 dB

IASS SPLICING RESULTS Maxi 0.50 dB

6.1.2.- A series of experiments
was performed on cable elements with fibers
characteri:ed by extreme dimensional , o 24

variations limited by the following toler- Attenuation (dB)
ances .

Cladding diameter 125 1 2 um

('ore 50 ± 3 urm Fig 13 HISTOGRAl OF FIFLD MASS
SPLICING RESULTS

Excentricity 2.5 um max. 6.2.2.- A second experiment con-
sisted in splicing two cables from two

Figure 12 illustrates the histogram of different manufacturers (SAT and SILC)

this series of experiments, containing fibers from different suppliers

as well (FOI - CTO - CORNING).
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Each cable contained 7 elements with
each element including 3 fibers. The 21
fibers were spliced according to the mass-
splicing technique with the following
combinations of fibers : FOI + CLTO,
FOI + CORNING, CLTO + CORNING. nooert AoEEs• Soci~t6 Anonyme des

The measurements 1eeprome6t. ]l16communications

each cable end using the backscattering D6partement CAbles

method and the mean values were calculated. Paris - France

The results are provided in the Figure 14
histogram.

Robert DELEBECQUE studied
N b of splices mechanical and electrical engineering at

Splicing of Two Different Cables Comprising CNAM (Conservatoire National des Arts et
Different Fibers M6tiers) from 1943 to 1948. He joined SAT

in 1947 where he became involved in theN -21 development and manufacture of coaxial

0.32 dB cables and electronic components. He is
(jX 0.16 dB responsible, in particular, for SAT's part
Mini 0.10 dB in the network engineering of the BIARRIT:
Maxi -0.65 dB project. He also heads study programs con-

cerningz optical cable connectors.

0, 02 03 04 05 OE 07

Attenuation (dB)

Fig. 14 HISTOGRAM OF FIELD MASS Elie CHAZELAS
SPLICING RESULTS SILE AE

CONCLUSION Service "Applications
• Industrielles"

The mass-splicing techniques developed Montereau - France

thusfar have already proven particularly
advantageous when coupling a large number
of fibers contained in cylindrical V-grooved
elements. The use of flat chips for the Elie CHAZELAS graduated from the
fiber splicing and adaptor plates for adap- "Ecole Sup6rieure de M6canique, d'Electri-
ting the cylindrical element fiber arrange- cit6 et d'Electronique" de Paris in 1957.
ment to the flat chip position, results in ie is presently head of a SILEC division
a simplification of the fiber splicing in charge of the development of connecting
technique, thereby reducing costs and and jointing equipments for cables.
greatly increasing reliability.

This process, developed more than a
year ago, is currently being used, in
particular, in the Biarritz project where
30 % of the fiber optic cables (3000 km of Daniel BOSCHER
installed fibers) are to be spliced using C.N.E.T.
this method. ROC/FCO - LANNION

France
(1) - Low-loss optical fiber cable design

and manufacture
IWCSP - 1981 - D. BOSCHER -
B. MISSOIJT - P. CHERON -

(2) - Experimental result on mass splicing
techniques applied on optical fiber
cables in the field Daniel BOSCHER graduated from the
IWCSP - 1981 - G. LE NOANE - "Ecole Nationale Sup~rieure des Arts et

(3) - Results on field operation of a mass M6tiers" in 1973. He joined the French Post
splicing process Office in 1973. Since 1979 he is deputy
ECOC - 1981 - A. BOUVARD - J.P. HULIN manager of the optical fibers and Cables

department at CNET.
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AD PO0 6 1
TEST RESULTS OF MULTICHANNEL HERMAPHRODITIC OPTICAL

CONNECTORS DEVELOPED FOR THE US ARMY

BY
Vasilios E. Kalomiris

U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

ABSTRACT TABLE1(Cont)

In order for the U.S. Army to benefit from the o Mud Proof
fiber optic technology, the Center for Communica- o Field Cleanable
tions Systems (CENCOMS) of the Communications-Elec- o Sand and Dust
tronics Command (CECOM) has supported a number of o Insertion Loss 2 dB max
exploratory programs for the design and development o Reasonably Priced
of prototype six channel hermaphroditic butt-joint
connector plugs and bulkhead receptacles required At the time of initiation of the exploratory work
to meet the harsh conditions of the tactical field for the development of tactical connectors st3ndard
environment. In this paper, the requirements that methods were not available for use in the connector
a tactical connector should meet will be described, evaluation. In order to expedite the progress and
In addition, the test results obtained by uniformly development, a decision was made to allow the vari-
testing the prototype connectors manufactured by ous manufacturers to use the available test equi-
Bell Northern Research, Hughes Aircraft Company ment and known measurement procedures for the eval-
TRW Eastern Research Laboratories, ITT-Cannon and uation of the prototype connectors. At the time
ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) will be reported. The proto- the prototype connectors were delivered it was con-
types manufactured by ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) are of a sidered necessary to uniformly evaluate them in or-
two channel lens design and were delivered under der to select the best for use in tactical environ-
the GAC-1 for use in operational testing of fiber ment.
equipment at Fort Benning and Fort Gordon, Georgia.

INTODUTIO The most critical requirements were selected and
INTRODUCTION included in the test plan that was to be followed

throughout the evaluation. That is: (1) insertion
Tactical fiber optic communications links re- loss, (2) repetitive matings, (3) temperature cyc-
quire the use of cable assemblies in order to meet ling, (4) strain relief flexing and (5) tensile
the rapid deployment and mobility requirements. strength. In addition to the above quantitative
The cable assemblies used by the Army consist of tests, a number of qualitative observations was
0.3 or 1.0 km of ruggedized fiber optic cables ter- made with respect to; (1) mating forces, (2) align-
minated at each end with a hermaphroditic connector. ment ease, (3) mismating, (4) cleaning, (5) hand-
The technical guidelines used in the development ling damage and (6) human factors. The test re-
of the prototype tactical hermaphroditic connectors sults are addressed in this paper.
included the following requirements listed in
Table 1. OPTICAL CONNECTOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTSTABLE 1

TACTICAL CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS (1) One of the basic requirements that a tactical fiber
optic connector has to meet is to be hermaphroditic

o Hermaphroditic so that when installed on cable assemblies it can
o Ruggedized mate with the connector at the adjacent cable end
o Repetitive Mating without the use of any special tool or interfacing
o Impact part.
o Flex Strength
o Tensile Strength In addition the connector should be ruggedized in
o Shock order to survive handling under rapid deployment
o Simple (Assemble & Repair) in mobile situations. The connector shell shall
o Vibration alsc be rugged enough to withstand extensive com-
o Coupling Nut Rotation pressive forces similar to those experimental when
o Moisture Proof run-over by extra heavy vehicles.
o Temperature Cycling
o Thermal Shock The connector design must be simple enough in order
o High & Low Temperature to facilitate field assembly and repair by field
o Fluid Immersion technicians in a depot or a mobile van. Very basic,
o Salt Fog Proof not complicated, ruggedized and inexpensive equip-
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Connector Plugs Tested
Top Row

Left BNR Middle ITT-CANNON Right HUGHES

Bottom Row
Left ITT-STL Right TRW
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ment must be used. 5. tensile stress
- cable to connector

Since the fiber optic links will be deployed in op- - connector to connector
en terrain of highly variable climatic conditions,
it is necessary that temperature cycling does not It should be emphasized that the connectors were in-
contribute to deterioration of the materials used stalled by the connector developers on government
to build the connector shell, fiber alignment fer- furnished cable. Six fiber cables were used for
rule, seals, cable strain relief, optical fiber, TRW, BNR, HUGHES and ITT-CANNON. Two fiber cable
and epoxy used in assembling the connector. The was used for ITT-STL (Ptarmigan).
temperature fluctuation used in a testing program
should also simulate cable assembly performance The ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) connectors had previously
during storage and transportation. undergone field testing at Fort Benning and Fort

Gordon, Georgia. All the other connector samples
In situations where the cable assemblies are exposed used in this program were new.
to significantly low or high temperature environ-
ment, it is required that thermal shock performance INSERTION LOSS MEASUREMENTS(3)
of the connector not significantly contribute to the
changes in performance of the cable assembly. The The insertion loss measurements were performed by
materials used in the connector have to be properly establishing equilibrium mode distribution or steady
selected and should have compatible thermal expan- state for both launch and receive conditions. This
sion coefficients in order for the fiber to remain mode distribution also approximates the conditions
in the ferrule and not creep out of the ferrule. expected in tactical deployment where the optical

connectors will be used. Equilibrium mode distribu-
The connector shell and face should be humidity and tion was achieved by using 1 km, six fiber cable
moisture proof so that the permeation of any liquid preceding the connector under evaluation and an
into the inside of the connector be precluded. It equilibrium mode filter following the connector.
is known that once water reaches the inner portion The mode filter consisted of a mandrel wrap followed
of the connector its failure becomes unavoidable, by a mode stripper. The mandrel wrap was five turns
It should also be noted that he materials used for around a 1.3 cm. o.d. mandrel. For the mode strip-
the connector parts are corrosion proof and not sub- per, 8 cm of the fiber buffering were removed down
ject to swelling due to absorption of oil or other to cladding, and the fiber covered by index matching
lubricants. The optical surface as well as the con- oil. The purpose of the equilibrium mode simulator,
nector shell should be capable of resisting the ef- following the connector, was to remove higher order
fects of dry dust (fine sand). It should be empha- modes that might be excited by the connector and
sized that the optical surface of the connector splices.
should survive this severe test.

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) and silicon PIN detec-
The connector should also be designed to withstand tors operating at 850 nm were used in the instrumen-
immersion in certain fluids with which it may come tation circuitry of each channel. The instrumenta-
in contact during its service life. tion included six transmitters and twelve receivers

so that the connector insertion loss and the varia-
The materials used in making the connector shall be tions in transmitter power could be monitored at the
properly selected so that they inhibit fungus growth. same time.

The connector shall be designed to pass the vibra- ABSOLUTE INSERTION LOSS - NORMAL MATING
tion test which simulates transportation as well as
tactical environment conditions and rough handling. The insertion loss of the connectors as received is
The material used for the coupling ring and connec- summarized in Table 2.
tor shell shall be selected so that it does not
flake due to mating and remating of the connector. TABLE 2

The optical surface of the connector shall be field CONNECTOR AVERAGE STANDARD
cleanalbe without the need of a special tool kit or PROTOTYPES INSERTION DEVIATION SAMPLE
chemicals. BY LOSS (dB) (dB) SIZE

OPTICAL REQUIREMENTS (2) BNR 1.74 0.92 141
HUGHES 1.57 0.94 136

The test plan followed for the uniform evaluation ITT-CANNON 3.42 1.67 136
of the prototype connectors includes the following ITT-STL 3.17 1.04 36
basic quantitative tests: TRW 3.65 2.37 51

1. absolute insertion loss - normal mating To simulate multiple deployment conditions, each
connector half tested was connected as transmitting

2. differential insertion loss - repetitive and as receiving side with every other connector
mating half of that type. Each pair was mated and measured

ten times and the readings averaged. Thus, each
3. temperature cycling sample included in Table 2 represents 10 measure-

ments of insertion loss.

4. strain relief flexing
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DIFFERENTIAL INSERTION LOSS - REPETITIVE MATINGS Additional tests were performed in order to deter-
mine the effects of cable flexing on the connec-

The connectors' mating durability and optical per- tor's strain relief tie off, for effects of connec-
formance were evaluated by repeated matings of the tor to connector tensile stress and for cable to
same connector pair while measuring the insertion connector tensile stress. Tables 5 and 6 show the
loss. The insertion loss was measured every 100 average differential insertion loss versus flexing
matings until 1000 matings were completed see Fig- and tenile stress respectively.
ure 1. The performance of the best and worst chan-
nel in the connector is shown. By performing this The results showed no significant effects upon the
test, the mechanical durability, fiber alignment optical and mechanical performance of any of the
mechanisms and their influence on variations in connectors.
insertion loss were assessed. The differential
insertion loss results for the repetitive mating STRAIN RELIEF FLEXING TESTS
tests are summarized in Table 3. DIFFERENTIAL LOSS STATISTICS

TABLE 3 Average Differential Standard
Loss (dB) Deviation (dB)

REPETITIVE MATING TEST
DIFFERENTIAL LOSS STATISTICS TRW .00 .03

AVERAGE STANDARD BNR -.01 .03
DIFFERENTIAL DEVIATION

LOSS (dB) (dB) HUGHES .02 .09

PTARMIGAN .05 .05
TRW 1.28 2.02
BNR -.05 .27 ITT -.01 .09
HUGHES 1.01 2.24
ITT-STL .14 .301 TABLE 5
ITT CANNON .23 .49

1DATA FROM BROKEN CHANNEL EXCLUDED TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS

FIBER OPTIC CABLES
TEMPERATURE CYCLING AVERAGE DIFFERENTIAL LOSS

The prototype connectors were evaluted under temp- 50 kg 100 kg 150 kg
erature cycling conditions in order to determine
variations in their optical and mechanical charac- BNR -.03 dB -.04 dB -.01 dB
teristics resulting from the exposure to tempera-
ture extremes. The temperature cycle included in- HUGHES .03 dB .05 dB .06 dB
sertion loss measurements at 250C, -550C, 25°C,
85*C and back to 250C. This cycle was repeated TABLE 6
five times with the results summarized in Table 4.
The differential insertion loss versus temperature
cycle is shown in Figure 2. BNR and Hughes con- QUALITATIVE TESTS
nectors were selected for this test because of
their superior performance in the insertion loss During sample preparation and testing there were
test. The ITT-CANNON connector was added later certain observations made by the personnel respon-
because of the needs of another program. sible for the connector evaluation. The following

qualitative tests were performed on the connectors
TABLE 4 in order to determine their characteristics.

TEMPERATURE CYCLING TESTS o mating forces
DIFFERENTIAL LOSS STATISTICS (dB) o alignment ease

o mismating
-550C 250 C 850 C o cleanability

- - - o handling damage
o human factors

BNR 0.43 0.25 tO.29 0.25 0.24 0.19 o additional factors
40.20 0.20

MATING FORCES

HUGHES 1.15 1.33 tO.75 1.24 0.27 0.91

+0.37 0.84 It was determined that the hardest connector to
mate was the ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) due to a very high

ITT- 2.91 3.08 t2.00 2.45 0.70 1.88 compressive force. The required force to mate the
CANNON &0.91 1.79 connector is dependent on the spring constant of

f- rising temperature the spring used in the connector shell. This defi-
*- falling temperature ciency can be very easily corrected.
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REPETITIVE MATING TEST
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Figure 1. Insertion Loss (dB) vs Mating Cycles
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TEMPERATURE CYCLING TEST
BNR 6-FIBER CONNECTOR
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Figure 2. Differential InserLion Loss (dB) vs Temperature Cycle
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ALIGMENT FORCES ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) connector can be frustrated to
some personnel. The BNR connector also requires

The connector develcped by ITT-CANNON was consid- several turns to lock, but is small light weight
ered as the easiest to align, visually or by touch, and easy to mate. lhe ITT-CANNON is easily aligned
because of the two semi-cylinders on each half. mated and tightened since it uses a proven military
The ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) is also easily aligned by backshell for the connector.
its half-cylindrical sleeve on each half, but the
locking lugs are more difficult to align than that ADOITIONAL OBSERVATIONS
of ITT-CANNON. The TRW connector is also easily
aligned because of the particular shape and mas- The increased losses of the Hughes connector during
sive size of the connector halves. However, the the temperature cycling tests were caused by the
locking rings must be tightened one after the other, gradual protrudence of all the fibers from the ter-
which may be confusing. The BNR connector is the minating ferrules as the fiber and buffer expanded
next most difficult to align even though the pro- and contracted. The epoxy used to hold the fiber
truding bosses are of different shapes to prevent in the ferrule tip did not retain the fiber in the
mismatching. The white dots were a good visual ferrule during the temperature cycling. The ITT-
alignment indicator but alignment by touch was not CANNON connector lost one channel out of six during
possible. The most difficult to align was the the temperature cycling tests when fiber broke just
Hughes connector because of the multiple alignment behind the watch jewel in the ferrule.
dots which have poor contrast in normal lighting,
the similarly shaped alignment lugs (which made The ITT-CANNON and Hughes connectors had similar
mismating very easy) and the precise manipulation problems when flakes of metal from the guide sleeves
required of the coupling ring. were scraped off during repetitive matings and

lodged on optical interface.
MISMATING CHARACTERISTICS

CONCLUSION
It was determined that the Hughes connector is the
most easily mismatched by not completely tighten- The test results obtained thus far under uniform
ing the coupling rings. The ITT-STL (Ptarmigan) testing conditions lead us to conclude that the
because of the high force required, could be evaluated prototype connectors are close to meet-
thought to be mated even though the locking was not ing the tactical requirements. Each connector de-
completed. Also, the BNR could not be fully mated sign has desired advantages and in at least one
if the unused locking ring was not completely area there is need for improvement.
backed off the threads. The connector by ITT-CAN-
NON could not be mismated unless extreme force was The connector developed by BNR performed consis-
applied to bend the alignment sleeves. tently during temperature cycling, repetitive mat-

ing and the best and worst channels performed con-
CLEANABILITY sistently close throughout the evaluation. This

shows that the ferrule used for the fiber alignment
The connector by ITT-STL (Ptarmigan), lens connec- was precisely made and that the materials used for
tor design, can be easily and quickly cleaned in it were properly selected. The effects of the
the field. All the other connectors would require human factor in connector assembly seemed to have
special tools, kits or use of liquids to be field been minimized. The connector back shell is a
cleanable. special design for fiber optic applications which

shows that there is always room for innovation.
HANDLING DAMAGE

The connector developed by Hughes exhibited inser-
The fibers in the four rod alignment guide employed tion loss under normal conditions 0.17dB lower
in the TRW connector were prone to damage during than the connector by BNR, but did not consistently
handling since they are lying free in one of the perform during or after the repetitive mating or
cusps that the glass guide forms. The Hughes con- temperature cycling tests. The inconsistency in
nector could be damaged by forcing a mismating or performance indicates that the fiber ferrule inter-
dropping an uncovered connector half. The ITT-STL face needs improvement possibly in the area of
(Ptarmigan) and the ITT-CANNON half cylinder materials used in securing the fiber in the ferrule
sleeves could also be damaged if dropped on a hard or possibly in connector assembly methods. The
surface. The BNR connector appeared to be the large deviation in performance between best and
least susceptible to handling damage. worst channel in the same connector shows that

there is need for improvement and minimization of
HUMAN FACTORS the human factor and or the technique used for

fiber ferrule termination.
The multiple alignment dots, and their poor visi-
bility in low light levels, made the Hughes connec- The above two butt-joint connectors are the most
tor potentially confusing to mate. The precise promising connector designs known today, closest
manipulation of the coupling rings was also a po- to meeting the tactical connector requirements.
tential source of error. The TRW connector re-
quires multiple tur.o of the coupling ring while The lens connector developed by ITT-STL (Ptarmigan)
pushing a somewhat difficult maneuver in tactical has insertion loss higher than the BNR and Hughes
conditions. The high forces required to mate the connectors but is easily field cleanable. A field
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cleanable connector with consistent performance can Projects included electronic equipment calibration,
be easily considered for use in certain applica- communications cable design, material evaluation
tions even though the insertion loss is higher than and superconducting power cable development. A
the known butt-joint connectors, graduate of New York University (B.A., B.S., and

M.S.) he is a member of the IEEE and the Technical
It is worth mentioning that the progress achieved Chamber of Greece (Society of Professional Engin-
today in the area of fiber optic connector for eers).
tactical applications is remarkable considering
the rapid evolution of fiber optic technology. As
a recommendation to both fiber and connector manu-
facturers it is necessary to emphasize that the
U.S. Army will in the near future be purchasing
tactical fiber optic cable assemblies not indivi-
dual cables or connectors. Therefore, it would
be to the advantage of every party concerned to
increase the degree of cooperation in order to im-
prove their respective products and expedite the
advancement of this technology in addition to as-
sisting in the timely fielding of tactical communi-
cation systems.
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Abstract ness is expressed in terms of the intrinsic attenua-
tion, phase shift and impedance of the metal, with a

Composite metals with both ferromagnetic and number of correction terms added to account for the
conductive layers are known to be more effective effect of "electrically thin" shields (in which the
than monometals in attenuating electromagnetic attenuation in the metal is relatively small, so
fields at low and intermediate frequencies. Their that re-reflection from inner to outer surfaces
usefulness, however, has been limited because cannot be neglected).
available methods of analysis apply only to
monometals and require different approximations in At very low frequencies, all practical shields
high and low frequency regions. become "electrically thin"; in fact, the shielding

effectiveness of non-magnetic conductors goes to
This paper describes a method using the Schelkunoff zero, and the approximate expressions for shielding
surface and transfer impedance characteristics of effectiveness are no longer valid. However,
the component layers to determine the shielding ferro-magnetic shields continue to exhibit effective
effectiveness of the composite. The procedure shielding even at zero frequency (d-c), and another
applies to both "high" and "low" frequency cases, expression was derived to apply to this special
and can be carried out with the aid of a case3.
programmable calculator. Laboratory measurements of
shielding effectiveness of several monometals and The relations derived by Schelkunoff have been shown
composites, over a frequency range of 50 Hz to 500 to be equivalent to those obtained by others4 , and
KHz, indicated satisfactory agreement between are recommended by current texts on shield de-
predicted and measured values. It is believed that sign 5 ,6 . Unfortunately, it is essentially impos-
the impedance method will be of value in selecting sible to use these relations to analyse the shield-
optimal materials and dimensions for cable shields. ing effectiveness of composites; the ability of de-,K\ signers to employ multi-layered shields has been

correspondingly limited. The inconvenience of
having to decide in advance whether a given problem

Introduction represents a "thick", "thin", or "zero-frequency"
case probably also contributes to the general ten-

Clad metals have been used as cable shielding dency to design shields by trial and error rather
materials for a nuner of years, principally for the than by analysis.
purpose of providing the mechanical strength of a
ferrous layer while retaining the conductivity of An Impedance-based Method
copper (as in gopher-resistant telephone cable and
distribution wirel). However, the fact that a Because even the approximate expressions for surface
combination of magnetic and conductive layers can impedances involve complex trigonometric functions
give rise to improved electromagnetic shielding of complex arguments, their use in shielding
properties was recognised by Schelkunoff in his computations was impractical before electronic cal-
fundamntal paper on the theory of cylindrical culators were available. Now, however, the
shields .  impedances of multi-layer composite metals can

readily be obtained by the use of a programmable
In this work, the surface impedances and surface calculator or desktop computer.
transfer impedance of thick and thin monometal
shields were derived in terms of the geometric and Although many problems (for example, determining the
electromagnetic parameters. In addition, a attenuation in a coaxial cable with copper clad
recursion relation was developed which permits the inner and outer conductors) are readily solved once
computation of impedances for composite shields, the surface impedance is determined, available ex-
once the charicteristics of the individual layers pressions for shielding effectiveness required
have been determined, data that were not defined for composites. Since

the surface impedance parameters are, by definition,
Several approximate expressions for the shielding ratios between E and H fields at the surface of the
effectiveness of monometals were derived in the same metal, and for cylindrical waves a similar impedance
paper; however, rather than being obtained from sur- function can be defined in the dielectric outside
face impedance parameters, the shielding effective- the shield, an expression for shield effectiveness
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can be derived in a manner analogous to that used by equivalent to (6-9) and (6-18) of reference 5 (whose
Schetkunoff in obtaininq an expression for the sur- Appendix C contains an approximation of the third
face impedance of composite metals (see Appendix). term). Since the impedance method gives the same
The resulting expression is: result as existing methods for monometals (although

it appears to be more convenient to use) it should
2ZhZ f (1) be valid for composites for which other methods are

S = 20 log (Zaa + Zw)(Zbb + Zw) - Zlab inapplicable.

where S is shield effectiveness in dB, Zw is the
radial wave impedance , Zaa is the internal sur- Experimental Verification
face impedance, Zbb is the external surface impe-
dance, and Zab is the surface transfer impedance To determine shielding effectiveness an apparatus
(the surface impedances, expressed in ohms per was constructed including two coaxial coils, each
square, can be obtained from the thicknesses and 1.9 cm in diameter, separated by a distance of one
electromagnetic prperties of the metal layers com- centimeter. Midway between the two coils an opening
prising the shield0), was provided for the insertion of sheets of the

metals to be tested (Fig. 1). One coil was excited

In most cases, the thickness of the shield is neqli- at frequencies ranging from 50 to 500,000 Hz. and
gible compared to its radius of curvature, and the the attenuation of the signal in the second coil due
following simple expressions can be used to compute to insertion of a metal shield was measured. The
the impedances for monometal shields: results were compared to the values calculated by

means of equations 1-5 and recursion relations 94
Zw = iwop (21 and 95 of reference 2 on a TI-59 programmable pocket

calculator. The dimension p was taken to be 0.5
Zaa Zbb r (1+i) coth ('+i)t (3) cm; conductivity values were taken from the manu-

6 q facturer's data sheets, and magnetic permeabilities

estimated from the low frequency performance.Zab (1+i csch (1i (4)

J: 2 5

where W is the angular frequency of the wave, go
is the permeability of free space, and p , g and t
are respectively the magnetic permeability,
electrical conductivity and thickness of the shield.
The dimension p , the effective radius of the wave
in air, can be regarded as the distance from the
pair of wires producinq the wave to the shield. (We
have assumed that the shield is thin enough so that
the radius is the same on both sides of the shield.)
The parameter & is often called the depth of
penetration in the metal. Fig. 1 - Test Aoparatus

Because the various impedances and hence the shield
effectiveness can be determined for either mono-
metals or composites by a combination of arith- The various shields tested are listed in Table I;
metic and trigonometric manipulations of complex their measured and calculated shielding effective-
numbers, the solution of equation I can readily be ness curves are shown in figures 2 and 3.
programmed on any calculator desiqned to handle
complex variables. Such devices did not, of course, Discussion of Results:

exist when the original work on cylindrical shields
was done; effectiveness was therefore expressed as a Correlation between measured values and the curves
sum of logarithmic terms involving the basic (mono- computed from equation 1 was good even for the mag-
metal) material parameters and not requiring the use netic composites. It was assumed in calculation
of complex arithmetic. that magnetic permeability remains constant at the

low-frequency value throughout the test ranqe.

To verify the validity of the impedance method in While data for magnetic materials usually show per-
the case of monometals where Zaa 

= 
Zbb, equation meability decreasing with increasing frequency, the

I was rewritten in terms of the parameters used in phenomenon may be largely due to eddy currents;
reference 2. The result (see appendix) is: these effects of conductivity are automatically in-

Ik+1~ lg Vt+ 1 - (kil2 cluded in equation 1.20 (og Jk+l1 2 + log e
O t + log I - (k12e "2 r T  

(6)
4 Tk! A comparison of the various shields in the 50-500

Hz region indicates that low frequency attenuation

Equation 6 is equivalent to equations 114 through is affected only by permeability and the amount of
119 of reference 2; its first two terms are magnetic material present; copper is ineffective in
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this range. On the other hand, conductivity becomes
increasingly important at the hiqher frequencies:
the copper clad iron (Clad #4) is almost 6 db less
effective than i-on clad copper (Clad #1) at 50 Hz, TABLE I

because it has only half the iron content; however,
above about 100 KHz the high conductivity #4 exceeds Shield Material Thickness--cm

#1 in attenuation. The combination of a ferromagne-
tic material with copper clearly provides more Copper .025

effective shielding than copper alone over the
entire range of frequencies-considered. Clad #1: .0?0

Silicon Core Iron "B" (33%)

Copper (34%)
Silicon Core Iron "B" (33%)

•.,,.ohk Clad #2: 0?0
.... .. .. , Copper (33%)
. . . . .. -- - - -- 

-- -  
. . HyMu "80" (34%)

look "Copper 
(33%)

Clad #3: .0?0
Copper (33%)

7 ,.High Permeabil'tv "49" (34%)
20k ----- ---------- [ 

[-
-- 

[-  [ 
------ TCopper (33%)

.......... Clad 04: .020

f, - Copper (33%)
Silicon Core Iron "B" (34%)

Copper (33%)

0..........

II

-200k" ")

Fig. 2- Attenuation Due to Copper and . .
Silicon Iron Clad Copper Shields

as a Function of Frequency

The results should be valid in predicting the
crosstalk shielding ability of composite metals in
small diameter telecommunications cables: the one
centimeter separation between source and receiver is
realistic, and the range of frequencies covers the
bands commonly used for both voice and carrier - 7 . . ..

transmission in paired-wirp cables. The theoretical
analysis based on equation I should, of course, be

equally useable for other dimensions and frequen- 16 to, ,i
cies,

The test conditions cover the entire gamut of "elec-
trical thickness" from 50 Hz, where copper thickness Fig. 3 - Attenuation Due to Copper Clad
divided by penetration depth (t/4) is less than Maqnetic Shields as a Function
0.03, to 500 KHz, where t/6 in magnetic material of Frequency
reaches 6. Thus the method appears to cover ade-
quately both "thick" and "thin" shields, as well as
the transitinn region in between.
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Conclusion Hi + Hr Hi  2Z, (5a)

Zw+ Zbb eh

The impedance-based method of predict ino shielding Zaa +zw

effectiveness appears to correlate well with test Substituting (5a) into Pal qives
data for both monometallic and clad metal shields
over the range of voice and carrier frequencies Ht = Hi 2ZahZ , (6a)
ordinarily transmitted by paired-,vire telecommuni-
cations cables. Because it is straiqhtforward and (Zaa + Zw)(Zbb + Zw) - Z'ab

easily proqramned this technique should prove use- so that the definition of S yields equation 1.
ful to cable desiqn-rs and others interested in
evaluating metal shields at low and intermediate Derivation of eq. 6 from eq. 6a:
frequencies. While there is no theoretical reason
why the method should not be used at meqahertz frP- To translate equation 6a into the symbols used for
quencies, experimental verification will require monometals' shielding effectiveness in ref. 2, the
further work, following identities are recognized

Composite shields containinq both conductive anC =
ferromaqnetic layers are much more effective than Lab :
copper alone in the frequency range studied.

Zaa = Zbb = Zo coshr t
sinhr t

Appendix k = Zw/Zo

Definitions: where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the

Ht =Magnetic field (transmitted) metal, t is the metal thickness, k is the reflection
Hi = Magnetic field (incidenti coefficient, and ris the complex prooagationH= antcfil(icdn)constant in the metal.
Hr = Magnetic field (reflected)
Zaa = Surface impedance (internal surface) in Substitution of these identities into equation 6a,
ohms per square and replacing the hyperbolic trigonometric functions

Zbb = Surface impedance (external surface) by their exponential forms yields
Zab = Surface transfer impedance
Zw = Radial wave impedance in dielectric (air) H- (k , 1)2 - (k - 1)2 e-2 rt (7a)
Zhb = Surface impedance presented to wave at Hr 4 k e- k-)

external surface of shield (due to effect of
shield plus wave impedance at internal shield from which equation 6 follows (ais defined as the
surface) real part of r).

Ea = Electric field at internal surface
(transmitted) I

S = Shieldinq effectiveness in db. = 20loa{ ± Acknowledgements
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AD P0O0
STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLES FOR ROBOTS

T. Maezawa A. Yoshizawa E. Iwakabe

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT type and curl-type robot cables with significantly improved
"j bending resistance and expansion-contraction property. dese-

The paper discusses a control cable which plays the role loped after various evaluation tests.

of nerve system of industrial robots. The new control cable

(robot cable) uses a flexible stranded conductor, an ETFE 2. Outline of industiral robots

(fluorocarbon resin) insulation, and a rubber or elastic PVC

sheath. Two types of robot cable are introduced here. round type 2-1. Classification of industrial robots
and curled t) pe. The flexibility and elasticity of the robot cable
were determined by bending test for the round type and by cx- At present there are no established definitions for

pansion-contraction fatigue test and robot simclation test "robots." Individuals' concept of robots vary as they are dis-

(c.linder rotation test) for the curled type. The tests confirmed cussed in all branches of industry. The robot cable that we deve-

that thi ness cable is more durable than coventional control loped is an information transmission cable for the palyback

cable, and proed that it is capable of following, within a limited robot, numerical-control robot, and intelligent robot specified by

%,iring ,pacc. complicated movements Iturning. bending, etc. I of the Japan Industrial Robots Manfacturers' Association as in

a robot ajnd usable in a broad range of applications as a cable of Table I.

high reliabilit_ and liexibility which is an important requirement

for in-robot wiring- Classifica\,on Definition

Manual manipulator
Automatic machine Fixed sequence robot

Variable sequence robot
While demand is increasing in the industry for higher pro-

ductivity, higher product quality, and improved working environ- Playback robot

ment. the development of industral robots and the progress of Robot Numerical control robot

robot technology have freed men from dangerous and soil-prone Intelligent Robot
work and enabled them to do more advanced and intellectual

work. At present, industrial robots are chiefly used in welding. Tabie I Classification and definitions of industrial robots
painting, and assembling work, and most of them are inde-

pendent computer-controlled automatic machines. The calble for Industrial robots make full use of electronics technology which

these robots links the computer, "brain." to the machine, is now making rapid prcgress. In our study of robot cables to

"limb.'' Compared to a hunan body. it is a blood vessel and a clarify their requirements. we selected the following fie types of
nerve and is therefore regarded as an important element of a robots which are now in widespread use.
robot iytem. I ) Spot welding robot

V('T IPVC cabtyre cable) has so far been used generally 2) Are welding robot

for robots. Ispecially for moving applications, one that passed 3) Painting robot

the vibration test in electrical appliance and material control law 4) Assembling robot
has been considered desirable. It failed to produce satisfactory 5) Machining robot

results, however, when used for industrial robots which arc re-
quired to be highly reliable in performance. 2-2. Industrial robots and their cables

This report clarifies the requirements for robot cables and
introduces the construction and the distinctive features of round- Cables used for industrial robots are closely related with
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the uses, construction, and motion of the robots. The relations
between the construction of the five robots in I) - 5) of the
preceding paragraph and cables are shown in Fig. I below.

Rabot ^0mgjji 111
cable Cointrol 

Teach
ulit box

I Main body ... Rotation, Bending
T wis'.i og

it Arm ......... Bending
Robot"- III Hand ........ Bending, Twisting

Ceb TeLdi3 Fig. 2 Movement of Industrial Robot
I In box

Iwir cable
The signals of position. speed, and other information are

control transmitted by the cable from the control unit to the robot and
vice versa. They are analog and digital signals. Information-
transmitting cables will be used increasingly as rohots are made
more intellectual.

Fl.g. I Rob. cotstruction i.nd cables As is learned from the robot motion in Fig. 2. robot
cables are required to have excellent bending, twisting, and cx-

rtn the above figure, the teaching box is what is called pansion-contraction properties where they are used at movable
'keyboard" which teaches a robot how to work. The control sections of robots. Small-diameter cables are also desirable for
unit is the brain of the robot which memorizes work sequence. easy wiring in a limited space.
position, and other information, makes a comparative judgement
with information from the robot, and gives instruction for con- 3. Cables for industrial robots
trolled motion.

Cables used in robots are generally required to have cx- 3-1. Design concept for robot cables
cellent mechanical properties flexible and resistant to bending, - .. .........

expansion and contraction, though depending on the kind of Judging from the motion of robots. high bendability and
robot for which they are used, resistance to torsion are regarded as the essential properties re-

quired of robot cables. We therefore discuss here what stress is
2-3. Movement of industrial robots exerted in a cable and how its service lite is affected when it is

bent or twisted.
In the development of robot cables, it is very important

to determine the form of their motion. We investigated the 3-1-1. Bending strain and stress relaxation
principal motion of the playback robot to have it reflected in the ...... .

design of the cable used for it. Fig. 2 s"w the forms of robot When a cable is bent at a certain radius (Rf, it develops a
motion, compression inside and ani elongation outside the beit part. Its

cond uctor trade up of wires stranded in a pitch diameter ol Ir)

and with a pitch of i t,) also receives such force. If the conductor

is freely expandable and contractible, the strain occurs at the
respective parts as shown in Fig. 3.

However, the range of elasticity of copper wires which

make up the conductor is very limited so that the life of the con-
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ductor is reduced much if given such a degree of expansion and Slipping Diameter reducing

contraction. Therefore the first consideration must be what type phenom p menon

of m otion is necessary for the cable to be bend w ithout expan- >- -' L>,-_ , -

sion or contraction of its conductor. Slipping phenomenon and Stress relaxing 

diameter reducing phenomenon belong to such motion. Causing behavior
the stress relaxation motion with a low conductor stress produces 1sor lides The cable is LZUshcd

and molts in an th S1 rlamn is

a cable having a long service life in bending applications. Which one adjusted'

ti these stress relaxing phenomena should be used is determined -factor that Slip resistance on The conductor
determines the the surfae of in- stress is determined

by the working condition, number and size of cable conductor%. conductor stress sulated core by the compressing
They are shown in Table 2. characteristic of the

center filler of the
cable.

Stress reducing The friction between The conductor
means the cores ji reduced stress is determined

by the use of silicon by the collapsibilit,
Diameter cable core 24 mm oil. mica powder. of the center filler
Diameter bedding 300 mm etc. o the core.
Core pitch 100 mm - -

Adaptability The most funda- Suitable for cables
mental stress re used for no-tension
laxing method moving applications.

C
5 

Table 2 Stress relaxation (Bend)

2 Core pitch t00 mm D~~ameter cable core 3-1-2. Torsional strain and stress relaxation
C

t.. Core pitch 60 mm 8 mm
151/ 300 mmn When a cable in which the cores are twisted in a pitch dia-

meter of 2 r anid with a pitch of p is twisted at 'radians, t
10 .elongates as shown in Fig. 4. if its conductors are freely xpan-

Since the scope of elasticity of the conductors are very

20 __ narrow, the expansion and contraction of the cores would
! greatly reduce the twisting life of the cable. For cables which

a /f2' sustain twisting, therefore. stress relaxation is necessary so that
C.s they are twisted without expansion and contraction of its con-

i2- isd

C , - of nd doctors. Reduction in diameter is one of such motions. Causing
.crhaving 

a long service life in twisting applications. The stress re-.laxing 
behaviors are shown in Table 3.

X 
Di. outside

of bend 
p

Fig. 3 Change of core length (Bend) '.c t

2 r fp +(22-+r1rrp

• Twisted to radians. rFig. 4 Change of core length (Torsion)
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In p~+ 2r~fl~2. ~Signal Remtarks (able used

Stres.s relaxing behavior adjusting the increment and 11A ii ss signal Multi-pairt rable witlli
decremrent of'O0 I *,w icici AndaIg 'rgriar HAr dls signal individual shield lor

each pail
C'ollapsibility of' the center tiller - -- -_

Factor that determines of' the core. Softness of* the IOther signals than abrove Pair twisted cable with
the coniductor stress sh ahIfigi les ci a .ioc a Oijj l i,er sigrial I[ l hair b. air overall Ollhri lo A)il

The center filler is made soft. pIts-
Stress relaxing means Stranding is done with care high-speed pulse sigiial Multi-pair cable with

usedptobpreven '*vrae. D1i,01.11Ig-J" pusignal pair dvdal shield t

Adptbiit trssreaxn bhaio.Digital signal 1t I Ortier signials itian above Miii iparr cable with

Table 3 Stress Relaxation tTorion) lneva"sidfoa 1

3-2. Construction and features of robot cables Muli-pair cable Il'air-twrsted cable MuliI coire cable
___ [with asi individual with an rviseal wrli air iretall

shlield fir eacti stield rIm all Ishield lot all

Thre newly developed robot cables are available in two IIparr lirs corre,

types. curl type and round type, which are suitable for varied
applications bending, twisting, expansion-contract ion.

('able

Tahle 4 Ty pes ot signal and cable. constrUr. ion

Thre mechainical re~quirements for robot cables are their
capability to withstand movements as bending, expansion and
contraction. The robot cables developed recently use forty

0.08 mom wire strands (0.2 sq.) and sixty 0.08 mnm wire strands

(0.3 sq.) for flexible conductors and FTFF (Ethylene-Tetra
tluorethylene copolymer) insulation for a lower slip resistance to

Phot 1 urltyp robt cbleandalleviate the stress of the conductor and for a lower deformation

round type robot cable strain characteristic against the load that work ott thre core.
Table 5 shows the electrical properties of' ETFE and Fig. 5

The construction (core diameter. etc.) of a robot cable its cut-through characteristic.
must be determined by the kind of* robot for which it is used _______

and the kind of signal to be transmitted by it. Electrically, the [el T Unit LTI5I 1 LI I i:
most suitable cable must be selected according to whether the Voltire resistivity 2-ctn li5 v 0rS11

transmission signal is analog or digital or whether the trans- D~ielectric break-
misstion system is parallel or serial. Needless to say, even more doiwn strength KVrrrrrr lbI 20 - 24 16, 24

consideration must be given when the above different signals or f t13 hIt/ 2,6 <. K2

signals of different levels are in the same cable. Table 4 shows ( (06 11/ 2.6 2.1 < 2A

the types of signals and standard forms of cable construction. ran 5( 10' 111) 0.0008 c. 0.002 <0 (h0O

tin I't toe0 Ili 0.0005 's1005 K 0002

labtle 5 Eleet ricalI properties orf II L
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10 // 150c

10 ETFE 1000 ~5
-1 50CI Nomnal / Normal

5 ,' taerature // ternperatureii//

800 
/ - t boti/oa /

'Convent- obot
TFE anai cable

base point 600

FEP load

0.5 load (g)

400

Robot cable 40/0.08 (0.2 sq) x 50C
Iron plate ETFE insulated

200 -PVC sheathed

Conventional 7/0.18 (0.2 sq) x 50C

0.1 I cable PVC insulated PVC
100 120 140 160 180 200 Lsheathed

Temperature (OC) I

Fig. 5 Cut through characteristics 5 10 15 20 25

(load- temperature) deflection( mm)
Fig. 7 Load-deflection characteristics

4. Performance of robot cables

The cable proved to be capable of use where there are com-

4-1. Rigidity plicate bends or where wiring is changed very often.

Considering the condition under which it is used, a robot 4-2. Bending property

cable must have a certain flexibility when used on the movable

parts of robots. Within a certain limit, the more flexible the Various test methods have been worked out for evaluation

cable, the better. To determine this in quantative terms, we of the bending property of robot cables. For comparion of robot

tested the robot cable by the method shown in Fig. 6, in corn- cables with conventional cables, we trially made the following

parison with the conventional cable Fig. 7 shows the measured six types cables and evaluated their repeated bending property by

data. They indicate that the robot cable has an outstanding three test methods shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. The cable was

flexibility. tested repeatedly until one of its cores is broken.

,900 , 900o

[ " cable

100 mm ----
R a

. Rotating
,S i -disk

<""" ' Y 
/ 
"'"/)I250 mm

• . _ -" . 'Z _.Sample

Deflection (mm) L -- gi
W :load (g) -- =- 1 r1--- I guide

Fig. 6 Rigidity Test

load
L 500g

Fig. 8 Bending Test
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Sample
through hole

Sample 100,000 Number of
r vibration till

50,000 one core isbroken.

N 20 Times/min.

Rotating disk
r: 150 mm 10,000

:200 mm

Fig. 9 Twisting Test 5,000

-100o mnr--
upper

/ .clamp

guide 1,000
_.______ plate 1 2 3 4 56

SK/ Sample No.
Figures show the average value

I of three samples (n=3)
+-50 Fig. 11 Bending test result

lower
clamp

(200 Times/min.)

Fig. 10 Vibration Test

Sample I 710.1mm X 5 pair PVC insulated PVC sheathed cable 100,000
Sample 2 30/0.08mm X 20 core PVC insulated PVC sheathed cable v Nubro

Sample 3 710.08mm X 50 core PVC insulated PVC sheathed cable over
with copper braided 50,00 ne core is

Sample 4 12/0.1mm X 10 pair ETFE insulated PVC sheathed cable with broken

copper braided
Sample 5 Robot cable

30/0.8mm X 50 core ETFE insulated PVC sheathed cable
Sample 6 Robot cable

40/0.08mm X 50 core ETFE insulated PVC sheathed with
copper braided. 10,000

The results of measurement taken on each sample are shown

in Fig.s II, 12. and 13.

1,000 [-7 100 200,

1 2 3 4 5 6

Sample No.
Figures show the average value

of three samples (n 3).

Fig. 12 Twisting test result
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Number of zl

vibration till
one core is

300,000 broken

( j mm)
m (mm)

100,00

50.000 0 (g)

load (g)

w 0

Fig. 14 Evaluation of spring property

0,000 
600 -- ' Sample I (Robot cable)

5,00 500 - Sample 1)

~- 400 I 
'

3o0 //-

1,000 300 200- ,

1 2 3 45 6 100
Sample No.

of three samples (n-3) 200 400 600 800 1000
load (g)

Fig. 13 Vibration test results Fig. 15 Results of spring property

[hc above results indicate an inproved bcndiig property Next. the cable was elongated twice the length of its curled

over the conventional cables, portion by the expansion-contraction tester (Fig. 16). with the

arm to which the cable was attached making such number of

4-3. F-xpansion-contraction property rotations as shown in Table 6 at a rate of 23 rotations per

minute. Then the length of the cable dangling under its ovn

The curl type robot cable suitable for use for such parts of weight was measured. The results are shown in Table 6.

robots as make expanding and contracting motions is required to

have a high degree of spr,i.incss that makes it follow the swift

motions and also an improved service life. We made the following

sam ples and evaluated their springing and expansion-contraction Samle

life properties./Sml

Sample I 40 wires/0.0,mm X 20C ETF" insulated PVC

sheathed cable (curled)
Sample If 40 wires/0.08m X 20C PVC ineulated PVC

sheathed cable (curled)

4-3-I. Spring property/

The springines required of the curl type robot cable was

evaluated by measuring the distance tM) between standard points

by the method shown in Fig. 14. The results of measurement are Fig. 16 Expansion Contraction Tester
shown in Fig. 15.
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~.y -

Length of curled Length of curled Length of curled
Sample No. cable (mm) cable (into) cable (mm)(initial) 1(:0.0O totalttins) (50.000 totations)

Sam ple l I tS I 5 1 120

Sample 11 13 1
L _ I I ' , 1 3 2 , 7 1

Ta Jshows percentage of expansion set

Table t Results of expansion contraction Test

4-3-2. Fxpansion-con traction -fe property

The cable was elongated three limes is curled length by the -:. .
expansion-contractionl tester showi in Fig. 1, and the lumber

of expansions and contractions given up to the breakage of one Photo 2 Roting tester
core was measured. Table - hows the results tf tneasuremient. The test results showed that the curl type robot cable

follows rapid expansion and contraction very easily, elongatesSatpie xpansion-conttraction frequencies up to wire little when expanded and contracted repeatedly, and has a long
breakage service life.

Sample I 5b853
Sample If 9)834 5. Electrical properties

7able 7 Ftxpansion-contraction life property There is no difference in electrical properties between robot

cables and ordinary cables. They have the properties depending
4-3-3. xpansion-contraction life property (2) on their ctonductor size and insulating materials. Table 8 shows

general properties of robot cables.
Since the curl type robot cable is used at rotating part of in

the robot body, Sample I was tested on a rotating tester shown in Flectrical propetes
Fig. 16 and Photo 2 to see if it is usable there. Construction Conductor Insulation Dielectric

The samples were tested and proved to have a service life ex- of conductor lesistancc resistance ' strength
pectancy equivalent to more than 100,000 rotations. tNo.!Inni te2kitm) tMSI Kin I tat V, 'llr1I

30/0.08 1250 10,0() 500
40,0.08 41.0 10,000 500
t0/0.08 65.0 10,00) 500
100t.O. 37.5 10,000 500

1500.O :5.0 1 oM0 500

Roati Table 8 Flectrical properties of Robot Cables
I rdisk

6. Uses (examples) or robot cables

Photos 3 and 4 show some practical example of use of robot

cables improved in mechanical properties.

Fixe tabl

Fig. 16 Rotating Test Method
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AD P0 00 564
A CROSSTALK MODEL FOR CROSS-STRANDED CABLES

Nils Holte

( Electronics Research Laboratory (ELAB)
Trondheim - Norway

ABSTRACT Crosstalk is a complicated phenomenon and

'A tatistical model is presented which re- many attempts have been made to relatestatstial ode ispreentd wichre- crosstalk to pair geometry. The first for-

lates crosstalk both in cross-stranded and mulan o proe was prse t by
mulation of the problem was presented by

ordinary pair cables to cable geometry, Campbell [3] in 1907, and a valuable contri-
assuming that crosstalk is mainly causedassuinregula thawsta. ibution has been made by Klein [4]. One of
by irregular twisting. the major problems is that crosstalk can

Cable geometry of cross-stranded cables not be predicted from nominal cable geome-

has been characterized by photographical try, but it is caused by random deviations

measurements, and it is shown how varia- from nominal geometry. Thus deterministic

tions in cable geometry is transformed in- approaches failed, and the first successful
tovriations in clegeometlig prans med - statistical approach was made by Cravis andto variations in coupling per unit length Crater [5], which explained the length and

and finally into average near end and far freqen variaion ofpcrosstalnby an-

end crosstalk. frequency variations of crosstalk by assu-
ming that the coupling functions were sto-

The model has been compared to extensive chastic processes. Friesen [6] showed that
crosstalk measurements for one spesific near end crosstalk in a spesific cable can
type of cable, and it correctly predicts be successfully calculated from knowledge

the variations of crosstalk with length, of the twist angles throughout this cable.

frequency, and twist periods of the cable. By describing the geometrical variations

The model is suitable for optimizing twist statistically, a model was presented
(Holte [7]) which relates crosstalk direct-periods, and it shows that twist periods ly to cable geometry. This model was suit-

of different pairs should be well separa- able o etng and moin crsst
ted. For existing cross-stranded cables able for predicting and improving crosstalk
ted.stForexistingmcross-trad c absinges- in starquad cables [16]. In this paper the
crosstalk can be improved by choosing es- model is refined and extended to cross-
sentially shorter twist periods of all stranded cables. Ordinary pair cables will
pis. INbe a special case.

1. IN RODUCTION The paper begins in the next section with

Crosstalk is a limiting factor for the use establishing a geometrical model of a
of PCM-systems in ti sted pair cables, cross-stranded cable, supported by geome-
Today most pair cables in the telephone trical measurements. In the following
network are used for analog voice trans- sections it is shown theoretically how
mission, but the installation of PCM is geometrical variations are translated into
increasing, and new transmission systems electrical parameters, coupling per unit
will be introduced, like for instance length, and finally into crosstalk. In the
digital subscriber loops. Because the ex- last sections the model is adjusted to
pected life time of the cables is 30-40 match the measured crosstalk variations in
years from installation, the cables should cross-stranded cables, and potential cross-
be prepared for future use, and this moti- talk improvements are discussed.
vated the Norwegian Telecommunications Ad-
ministration to initiate work on improving 2. CABLE GEOMETRY
crosstalk for existing types of pair ca- An accurate characterization of cable geo-
bles. metry is of vital importance for predicting

Almost all telecommunication pair cables crosstalk. Nondestructive measurements of

produced in Norway today are cross-stran- cable geometry have been demonstrated by
ded (11, a technique which was introduced Friesen [6], but a simple and straightfor-
to obtain uniform capacitance unbalances ward method is to cut a cable into uniform

The mothod also gives good crosstalk pieces, photograph the cross sections and

performance at higher frequencies [2]. digitize the conductor coordinates.
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Such a photographical measurement has
been carried out for 70 meters of low
capacitance, cross-stranded cable, which 7
was cut into sections of length 50 mm (8]. /

2.1. Deviations from ideal twisting 645 mm /'
The twist angle of a pair can be written 6

- 53 m
i(x) = six W x) (1).'3m/

............... 93 mm
k2 is the twist frequency of pair i 122 mm

iin rad; m a 1- I
p, is the twist period of pair i 4
(Vi (x) is the deviation from ideal twisting. P- '. 7IL

We assume that W. (x) is a stationary /
Gaussian stochastic process having zero 3 / /
mean. It proves difficult to estimate the
autocorrelation function of (0 because // '

tends to be unbounded. For cr~sstalk cal /"
culations, the twist differences between 2
adjacent cross sections in the cable is /
important, and we choose to characterize:

i ( ) = wiix ) - Pi(x) (2) 1

will be stationary and Gaussian and will 7
hAve zero mean. Its variance is estimated
from the geometrical measurements: 0

0 0.25 0.50 0.75, f ) = E ".i(2 (3) T (M)

The measured variances are shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1. Variance of difference in twist deviation
for different twist periods, between two cross sections with distance

There is a systematical difference between for different iwist periods.

different pairs for small i due to the cable used for measurements and calcula-
torsion stiffness of the pairs. For long tions of crosstalk in later sections. The
twist periods, the two conductors are al- diameters of the copper conductors of the
most parallel and they can be rotated in- cables are almost equal. If the deviation
dependently, but for short twist periods from ideal twisting depends primarily on
the two pairs will be held together so the relative size of the pairs, the results
that the torsion stiffness is increased, of this section can be applied to the other

For larger T there are only moderate dif- type of cable by scaling the twist periods
fdifferent by factor 2, and in this case the longestferences between vrof stepairs, twist periods will be most relevant for

and the differencesido not vary systemati- further calculations. However the relative
cally with the twist periods. For the difference in copper diameter causes rela-

longest i shown in Fig. 1 t.. has been esti t difference in stiffeswi c omli-
mated from only 100 ilopenhent samples tive differences in stiffness which compli-
mated froms onl 100 lar dep vition sa e cates the scaling, and the results obtained
which gives 15% st !ard deviation on hr utb ple ihsm ae

the measured ,.. Hence realistic confi- here must be applied with some care.
dence interval for different pairs will From the nature of the twisting process one
overlap, would expect that the accumulated twist de-

viation is bounded. The deviation from
The information that can be extracted from ialitwistin is g eiain byth
this measurement is that .increases ideal twisting is generated mainly by the

approximately linearily with i, all pairs mechanical interaction in the stranding
having almost the same slope. This means point wher, the different pairs are forced
that the deviation from ideal twist angle the pairs are twisted with constant speed

is modelled as a Wiener-Levy process [17] ai t e twist d itonstanbeco e d,

Some minor corrections to this model may large, th torsion stin omthe pair
be introduced for small T.lagt-'osnsifesofhepr will tend to reduce the deviations. This

feedback is governed by the torsion spring
The concuctor diameter including insula- defined by the piir between the twisting

tion is two times greater in the cable doinedand the stra bdi n t he wi s s-

used for geometrical measurements than the point and the stranding point. The cross-
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stranding machinery is twisting 10 pairs 2.2. Stranding effects
and stranding them to a group in one ope- An often used model for the cable geometry
ration. The length of the torsion spring is that each pair rotates around a fixed
is several meters, so that the feedback point in the cable cross section so that
effect will not be visible in Fig. 1, and the pairs may just touch each other as de-
crosstalk will not be influenced. For t ra in Fi uc 3.
conventional cables which are twisted and Ponstrated in Fig. 3.
stranded in different operations this may
be different.

As shown in section 5 the most important
parameter of the twist deviations is the
Fourier transform of

e which is denoted G(s). Calcula-
ting G(s) for the curves in Fig. 1 gives
the result shown in Fig. 2.

0

45 mm

53m
............ 93 mm

-5 - 122 mm

• •a
2  a=6.5

a
2 +s

2

CO

Fig. 3. Idealized cross section of 7-pair cable.
0 "

'... N This model is a fair approximation for
".. *.. starquad cables, but for pair cables the

measured cable (group) diameter is consi-
-15 "... derably smaller than shown in Fig. 3. In

' ... . practical cables the pairs are packed to-

gether so that the cross section is mini-.. ..... m i z e d .

"N * According to section 2.1 the deviations
from ideal twisting show relatively small

-20 L variations from one cross section to
0 20 40 60 another (50 mm apart). The movements of

S (rad/m) the mid-points of each pair around their
equilibrium positions showed very little
correlation from one 50 mm interval to

2. Fourier transforms of e another. Consequently the pairs se- toFig. .for have greater torsion stiffness than stiff-
different twist periods. ness against bending, and the twisting

process is treated independently from the
For small twist frequencies s the curves movement of the pairs within the cross
are almost coinciding, but there is a sys- section.
tematical variation with the twist period
of the pair at larger s. As a model for the mcvement of the pairs

within the cross section we use an algo-
Large G(s) means large crosstalk, and the rithm described in [9]. Different cross
most important region of Fig. 2 is for sections are treated independently. By
s < 20 rad/m. The straight broken line in means of an iterative algorithm the pairs
Fig. 1 with slope a = 6,5 m-1 corresponds are moved within a circular shield having
to the heavily dotted line of Fig. 2 and the empirically measured diameter until
represents a fair analytical approximation the overlap between pairs is minimized.
that can be used for all pairs in this The twist angles of the pairs are held
type of cable, constant during the movements.
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2.3. The cross stranding process

In the cross-stranding process (11 the
twisted pairs are running through indivi-
dual dies in a matrix as shown in Fig. 4.

5 4

dies

010

08 _

-- 00-

Fig. 5. Pair positions in a 10-pair group.
X

These results show that the position of
the pairs are changed in an rather abrupt

Fig. 4. Cross-strai ing matrix. manner and that a cross-stranded cable may
be regarded as sections of a conventional

The position of dies in the x-direction is pair cable connected in cascade, having

changed according to signals from a noise random splicing in the cross sections.

generator. After passing the matrix the
pairs pass two rollers, and the group is
wrapped together by binder tape. The pur-
pose of the cross-stranding equipment is 100
to make the mutual distance for all pair
combinations almost equil in average.
It is rather complicated to translate the
positions of the dies to pair positions
within the group. Thus one of the main
purposes of the geometrical measurements
was to find out how the pair positions
really change in practical cross-stranded
cables. b 50

Inspection of the measurements showed that
almost all cross sections had two pairs in
the center and 8 pairs in the outer layer
as shown in Fig. 5. The different positi-
ons are numbered as shown in the figure.

The measurements showed that the pairs re-
mained in the same positions for several 0
succeeding cross sections (in some cases 0 1 2 3
up to 3 m). The point where 3ny of the Distance between interchanges (m)
pairs change their positions is denoted an
interchange. A cumulative distribution of
the distance between interchanges is shown Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of the distances
in Fig. 6. The average distance between between pair interchanges in a cross-
two interchanges is 412 mm and the average stranded 10-pair group.
number of pairs taking part in each inter-
change is 3.5. There will be a greater All pairs have the same type of stocha-
distance between points where two distinct stic motion in the x-direction in the mat-
pairs changes their relative positions. rix, but there are constant distances
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between the pairs in y-direction. corre- Piecewise parallel conductors and homo-
lating the distance between pairs in y- geneous permittivity between conductors are
direction in the matrix and measured ave- assumed. The per unit length capacitance
rage pair to pair distance in the cable matrix of each cross section is calculated
gives the result shown in Fig. 7. by means of a method given by Singer et al

(101 which simulates the surface charge on
each conductor by consentrated line charges
inside each conductor.

8 *°•°° In most cables permittivity varies across
8 - '

the cross section. More realistic methods
* •° are available at the cost of increased com-

0 .* * puting time. Clements et al [11] calcu-
1_ •late the capacitance matrix of dielectric-

4•0 coated cylindrical conductors, and Lenahan
" [121 describes a method for calculating

Cu cables having parallel wires coated with
two layerg of insulation (foamed skin).

For lossless and parallel conductors and
homogeneous permittivity, the per unit

Cu 4length inductance matrix of the wires is
proportional to the inverse capacitance

0 matrix as shown by Klein [4):

L = . t 1  (4)
0.0

a) C is the per unit length capacitance
0matrix of the wires
Co is the permability of vacuum

>£ is the permittivity of the insulation

0 i I i I Losses can be taken into account by Wheelers

1 3 5 7 9 incremental inductance rule [13], [14].

Distance in matrix 4. COUPLING FUNCTIONS

The coupling between different pairs in the
cable can be described by the Generalized

Fig. 7. Average pair to pair distance as a func- Telegraph Equation:
tion of distance in cross-stranding
matrix. I I = U

(5)

The figure shows that adjacent pairs in the
matrix will have short separation also in - U = -Z
the final cable. The statistical material I is a vector containing the currents of
is somewhat too small to give an accurate each conductor.
model of the variation, but using the U is the voltages of each conductor
broken line of Fig. 7, the most distant I (sltie otgeshield).
pairs will have 25% greater average sepa- (relte tthe shid).
ration than the nearest. This represents - per unit length,
an nonideal property of the cross-strand- pe impenth,
ing process, but it will not necessarily is the impedance matrix of the cable
result in poorer crosstalk performance, per unit length.
because the effect of twisting and the Crosstalk is calculated by solving this
effect of different distance in the cross-
stranding matrix may be combined. However, equation. An exact solution is possible
it is important to allocate distinct dies only for special cases as for instancein the matrix to each of the pairs, parallel wires (Rice (151). Since both

n tharmonical and stochastic variations of Y

3. IMPEDANCE AND ADMITTANCE MATRICES and Z are present in the model, approxima-
tions must be used.

In order to calculate crosstalk, the geo- At the frequencies of interest if < 10 MHz)
metrical characterization of the cable the coupling is so weak that the influence
must be translated into an electrical of the disturbed pair on the disturbing
characterization in form of impedances and pair can be neglected.
admittances.
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The lossy elements of Z and Y are small The two dominating terms have twist fre-
compared to the capacitive and inductive quencies s s. - s and s si + s.
parts for f > 100 kHz so that losses can F1 1 i F2

be neglected for the calculation of cross- Higher order terms have at least 20 dB

talk coupling. Dimensionless, lossless, lower amplitudes and may be neglected.

per unit length coupling functions for the
near end and far end direction respective- This representation of the coupling func-
ly are defined by Klein [4]: tion will be valid also when deviations

L.. from ideal twisting is present. The paran-
1 (Cci (6) thesis in (8) contains a linear combination

N 2 \C L6 of the twist angles. The deviations from
ideal twisting will be added inside the
paranthesis and cause phase modulation of

K 
= 2C - (7) each term in the series.

Cij and Lij are per unit length mutual Tile two dominating Fourier coefficients
capacitance and inductance have been calculated for a 10-pair unit
between pair i and j. like the one shown in Fig. 5. The result

C and L are per unit length capaci- is shown in Table 1.

tance and inductance of all
pairs (equal). 5. NEAR END CROSSTALK

Using the weak coupling assumption, near
4.1. Fourier series expansion of coupling end crosstalk (NEXT) can according to Klein

functions be expressed:

A more convernient analytical expression
for the coupling function between two N =j. (x)e 2 xdx (9)
pairs is desired. N

0
For this purpose a convenientional group
having parallel pairs is considered. The , = + jr is the propagation constant of

coupling function varies with the twist the pairs.

angles of the pairs. For ideal twisting is the length of the cable.
the coupling function between pair i and j
can be expressed as a Fourier series: We assume that crosstalk is caused by only

the first term of the Fourier series if all
pairs are twisted in the same direction.

<c(x) 7 c CosISX+V1 ()( = ck c sFkx + ok)  (8) We will return to this assumption in the
k=1 kend of this section. The interchanges of

where pair positions are assumed to take place
s. +ms. at distinct points in points in the cable.

Fk The coupling factor can be formulated:

n, m are integers KN(x) = cn cos(sx + ((x))

ck  are Fourier coefficients < x < n 1,N (10)

(ok are phase angles at x=o n-1 n

where

s = - S. (11)

Table I. Fourier coefficients of near end and far cid coupling functions.

Near end coupling Far end couplingPair positions

-20 Ig c1  -20 ig c2  -20 ig c! -20 Ig c2

Adjacent pairs 35.0 23.4 35.7 37.6
(1-2 and 3-4 in Fig. 5)

Pairs with one pair in 37.9 36.3 39.5 38.1
between (3-5, 4-6,...)

Pairs with two pairs in 42.6 41.0 43.0 41.4

between (3-6, 4-7,...) I I

Diagonally positioned 42.8 42.3 43.0 42.6
pairs (3-7, 4-8,...)
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((x) = i(x) - wD(x) (12) to the measured deviations in the two pairs
J by:

i is the deviation from ideal twisting F(1) = i(r) + C( (19)
in pair i i

c is the Fourier coeffisient of length Combining (14),(15) and (17) and changing
n interval n variables u = x+y and v = x-y gives:

n is the position of an interchange P. 2 N N n e-2 u -2ev R(v) •

Consequently: n=1 m=1 Rnm (20)

N n cos sv dudv
N = j 3 I Cnc°S(SX+(x))e-2ax-2jx

n=1 ,n dx Rnm are the transformed ranges of integra-
n (13) tion.

The cross-stranding process and the random From the results of section 2.1 we observe
twisting are assumed to be uncorrelated. that R(v) is essentially different from
Calculating average near end crosstalk zero only for v less than a fraction of a
power, we first take the expectation with meter. Thus the integration limit with
respect to random twisting: respect to v can be extended to infinity.

The length of the cross-stranding intervals
are approximately one meterin average. Thus

p1 = <N N*> the major contributions to p' are caused by

2 N N n jm terms having n=m. Neglecting the boundary
Cn <cos(sx+q(x))- effects between the integration ranges

n=1 m=1 gives: 2Q
n-i m-I (14) 2 N 2 2n -2iu -2Fv

p : c2  ( e 2~ f Riv)e 2~
cos(sy+p(y))> e-2(x+y)-2j(x-Y)dydx 4 n1 n 2

< > denotes expectation with respect to (21)
the twisting process cos sv dv du

* denotes complex conjugation. This means that cn cn+ 1 has been replaced

2 2
Manipulating the expression inside the by cn and cn+1 in small regions near the
expectation gives: borders between integration ranges. Accor-

ding to Table 1, c I shows moderate varia-
<cos(sx+(P(x))cos(sy+w(y))> tions for different pair positions, so that
1 <cos 0 c s(x+y)+-<sin w.1)sin s(x+y) this simplification will cause only small
f c (15) approximation errors in the final result

+ 1<CCSz 0>Cos s(x-y)+I<sin t_>sin s(x-y) after averaging with respect to cross-
where stranding.

To simplify the result we introduce the(+ = (x) + (Y) (16) Fourier transform of R(v) which is denoted

(_ = P(x) - (O(y) G(s), and where s is given in angular twist
frequency:

Both T+ and p_ will be Gaussian with zero

mean. Because sine is an odd function, - F(T)

both the sine terms of (15) will be zero. G(s) = R() e-S 1dT e 2 e-s d
The first term of (15) will have random (22)
phase angle and does not contribute to the
integral. Integrating (21) with respect to u and in-

Denoting the expectation of cos p_ by R, troducing (22) gives:

yields:

R(x-y)cos 1P6> p - s+2) + G IS-2 )

2 N -4aQ_ -4cn)
1 cos z e dz = e (17) j n ( e (23)

whre (J nl=

where Averaging with respect to cross-stranding

F = F(x-y) = <[O(x) - (P(y)] 2> (18) leads to:

For uncorrelated deviation from ideal
twisting in different pairs, F can related
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2c2 (2 6.PAR END CROSSTALK

P [ - et,(s1 2  G(s-2 -) ( From Klein (41, equal level far end cross-

2 
2  talk (ELFEXT) can be expressed:

c is the expectation of c
2 with respectn ,

to the cross-stranding process. F = ; F(X)dx (26)

For cables of length greater 
than a few

hundred meters the term e
- 4 1' becomes 0

negligible. For the frequencies of inter- In the same way as for near end crosstalk
est (f < 10 MHz) , is negligible compared it is assumed that only the difference term
to the twist frequencies. Average near of the Fourier series contributes to cross-
end crosstalk power between two pairs i talk. This is a much better approximation
and j can now be expressed: for far end crosstalk because c1 and c2

are almost equal in magnitude as shown in
22 Table 1. Using the same expression for

P 8 G(s-s) (25) F(x) as given by (10) yields:

N n
The result shows the same 15 dB/decade F = NF .c cos (sx+ o(x)) dx (27)
frequency variation as calculated by n 1 n
Cravis and Crater [5] for conventional n-1
pair cables, which corresponds to measure-
ments of both conventional and cross- For a given set of cross-stranding inter-
stranded cables. vals, the average far end crosstalk power

In Fig. 2 it was shown that G(s) has its will be:

maximum at s=0 and decreases monotonically q
with s. Consequently the twist periodsshould be essentially different for all i2 N n i
pairs. Short twist periods are disadvan- < cos(sx ((x)).cos(sy Q(y))>

tageous because of reduced production n1l m=1
efficiency, and too long twist periods can n-1 zn-1 (28)
not be tolerated because the pairs will dy dx
split and cause other crosstalk mechanisms
than described here. According to (25) a Carrying out the same steps as for near end
uniform distribution of twist frequencies crosstalk gives:
over the permissible range of variation -2 N N
will be optimum if c2 and 1() are equal q' cc n Icos sv R(v) dv du
for all pair combinations. 4 Z -m m R (29)

n=i m-1 R (29)
Calculation of near end crosstalk caused nm

by the second term in the Fourier series Using the same approximations as for near end
(the sum of twist angles) will produce the crosstalk:
same result as (25) but with the differen-
ce of the twist frequencie replaced by 2 Nthe sum si + s , and that c means an ave- q' = cn (, n-i s sv R(v)dv =

rage of c2 instead of average cI. For n=1 f
typical cross-stranded cables having twist 0

periods in the range 60-90 mm, the largest 2 2 )G() (30)
si-sj will be 35 rad/m and the smallest n i n - n-1
si+s j will be 140 rad/m.

Extrapolating the results of Fig. 2 indi- Averaging with respect to cross-stranding
cates that G(s) is at least 10-15 dB Avess
greater for the difference term than for gives.
the term no. 2. Table I shows that F2 may
be up to 10 dB lower for the difference q _2c2 S
term for pairs having short average sepa- q 2 0(si-sj) (31)
ration. This means that the term contain-
ing the sum of twist angles may be almost The result shows the experieced 20 dBdeca-

equal in magnitude for the pairs having de frequency variation and 10 dB/decade

best near end crosstalk performance. Thus length variation as calculated by Cravis

for accurate calculations the second term and Crater [5]. It also shows that far end

should be taken into account. However for crosstalk in principle varies in the same

the critical paircombinations having small way with twist periods as near end cross-

differences in twist frequency, the diffe- talk.

rence term will be dominating.
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7. COMPARISONS WITH MEASUREMENTS

Crosstalk measurements have been carried . . 1 1 1 1-
out on a 45 nF/km, .6 mm, subscriber cable, X
having from 30 to 150 pairs in 10-pair x x x
cross-stranded units. Both near end and X 

far end crosstalk were measured for all XX X X
pair combinations within 56 different 10-

pair groups and for 41 combinations of ad- W x XX
Ui X Xjacent 10-pair groups. All measurements X

were carried out as single frequency mea-
surements at f = .35, 1 and 4 MHz. The 0 X ×× x
measurements were scaled according to the X

results of sections 5 and 6 to 1 MHz and Z X

1 km. Then crosstalk for each spesific X

pair combination was averaged on a power 4
basis over all cables and frequencies.
This gives estimates for each pair combina-
tion having a standard deviation of approx-
imately .5 dB.

It is important that crosstalk is not
averaged directly on a dB-basis because the
estimates will be biased and have consider-
ably greater variance. A few very good _T Ir-

crosstalk values will contribute strongly 3 5 40 is 2 230 0 4 0 25 30 5 '.9

to the dB-average and this is undesirable S (RAD/M)
because the part of the distribution having
poorest crosstalk values is of major inte-
rest.

Fig. 8. Near end crosstalk for different pair
The geometrical measurements were carried combinations of adjacent groups versus
out for a previous cable design, and we do twist frequency difference.
not have a comprehensive set of both cross-
talk measurements and geometrical measure-
ments for the same type of cable. Thus
crosstalk can not be directly calculated
from the geometrical measurements, but the
parameters of the model will be calculated
from the crosstalk measurements so that de-
viations between measurements and calcula- M
tions are minimized.

7.1. Crosstalk between adjacent 10-pair x
cross-stranded groups a

- X X

Different adjacent 10 pair groups will have W ' X XX
X Li X Xa random relative orientation. Consequent- X X

X iX X XX
ly, the average pair to pair distance be- X xx
tween the two grou s will be constant, and I

Y~ X
the coefficients c of (25) and (31) will W
be equal for all pair combinations. Thus X × x
crosstalk between adjacent groups should X
depend only upon the twist frequencies. x x
Correloting measured crosstalk versus the X XX
difference in twist frequency gives the L 

X

plots in Figs 8 and 9. X
x

The result of Fig. 2 indicates that devia- X

tions from ideal twisting is statically al-
most equal in all pairs. If this was the
case also in the new cable and our approxi-
mations are valid, the points of Figs. 8 T T T - - T_ t

and 9 should gather around a smooth curve. 0 40 45 20 2S 30 35 40
However, the variations are greater than 5 (RAO/M)

can be expected from the statistical un-
certainty of the measurements. It is a
tendency that pairs having long twist peri- Fig. 9. Far end crosstalk for adjacent groups
ods show crosstalk values poorer than the versus twist frequency difference.
average.
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The average curves of Figs. 8 and 9 have mized to reduce the mean square deviation
considerably steeper variation in dB than from the measured crosstalk values. For
the curves of Fig. 2. The deviations from convenience, independent optimizations
the model may have different reasons as were carried out for near end and far end
listed below: crosstalk. The results are shown in Table

The term in the Fourier series contain- 2.

ing the sum of twist angles may contri- Table 2. Parameter values found by minimizing de-
bute significantly to crosstalk. viations from measured crosstalk between
According to the geometrical measure- adjacent groups.
ments this effect should be important
only for the largest values of s foronar nd crossalkest ( s 8) s or varameter Near end crosstalk Far end crosstalknear end crosstalk (Fig. 8). However

the observed results may be caused by a -10 ig 48.6 dB 46.8 dB
G(s) having less steep variation with s

than measured in Fig. 2. a 5.17 m-  4.44 m- 1

The deviation from ideal twisting may
vary significantly with the twist k .693 m .175 m
periods.

Unbalances due to the pair interchanges n 2.48 1.66
in the cross-stranding process may cause
crosstalk. The value of a should be expected to be

the same for both near end and far end-The terms ci of the coupling factors may crosstalk. However, the difference is

have significant amplitude variations moderate and demonstrates the uncertainty

along the cable, caused by the complica- moerte anclaedoparates duetith

ted mechanical interaction between the sf the calculated parameters due to the

pairs. statistical uncertainty of the crosstalk
estimates. The calculated values of a are

The pairs having the longest twist peri- also in relatively good agreement with the
ods will have the weakest forces keeping geometrical measurements, thus indicating
the pairs together, and this may cause that the model for the deviations from
variations in the distance between the ideal twisting (32) is correct.
conductors of a pair.

The crosstalk measurements do not contain
sufficient information to reveal the cause -

of the discrepancy. This can be done only
by means of new geometrical measurements.
However, it is a preliminary aim to pre-
dict the crosstalk variation with twist r x
periods. It is assumed that the deviation x
from ideal twisting can be modelled by X XX

a ( (32) X

X X3~

where a is equal for all pairs. XXx
I - ) "v X

In addition an additive empirical term is In

introduced to explain the poorer cross- X..x x
talk for long twist periods. Average near
end crosstalk power can then be expressed: xx.

,2c n x..- x
P 2 2 2ss2 a2 + kP 2  (- .-

X
Average equal far end crosstalk power will

be: 6 615 r

q 2a -+ ( n ] 3)CALCULATED NEXT. ADJACENT GRUS (8

2 Isi- sj 2+a 2  
P0

2  
Fig. 10. Correlation between calculated and mea-

k and n are empirical constants sured near end crosstalk between adjacent
cross-stranded groups for different pair

P0 
= 100 mm is a reference twist period, combinations.

2
The parameters c , a, k and n were optimi-
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For the parameters shown in table 2 the
correlation between calculated and mea-
sured crosstalk will be as shown in Figs. _

10 and 11.

If X

XX X

x x

x X X X4Z X X

. " X N

x
x .- X

I.

."

X • 0

DISTANCE IN MATRIX

s0 55 60 65
CALCtLATED ELFEXr. ADJACENT GROUPFS (I0 Fig. 12. Difference between near end crosstalk in

adjacent groups and crosstalk within
groups versus pair to pair distance in

Fig. 11. Correlation between calculated and mea- the cross-stranding matrix.
sured far end crosstalk between adjacent
cross-stranded groups.

Except for a few points of Figs. 10 and 11, -
differences between calculations and mea-

surements correspond to the variance of
the measured crosstalk. Thus by intro-
ducing an empiiical correction to the z
model, it has successfully been described
how crosstalk varies with twist periods in -

a cross-stranded cable.
W

.2. Crosstalk within 10-pair cross-
stranded groups X

As shown in the geometrical measurements, X
the average pair to pair distance varies X x
as a function of the separation in y- X N
direction in the crosa-stranding matrix. Li

Consequently the parameter c2 will also be X x x
a function of the distance in the matrix. X X
The variation of crosstalk due to nonideal x x
twisting should according to (25) and (31) X 0
be the same for pairs in different groups X

and pairs within a group. Thus by taking x

the difference between crosstalk of adja-
cent groups and crosstalk within groups s f0
for each pair combination, an estimate for DISTANCE IN MATRIX
the variations of c2 is obtained which is
shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Fig. 13. Difference between far end crosstalk in
For small distances in the matrix the adjacent groups and crosstalk within
crosstalk difference has somewhat greater groups versus pair to pair distance in
variations than can be expexted from the the cross-stranding matrix.
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uncertainty of the crosstalk measurements,
but the crosstalk variations of Figs. 12
and 13 can almost entirely be explained
from the distances in the cross-stranding
matrix. X

Fitting a smooth curve through Fig s. 12 1

and 13 gives the values of c or pairs

within a group shown in Table 3. X

Table 3. Average Fourier coefficients c for
pairs within a 10-pair unit. x .

Distance in y Near end cross- Far end cross- x
direction in talk talk X
cross-stranding - Ig c -10 g I LD

m atrix ]

1 35. 5 36.5 . ,x,

2 37.7 38.7 X

3 39.2 40.2

4 40. 3 4 1.3

5 4 1.2 42.2

6 42.0 43.0

7 42.7 43.7 CALCULATE NEXT. WITIN GROUS (08)

8 43.3 44. 3
9 43.8 44 .8

Fig. 14. Correlation between calculated and mea-

sured near end crosstalk within 70-pair

The range of variations of the Fourier cross-stranded groups.

coefficients of Tables 1 and 3 are almost
the same. This means that the relative
distances between pairs in the cross-
stranding matrix are almost maintained in
the final cable and that this variation is
even stronger than in the geometrical mea-
surements shown in Fig. 7. This may be
caused by a misadjustment of the cross-
stranding machine during the production of /
the cables used for crosstalk measurements.

The pairs having the largest separation XXX
have slightly smaller Fourier coefficients X
in Table 3 than calculated for diagonally X

positioned pairs in Table 1. This means X
that the methods used for calculating x X
capacitance and inductance matrices proba-
bly underestimates the shielding effect X ..X
caused by the other pairs in the cable
when calculating the coupling for two well . K

separated pairs. X

Using c
2 in Table 3 and the other parame- XX " "

ters found from crosstalk between qroups, X X

the correlation between calculations and Xmeasurements for crosstalk with-in groups x.-

is as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. O "
i50 5 so

The deviations between calculations and CALCLATED ELFEXT. WITHIN GOUPS()
measurements are slightly greater than in
Figs. 10 and 11 because the parameters
have been matched to measurements of pairs Fig. 15. Correlation between calculated and mea-
in adjacent groups. By adjusting the sured far end crosstalk within 10-pair
parameters to measurements within groups, cross-stranded groups.
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this difference could be removed. However, crosstalk may be obtained by choosing opti-
Figs. 14 and 15 show good correlation be- mum twist periods over the interval 55-
tween calculations and measurements, and 90 mm, and a 6 dB improvement is predicted
by introducing the empirical term in (33) for twist periods 40-80 mm. The measure-
and (34) a model has been obtained which ments have been carried out only for twist
predicts the variations of crosstalk with periods greater than 60 mm so that the
twist periods for pairs within a 10-pair predictions above are extrapolations from
cross-stranded group. the model which muE be used carefully.

For essentially sho- ter twist periods,
8. IMPROVEMENT OF CROSSTALK other crosstalk mechanisms may be present,

for instance because the assumption of
In this paper it has been described how piecewise parallel conductors is violated.
crosstalk varies with twist periods for a However, the model clearly indicates that
given cable design and a given adjustment shorter twist periods must be used to im-
of the existing cross-stranding machines. prove crosstalk.
The results of section 7 primarily explain
how crosstalk will change if only the 9. CONCLUSION
twist periods are chanqed, keeping allother parameters constant, and possible A statistical model has been presented

ofherpa s cosstal, wl bsise which makes it possible to calculate cross-
improvements of crosstalk will be dis- talk in ctoss-stranded cables on the basis
cussed for this case. Further improve- of the cable geometry. Ordinary pair
ments may be obtained by modifications of cables can be handled as a special case.
machinery and cable design, so that the The model is suitable for frequencies from
parameters of the model are changed, but 100 kHz to 10 MHz. It is shown that cross-

thsiofthdesmoel aere.cagd u
this is not addressed here. talk in pair cables is mainly caused by

For PCM use of cross-stranded cables it irregular twisting of the pairs.

will be convenient to put the two direc- Crosstalk depends strongly upon the twist
tions of transmission in separate groups. periods, and pair combinations having
In this case near end crosstalk between small differences in twist periods will
adjacent groups will be critical. As have the poorest crosstalk performance.
shown by (33), two pairs in adjacent groups The model will be a helpful tool for se-
having equal twist periods will have le oe u wi st be a cable.
poorest crosstalk performance. Using lecting optimum twist periods in a cable.
different sets of twist periods in Extensive crosstalk measurements have been
different groups is unconvenient from a carried out for 45 nF/km, .6 mm, cross-
production point of view, and the possible stranded subscriber cables. After intro-
crosstalk improvement of this approach ducing minor empirical corrections, the
will be negligible. According to (33) the duringcminortempiricalscorrections, nthetermcaued y nnidal tistng illre- model correctly predicts the variations of
term caused by nonideal twisting will re- both near end and far end crosstalk for
main constant for pairs of equal twist different pair combinations in this type
periods, but the empirical term is almost of cable. It is shown that improvements
eliminated by choosing essentially shorter of crosstalk can be obtained by choosing
twist periods. By reducing the longest essentially shorter twist periods of all
twist period from 90 to 70 mm the crosstalk pairs.
of the poorest pair combination will be
reduced by 2 dB. Thus a moderate reduc-
tion of crosstalk between adjacent groups ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
can be obtained by only changing the twist This work has been sponsored by Norwegian
periods. Telecommunications Administration,

Research Establishment, and the author
For crosstalk within a 10-pair unit the wishes to thank them for the permission
model predicts larger possible crosstalk to publish it. He also wishes to thank
improvements. Average crosstalk of the Standard Telefon og Kabelfahrikk A/S (STK)
poorest pair combination is used as a mea- and A/S Norsk Kabelfabrikk (NK) for pro-
sure of crosstalk quality. This gives a viding crosstalk measurements and measure-
good and simple indication of crosstalk ments of cable geometry.
performance, but power sum distributions
will be more accurate.

To obtain a quick estimate we assume that
cZ is equal for all pair combinations and
start with a cable having uniformly dis-
tributed twist frequencies over the in-
terval corresponding tc twist periods from
60 to 90 mm. The critical pair combina-
tions are pairs having adjacent twist
periods. A 3 dB improvement of near end
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AD P000 65
IMPEDANCE IRREGULARITIES IN TELEPHONE NETWORKS

Leo M. Chattler

DCM INTERNATIONAL CORP.
San Leandro, California U.S.A.

\ AISTRACT

Telephnc, companies of the world are having net- crosstalk. Since the transmission characteristics
work problems due to impedance mismatch and of a cable are indicated by its characteristic
impedance irregularities in their telephone net- impedance (Zo) and the propagation constant (,),
work. This is caused to a large extent by toler- which in the case of homogeneous lines are deter-
ances on the primary parameters and on unbalances mined by the four-line primary constants (resis-
of the circuits in telephone cables. This re- tance, R; inductance, L; conductance, G; and
sults in reflections and standing waves which capacitance, C), every irregularity in the homo-
affect voice frequency and carrier frequency geneous line represents a discontinuity with par-
telephone transmission. This paper highlights tial reflection of the energy. These discc.itin-
these irregularities and recommends specific uities which affect tht transmission quality
values and tolerances which would considerably result from the interconnection of lines with
reduce the impedance mismatch between telephone differing impedances and from internal irregular-
cables and telephone cables connecting to ities in the line.
switching, transmitting and receiving equipment,\

2. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDAN CE (Z,)

INTRODUCTION Since impedance mismatch between cables and im-
pedance irregularities within cables are so impor-

Although U. S. telephone companies have more tant, let's determine the characteristic impedance
rigid telephone cable specifications than most of a transmission line in terms of the primary
of the other countries of the world, the trend parameters RLGC.
in the U. S. and other countries is to reduce
telephone network losses through more rigid The fundamental transmission characteristics of

telephone cable specifications. These specifi- the twisted pair transmission line are determined

cations reduce the measurement values and toler- by four basic properties known as the primary

ances and increase the measurement parameters; parameters of the line. These are the Resistance
thereby improving the transmission characteris- of the conductors, R; the Inductance of the con-
tics by reducing impedance mismatch losses. ductors, L; the capacitance between the two con-

ductors, C; and the leakage resistance or conduc-

1. THE TELEPHONE NETWORK tance between the conductors, G. These fourqualities combine to give the line a value of

A telephone circuit consists of three essential impedance; R and L are series parameters and C
parts: A source of energy, a medium for which and G are shunt parameters. In terms of these
it is desired to transmit energy to a receiving parameters, a multi-section uniform network sim-
device and the receivinq device itself, which ulating the transmission line may be represented
usually converts the electric energy into some by Figure 2-1.
more useful form. In a telephone connection the
transmitter may be considered as the source of
energy. The cable from the speaking party to , .
the listening party with all of its associated
switching equipment and connections is the .... ,CT
transmission medium and the telephone receiving

at the distant end is the third part of the -.. . --.. ..
transmission system or the device which converts
small electric currents into audible vibration
of air called sound waves. A signal which is Fig. 2-1 Series Connected Sections to Approximate
transmitted is subject to various influences a Distributed Transmission Line
that deteriorate its quality from the source
via the conversion equipment and the transmis- What amount of input current iin is needed to
sion facilities to the receiving terminal. The produce a given voltage Vin across the line as a
most significant of these influences are function of the primary parameters R L C G of the
IMPEDANCE IRREGULARITIES resulting in loss due transmission line? Combining the series terms R
to reflections and noise due to unbalances and
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and L together simplifies calculation of the As Equation 2.5 shows, the value of characteristic
series impedance ZS as follows: impedance is dependent solely on the primary par-

ameters of the line and the frequency. At any
ZS = (R+jwL) Eq. 2.1 given frequency, therefore, this impedance has a

fixed value for any given type of line regardless
Likewise, combining C and G produces a parallel of the length of the line or what may be connected
impedance: to the line.

The characteristic impeddnce of a transmissionZp cable is thus very important for impedance match-(G+JwC) Eq. 2.2 ing. If the impedance of one cable connected to

another is different, some of the energy applied
Based on equations 2.1 and 2.2 we can represent to the line will be reflected from the connection
Fig. 2-1 as Fig. 2-2. point back to the source. This represents a loss

of power, but if the impedance of both cables is
the same, all of the energy applied to the line
will pass to the load with designed line attenua-
tion. If the impedance of the load connected to

" Lthe line is different from the characteristic im-
pedance of the line, some of the energy applied to

-- ..-, - the line will be reflected from the load back to
the source with a loss of power; but if the load
impedance is the same as the lines characteristic

Fig. 2-2 Impedance Network impedance (Zo) all the energy applied to the line

Since it is assumed that the impedance network is will be absorbed by the load.

infinite in length, the impedance looking into any 2.1 Propagation Constant (Phase Shift and
cross section should be equal, that is, Z1= Z2=Z3  Propagation Velocity)
etc. Therefore we now represent Fig. 2-2 as Fig.
2-3: Referring to Fig. 2-3 there will be some phase

shift and loss of signal of V2 with respect to V,
because of the reactive and resistive parts of ZS
and Zp. Each small section of the line (;) will
contribute to the total phase shift and amplitude
reduction if a number of sections are cascaded as
in Fig. 2-2. It is important to determine the
phase shift end signal amplitude loss contributed

,- '- by each section because the velocity of progagation
effects voice ititelligibility. If different fre-

Fig. 2-3 Characteristic Impedance quencies arrive at the ear at different times, the
voice may not be recognizable.

Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line and

,in must equal this impedance; Zin : Z0 . From Using Fig. 2-3 V2 can be expressed as

Fig. 2-3

Zi =1 Zs ) (Z + Zpzq/(Z+Z
ZiZ 04 z2 =~ Eq. 2.3 kp+a .,

multiolying both sides by (Zo + Z ) collecting or, Eq. 2.6

terms and using the quadratic formuulawe get r +

Z ("R+jwl) 2(R+jwL)' + 4 rR S VI E 2]2ZL I Zp Eq. 2.7
2o LG+jwC

In terms of ), the per unit length constant we can
Eq. 2.4 show a reduction in amplitude and the change in

phase per unit length of the section by

As the section length Z is reduced, 
all the par-

ameters (RLGC) decrease in the same proportion.
This is because RLGC are constants for a given = , + jB
line. As q approaches zero, the terms in Eq. 2.4 Eq. 2.8
which contains Q as a multiplier will become neg-
ligible when compared to the last term, and since
(R+JwL/G+jwC) which remains constant as
approaches zero. Therefore, Eq. 2.4 can be writ- V7 = Vie' + VieJB Eq. 2.9
ten as Z~sZwhere V, -' is the signal attenuation and Vle-JB

Z0 = is the change in phase from V, to V2 . By combin-
Eq. 2,5 ing equations taking logl0 substituting Eq. 2.5
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for Z and using the log12 series expansion we can duced attenuation allows them a greater influence
obtain on the resultant signal.

S= 2.2 Variations in ZO, "(.) and Propagation

Y = ( R+jwL)(G+jwC) Eq. 2.10 Velocity as a Function of Frequency

The variations in the primary line parameters as a
function of frequency (Fig. 2-4 ) have a significant
influence on the secondary parameters of Z,

and then dividing by the section length and y (Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6 ).

Reviewing Figs. 2-4 to 2-6 (plotted from Eq. 2.2 to
y,'(R+jwL)(G+jwC) Eq. 2,11 2.6) indicates tnat inductance drops approximately

27% from 10 kHz to 20 MHz. The capacitance is very

stable with frequency showing no change from 0.1
kHz to 10 MHz (providinq a frequency stable dielec-

The propagation constant in terms of the line pri- tric system such as polvetielene is used). Resis-
mary parameters R L C G. If the resistive compon- tance increases approximately 80% from 10 kHz to
ents R and G are further neglected by assuming the 12 MHz and the conductance increases approximately
line is reasonably short, Eq. 2.11 can be reduced 100 times from 100 kHz to 12 MHz. These RLGC
to read changes cause the characteristic impedance to be-

come purely resistive above 100 kHz since the re-
y jB jwiV/- -  Eq. 2.12 active part of Zc goes to zero.

PIC/S/A 1.5, mm, 52 nF/Km

dividing by j and

B = w V, -  Eq. 2.13 800

Eq. 2.13 shows that the lossless transmission line 700 120
has very important properties. Signals introduced
into the line have a constant phase shift per unit 600 m
length with no change in amplitude. This progres- E -
sive phase shift along the line actually repre- .500 90
sents a wave traveling down the line with a velo- -40

city equal to the inverse of the phase shift per

section. This velocity is 300 - 60
= W I- R

Y - 200
B Eq. 2.14 100 30

The larger the LC product of the line, the slower

the signal will propagate down the line. A time 0 15
delay per unit length can also be defined as the 100 1k 10k 100k IM IOM lOOM
reciprocal of FREQUENCY-Hz

= 1. - Eq. 2.15 Fig. 2-4 R and G vs Frequency
Y PIC/S/A 0.64 mm, 52 nF/Km

and total propagation delay for a line of length 0
as

.65

T 2VfLC Eq. 2.16 L

.60

The propagation constant is very important because
it contains the attenuation and phase of the input
signal down the line and thus affects the intelli-
gibility of the transmission.

2 This signal repre- E .55

sents the sum of the original signals fourier _j

(continuous) spectrum because both the attenuation - _ -52
and the propagation velocity of these fourier com-
ponents increase with frequency. The resultant .50 __--

signal shape at that point down the line depends
greatly on the winners of the race to get to that
point. The high frequency components with their .45 -

faster propagation velocity arrive first, but the 100 bk 10k 100k IM IOM lOOM
increased attenuation minimizes their effect. The FREQUECY-Hz
low frequency signals arrive later, but then re- Fig. 2-5 L and C vs Frequency
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600 PIC/S/A .64 mm, 52 nF/km 2 PIC/S/A .64 mm 52 nf/km

400 - -

0 18

1 20
-600'

Io - I - I

(0

030 W~
1k OK 100k IM 1k 10k 100k IM 1M

Frequency-Hz FREQUENCY-Hz

Fig. 2-6 Z, (R0 + jX0 ) vs Frequency Fig. 2-8 Pronaqation Velocity vs Frequency

Typical behavior of the line attenuation as a The variation of the ptopaoation velocity as a
function of frequency is shown in Fig. ?-7 This function of the signal frequency as shown in Fig.
attenuation is the real part of the propagation 2-5 is called "dispersion". The resistance of the
constant of Eq. 2.3 as shown in Eq. 2.4. The line results in signal attenuation and the attenu-
change in resistance is the primary contributor ation also varies with frequency. Attenuation and
to the attenuation increase as a function of dispersion cause the frequency components of a
frequency, due to the skin and proximity effects. signal, at some point down the line, to be quite
The attenuation curve is plotted from Eq. 2.4 different from the frequency components of the
which is expanded from 2.1 to eliminate the imag- signal applied to the input of the line. Thus, at
inary quantities. some point down the line the frequency components

add together to produce a wave shape that may dif-
PIC/S/A .64 mm, 52 nf,!km fer significantly from the input wave shape.

Impedance irregularities even when they are small
can cause phase changes which can cause unintelli-
gible transmission.

305 7
-O- 3. ECHO AND SINGING FROM IMPEDANCE IRREGULARITIES

V Echo, as the name implies, refers to a phenomenon
30. - whereby a part of the signal energy traveling in
S30.5L= one direction reverses its direction of travel due

to an impedance irregularity and returns toward
.Z the point from which originated.' This, of course,

is very annoying in communication circuits because
3.05 1 a talker may hear his own words after some delay

I or a listener may hear the same words a second
l 7time, again after some delay.

305 1 X LISTENER
- IMPEDANCE MISMATCH1k 10k 190k IM 1DM POINTS

FREQUENCY-Hz ECHO < ' :

Fig. 2-7 Attenuation vs Frequency INPUT I DESIRED
S IGNAL >2SIGNAL

NOTE: PIC/S/A = Polyethelene Insulated Conductor,
Solid, Air Core. ECHO

Fig. 3-1 Echo from Impedance Irregularities
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A
TOLL SWITCH

F " POINT

ZL - -- 'ZN TOLL INTERTOLL

SUBSCRIBER CONNECTING TRUNK

Fig. 3-2 Return Loss in Toll Networks

Since the echo signal is energy which returns to 3.1 Di ital and Analog Carrier Line Losses
the point of origin, the magnitude of a reflected
signal at the point of impedance discontinuity is In digital transmission systems, one of the most

geneall exressd i tems f "rtur los".serious problems is crosstalk.4 Crosstalk is
generally expressed in ters of return loss", basically a type of noise and as such its absolute

Return loss is a function of the impedances which level is not important. What is important is the

oroduce the reflection. In Fig. 3-b trer n relationship between the crosstalk noise and the

lss at juncticon A between the subscriber loop and desired signal; that is, the signal to noise ratio
the toll connc(;.ing trunk is given by (S/N). Since the most important feature of digital

ZL + ZN transmission lines is the ability to reconstructr Lthe transmitted pulse train after it has traveled

Return Loss (dB) : 20 Log.- N through a dispersive and noisy medium, the signal
Eq. 3.1 to noise ratio is of utmost importance. The digi-

tal transmission process is performed by regener-

Where Z is the impedance looking toward the sub- ative repeaters which have the basic functions of
scriber loop, and ZN is the impedance seen look- equalization, timing, and regeneration. Fig. 3-3

shows the different stages of a PCM signal as it
ing toward the toll. goes through a complete repeater section including

a regenerative repeater. A perfectly shaped signal
is transmitted by repeater "A" but at the input of

The frequency range over which talker echo may be repeater "B" the pulse stream is distorted and cor-
significant extends from about 500 hertz to 2500 rupted by noise. In repeater "B", the input signal
hertz. Listener echo results when the talker echo is amplified and equalized to compensate for the
signal is again reflected and the impedance dis- characteristics or absence of a pulse in the sig-
continuity generates a secondary echo signal which nal. Finally, accordinq to the decision made, a
travels towards the listener, well-shaped noiseless signal is generated and

A singing (high frequency sound) condition may transmitted. In the ideal situation the output

occur at frequencies outside the talker echo fre- stream of repeater "B" is an exact replica of the
quency gain mentioned above because the impedance output stream of repeater "A". In practice, if
match between interconnected circuits is poorer at the interference is sufficiently large at the Je-

these frequencies renulting in poorer return loss- cision time, the repeater will make a wrong deci-

es. The voice frequency bands which are signifi- sion and an error will occur. These errors intro-
n ith voicfre queincygbandswhch are s gnifo 5duce noise into the decoded analog signals and have

hertz and from 2500 to 3500 hertz. Losses at the to be kept at a very low rate of occurrence. In a
junction between the toll connecting trunk and digital system, the error rate for pulse detection
the subscriber loop generally are much poorer than increases rapidly as the pulse power relative to

the noise decreases; that is, if the signal to
those at the junctions between intertoll trunks noise ratio is too low, the detector can mistakenly
making the loop/toll connecting trunk interface decode a pulse as no pulse or vice versa. Table
the predominant source of signal reflection. This 3-1 shows this relationship for a binary system
is caused because generally cables of the same indicating that at about 20 d8 there is a thres-
conductor type and characteristic impedance are hold about which the error rate changes signifi-
used in junctions between intertoll trunks, but cantly even for moderate changes in signal to noise
cables of different conductor diameters and types ratio. The acceptable error rate for different
are used between the connecting trunk and sub- systems has been established as values between 10-'
scriber loops. and 10-

7 which happen to coincide with the 20 dB
threshold in the signal to noise ratio.'
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OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
SIGNAL SIGNAL SIGNAL

R E P E A T E R A M P
A

AAL EQUALIZER EN
CAI8LE II

REPEATER B

Jig. 3-3 Digital Generator

1 0  2 Zs Z

Table 3-1 Binary T-1 (1.5 Mb/s) S/N vs Error 10 2 Z3
0i mSial E . 3.9

Similarly, the reflection loss at 3-4 may be deter-
S/N RATIO ERROR ONE ERROR mined from Eq. 3.3.

dB PROBABILITY EVERY
230 R  0 Zo R

23.0 10 12 8 days R 27
22.0 10 "10 2 hours R Z0 ZR Eq. 3.3
21.0 10"8 1 minute 1 3
19.6 10-6 1 second 1 0-I
17.4 10"1 10-2 second N 1
13.3 10-2 10

-
4 second Z ZZS

2 4
The excellent behavior of PCM signals in a noisy Fig. 3-4 Mismatch Losses
environment can be appreciated when this 20 dB re- Note that for no reflection loss the impedances at
quirement is compared to the 60 dB signal to noise each side of the junction points must be identical.
ratio required by analog carrier systems for toll The total loss in the transmission system (assuming
quality transmissions. It must be noted, however, an
that even a small degradation of PCM signal beyond effectively infinite line) is now equal to thethe threshold scatastrophic results in the sum of the two reflection losses determined by
terorrae -as osedt ogc rasmtsin her Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 plus the loss in the line itselferror rate as opposed to analog transmission where exrse te Y z.

the degradation is only on a dB per dB basis. expressed at e

3.2 Total Losses in the Transmission System Where e = naperien log
y = propagation constant

We have seen that there will be attenuation losses £ = line length
on the line in any practical case. Unless the im-
pedance of the sending circuit is exactly equal to If, as is usually the case, the line is not elec-
the sending end impedance of the line and the im- trically infinite in length, the sending and re-
pedances of the interconnecting lines, and unless ceiving end impedances will be somewhat different
the receiving circuit is exactly equal to the im- from Zo because of the different impedances con-
pedance of the receiving end of the line, there nected to the distant ends. Any such differences
will be other losses known as impedance mismatch will, of course, reduce the accuracy of the re-
or reflection losses at these junction points. 5  flection losses as calculated from the equations

Fig. 3-4 represents a simple transmission system given above. An exact general expression for the
in which a sending circuit having an impedance Z total loss of the system, however, may be written
is connected at points I and 2 to a line of length as follows:
i of characteristic impedance Zo and propagation
constant y; which in turn is connected at points 3 IR  ZSZR 2 xZ"OZS
and 4 to a receiving circuit of impedance ZR. Let T7 = x _T x e-R e
us assume that the line is long enough so that R 2 Z-ZR
both its sending end and receiving end impedances
are equal to its characteristic impedance Z.
Considering the junction at 1-2, the ratio of the 0oR)(Zo+Zs)
current 1 entering the line to the 10' that would X (z +ZRZZs,(ZR( )e-771
enter the line if ZS were equal to ZO is OR OS oR O S Eq. 3.4
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Here the first three terms represent the two re- Pair to pair capacitance unbalances are very sig-
flection losses as above and an inverse term cor- nificant in voice frequency crosstalk, with a
recting for the fact that ZS is not equal to ZR; noticeable effect at carrier frequencies. Pair to
the fourth term e- Y , represents the line attenua- shield, pair to ground, and resistance unbalances
tion and phase shift; and the final term represents cause susceptibility to power line harmonics re-
an interaction factor which takes care of the fact sulting from frequencies over and above the ori-
that the line may be so short, the impedance look- ginal 50 to 60 Hz. Most voice frequency noise is
ing into it from either end is not Zo. Examining due to induction from power lines and is important
the equation will show that this interaction factor because of the highly sensitive telephone system
will approach I as the length of the line is in- and the human auditory system to 50 or 60 Hz har-
creased because e-2YZ becomes very small. Simil- monics. For 60 Hz power sources, the harmonics
arly, if ZS = ZR, the first term of the equation would be multiples of 60 Hz such as the 9th and
becomes 1. 10th harmonic or 540 or 600 Hz, etc., which inter-

As can be seen from Eq. 3.4, the larger the number fere with the voice frequency range; for 50 Hz the
of mismatches, the larger the system loss. 10th, I1th and 12th harmonic.

At carrier frequencies, CUPG and RU increases the

R  far end crosstalk coupling loss as a function of
for Eq. 3 4 can be converted to dB loss increasing length at the same frequency or in-

R as follows: creasing frequency at the same length. According-

R  ly, it is very important that when measurements
dB = 20 log R Eq. 3.5 are made to qualify cables to specifications that

both low and high frequency measurements be made
at the same time.

To reduce the far end crosstalk degradation at

4. NOISE SUSCEPTIBILITY AND CROSSTALK high frequencies and tc reduce long repeater spac-
ings requires a higher degree of manufacturing

We have seen that when lines of unequal impedances control over the capacitance and dimensions of the
are connected or are not terminated in the proper insulated conductors at extrustion. New methods
characteristic impedance there will be reflections of manufacturing more uniform insulated conductors
at the far end. Also, reflections will occur on a computer controlled insulating line are re-
every time the uniformity of the line is disturbed. quired to achieve lower CUPG values. A further
This is caused by variations in resistance, induc- reduction in far end crosstalk and near end cross-
tance, conductance, and in particular, capacitance, talk at carrier frequencies is possible by optim-
insulation faults, and poor connection faults. In izing pair twist lengths.
addition to these losses there are other losses
resulting from the manufacturing process which Many telecoms try to balance unbalanced circuits
affect the intelligibility of the telephone cir- by using transposition and capacitors. Both these
cuit. These are caused by unbalances in the cable methods are of some help but not desirable because
pairs which not only affect the uniformity of the balancing consists basically in compensating a
limit but which make the lines susceptible to in- given unbalanced with an enual unbalanced of oppo-
duction from other sources such as power line har- site sign. We should point out that when a cur-
monics, ground noise, noise voltage, etc. rent passes through an unbalance, it undergoes a

phase shift which is determined only by the nature
The degree of balance in a communication circuit of this unbalance. This current, when traveling
determines how susceptible the circuit will be to over the disturbed circuit, is subject to the
induced noise voltages. A perfectly balanced propagation conditions on this latter circuit,
metallic communication circuit is one in which the i.e., its phase shifts through angle x per unit of
series impedance for both sides of the line is length. The result is that a given unbalance can-
equal, the shunt impedance of both sides of the not be cancelled by an equal unbalance of opposite
line to ground is equal and the impedance between sign which is located at a fairly long distance
each side and any other metallic circuit is also from the first relative to the wavelength. This
equal. In addition, the series impedances and is because the two unbalance conditions set up
shunt impedances of the circuit itself must be currents on the disturbed circuit which are no
well balanced with respect to ground and with re- longer in phase. Compensation is possible in cer-
spect to other nearby circuits. A good cable tain cases but this would apply only to a single
specification will include requirements which are frequency. The manufacture of cables with very
designed to insure good balance between the pairs low unbalances is more desirable.
in the cable and between each pair and ground.
These requirements include measuring: 5. PAIR CABLE DESIGN AND THE MANUFACTURING

PROCESS
I. Capacitance Unbalance

Pair to Pair We have determined that impedance mismatch be-
Pair to Shield tween cables and irregularities within the cable
Pair to Ground cause losses in the telephone network. Because of

the interrelation between the cable design and the
2. Resistance Unbalance manufacturing process it is important to specify

These unbalances are direct results of the manu- the proper electrical parameters with tight toler-
facturing process. ances and to make sufficient measurements to prove

the quality of the cable.
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Design of the cable to provide the proper electri- 5.1 Manufacturing Process
cal characteristics of multipair telephone cables
by rigorous mathematical methods is not possible The manufacturing process for telephone cable is a

because of the complex physical configuration of continuous high speed process with many process

the cable pairs. For this reason, methods of an tolerances which affect the FLGC parameters. Con-
empirical nature must be used and correlation sider that wire is drawn, annealed and insulated
achieved between the design and the manufacturing at 1200 to 2500 meters per minute; the insulated

Process to arrive at the most desirable transmis- conductors are twisted together into pairs or
sion properties. In other words: how do we quads at 450 to 600 meters per minute; the pairs or

adjust the dimensions of the conductors and the quads are stranded together at 120 to 240 meters

insulation system so as to obtain the desired re- per minute; cores are made at 90 to 150 meters per

sistance, inductance, capacitance and conductance minute; and sheating and jacketing is performed up

of the cable pairs, from which we get the propaga- to 45 meters per minute. This is the economics of

tion constant y and the characteristic impedance telephone cable manufacturing: how circular can

Z0? the wire be, how concentric is the insulation over
0 the conductor, how accurate are the twists, how

For first approximation we can use complex calcu- precise is the pair positions in each cable, how

lations to determine the geometry of the cable accurate is the core twist or oscillation, how

which produce the desired RLGC characteristics, stable is the sheath and jacket.

both for voice and carrier frequencies. Then test This high speed complex process has many variables
the cable to see if we achieved the desirable and how these variables affect the geometry and
transmission properties. If not, we adjust the the RLGC constants is shown in Fig. 5.1. To con-
geometry and retest and reiterate this process trol these variables, the manufacturer must contin-
until we achieve the desired results. Then during uously monitor the process as well as the finished
the production process we continually mcnitor the product by measurements of the cable's electrical
results to ensure meeting specifications. characteristics to ensure they meet specifications.

GEOMETRIC RLGC
PROCESS PROCESS VARIABLE EFFECT EFFECT

Rod Breakdown Grooves, Impurities d R

Wire Drawing Impurities, Pockets, Circularity, Diameter d, DOD, S R

Extruding Temperature, Diameter, Eccentricity, Color,
Impurities, Blow, Dispersion, Expansion, DOD, S, C R, G, C
Material, Speed, Cooling, Faults

Twisting Uneven tension, High tension diameter, A, d, S R, L, G, C
Twist lay, Twist stability, Interaxial
space wraparound, Faults

Stranding Oscillated lay, High tension spiraling, A, d, S, D R, L, G, C
Unit layup stability binder material,
faults

Cabling Oscillated or spiral twist lay spiraling, A, S, D,e L, G, C
Unit layup stability, Binder material,
Core wrap material, Rip cord material,
Identification tape material, faults

Inner Jacket Material, Temperature, Conductivity, S, D, E L, G, C
Carbon black

Sheathing and Closing diameter, overlap smooth, A, S, D L, G, C
Jacketing Corrugated, Coating

d = conductor diameter R = resistdnce
DOD = diameter over dielectric G = conductance
S = interayial spacing C = capacitance
D = effective shield diameter L = inluctance
A = gap between conductors r = Dielectric System Constant

Fig. 5-1 Manufacturing Variables
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6. TRANSMISSION LOSS VS IMPEDANCE MISMATCH Figure 6-2 shows the cables at a typical carrier
frequency. At this frequency, small changes in

We can now see that at voice and carrier frequen- resistance do not greatly affect the impedance,
cies that each mismatch results in transmission so these were left off the graph. The graph shows,
loss. Fig. 6-1 is a curve relating transmission however, that the characteristic impedance is
loss in (dB) to impedance mismatch Z1/Z- If we sensitive to variations in mutual capacitance.
can determine the number of planned mismatch loss- The graph also shows that differences in insula-
es per network, Fig. 6-1 can provide the number of tion type can also affect the characteristic impe-
dB lost in that circuit, dance significantly.

1.2 Figure 6-3 shows the cable characteristic impe-
dance at a typical voice frequency. The graph

1.0 in this case shows the reciprocal effect on impe-
dance of varying R and C. Decreasing R by a small
percentage affects characteristic impedance at

v 0.8 voice frequencies about the same as increasing C
Ln 0by that same percentage. Furthermore, these vari-
0 ations affect mainly magnitude, with very little

0.6 - effect on the phase.

7. SPECIFYING ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

0.4 We have shown that problems in the telephone net-
work result from the non-homogenity of the tele-

0.2 phone cables caused by deficient RLGC line charac-
0.2 •teristics resulting from the following:

Ground Unbalances

0.0 Resistance Unbalances
.O - - -Capacitive Coupling

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 Inductive Couplinq
Imoedance Ratio (Max(Z1 /Z2, Z2/Z) Crosstalk Coupling

Noise Voltages
Fig. 6-1 Transmission Loss vs Impedance Variations

Impedance Mismatch High Frequency Second Order Effects

6.1 Characteristic Impedance (Z0 ) Variations Dielectric Constant Effect

Vs R and C These deficiencies result from the manufacturing

Characteristic impedance (Z0 ) variations as a process and in order to control them the following

function of Resistance (R) and Capacitance (C) electrical parameters must be specified for meas-

tolerances per existing specifications can be urement:

determined from Fig. 6-2. Voice Frequency Cables

Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show how the characteristic 1. Resistance of each conductor
impedance of telephone cable is sensitive to the 2. Resistance unbalance of each pair
fundamental cable parameters R and C, and to the 3. Mutual capacitance of each pair
cable fill. In the calculations upon which the 4. Capacitance unbalance, pair to ground
figures were based, the variation in C was assumed 5. Capacitance unbalance, pair to pair
to be caused entirely by variations in the conduc- 6. Cenductance
tor spacing, so L as simultaneously varied in in- 7. Insulation resistance
verse proportion to C. 8. Dielectric strength

9. Shield resistance

20 40 60 80 100 12Q_ R0

ff I I ~x.

20 0J Air Filled

X Nominal C -10%

0 Nominal C
40 + Nominal C +10%

-jX0

Fig. 6-2 Characteristic Imoedance of PIC Solid Insulation,
Air Core and Filled, 52 nF/Km .644mm Cable at 771 kHz
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500

Fig. 6-3 Characteristic Impedance of PIC Solid Insulation,
Air Core 52 nF/Kn .644mm Cable at 1 kHz

Voice Frequency Cables for Growth to Carrier Conductor
Frequencies and Carrier Frequency Cables Diameter (d) Length (t) d

1. Conductor Resistance _ _ m mm n

2. Resistance unbalance of the pair 1.3 7000 0.5 2000
3. Mutual capacitance of the pair 0.9 4500 0.45 1800
4. Capacitance unbalance, pair to ground 0.64 2500 0.4 1500
5. Capacitance unbalance, pair to pair 0.32 1000
6. Conductance
7. Attenuation
8. Equal level far end crosstalk9. Near end crosstalk, outer end If the ramp method is used, the measurement of
0. Near end crosstalk, inner end conductance or dielectric loss is not required

11. Insulation resistance since cables with poor dielectrics or high conduc-
12. Dielectric strength tance will automatically fail the mutual capaci-
13. Shield resistance tance test and so it should because variations in

14. Screen resistance CM in the voice or carrier frequency band causes
impedance irregularities in the transmission.

There are two methods for measurement of mutual Ramp measurements can be made in pairs up to

capacitance: the bridge method and the ramp 30,000 meters in length.
method. If the bridge method is used, then the
dissipation factor and the conductance must be 7.1 Values and Tolerances
measured in order to determine the dielectric loss Table 7-1 lists the recomended values and toler-
and the shung leakage. Measurements should also ances for the low frequency measurements. Table
be made at 100, 800, 2500 and 4000 Hz in order to 7-2 lists the recommended values and tolerances
determine the frequency dependence of the dielec- for the high frequency measurement.
tric which affects the voice frequency band dis-
persion and propagation velocity thereby creating
impedance irregularities. Bridge measurements are
limited to the following pair lengths beyond which
lengths correction factors must be added:
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TABLE 7-1 SPECIFICATION VALUES AND TOLERANCES

CONDUCTOR DIAMETER
MEASUREMENT PARAMETER 0.41 0.51 0.64 0.91

R @ 20'C ING MAX s/Km 144.4 90.2 57.1 28.5

CABLE AVG (MAX-AVG) % 3 3 2 2

IND (MAX-AVG) % 4 4 3.5 3

RU (CABLE AVG) U% 1.5 1.2 1 1

(INDI U% 4.0 3.0 3 3

HIGH VOLTAGE DC 3 SEC PIC/S/A PIC/S/A PIC/S/A PIC/S/A
PIC/F/F PIC/S/F PIC/F/F PC/F P PC/F/F PIC/S/F PIC/F/F PIC/S/F

CONDUCTOR-CONDUCTOR KV 2.4 2.8 3 4 3.6 5 4.5 7.0

CORE TO SHIELD KV 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15

CORE TO SCREEN KV 5

SHIELD RESISTANCE a/Km R = 6.25/D, D = Outside Diameter of Shield in cm

SCREEN RESISTANCE q/Km 25

CM nF/Km 52 ± 2

CM DEVIATION RMS % 2

CUPP INO MAX PF/Km 125

MAX RMS PF/Km 35

CUPG IND MAX PF/Km 2000

AVG MAX PF/Km 500

CUPS IND MAX PF/Km 1500

AVG MAX PF/Km 250

G M Mi Micromho/Km 2

INSULATION RESISTANCE

1 MIN (100-500V) 25000

PIC/S/A = Poly *nylene InsulatEd Conductor/Solid/Air core
PIC/F/F = Polyethylene Insulated Conductor/Foam/Filled
PIC/S/F = Polyethylene Tnsulated Conductor/Solid/Filled

TABLE 7-2 VALUES AND TOLERANCES

ATTENUATION

Tolerance +5%-10% @ 200C ±1)C
CONDUCTOR PIC/S/A PlIC/S/F PIC/F/F
DIAMETER dB/Km dB/Km dB/Km

FREQUENCY kHz FREQUENCY kHz FREQUENCY kHz
MM AWG 150 2 1576 150 72 1576 350 772 1576

1.91 19 4.4 10.4 14.7. 4.0 8.6 12.7 4.4 10.4 14.7

0.64 22 6.2 14.6 20.4 5.7 12.4 17.8 6.2 14.6 20.4

0.51 24 8.3 18.5 25.4 7.5 15.4 23.1 8.3 18.5 25.4

0.41 26 11.4 22.3 32.5 10.9 19.5 26.5 11.4 22.3 30.5
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Table 7-2 VALUES AND TOLERANCES
(Continued)

POWER SUM FEXT
(50 PAIR UNITS)

FREQUENCY AVERAGE WORS1 PAIR GRAND
kHz dB/Kin dB/Km dB/Kmn

150 61 57 53

772 49 44 40

1576 43 39 35

3152 37 33 29

6304 31 27 23

POWER SUM NEXT

(dB)

FREQ. WrTHIN 25 BETWEEN ADJACENT ACROSS SCREEN
PAIR GROUP 25 PAIR GROUP 50 PAIR GROUP

kHz AVG WORST GRAND AVG WORST GRAND AVG WORST GRAND
dB PAIR dB dB PAIR dB dB PAIR dB

150 65 59 55 73 64 60 107 103 99

772 54 48 45 61 52 48 101 96 87

157o, 49 43 39 56 47 43 96 90 84

3152 44 38 34 51 41 37 92 86 82

6304 39 34 32 46 36 33 89 80 74

Table 8-1 Statistical Parameters

Measurerenl Slalislical Measurement Staisihcal
Parameter Evaluation Parameter Evaluation

Conductor Resistance & Minimum Individual Attenuation Minimum Individual
Resistance Unbalance Maximum Individual Maximum Individual

Average Average
Standard Deviation Standard Deviation
Histogram Histogram

Cable Capacitance Minimum Individual Crosstalk: Minimum Individual
Maximum Individual ELFEXT Maximum !ndividual
Average I/OFEXT Average
Standard Deviation ONEXT RMS
Percent Deviation INEXT Standard Deviation
Histogram Mean minus Standard

1% Worse Than Value
Capacitance Unbalance. Minimum Individual Deviation

Pair to Ground Maximum Individual POWER SUM WITHIN Histogram
Pair to Shield Average
Side to Earth Standard Deviation & BETWEEN GROUPS Relotive Power Sum
Side to Ext Earth RMS Individual Power Sum

Histogram Average Power Sum
Grand Power Sum

Capacitance Unbalance: Minimum Individual Conductance Minimum Individual
Pair to Pair Maximum Individual Maximum Individual
Within Ouad Average Average
Adjacent Ouad RMS Standard Deviation

Histogram Histogram
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8. TEST DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS Because the low-side tdil of the actual distribu-
The proof of the design and manufacturing process tion is shorter than that for the normal distri-
i nthe pr fif test esn n ufac ing ess bution, modifications have been made to create a
is in the final test results on the finished distribution that predicts the worst-case values
cable. In addition to verification against the and the power sums better. The most common modi-
values and tolerances of the measurements speci- fication involves runcating both tails of the
fied, additional statistical specifications mater- normal distribution. The trick is determining
ially aid in controllinq the cable characteris- where to truncate, because the truncation point
tics. These additional statistical parameters are varies in an unknown way with binder size, fre-
listed in Table 8-I. quency, crosstalk mechanism, and so on. Another

The minimum and maximum individual values control model that has been proposed is the gamma distri-
the range of the particular measurement. The bution with a log variate. This distribution has
average value controls the quantity of high and a shortened lower-end tail that fits the experi-
low values. The RMS value controls the magnitude mental data (on a log scale) fairly well at the
of the high and low values. The standard devia- expense of misfitting the rest of distribution.
tion, on the other hand, controls the maqnitude In any case, until a truly satisfactory non-
of the variations around the average, thereby empirical model for crosstalk performance is found,
controlling the dispersion of the data. The de- enough crosstalk data must be taken to validate
sirable situation is to have the smallest stand- the predictions of the existing empirical models.A
ard deviation possible. The histogram is a means
of showing the manufacturer and the user of the 8.2 Individual Power Sum (IPS) Within a Group (W)
dispersion of values on a frequency distribution
basis. The performance of a given cable pair is based up-

on the total crosstalk power injected into that
8.1 Power Sum pair. If

Working with data in decibels is equivalent to m.. = the crosstalk loss between pair i and
working with the logarithm of the data. Because ii pair j in dB, then the individual power
the crosstalk data follows a log-normal distribu- sum in dB for crosstalk within a group
tion when expressed as a power ratio, it follows is given by the formula:
a straight normal distribution when expressed in
dB. This normal distribution has a mean and
standard deviation that is easy to calculate from IPSi(W)(dB)= -10 log10 10

a limited sample size. Thus, many of the world's =
specifications are written in terms of the near- jfi
end standard deviation of the normal distribution, where n is the number of pairs in the grouD.
From such a standard, it is possible to specify Eq. 8.1
that no more than a certain fraction of the indi-
vidual crosstalk combination will be worse than a 8.3 Individual Power Sum (IPS) Between Groups (B)
specified value.

Unfortunately, the crosstalk performance of a For the case when i and j are in different groups,

cable pair is not governed by the average of the
logarithm of the crosstalk power, but by the total Fn 1
crosstalk power coupled in o that pair. Because IPSi(B) dB = -10 log0[ 10
of the highly skewed and dispersed nature of the d -1
crosstalk distribution, the crosstalk power sum j=1 Eq 8.2
will be dominated by one or two of the worst
crosstalk combinations involving that pair. How- where n is the number of pairs in the group con-
ever, these same crosstalk combinations that con- taining pair j.
tribute nearly all the crosstalk power to the It should also be noted in each case that each
pair under test contribute only slightly to the summation occurs over a single group, so there is
mean and standard deviation when statistics of an individual power sum associated with each pair-
the logarithms of the data are taken. Conversely, group combination.
the aggregate of data that contributes almost
nothing to the power sums will contribute almost 8.4 Grand Power Sum (GPS) Between Groups (B)
everything to the mean and standard deviation of
the log data. The idea of individual power sums can be expanded

in several directions, one which is determining the
If the statistics of the log data conformed exact- whole crosstalk power coupled from one cable group
ly to the normal distribution, the power sum to another. The result of such a calculation is a
statistics could be predicted accurately; but the single number that can be used as an indicator of
crosstalk data is not that perfect. The statis- the crosstalk isolation between the two groups.
tics of the log data are slightly skewed in such This grand power sum is given by Eq. 8.3:
a way that the low-side (when the crosstalk loss
data is expressed in dB) tail does not extend as n
far as the Gaussian model (with log variate) pre- GPS(B) dB = -10 log1  -IPS(dB)/O)
dicts. 0 i10 1

Eq. 8.3
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where the individual power sums are calculated by would have been analogous to group A talking to
Eq. 8.1 and the summation is over all the pairs in group B plus group B talking to group A in the
the disturbed group. The final result of the between-group case. In fact, each crosstalk term
above calculation is in dB, so it is really the is added twice in Eq. 8.7--once as mij and again
logarithm of the total crosstalk power multiplied as mii. The summation in Eq. 8.7 add up to twice
by a constant. the brand power sum (before conversion to dB).

The grand power sum can also be calculated directly Eq. 8.7 also is the sum of the individual power

from the crosstalk data by Eq. 8.4: sums. Therefore, the grand power sum is half the

10  [1 j/ 1 sum of the individual power sums. In other words,

CPSUM(dB) = -0 logo :_ 10 -i

j=1 Eq. 8.4 GPSUM(dB) = -10 log10  1/2 1 Io'1PSUMi(dB)/1

where mij is the crosstalk between pairs 11 Eq. 88

i and i in dB, h is the number of pairs = -10 log 10  l +10 log102

in the group containing pair j. Eq. 8.9

Eq. 8.4 assumes that pairs i and j are in differ-
ent groups. The constant 10 Iog 10 2 is approximately 3 dB.

Eq. 8.4 gives some insight into why the grand power T
sum makes such a good figure of merit. The grand The within-group grand power sum is a good sdi-
power sum, when expressed as a power ratio, differs cator of the crosstalk performance of the group as
by a multiplicative constant from the average of a whole, but the individual power sums are of more
all the crosstalk power ratios for all the pair importance to the cable manufacturers, and possi-

combnatonsacrss he wo goup. Tis ome as bly to the cable user as well. However, to better
combinations across the two groups. This comes as illustrate the individual pair coupling, another
no surprise; the sum of any group of numbers dif- indicator can be used. This is the Relative Power
fers from the mean only by a multiplicative con- Sum which can be obtained by use of Eq. 8.11. The
stant equal to the number of data points. The Average Power Sum (Eq. 8.10) can be used to deter-
grand power sum is thus h • k times the average
crosstalk power, or h (or k, depending upon which mine the relative power sum for each pair.

power sums are being averaged) times the average 8.6 Average Power Sum (APS)
of the individual power sums. When the grand power
sum is expressed in dB, the multiplicative constant n
turns into an additive constant. In fact, APSj(dB) - j .8.

GrS (dB) = RMS (dB) -10 log 10h -10 log 10 k Eq. 8.5 R Poe Sum 8.10

Eq 85Relative Power Sum (RSP)
where RMS(dB) is the average of the individual

crosstalk power ratios, expressed in dB. RPSj(dB) = APSj(dB) - IPSj(dB) Eq. 8.11

8.5 Grand Power Sum (GPS) Within a Group (W) These relative power sums can be plotted against

The idea of grand power sum can also be extended their respective pair numbers in order to form a

to crosstalk within a group, but the calculation pictorial representation of each pair's variation

is a little different. Because of the overlap of their power sum. This is shown in Fig. 8.1.

between the disturbing and disturbed pairs, care In reviewing Fig. 8.1 we find that the relative

must be taken to avoid counting the same datum near-end and far-end crosstalk power sums at

twice in the summations. For the within-group carrier frequencies follow the same variation from

case, the grand power sum is the sum over all pair to pair, but are of different magnitude. This

possible pair combinations of the individual power indicates that the sources of both near-end and

ratios. In other words, far-end crosstalk at these frequencies are the
n r same. Figure 8-1 indicates that the within-unit

h n and between adjacent-unit power sums follow the
GPS(W)dB = -10 log 1"mj same variation from pair to pair. Therefore, any

10 l Iochange resulting in an improvement in the within-
ji+1 Eq. 8.6 unit crotstalk should also lead to an improvement

Note especially the index on the same summation in in the adjacent unit crosstalk.

Eq. 8.6. With this index, the power sum is analog-
ous to the between-group case of group A coupling
into group B. The summation,

n n

1E 1_ 10 "mij/1°
i=I j=I

ifj Eq. 8.7
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ItII NEXT POWER SUM FROM 24

I- AT 772 KNZ (FILLED P#C)

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 25
PAIR NO.

FIG. 8.1 PAIR TO PAIR POWER SUMS

Correlation of power sums with the crosstalk The pair grand power sum is exactly what the final
effects of twist lengths indicates that it is user needs to evaluate crosstalk performance, be-
possible to gain significant improvements in cross- cause it is this number that determines the cross-
talk quality of cables by correct twist length talk power coupled into the pair in question. In
selection and correct twist angles. screened cables, the active pairs for near-end

crosstalk will be all those on the opposite side of
Before the manufacturers start using the power the screen from the pair under test. Similarily,
sums, the user's specification must be revised so the active pairs for far-end crosstalk will be all
that power sums are specified instead of the aver- of those on the same side of the screen.

age of the individual crosstalk values in dB.

This is important because improving the individual 9. TELEPHONE ADMINISTRATIONS CONTROL OF
power sum of the worst pair would not necessarily THE PRODUCT

improve the crosstalk average and might even wor-

sen it. In any case, improving the worst pairs Telephone administrations can only control the pro-
would make the tail of the crosstalk histogram duct through rigid comprehensive specifications
even shorter than it presently is, making predic- with manufacturer's test data to verify compliance
tions based upon the log-normal distribution even with the specifications. In addition, telephone
worse than they are now. The performance of the administrations may sample test each procurement
cable will have improved, but the mean and stan- to verify the manufacturer's test data.
dard deviation will hardly change. Recommended Specifications should be evolved over a period of
power sum values are shown in Table 7-2. time. In order to improve the product, the speci-

8.7 Pair Grand Power Sum (PGPS) fications should have values and tolerances to be
met at the country's current level of development

There is another grand power sum which should be with projected values and tolerances to be met at
considered. This power sum is the sum of the some future date. This would permit the cable
crosstalk power ratios of all active pairs in the manufacturer of that country to improve their manu-
cable talking to a given disturbed pair. In other facturing process and adjust the cable's dimen-
words, all the individual power sums for a given sions to meet the transmission requirements. Sta-
cable pair are added to give a grand power sum for tistical techniques must be developed over a period
that pair. Eq. 8.4 and 8.5 give the Grand Power of time on a solid data base. Both the manufac-
Sums, between groups and within groups. This turer and the telephone administrations can use
grand power sum is for the entire cable and will be these techniques to quality telephone cables.
called the Pair Grand Power Sum (PGPSi) as ex-
pressed in Eq. 8.12.

PGPS (dB) = -10 lg0 IPSij/O

Eq. 8.12
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10. CONCLUSION

To ensure satisfactory transmission in telephone
networks requires that the installed plant have
the transmission characteristics for which it was
designed. To obtain these transmission character-
istics, telephone administrations must prepare
adequate cable specifications with the necessary
electrical parameters to be measured and with
values and tolerances on these measurements that
will permit the network to meets its net loss
requirements.

With the proper values and tolerances specified,
unbalances must be maintained at minimum values Leo M. Chattler received his B.S. degree in Aero-
since they contribute to incr2asing the network nautical Engineering from the University of Illin-
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AD POO O_ 66
POWER SUM CROSSTALK OF PIC CABLES

AS A FUNCTION OF CABLE DESIGN

J. J. Refi

Bell Laboratories
Norcross. Georgia 30071

ABSTR,4CT 2. CROSSTALK MEASUREMENTS

Over the years many Bell System cables have been measured for
A previous study of the crosstalk performance of the various crosstalk on a Computer Operated Transmission Measurement Set

designs of plastic insulated conductor (PIC) cables used in the Bell (COTMS).l21 Normally, 50 consecutive pairs are connected to a pair
System (air core and waterproof, solid and expanded insulations, 19 fan-out and the 1225 pair-to-pair crosstalk combinations are
through 26-gauge, 83 nF/mile and low capacitance) showed that the measured at several frequencies. The power sum crosstalk of each
mean power sum far-end crosstalk (FEXT) of these various designs pair is then calculated by summing the pair-to-pair couplings into
is a function of their average pair twist helix angle.' The present that pair on a power basis. Statistical parameters such as means and
paper extends this previous work to other forms of power sum standard deviations are then computed and reported for both the
crosstalk such as worst pair FEXT. within unit worst pair near-end pair-to-pair and the power sum crosstalk distributions.
crosstalk (NEXT), and within unit mean NEXT.

3. CROSSTALK AND CABLE TYPES EXAMINED
Unlike mean FEXT, average twist helix angle alone does not

adequately explain the variations that occur in worst pair FEXT, 3.1 Crosstalk
worst pair NEXT, or mean NEXT. A slightly more complicated Insofar aa power sum crosstalk is the summed pother of the
regression model that includes a measure of the skewness of the Isar as power sum crosstalk sthtxtwist helix spectrum improves the fit to these data substantially, crosstalk couplings from many pairs, power sum crosstalk statistics

S tt ttend to be less affected by cable-to-cable variations than pair-to-pair
-The analyses in this paper further show that not only is the statistics. Because of this robustness, power sum (as opposed to

frequency scaling of mean FEXT a function of average twist helix pair-to-pair) crosstalk data on the various cables were studied.
angle (as found in the previous paper), but that the frequency Power sum means and worst pairs for FEXT and within unit NEXT
scalings of worst pair FEXT, worst pair NEXT and mean NEXT also were examined at five frequencies-0.15, 0.772, 1.6. 3.15 and 6.3
depend on average twist helix angle. MHz. Because some cables were not measured at all five

Linear regression equations are presented that can be used to frequencies and because some of the measurements appeared to be

calculate the mean and worst pair FEXT and NEXT performance of gross outliers, the number of measurements* used to obtain the

most copper PIC cables used in the Bell System. In addition, as regression equations ranged from 35 to 53 depending on the

long as pair twist schemes are judiciously chosen, these equations particular crosstalk type and frequency.

can also be used to predict the crosstalk performance of new cable As mentioned in Section 2. COTMS measurements are normally
designs simply from their diameter over dielectric, average twist made on 50 pair groupings. Therefore, all the data presented here
frequency, and median twist frequency. are for 50 pair groups except for 25 pair cables in which case the

.- ITOdata are for all 25 pairs in the cable.

3.2 Cables
Because the crosstalk performance of multipair cables restrictsthe axium umbe ofdigtal arrer ystes wichthos cales Cable designs in the data base represent almost all standard 83the maximum number of digital carrier systems which those cables FmlcoprPCabei.,iroeanwtrrofsldadwill support, it has become increasingly desirable to know the sF/mile copper PlC cables. i.e., air core and waterproof, solid and

wll sppoertieof the various cable designs. One way to obtain DEPIC (dual expanded plastic insulated conductor) 1 insulations,
crosstalk properties oand 19 through 26-gauge conductors. In addition to these standard
this information is by actually measuring crosstalk on the various cables, data were also examined on some 'special' cables such as
cables and, over the years, many such measurements have been ICOTa cable (24-gauge DEPIC, 52 nF/mile for air core, and 60
made. While such data are extremely useful, their value can be nF/milC for w sterproof), 1 1 MAT* cable (25-gauge DEPIC. 64
enhanced if they reveal systematic patterns that depend on particular nF/mile, air core),/ 11 DUCTPIC t cable (26-gauge DEPIC, 83
features of the cable design. nF/mile, air core),t'1 an experimental 28-gauge cable, and two

In a previous paper.lIl we showed that the mean power sum experimental 26-gauge low capacitance cables. These cables are
FEXT of the various designs of copper PIC cables used in the Bell termed 'special" because they use shorter twist lengths and have a
System is a function of their average pair twist helix angle. Cables different twist spectrum than the standard cables. In addition.
with small average pair twist helix angles were shown to have ICOT, MAT and the 26-gauge low capacitance cables have lower
stronger crosstalk coupling than cables with large average pair twist mutual capacitances than the standard 83 nF/mile.
helix angles. Consequently. 26-gauge solid insulation air core cable, The various cables ranged in length from 700 to 5400 feet with
which has the smallest helix angle of any standard PIC cable, has the average length being 2000 feet.
the strongest (worst) mean FEXT coupling. At the other extreme,
19-gauge solid insulation waterproof cable has the largest helix angle 4. TWIST HELIX ANGLE
and also the weakest (best) mean FEXT coupling. The crosstalk
spread between these two designs is about 6 dB at 0.15 MHz. Let's review the finding of the previous paper that mean FEXT

is a function of average twist helix angle."' This relationship is ofThe present paper extends the previous work to: (I) worst pair the form

power sum FEXT, (2) within unit worst pair power sum NEXT. and

(3) within unit mean power sum NEXT. As in the previous paper,
empirical crosstalk data are examined using linear regression The term 'measurements' will be used instead of *cables' becaue several
analyses to find a functional relationship between crosstalk measurements may have been made on different units in a single cable
performance and particular features of the cable design. Trademark of Western Electric
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XT = bo + h1  DOD x avgTF (1) 5. FAR-ENDCROSSTALK

where 5.1 Worst Pair FEXT
DOD = diameter over dielectric, and Insofar as mean FEXT has been previously shown to be a

avgTF =average twist frequency. function of average twist helix angleI we first examine the

The DOD x avgTF product in this equation measures the possibility that worst pair FEXT might be also.
Average twist helix angle of the twisted pairs in a cable. For Figure 2 shows a plot of worst pair FEXT versus average helix
example, Figure I shows that the helix angle, 8, of a twisted pair is
proportional to the product of its d imcter over dielectric (DOD) angle at 0.15 and 6.3 MHz. Although the correlation coefficient is aand twist frequents (TF) where TF is the reciprocal of twist length. respctable 0.728 at 0. 15 MHz, it decreases to a mere 0.494 at 6.3

d tMH7. This decrease is due not to an increase in the scatter of the
Because twists with large helix angles require more mechanical points about the linc (the residual standard crror is smaller at 6.3
energy to deform than twists with small helix angles, pairs with large MHz than at 0. 15 MHz), but rather to a smaller slope at the higher
helix angles have greater mechanical stability. This greater
mechanical stability helps resist twist deformation during frequency.
manufacture thereby producing more perfect twists which in turn
are more likely to produce better crosstalk.+. 34

i64 832

OOO.> e 62 3 3s

S58 o 26
be 24

9: 19t 12 14 16 10 29 22 8 18 12 14 16 18 20 22

----- TL DOD x avgTF DOD x avgTF

717 G=ton -i DOD (a) 0.15 MHz; 44 measurements (b) 6.3 MHz; 35 measurements

TL Figure 2. Worst pair power sum FEXT vs. the product of diameter

TL =t1on 1 DOD4f over dielectric (DOD) and average twist frequency

e=7rDOdDTF (avgTF).

Because of the small explanatory value of helix angle at the

Figure 1. The helix angle. 0. of a twisted pair is proportional to the higher frequencies, other linear regression models were examined.
pair's diameter over dielectric (DOD) and twist frequency After evaluating many possibilities, the following model was chosen:

(TF). XT bo +bl x DOD x avgTF +b2 (2)

Although all the pairs in a given cable have the same DOD, the x DOD x (medTF- avgTF)

pairs have several different (usually 25) twist frequencies and where
therefore different twist helix angles. We shall use the average twist medTF - median twist frequency.
helix angle of the pairs in a cable as a measure of the uniformity of
the pairs in that cable. This new model explains a reasonable proportion of the crosstalk

variation both at low and high frequencies and is only slightly more
Table I lists the average TF. DOD, and average helix angle* for complicated than the simple helix angle model. The new model is

each PIC cable design. The average twist frequencies span a 42% identical to the helix angle model (equation (1)) except that a
range (from 0.2827 to 0.4018 twists/inch) whereas the DOD's span second explanatory variable (shown in bold above) has been added.
a 242% range (from 21.6 to 74 mils). Consequently. DOD We can obtain an insight into the significance of this new variable by
differences among cable designs have a greater efiect on helix angle looking at the twist frequency spectra of the pairs used in the
than twist frequency differences. various cable designs. Figure 3 shows these four spectra.

Table I

Aver-le Twist Freaueacy. Diameter over Dielectric and Helix Angle of Standard and "Special' Cables
air core waterproof

DEPIC solid DEPIC solid
avgTF DOD DOD x DOD DOD x DOD DOD x DOD DOD x

cable AWG Itwists/in) (mils) avgTF (mils) avgTF (mils) avaTF (mils) avgTF
Standard 19 0.2827 60 17.0 63 17.8 74 20.9

22 0.3007 43 12.9 45 13.5 52 15.6
24 0.3270 34 1l.t 36 11.8 42 13.7
26 27 8.8 29 9.5 33 10.8

ICOT 24 0.4018 49 19.7 - 49 19.7
MAT 25 35 14.1
DUCTPIC 26 24.5 9.8
26 ocav 26 39 15.7 39 15.7
28 AWG 28 21.6 8.7

Although average helix angle equals I1 a DOD x avgTF, the term "helix angle'
will be used more loosely in this paper to mean "DOD x avgTF"
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instead of medTF-avgTF in equation (2). The degree of correlation
with worst pair FEXT stayed essentially the same. Insofar as

4 medTF-avgTF carries more physical meaning than equation (3), we
'-31 shall use equation (2) in the remainder of this paper and shall refer

Ml1[]T Tf cd to DOD x (medTF-avgTF) as helix angle skewness. Table 2 lists
_____

I 
____:____ the median twist frequency and the helix angle skewness for the

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 0.5 0.6 6.1 0.2 0.3 6.4 6.5 0.6 cable designs in Table I.

Twist Frequency (twists/inch) Twist Frequency (twists/inch) Table 2
Median Twist Frequnacy and Twist Helix Angle Skewness

(a) 19 AWG standard (b) 22 AWG standard 'of Standard ad Special' Cables
DOD x (medTF-avgTF)

4medTF-avgTF air core waterproof
3 cable AWG (twists/inch) DEPIC solid DEPIC solid
2 Standard 19 -0.0269 -1.61 -1.69 -1.99
2 22 -0.0304 -1.31 -1.37 -1.58

Z 1 24 -0 .0 145 .4 9 .52 .6 1

26 -0.39 -0.42 -0.48
6.1 0.2 6.3 6.4 0.5 .6 9-1 .2 8.3 0.4 6.5 0.6

ICOT 24 0.0(97 0.48 - 048 -
Twist Frequency (twists/inch) Twist Frequency (twists/inch) MAT 25 0.34

(c) 24&26 AWG standard (d) "special" DUCTPIC 26 0.24 0_
26 locap 26 0.38 0.38

Figure 3. Histograms of the 25 twist frequencies used in standard 28 AWG 28 0.21

and 'special' cable designs. Average twist frequencies We now fit equation (2) to the worst pair FEXT data at each of
(avgTF) and median twist frequencies (medTF) are the five frequencies. Table 3 shows the results.
shown.

ITable 3
Notice from Figure 3(a) that 19-gauge standard cable contains Linear Regression Equations for Worst Pair Power Sum

many pairs having small twist frequencies (long twist lengths), but FEXT of Standard and *Special, Cables
only a few pairs having large twist frequencies (short twist lengths). Worst Pair FEXT (dB/kft) - b0 + b, \ DOD x avgTF
In other words, the twist spectrum is skewed toward small twist + b2 x DOD x (medTF- avgTF)
frequencies. Since computation of an average is very sensitive to a frequency correlation residual n no. of
few points having extreme values, the average twist frequency is (MHz) bo  bi b2 11 cof. send. error msmts.
pulled toward the few pairs having large twist frequencies. -- 0.15 55.0 0.493 1.26 0.847 1.03 44
Contrastingly, since the median is insensitive to a few pairs having 0.772 43.0 0.394 1.24 0.777 1.07 49
extreme values, the median twist frequency more closely represents 1.6 36.9 0,404 1.51 0.863 0.84 45
the bulk of the data. The difference between the median TF and 3.15 31.6 0.362 1.26 0.776 1.01 48
the average TF serves as a measure of the asymmetry of the twist 6.3 26.4 0.286 1.15 0.731 0.83 35

frequency spectrum. Multiplying this difference by DOD as in
equation (2) provides a measure of the asymmetry of the twist helix Notice from Table 3 that the coefficients of the helix angle term
angle spectrum. When medTF-avgTF is positive, the spectrum is (b1 ) tend to decrease as frequency increases. This tendency is
skewed toward large helix angles whereas when medTF-avgTF is statistically significant and has been observed previously for mean
negative, the spectrum is skewed toward small helix angles. FEXT.ItI Contrasting with these decreasing values for b i, the

coefficients of helix angle skewness (b 2) seem to fluctuate randomly.
Figure 3 shows that the three twist spectra for standard cables are For example, the standard errors for b2 are about 0.22. suggesting

all skewed toward small helix angles whereas the twist spectrum for that even the smallest and largest values of b 2 (i.e.. 1.15 and 1.51)
the "special' cables is just slightly skewed toward large helix angles. are not statistically different at the 5% level of significance. Hence,

The difference between medTF and avgTF that we have been b2 can be taken as a constant value regardless of frequency. In
describing as skewness is not the same as the strict mathematical Section 5.3, we will use this information regarding the frequenc)
definition of skewness defined as1

9i  behavior of b, and b2 to consolidate the five individual equation in
Table 3 into one concise equation for worst pair FEXT that can be

skewness = -- 3  (3) used at any frequency between 0.15 and 6.3 MHz.
Mn2  One last observation from Table 3. The residual standard errors

where listed in the table serve as an estimate of the standard deviation of
,(xi- )the data about the regression equation. Since these standard errors

are approximately. one, about 95% of the worst pair FEXT values in
M 3 =- third central moment of the x i, and the data base lie within ± 2x I - ± 2 dB of the regression surface.

5.2 Mean FEXT
~(X-) Having seen in the previous section that equation (2) fits the

M2 = second central moment of the xi = variance, worst pair FEXT data better than equation ( I ), we question whether
this might also be true for mean FEXT. Appendix A shows that at
0.15 MHz, the simple helix angle model given by equation (I) is

To see if using the strict mathematical definition of skewness just as good as the two variable model given by equation (2).
would be superior to using medTF-avgTF, the skewness of each of However, at 6.3 MHz the two variable model explains 5.7% more of
the four twist spectra was calculated from equation (3) and used the crosstalk variation than does the simple model and this
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improvement is statistically significant. Because of this 95% of the mean and worst pa;r FEXT values in the data base
improvement, we will retain the two variable model in the rest of fall within _2x0.90

= 
± 1.8 dB of the value predicted by the

our analyses. Table 4 presents the linear regression equations when regression equations in Table 6.
equation (2) is fitted to the mean FEXT data at each of the five Insofar as bl. b3 and b4 are the same for both mean FEXT and
frequencies. worst pair FEXT, the difference between mean FEXT and worst pair

Table 4 FEXT is given by
Linear Regression Equations for Mesa Power Sum Mean-Worst Pair FEXT = 3.8 - 0.98 x DOD (7)

FEXT of Standard and *Special' Cables x (medTF- avgTF).
Mean FEXT (dB/kft) - bo + bI x DOD x avgTF

+ b2 x DOD x (medTF- avgTF) From Table 2, the DOD x (medTF-avgTF) product ranges from

frequency correlation residual no. of 0.48 for ICOT cable to -1.99 for 19-gauge solid insulated waterproof
(MHz) bo  b b2  coef. stnd. error msmts. cable. Substituting these values into equation (7) shows that worst
0.15 58.2 0.543 0.30 0.934 0.73 44 pair FEXT ranges from 3.3 dB less than mean FEXT for ICOT cable
0.772 46.6 0.410 0.21 0.870 0.82 48 to 5.8 dB less than the mean for 19-gauge waterproof cable. In
1.6 40.6 0.424 0.57 0.865 0.84 46 other words, the power sum FEXT distribution for 19-gauge
3.15 35.3 0.371 0.44 0.837 0.82 48 waterproof cable has a larger standard deviation than for ICOT
6.3 29.0 0.376 0.56 0.868 0.75 39 cable.

Once again, just as for worst pair FEXT, the standard errors for Although the value of 0.996 for the correlation coefficient in
b, and b2 in Table 4 are such that b, can be considered to be Table 6 appears comfortably high. it is somewhat misleading because
decreasing with frequency whereas b2 can be considered a constant. it accounts not only for the crosstalk variation with cable design, but
We shall use this information in the following section to consolidate also the crosstalk variation with frequency. If we remove the
the five equations into one concise equation for mean FEXT. frequency effect and examine only the portion of the regression

equation that pertains to cable design, then we find that mean FEXT
5.3 Consolidating the Mean and Worst Pair FEXT Equations has a correlation coefficient of 0.873 and worst pair FEXT has a

The previous paper showed that because b, in equation (I) correlation coefficient of 0.805 with cable design.
decreases as frequency increases, mean FEXT frequency scaling is
not a constant for all cables, but rather is a function of the cable's 6. NEAR-END CROSSTALK
average twist helix angle. Our observations in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 By now we might suspect that the two variable model containing
regarding the behavior of the b I and b2 coefficients suggest the same average helix angle and helix angle skewness as explanatory
to be true for the two variable model (equation (2)). If this were variables might also be a good model for both mean and worst pair
the case, then the five equations for either mean or worst pair FEXT NEXT. Indeed this turns out to be the case. Even after many
can be expressed in an equation of the form alternate models were tried, the same two variable model is about as

XT = bo+ b I x DOD x avgTF + b2 x DOD x (medTF- avgTF) good as any and better than most. Consequently, we shall discuss
- (b3 + b4 x DOD x avgTF)log1o f (6) the resu.lts using ibis model.

Table 5 gives the results of fitting equation (6) to the mean and 6.1 Worst Pair NEXT
worst pair FEXT data. These equations consolidate the ten Table 7 gives the results of fitting the two variable model given
equations in Tables 3 and 4 into two-one for mean FEXT and one by equation (2) to the worst pair NEXT data at each of the five
for worst pair FEXT. frequencies.

Table 5
Consolidated Mean and Worst Pair Power Sum FEXT Regression Equations Table 7

(0.15 to 6.3 MHz) Linear Regression Equations for Worst Pair Power Sum

FEXT(dS/kfi) - bo + bx DOD s avsT' + bu i DOD_ z NEXT of Standard 'ad Special* Cables
(medTF- avsTF) - (b, + b4 x DOD x avsTF)los 0 f Worst Pair NEXT (dB/kft) - b 0 + b, x DOD x avgTF

corr. residual no. of + b2 x DOD x (medTF- avgTF)
crosstalk b0 b) b 2  b, b 4  coef. sind. error msmts. frequency correlation residual no. of

Mean 44.0 0.444 0.48 17.8 0.118 0997 0.83 225 (MHz) bo b, b2 coef stnd. error msmts.

Worst Pair 40.6 0.406 1.32 17.8 0.106 0.996 0.97 221 0.15 55.4 0.308 1.24 0.772 1.13 49
0 3772 45.4 0.162 0.89 0.599 1.00 50

Examining Table 5 we see that the b3 are identical (17.8) for 1.6 41.7 0.086 1.24 0.592 1.30 50
both mean FEXT and worst pair FEXT and that the values of b, 3.15 37.1 0.078 1.05 0.578 1.08 52
and b4 for mean FEXT are similar to the corresponding values for 6.3 33.3 0.025 1.36 0.633 1.32 49
worst pair FEXT. We show in Appendix B that the data support the
validity of these simultaneous equivalencies and that we can Just as for FEXT, the standard errors for b, and b2 in Table 7
therefore obtain two new equations in which b. b 3, and b 4 are are such that b, can be considered as decreasing with frequency and
forced to have the same values in both the mean and worst pair b2 can be considered constant. We will use this information later in
equations. Table 6 lists these equations. Section 6.3 to consolidate the five individual equations into one

concise equation.
Table 6

Consolidated Mea and Worst Pair Power Sam FEXT Reiressian Equations 6.2 Mean NEXT
(frted to bove similar bl , b 3 s.4 b4 cemieats1)elto 6.3 MHO Table 8 lists the linear regression equations for mean NEXT at

FEXT(dI/frt) - b 0 + b, n DOD . .s.TF + b, . DOD each of the five frequencies.
inadTF- .eaTF) - (b, + b, . DOD a .,STF)losi o f

1 1 corr. residual no. of
crosstalk 6

O  
b I ha b b4  coef. stnd. error msmts.

Mean 442 0423 038 (7.8 0.113

WorstP 0 (l6 0.996 090 446
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Table 8 worst pair NEXT is 3.9 dB less than mean NEXT for the 28-gauge
Linear Repression Equations for Mean Power Sam cable, but 5.2 dB less than the mean value for the 19-gauge cable.

_____ NEXT of Standard ad 'Specil' Cables In other words, the power turn NEXT distribution for 19-gauge
Mean NEXT (dB/kft) - b5 + b1 a DOD x avgTF waterproof cable has a larger standard deviation than for the 28-

+ b2 x DOD x (medTF- as TF) gauge cable.
frequency correlation residual no. of

(MHz) be b b, coef. stnd. error msrnts. As with FEXT, although the value of 0.993 for the correlation
0.1 58.6 0.383 1.06 0.773 1.10 52 coefficient in Table 10 appears comfortably large, it is misleading
0.772 48.3 0.253 0.72 0.687 0.92 53 because it reflects not only the variation of crosstalk with cable
1.6 44.5 0.178 0.85 0.657 0.88 48 design, but also the crosstalk variation with frequency. If we
3.15 40.5 0.154 0.95 0.624 0.95 52 remove this frequency effect and examine the regression equation

6.3 [[ 36.6 0.114 0.98 0.590 1.05 49 only as it pertains to cable design, then wc find that mean NEXT
has a correlation coefficient of 0.664 and worst pair NEXT has aOnce again b, can be considered as decreasing with frequency correlation coefficient of 0.597 with cable design.

and b2 can be considered a constant.

6.3 Consolidating the Mean and Worst Pair NEXT Equations 7. COMPARISON OF FEXT AND NEXT EQUATIONS

The coefficients for helix angle and helix angle skewness in Table 6 gave the final equations for FEXT and Table 10 for
Tables 7 and 8 behave the same as they did for FEXT in Section NEXT. We rewrite these equations again here:
5.3. Consequently, the frequency scaling of worst pair and mean
NEXT is not a constant for all cable designs, but rather is a function Table I1
of the cable's average helix angle. Therefore, NEXT at any Consolidated Power Sum Crosstalk Regression Equations
frequency can be modeled (as was done for FEXT) by equation (6). (0.15 to 6.3 MHz)
Table 9 gives the results of fitting equation (6) to the mean and XT(dB/kft) = bo + b, x DOD x avgTF + b2 x DOD x
worst pair NEXT data. These two equations consolidate the ten (medTF- av TF) - (b3 + b 4 x DOD x avgTF)loglp f
equations in Tables 7 and 8 into two. residual

Table 9 crosstalk b, b, b2  b3  b4  stnd. error
Consolidated Mesa sad Worst Pair Power Sum NEXT Reigression Equations FEXT

(OiS to 6.3 MHz) Mean 44.2 0.423 0.38 17.8 0.113 0.82
NEXT(da/kft) - b, + b, . DOD . .,STF + bs DOD Worst Pair 40.4 1.36 0.97

(sedTF- .STF) - (b + b, a DOD % avsTF)1oXl f NEXT ---
corr residua no of

croustalk to I  b b 3  '4 coef sItnd. error msmts. Mean 47.2 0.246 1.03 13.6 0.171 1.01
e 4" 0236 0.92 13.6 0.;66 0.988 1 0.998 254 Worst Pair 44.2 0.142 1.17

Worst Pair 44.1 0.152 1.15 13.6 0_177 0.984 1.16 250
The b3 and b4 coefficients are frequency scaling terms and these

We see from Table 9 that b3 is identical (13.6) for both mean terms indicate that crosstalk frequency scalings are a function of the
and worst pair NEXT. In addition, the two values for b2 are close to particular cable design. For example, FEXT frequency scalings
one another as are the two values for b 4. We show in Appendix C range from 18.8 dB per decade for the 28-gauge cable to 20.2 dB per
that the data support the assumption that these coefficients are decade for 19-gauge solid insulated waterproof cable, These are
simultaneously equivalent. However, the bl's cannot be taken as from 1.2 dB less to 0.2 dB more than the traditional 20 dB per
being similar. This differs from the FEXT case where the b2's were decade rule. Similarly, NEXT scalings range from 15.1 dB per
found to be different, but the bl's the same. decade for the 28-gauge cable to 17.2 dB per decade for 19-gauge

Table 10 presents the equations for mean and worst pair NEXT solid insulated waterproof cable. These are form 0.1 dB more to 2.2
when b2, b3 and b 4 are forced to have the same values in both dB more than the traditional 15.0 dB per decade rule.
equations. At 1 MHz, the frequency scaling term in the equations in Table

Table tO 11 become zero and we are left with only the design dependent
Cousollsted Mean sad Worst Pair Power Sum NEXT Regression Equatioas terms (plus a constant). At this frequency, b I (the coefficient of the

(fored to have similar 62, 63 asd bcoeemciestsl helix angle term) is largest for mean and worst pair FEXT. smaller
10.15 to 6.3 MHz) for mean NEXT, and smallest for worst pair NEXT. This suggests

NEXT(dB/kfi)-b 0 + bI x DOD x avsTF + b2x DOD that at I MHz, increasing the average twist helix angle of a cable
(medTF-.,TF)- (b, + b4 x DOD . esTF)lIoBgf design improves mean and worst pair FEXT three times as much as

corr residual no. of worst pair NEXT.
crosstalk 6. 1 I 6 2 3  1 b 4  cof. stnd. error I msm s.

Man 47.2 0.246 1.03 13.6 0.171 0."3 The b2 coefficient is largest for worst pair FEXT and smallest for
Worst Pair 44.2 0.142 mean FEXT. Consequently, skewing the helix angle spectrum

toward large helix angles (short twist lengths) improves worst pair95% of the mean and worst pair NEXT values fall within FEXT 3.6 times as much as it improves mean FEXT.
2x [.08- ± 2.2 dB of the value predicted by the equations in Table

10. The residual standard errors in Table I I show that mean FEXT
can be predicted with the greatest precision whereas worst pair

Insofar as b2. b3 and b4 are the same for both mean NEXT and NEXT has the least precision. This implies that unidentified factors
worst pair NEXT, the difference between the mean and worst pair influence worst pair NEXT much more than they affect mean
NEXT equations is given by FEXT.

Mean-Worst Pair NEXT - 3.0 + 0.104 x DOD x avgTF. (8) The crosstalk and frequency scalings for all the standard and

From Table I. the DOD x avgTF product ranges from 8.7 for special' cable designs were computed at I MHz using the equations
the 28-gauge experimental cable to 20.9 for 19-gauge solid insulated in Table II. Table 12 gives the FEXT results and Table 13 gives
waterproof cable. Substituting these into equation (8) shows that the NEXT results.
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Table 12
Predicted FEXT at I MHz sad Frequency Scalia a of Various PIC ('able Design,

air core wlerproof.

DEPIC olid DUPIC solid

XT XT Scaling XT Scaling XT Scaling XT Scaling
cable AWG Type (dB/k d/dec (B/kd] tBdec l d6/f . dB/dec/ (dB/kfi) (dBdec)

Standard 19 Mean 50.g 19.7 5511 19.8 52 3 20.2
Wrst Pr 454 45.6 46.5

22 Mean 492 19.2 49.4 193 5o2 196
Wrt Pr 44 1 44.2 44.8

24 Mean 41 7 19.0 49.0 191 49.8 193
Wrsi Pr 44.4 44.7 45.4

" 26 Mean 478 18.8 480 1119 41.6 19.0
Wrsi Pr 43.6 438 44.3

ICOT 24 Mean 52.7 20.0 52 7 20.0
Wrst Pr 49.4 494

MAT 25 Mean 50 3 19.4
Wrsi Pr 46.8

DUICTPIC 26 Mean 48.4 18.9
Wrst Pr 44 9

26 locp 26 Mean 51.0 19.6 .10 19.6
Wrst Pr 47.6 - 47.6

28 AWG 28 Mean 49.0 188
Wrsl Pr - 444

Table 13
Predicted NEXT at I MHz sad Frequencya Scaliogs of Various PIC Cable Desigas

air core waterproof

DEPIC od 1 DEPIC solid
XT XT Scaling XT Scaling XT Scaling XT Scaling

cable AWG Type (dB/kft) (dB/dec) (dB/kf IdB/dec) lidBikft) IdB/dec) 1dB/klft dB/dec

Standard 19 Mean 497 16 5 491 166 50 3 17.2
Wrst Pr 45.0 450 45.1

22 Mean 49.0 1511 491 159 494 163
Went Pr 44.7 44 7 44.11

24 Mean - 444 5.5 496 16 499 15 9
WrsPr - 45.3 453 455

26 M ean 49.0 15 ,8 491 152 49 4 15.4
Wrst Pr 43.0 44 1 452

ICOT 24 Mean 32.4 17I0 525 1711 9
Wrst Pr 47.5 4 - 4. 5 -

MAT 2 Mean 51.0 160 4

Wrst Pr 46. 6
DUCTPIC 26 Mean 4911 153 4

Wrst Pr 43.11 S ) . 452
26 locap 26 Mean 51.4 163 | 5.4 6.3

Wrst Pr 4615 46 1

21 AW 21 Mean 496 15I
Wrst Pr 445

8. CONCLUSIONS
decade and these are from 1.2 dB less to 0.2 dB more than

Analyses of the power sum crosstalk performance of the the traditional 20 dB per decade rule. For NEXT, scalings
various standard and *special' copper PIC cable designs show that: range from 15.1 to 17.2 dB per decade and these are from

i At frequencies near 0.15 MHz, the variation in mean power 0.1 dB to 2.2 dB more than the traditional 15.0 dB per

sum FEXT from one cable design to another is adequately decade rule.

explained by the cable's average twist helix angle. At high The regression model used in this paper is an extension of the
frequencies (6.3 MHz), however, the addition of a helix one used previously to model mean FEXT. The new model
angle skewness term significantly improves the explained includes not only average twist helix angle as an explanatory
variation. variable, but also the difference between median twist frequency

* Average twist helix angle alone does not adequately explain and average twist frequency as a measure of the skewness of the
the variation in worst pair power sum FEXT, worst pair twist helix angle spectrum. These two variables suggest that
power sum NEXT, or mean power sum NEXT. A model crosstalk depends not only on the location of the twist helix angle
that contains both average helix angle and helix angle spectrum, but also on its shape.
skewness terms substantially increases the explained The regression equations in Tables 3 and 4 can be used to
variation. calculate respectively the expected worst pair and mean FEXT

* FEXT and NEXT frequency scalings are a function of the performance of standard or special' copper PIC cables at any of
average twist helix angle of the cable design. Mean and the five specific measuremeltt frequencies. Similarly, the
worst pair FEXT scalings range from 18.8 to 20.2 dB per equations in Tables 7 and 1 can be used to calculate worst pair and
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mean NEXT performance. Alternately, rather than use these model and equation (2) the full model. We can therefore compare
equations at the specific measurement frequencies, one can use the -he results of the two models statistically by using the F test of the
consolidated equations in Table I I at any frequency from 0.15 to form,
6.3 MHz. (Rr-R)/(p-q)

The equations in Table II were used to calculate the crosstalk F (R-R )(-q) (A-1)
performance of existing cable designs at I MHz and the results (-R

1
(np-)

appear in Tables 12 and 13. These equations can also be used to with p-q and n-p-I degrees of freedom, where
predict the crosstalk performance of new designs. As long as pair
twists are judiciously chosen and spaced within the twist spectrum, RP - multiple R 2 of the full model,
one can use these equations to predict crosstalk using only three R 2  

multiple R 2 of the reduced model,
design parameters--diameter over dielectric (DOD). average twist p = number of explanatory variables in the full model,
frequency (avgTF), and median twist frequency (medTF). q - number of explanatory variables in the reduced model, and

n number of observations.
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We wish to show that the values for b b and b4 for mean

Appendix A FEXT in Table 5 are not significantly different from their values"
for worst pair FEXT in the same table.

Comariag the Simple Helix Angie Table 5 lists two equations-one for mean FEXT and one forworst pair FEXT. These two equations can be expressed in a
single equation as

We wish to compare the amount of mean FEXT variation
explained by equation (I) to the amount explained by equation XT = bo + b5 T + (b,+b5 T) x DaD x avgTF
(2). + (b 2+bT) x DOD x (medTF- avgTF) (B-I)

A.1 0.15 MHz - f61+bST+(b 4+b9 T) x DOD x avgTF]logo f

From Table 4. we see that equation (2) has a multiple where

R -0.872 at 0.15 MHz. (Multiple R
2 is the square of the T = 0 for mean XT, and

correlation coefficient.) In other words, equation (2) explains T I I for worst pair XT.

87.2% of the mean FEXT variation. Fitting equation (I) to the
same data produces a multiple R

2 
- 0.863. Since equation ()) is a C 'hatiere¢c S and Prce. 8t Rrpys.m Awajvhsxf in t:a,, . Joshn Wie), and S n.

subset of equation (2), equation ( I ) can be considered a reduced 1971. p 66
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In order for bl. b3 and b4 to be the same for both mean FEXT
and worst pair FEXT, b6. b, and b, must be equal to zero. In this
case, (B-I) reduces to

XT =bo+b sT+bl x DOD x avgTF
+ (b2+b7 T) x DOD x (medTF- avgTF) (B-2)

- (b,+b4 x DOD x avgTF)logjo fJ

Equation (B-2) is a submodel of equation (B-I). We can Be Lat
therefore compare the two models using the same procedure as in Bell Laboratories
Appendix A. Fitting equation (B-I) to the mean and worst pair 2000 Northeast Expressway
FEXT data yields an R

2 
- 0.99324. Fitting equation (B-2) to the Noreross, Georgia 30071

same data produces an R
2 - 0.99320. Substituting these values

into equation (A-I):

- (0.99324-0.99320)/(9-6)
(1-0.99324)/(446-9-1) Mr. Reft began work with Bell Laboratories in 1966 at the

= 0.860. Baltimore Laboratory as a Member of Technical Staff. He has
worked on land coaxial cable, multipair cable, international cable

At the 5 % level of significance, F for 3 and 336 degrees of specifications, and has authored papers on T2-LOCAP cable, pair
freedom equals 2.63. Since 0.860 is less than 2.63, we conclude unbalance phenomena, lightning surges in telephone cable, and
that there is no significant difference between equations (B-I) and crosstalk. He is currently engaged in optical fibcr bandwidth
(B-2). studies.

Evaluating equation (B-2) for mean and worst pair FEXT Mr. Refi received his B.S.E.E. from Villanova University in
(T = 0 and T = I) produces the results given in Table 6. 1966 and the M.S.E.E. from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn

in 1968. He is a member of I.E.E.E., Tau Beta Pi. and Eta Kappa

Appendix C Nu.

Testing Whether Selected Coefficients for Mean NEXT
are the Same as for Worst Pair NEXT

We wish to show that the values for b2, b3 and b4 for mean
NEXT in Table 9 are not significantly different from their values for
worst pair NEXT in the same table. We shall show this by using the
same method as in Appendix B.

Table 9 lists two equations-one for mean NEXT and one for
worst pair NEXT. Both equations can be expressed as a single
equation having the form given by equation (B-I). For b2. b3 and
b 4 to be the same for both mean NEXT and worst pair NEXT,
b7. bs and bg must be equal to zero. In this case, (B-I) reduces to

XT =bo+b 5 T+(bl+b 6T) x DOD x avgTF
+ b 2 x DOD x (medTF-avgTF) (C-I)
- (b3+b4 x DOD x avgTF)logl 0 f

Fitting equation (B-I) to the mean and worst pair NEXT data
yields an R 2  0.98665. Fitting equation (C-I) to the same data
produces R 2  0.98653. Substituting these values into equation
(A-I):

F (0.98665-0.98653)/(9-6)
(1-0.98665)/(504-9-1)

= 1.48.

At the 5 % level of significance. F for 3 and 494 degrees of
freedom equals 2.62. Since 1.48 is less than 2.62, we conclude that
there is no significant difference between equations (B-I) and (C-I).

Evaluating equation (C-I) for mean and worst pair NEXT
(T = 0 and T - I) produces the results given in Table 10.
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AD P0 005 67
INSTANTANEOUS CABLE SEALING TECHNIQUE: THEORY AND TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Roger H. Keith, P.E.

TelComm Products Division/3M
St.Poul, Minn.

ABSTRACT and the accompanying training, skill, application
and setting time of traditional sealing methods.

Prestretched tubing is made from 
an elastomeric

sleeve, factory expanded onto a core which supports In the event of removal of the tubing, prestretched
it. Unwinding the core applies the sleeve, collap- material is normally bonded by continuing shrink
sing it onto the cable or connection with continu- forces alone, and no adhesive cleanup is required.
ing shrink force throughout its service life.

Unlike heat shrink and two-part seal systems, no PRODUCT FORM, MANUFACTURE, AND USE
source of heat or energy, wet or hot adhesives are
needed in most uses, and the action is immediate on The simplest prestretched tube construction consists
initiation of core collapse, freeing results from of a cut length of extruded elastic tubular sleeve,
operator technique. The seal is made at once, even diametrically expanded in the factory over a longer
in rJn, snow, immersion or zero visibility, rigid cylindrical core which holds it in the expan-

Tube materials and shrink characteristics are given ded condition as shown in Figure 1. The core is

with practical product sizes and capacities. Envi-
ronmental tests show excellent protection of CATV
coax connectors, suggesting solution of many fiber
optics splice/connect problems. Uses for communi-
cations battery clamps, case gland seals, cable elastic sleeve
splices, and plenum cable sheath repair are shown.
Molded sleeves allow special shapes; multiple cores assebly
and various materials are possible. New designs
hold cable pressures or apply torque prestress to
lock twist and bayonet connections. core

Figure 1. PRESTRETCHED TUBE ASSEMBLY

made by spiralling an interlocking polypropylene
INTRODUCTION extruded ribbon which is then periodically tacked to

hold the core in shape during manufacture and stor-
After a successful history of service in power cable age. The core construction is detailed in Figure
splicing and insulation, the advantages of pre- 2. A tail end of the extrusion is left as a pull,
stretched tubing are being applied to communications and is used in the application of the prestretched
uses with unique benefits and expanded design con-
cepts as a result. Prestretched tubing provides a intermittent riwout welds
useful set of alternative features for the covering , ribbon cross section
and sealing of a cable splice, connection or case
entry.4_

Traditionally, a heat shrink material provided the
best way to perform many of these tasks, but it has _ ___/_,____

drawbacks resulting from variations in operator core wall interlocC
technique, fire and burn hazards, difficulties in large 1ck weld
getting good heat coverage in cramped quarters, and Figure 2. CORE DETAILS
possible damage to surrounding installations during
application that limit its use in some conditions?

tube. Figure 3 shows the procedure:
Prestretched tubing offers a continuous, seamless

tubular seal at a competitive cost, easily applied First, the tube assembly is chosen which has an
without tools or formal training, using no heat and elastic sleeve with a relaxed internal diameter
almost instantaneous in activation. Contrast this somewhat smaller than the outside diameter of the
with tools, heat, adhesives, and mechanical clamps cable to be covered. This assembly is slipped over
or wet mastics or sealers which must be mixed or one of the cables to be joined, and slid to one
applied to close a cable connection or case gland, side while the connection is made. The prestretched
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or hot air gun to release locked-in stresses; heat
shrink material does not continue to exert signifi-
cant shrink forces after heat is removed. In con-
trast, the prestretched tubing remains an elastic,

a Be s,. ,oo" 'o,e endt.,, ,., ,dough to cut low modulus material throughout its service life
.,a .0 od Pe 01 sP as well as during application, and can adjust to

cable movement, environmental dimension changes,
and flexing and stressing of the finished assembly
without relinquishing its persistent grip on the
cable or connector. This property of prestretched

" c ,tubing allows it to form an excellent watertight
seal without the use of adhesives or mastics to
bond to most cable sheath surfaces and materials.

c oSLEEVE MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES

The choice of an elastomeric material for the pre-
stretched sleeve requires a compound having low per-.... If,".manent set, good cut, tear, and abrasion toughness,

high elongation and ultimate strength, and good en-

vironmental inertness. Silicone, Neoprenetm, and
EPDM synthetic materials have these characteristics
and special formulations and manufacturing tech-
niques have been developed especially for this use
to maximize these properties, control uniformity,

and insure freedom from inhomogeneities or defects
which could cause failure of the sleeve during
manufacture, storage, or use.

Prestretched products are remarkably free from
mechanically-related defects during their service

I Pr ... ,dCIOP d .. .. h n.. life, since this unique product actually sees high-
er stresses during manufacture and storage than in

Figure 3. INSTALLATJJN TECHNIQUE usual service, and any tearing defect tendencies
are dramatically exposed during the manufacturing
process.

tube assembly is moved over the splice, and the pull
tail of the core is unwound with a spiralling motion T TYble P HIGH SRECETHYLEnE PROPYLENEPRUBOEER:

around the core. The pull of the tail rips out the TYPICAL PROPERTIES

intermittent welds of the spiral ribbon, collapsing
the core and withdrawing it as a long tail from the Color Black
opposite end. The elastic sleeve progressively
shrinks as the core collapses, seeking its original 100% Modulus 0.90 MPA
unstretched size.2  Since the cable outer diameter ASTMD41275 (125psi)

is larger than the relaxed sleeve ID, the elastic 300% Modulus 3.50 MPa
sleeve exerts a continuing, firm shrinkdown force, ASTM D 412-75 (500 psi)
and this force perseveres for the life of the con- UltimateTensile 9.00 MPa
nection. The appearance of a prestretched tube, ASTM 0 412.75 (1300 psi)
cutaway after application to show this effect, Original
is shown in Figure 4. Ultimal

Ultimate Elongation
ASTM O 41275 650%

ablee Original
ca17e Angie Tear 29.KNJm

CASTM 0 624C-73 (160 ppi)
P Original

Shore A Hardness 43

ret(!etl ~Ozone Resistance
70 Hz. a 150 PPM No cracking
ASTM D 51841

Dielectric Strength 12.8 MVIm
icJure 4. CONTINUING SHRIN F,)RC ASTM 0 149-75 (326 Vlmul)

Original
a 1,78mm

This action is unlike that of heat shrink tubing, 2Hr.lnH Oat 6oC 8.SMV/m
which requires the application of heat from a torch 2 (216 Vmll)
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Table I shows typical properties of the EPDM com-
pounds developed for this use. Originally, expan-
ded:relaxed ID ratios of 2.0:1 were the highest T ogbe o. PRESTRETCHED TUBES, EPIM RUBBER SLEEVE
that could be reliably employed, but these can be GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS USE
increased to a core size of 2.5:1 for many applica-
tions, due to improvements in formulation and pro- Type Application Range Sleeve Relaxed t0 will Cut Length

cessing care. Recently, a high strength EPDM mater- --- i
604 0.34-0.72 i .4 n 01 .ial has been developed which permits a 4.0:1 expan- 620-7

sion of the extruded rubber sleeve on its core... ..
622-4 0.44-C 9S 1o 0.32 n 2.I in 4, 'r ,

As the elastomer sleeve is stretched onto the col- 6L6 6

lapsible core during manufacture, the longitudinal 622-9
stresses induced by the hoop forces pull the tube - . ..
slightly inward along its axis, making it about 15Z t26-4 0,71-1.3 0.0 0 ., 4_

shorter than its relaxed cut length after being 626-b

stretched 2 to 3 times its original ID onto a core. 6o6-1

In shrinking, the tube approaches its original 626-1 6

length as it is applied. This can be modified by 630-4 1.6-2.67n 0.84 n 0.1& 4.

the degree of diametrical relaxation, and also by 630-0

changes in operator technique in either pulling or 630-18 1.,

pushing the tube assembly along the cable as the
core tail is pulled and unwound. This lays the
rubber down in a slight longitudinal tension or
compression with its friction to the cable jac- Table Itb. PRESTRETCKED TUBES EPDM RUBBER SLEEVE
ket holding it in place. C CABLE USE

A programmable routine for the TI-59 printing cal - Short S Tubes Terminations to Taops, Amplifiers, plitters

culator has been developed to represent the typical Long I Tubes: Coaoial Cable Opice Cennectors
sleeve length and wall thickness variation that can Cable Diameter Application Damet
be expected for given stretch and relaxation ratios Type Outer Conductor Enoironnntally [opose Length

of the sleeve (see Appendix.) This calculation as- 4626S Drop Wire 0.27 - 60 in-

sumes incompressibility of the bulk elastomer, and 46260 (c

is of value to a designer in approximating the 4627S 0.42 n2 0,0 - IC -

as-applied length of a given cut sleeve if a very 4627046 eS 0.600 0.58 -1- 3
close tolerance must be kept for length on-cable. 460 K

Conversely, it provides a first approximation to 4629s 0.625 0 69 - 1 50

the specifier for a cut length to give a desired 4629L

special result. In most cases, however, the 10 to 4630s 0.750 & 0.875 0.71 - 1.50
20% change in length is simply allowed for by using 46300 140

2631s 1.00 0.06 - 1.80 7
a slightly overlength sleeve as-cut for the desired 4631 '2

in-place coverage.

lows for slight residual permanent set, loss of con-
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS AND CAPABILITIES tracting force over years of storage or service, and

an additional margin to create the interference be-
The most common type of prestretched tube consists tween the cable or connector 0D and the sleeve ID
of a straight extruded hollow EPDM rubber tube on which generates the inward sealing action. The max-
a single wound polypropylene core, with the sleeve imum diameter of accomodated range may approach the
having an inside diameter of 0.14 to 1.5 inches. largest stretch that the rubber composition can al-
Larger sizes of rubber sleeve can be used, but col- low, but is always somewhat smaller, lessened by the
lapsing forces on the core can be large and limit thickness of the core tube and a clearance, typical-
the degree of stretch that can be employed, inde- ly 0.12 to 0.18 inches, for pulling of the core rib-
pendent of the stretch ratios attainable in smaller bon tail between the core ID and the cable or con-
sizes with a given elastomer formulation. nector OD. Environmental and mechanical require-

ments for the stretch tube often pose additional
Wall thicknesses are typically 0.12 to 0.24 inches; limitations on a practical upper diameter in many
this is "heavy wall tube," particularly in the services.
smaller sizes. The devices can be made from just
an inch or so up to several feet long. The table shows a series of prestretched tubes sized

specifically for CATV and similar coaxial cable con-

Some commonly available sizes for communications nector protection. The large stretch ratios which

use are shown in Table II, along with their "appli- these devices can accomodate allows specification

cation range." This range first describes the of a single product size for many sizes, shapes, and

smallest diameter that the tube can be applied to, makes of connectors manufactured for a given size

for which a lasting shrink force will maintain an of cable, despite rather large variations in the

effective seal in typical service. This represents size of hex bushings and nuts used by different

about 40% stretch over the as-extruded ID, and al- makers.
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r
SHRINK FORCES tionless air bearing condition, with the internal

pressure forming a thin, moving sheet of air which
The magnitude of the inward shrink force exerted by runs from the hole in the copper tube, under and
a sleeve can be measured experimentally be inflating out each end of the sleeve. This frictionless
a section of the tube and measuring its diameter. state was used to precondition the sleeve and remove
This represents a dynamic equilibrium between the residual stresses which might have been imposed in
air pressure inside the tube, tending to expand it, loading it onto its core, or in application to the
balanced by the contacting force of the elastomer copper tube. By rotating and sliding the sleeve
sleeve, as shown in Figure 5. up and down the tube, and then lowering the air

pressure until the sleeve once again grabbed and
sleeve | locked onto the copper tube, unwanted stresses were

inward Shrink relieved and the sleeve was held in this condition.
forces
forces The sleeve was then secured to the copper tube

-- 0 1 r bonce using worm screw hose clamps, protecting the sleeve
under the clamps with several wraps of Type LR tel-
ephone tape.

outward pressure
The rubber sleeve was marked at regular intervals
along its length to provide stations for diameter

F:~ure 5. CROSS SECTION OF INFLATED SLEEVE measurements. The internal pressure was advanced
for 10 minutes by step increments of 2 psi, and bi-

A series of copper tubes of various diameters was axial diameter measurements of the rubber sleeve
prepared, with test gauges and a regulated air sup- were taken at each pressure, for each station. At
ply, in order to determine these pressure forces, the maximum permissible expansion for a given tube,

the pressure was held for 10 minutes, then reduced

The apparatus is shown in Figure 6. A hole near the in 2 psi increments until the tube was firmly seated

center of each tube allowed air to bleed under pre- with diameters being recorded at the end of each 10

stretched sleeves attached to the tubes. minute period.

test goLe, 0-36 0sig j0-250 KPa) Typical results of a test are shown in Figure 7,
1111Matheson No. 63-5631 relating diameter and internal pressure for an EPDMsleeve applied to a copper tube very close in size

shutoff valve to its relaxed ID. The curve represents increasing
diameter with increasing pressure, and at the ex-

to regulated, adjustable treme in pressure, a slight increase in diameter re-
filtered air SUDPlV, sults as the pressure is held constant, due to the
0-50 sig 0-r00 1(9us relaxation of the 10-minute remnants of permanent

soldered bush set. This same phenomenon is responsible for the
to /14 NPTM hysteresis loop formed as pressure is reduced. The

oil joints silver spacing between the upward and downward pressure
soldered or NPT with change data is small, indicating the excellent re-PTFE tape covery of this EPDM compound, amounting to a smallfraction of an inch at most.3 ,4

1/16 in (I1.mmi hole

I SLEEVE OD, in

E 7r in EPDM sleeve relaxed ID 0.50 in (12.7mr

, .' sleeve nosition during test 1.6 - relaxed wall 0.18 In i 4.6dnn

1 . suoported on Cu tube 0.752 in OD (19,1mp )
IJ . " }b ps;Q.--,-2 vsiq, station I

I| - -- ' " station

se
o

mles s cop
mer tube, t

y
e K c -  0 

o
s
i
g-i 12 

v
slg' station 2

,Mill finish. DD 38, 112, 5/8. 35-
-  

IC sig eauiliri S
O
D

3/14, 718. 1-1/8, 1-5/8, 2-5/8 in norm.

30- =ft. -

Figure 6. TEST APPARATUS,

Before an inflation test series was begun, the in- 2 0 5 10 15 20 50

ternal air pressure was raised until the rubber ELAPSED TIME AFTER PRESSURE CHANGE, mi. -.-

sleeve just barely lifted off the copper tube due
to internal pressure, and the pressure was noted. Figure 7. SLEEVE DIAMETER CHANGE, STEP PRESSiURE IPU;
At this pressure, the sleeve is held in a near-fric-
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mm in When similar sleeves of the same size are applied
2 sleeve relaxed ID 0.32 in (8.1wm) to copper tubes of different diameters, a family of

relaxed wall 0.16 in (4.lmI) curves such as that shown in Figure 9 is obtained.
coer tube 0D 0.375in (9.5r=) The curve' for each diameter of tube is essentially

hold at the same at higher pressures, but has a differentdecreasing Pressure line of entry representing the prestretch of theC30 PressureX-- 4 sleeve on the copper tube. The copper tube holds

I tin the sleeve in an unvarying stretched condition at
low pressures, until the internal pressure exceeds

-20- that corresponding to a sleeve diameter in excess
i of the copper tube diameter. At that point, the

10 ogt on tube increasing sleeve lifts off and follows the general curve for
liftoff pressure an unsupported sleeve. This verifies the prediction

., , , I I I of liftoff pressures and shrink forces for a given
0 0 Lo 2applied diameter and set of conditions, from a gen-

eral sleeve curve.

50 I0 200 25OKPo
INTERNAL PRESSURE - ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE

Figure 8. EPDM SLEEVE OD & INTERNAL PRESSURE Impressive results are obtained on environmental

test of prestretched tubing applied to coaxial cable
A better idea of the extent of this time dependence connectors. The bare connectors are not completely
of relaxation is shown in Figure 8, which graphs the weatherproof, and may also be subject to tampering,
change in diameter with time for a typical rubber vandalism, or mechanical damage as they are applied
sleeve, after preconditioning at pressure for at to military use, home distribution, and industrial
least an hour, first in response to a step increase cable TV applications. It is also desirable to ex-
in pressure from 0.00 to 12.00 psig, then in re- tend their use to severe chemical environments, im-
spor;e to a step decrease from 16.00 to 12.00 psig. mersion, or direct burial. The application of a
These curves indicate maximum and minimum limits of prestretched tibe is a simple, no-tools way of but-
what might be expected as a diameter measurement toning-up these connectors in any kind of weather,
after a very long time under these conditions. In and broadening their application.
this case, the tube almost immediately reacts to a
change in internal pressure, coming to well within Fiber optics connections may have poor environmental
10% of its expected equilibrium diamter in two min- resistance without a covering, but are subject to
utes or less. This agrees with results obtained immediate stress and possible failure during appli-
with dumbbell specimens in uniaxial stress-strain, cation of a heat shrink tube.5  The data for pro-
and indicates the rapidity with which these sleeves tection of coaxial connectors suggests that similar
develop their full shrink-down force, and thus the protection by prestretched tubing, without the
speed with which they can be placed in service trauma of heat application, may extend to fiber op-
after application. tics as well.

INFLATED SLEEVE OD Tables III, IV, and V indicate the excellent results
5Tm 1 _ - obtained in response to very severe environmental

50 cooper tube OD tight inflated exposure of prestretched tubing on many common types
- 0.37llr (9.Sim) li ftoff of coaxial cable connectors. The effects of water
a 0.500in i12.7'In decreasing hold

40 + 0.625in t15."Ilr)
0.7501n ( 19.M) hm e.sue.

o 0.875in (22.2r1n)

- -+ _ -

eas a -.s,.. -

pres se 
-?

sleeve relaxed ID 0.32 in (8.1ram)
relaxed wall d.IE in (4.lmm)

0 1 h 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
0 10 20 oSMI, I , , I J I \

0 h10
INTERNAL PRESSURE

Figure 9. EPDM SLEEVE O & INTERNAL PRESSURE Figure 10. APPLICATION IT' CATV 'OAX CINNECTOR
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immersion to significant pressures have also been lable-v, PRESTRETCHED TUBNG (2N_CA T VCOAXAL CONNECTORS

tested: the action of water head serves only to Envlronmte Agentsi
press the applied sleeve more tightly 

to the cable.

Tests of insulation leakage were term inated suc- , n'. ) l a , on " no sos s -a s.. I' , - 6, to 1- p,
cessfully at 150 foot head, the limits of the appa- ' A it. I 1 4 s1,1l)hate , p 10.
ratus, and deeper exposures are planned. l,'-'t andes 4. -qnflct,- for n

EI V soi lent physical sondit-,,

lable 11. PRESTRETCHED TUBING Ol CATV COAXIAL CONKETIORS h l,1W 1.PN%0AT ION: install on 1onse s r atl,., ,

En irornental Agetlg: 't ;VrO atheroieter 3 cyci s - t 5 1 ,' 4' t

A. Hot Storcge: ockoge, store in 130CF o,, lU do s. Insiect 10 5 crssdensatson 100. sh oL2'0,. In ?s s ,ins]

for deqroda tilon, ten B or C: 
yp .....

B. Cold__ Si~ ct: Instal21 on We 5 lre or tyee Iesaa h ,o
3- 100, 0.750 inct, connectors. (fondition 2' nr -40UtF. i ImPliCtS i u' ' 16 S111iqh ~akn.ipsml
of i tt-jo wiu I inch 0 steel vli;nder. 1nseL0.

, he. Aye: l tli 3s abDove, 'Ills' 211 '01onth. n t S tl 1'.

Results: All poss. No vlt an l i o t O1 " leillllsl, as avo. {oloos Iy io,,nsim -io r, , .hr',_ -
oOrjnes$ nono0t11e. - ( n1- " ater I hr and 1;01r'5n0 1 a ''I la( O' stan

''r~aster to bath
T 1 f "-

TatIc IV, PRESTRETCHED TUBING ON CATV CAON, CoffNECTORS V1. . . . .. .. Sulfrlc A(,d 3 hy ,I 'NIe _ _oel 1 I iu,

Insulot ion Resistnce: 500 v DC o outer conductor, to water 1 %onI '() 1 11- 2 1

both ll ers xon exceot to wet sand il1 freeze-thow test) ofter b t -1' n 2 l

I l1our condltioning at room teitneroture: A-Sco So 5. by 
t  

f 1 0 o
Sodiuc Carbonate . I Normal 10"1 onp , losnsnur

A. wAtER SW 3 no room t p. Z ft water head %,, conasr
5  

al - r.... 'noon so.. en'- I a ID ' n00,u0
aoel 01(0 an d wllso(J

Insulation resistance, ohms 
10

Size. in Oype ?Initial k 1 n . s 5.0.2 o ercial ueI Oil * 48 hr ater spa, 'a 1 O6snio.u

RG-6 G 3 lOT3 1 a 1O
2  

B . lo"l g o 1O0

0.412 p I X 1013 9 X to 1 a toX0 3 .1010 BATTERY CABLE CLAMP PROTECTION
0.500 p I 101

3  
5 a t011 3 toll 2 a 1010

0.750 P Ba 101 Sn it101 On.t50 t 0tS1 Another application which has created interest in
prestretched tube is the sealing of the joint where

B, TERPERATURE CICLE -20O' to 4 140'F air. 2 cy/day. 3 mo a battery cable for communications supply joins the
Insulation resistance. ohms battery post clamp or lug. This is a weak point

Size. in pe Initial 2 k I 3 .o where flexing of the cable insulation can pull it
-6 r - to z.1 0 0o 2 . 1010 away from the cast-on lead clamp, causing a void

o.a I 3 c Ill 2a 1ou  
a .o ° 3 1010 where battery acid mist can wick in and accumulate.

0.500 1 a to
n 

B a10 O10 This passage opens to the point where bare copper
0os P I  0 1 Itll a .lo 1 1 10"°  contacts the lead clamp, and capillary transfer of

acid is a frequent cause of galvanic corrosion and
C. FRttZE-THAW CYCL: lmbed In net sand. -20°F to +1O0F, rapid mechanical or electrical failure. This hid-
2 cycles/day. 3 m den location is practically impossible to inspect

Insulation resistance, ohms and difficult to repair.siz,'o i yp Inta aO 1 s' : °ot :
85-6~~~ 0 mo0 3

0.0 p I X T01 I a, toll i 0 ~ 1atl
0. P a X10

1 3
,t

t 
1 Oat210

t t  
15

0.750 1 1013 loll 2 1011 2x 1010

B. HIGH HUMIDITY: Age 6 ms 120 to 130°f, 95%rh.

Insulation resistance, ois
Size, in Type Initial 2 awk I no 3 no 6 nml

0.G11 L 2- o I 1, 012 4 .Oll 
I  

I a 1an 12 40

0.410 L I it 1012 ia loll 2 a t0
0  

1 a 1012 t a O
I  

"

Insulation resistance. ohms
Size. in /Type TnIti .1 2 Wit 1 3 mp 6 mo Figure 11I. BATTERY CLAMP SEALS
G-6 Ga. t1 t - a11-3 I -a toT? 4 o1

0,412 P I,l 11"310Zit fa r l l o , , 1010 5 f) prestretched tube has been proposed as an ideal0.00 I 111 0" 1 , 01 i001 , solution to the problem, as shown in Figure 11. Its
0.50. 1 I lo13 sa lt I loll l, 101 continuing shrink force gives a watertiqht seal on
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both the cable and clamp shank. While allowing lim- of the core tail, in spite of a long, 16 inch cover-
ited flexing of the cable, it aids in preventing age of the cable splice by the double tapered
kinking at the shank end and thus helps prevent in- sleeve. Each core need be pulled only half that
sulation gap from forming as well as restricting distance, and entangling of the ribbon tail is min-
copper strains in service. The sleeve is compatible imiized.
with silicon and no-ox greases comon in battery
work, and can be retrofitted to batteries in service Another application of the double pull is to a sit-
with little risk since neither heat nor flame is uation in which a splice or paired connectors have
needed to apply it. a protrusion or "nose" which could catch the pull

of a core tail, as shown in Figure 13. With a
The EPOM material of most prestretched tubes is su- double core, the pull of the ribbon tail always
perbly immune to attack by sulfuric acid electro- passes from a larger to a smaller diameter and
lyte. One large use of ,a EPDM sleeve material re- snagging is prevented.
quires it to be employed above, below, and "at the
waterline" immersed in electrolyte of 30-year life .'' ,
float service telephone batteries. It was qualified ,
for this service by accelerated high temperature
ageing in electrolyte, followed by examination of
the rubber, and also IR analysis of the electrolyte
and potentiometric verification that its anodic and
cathodi behavior in lead cell service are undis-
turbed.U

CABLE SPLICES: MOLDED SLEEVE, DOUBLE CORES

The durability and toughness of the coverage which
can be obtained with a prestretched tube is exempli-
fied by medium voltage mine power cable splice ser- 3

vice. Although this application is neither new for ___te

prestretched tube nor a communications application,
it demonstrates the service history which has been
accumulated for this type of product and points out ric;re B. SLBE ?.UL UL E ,iVLK cBT CAB
how custom features can be developed for a given
use.

Mine power cables supply medium voltage electricity SPECIAL SLEEVE DESIGNS
to loaders, undercutting machines, pumps, shovels,
and locomotives, being run over roads, floors, If a molded sleeve is used, non-cylindrical parts
ledges, and tracks in open pit and deep cuttings. such as transitions, and even multiple breakouts
The cables are dragged over rough rock surfaces, can be designed. Figure 14 shows a molded cable
and run over by heavy vehicles, must be reeled and seal especially made to fit the crotch area of a 3-
unreeled, are almost always damp and frequently phase cable with shaped sectors, sealing and insula-
immersed in acid mine waters or exposed to the ele- ting the breakout of separate phases from the cable
ments. In this service a Neoprene sleeve is used group. The body is molded, then the major diameter
for oil and grease resistance. The sleeve is a mol- is stretched over a large core, and the three small
ded, rather than extruded part, which allows the de- breakouts at the other end are stretched over their
sign to have tapered slim ends for the splice cover own small cores.
for snag resistance as the cable is dragged or
reeled.

This prestretched tube assembly has another unusual
feature, a double pull core. Two cores are mounted
in tandem inside the sleeve, each with its own pull
tail extending to one end, with the two starting
ends butted together at the center, as shown in Fig-
ure 12. This configuration allows the orderly dress

- oDF'OX 16 In 400 m

left core rlght core FlLire l, PI '10IRTtH AFL[ FREAP OLIT

The seal is applied by first splaying the individu-
ulded neoorene sleeve al cables, slipping the molded sleeve over the three

small sectors until it bottoms, then pulling first
Figure 12. MINE CABLE SPLICE PRESIRETCH TUBE the large core and then the three small cores.
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PLENUM CABLE SHEATH REPAIR PRESSURE RETENTION

A proposed application would employ silicone rubber A presLretched tube which can hold pressure is made

prestretched tubes with tapered ends to repair Tef- by cuffing each end of the rubber sleeve inward when
lontm plenum cable sheath defects. Plenum cable is it is placed on its core. The appearance of the

unlike many other telephone cables: the majority is finished product is shown in Figure 16. On pulling

la.,' on a false ceiling or pulled through air ducts the core tail, the entire sleeve, cuffs and all, is
with generous clearances, frequently admittig the transferred onto the splice or connection.
craftscan as well as the cable. Many of the usual
cable pulling problems are never seen, and thus it
may allow a thickened section at a repair or splice,
or even connectors on-run.

The eflon material does not lend itself well to cssemv!ec ,rouct
economic stripping and re-extrusion if a sheath de-
fect is found. The Teflon cannot be easily recycled
so there can be considerable scrap penalty for pin-
holes or poorly fused sections of sheath.

._ ooW '. 3 r, atle

iDove inficticr pressure

rF!rFigure !6. CUFFED SLEEVE RETAINS PRESSURE

In use, the cuffed sleeve is held in place normally
due to the shrink action of its elastomeric mater-
ial. But when the liftoff force of the sleeve is
exceeded by an internal pressure such as a cable

Figure 15. PLENUM CABLE SHEATH REPAIR fill, the center part of the sleeve will expand, and
the cuffs on the end will stay attached to the ca-

stretched tubes would be threaded over the wires ble. Increasing pressure inflates the sleeve, but

at the extruder nozzle, at the beginning of a sheath the interior cuffs grip the cable ever more tightly,
extrusion run, or at the inspection station if a sealing like a tubeless tire onto a wheel rim or a

rehabilitation or inspection spooling of completed valve leather in a pump.
cable is being performed. Duri;ig extrusion of f/fn Z n, cceff of friction fn

sheath to specification, the completed cable passes
through the cores of the tubes held in readiness. I ".. - II, f

If a defect is found, a tube is collapsed over it.
The elastic force of the sleeve forms a tight grip 

p-

on the Teflon sheath, bypassing problems with adhe- 
X . -9-

sives or chemical bonding that is marginal in
effect or difficult to perform. If defects are not ..-- - e - D
found which would use all the prestretched tubes, ?e
the remaining ones are not wasted: they can be P F
slipped off the tail end of the run and rethreaded cable
as part of the compliment of the next length...

to retain cuff at liftoff:

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS extrusion force _ lifting forces n (ineu shrink elastic shrink)
P x cuff edge area n (P Pe) x cuff surface area

Two new configurations of tube show prom4e to allow P(I7(D-?t)
2
/4-nD

2
/4) n tPPe) ILD

the use of prestretched cable splice and connector P(Dt-t
2
) I T tD(P Pe)

covers for pressurized seals and locking of twist tyicallv: D=l.0" t=O.18" 1=2" n=O.3 Pe=lOosI

connectors. Both of these designs use elastomer 0. 6, . 28P + 62.8 : D.E.D,

sleeves of conventional design, but loaded onto
their cores in a novel way: Figure 17. CUFFED PRESIREICHED TUBE FORCE BALANCE
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Figure 17 indicates the forces involved, an extru- Considerable interest is being found in using a
ding force against the cross section of the cuff cuffed sleeve to seal the entry of a cable to a re-
tending to force the cuff outwards, opposed by the peater housing, load coil, or other pressurized
internal pressure and its frictional tangential re- case, bridging the gap between the cable and the
sultant, plus the elastic shrink force of the cuff case snout, shown in Figure 18. Preliminary tests
material. show extremely good leak seals being obtained, and

a simple, easy to learn application practically
eliminates the risk of damage to cable or housing.

Applications to typical cable surfaces show excel- The system could also allow the prestretched tubelent tolerance to surface roughness, scratches, and to act as a mold for the pour of a cable stub block
kinks. The forgiveness of a tubeless tire bead and and sea o the case. A separately poured or mol-
the steel rim it seals to are a good analogy of the ded end ' might have other advantages: If a stub
practical roughnesses the system tolerates well. is separately plugged from the apparatus case, then

inventories of combinations can be reduced. Leak
The low modulus of the sleeve, as compared with that prevention of cable plug and case to plug become
of applied heat shrink tubing, allows excellent pen- separately detectable and correctable. Stubs can
etration and sealing into many surface irregulari- be inserted to respond to service orders in a short
ties and eliminates many leaks that might otherwise time, rather than being built to maintain a large
develop due to differential flexing under mechanical to
and thermal action. Leaktight seals are easily ac- inventory.

complished on ordinary mill finish galvanized steel TOR UE PRESTRESS
water pipe without special surface preparation or

adhesive sealants. A cover to produce torque prestress is formed if the

On the other hand, knurls, threads, or deep longitu- elastic sleeve is mounted on its core in a torqued
dinal scratches in the cuff area that the sleeve condition. When applied, this tube will give a
will not fill can be a source of leaks if rnt closed torque load to the connector or joint under it, just
with a sealing filler or tape. Greases or oils are as it gives a continuing shrink force which provides
not recommended for this purpose, since the pressure an environmental seal. This torque action can be
retaining action of the cuff is dependent on fric- used to prevent vibration or thermal loosening of
tion to the cable sheath. Typical practice speci- lock nuts and rings on connectors, and prevent the
fies a 2 inch cuff at each end of the sleeve, which problems of unlatching of bayonet and twist-to-lock
translates into a critical coefficient of friction plugs and sockets. Cable twist from coilup or reel
far below what can be exp-:ted on most materials, spill has inspired designs of locks and seals 9 ,10 to
but which might be defeated by a heavy coat of good insure the intergrity of these connectors. Figure

lubricant applied in error. 19 shows how a torque prestretched tube satisfies

In any case, the seal is developed along a very
short section of each end, and even if a good seal I
is not obtained at one end of a cuff or another,
the balance of the cuff will hold the pressure. A
long, long sealing area does not seem to be needed
to insure a tight closure, in contrast to typical :- --

practice with an adhesively bonded shrink tube.

SIb cked st,ib F7ure . : EL

21' c~se both the unlatching problem and also seals the en-
tire assembly from cable to cable, including the

".~ cord grommeting as well as the plug/socket inter-

tube

Flqure 18. APPARATUS CASE/REPEATER CABLE ENTRY
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CONCLUSION

A history of past service in rigorous power cable
uses has recently been extended to a variety of com-
munications connectors, splices, and case entries.
New product forms and abilities show promise of
even broader future use. The simple dependable ac-
tion of prestretched tubes to seal c.Ito cables and
connectors of many types makes then, darticularly
valuable in a wide spectrum of environmental situ-
ations. Recent interest in CATV and similar co-
axial cable connector protection indicates that op-
tical and other emerging communications systems may
find additional matches of their unique properties
with exacting system requirements.
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AD POOO 68
PRESSURE BLOCKING OF FILLED CABLE

Richard J. Pokorny
George W. Frost

3M/TelComm Div.
St. Paul, Minnesota

Pressure blocks in filled cable are
necessary at transition points between

Abstract pressurized and filled cables, especially
when pulp insulation is present because
cable filling compounds and pulp insulation
are not compatible. Pressure blocks in

Polyurethane adhesion to filled cable filled cable are also necessary on filled
conductor insulation has been extensively cable stubs between cross connecting
studied in our Laboratories. As a result of terminals and pressurized feeder and
these investigations, a novel proprietary distribution cables. The present common
resin has been developed which has excellent practice for providing these pressure blocks
adhesion to grease contaminated conductor is to install a short preblocked section of
insulation. Our studies have also been air-core plastic insulated cable. This
concerned with the application of this resin practice imposes the economic penalties of
to a factory and field method for pressure an additional splice in addition to the
blocking filled cable. During the course of inventory costs inherent in maintaining a
developing a filled cable pressure blocking stock of plugged cable stubs in all
technique some potential sources of air necessary cable sizes.
leakage were discovered which appear to be
inherent in the basic cable construction. This paper describes the development work
These findings have contributed to the that has been done to date in the search for
development of a suitable method for a cost effective method of pressure blocking
blocking filled cable. filled cable. Included in this effort is

A-. the developient of a unique new polyurethane
compound that exhibits significantly
improved adhesion to grease contaminated
plastic insulation and application

Introduction techniques that have achieved excellent
pressure blocking performance and are

Plastic insulated cable filled with a adaptable to field and factory practices.
waterproof compound was introduced to the
telephone network in 1968 as a means of
ninimizing water problems in buried Pneurmatic Characteristics of Filled Cables
applications. It has proved to be
effective, anid to.ay virtually all new Laboratory tests have confirmed that there
buried construction uses filled cable. is a need for a block on filled cable since

air will eventually leak down filled cable.
The petroleum jelly compounds used for For example, a 1200 pair, 46 meter filled
fil Linq cable have, however, caused problems cable was placed under 0.7 kg/cm2 air
sud as craft objections to working with pressure at room temperature. Air leaked
sticky substances, difficult cable handling out the other end of this cable after 30
in cold weather due to cable stiffness and days. The air displaces the grease, works
increased cable size and weight. These its way down the cable and produces a core
problems have been resolved to acceptable leak.
levels through design and material
improvements and new operating procedures.
However, an effective method of pressure
blocking filled cable has not been
developed, primarily due to the inadequate
adhesion of present blocking compounds to
grease contaminated conductor insulation.
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Filled cable also has another possible leak A second experiment was performed to
path, between the conductor and its determine the effect of splice connectors on
insulation. Cable fillers do increase the the air leakage along the
weight and diameter of polyetylene conductor/insulation interface. The 400
insulation on aging. 1 , 2 , 3 , , 5 This swelling pair, filled cable sample having the highest
loosens the insulation on the copper insulation leak was cut into three equal
conductor and creates an air gap at the pieces. The end of the first cable section
conductor/insulation interface. Since air was terminated with modular connectors, the
can enter this gap at the cut ends of wires end of the second cable section was
in a splice or through pin holes in the terminated with discrete connectors while
insulation, this will often produce an air the third cable section was left as a
leak in a pressure dam. This leak path is control with the cut wire ends exposed.
unavoidable. Since the encapsulating
compound has no access to the conductor, it These samples were cycled 50 times from
cannot block this leak. -400C to +600C and the leak rate measured.

The data show that modular connectors
In order to determine what effect cable decreased air flow by two thirds and
fillers have on air leakage between the discrete connectors reduced it by half in
conductor and insulation, 19 AWG PIC comparison with the control. These results
insulated conductors were immersed in cable indicate that in a normal splice air leakage
filler at 700C. After three weeks, ai: flow by this mechanisn will be significantly
was observed between the conductor and reduced.
insulation. Control samples that had not
been immersed in grease exhibited no In sumary, even though it has been shown
leakage. The consequence of this leakage that cable filling canpound swells
down the conductors is a air leakage path polyethylene insulation and thereby creates
that is not a factor in PIC or pulp cable a new leakage rxith, this is not a
blocks, significant problem in blocking filled

cable. The combined effects of pneumnatic
Further investigation of this air path was resistance over long runs of cable and the
performed by making core blocks on various restriction by splice connectors act to
filled cables. These blocks were diminish this leakage rate to a negligible
constructed near the cable ends with the value.
blocking copound surrounding the insulated
conductors and with the conductor ends
protruding from the blocking compound. Air Blocking Compound Developnent
pressure at 0.7 kg/cm2 was than applied to
the still exposed cut ends of the wires. Conventional polyurethanes used in blocking
After 50 cycles from -400C to +600 C the air communication cables are two-part materials.
leakage between the conductors and One part (the isocyanate) generally
insulation was measured. Initially, short contains a prepolymer consisting of an
lengths (2-3 m) were used. Most samples aromatic or aliphatic isocyanate. The other
leaked at a rate less than 2 cc/min. (see part (the polyol) can consist of polyether,
Table I). One sample, a 400 pair, 22 AWG, polyester, or polybutadiene polyols. Also
greased filled, solid insulation cable had a there can be included in the formulation
very high leak rate (70 cc/min). A 15.2 m various plasticizers, fillers, and
piece of this same type of cable was cycled additives. The two parts are mixed together
and used to investigate the leak rate as a an] injected into the block and react to
function of length. This cable was shortened form a thermosetting, crosslinked
by one meter increments, the corresponding polyurethane resin.
leak rate determined, and the data plotted
on semi-log paper (Figure 1). The data fits Polyurethanes ordinarily have fairly low
the equation: Log (conductor leak rate) = adhesion to polyethylene and even lower
2.13 - 0.080 x (length in meters). A second adhesion to grease-coated polyethylene
400 pair, 24 AWG, initially 12 meters long, surfaces. Resins formulated with an
cable from a different manufacturer produced aliphatic hydrocarbon isocyanate and polyol
a similar equation: Log (conductor leak have improved adhesion to polyethylene due
rate) = 1.19 - 0.063 x (length in meters). to a lowered surface tension that provides
Both of these equations fit the data with a better wetting. However, even this
correlation coefficient of 0.99 and also formulation technique will not produce a
have very similar slopes. These equations ! tisfactory level of adhesion to grease
show essentially that the leak rate contaminated conductor insulation.
decreases rapidly (logarithmically) with
conductor length. This result indicates We discovered that the inclusion of long
that for long cable runs there will be a chain hydrocarbon, mono-functional alcohols
very low conductor/insulation leak rate. in the resin formulation provides high
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adhesion to filled cable insulation. These grease. Since grease concentration in
alcohols serve several purposes: First, actual field applications can easily reach
since they are surfactants, they improve the these levels, it is necessary to separate
ability of the polyurethane to wet out the conductors sufficiently (as in a splice)
hydrocarbon greases and polyethylene. or at least partially to clean the
Secondly, they act as internal plasticizers conductors of cable filling campound. Both
which eliminate the need for common of these methods reduce the percentage of
plasticizers that reduce adhesion by grease in the compound and thereby improve
producing weak boundary layers on the adhesion.
surface of the resin. At the same time,
since they are internal plasticizers, they
improve the compound's physical strength
(toughness). Filled Cable Studies

Degreasing
A resin was formulated combining thfese
features in one proprietary composition. 6  An investigation into the cleaning of filled
This material has several physical cable was performed to better understand the
properties which are important for pressure controlling factors. A Baron and Blakeslee
blocking filled cable: Model BH.220 vapor degreaser with 1,1,1 -
1. Low viscosity (900 cps mixed) for good trichlorethane solvent was used for

compound penetration into the core degreasing. Grease-filled and
conductors. polymer-filled, 900 pair, 22 and 26 PWJG

2. High adhesion to grease-coated cable were prepared by removing 1.25 m of
polyethylene insulation: almost an sheath and tying off 25 pair groups. After
order of magnitude greater than cleaning, the insulated conductors were
standard polyurethane blocking encapsulated to a depth of 5 cm. in tfhe high
compounds. adhesion resin. After curing, the wires

3. High modulus (175 kg/cm2 ) and high were pulled to measure the degree of
elongation (250%) for good resistance adhesion. Fesults were averaged over all
to air flow and high toughness. samples. The high adhesion compound was

4. Gbod hydrolytic stability (7 days, ccmpared to a cammon industry blocking
1000C, 1.8% wt. gain). compound. 7 For cleaned wires the high

5. Good dry heat aging (21 days, 1150 C, adhesion compound yielded a pull out force
2.4% wt. loss), of 45 N (with many wires breaking) while the

reference compound yielded a pull out force
This combination of properties (adhesion, of only 24 N. Therefore, the tigh adhesion
strength, and stability) provides a compound compound offers better adhesion to both
with superior ability to block filled cable. cleaned and uncleaned filled wire. It was

also discovered that adhesion to cleaned,
Even a resin with very high adhesion to polymer-filled, foam skin wires (47 N) was
filled cable may not be able to contend with better than for cleaned, grease-filled,
all of the grease present in a block. In solid insulation wires (36 N). Waiting one
order to determine the extent of grease hour or 24 hours alter degreasing had no
removal necessary to achieve a reliable effect on adhesion. Apparently, degreasing
pressure block and the effect of grease on solvents are either not absorbed by the
the compound itself, different amounts of insulation or have no detrimental affect on
cable filling material were dissolved in the adhesion. As might be expected, it took
unreacted compound. Then insulated longer to completely degrease 22 4G than 26
conductors fran a filled cable, both MG cables (17 min. vs. 10.5 min.). Also,
cleaned and uncleaned, were encapsulated to polymer-filled cable took somewhat longer to
a depth of 5 cm in the mixed, contaminated clean than grease-filled cable (15 min. vs.
encapsulating resin. The results of pull 12.5 min.). In summary, vapor degreasing is
out tests are given in Table II. a quick and effective method of cleaning

filled cable which removes the bulk of the
This compound retains its high adhesion to filler and prcmotes adhesion to the
conductor insulation even in the presence of insulated conductors.
grease as can be seen by the 55 N adhesion
to greasy wires versus 75 N for those
degreased, a decrease of only about 25%. Kit Studies
Even with this excellent adhesion, however,
once the compound contains over 5% grease, Using the information that was compiled
adhesion to conductor insulation drops during the laboratory studies a method was
quickly. This decrease is due to the degree devised for blocking filled cable. All
of solubility of grease in the resin and the samples were tested by cycling 50 times from
ultimate reduction in strength and adhesion -40°C to +600 C under 0.7 kg/cm2 air
of the resin due to plasticization by the pressure. The initial design (Figure 2)
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consisted of simple poured blocks, installed Conclusion
on the ends of several 400 and 900 pair
vapor degreased cables. It was learned that The development of a new polyurethane
poured blocks having less than 20 cm. of compound having high adhesion to filled
conductor coverage failed upon cycling while cable conductor insulation has provided the
blocks with 30 an. or more of coverage ability to block filled cables. An air leak
usually held. This is expected, since on path between the conductor and insulation
vapor degreased 900 pair cable, grease was discovered but has been found to be
extends out 5-10 an. from the sheath negligible in practical, long run
opening. This grease cannot be removed by situations. Vapor degreasing was studied
vapor degreasing, since it continues to flow and identified as a very effective cleaning
out the cable as it is cleaned. Therefore, method. Finally, methods were developed to
actual clean conductor coverage is reduced block filled cable, samples of which have
by this length so that a longer, initially successfully gone through temperature
cleaned conductor length is necessary to cycling. These samples have core leaks below
effect a successful block. presently acceptable industry standards for

air core PIC cable.
Additional blocking studies suggested that
pressure on the resin during injection and
curing might be beneficial in making a plug.
In air core PIC or pulp cable, pressure References
helps to force the resin down the cable. In
filled cable, however, this is not possible. 1. S. Verne, R.T. Puckowski, and J.M.R.
To determine whether pressure affects Hagger, "Compatibility of Polyolefine
blocking performance, uncleaned and vapor Insulation and Hydrocarbon Fillers in
degreased cables were encapsulated with the Telephone Cable", Proceedings of 19th
high adhesion compound. Samples were International Wire and Cable Symposiuti,
pressurized at atmospheric pressure, and 1970, pp. 280-287.
1.0 kg/on2 , 2 kg/om2 , and 4 kg/on 2 above
atmospheric pressure while the resin cured. 2. L.M. Mblleda and E. Used, "Filled Cable
The results demonstrate that for both for Aerial Installation", Proceedings
cleaned and uncleaned wires, pressure was of the 25th International Wire and
beneficial although pressures above 1 kg/on 2  Cable 9ymposium, 197o, pp. 158-173.
increased the benefit only slightly. As a
result of these findings, several blocks 3. M. Tenzer and J.A. Olszewski, "Analysis
were constructed ty applying pressure of Long Term Stability of Expanded
according to the methods diagrammed in Insulations in Filled Cables",
Figure 3. Proceedings of the 28th International

Wire and Cable Symposiua, 1979, pp.
The first sample was a remake of the design 244-253.
shown in Figure 2 but with a pressure boot
over the end. This allowed the application 4. C. Gieniewski and L.L. Blyler, Jr.,
of 1 kg/om2 air pressure while the resin "Effects of Waterproofing Cable Fillers
cured. After cycling this sample leaked on Some Physical Properties of
rather badly (56 on 3 /min). The failure mode Polyethylene Cable Materials",
of this sample appeared to be along the Proceedings of the 30th International
inside of the closure. This design will be Wire and Cable 9ymposium, 1981, pp.
investigated further. The second design 270-279.
(Figure 3 (A)) utilized an open sheath
blocking kit with an end seal at the splice 5. R.D. Parker and R.W. Tarwater,
end. A tube was used to connect to the "Analysis of the Long Tenn Perfornance
splice case. After cycling, this sample of Expanded Insulation in Waterproof
performed well by exhibiting only a Cable", Proceedings of the 30th
1 cm3 /min. leak. The most recent design International Wire and Cable Symposium,
evaluated is diagrammed in Figure 3 (B). In 1981, pp. 280-285.
this design the compound is wrapped in a
sheath of plastic and overwrapped with vinyl 6. R. J. Pokorny, U.S. Patent 4,329,442.
and rubber tape. The tape provides
constricting pressure as well as serves as 7. F.M. Farrell, M. Filreis, J.D. Groves,
an outer sheath. This method may be craft and H.K. Kapell, "Econamics and
sensitive, however it has worked very well. Performance considerations of Telephone
So far, three samples have been cycled and Cable Plugging", Proceedings of 23rd
all three had less than 1 om3/min. air leak. International Wire and Cable Symposium,

1974, pp. 403-413.
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Table I

Conductor/Insulation Leak Rates

Sample No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Manufacturer 'A 9 9 D

Pair Count 400 400 400 ,400 900 900

Gauge (Awg) 22 26 22 26 22 22

Grease or Polymer Filled G G G P G G

Solid or Foam-Skin S F F F S S

Insulation

Sample Length (m) 2 3 3 3 3 3

Conductor/Insulation 68 1.6 1.3 0 0.1 0
Leak Rate
cc/min. after
50 temperature cycles

Table II

Adhesion of Grease Contaminated Resin to Clean and Uncleaned Filled Cable

Grease in Resin 20% Modulus Pullout Force of 22AWG Wires

% of Total Weight Uncleaned Cleaned

0 175 kg/cm
2  

55 N 75 N

5 135 kg/cm
2  

45 N 75 N

10 100 kg/cm
2  

25 N 55 N

20 65 kg/cm
2  

15 N 30 N
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A

OPEN SHEATH END SPLI CE
BLOCKING KIT SEAL CASE

B

COCOON OF PLASTIC FILM Sill IcI
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SHIELD BONDING TERMINAL FOR BURIED SERVICE WIRE

by

David Lane
Bob Young

AMP Incorporated
Winston-Salem, NC

_j Abstract The new splice is less dependent on craft skill, has self-
contained one-part sealant, and provide long term, large inter-

The rapid growth of buried service wire use in the face area cable shield bonding capability.
telecommunications industry has increased the demand for a
reliable, low cost means for splicing new or damaged buried In most of the previous splices, shield bonding was ac-
service wire. Splicing kits of various types for this purpose complished by means of a split bolt and nut or other screw
have been available for several years. Each type has been secured clamping arrangement. Such screw secured devices
subject to varying degrees of craftsperson sensitivity at in- depended upon the craftsperson's feel for tightness and
stallation and reliable long term performance of the shield provided little or no follow-up feature to compensate for long
interface. term effects of temperature changes and creep of plastic com-

ponents within the cable.
For the most part, until recently the shield bonding

devices consisted of either a split bolt and nut arrangement or The new Bonding Terminal described in this paper is a
a screw secured clamping arrangement. Neither of these unique stored energy clamping device. It is easily manufac-
devices provided a satisfactory follow-up feature to compen- tured at low cost, can be installed without tools, and will ac-
sate for long term creep of the plastic components within the commodate the range of wire sizes most commonly used. in-
cable. cluding Bell 5-pair cable. Subsequent testing of this terminal

revealed that it has significant additional potential for other
This paper describes a unique stored energy clamping termination applications.

device which provides long term creep compensation. The
device consists of two identical U-shaped spring steel pieces Design Objectives
which fit and latch together hermaphroditically to apply and
maintain spring force at four points for large area chield to The initial goal was to design a radically new shield
shield interface. This shield bonding device is easily manufac- bonding terminal with the following parameters:
tured at low cost, can be installed without tools, is independent
of craftsperson sensitivity, and will accommodate the range of * One size to fit all commonly used cable sizes.
wire sizes most commonly used. * Stored energy clamping to compensate for long term

A plastic creep.
The initial and primary purpose for the development of ° Positive grip to provide good strain relief.

this Shield Bonding Terminal was for use in the new buried ° Easy to install without tools.
service wire splice kit now in production. Subsequent testing ° Low cost.
of the Terminal indicated that it has significant additional
potential for terminating the shield with either solid or braided Terminal Description
copper grounding conductors.

During development, several methods for engaging and
latching the 2 piece Terminal were evaluated. The terminal
concept in its final form is unique in its simplicity (Figure 1)

Introduction and ease of application. It consists of two identical U-shaped

Widespread use of buried service wiring in the telephone
industry in recent years has brought about a much higher de-
mand for splicing apparatus. Splices are used in initial con-
struction as well as in repairing damaged cables. A variety of
commercial splices have been available for this purpose. Most
of the available types had at least one undesirable charac-
teristic such as poor long term shield bonding reliability, sen-
sitivity to craftsperson technique, and/or containing a two-part
encapsulation sealant which is messy and difficult to properly
apply.

A study of the various buried service splice problem
areas revealed that the greatest need was for a low cost, easily
applied cable shield bonding terminal with long term
reliability. This study resulted in the development of a splice
that meets this need and various other needs of the industry. Figure 1 Clamp.
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spring steel clips which fit and latch together hermaphroditi- The clips can be applied without tools. This is accom-
cally IFigure 2) to apply spring force at tour points on the cable phshed by engaging the legs as shown in Figure 2 inserting
shields (Figure 31 the cable ends, and compressing the two clips tcogther until

the latches engage in the closed position as shown in Figure 3.
Other than checking for 4-point latching, the craftsperson has
to make no other determination for proper tensioning. The
Terminal can be easily removed by unlatching with a small or
medium size screw driver or similar tool.

The primary function of the Terminal is to apply high
spring force to a large shield interface area. The primary
electrical contact is the direct shield to shield interface. The
terminal clips themselves provide a secondary electrical path.

The clips apply the contact force through two canti-
levered tongues on each clip. When two mated clips are com-
pressed and latched Onto the prepared cable ends (Figure 3),
the directly opposed pairs of tongues contact the exposed
shields and are deflected. Such deflection plus slight addi-
tional deflection of the clip body provide the stored energy to
compensate for creep of the plastic components within the

Figure 2. 2 Mated clamps, cable. This stored energy is adequate to insure the desired
long term integrity of the shield bond. In addition, the Terminal
provides positive strain relief for the cable splice.

Testing

Numerous tests were performed to determine the long
term reliability and capability of the terminal as a bonding
device. Two of the most significant tests and their results and
two less significant tests are described here.

Current Carrying Capability

This test consisted of the application of DC current
through the shield interface and measuring the temperature
rise at the approximate center of the interface and on the
shield away from the interface. The temperature was
measured and recorded at both points at 5 second intervals

Figure 3 Mated clamps on end of cable. throughout the test period. Figure 5 shows the testing
arrangement.

The Terminal clips are stamped and formed in a The following two types of shields were tested:

progressive die from SAE number 1050 carbon steel strip.
Figure 4 shows a progfession sample in which can be seen the 1. Corrugated. 5 mil bronze shielded, 2 pair, 22 AWG
stamping and forming sequence and connecting carrier strip, cable;
The clips are heat Ireated by Austempering to Rockwell C 2. Smooth, copolymer-coated 8 mil aluminum shielded,
hardness of 45-48 for the desired spring property. The clips 2 pair, 24 AWG cable.
are then zinc plated followed by a chromate conversion for
long term corrosion protection.

"VPDiiTALU OIGIALU

TEMPERATURETMPAUEL ,. ;;A7#T.'.........
ROI_0_CATO _ INDICATOR

THERMOCOUPLE
ON SHIELD

Tooc - --- .. ,
POWERR~SUPPLY

TNERMOCOUPLE
BETWEEN SHIELDS AT
CENTER OF INTERFACE

Figure 5. Test arrangement.
Figure 4. Stamping progression.
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The testing curren, and time periods were as follows: T-RISE IN SHIELD & SHIELD BOND INTERFACE
ALUMINUM SAMPLES AT so. 100 10 AMPS

Test No. Current (amp) Period (sec.) TEMPERATU
R

E -

SHIELD

1 50 60
Bronze shield 2 100 60 100 -

3 200 30 INTERFACE

1 50 60 30

Aluminum shield 2 100 30 1 0 AMPS
3 150 30 200

Test Results 100 AMPS --

o00 - AMPS

Maximum temperature rise, 'F:

Test No. On Shield In Interface 0 .
0 10 20 30 40 so 60

1 40.0
°  

23.40 TIME (SEcONDS)

Bronze shield 2 147.70 79.60
3 369.71 153.6' Figure 7. Temperature rise for aluminum shield.

1 25.50 35.2' plete removal of the copolymer material from the aluminum
Aluminum shield 2 68.00 100.90 shield in the bonding area.

3 157.50 190.50
There was evidence of deterioration of the cable insula-

See Table 1 and Figures 6 and 7 for the recorded data and tion during the higher temperature portions of the tests. The
data plots, high shield temperature caused significant smoking. melting,

and/or shrinking of the insulation. The shield bond remained
T-RISE IN SHIELD & SHIELD BOND INTERFACE intact and exhibited no evidence of deterioration throughout

BNONZE SAMPLES AT SO. 00, 200 AMPS all tests.
TEMPERATU E (F)

SHIELD Results of this testing indicate that the clamping device
- " / will maintain a secure bond during periods of high current

"= - exposure.
INTERFACE

-- " -200 AMPS Large Conductor Splice Performance

1 0Testing was done to determine the capability of the ter-

" ..... .minal for use as a clamp for splicing number 6 AWG solid cop-
"" ."AMPS per grounding conductors. This test consisted of subjecting

-- spliced conductors to a constant current of 1000 amps (DC)
- ..- - 5s for 20 seconds or until failure occurred. Figure 8 shows a

Amps splice prepared for testing.

01 In all samples tested the splice remained intact
0 10 20 30 4O so 60 throughout the test period, and in each case the conductor

TIME ISECONDS) failed within 15 to 20 seconds, by melting and parting at one or
more points away from the splice. Figure 9 is a photograph of

Figure 6. Temperature rise for bronze shield. a typical sample after testing. No damage to the terminal clips
was apparent in any of the tested splices. The results indicate
that the heat sinking characteristics of the terminal provided

For the bronze shield, a comparison of the temperature efficient cooling and protection of the splice integrity.
rise on the shield and within the Interface indicates that, for
shields of this material, the shield interface has a greater
current carrying capability than the shield itself. This is ap-
parently the result of the large area of direct contact between
the shields combined with the heat sinking provided by the
clamp.

A comparison of the data for the aluminum shield shows
that the temperature rise in the interface was some .hat
greater than on the shield for the current levels and periods
used in the tests. It is apparent from a closer study of the data
that extrapolation indicates that for longer periods the tem-
perature difference at the interface and on the shield would
remain approximately constant.

The difference between the performance of the bronze Figure 8. AWG #6 splice.
and aluminum shield bonds appear to be the result of incom-
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-

Figure 9. Tested sample of AWG #6 splice.

Other Testing

Tensile testing was performed to determine the pull force
the splice would withstand before damage to the cable oc-
curred. Bronze shielded 2 pair cable was used in this testing. It Figure 10. Branching or tapping AWG #6 conductor.
consisted of the application of a pull-out force of either one
cable end or both cable ends with the splice housing
restrained in a fixed position. The single cable ends withstood
a force of 55 to 65 pounds before damage occurred. When
both cable ends were pulled, a force of 85 to 95 pounds was
required to cause damage.

Measurements of the connection resistance of the shield
interface were made to evaluate the detrimental effect of en- A
vironmental conditions. Completed splices were subjected to
environmental tests such as thermal cycling, thermal cycling
in high relative humidity, and water immersion. Comparison of
connection measurements made before these tests with those
made after the tests provided an indication of the degree of
deterioration of the shield bond. The initial resistance
measurements through the splice assembly averaged 5.7
milliohms with a range of 5.6 to 5.8 milliohms. After the en-
vironmental testing the resistance measurements average 5.9
milliohms with a range of 5.6 to 6.3 milliohms. A comparison of
these before and after readings shows that the average
resistance change was only .2 milliohms and a maximum
change of .7 milliohms. Figure 11. AWG #6 conductor bonded to shield.

Applications

The Shield Bonding Terminal was designed and
developed for use in the buried service wire splice for the
telecommunications industry. The terminal concept has
received considerable attention because of its simplicity, per-
formance, ease of application, and low cost. Evaluation tests
have proven that it will effectively and reliably perform not only
its intended function but also perform other functions as well.

Examples of other applications for this terminal are as
follows:

Figure 8 shows the terminal used for splicing number 6
AWG solid copper grounding conductors.

Figure 10 shows a method for branching or tapping num-
ber 6 AWG conductors.

Figure 11 shows an application in which the terminal is Figure 12. Braided GRD conductor bonded to shield.
used to bond a cable shield to a number 6 AWG solid
conductor.

Figure 12 shows that the terminal can be used to bond a
cable shield to a braided grounding conductor.
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Table 1. High Current Test Measurements
Temperature Rise Data Summary

BRONZE

Shield Interface

Current = 50 100 200 50 100 200
Amps Amps Amps Amps Amps Amps

Seconds = 0 80.0 80.3 80.3 78.2 77.3 77.5
5 87.3 104.0 176.5 83.8 92.4 111.1

10 91.0 119.3 241.5 85.7 99.3 135.7
15 95.3 137.0 291.0 87.4 105.3 158.3
20 98.0 150.3 337.5 88.9 111.8 182.0
25 101.5 163.0 389.5 90.5 117.3 206.9
30 104.3 174.5 450.0 92.1 123.2 231.1
35 107.0 185.0 - 93.8 128.8 -
40 110.0 195.3 - 95.2 134.4 -
45 113.0 206.0 - 96.9 140.2 -
50 115.5 213.8 - 98.5 145.7 -
55 117.5 222.0 - 98.0 151.5 -
60 120.8 228.0 - 101.6 156.9 -

ALUMINUM

Current = 50 100 150 50 100 150
Amps Amps Amps Amps Amps Amps

Seconds = 0 80.8 79.5 80.0 77.9 77.9 77.9
5 86.3 101.5 123.5 85.1 115.1 154.4

10 89.5 113.4 150.0 90.7 131.4 179.3
15 91.5 123.3 175.0 93.4 143.4 203.0
20 93.3 132.0 197.0 97.0 155.7 224.8
25 95.5 140.0 214.5 99.8 165.4 246.4
30 96.5 147.5 237.5 102.4 1788 268.4
35 98.5 - - 104.4 - -

40 100.5 - - 106.3 - -

45 102.0 - - 107.9 - -

50 103.5 - - 109.7 - -

55 104.8 - - 111.5 - -

60 106.3 - - 113.1 - -

Temperature given in degrees Fahrenheit.

Table 1. High current test measurements.
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AD POO0 0 0
OUTDOOR CONNECTOR WITH ADVANCED WEATHER RESISTANCE

M. Meyerstein

Bell Northern Research, Ottawa, Canada

Abstract
-Sj

A persistent problem for telephone operating
companies has been low insulation resistance and
noisy circuits in outdoor cross-connect terminals. Cabler Cbleo
This is due to impurities in condensed moisture FromC.O. ResidentialUnits
which forms conductive bridges between nearby
electrical contacts. In fact, a performance
monitoring program of connectors in the outdoor Enclosure
environment showed that in periods of high
humidity, 100 per cent of the contacts in a
25-pair connector can become noisy. So when,
in 1979, a new connector system was introduced
for in-building cross-connecting, special
features were incorporated into the connector
design with a view to outdoor operation. This
paper describes these features and additional
techniques which include filling the connect, r
with a resilient gel, housing it in a moisture-
shedding retainer and using a hydrophobic com-
pound which is extruded over the cable wire ends. 

.  
2-arCs-on-on-Pr

Reliability testing shows that the use- of these Connector sumprWine) Connector

features has produced an outdoor cross-connect
system with exceptionally good weather resistance.

Figure 1
Schematic 'iew of an Outdoor

Introduction Cross-connect Interface

The Outdoor Cross-connect Inter -- As shown in Figure 1, the feeder cables from the

central office ace termin.ited onto 25-pair

Telephone signals are carried from central offices connector blocks. Distribution cables are ter-
on cables (feeder cables) which osually have a minated onto a separate bank ol connect rs, and the
large pair-count. At some point in the loop, they two are cross-connected by running removeable
are connected to smaller cables (distribution jumper wires between connectors. In this manner,
cables) which serve individual areas within a spare distribution pairs can be provided for future
community. In the past, the cables were connected use, but costly feeder pairs can be allocated as
together using permanent cable splices. In recent and when required.
years however, due to increa: Lng urban development
and population mobility, the need has arisen for Existing Products
a system which facilitates frequent changes to
the cross-connection arrangements. This has Typical cross-connect terminals for S A I 's fall
resulted in the introduction of the outdoor cross- into two categories; binding post and quick-clip.
connect interface, frequently referred to as the On a binding post connector, wires are connected
serving area interface (SAI) or jumper wire to threaded posts by screw terminals. The wires
interface (JWI). must be stripped before connection can be made. In

a quick-clip connector, special contact elements

(Insulation Displacement Contacts) cut through the
insulation and makc contact with the conduct rs.
Whilst both t'pes have been on the market for some
years, the latter is more compact and simpler to
use than tihe former and is a more recent develop-
ment.
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Problems with Outdoor C-oss-Connect ions As ,an b), seen, a very large percentage of
termini!s, both binding post and quick-clip,

The _Mair - So rce' of Trouble became noisy it some time during the period shown
in Figure 2. A noisy terminal is designat.d at

Mauy telephone companies have experienced persistent one whose I R value falls below 100 megohtrs, ;is
problems conc.rning the reliability o[ outdoor is explained above.
connectors, and in 1978 

8 ell-Northern Researchi
Undertook a program of connector performance Figure 3, showing tile ac cumulated hours of no is
monitoring in the field to determine the causes, in threV Itstt hs on one 25-pair quick-el ip connet ttor
The main source of trouble was found to be low 11ti Ijtt )i",-iir b inding o 0st t1nneCtor, Je'moulstrites
insulation resistance (IR) beLweeti adjacent con- the se\,eritv 11 this proble.m. Tit, imp~t('t on tile
tacts ,it cite cOnnectors. opert ing ( ompanc , dut a large- num!ber of trobl e

c Is tr'c, ct'stimters, would b, highly significant
It has been determined that it tile insulation during such periods.
resistance between tip and ring can be maintained
above 100 megohms, then good teleplone transmission Duration of Noisy Circuits, hours
is possible. If tile I R falls to I megohm then
tile user will hear noise on the line and at 0.1 Connector July Aug. Sept.Type 1980 1980 1980
megohms or less, the I ine is unacceptablv noisy,
or even unserviceable. In an outdoor cross-connect Binding Post
interface this problem is caused by witr which 24 Pairs 2 2 12

condenses onto the connectors. This water, containing Quick-clip
dissolved impurities from the air and the' surface 25 Pairs 25 25 0
of the connector, forms a conductive bridge which
reduces the I R between adjacent terminals. The
extent of the problem is influenced by the location
oi the installation, the environment inside tile
interface and, of course by the design of the
connectors and the enclosure.

'eo rouble Figure 3
Hours of Noisy Circuits, July to
September 1980, Location: Ottawa

The connector performance monitoring program

included measurements of the frequency of
occurrence of noise in various types of cross-
connect interface from 1978 until 198!. Figure 2 The Need for a New Aroach
shows the results for ground-mounted installations
ot standard design located in Ottawa. 'rhe conclusion reached was that the cabinets

could not be expected to provide internal hum-
ldity control which was better than ambient. In
fact it was frequently observed that environmen-

Percentage of Noisy Te;,inals tal conditions caused perfectly sealed cabinets
Typeof Sample May June July Aug. Sept. to l'ave an internal environment which was worse
Connector Size (Pairs) 1979 1979 1979 1979 1979 than vented cabinets.

This situation is exacerbated b. small quanti-
Ouick-clip 25 68 84 0 64 0 ties of precipitation which enter the cabinets

when the doors are opened, and then become sealed
Binding post 24 29 50 0 12 0 in when the doors are closed again.

Tile solution to the problem of noisy circuits
caused by the situation described above ii to
build into the connectors themselves enough pro-
tection against condensation such that they
would not be affected by such conditions as may
prevail inside the cabinet. The cabinet would

Figure 2 (source. reference 2) then be relied upon to provide physical protec-
percentage of Terminals Noisy for More than tion and to shielei the contents against rain and

15 Minutes, May to August 1979 snow, etc.
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It became obvious, therefore, that a connector Enhanced Environmental Prot-.ction
system with a better resistance to condensed
moisture would be a useful innovation in the field In addition to designing the plastic body of the
of Outside Plant. connector in the most effective manner, several

additional features have been incorporated in
The Solution: A New Connector order to further enhance its environmental

Designed for a High I R specifically intended for outdoor use.

In 1979 a new 25-pair connector was introduced
3  

Internal Protection: In order to prevent
for use on indoor cross-connect installations. moisture from entering the connector or from
Although it was initially used indoors, the reaching the contact interfaces, the connector is

requirements for future outdoor applications were filled with a resilient, conformal gel.
taken into account by designing tile connector to
have an inher.ntlN high I R in an adverse
environment.

y

Figure 5
External View of Outdoor Connector

Figure 4 The gel is injected (by the manufacturer) into
Exploded View of 25-pair Connector cach of the 50 contact pockets.

This ensures that each contact is completely
Figure 4 shows some of the features which were encapsulated by the gel. The gel was chosen with
designed into the connector. Firstly, the contact several requirements in mind, including the
elements are separated by the plastic centre resistance to thermal degradation, its chemical
moulding; all of the upper contacts are tips and inertness, its high dielectric strength, its
all of the lower contacts are rings. The hydrophobic nature which causes moisture to bead
connector is also designed to have a "quiet fr it" on its surface rather than forming a continuous
whi.h has the advantage that there is no direct film, and its ability to remain soft at low
path between contacts across the surface of the temperatures. This ensures that the gel does not

connector. Lastly, each contact is separated from impede normal operations such as terminating
its neighbours by internal plastic ridges, ultra- wires, testing of circuits, etc. It also has a
sonically welded to the opposite face of the high resistance to migration, which is important
connector. This configuration forms pockets in for handling and using the connector.
4hich the contacts are contained. All of these
features act in concert to greatly lengthen the External Protection: The connector is
path which moisture must take in order to bridge protected against the accumulation of water on its
between contacts, thus increasing the IR in a external surfaces by housing it in a plastic
condensing atmosphere. moulded retainer, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

With this approach, therefore, action was taken
at the design stage to combat the problem of
noisy lines in outdoor cross-connect interfaces.
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moisture ingress du to covers b),in g left open.

Wire Arrangement: The wires enter the
connector from underneath, so that moisture cannot

run down them into the contacts, as happens with

other connection systems where the wires enter from
above. Also, it is impossible to hive wires
running from one contact over the tcp of other
contacts, which would form an easy path for

ine Connector Wire End Encaplant moisture to track across, causing lw I ,
Coner • i~e 'Lock

Lock Protctilk shel The Results

Connector
With Sealant Si tFo os n

_______Test M:cttroi: The proof of the puddingisn
-tte eating, and so the effectiveness of the design

features described above was verified by a program

Clip- Cotm-co, Retainer of reliability testing. A good test for simu-
lating a life-cycle in a condensing environment is

.Wire Strain Relief the ASTM B117 standard salt-fog test, in which
fully wired connector assemblies are subjected to

a mist of five per cent sodium chloride solut ion.
This test has been augmented by energizing all

tip., and rings with a potential difference of
Ci g 6 48 volts DC , which provides a more severe test

Cross-section through an Outdoor condition than with non-energized contacts. Any
Connector and Retainer condensation which occurs betwekon contacts

or wire-ends will, under these conditions, cause
a rapid degradation of insulation resistance. The
i N between each contact and all the others in

the connector electrically j,,ined together is
measured periodically during the test, and any
reading falling below 100 megohms is regarded as
a failure.

The testing of I R between one contact and all

the others together is a very severe test

condition which detects low I R due to leakage
from one contact to any others in the connector.
This produces a potentially lower I R than that
obtained merel; by measuring between the tip and
ring of each pair individually. This represents

a very realistic situation where in the field,
leakage or capacitive unbalanc,, il the ircuit can
occur between any combination of contact s if water

bridges them - not just the tip ati ring of a pair.

Test Criteria:

Over a period of several years, using data from

the connector performance monitoringprogram, a
correlation was made between failure rates in

Figure 7 the field and those in the salt-fog tests. It

Connector/Retainer Assembly was found that one hour in the salt-fog chamber

produced failure rates similar to one month in
The retainer is filled with an inert hydrophobic the field, for a large proportion of the environ-

compound, which, when the connector is inserted mental conditions encountered therein. Thus, a
into the retainer, extrudes over the cut ends of salt-fog test of 240 hours duration equates to

the cable wires and the surfaces of the connector a life in the field of 20 years.
in the base of the retainer. A flexible cover is
provided which allows access to the front of the
connector for the installation of jumper wires.
This cover is moulded integrally with the body
of the retainer, using a "living hinge" which
eliminates the possibility of water leaking in
through a hinge opening. The hinged cover is
spring-loaded which solves the problem of
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Test Samples: Three types of connector were test- The Cabinets
ed, two samples of each type being used. Pro-
duction samples of a commercial binding post con- Environmental Features
nector, a commercial quick-clip connector, and the
new connector described in this paper were tested, A family of cabinets has been designed as part of
all connectors being of the 25-pair modular var- the new outdoor cross-connect system. These
iety. The connectors were all mounted in the salt cabinets, ranging in size from 600 to 3000 pairs
-fog chamber and wired according to the manufac- al-o have features designed into them to improve
turer's recommended procedures, but they were not their environmental protection.
placed in a cabinet. With this setup, it was
therefore possible to compare the environmental
protection of the new connector with that of two
existing types of connector.

Test Results

so --
C-nnectors

Figure 9
3000-pair Outdoor Cross-connect Cabinet

to Figure 9 shows a 3000-pair ground-mounted cabinet
with its doors open. The base is a separate

No structure, sealed off from the cabinet shell,
0 ,-__ .0. thus preventing moist air from the ground or

so 100 500 1000 improperly sealed ducts from entering the

HoursOfExpore(Log Scale) cabinet and condensing therein. The cabinet also
has a double-skinned top designed to reduce

Figure 8 radiative heat loss at night, thereby reducing

Percentage of Failed Contacts vs. Time of condensation inside the cabinet. The cabinet is

Exposure to Salt-fog. New Connector, Commercial well ventilated, in order to encourage a fresh
Binding-Post and Commercial Quick-Clip supply of ambient air to flow through the cabinet,

and to prevent the humidity from building up to
Figure 8 shows the results of the salt-fog test condensation conditions, the vents being designed
on the three types of connector. The results to resist the entry of snow and rainfall.
dramatically illustrate the improvement in
reliability achieved by designing a connector The contribution of these features is being
which has an efficient system of environmental assessed as part of BNR's connector performance
protection. The new connector obviously has a monitoring program.
much greater life expectancy than the other types
of connector which were tested along with it. Conclusion

Other Tests Northern Telecom has developed a new outdoor cross-

connect system which has a highly efficient means of
The reader should be aware that salt-fog testing environmental protection . Tests indicate zhat
was by no means the only form of testing to which the reliability of the system in a condensing
the connector was subjected. In fact, a very environment greatly surpasses that achieved

comprehensive program of reliability testing was hitherto by other systems.
conducted on the connector and its associated
hardware before the product was released onto the Production of this new system began in late 1981
mariet. The program included such tests as and it was standardized by Bell Canada in early
thermal cycling, durability, heat-aging, and 1982. The system is currently undergoing field
many other tests which are commonly used in the trials with several North American telephone
connector industry. companies.
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ADPO-
A NEW CLAMP-ON TAP FOR COAXIAL DATA NETWORKS

by
James Fetterolt

AMP Incorporated
Harrisburg. PA

Abstract

This paper discusses the coaxial cable tapping require-
ments of local area networks and describes a new type of tap
that meets these requirements. The new tap combines the AL

reliability of rf connectors with the installation ease of a static
probe tap. Interaction of the unique probes enable the tap to
clamp onto unstripped cable eliminating the extensive in- TERMINAL

stallation time required by traditional coaxial connectors.

Typical applications of the tap are described and the AME

relative advantages are explored for two methods of installa-
tion. The direct penetration method is quick and simple but is
highly "cable-dependent" whereas the cable drilling technique MICROCOMPUTER

produces a reliable tap over a wider variety of cables and in-
troduces less capacitance loading.

Complete physical and electrical characteristics of the DS RV
tap are presented with special attention to cable/tap com-
patibility. Data is presented demonstrating the effects of cable PRINTER

materials, design, and tolerances upon overall performance.

The equipment, procedure, and philosophy for a cable PHOTOTYPESE
i

ER

penetrability test is disclosed, and typical test results are
presented. FACSIMILE

COPIER

Introduction| CABLE TERMINAL

Introduction TAP

A local area network allows data-generating and data-
receiving equipment to communicate over the data bus MINICOMPUTER

promoting distributed processing by permitting large and
small computers, peripherals, and other intelligent equipment
stations. A typical network, such as that illustrated in Figure 1,
can contain up to 256 stations operating at speeds of 5 to 10 COAXIAL CABLE

megabaud over a coaxial cable bus 1,000 feet long. Bus

The growth of these networks brings the need for a fast Figure 1 A typical local network.
and reliable means of tapping cable to add stations. Although
traditional rf connectors, such as "N" Series, offer high perfor- of the wire) to hold the conductor against the probe, the con-
mance (when carefully applied by a skilled technician) the ductor could eventually drift away from the probe resulting in
cable must be cut to install them. Cutting the cable requires intermittencies, or complete loss of contact.
that the entire network must be shut down simply to add a sta-
tion. To avoid loss of critical data, a shutdown requires A New Approach
scheduling with all network users.

Designed to meet the demand for e more reliable tap in
In an effort to avoid disruptive shutdowns, static probe CATV applications, the AMP Coaxial Tap has undergone a

taps such as that shown in Figure 2 have been used. These se'ies of refinements during development to produce a new
taps use a single probe to make contact with the cable's center and more logical solution to the problem of reliably tapping
conductor. While the tap is easily applied and does not require coaxial cables. As indicated by Figure 3. this tap can be in-
the network be shut down, long-term reliability is a concern, stalled without cutting the cable. Some cables can be tapped
especially considering the needs of data processing. The with no preparation, while others requIre an additional step. In
probe presses against one side of the center conductor. Since either case, the tap can be installed while the network is
there is no mechanism (other than the tensile characteristics operating and total installation time is brief.
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GBACKUP

PROBEE

lulSIGNAL I
SIGNAL PROBE
PROBE CATV TAP

Figure 2. Static probe coaxial tap.

FIXED
PROBE S

SIGNAL
CONNECTION

0 Figure 4. Active probe coaxial tap.

loading is less than 3 pF for undrilled cable and 2 pF for drilled
cable.

Four pair of redundant ground probes pierce the cable
jacket unassisted to establish the shield connection as shown

2, in Figure 5. The cable curvature and plastic cavity design
TIGHTEN cause the permanent deformation necessary to "crimp" the

3 BACK-UP braid strands between compliant prongs.

PLACE CABLE TIGHTEN SCREW Two ground posts and a single post protrude into the
IN TAP CLAMPING PCB cavity in the tap. These posts allow simple removal of the

SCREW transceiver module from the tap body without removal of the

tap from the coaxial cable bus. A variety of standard discon-
nects are available to couple the PCB to the remote digital
device.

Figure 3. Installation of active probe coaxial tap assembly. The major electrical and mechanical specifications for

the tap are listed in Table 0.

The two halves of the tap body locate the cable and grip Table 0. Specifications for AMP Coaxial Tap
the jacket to provide strain-relief.

Operating Cable Voltage (max) 50 Vdc or Vacrms
The center conductor is captured between two probes as Operating Tap Voltage (max) 600 Vdc or Vacrms

shown in Figure 4 to establish the signal connection. Capacitance (max) 3 pF (on drilled cable)

Both probes are insulated and do not make electrical Contact Resistance (max) 50 mD
contact with the shield of the coaxial cable. The stationary Contact Current Rating (max) 1 A
probe achieves electrical contact to the center conductor, and
the spring-loaded back up probe maintains the force for long- Insulation Resistance (min) 5 GL2
term reliability. The second spring-loaded probe overcomes Cable Retention (min) 150 Ib
the shortcoming of static probe taps, which use a single non- Cable Torque Resistance (min) 20 in.-lb
compliant probe and tends to push the center conductor
deeper into the dielectric material. Both probes are designed Operating Temperature 0 to 501C
to pierce the cable and forcefully trap the center conductor. A Storage Temperature -30 to 80°C
minimum amount of metal enters the cable, to minimize im-
pedance discontinuities at the termination. Actual capacitive In a system such as this, the cable serves as more than
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I'VEI' LtfI 9

A ..l . -t

TRINATOR

ROOT OF BASEPLATE 
O 

E A N

BUCKLES AND LOADS 0..
CONTACT BEAM

[D PRUHI k ,SI ~.Figure 5. Shield connection. HATTER',

CABLE CF AMP

the medium for data transmission; it also functions as an in- R 1 4, , 4' '1

portant part of the electrical and mechanical connection. To - A,

be used with the AMP Coaxial Tap, coaxial cables must meet !.
the following material requirements: GAM I fF

Center Conductor - Solid annealled copper of the wire size T 'F' MUD)L,. F

required by the particular tap. ri. i

Dielectric: Plastic, such as polyethylene or Teflon* TFE or IhFEP. I

Shield: Braid or foil, with up to four layers. The outer layer QspL A (E MEN'
must be braided, tin-plated copper 32 through 36 AWG. ID MUUF E @
Jacket: Plastic. The outer diameter must be between 0.370 I.I. O 0
and 0.410 inch to ensure the cable will be firmly held by the I
tap. r

Cable Compatibility

The AMP Coaxial Tap was initially designed for use with L .... RI (ICI P

RG-8 cable. As EMI requirements became more stringent,
network designers began demanding cables with better PROBE TIP A 'T
shielding performance. This resulted in the use of braid-foil, AS TRANStFR

braid-foll-braid, and braid-foil-braid-foil combinations. As' SVATC" CONTA$'

might be expected, some of these cables are better suited to_+
direct penetration than others. A penetrability test was devised
to determine which cable configurations could be reliably SPIE P

tapped by direct penetration.

CENTER

Penetrability Testing CONDUCTOR

The penetrability test measures penetration force versus
probe travel and indicates the presence (or absence) of shorts EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER AND MODEL

between the shield and center conductor providing a Test Stand Hunter CTM
2 Ldrear Displacemn~et Module Davtronwc OF 1601"signature analysis" of the sample cable for direct penetration 3 Displacentrn npt Module Davironic TRpe 70

tapping. 4 Load Cell Davtrorc 52A (T00 Ihr
5 Load tnput Module Davironc 

T
Rpe 71

6 An fpl ets 121 DaYtror , 3X00
Figure 6 is a diagram of the test setup and a list of recom- 7 XYY Recorder HewIett Pa,-kard 7046A

mended equipment. The cable is placed in a special test fix- B Dal Indcato, Fedel 815
ture that simulates a tap. A single probe is In the top section of 9 Caibration Weights

the fixture. The cable-clamp fixture rests on a linear displace- 10 Cable Clamp

ment transducer; above the fixture Is a pressure transducer Figure 6. Penetration test setup.
used to measure penetration force of the probe. As the probe
displaces the cable materials, an X-Y plotter graphs probe
travel versus penetration force. It also plots an electrical circuit
used to detect shorts through circuit continuity. The resulting
graph is used to determine whether the tap can be applied which time it increases again. The line across the top of the
without drilling the cable. graph represents the electrical circuit. The circuit consists of a

battery, cable, probe and plotter. The cable shield and center
Figure 7 is a typical penetration-test graph. As the probe conductor are connected in series in the circuit. When the

enters the cable and encounters the shield, the force in- shield is shorted against the center conductor by the metal
creases. When the probe ruptures the shield, the force re- probe tip, the circuit to the plotter Is connected; the line on the
quired drops until the probe reaches the center conductor, at chart will show a sharp drop until the shunt is opened.
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penetration. As a result of extensive penetrability testing the
_______following general recommendations (Table X1) have been

established.
SHORT

SHORT OPENED Table X1. Cable Requirements for Direct Penetration
SCable part Materials Remarks

CbPROBE PIERCES
SHIELD Conductor Solid annealled No plating required

0
cc copper

PROBE PROBE CONTACTS Dielectric Solid or foamed Foam plastics cannot
RUNNING B CENTER CONDUCTOR polyolef in (poly- be used if the cable
THROUGH ethylene, etc.) has a double-layer
DIELECTRIC shield (on 50-0 cable).

01 LINEAR TRAVEL Solid or foamed
fluoropolymer
(Teflon*. etc.)

L Shield Up to two layers - Outer layer must be
DESIGN PROBE DEPTH ----- one braid and one foil braid.

NOTE Braid: tin-plated Foil should have less
MINIMUM REQUIRED copper 32 through 36 than 10% elongation.

DISTANCE A B IS 060 AWG

Figure 7. Graph for penetration test. Jacket Polyolefin, fluoropoly- Outer diameter must
mer, or polyvinyl be between .370 and
chloride (PVC) .410 inch.

Typical penetration graphs, and representations of the

condition responsible for them, are shown in Figure 8. When a cable cannot be tapped satisfactorily by direct
penetration, it is usually because parts of the shield are
dragged inward by the probe to short against the Lenter con-
ductor. Even in instances where shorts do not occur, it is
possible that deformation of the shield can be great enough to
excessively increase capacitive loading by the tap. These
restrictions significantly limit the number of coaxial cable
types that can be used effectively with local area networks

0D using this tap.

"" the Since these conditions often exist with cables that offer

-All . the desired qualities of low capacitance and high shielding
performance, and because of network designers' interest in a
reliable tap that can be applied without interrupting the bus,

A B > 060 an improved method of applying the tap was developed. This
C, improved method includes drilling the shielding level of the

UNORILLED CABLE - cable with an insulated bit.
CAN BE TAPPED

Drilling

SHORT Although drilling involves an extra operation in tapping a
NOT cable, it has several advantages. It maintains consistent
OPENED capacitance values and eliminates the possibility of the probes

dragging the shield inward to short against the center conduc-
tor. Drilled multi-braided cables present much less capacitive
loading than undrilled cables - typically 2.0 pF versus 5 pF.

The tap is applied In two steps. First, a drilling fixture is
placed on the cable. The fixture has two clamps thrt firmly

B - Lhold the cable and prevent its twisting. A drill guide fits into the
fixture and snaps over the cable. The guide has a drill hole in

B< 06W each side to guide the drill bit. A specially insulated bit Is used;
the insulation isolates the cable conductors from the drillUNDRILLED CABLE

CANNOT BE TAPPED motor and acts as a stop on the drilling depth. The purpose of
drilling is to locally remove the shield to provide a clear path

Figure 8. Typical penetration graphs. for the center-conductor probes. Figure 9 shows the drilling
fixture.

Cable samples that can be consistently penetrated with- After the cable Is drilled, the plastic drill guide Is removed
out sustained shorts Indicate a cable that is suitable for direct from the cable and strap fixture. The fixture Is left on the cable.
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St AMP Further investigation disclosed that this was caused by a lack
of concentricity within the cable. Therefore, even if the cable

PL AST". meets the material requirements indicated in Table Xl perfor-

GUIDE .,. mance with direct penetration cannot be assured unless
penetrability tests are conducted using samples of the cable to

An ideal coaxial cable is concentric, with all layers having
- _ " ,; o,_a common axis. In a real cable, manufacturing tolerances in-

ET -- , troduce some eccentricity into the cable. For the tap to work
" R L properly, eccentricity must be within certain limits. For exam-
BUSHING pie, if the center conductor is sufficiently off center, the probes

may bend or may completely miss the center conductor dur-
AS. A t (I UDRIL L r ing tapping. Three equations have been devised to ensure that

U sDL , S, DRLLI the cable falls within the eccentricity limits required by the tap.
Figure 11 shows the eccentricity requirements.

: D
4

.; - 04

",, D,

'HE "iXTUHiE iS i t, I 0 CENTER / CENTER

TAP AND PRECISEL AL"tAS OF OF
THE DRILLED HOLES A IH THE JACKET CENTER

PROBES El 4 CONDUCTOR

Figure g. Drilling fixture. D2--

The strap fixture is keyed to the tap. When the tap is placed on
the fixture, the probes are precisely alignea with the drilledob - D

< 
D
I

holes in the cable. ET1 2 2

-'X /7 CENTER
Completing the tap is simply a matter of tightening the CENTER - OF

same two screws that are used for direct penetration tapping OF CENTER

and removing the drilling fixture. The probes and shield ter- DIELECTRIC - E, . CONDUCTOR

minators establish electrical connections with a drilled cable in 0

the same manner as they do with direct penetration. A
penetration test performed on drilled cable yields the test 03
results shown in Figure 10.

Typical tapping times are less than three minutes.

CENTER CENTER

OF OP
JACK T E3 4 SHIELD

NO
SHORTS Figure 11. Cable eccentricity limits.

Center-Conductor-to-Jacket - The difference between
. ; 4~L the center of the center conductor and the center of the jacket

/ must be less than or equal to the following:

E., <.353 D, - .010"

Figure 10. Penetration profile of drilled cable. where D, is the diameter of the center conductor.

Center-Conductor-to-Dlelectric - The difference be-

Concentricity tween the center of the center conductor and the center of the
dielectric must be less than or equal to the following:

During penetrability testing, It became apparent that the
results for many cable samples did not follow the patterns E,.2 < D2 - D,
established by other samples with the same configurations. 20
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where D, is the diameter of the center conductor and D2 is the Conclusion
diameter of the dielectric.

The AMP coaxial tap provides an efficient, reliable means
ShIeld-to-Jacket - The difference between the center of of tapping a coaxial cable in a local area network. The perfor-

the shield and the center of the jacket must be less than or mance of this tap depends on certain physical characteristics
equal to the following: of the cable on which it is applied. Although the cable drilling

technique described in this paper overcomes many of the
E3 -4 -.050" - D4- D3  limitations imposed by cable geometries and materials it

2 cannot compensate for cables wherein the jacket, shield,
dielectric, and center conductor are not sufficiently concentric.
We know of no tapping method available today that will com-w here D3 is the outer diam eter of the shield and D4 is thepe s t fo hi ly c en rc ab e o s ru i n .whaeer oftecepensate for highly eccentric cable constructions.

diameter of the jacket.

An Example - The cable must meet all three concen-
tricity requirements as demonstrated in Figure 12.

1. Center Conductor
2. Dielectric
3. Shield E1 .4 4.353 (.0855) - .010"
4. Jacket 4.0202

2 4 E, 4

•\ \,-,

-0855-0202
MAX

242

326 CENTER CONDUCTOR
- 405 TO JACKET

E2 E4 [3

0078 0105

MAX MAX

CENTER CONDUCTOR SHIELD TO
TO DIELECTRIC JACKET

E1 .2 4.242 - .0855 E3-4;.050 -405 - .326

20 234.~ QU

4,0078 -. 0105

Figure 12. Eccentricity examples.
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. . BASED ON RADIATION FROM A CIRCUMFERENTIAL SLOT

Thomas N. Lovern II* and Chalmers M. Butler**

*Comm/Scope Company

Catawba, North Carolina
**Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Mississippi
University, Mississippi

Summa connector. The coax center conductor is assumed
to be continuous, i.e., the center pin and its

In this paper we consider the elementary but female counterpart make good contact, but the
important case of excitation in which the leakage connector outer fitting is assumed to be unscrewed,

from the coaxial cable is caused by a partially effectively leaving a gap in the outer conductor of

disconnected connector. The coax center conductor the coax. It is through this circumferential slot
formed by the gap in the outer coaxial shield that

outer fitting is assumed to be unscrewed, ef- electromagnetic energy reaches the exterior region.
fectively leaving a gap in the outer conductor In general, the current induced on the exterior

fectvel levinga gp i th outr cndutorsurface of the outer coaxial conductor is strongly

of the coax. It is through this circumferential depende on h er thiap iocted alongth
slot that electromagnetic energy reaches the dependent upon where this gap is located along the
exterior region. In general, the current induced length of the coax, and, in turn, exterior fields

on the exterior surface of the outer coaxial depend directly upon this surface current. ihere-

conductor is strongly dependent upon where this computed for numerous values of the displacement of

gap is located along the length of the coax, and, te f or from tec of the finte-
in trnextrio filds eped drecly ponthe faulty connector from the center of the finite-in turn, exterior fields depend directly upon length coaxial cable and exterior fields are

this surface current. Therefore, in this le ter i al calerom.

investigation, the exterior fields are computed determined therefrom.

for numerous values of the displacement of the The coaxial cable resides a specified distance
faulty connector from the center of the finite- above the earth and is taken to be parallel to the
length coaxial cable, The effects of length and earth's surface. For the purposes of analysis, the
radius of coax outer/tonductor, height of coax outer conductor of the coax, as well as the surface
above ground, frequency and the nature of the of the earth, are assumed to be ideal conductors,
internal fields (voltage and current) are considered, and the radius of the coax is ascumed to be very

small relative to the height of the coax above
ground, The assumptions of small radius-to-height

Introduction ratio and the idealness of the coax shield introduces
little error except in those locales where earth

In an expanding CATV network, an understanding of conductivity is extremely low, allowing displacement
system R.F. radiation is of increasing importance. current to become comparable to conduction current.
In the cable system environment, it is often Subject to the idealizations discussed above, an
difficult to empirically separate the effects of integro-differential equation is developed and
various connectors, cable arrays, etc. Under- solved for the current which is induced on the
standing the electromagnetic leakage of individual exterior surface of the outer conductor of the coax.
components is, therefore, of practical value. The The forcing function in this integro-differential
purpose of this paper is to describe the results equation is the field in the gap caused by the
of an investigation of the field exterior to a iolete f ed cnnteeorapicaurn* the
coaxial cable caused by the presence of a hole or i e te fas cecto In trn the
a gap in the coax outer shield. The analytical field in the gap is related to the excitation and

techniques employed are outlined and representative terminations inside the coaxial cable, thus
dataare reseted.enabling one to relate the solution of the integro-

data are presented. differential equation to the quantities normally

The intensity and characteristics of the field known for a coax.
radiated and that leaked by a coaxial cable depend For numerous conditions of interest of excitation,
upon numerous parameters: the length and radius the integro-differential equation is solved for
of coax outer conductor; height of the coax above the exterior shield current and, from knowledge
ground; frequency; the nature of the internal of this current, the field radiated by the coax is
fields (voltage and current); and the nature of optis c en t field radiated is
the means by which the internal energy leaks to computed, Near fields and far-zone radiated fields

the region exterior to the coaxial shield, In are calculated, and they are presented as functions
of the parameters of interest discussed above. It

this paper we consider the elementary but important is observed that the strength of the exterior field
case of excitation in which the leakage from the Is far greater for certain cable lengths than it is
coaxial cable is caused by a partially disconnected for other lengths,
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Formulation Finding the currents I and I' requires solving a
boundary value problem. For this particular problem

The general problem to be considered here is the boundary conditions require that the total
illustrated in Fig. 1, where one sees a finite electric field tangential to and on the surface of
length PEC wire of radius a oriented along the z both PEC wires be zero. We define E8[I1;r] as the
axis a distance d above the ground (yz plane). electric field at a point r due to current l1 on

wire 1, E[l[2 ;r) as the electric field at r due to
current 12 on wire 2, and Ei(r) as the known

2a (electric field at r resulting from electromagnetic

I V energy radiating from the gap in the outer conductor
+ . Xd of the coax. The field Ei(r) is dir-ctly responsi-

ble for the current I and 12. The total electric
[ l field is the sum of that produced by I1, that

zZ-h z=O z=zg z=n produced by 12 and of the incident field:

EARTH ZTOTAL Es[Ij;r] + E[1 2 ;r] E i(r) • (2)

Under the thin-wire assumptions, only the z
components of the fields are significant in the

Fig. 1. Wire above ground. satisfaction of the boundary conditions. If we
further define Eab[Ib;zl as the z component of the
electric field due to lb (evaluated on the surface

The ground is assumed to be of infinite extent and of wire a) and EQ(z) as the z component of the
perfectly conducting. This allows one to employ incident electric field evaluated on wire a, then
image theory in the construction of an equivalent the boundary conditions are given by
model shown in Fig. 2. In particular, we introduce I
an image wire of the same dimensions as the -Esil[I;z] - E z[I,;zj = Ej(z) zF(-h,h) (3a)
original. The image voltage source Is equal and
opposite to the original, the image and Its source -Ei[ll;z] - E72[I?;z]S= E2 (z) , zt(-h,h). (3b)
are located in a medium (,;) a distaince d below

the air-earth interface, and the image wire is
parallel to the original wire. This reduces If we set Es to zero, then (3a) would be the

equation for a single isolated wire in free space.
Similarly, if we set E i to zero, then (3b) would
be the equation for a single isolated wire in free
space. The terms Esl and ES2 are referred to as

V "self" terms while E?2 and F% are referred to as
"coupling" terms.

In general, Es, the electric field at the surface

2a d X of a PEC body, is given by

SEs (r) = jA(r) + V(r) , r-S (4)

_2a where A is the magnetic vector potential and ¢ is

the electric scalar potential due to the currents
V'=- V and charges on the wires. The vector r locates
I'=- the observation point. Considering our geometry

--_2h _in cylindrical coordinates, we find that only the z
component of the vector potential survives, and

that Es from Eq. (4) is simply

Fig. 2, Wire and its image. E' JLA z + (

where J is the z-directed surface current density,

the problem to one of two coupled voltage-fed where
parallel wires in infinite homogeneous space ( ,,).
Due to the symmetry of he structure and the h 11
sources, the current on the image wire must be e a d e t(-)kR
equal to but opposite in direction from the current 4 J J a (6)

on the original wire. This means that -h -

I(x) = -l'(x) (1) and where

so '(x) is known as a function of I(x). h
S= .L q(z') a d*'dz' . (7)

-h -T1
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R is the distance from the source point (a,j',z') As a result of symmetry -F>112 ;z] is identical to

to the observation point (a,jz). Both points are -Ef If11;z] dith II replaced by I- E 2 (E? 2 ) is the

on the cylindrical surface of the wire. Since all ,'lectriL field du. t- I(l:) on wire I (wire 2);

quantities are € independent we can set , -0 with- hence,the expression "self term."

out ioss of generality and for convenience we can

define a total current I as C-ou1n g Terms

I(z) 2 , a . (z) . (8) Considhr E1.[1..;z] which is the electric field on
wire I due to current on wire 2. The expression

The surface charge density ( is related to I by for E
s
>., is analogous to equation (12):

the continuity equation: k h

__ I(z) = -j2rauq(z) (9) -EA:[l = k k(I:(z')K .(z-z')dz'
-h

It is convenient to replace Jz and q in (6) and (7) h

with their equivalents from (8) and (9): d (14)

h dTjd h
and z ItI~')Kz-')d' 10a wer Ki ez' l')K (:z)dz' f 15)h -1

A(x) -~h- I(z')K(x-z')dz' (10a)

,(z) = j 4-'k d z')Kzz)z 1b R12 is the distance from a point on the surface of

-h wire 2 to a point on tile surface of wire 1. If
d I 5a, than

where

K(Z ' f jkR c, ( l )R12 
= 
T/z-Z ) + 4d (16)anz -- R and K12 simplifies to

in which K12= - (17)

R 
=  

[(z z')2 + 4a'sin('/2)]1 . (1b) Similarly,

Finally, insertion of A, and 1, of (10) into (5) 4-' -I 
h

yild, '-Es2,[l1;z] 
= 

J k ll(z')K.,I(z-z')dz'

h -h

Es[I ;z k j , k
2  

I(z')K(z-z')dz' (Idb)

h 4 + -d f 11 (z')K21(z-z' )dz' (18a)

h -hdz

+d (z )K(z-z')dz' (12) whre K21 is given bv

-h -jkR2l

R21 (18b)

Self Terms
F e-Eill;z1

, 
Eqs. (11) and (12) and Is found due to symmetry to be the same as K

apply directly: of (17).

El1 ;x J - lk2f l(z')K(z-')dz'

-h

h
+- Id - (z')K(z-z')dz' (13)

dz hdx -kR
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I
Combining (13), (14), and (18) with (3), we have Numerical Solution of the Integro-Differentia1
the final coupled equations: Equations (19)

Eqs. (19) have been solved numerically by Zhe method
h of moments ([,I. Only the highlights are presented

here with emphasis on the features relevant toJ l(z')K(z-z')dz' solving (19). The currents 1l and 1. are approxi-

-h mated as piecewise linear functions so they can be

represented by means ofh

+d fd z-z'] N (
dz dz' 1(z) n n0 (20)

-h n l n n

h where An is the nth triangular pul and I( is tht

+ 1(z')K,,(z-z')dz' unknown weighting coefficient of i°n (Representative
All's are illustrated in Fig. 3.)

d f'd

+-j--- t,(Z')Kl:(z-z')dz'I

= E1 (z) , z: (-h1,h) (19a) An .,A

A, 7 . . A

and

4-k Fig. 3. Piecewise linear (triangular)
-h expansion functions and pulse testing

h sfunctions for a wire.
+ li1 (z')K-i(z-z')dz

-h' IRectangular pulses Nm are used as testing functions
where

fk ! z ) 1 , z, (z -. '/2, zn4./2)

f I (z' )K(z-z ) i (2)
0 , otherwise

it- I- I (-z')dz is the length of the N+1 segments into which the
- length 2h is partitioned (A = 2 Pulse testing

N+1
functions and A are depicted in Fig. 3.

E.(z) , zV (-h,h). (19b) We now cutline briefly the pulse testing/triangle
expansion scheme. Representing 11 and I. in (19a)
by the piecewise linear approximation of (20) and

Fr leakage through the thin circumferential slice testing the resulting equation with Nm of (21) for
in the coax outer conductor, the classic slice m=1,2,3 .... N leads to
generator source model is ideally suited. There-
fore, the incident fields of (19) for the wire and N N
its image (Fig. 2) are EI(z) = V ((Z-Zg) and Ei(z) I I( 1) Z11 + I Z 

" 
= V

-V S(Z-Zg), where V is the strength of the potential n n1 nI n n m
difference across the thin slice or gap in the coax
outer conductor, 79 is the displacement of the gap m=1,2,3 .... N (22a)

from the wire center, and t(') Is the familiar delta
function. The location of the source generator is on wire I where

illustrated in Fig. 1.
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+2 or as a single matrix equation,

Z1 4A k2A2.' K(zm-z')dz'

n25)

+ IKz+,z)- K(z,-z' ]dz' tmn Vm~LP ( 1 IV -

zn+2 in which [Z"-] = [Z" and [z] = [Z'? are

explicitly incorporated. A more convenient form is
[K(z M+-Z') - (zm_ .-z')Jdz' , (22b)

Zn [n]Q [1 n (26)

Zn+-F
Z

:
, j " k:Aj Ki;(z.-z')dz' (22c with obvious definitions of matrices. From (26),

m thle matrix [n] of current Coeti ic icnts is seen

zn  to be

n

+ j [Kl (%~zm,'') - K,m 1 -z' )Idz' ] j V (27)
Zn- 1

zn+1 from which one has the coefficients needed in the
- [KI2,(zm+-z') - Kl (zm_ -z')dz' , piecewise linear approximation of 11 and I,.

zn  Obviously, the matrix Lmnt and its inverse can be

and where quite large for long wires which require many pulse.z
for an accurate representation of the current. The
symmetries peculi3r to our problem, however, allow

zm (1 , z (z -A/2, z +A/2) for a reduction in the order of the matrices in

V m  E(z)dz= (22d) (26) Matrix folding techniques [2 1 enable one to

zm-A/2 0 otherwise reduce 171 from 2N x 2N to N x N, which is clear-
ly a significant savings in computer resources.

in (22), z = -h+pA , where p may be m, n, n+;, or
n- . The same procedure may be applied to (19b) to
arrive at

Radiated Field

N 
1 
) + N i(2) Z22 = V(2) From knowledge of the current on the wire,

a n mn n11 n mn m ' determined by solving (19) by means of the pr.)-
cedure discussed above, one can determine the field

m=1,2,3,.. .N, (23) radiated by the wire above ground. We compute in
this section the far-zone electric and magnetic

with corresponding definition of terms. Due to the fields and the near-zone electric field on the
symmetry of the wire plus its image, one can show surface of the earth. In general E and H are

that V
(2 ) = _0

15 
, Z -

' 
= Z" , and Z2' = Z17 computed by means of

(See remark following (18).) By solving the two H V x A (28a)

coupled algebraic equations (22a) and (23). one - - --
determines the sets of coefficients i(1) and 1(2)n n and
which in (20) allow one to approximate I1 and n
1: with high accuracy. E = -JwA - Vi (28b)

It is instructive to write :'2a) and (23) as a pair
of matrix equations, where A and 41 are the vector and scalar potentials

due to the sources induced on the wire plus its

F (11  [Z,][n(2t)] rVI image. For a point located in space by r which is

n + 
2 ' 1 (24a) distant from the wire compared to its radius a, A

L1 L J L L [1J and ¢ are

0nterntiona Wre &( C (24b)
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eJkjr-r, _ -jkir-rj Replacing I by its piecewise linear representation
- -- t_ a (29a) from (20), one may write the magnetic field in terms

A(r) = 
4  

h (z') r_ eodz' (29a) ofthe coefficient In determined from the numerical

_h solution:

and H,(r,O, ) = -2kAsin0sin(kd sin& cos;)

111d e-jkr-r' -Jklr-rl

(r) 
=  

j 2T d Zz- -dz l e-jkr N jkzncoS-h 2Tlk-dz' r-r'j 'r le , (34)
-h I~ -n= 1

(29b)
where H Knowing H. one computes E,

where simply from'E =n Ht in th6 far zone.

ir-r'l = x-d): + + (z-z,)- (30a) Near-Zone Field

Due to the presence of the ground at x =0 in the yz
and plane, which is taken to be ideal, E, and Ez are

zero on this plane (x=0) and Ex(O,v,z) is twice
r-r' = x+d) + y + (z-z (30b) the x-directed E-field radiated by the current in

open space (no ground plane present). So, to
determine Ex(O,v,z), we compute radiation from I alon.

In (29) I is 1, the current on the wire above and double the x component of E-field. Since on
ground but, since I, and I- are related, tho sub- the ground E, is the total E-field, since EN. and Ez
scripts are dropped for convenience, are very small near the earth, and since major

interest lies in the field on the ground, we choose
Far-Zone Field Ex on the ground to present as a characterization

of near field behavior.
In the far zone, r, and r"2h. As a result,

The x component of the E-field due to I alone in
ropen .pace is computed by--- : where : now is (29b)

e- kr-r' e-jk(r-r'(i-i')) Ir (31a) with the second term in the braces set to zero.

r Hence,

and j h d jlrrl
jkr-r l _ r .F (O,yZ) = -jI (Z')-- dz'(35)

c c (31b) -h Jr-r'1

r-r r x=O

from which it follows that

jkr -jk'r-rY jh
ee -"d dz' I(z')g(yz;z')dz' (36)__ - -i -hdr

e
- j l l rr ' '  
eEx(O,v,z) = -j2-k dz---

where

e
-
jkrr jkz'cos-
r Lisin(kdsin cs.)ei .o (32) g(ez;z') + k e -jkD (37a)

in which
where 9 and *l are the angles of a spherical coordi-
nate system centered at (0,0,0) and oriented in the
usual way. Substituting (32) into (29a) and per- D = md

2 
+ y

2 
+ (z-z')2 (37b)

forming the operation indicated in (28a), one
obtains Replacement of I in (36) by its piecewis, linear

-Jkr h approximation (20) allows one to arrive at
H -2k(z'r)sin(kdsincos~)--- I I (z')e 

k ' c s
dz'. N

-h Fx(Ovz) = -2-'k nI [g(y'z;z)n - g(YxZ;z )

(33) N knln n
(38).

which is E. in terms of the coefficients In de-
termined from the solution procedure described
above.
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Loading of the Coaxial Cable In Figs. 5-9 is illustrated the magnitude of the
current induced on the outside of the coax due to

In Fig. 4 is illustrated a transmission line model the electromagnetic energy that reaches the exterior
of the coax in Fig. 1. A known load is assumed to region through the circumferential gap. In all
exist at the end at z =h and a faulty connector at cases the gap voltage is I Volt, the height above
z -z , and we wish to know the input impedance Zin ground is 5 meters and the coax radius is .0022
of t~e section of coax at z =-h. The series meters which is representative of a standard RG59
impedance seen by the line at Zg is the impedance coaxial cable. The medium is taken to be free space
ZA computed for the radiating section of the coax. and the earth is modeled by a PEC plane of infinite
By standard transmission line theory one can readily extent. The excitation wavelength is 6 meters (50
show that MHz). The current exhibits the expected features.

The largest value occurs for the 3m wire (half-

+ - 2kczg wavelength) with z =0 (center fed). The current
Z + Z- e excited on a wire &at is an odd multiple of i

Zin ZO - jkczg (39) half-wavelength is smaller but is still quite
i - s significant. The current on a center-fed drop wire

that is an integral multiple of one wavelength (6m)
is even smaller. Maximum current in these cases

where ZO and ke are the characteristic impedance occurs when the distance from the gap to the wire
and propagation constant, respectively, of the coax end becomes half wave-length.
and where

It is clear from Figs. 5-9 that the magnitude of the
current and its variation along the wire are strongly

fZ Z + Z+ (ZL_Z0)e-j
2
kc(2h-z ) dependent on the two variables 2h and zg considered.

Z= Z A 0 + k 0 L 0 2k (2h-Z + The significance of this can not be overstated since
s c g the leakage field depends directly on 1(z) is shown

(ZL+Z0 ) - (ZL-ZO)e in earlier sections. In addition, the variation in
(40) the current at the gap in the coax due to wire length

and z results in a wide variation in the value of
ZA is determined from the numerical solution method ZA and, therefore, in the input impedance of the
discussed above and the value of ZL is available coax. In Table I, ZA is given for each case con-
from knowledge of the terminal conditions at z =h sidered in Figs. 5-9. These values of ZA can be
(open circuit, short circuit, or otherwise), used in Eqs. (39) and (40) to compute the loading
Knowing ZA and ZL one computes Zin from (39) and Zin at the input (z =-h) of the coax caused by the
(40). faulty connector.

Io

Zin Z,

:zL ()

z -h ZQ z-h

5

Fig. 4. Transmission line model with load ZL
at z=h and with leaky connector at z=zg.

Results and Discussion

In view of the large number of variables to consider 0
such as coax length, height above ground, excitation, -h 0
location of excitation on the cable, and radius of
the coax, a complete characterization of the problem Z
would result in far more data than could be reported
here. For this reason, in the presentation of the
results below, we confine ourselves to an overview
of some of the possible combinations of parameters. Fig. 5. Magnitude of current on 3m wire above
In particular, we discuss only the influence of earth (2h=3m, a=.0022m, f=5OMhz, d=5m):
coax length and the location of excitation on the (a)zg=O, (b)zg=.75m, (c)z9=l.25m.
cable.
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10 4 ---- T

(a)

E

(b)

0h 0 -h 0h

Fi q.6. Magnitude of current on 6m wire above Fig. 8. Magnitude of current on 20 wire above
earth (2hz6m, a=.002211, f=50Mhz, d=5m): earth (2h=20m. a=.0022m, f=5OMhz, d=5ni):
(a)zg=0, (b)z, =15m,. (c)z, =2. 5n. (a)z,=O, (b)zq=4 .rn.

10 5 (a

(C)

E

5

(a)

oL _

-h 0 h -h 0 h

Z - z

Fig. 7. Magnitude of current on 12m wire Fig. 9. Magnitude of current-on 27m wire above
above earth (2h=12m, a=.0O22m, f=SOMhz, d=5m): earth (2h=27m, a=.0O22m, f=SOMhz, d=5n,):
(a)zg=O, (b)z,9 2.82m, (c)z9 =4.94m. (a)z,=O, (b)z,=1O.8m.
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Table J 4

Driving Point Impedance ZA of Gap-Fed Drop Wire O0

2h ZA (Ohms)

case a case b case c

3m (116.8,-230.1) (222.1,-629.7) (1391,2534) 0

6m (2686,2476) (131,-15) (475,-7484) E 2

12m (2523,2236) (1550,2794) (161.2,-658)

20m (851,343.3) (1495,-12162) - -

27m (246,-424.8) ----------- (116.8,-5734)

In Figs. 10-11 is illustrated the normalized mag-
nitude of the magnetic field, H, in the far field 0 00
for a 27m wire above the earth. The normalization 458 900

acoe-jkr

factor, - , determines the manner in which the 9
r

magnetic field falls off with distance. The most
striking feature of the far field is its complex Fig. 11. Normalized magnitude of He in the
structure which is :uite unlike what one would ex- far field for 27m wire above the earth (refer
pect for a short wire very close to the ground. In Fig. 9, case (a)): p=0 ° , E varies from 0 to

fact, for all of the wire structures considered in 901.
this paper, where the distance between the wire and
its image is greater than a wavelength, the far
field is very lobate. 100 53 65 44

2 972" 19 34 742
(13.,0)2

59 2 93.3

zt 2E-4
8=900 5E-5 I E-5 4E-6

Y

45 900 Fig. 12. Relative magnitude of E (O,y,z) in

the near field for one quadrant for 27m wire
* above earth (refer Fig. 9, case (a)).

In Fig. 12 is presented a map of the electric field,

Fig. 10. Normalized magnitude of He in the far Ex(O,y,z), in the near field for a 27m wire above
field for 27m wire above the earth (refer earth. Only one quadrant is shown. The other
Fig. 9, case (a)): 0=9

0
', € ,aries from 0' to three quadrants can be deduced by inspection since

901. the current on the wire for this case is symmetric

about the center. The magnitude of the electric
field at points (y,z) is normalized so that the
greatest field strength is "100."
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AD POO 3
THERMODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS.. MECHANICAL PROPERTrES AN;

PROPERTY RETENTION IN' POI.YMERIC WIRE COAIINGlS

H.P. Schreiber and J. {ht cklund

Department of Chemical Engineering Cable Division
Ecole Polvtechnique. Box o079, Northern Telecom Inc.
Station A, Montreal (Que.) H3C 3A7 Lachine (Que.) Canada

The influence of thermodynamic interactions a polymeric, or solld,,s~ationary phase and vapor
among components on the mechanical properties and at vrv highdilution - . Subsequent work in our
the aging characteristics of wire coating composi- laboratories , has extended the concept to make
tions was evaluated. The systems considered possible evaluating the interaction between two
involve plasticized PVC, and CaCO fillers, solids, or a solid and a liqoid component in the'3
Inverse gas chromatography (IGC) was the vehicle stationary phase. The i'rimarv experimental datum
for the measurement of interaction parameters, and in IGC, a specific retention volume Vo , 

can be
express the strength of "specific" (acid-base) measured over wide temperature ranges gand over the
interactions among the components of the coating entire composition range in polymer blends or
over a broad range of temperatures. It was shown polymer-plasticizer combinations. Thus, lGC 1-,as
that the volumes of plasticizers retained by the the ability to supply experimental information
PVC correlate with the measured interaction (0o ) , which cano be directlv related to the tre,.
parameters. Similarly, the interaction parameters enrgy of mixing the components of interest over
identify a CaCO filler preferred for reinforcing composition and te-mperature rang es important in
rigid PVC, and a different CaCO filler for use in industrial uses of polymeric systems.
given PVC-plasticizor combinations. The mechanical
properties of filled PVC (up to 40 phr CaCO 3 ) , and An additional concept used in t~i work is due
particularly the ultimate properties of the com- to recent proposals of Fowkes et al . These
pounds, correlate with the interaction concepts, workers suggest that miscibility in polymer
as do property retention data after accelerated compounds is strongly related to acid-base inter-
aging of the compounds at lOO°C. It is concluded actions, Thus, high "compatibility" should occur
that component interaction parameters may provide when strong acid and base interactions are involved
useful guidelines to the formulation of coating in a formulation. Poor compatibilite would be
systems with superior properties and reduced associated with the use of materials which are all
property losses due to aging, either acids of bases. In the ICC experiments

conducted here, the vapors were chosen so as to
represent tVp[cal a'i, a ,, e ro>,.s. ind t1:-I
manner, the Vo data at once assign an acid-base

INTRODUCTION character to tAe polymer, the plasticizers and the
fillers used, and make possible a test of the

Optimizing the properties of polymer compounds relevance of acid-base thermodynamic interaction
used as wire and cable coatings remains a high concepts to the performance oi formlations
priority objective. One approach to the desired implicated here. That performance, finally, was
optimization lies in understanding the influence evaluated through stress-strain curves and by
of thermodynamic interactions among the components monitoring property retention following controlled,
of a polymer coating on its properties, and then accelerated aging cycles.
selecting materials with satisfactory miscibility
("compatibility"). This principle is generally EXPERIMENTAL
recognized in the organic coatings field, but its
embodiment is hampered by experimental difficulties i) Materials
encountered in the measurement of meaningful
thermodynamic interaction parameters. The most The PVC sample used was an Exxon Canada Ltd.
widely used quantity, the solubility parameter , homopolvmer with a K value of 67. The resin was
is an unsatisfactory compromise in too many cases. blended with 3 phr dibasic lead stabilizer prior

6 to any exposure to elevated temperatures.
Clarifying the role of thermodynamic inter-

actions is the subject of the present paper, which Plasticizers involved were di-isooctyl-
is concerned with the performance of filled , phthalate (DiOP). dioctyl sebacate (DOS) and
plasticized PVC compounds, formulated for wire trioctyltrimellitate (TOTM). All of these were
coating applications. In this work, we approach commercial grades, used as received. Two fillers
the problem of interaction thermodynamics through were used in this work. Both of these were
the experimental method referred to as inverse gas precipitated CaCO 3, one sample,(CaCO3)A having a
chromalogrdphy (IGC). IGC has been developed in specific surface area 2f 5.5 m', the other (CaCO3) B
recent years as a rapid, convenient tool for the with an area of 21.2 m
determination of thermodynamic interactions between
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To compound these ingredients, a Brabender ii) Using the 300 C data as a useful reference,
Plasticorder was employd. Blends generally there ar, significant differences in the .- values
containing 20 or 40 phr plasticizer, and 20 od of the thre, palsticizers. Comparing cols. 2, 8
407-wt. of filler were made at 190cC and 50 r.p.m. and 14 TOTM is the most "basic" of the three,

while DOS is least so. Provioed the strength of
ii) Procedures polymer-plasticizer interactions is correctly

reflected by the .2 values then the compatibilit.
Gas chromatography: Standard procedures for the of the three with PVC should rank in the d-s, ndinc

pr,paration of polymer or fillr startogary phase order i TOTM DOP DO DOS. Inspection of Table II
columns have been described in detail' . In this shows tnat this "compatibility order" is maintain-d
work, polymer and plasticized PVC columns were in the investigated temperature rang'.
prepared by coating these materials onto 60/80 resh
chromosorb W support from solutions in THF. Pure iii) The .4 values are somewhat T-dependent,
plasticizers were slurried with excess support to and the variation is such as to reduce the diffe-
make a free-flowing powder suitable for column rences between acidic and basic materials. Thus,
preparation. The CaCO samples were tumble for the acidic PVC, .. tends to increase with
blended with 5 times their weight of glass beads temperature toward unity, while for the plastici-
prior to packing. The various I;C columns and zers .. shows a slight decrease. This ioplles that
their compositions are given in Table 1. the degree of "compatibility" between polymer/

plasticizer pairs is also temperature dependent,
IGC experiments were conducted with t-butanol and that, in general, the plasticizers are more

as the characteristic acid probe and t-bu;yl amine highly compatible at lower temperatures. In
as the base. Retention times and volumes- were other words, these plasticizers seem "be tter" at
measured in triplicate in the temperature range use temperatures than at temperatures used for
30°-90

0
C, with a repeatability of * 2%. A compounding.

normalized acid-base interaction number, , was
defined for each material using the °0 results, and iv) The .2 values for the 7aCO fillers (cols.

20, 21, Table ii) are distinct, suggesting that
(V )a (V) b  (1) different surface finishes had been applied to

these commercial p-oducrs. On the present basis

By this convention < < 1 for acidic stationary of rating, the surface of (CaCO J is mildly
phases (since, hypothetically. (V

°
) would be acidic, that of (CaCO ) is mil ly basic.

small), and 2 > I for basic solidi,aas (V)
diminishes. b The inferences of 2 values aIso may be

illustrated more specifically. As an example, in
Compounding and property evaluarion: As mixed PVC-plasticizer columns, 2 increases with

already noted, all compounding was done on a increasing plasticizer content, the variation at
Brabender instrument to give -nyl stocks contain- 30

0
C being shown graphically in Figure 1. In

ing 20 and 40 phr plasticizer, and 20 or 40% filler, each case, an initial, gradual increase in Q is
by weight of polymer. These materials were com- followed by a much sharper increase at higher
pression molded at 170°C, and molds were used to plasticization levels. Evidently, the vapor
cut specimens for stress-strain testing. These probes, which are sensitive to the surface
were carried out on an Instron Tester, at 30

0
C. composition of the solid, detect a predominance

70% .H. and a jaw separation speed of 0.5 cm. of plasticizer molecules at these compositions.
mn . Data reported are the averages of 5 Assuming a total uncertaintly cf 10% in the 2
determinations. Retention of mechanical properties values for plasticized polymers, the 2 of pure

on aging was monitored by storing similar tensile DOP and DOS is attained in the vicinity of 70-75phr
specimens in desiccators under N,, and placing of the former and near 60 phr of the latter
these into air o.,n, it 1000 C, for up to _' w-ks. plasticizer. The case of TOTM is less certain,

but a similar occurrence may be inferred near the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 85 phr composition. Apparently, then, there are

critical volumes (V ) for each PVC-plasticizer
i0 Chromatographic data pair, below which tAe polymer and plasticizer are

more or less randomly distributed, but above which

For convenience the chromatographic results an excess of plasticizer migrates to the surface.
are summarized in terms of the il parameter defined These V values appear to correlate qualitatively
above. Results are given in Table II. A number of with th strength of thermodynamic interactions
striking inferences may be drawn from this as expressed by 2, again decreasing in the order
tabulation. (V) > (V) , > (V) D . In view of thecTOuTN cDO cDQ

temperature dependence of 1,V should decrease

i) It is clear that PVC is a strongly acidic with rising temperature. This finding may have

substrate, at least in terms of the hypothesis significant value in the formulation of plasticized
underlying this work. Each of the plasticizers in compositions and in interpreting performance
turn falls well above 0 = 1.0, hence each is an variations of plasticized compounds at different
effective base, again in tegm, of the Lewis acid- use temperatures.
base concepts involved here ". Thus, each of the

plasticizers appears capable of significant acid- In a second example, an attempt is made to
base interaction with PVC, thereby contributing to express the magnitude of acid-base pair inter-
the'"ompatIbility" of each pair. actions quantitatively in terms of 2. No
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theoretical basis exists for defining the correct differences again are slight, however, and more
approach, but it is reasonable to select the ratio likely reflect the discrepancy in specific surface
of 4l values as a possible procedure. The concept areas of the two solids.
is illustrated in Figure 2 by bar graphs of pair
interactions at 30 C, involving the three plastic- The characteristics at high deformation arc-
izers. The data in Figure 2 are typical of the entirely different, however. As shown by the Lar
entire T. range studied, though of course, the graphs of Figure 4, the elongation at rupture
absolute values of Q ratios will decrease at higher appears to be sensitive to the thermodynamic or,-es
temperatures. under discussion. This is true in unfilled as well

as in filled compounds. The elongation of control,
Two inferences in particular seem called for unfilled materials, both at 20 and 40 phr plastic-

from Figure 2. One concerns the relative ization, increases in the same order as rtios
magnitudes of PVC interactions with (CaCO ) and for the corresponding pairs, i.e. TOTM 1X)P L'A)S.
(CaCO 1.Cery thlatrpiis 

3  
db

3)B . Clearly, the latter pair is consIderably Further, the initial tb datum is sligitlv but
more strongly coupled, the 0 ratio being some 40% reproducibly greater for compounds with (CaC))
greater than the corresponding datum for PVC- than with (CaCO 3)5, both at 20% and 40. loadings

(CaCO 3) . Since strong thermodynamic interactions (Figures 4A and 4g, respectively). This isIA
are a requisite for vetting and adhesion at consistent with expectations stated above, that in
component boundaries , (CaCO3). should be the the basis of .2 ratings, (CaCO ) should be capable
better reinforcing filler for rigid PVC, or for of forming more homogeneous molti-component blends
formulations containing very small amounts of than the more basic filler in this pair.
plasticizer. Interfacial wetting is also an
important criterion for dispersing solids in a The relationship betweefi thermodynamic inter-
polymer matrix, hence (CaCO3)B should also be more actions (in this case of the acid-base type) and
readily dispersed in PVC than the less basic filler the mechanical properties of complex polymer
sample. compounds in extended by the aging behavior ot

present specimens. The pertinent evidence is
The second inference touches on the probable given in the parts of Figure 5, part A showing

interaction balance in three-component systems the per-cent C retained by control samples a cd
involving PVC, and the present plasticizers and at 100°C. In igure 5B the excess property loss
fillers. Clearly, in any 3-component system, the due to the presence of filler is shown, again as
dominant pair interaction will be between polymer function of exposure time. The excess property
and plasticizer. Plasticizer/filler interactions loss _Cl is calculated from
appear to be relatively weak, but (CaCO )A appears
to interact more significantly with either DOP or Acb = (cb )plf - (Cb)pl )2)
DOS than is the case with (CaCO3)B. Hypothetically,
then, these fluids will be more successful in where (E.) is the 7 elongation retained after
wetting and dispersing the former filler, and this given agbn by the palsticized control, and
should result in more homogeneous compounds than (F

9
, is the property for the corresponding

when (CaCO3 ) is involved. The balance of fii , plasticized compound. For clarity, only
interaction torces among the component pairs is the compounds at 40 phr' plasticizer and 40 wt.7
therefore more evenly distributed in systems with filler are represented in 5B, but the pattern of
(CaCO,)A than with (CaCO ) . It is not immediately results at other loading levels follows that shown.
evident whether this will gave any bearing on the It is evident that in each case, the addition of
mechanical or physical properties of filled, CaCO filler accelerates property loss in the3
plasticized PVC formulations; an empirical response compounds. Equally, however, the performance oi
to these questions is therefore called for, and compounds with (CaCO3). is superior, elongations
provided, in part, in the following section. at break after two wee1s' aging being significantly

greater than those for specimens with (CaCO ) ,
ii) Mechanical properties Hypothetically, loss of elongation is attributable

to the loss by evaporation of plasticizer. Since
Many performance parameters can be drawn from the vapor pressures of the three plasticizers at

stress-strain relationships; in the present case 100 C rank in the order DOP > DOS I TOTM, it is
the initial modulus (P i) and the elongation at understandable that the % retained elongation in
rupture, tb, were chosen to represent mechanical unfilled, plasticized compounds reflects that
properties at small and at large deformations. order. In order to vaporize, plasticizer
These parameters are k~own to correlate with use molecules must migrate to a free surface, however.
properties of polymers The effect of fillers may then be interpreted as

providing additional free paths for plasticizer

A selected overview of pi data is given in transport from the bulk to the surface of specimens.
Figure 3. This must lead to the conclusion that Evidently, (CaCO )B provides much greater
acid-base (thermodynamic) interactions, at best, opportunity for he necessary diffusion process.
play a minor part in determining mechanical In the present context, this is attributed to the
performance at low deformational stress. While "mis-match" in interaction potentials of the
P varies somewhat with plasticizer choice, the materials involved. Since, according to the
differences are not sufficient to permit a link evidence of Q ratios (Figure 2), this mis-match
with a concepts. The presence of CaCO obviously is more severe for (CaC03)B than when (CaCO )A is
affects 11, and differences in the pertormance involved, the pattern of data in Figure 5 is
of the two fillers slightly favor (CaC03)B. These consistent with expectation.
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An additional point of consistency seen in (5) 1). Deshpaode, 1. Patterson, H.P. Schreiber
Figure 5 is the relatively low excesq loss of and C.S. Su, Macromolecules 7, 530 (1974).
property incurred in DOS-based, filled compounds. (b) F.W. Fowkes and S. Maruchi, A.C.S. Polymer
O1 the three palsticizers used here, DOS is the Preprints 37, 606 (1977).
least "compatible" with PVC, but the interaction (7) R.S. Drago, G.C. Vogel and T.E. Needham,
balance in 3-component systems is more equally J. Am. Chem. Soc. 93, v014 (1971).
matched in DOS-containing mixtures than when either (8) M. Lambla and H.P. Schreiber, Eur. Polym. J.
DOP or rOTM is employed. We might therefore expect 16, 211 (1980).
these combinations to produce more homogeneous (9) R.L. Patrick, Ed. "Treatise onAdhesives and
compounds with relatively superior property Adhesion", Marcel Dekk,.r, Inc., New York
retention than others in this comparison. For the (1966).
present, a lack of theoretical guidance to a (10) L.E. Nielsen, "Mechanical Properties of
quantitative expression of interaction force Polymers and Composites", Marcel Dekker, Inc.
balances in multi-component systems, does not New York (1974).
permit further development of this point.
Additional work is being directed to this H.P. Schreiber was educated at the Universities of
objective, and to further developing the usefulness Manitoba and Toronto. He has been active in r-

of interaction concepts as a guide to the formula- search on polymer heology, solution properties
tion ol compounds tailored to meet desired perform- and composite materials first as Research Scientist
ance norms. in C-I-L, Inc. and since 1973. as Professor of

CONCLUSIONS Chemical Engineering in Ecole Polytechnique. He
has published over 110 papers in these fields and

Inverse gas chromatography is a convenient, holds numerous pattnts.

relatively simple experimental method for the J. Checklund was educated at Strathclyde University
measurement of acid-base (thermodynamic) inter- ate at Srtcd Universityplastiizers and at Mc Gill University where he obtained the
action properties of polymers, fillers, plasticizers Masters Degree in Chemical Engineering. He has
etc. involved in wire and cable coatings. been associated with the Materials Department of

Acid-base interaction criteria are involved in Northern Telecom Ltd since 1973, and is currently

determining the plasticizer volume which can be Department Manager.

absorbed by PVC,

Acid-base interaction criteria may be useful
in the selection of reinforcing fillers (e.g.
CaCO 3) for PVC,

. Elongation at break of filled, plasticized PVC
compounds correlates with the balance of inter-
action forces among the components of the formula-
tion,

Property retention after high-temperature
exposure also seems dependent on interaction force
balances in the compounds,

Acid-base interaction criteria may be useful
in formulating compounds with superior property
balances and durability.
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TABLE I

COMPOSITION OF IGC COLUMNS

Col. No. 
a  2b  

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20" 21 c

PVC 7.9 - 100 100 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 100 - -

DOP - 100 23 41 67 73 95------------ -

DOS - - i--- - 100 27 44 53 61 70------ -

rOTM -. - --------- - - 100 18 38 57 63 75 -

(CaCO 3)A -. .- - -- ----- --------- - 0.931 -

(CaCO3)B  - - ----------- ------- 0.815

a) PVC concentration expressed as % polymer by weight of coated support.
b) In cols. 2-19 all compositions expressed as phr.
c) Wt. of filler expressed in grams

TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF IGC DATA EXPRESSED

AS ] PARAMETER

Column No. l at
30 50 70 90

0
C

1 0.33 0.40 0.46 0.50

2 2.70 2.61 2.61 2.55

3 0.52 0.58 0.59 0.64

4 0.97 1.06 1.04 1.10

5 2.41 2.29 2.20 2.20

6 2.58 2.70 2.55 2.50

7 2.73 2.57 2.44 2.49

8 2.06 1.99 1.94 1.90

9 0.77 0.80 0.83 -

10 1.55 1.61 1.66 -

11 1.72 1.72 1.81 -

12 1.89 2.06 2.00 -

13 1.99 2.08 1.96 -

14 2.88 2.81 2.80 2.76

15 0.46 0.49 0.51 0.52

16 0.75 0.80 0.82 0.80

17 1.33 1.40 1.44 1.46

18 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.63

19 2.26 2.20 2.18 2.18

20 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.79

21 1.33 1.20 1.17 1.19
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Figure 1: Relation of interaction parameter with

critical plasticizer volume in PVC.

Fi/'ure 3: Initial modulus of filledplasticized PVC:
Effect of filler type and concentration.

8
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Figure 2: Apparent pair interactions in filled,
plasticized PVC compounds. (300 data base)

Figure 4A; Elongation at break for PVC compounds;

20% load level.
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Figure 4B: As in Figure 4A; 40% load level.
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Figure 5: A. Retention of elongation following
aging at 100oC; sensitivity to iit-erac-
tion effects.
B: Excess property loss due to presence
of fillers in PVC aged at 100oC; sensi-
tivity to interaction effects.
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AD POOOr74
INVESTIGATION OF PREMATURE DEPLETION OF

STABILISERS FROM SOLID POLYETHYLENE INSULATION

B.I. Board lt.J. Ruddell

Telecom Australia

Melbourne,
Austral ia.

ABSTRACT However, the number of reports of insulation

Earlv failure of solid polyethylene insula ion cracking in the earlier cablhs continued to

iointed in above ground closures is a serious increase, reveal ing that a major problem existed.

field problem in Australia in cables made between
1965-74. Analysis has confirmed thermal As these reports came from most :teas of Austra ia,
1xid-7io Anadu Telecom Austral ia decided to carry out a rational
oxidation assure to characterise tcne extent and
initial stabilisation and rapid depletion of
antioxidant in service. No failures have been features of the problem. In conjunction with

this, surve, a comprehensive laboratory
reported in more recent insulat ion incorporat ing istsurvey *a comprheni to r.
the current primary antioxidant/metal deact ivator nysta i ei of dt iken toset n
systems, as used in many' other countries. However,
these systems are also depleted prematurelv, and insulation. including the earlier failed

current polymers are unl ikely to provide the insulat ion, current product ion insulat ion, and

expected life. Several factors cause this dev'lopmitital insulitions 'ontaining variouts

depletion of stabilisers. including rapid experimental stabiliser systems.

migration to the polymer surface due to
insolub iIi tv at all serv ice and pa Ivmer storage -ISTOR-Y-.-t.I:Stt.yTON CRACKI NG PROBL-S

temperatures, substant ial extrusion losses, lnsilants Used In Australia
elevated service temperatures and reaction with I-- -

colourants. The use of a secondary antioxidant Thle various sol id polyethylene insulant 5 ue-.l
appears beneficial, and triple component Tel eo Aiust ralia from 1956 to t el' present i"

stabilisation systems, with components chosen for listed in Table 1. Trade names of stabi srs

their excellent solubility and oxidative have bn use foradenesof th hiimi-i
stailiyarebeigevauatd.have been used for convenience; their chemicatlstab il ity , are bei;'.R evaluated.

names are listed in Table 6. There is somi
INTRODUCTION uncertainty about the stabilisation of the ,jarv

polym.ers, and at least some insulant was importid

Polyethylene insulated and sheathed telephone prior to 1963/64. Prior to 1976, Santonox R,
cable was introduced in Australia in 1956. lt in low concentrations, was the principal if not

featured solid low density polyethylene (L.DPE) tile sole stabiliser in all insulants.
insulated copper conductors in an unfilled core, OverseasE r Of Thermal Cracki
and was used initiallv in sizes tip to 100 pairs -ea ____ --- n fTe----n

in the subscribers distribution network only.
Solid polyethylene insulation is currentlv used The phenomenon of embr itte I d so I i d pol vtlv I i'ne

in Australia in all unfilled distribution cables, insulation in above ground pedestals was first

which remain the standard cables for all aerial observed in the USA in 1970 in the Bill networkandi some independent networks :-2. Their
and urban underground distribution install ations, ane s ineentht terit I e t r

and in some tail cables. (Cellular polyethylene concl,tsions were that the embrittlement of

insulation is used on filled cables, tile standard insulation occurring after -10 ears' xpoS'it i

cables for the buried rural subscriber and minor in above ground ointing pedestals was due t, tihe

trunk networks, and on unfilled underground depletion of ant ioxidant v copper-catarsed

pressuirised unction and subscriber main cables.) air-oxidation at the elevated temperatures
existing within tihe enclosures. It was also

In the earlier years following its introduction, considered that the oxidation process was

many field problems occurred as a result of accelerated by the presence of a processing ail

extrusion pinholes in the insulation. However, and the pigment titanim dioxide Tio.- in the

the oxidative stability was never questioned, polymer, and by a reduction in the concentrationof antioxidant by migration and bv dissolution inl
and insulation cracking was not reported until
the mid-1970s. The initial failures occurred water condensed within the pedestal,

in exposed (i.e. non-sheathed) insulation in
above ground joints. Further reports and analysis As a restlt, modifications were made In IQ72 t
suggested thermal oxidation as the cause, and the the Bell System solid polyethylene resins for

stabillsing system used In the approved insulants insulation of air-core cablvs. The stabil itian

was changed in order to overcome the problems. system was changed from a singIl' primary (phenol i,
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TABLE I SOLID POLYETHYLENE INSULATION COMPOUNDS USED BY TELECOM AUSTRALIA

Supplier/ Polymer Stabiliser Nominal
Period Local (L) or Density MFl System Stabiliser Comments

Imported (I) (kg/m
3) (g/lO min.) Concentration

1956-60 UCAL/I? 918 2 Santonox R < 0.05%

19bl-b3/64 UCAL/I? 918 2 Santonox R < 0.057
Nonox WSP 0.1%?

1963/64-66 UCAL/L 919 0.3 Santonox R 0.057 Provided a higher
ICI/L 923 Mol. Wt. polymer

1966-76 UCAL/L 926-928 0.3 Santonox R 0. 03 Density increased to
ICI/L overcome pinholes

1976-82 ICI/L 926 0.3 Irganox 1010 0.11%
Eastman Inh. OABH 0.1% Introduced to

overcome thermo-

1977/78-82 UCAL/L 927 0.3 Irganox 1035* 0.1% oxidative cracking
Irganox MD1024 0.11

UCAL - Union Carbide Australia Ltd
ICI = ICI Australia Pty Ltd
* = Small concentrations of in-house processing stabilisers also inccrporated.

type radical scavenger) antioxidant, Santonox R, to adopt a similar stabilisation system. In
to a system with both a primary antioxidant, mid 1976 this change was implemented. In fact,
Irganox 1010, and a copper deactivator, Eastman different stabilisation systems were adopted by
Inhibitor OABH, to improve the thermo-oxidative the two Australian polymer suppliers as is shown
resistance of the polymer 4. The polymer was in Table 1, to suit their base polymers. These
changed from a 920 kg/m

3 
density resin to one with respective systems have been used since then for

a density of 950 kg/m
3 

to improve physical both the solid and cellular insulants. However,
properties of the insulation such as abrasion in contrast to the Bell policy, no change was
resistance 5. Alternative metal deactivators made to the density of the solid polyethylene.
Irganox .MD 1024 and Ube MD have since been
approved. The above two component stabiliser Since that time, observations of cracked
system is also used in the foam skin DEPIC insulation have continued to be reported from
insulation of filled cables. It is understood many parts of Australia in increasing numbers.
that these changes heve resulted in an improvement The 1978/79 national fault analysis system
in life expectancy of exposed insulation at reported about 2700 faults in above ground joints
joints. due to degraded insulation. These reports showed

a geographic dependence roughly consistent with
Reports of similar insulation degradation in REA- the thermal environment. Such data, together
sponsored cable networks 6 followed soon after with the field reports from various Australian
the initial Bell reports. Many of the States, prompted a decision in 1980 to investigate
independent US telephone companies and their the problem in detail and determine its severity
cable suppliers followed the Bell lead and and any specific features.
introduced similar changes to their stabiliser
systems. NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRACKED INSU'.ATION

The Australian Experience The field survey 7 was conducted in late 1980 in
all States except Western Australia. Joints were

Some of the initial faulty joints observed in selected in both known trouble areas and in areas
Australia in the mid 1970s were returned from the selected at random. Thus the survey showed some
field for inspection. A preliminary analysis bias towards deteriorated plant.
showed the embrittled unsheathed insulation to be
depleted of Santonox R, consistent with the The above ground joints 8 inspected included the'
American findings. In order to arrest the standard above ground jointing post (a free-
manufacture of potentially faulty insulation, it standing galvanised steel enclosure similar
was considered essential that the stabilising to the REA channel-type housing r), the pole-
system be changed immediately. No detailed mounted untailed terminal box (a black lPPP
laboratory investigations were conducted at that closure for drop wire feeding) and various local
time. Instead, as the symptoms of the degradation custom housings. Some underground openable loints
appeared identical to those observed several (non-encapsulated plastic distribution joints
years earlier by Bell, Telecom Australia decided housed in pits) were also examined.
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Of the 200 joints surveyed, involving 216 cables, 70% 7/10
the following conclusions were drawn, many
supporting earlier US observations 1,4,6. 17/26

a:
0/

i. 311 of all above ground joints exhibited

some cracked insulat ion.
0
z

ii. no degradation was observed in the small 5
number of anderground joints inspected.-NOTE

. 41 CA8LEi IN
iii. the jointing post and untailed terminal box 0 SURVEY WERE NOT

had similar incidence of embrittled Z 6/15 LABELLED.7 OF
insulation. Z WHICH WERE FAULTY

C 
11/31

iv. all failures observed were in the end length
from which the cable sheath had beenz 5/17

removed. No cracking was in sheathed
sect ions. _>

V. pole-mounted _joints facing east, north, and -
west showed higher fault incidence than those 2r

facing South. 10% 1

vi. failurCs were observed in all but the most H H
southern State. Thus all failures occurred
north of 380 south latitude. However, in OL Oc 0/2 0/5 /6 012
the hottest State surveyed, Queensland, 54" 64 65 5667 58 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 7577 18
of joints were faulty. Correspondingly, YEAR CABLE MANUFACTUREC
the cooler areas showed failure rates less
than the overall survey average. The resultsderaaton FIGURE 1 DISTRIBUTION OF INSULATION FAULTS
of ii-vi indicate clearly that the degradation FROM FIELD SURVEY ACCORDING TO YEAR
is temperature-related. OF MANUFACTURE

vii. all insulation failures occurred in cables
manufactured between 1965 and 1974 (see results show that white and grey exhibit by
Figure 1). This graph suggests that age in far the highest failure rate, and black is
itself is not a critical factor, virtually fault-free. The 1965-69 period

also showed considerable blue faults 2. It

viii.the failures showed a dependency on colour, is probable that the blue pigment used during
Table 2 presents the failure data according the 1965-69 period contained free copper and
to the insulation colour. This is was responsible for the considerable number
separated into two periods during which of faults in blue insulation.
different colour codes were used. Shown
are the percentages of the total cracked ix. some joints displayed both cracked and
wires accounted for by each colour, and also uncracked insulation and, upon analysis,
these percentages corrected for the frequency showed no antioxidant remaining in either
of the respective colours in the colour code state. Only the cracked insulant exhibited
concerned (i.e. weighted percentages). The a decrease in molecular weight.

TABLE 2 INSULATION CRACKING ACCORDING TO COLOUR (FIELD SURVEY DATA)

INSULATION COLOUR
YEAR OF MEASURE
MANUFACTURE DETAILS WHITE RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN BROWN GREY BLACK TOTAL

1965-67 Number of Failures 35 3 9 1 4 3 9 2 66

% of Total Failures 53 4.5 14 1.5 6 4.5 14 3 100

Rel. Freq. in Colour Code 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 5

Weighted % of Total Failures 21 2 26 3 12 9 26 1 100

1968-74 Number of Failures 241 30 14 13 8 4 106 - 416

% of Total Failures 58 7 3 3 2 1 25 - 100

Rel. Freq. in Colour Code 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 -

Weighted % of Total Failures 38 5 5 5 3 2 42 - 100
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x. excessive failures were observed in joints The period of cable manufacture in which the
where the obsolete practice of twisting the insulation is prone to the above type of
two legs of a pair together tightly at the premature failure by cracking was clearly
base of the joint had been carried out. identified in the field survey (Figure 1) as being

1965-1974. It was therefore of interest to
xi. the use of grease-filled sleeves appeared determine what difference exists between cables

to give some protection to the insulation, made during this period and those made prior to

1965. Short lengths of cable were subsequently
xii. tin-plated copper conductors used in the obtained for many of the years between the

tails of in-joint loading coils also showed introduction of plastic cable in 1956 and up until
cracked insulation. 1975. Table 4 shows the results of the tests

conducted on the white insulated wire taken from
xiii.partial fading of insulation in some joints beneath the sheath at 1ast two metres from the

suggests that photochemical oxidation may be end of all cables.
a contributory factor (neither type of
joint is completely sealed against light
entry). However, the survey indicated that ---- igt,- - 0-i -

it is at most only a secondary factor. Y, St ,hils I I
4;j u ..Prs-t bv )XRF*_ ... _ b2'. -iuL~c A. .

It is apparent in the limited samples seen that no SR 9R "P3

cracking was observed in insulations incorporating - ' Min

the current stabilisation systems. 1 -' . R 0.023 -' .ON . 0 -1
I ,' S R 0.023 '0.001
i '61 5R&WSP1 0.022 "0.001 1.3< 145

As a relult of this survey, a detailed laboratory I -6: SR&SP ).0 9 -0.001 w..m1 00 5
10f, SR&WSP 0.02 0.010 2.03S -. 32

program was undertaken to investigate the causes 1, 3 sR&WSP 0.09 U.0 f 0.039 41 3.
and the extent of stabiliser losses in pre-1976 I sR- 0.01.

insulation, in post-1976 insulation incorporating Z sP 0.8 ('.008 1.
1 6," SR 0. 03 0.0() , ,

the two current stabiliser systems, and in 19b- SR 0.03. 0.005 I0 -,

insulation containing various experimental 1968 SR (.0 3 0.006 1 3
IQ1 I~ R 1. 026 (1. 003 '

stabiliser systems. 39,0 IF. 0.0.1 0.3W8 , o

170 S0R .024 0).30 0 I

LABORATORY ANALYSIS OF PRE-1976 CABLE INSULATION lNU 7 s 0.029 0.o00 1 3
I__7 1 SR 0.Ot3 0.0 3 1
1-7.. AR .30 0.004 '. 0

The results shown in Table 3 were obtained on 3 S n, 02 .012 -

insulation from a 1970 cable submitted from

Toowoomba, Queensland because the joint had . ...... ..,-,. .r 3,, sup u,3 3,,, ,,ntr3i , d 1, 1

severely cracked insulation. Tests conducted on I, 3n.lud<3' <..3hur 33re<03 ,.n h «<3<,, f i,

all colours of both the exposed (cracked joint .... 3i,, o' 3,, .it<:.

area) and unexposed (uncracked under sheath) rh, F.- 11w '0.roxl' ,t, , 0, ahr, p-1n3. F., a mr-

insulations revealed levels of antioxidant
concentration so low as to offer no protection to
the polymer against oxidation. This finding is < . ,,, .

consistent with the field experience that 
joints

fail in less than two years after being remade
from insulation previously protected by the sheath. TABLE 4 CHARACTERISTICS OF UNEXPOSED (WHITE)

INSULATION TAKEN FROM UNDER SHEATH OF

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF EXPOSED AND UNEXPOSED FIELD CABLES

INSULATION OF 1970 CABLE The cables had been manufactured by three cable

companies using polyethylene from two local and
one Japanese supplier. Consequently it was

Unexposed Insulation Exposed Insulation reasoned that no blame could be placed on any
Insulation OIT OIT one of the cable or polymer manufacturers.

Colour t 1q0°C Residual t 1900C Residual Also, as faults were found in cables made in

Al, 0 Santonox R Santonox R 1965, the consequent change made to the polymer
2A, 02 density in 1966 cannot be considered a cause of

minutes % m/M minutes 7, m/m failure.

White 6 0.0043 <1 <0.0005 The stabilising systems used in the polymer were
Grey 5 0.0034 <1 <0.0005 identified by thin layer chromatography (TLC) and
Green 6 0.0044 <1 <0.0005 the remaining stabiliser concentration in the
Brown 8 0.0021 <1 <0.0005 insulation determined by high performance liquid
Blue 7 0.0089 '1 <0.0005 chromatography (HPLC) 1. Santonox R, a sulphur-
Orange 9 0.0029 '1 <0.0005 containing antioxidant, was found to be present in
Red 6 0.0051 <1 <0.0005 all insulations and its initial concentration

(i.e. that at the time of compounding the
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polyethb 1ene) was calculat ed from the total ANYI0XIIIANT LOSSES PRIOR TO PROCIS5INGC

sul phtir concent rat ion, as deo rmined by a
q t ta t ive Xrvfuorescence t echn ique. This As mentijoned previousl1y. the, pol \mir was

qanhdi et o -accun f o aIupurpeet cons iderabl 1 Inderst ab ilised at thle t ime of

bie it ir. the form of unused Santonox R or its cmonig h aiirpolm fesrn

breakdown products. The dieterminat ion sihowedi that the spec if ied levels of anioxidant are

Santonox tbepentiitirlviveY malincluded in thle compound have been cons iderablie
iornos reluenit a prsn i l thn state nomal ove r the years. Recent improvements ili

concernt rat ioll oIf 0..5'~ at the t ime of polymner meas'urement t e chn iq1 ue and equipment 't l in
manuactre.Theresdua Satonx Rgreater understanding of st ibiii sur behaviour

manufccrtre. Thns relsdamleswr exantonox I ow h done much to overcome ti. uncertainties.

Another major find inrg from the cable anal vsis However, it has not beenl gene-ral l apprec iat, d
was he pesen~ stthat a significant loss of stabilisers can occurwa ilpec 'eof thel iXedl Sal-iil ising system from the st abilIiser masterbatchir o from tire

of Santonox R and Nonox W~SP in irisulat ion made, irisulant from the time of manufacture through to
between 1461-1903. Those itisulat ions were in extrusion. It is suggestedl that the loss may be
good condlition 19-21 vears afte r manufactulre, as
demonstrated bv excel lent pigtaiil test " n particularly rapid from tile riasterbateli itself

oxidtio inucton tme. (0T) 0 whn cmpacdiret to the ihi gh concent rat ions of stab il isers
oxt idat io ut o induc.-t ion ad mame% (PTvhn cmared there, hut no at tempt has yet been made to

Verify this. However, the occurrence of lossoslateor. Tile amount o1 Noniox RMP remain ing in till from .thle compound during storage has been
insulat ion k ; 0. 10 I was verv hii gh compa red to ver ified.
that of Saint orioN K 0~(.01 5"). Un fort unat 0lN., 00

anlalyt icri t eCtl iirpre is available to aserailre
Tle results in TablIe 5 show that tile concent rat ion

coicentl rt in-, tino SA ? itV tAS ta ime of fol mr of some ant ioxidants in p0
1 

vmers stored in at

maritOT0 ac r ntlesm a swspsil oaboratory at room temperature, whet her in tire
,ltoo K ark or exposed to lightdmnseatn

S-iLUIIS 151 DPLEiTI-lON i rig fast rate.

As til he ar-tono\ omrponen t o f t he douhI

ar-it ioxidrot system was lost from tie inisuirt liii) todE OSO NIXIY RNPLEHLN
tire' same- eXtent as in the st raiglit Santoriox R StOREI) IN THlE LABORAT0RY

sys;te'ms tire bet ter qiral itv of the inisulat ion
con tainirig tire- douible sys-tem must have been due to
thle Nonox WSP component alonre. It was at first stileTime period Loss during
thouight that this may- have been a result of its Al ti xm ant toe
bltter chemical efficioe and that mlerNo. --- An oiat soe trg

amo-unts were coinsirmed in protect ing the polymer dark l ight
dur ing p, ocessing ar-d service l ife. However, months
thiermal I nai vs is condrrcted on lDPE containing- ___

tihose an t ioxidail s iid id not support tire above
liipot rs is is tire ox idat ion iniduc tion t ime (01iT) I Snoo 8 4
for Nonox WSI' was found toh rr bir a Santonox R 28 38

tra t of Mar-t orrox R , in general agreement w ih I Irgariox 1010 17 S.i

pri'viorislv publ ishredi nati 4 - Irganox 1010) 37 4n-o
Irganox 1010 37 47

In view of tire ef fect ivenoss :; >,nt orio R in -i Irganiox 1010 37 52

control I ing oxidat ton, invest igat ions were r Irganox 1010 38 57

conduicted ti- ascerta in if tire- losses of s I rganox 1010 12 24 #
Saritonrix P< were the resn t of react ions with 8 1 rganox 1010 21 39 #
other addi tives or dire to other cauises, since 8 Irganox 1010 42 69

depl et ion of in ant ioxidrant from polyethyl ene ----- ____~____- -____

can occur by both chemical and phys icalRe.1
processes 12,11 The addit ives requiring studyRe.1
inl-urdedi p igmenvrt /opac if iers and their i-oat ings,
metals present as thle conductor or as-contaminants
in the polIN-ur from tille product ion process,
and other possibile components of tire colour It is srrggest - 'liar th(e Majot cause of such
and stabii Iser mas terbat i-les, inclu rding rapid loss unrdrer i-c Iat iv-ly vmi-dera to counii-ins
d ispersantIs and low mol ecular weight p01 vethylene is migrat ion of the a-it ioxidant n o till, p0 iv-m,'r
base polvtmers. Losses incurrred during ti-i s;irrfarcc. where it is last to tire system.
processing of polymer compouind to insulat ion Stairiliser migratior. and] invest igar ions ti-
i-n wire and during the st-orage of stabiliser identify ihighi solirbility stabilisers, are,
masterbatch and compounded polymner prior to discussed inl dietail iate-r in this paper.
processing were also investigatedt.
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ANTIOXIDANT LOSSES DURING PROCESSING In 1981, samples of granules and insulation (HIPE,
stabi'ised with Irganox 1010/Irganox MO 1024) were

Stabilisers are added to polymers for various obtained from a Japanese cable manufacturer for
reasons, one of which is to protect the polymer a similar evaluation to verify that the
during processing. In the insulating process, considerable processing losses were not a local
the polymer is subjected to very high shear phenomenon. Although the solid insulation showed
stress anr temperature conditions. The amount quite acceptable losses of antioxidant (15%),
of stabiliser consumed in chemical protection or the cellular insulation show-u losses of 46%,'. The
lost by physical means (volatilisation) depends losses of the metal deactivator were considerably
to a very large extent on the extrusion machine higher in both cases.
and operating conditions 15,16

That extruder losses were not being monitored by
In order to determine whether the loss of the any of the overseas cable companies visited by
primary antioxidant was significant in cables one of the authors during 1981 was therefore a
supplied to Telecom Australia, aa analysis was great surprise. The ac-sumption being made by
carried out in 1979 of samples of insulated manufacturers was that an adequate proportion of
wire and insulant pellets obtained from all a nominated concentration of stabiliser in an
three Australian cable manufacturers using the approved polymer would always be present afte1
curient approved commercial compounds. It was processing.
found that the loss of antioxidant was as high
as 45., with an average loss of 26,, for all Because of the magnitude of these extrusion losses,
samples. The cellular insulant (MOPE) generally the use of a secondary antioxidant was proposed.
exhibited much higher losses than the solid It is now accepted generall-y that an effective
compounds. Sheath samples were similarly primary antioxidant of high molecular weight and
analysed and the loss of stabiliser (Santonox R) low volatity in combination with a metal
averaged 15%. deactivator in appropriate concentrations are

required in order to obtain even moderate
In late 1980, an investigation was conducted with insulation lifetimes l oweer, the need
the three Australian cable manufacturers using for a secondary antioxidant (hydroper.cxide
four specially prepared compounds, each decomposer) is not widely accepted. In addition
incorporating a different secondary antioxidant to interrupting the degradative ccle associated
in addition to the normal dual component with the decomposition of the hydroperoxides in
stabiliser system, to ascertain the effect of the the on-going oxidation mechanism, an effective
additional antioxidant in controlling the loss secondary antioxidant should also limit the
of the primary antioxidant during extrusion. The consumption of the primary antioxidant during
results, shown in Figure 2, reveal that an average extrusion, and prevent crosslinking of radical
of 34. of the primary antioxidant was lost, with formations or chain scission, thus maintaining
the maximum being 54%. Also, it can be seen that, acceptable insulation surface finish and
with each manufacturer, less primary antioxidant mechanical properties l7-C
was lost when BHT or PEPQ was included as the
third component than was lost from the other two The results in Figure 2 are in general agreement
triple stabilised compounds. with those of Swasey 19. In that work, BHT was

found to be as good a processing stabiliser as the

phenols, whilst DLTDP proved ineffective. However,
PEPQ performed extremely well in e-luations,
showing a marked synergistic effect on both

- processing stability and long term stability when
used in conjunction with a phenolic antioxidant.

Sr-BHT showed no such synergism with the phenols.
."Some of the organic phosphites have also

.. 7 demonstrated considerable synergism with the

. ' ,, i , phenols in extending processing stability 7
0

In spite of more recent investigations demon-
,rf rn I , strating that processing losses at Company C can

-. -be reduced to 10-157 with reduced extruder shear
and tighter machine controls, such as improved

* temnerature profiles, it is believed that the use
SI iI i i " of an effective secondary antioxidant is worthwhile.

l I i1 -I iFor the reasons given and also because BHT can

discolour the polymer and has no long term
stability due to its volatility, Sandostab PEPQ
was chosen as the secondary antioxidant for use
in compounds for the migration evaluations of

FIGURE 2 LOSS OF ANTIOXIDANT (IRG NOX 1010) developmental stabiliser systems.
INSULATION EXTRUDED BY DIFFERENT CABLE
COMPANIES (1980/81).
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Our studies have demonstrated the need to specifv The results are presented in Figure 3 from which
not only the stabiliser type, but its content in it can be observed that Nonox WSP and Eastman
the polymer after processing onto wire. This must Inhibitor OABH did not migrate at any test
be of a level sufficient to provide a minimum life temperature and that maximum migration occurred
oft 40 vears under all service conditions. To meet at 60

0
C for 4 out of the 9 stabilisers that did

this requirement, the cable manufacturer must show migration tendencies.
ensure optimum extrusion conditions for compounds
containing a sufficient extra amount of stabiliser
to provide the spccified concentration after
process ing.

MIGRATION OF STABILISERS

The performance of an antioxidant in protecting
plyethylene from oxidation is a function of its
solubility in polyethylene over the service /
temperature range, its tendency to diffuse or
migrate out of the pol .n, its chemical
effectiveness in counter~ng the degradation ,
reactions, its volatil -, and of the polymer
itself. Moisan 2 claims that the solubilitv is .\
the most important property in detrmining the
long term stability. Predictably, solubility and

migration are intimately related.

Migration of antioxidants from polyethylene has
been studied by many peple 3,1-13,.1l22 but as
stated by Ro, ' it appears that the "physical
depletion of additives from polvolefins .... has
not been given the proper attention that it
deserves". The migration of stabilisers from low FIGURE 3 MIGRATION OF STa iLISERS AFTER 28
and medium density polyethylene was investigated DAYS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES.
by us as a function of both temperature and time,
initially using moulded plaques and later using

insuatin oncoper wre.It should be noted that the above results areinsulation on copper wire, based on stabiliser concentrations of approximately

Relationh bet n migration and temperature 0.1% in LDPE. Different concentrations may
result in different migration behaviour, this

The degree to which a stabiliser diffuses to the being determined by the solubility of the

polymer surface is related to its solubility in the stabiliser in the polymer. Once the concentration

polymer I1, and hence is dependent upon temperature. exceeds the solubility limit of that stabiliser
at a particular temperature, the stabiliser will

The relationship between migration and temperature exude until eventually it does not exceed that

was studied using a 919 kg/m
3 
density polyethylene limit at that temperature (see Figure 6).

(UCAL DFDL 6005 unstabilised) as the base resin o
into which the stabilisers given in Figure 3 were
incorporated in masterbatch form on a two-roll with Howard's conclusion 3 that migration of

mill. 0.5 mm thick plaques were pressed at Santonox R is most grominent in the region of

165°C from the crepe produced. The plaques were approximately 50-70 C. WOIC is also close to the

aged in air-circulating ovens at temperatures maximum temperature found in current above ground

cf 23, 40, 60, 80 and 100 C each for 28 days. The joint enclosures. Although it was recognised

amount of exudate on the plaque surfaces was that 600C favoured Irganox 1035 which migrates
determined before and after ageing at each of at lower temperatures, it was considered to be

thes teperaure by mme-sin th plauethe temperature best suited for a single pointthese temperatures by iimeesing the plaque,

30 times in 30 seconds, in acetone (containing determination. The investigation of the

10% v/v dimethyl formamide when determining the relationship between migration and time was

migration of Eastman Inhibitor OABH) followed by therefore conducted at this temperature.
a wash and finally a wipe with cotton-wool wetted Relationship between migration and tim,
with a fresh amount of the same solvent type.

The stabiliser content in the "wash" was
determined by HPLC and the amount of stabiliser Thistdy was cuc ed n o t Fr

an investigation was carried out of the
migration expressed as a percentage of the total migration behaviour of 4 primary antioxidants and
Ptabiliser initially present in the sample. irto eaiu f4piayatoiat n

2 metal deactivators from 0.5 mm thick plaques
of 919 kg/m

3 
polyethylene. Each antioxidant was

used In a set of 3 systems: either as the sole
antioxidanr or combined with each of the two
metal deactivators. The secondary antioxidant,
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Sandostab P-EPQ, was added to the systems
containing the metal deactivators. Various colour - ..--
masterbatches were used within each system, making
a total of 39 plaques evaluated. Measurement of - .

any migrated primary antioxidant or metal
deactivator was determined before and after
ageing at 60°C for 36 and 72 days, by the same
technique as described earlier. No attempt was
made to determine Sandostab P-EPQ, as energy
dispersive X-ray analysis techniques indicated
Sandostab P-EPQ was not present on the surface
of the plaques before or after either akeing

period, and it was therefore assumed to be
non-migratory. .

The most important results 3 arising from the
plaque tests were that Nonox WSP, Irganox 1035,
and Eastman Inhibitor OABH showed negligible
migration at 60

0
C even after 72 days, whilst

Irganox MD 1024 migrated rapidly. Santonox R and
Irganox 1010, used on their own, also migrated
readily. However, in combination with other
stabilisers, the migration of Santonox R decreased FIGURE 5 MIGRATION OF METAL DEACTIVATOR FROM
whilst that of Irganox 1010 increased. Except for POLYETHYLENE INSULATED WIRE CONTAINING
those stabilisers that migrated very rapidly, the VARIOUS STABILISING SYSTEMS

quantity of exudate detected after 72 days ageing
was often approximately double that for the 36 day The results for migration from the insulation
period. The addition of colour masterbatch are given in Figures 4 and 5. When compared with
appeared to have no effect on the migration the plaque results, several differences are
behaviour of any system, apparent for which no technical explanations can

yet be offered, although the different polymer
The second part of the study was to ascertain if densities of the plaques and insulation may be a
the geometry, polymer morphology, or copper wire factor. The significant differences are (i) an
contact altered the behaviour pattern of the increase in the migration of Santonox R when in
stabilisers. The same 4 antioxidants as before, the presence of Eastman Inhibitor OABH, (ii)
combined with Eastman Inhibitor OABH and migration of Eastman Inhibitor OABH from black
Sandostab P-EPQ, were incorporated into the two Insulation and (iii) a decrease in the loss of
approved 926/7 kg/m

3 
base polyethylenes and MD 1024 when combined with Irganox 1035.

extruded as insulation on wire. Also evaluated
were the two currently used solid insulating grade In contrast to Figure 4 which expresses the
polyethylenes from the same two companies percentage of antioxidant rejected by the polymers
(see Table 1). As before, the incorporation of during ageing at 60

0
C, Figure 6 shows the amount

various colour concentrates was followed, making of antioxidant retained in the same two polymers
a total of 32 insulated wires examined, after several months at 60

0
C. These values are

in good agreement with the solubilitv data of

Moisan 1I determined at the sam- temperature.

E I_ ANTIOXIDANT[ SOIJL Y AT 60-CIREF11

SANTONOX R 0 0335
IRGANOX T 0 C0590

z 0l0 IRANOX 1035 0 37
. NONOX IhSP 0,1

Wiz I ANC 1010 N iC Pt
z " \ \ RGANOX 101C IN JCAL PE

C0(6 S OLUBI ITY- OF IRfGAN'OX 1010 [E-F 111 . ..

. . ..... SANTONOX R Ih UC.A -RE

00 SOLIUILITY OF SN4Tt]OX RREF11
: L; i: " -.' SANTON R P "I CI P

,TNE AT 6t0oCDAYS)

FIGURE 4 MIGRATION OF PRIMARY ANTIOXIDANT FROM

POLYETHYLENE INSULATED WIRE CONTAINING FIGURE 6 PERCENT ANTIOXIDANT RETAINED BY
VARIOUS STABILISING SYSTEMS INSULATED WIRE AGED AT 60°C
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Accelerated A--ein-- est-- the most substantial difference is that one

polymer appears to be clearly superior to the
The migration results have demonstrated a major other. This may be due to polymer morphology

reason for inaccuracies in life prediction when - molecular weight distribution, type and number

accelerated ageing tests (OIT, oxygen uptake, of branch chains, degree of unsaturation etc.

pigtail, or elongation testing) are conducted at - and/or metal contamination. Further work is

temperatures well above the actual service being performed to explore the polymer

temperatures 3,12,13. Hence any accelerated contribution to ageing performance as well as the

ageing test of insulation containing migratory stabiliser system and colour contribution.

stabilisers must incorporate a pre-conditioning

program of forced migration 23 prior to ageing,

carried out at that temperature within the , - -

service temperature range at which maximum .9
migration occurs for the particular stabiliser 10C

system used. This ensures that the stabiliser
concentration at the coimencement of the ageing 60c - - - .

test does not exceed the effective net

concentration during initial service. With -

non-migratory stabilisers, the forced migration

step becomes uanecessary. -0

Some ageing tests have been completed on

insulated wire containing several of the above N /\

stabiliser systems. These samples were \\ /~20Cpre-conditioned at 6
0
0C for 70 days, then the \

surfaces were wiped prior to ageing at 100°C.

Three measures of degradation have been used in \ -

these tests : OIT (on straight insulation), '2
cracking stability (on insulation pigtails), C 60 2 "5c 20C

and elongation at break (on straight insulation). AGEN PEROO gAY

These measures have yielded inconsistent results.

No pigtails cracked, even after prolonged ageing FIGURE 7 ACCELERATED AGEING OF EXPERIMENTAL

such that the elongation and OIT values of STABILISER SYSTEMS

similarly aged samples were both drastically

reduced to unacceptable levels. Also, the

elongation and OIT results did not correlate DEPLETION OF ANTIOXIDANTS BY PIGMENTS

although the OIT reduced with age, many samples AND OTHER POLYMER ADDITIVES

with low elongation showed much higher OIT values

.than did other samples with greater elongation. The field survey data on colour dependency of

This was true where the samples were different failure (Table 2) indicated that white and grey
base polymers, and where the samples were of the insulation were the most readily degraded

same base polymer but incorporated different colours, accounting for more than 75% of all

stabiliser systems. failures (after weighting the results to allow

for the relative frequency of appearance of the

This was also observed in the field samples listed colours in the colour code). As all colour

in Table 4 :the IT and pigtail results showed concentrates have been obtained almost exclusively
no uniform correlation with the residual from the one manufacturer since 1956, the only

antioxidant concentrations or with each other, possible difference between the white and grey

insulation and the other colours was the TiO 2
When a joint is re-entered, the insulation is content. This was 407 and 30% for white and

subjected to dynamic stressing, and it must be grey respectively compared to an average value
elastic to survive. Pigtail tests do not imitate of 10% for green, orange, blue and brown. Red

this stressing. Consequently, pigtail tests can and black contained no TiOe prior to 1974.

give optimistic results, as observed above.

It is well documented 24-26 that reactions occur
Elongation appears the most realistic measure of between primary antioxidants , (phenols, amines)

degradation, as it involves the transient and the reactive hydroxyl groups of Tie 2 pigment

stressing of the aged material. It is created as a result of rhe manufacturing process.

particularl' appropriate for HDPE testing a; it These hydroxyl groups ar on the edges of the
is claimed that such polymer cracks before it surface crazing of the Tie2 particles . Attempts

oxidises. to reduce the reactivity of the hydroxyl sites by

applying 3 nm thick coatings of various metal

Figure 7 shows the results of ageing tests hydrous oxides has been only partially successful

performed on MDPE base polymers from two since the coatings are never completely

suppliers containing two different stabiliser homogeneous. However, these coatinls are also

systems. The different performances of the believed to react with antioxidant . No zinc or
stabiliser systems can be observed. However, zirconium oxide coatings have been used in the
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titanium pigments supplied (from one manufacturer benefit is gained by stripping back the sheath
only) for Telecom masterbatches to date. Silicon and remaking the joint. It appears necessary to
and aluminium oxide coatings have, however, been replace the affected cable/s back to the nearest
employed extensively in these coatings, together underground joint. This may be a new under-
with some organic coating compounds in post-1967 ground joint installed at the base of the pole
pigment. Generally, the cable industry has not or jointing post to limit the length of cable
recognised that such reactions occur, and they to be replaced. Encapsulation of joints,
should be considered when selecting pigments and whether degraded or satisfactory, is not an
antioxidants. option as complete encapsulation is not practiced

in Australia.
Thus, in the faults surveyed, it is highly
probable that a Santono% R/Tie 2 reaction occurred. Colour - related changes are also being
Since the white and grey insulations have greater considered. These include the adoption of a
loadings of TiO 2 than the other colours, higher colour code based on the susceptibility of the
reaction losses of Santonox R resulted. This colours to oxidation, the reduction of
left a lower concentration of Santonox R available masterbatch concentrations to a minimum level
to protect the polymer against oxidation, causing required for correct colour identification,
earlier degradation. Conversely, the good the acceptance of some degree of translucency
performance of black insulation (pre-1968 cables) in the insulant colours, and the relaxation
could be attributed to the absence of Tie 2 , since of the colour standard limits specified on
the small amount of carbon black present would production insulation. Understandably,
have provided little protection from oxidative however, decisions on these aspects cannot be
attack, made until the analytical work planned for

colour masterbatches and pigments is completed
It is believed that the other inorganic pigments and the most suitable masterbatches for our
used in masterbatches, particularly heavy metal insulants are identified.
pigments, may also react with antioxidants in a
similar manner to Tie 2 , though possibly at a The field survey indicated that the insulation
slower rate 2. In addition, at least some of cracking was temperature related. Loss of
these pigments are coated with similar hydrous antioxidant by physical and chemical processes
oxides to those on Tie 2 to improve stability, mentioned previously is also temperature
These coatings also prevent agglomeration of the dependent. Therefore temperature recording sites
finely divided small pigment particles. Thus were estabilished recently to measure the thermal
these coatings, too, can consume the stabiliser/s. conditions of joints over an extended period.

The recording sites are near Mt. Isa, Queensland
Siloxane is also commonly used as a lubricant or (a HOT DRY climate, 21st parallel south latitude)
dispersing agent in pigment manufacture, and and at Melbourne, Victoria (a TEMPERATE MOIST
metal stearates are often used in colour climate, 38th parallel south latitude) (K6ppen's
masterbatch preparation to aid dispersion of the Climatic Classification). These climates
particles throughout the polymer on which the reasonably bracket tle range of climates
masterbatch is based. Metal stearates and encountered by the cable network in Australia.
siloxane react with phenolic antioxidants 24,25 The limited data 

8 
indicate that temperatures up

Fortunately, no metal stearates or other lubricants, to 150C higher and 10°C higher than ambient shade

including low molecular weight PE waxes, are temperature are reached inside the standard
used in either Telecom's colour masterbatches or terminal box and jointing post respectively, the
stabiliser masterbatches. Only a minimal amount difference increasing with the ambient temperature.
of siloxane (<0.5%) is present in the currently However, the use of white plastic covers or over-
used titanium pigment. covers on these enclosures reduced the maximum

temperatures inside the joints substantially. They
Active metals can also be present in the insulant also reduced the daily temperature fluctuations,
as catalyst residues of the polymerisation process, thus verifying their insulating effect. No further
and can degrade the insulant stability 16. significant reduction appears to be gained bv
However, the approved Australian insulants are venting the white covers, though some small
produced by processes in which the catalyst improvement is obtained by venting the standard
residue levels are aot considered significant. enclosures. Therefore, the design and use of

white covers is being examined. Rigid PVC pipe
CORRECTIVE FIELD PRACTICES AND HARDWARE overcovers are already a standard item for use on

above ground jointing posts in some rural areas to
The obvious and possibly most effective solution prevent cable damage during grass fires. However,
to thermal degradation of insulation is to place they are unlikely to be considered suitable for
all cable joints underground. However, this is use In suburban locations.
not attractive in many Australian rural areas for
several reasons. Therefore alternative techniques The use of aliphatic polyurethane and butyl rubber
need to be considered to minimise degradation in insulation restoring sprays ,8 and restabilising
both existing and new above ground installations, sprays 29 are not considered viable treatments.

The mechanism of stabiliser migration to the
Since the laboratory analysis confirmed that insulation surface is likely to prevent
sheathed insulation adjacent to a degraded joint restabillsation by spraying. At best, these
is virtually exhausted of antioxidant, little approaches will extend the life of non-cracked
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insulation by a relatively short time. Additionally, Insulation of Cables Manufactured after 1976
their use raises significant occupational safety
and health concerns for field staff. As described, two new stabilisation systems were

introduced in 1976/77, both systems containing

Thick foam cover bags for joints are claimed an antioxidant as well as a metal deactivator,
to provide some thermal protection to the both at 0.17 m/m, with the aim of improving
insulation. However, moitture condensation in the thermal oxidative stability. Since then we have
bag and periodic low insulation resistance - found that both Irganox 1010 and Irganox 1035
related faults can be a feature of these bags. migrate significantly at service temperatures.

Irganox M1024 gave similar results for plaques
suMMARY but, for as yet unexplained reasons, exhibited

low migration for a small sample of insulated

Insulation of Cables Manufactured prior to 1976 wires. Eastman Inhibitor OABH showed a low
tendency to migrate except in black coloured

Our investigations have shown that the premature polyethylene. As these new systems have been
degradation of the polvethylene insulation of in service for only a short time, no faults

cables manufactured during the period 1965-1974 have yet been reported from the field, and it is
has been confined to installations in above ground still expected that insulation containing these
joint enclosures, and was caused by thermo- systems will last longer than the Santonox R-

oxidation, resulting primarily from insufficient containing insulation, However, our results
and hence ineffective antioxidant (Santonox R) indicate that both systems will tend to lose
content. The low concentration of antioxidant their primary antioxidant. Also, the possible
detected experimentally has been caused by a rapid loss of Irganox 591 1024 in one system

number of interacting factors. The nominal 0.05% could lead to early depletion of the primary
concentration in the unprocessed compound has been antioxidant. Consequently the insulation
shown to be clearly too low for the intended contai ing either of these systems is still

application, even if the claimed concentration was unlikely to achieve the specified 40 year service
ever present in the finished product. Our life, particularly in the hotter region,
measurements indicate that the true figure since
1963 was on average about two thirds of the claimed Future Insulation
value. It is also now clear that further Santonox
R losses must have occurred during storage and Based on the studies carried out to date, it is
extrusion, leading to a further reduction of at believed that the following actions will prevent
least 20% and perhaps as high as 50%. It is premature stabiliser depletion:
therefore not unreasonable to assume that the
Santonox R concentration in the finished insulation a. ensure that an adequate amount of stabiliser
was only about 0.027. is present in the polymer after extrusion of

insulant on wire. The processing losses

Under the temperatures existing in above ground must he allowed for in determining the
temperature enclosures, it has been demonstrated required level of stabiliser in the polymer
that Santonox R rapidly migrates to the compound before extrusion.
polyethylene surface. Furthermore, reactions with
heavy metal pigments and their coatings in the b. select stabilisers from those known to
insulation colourants can lead to further exhibit low volatility and little or no
significant losses, in particular with those tendency to migrate over the entire service
colours containing a high concentration of Tie 2. and storage temperature range when present

in the required concentrations.
Consequently, it is evident that little or no
Santonox R remained in the insulation after a c. choose a stabiliser system which will counter
relatively short time to provide protection all possible thermal oxidation mechanisms.
against the normal oxidative attack. Once the This can be achieved by the inclusion of
available antioxidant had been used up, by suitable efficient primary and, possibly,
reaction or exudation, the oxidative chain secondary antioxidants as well as a metal
reaction proceeded under the catalytic action of deactivator.
the metal conductor and the acceleration in the
reaction rate due to elevated temperatures in the d. ensure that the stabiliser concentration is
enclosures, to the stage where severe cracking of not significantly depleted by reactions with
the insulation occurred, other additives, i.e. colourants. Limit the

concentrations of reactive additives where

However, with Nonox WSP it has been shown that possible.
losses due to migration are negligible. Therefore
any reduction in antioxidant concentration in the e. reduce the temperature inside the joint
1961-63 cables was probably caused by depletion enclosure, as this will extend the insulant

in performing its expected function as a primary life due to the reduction in the stabiliser
antioxidant. Thus the tendency of Nonox WSP not depletion rate. The optimum solution is to
to migrate enables it to provide protection locate all joints underground. Where this
against oxidative attack for a much longer time is impossible or impractical, the use of
span than does Santonox R, even though thermal white reflective covers on above ground joints
analysis data suggests Nonox WSP to be inferior, appears effective.
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To date only a limited number of stabilisers have ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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AD P ,
BLENDIN' OF A BLOCK COPOLYMER

THERMOPLASTIC RUBBER FOR SPECIFIC
WIRE AND CABLE APPLICATIONS

A. C. Levy and R. Sabia

Bell Laboratories
Norcross, Georqia 30071

ABSTRACT ETHYLENE R TYLENE MIO eiOCKS FORM RUBIER PHASE

Thermoplastic rubbers based on sty-
rene block copolymers have been modified
with selected oils, waxes, and other addi-
tives to obtain various compounds for wire
and cable applications. Included in these
developments are a low modulus coating for
optical fibers, a filling compound for
optical cable, a flame retardant filling
compound for service wire and a sealing
compound for connectors. The design con-
siderations and properties of these compo-
sitions are described.

1.0 INTRODUCTION \

RIGID POLYSTYRENE ENDSLOCKS FORM

Communication cable and apparatus are PHYSICAL CROSSLINKS OR DOMAINS
exposed to adverse aerial, buried and
underground environments. The convention-
al approach to keep water out of cables is FIGURE 1. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A
pressurization with its attendant high THERMOPLASTIC RUBBER STRUCTURE
fi-St costs and maintenance problems over
it: lifetime. Another approach used with with other materials to optimize physical
multipair PIC cable is to physically block properties such as modulus, adhesion,
the water by filling all interstitial toughness m osity, e.
spaces with hydrophobic materials. The toughness, melt viscosity, etc.
latter approach is now widely favored by One such composition is the FLEXGEL*
the Bell System Operating Companies. With cable filling compound, 1,2 which
the success of this approach, the use of exhibits improved characteristics 3 over
water hlocking materials has been extended petrolatum based materials. Selected
to service wires, cable stubs, connectors, properties of a typical composition are
splice cases and, most recently, light- reported in Table I. This paper deals
guide cables. with four different applications.

Specific compositions were developed whichIn this paper, thermoplastic rubbers have been commercially introduced. In
(SEBS) having rigid polystyrene end-blocks order of increasing rubber content they
and a flexible, saturated mid-block of orer
ethylele/butylene copolymer are shown to are:
have wide use in wire and cable applica- * a connector sealant,
tions. A schematic of the structure of
these materials is given in Figure 1. • a fire resistant filling compound for
Between the glass transitions of the poly- buried service wire,

styrene end-blocks, 90-100C, and the

rubber mid-block, -65°C, the material acts
as if it were crosslinked. Above the 0 a lightguide cable filling material,
polystyrene phase glass transition temper- and
ature, the material can be processed as a
thermoplastic. The saturated rubber makes a low modulus buffe coating for
it an ideal choice for applications optical fibers.
requiring high temperature processing
and/or long term environmental stability.
The structure of the end and mid-blocks *A trademark of Western Electric
makes it possible to do selective blending
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TAHLE j not form an oily interface with the poly-
urethane encapsulant as used in a closure,

,'IA ,l; . :,IAI 1N 1C A . :X:.1 iED and (2) has excellent low temperature

properties. The FLEXGEL compoun, is also
less greaselike than the PEPB formula-
t ion.

2.1 Laboratory Evaluation

2.2 The laboratory evaluations of new

formulations involved the determination of
material properties such as viscosity,
slump, cone penetration, low temperature

_' modulus and encapsulant compatibility.
V , .t I ": ., 16 AT;' ',,Ab, , n ,Id Selected formulations were used to fill
SIt ,, T,- t A-,, connectors and conduct electrical tests.

l . T: he P-C

dr, A4rM ,2 1 The improved sealant material is
a, 1' 2- 4referred to as PETR where PE refers to the

Tr-n Lt' t, ,' A! i,170, 1 m , polyethylene wax component and TR to the
I 1 8 N, ; .'M, (I70R, ILI- thermoplastic rubber. The properties ofF . t :: i..n|,. , m Rn O . 1 1) F D 24, ,' ,, (

IP DR the PETR and PEPB formulation are compared
, . ma4y, ',,., wr I '- in Table II and Figure 2.

DL .tr-1 ,1l -t aIM!! 2 . ASrR C iDil TABLE II
Vkk-,s ,0 0t, 0.0 AS TM 91,2

V. ne ; s. ., . 'o o, .2,,' rM t' CONNECTOR SEALANT MATERIALS

2.0 CONNECTOR SEALANT s.aOant
PETH PEB

To provide moisture resistance in the
wire joining of PIC insulated conductors,
a grease-like material is used as a seal- .,a,I,, Oo' at ''F n.

ant in the waterproof codes of connectors.

Various suppliers have used sealants based Cane ,. O. 1.6'.O T I0-190-OO

atro temper a _
on petrolatum, silicone chemistry, etc. (AST I17

One material, referred to as PEPB corn- vooe Ne_ sS~ely, o10,- tkT- It. M0 M-.

pound, is based on low molecular weight BOsrM D257
polyethylene (PE) waxes and polybutene c,,,.RItl elto

(PB ) o ils . pc y ,. t h,- . - a m- Y- No

The PEPB material has functioned well
in the application. However, as in the
case of the cable filling compounds based
on petrolatum, several properties were
considered marginal. For example, in the
application of molten PEPB compound to the Table II indicates that PETR formula-
connector, its set-up as it cools is too Lion exhibits higher penetration and
slow for optimum sealant placement. if increased compatibility with the polyure-

tloweforcoptimumtsealantoplacement.uIf
the sealant is not properly distributed in thane encapsulant. The low temperature
the connector, the water resistance of the modulus data in Table II show PETR sealant
connector is degraded. Also, a compound to be significantly less stiff, and this
with a lower modulus than the PEPB was reflected in lower filled connector
formulation is desirable to allow easier pressing forces at 20°F.
connector assembly at low temperatures.
In addition, a compound less grease-like Figure 2 indicates that lower
than PEP8 sealant is desirable for craft processing temperatures are possible for
acceptance. Finally, the PEPB sealant PETR. With a lower processing temperature
Lends to form an oily interface with an and the viscosity profile at temperatures
oil extended, low tear strength below the knee in the curves, one would
(reenterable) polyurethane encapsulant expect PETR to set-up faster than PEPB.
used in splice cases.4 The concern here Such has been the observation in actual
is that the oily interface can potentially filling operations.
provide a water path to the connector.

The , lectrical testing of assembled

A logical alternative to the PEPB connectors (with conductors) was done per
sealant is a material similar to the AT&T's "Product Criteria for Communication
FLEXGEL comoound since the latter (1) does Cable Wire Joininq Systems," Issue 1.
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1111 1 •

October 1975. The final composition met ing compound exhibited a high dielectric
or exceeded connector requirements for constant but was acceptable because the
temperature cycling (-40 to 140°F, 95% wire is designed for use in relatively
RH), dielectric strength and water immer- short lengths and at voice frequencies.

5

sion. Low temperature pressing of filled
connectors and compatibility with the In order to function satisfactorily
reenteraoie encapsulant were also evalu- in buried service and distribution wires,
ated and found to be improved, a new design objective required that the

filling compound exhibit a dielectric
Since the PETR formulation has been constant below 2.38. In developing a

demonstrated to meet the requirements for suitable compound, a second objective was
a sealant for modular connectors and is in reduced Lack for easier handling. Both
several respects superior to the PEPB com- objectives were met while retaining the
pound, it is now used exclusively in the flame resistance of the existing compound
710 connectors supplied by Western by modifying the FLEXGEL formulation.
Electric.

3.1 Laboratory Evaluation

The high dielectric constant of flame
retardant compound is due to the use of

400 halogenated compounds as additives. The
dielectric constants of chlorinated paraf-
fins are typically greater than 5, Table
III. Of interest is the observation that
the dielectric constant of the materials
in Table III, covering a narrow chlorine
content range, decreases with molecular
weight (as measured by the viscosity),

300 Figure 3. One sample is off the curve. A
/ possible explanation is that the latter
Iliquid is based on a significantly differ-

_' / ent material; for example, linear rather
S/. / than branched paraffins. The remaining

_ materials may be based on similar paraf-
2 PEYfins with structure differences explaining

the increasing dielectric constant. Ex-
- 10 MPEP5 tending the curve in Fiqure 3 to higher

molecular weight materials (chlorinated
waxes) should further reduce the dielec-
tric constant.

201C 10O"C 851C TABLE IlI

1oo00 1 __ L PROPERTIES OF LIQUID CHLORINATED PARAFFINS
2 $00 2.600 2 700 2 800 2 900

TEMPERArURE
- 1  

x t0
3 

(.K-lI Nominal Nominal Dielectric
vircosIty, Chlorine Constant

FIGURE 2. VISCOSITY vs. TEMPERATURE- 1 FOR aterial Sus @210F Content, A 1 KH7,

FILLING MATERIALS A 63 54 7.96
a 75 70 5.41
C 90 62 6.63
D 190 70 5.84

3.0 FLAME RETARDANT FILLING COMPOUND F 200 68 5.7,
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 250 67 5.31l

G 530 70 4.80

Buried service wire is a critical
component of the loop plant, and its water
resistance is an important design feature.
Since service wire may enter customer's
premises, no compromise of its fire resis- In Table IV, blends using liquid (G
tant properties by the water filling com- in Table I1) and solid chlorinated paraf-
pound is permitted. fins (waxes) of the same chlorine content

are compared. The wax exhibits lower
A water and flame resistant service dielectric constant. The table shows that

wire has been available for years. The a dielectric constant of less than 2.38 is
water resistance of this design has been readily attainable. However, lot to lot
reported 5 and a short term water resis- variations in the dielectric constant of
tance test has been described.6 Flame the chlorinated wax gave a spread of 0.05
resistance was measured using the UL 83 units. Thus, the new compound would have
test. The water and flame resistant fill- to hay, .3 nominal vaI ip of 2.33 or about
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4.0 LIGHTGUIDE CABLE FILLING MATERIAL

3.0 In this development, the following

materials objectives were identified:

0 compatibility with cable materials,

2.6 0 compatibility with existing process-
2 ing know-how,

0 * water resistance performance,

0 craft acceptability,0
0 2.2

* high temperature resistance to flow,
and

* low relaxation modulus, to minimize
added loss, over the temperature of

i 0 . 0 . interest, -40 to 170.F.140 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT With the exception of the last item,

the above objectives have been previously
fOURE 3 THE CHANGEIN IEECTRICCONSTANT WITHVISCOSITY investigated and found to be met by the

FLEXGEL compound. Modification of the
FLEXGEL compound for the lightguide appli-

20% chlorinated wax to insure compliance, cation is discussed below.
If the chlorine content is too low, a
reduction in flame retardancy to unaccept- T -40°C
able levels results. A 20% chlorinated
wax content approaches this level. The
addition of antimony oxide, which is
synergistic with chlorine in a fire situa-
tion, gave the required safety factor FLEXGEL
without degrading the dielectric constant. COMPOUND

Tests show that under manufacturing condi-
tions proper dispersion of the insoluble A
antimony additive is maintained. -

TABLE IV E

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF BLENDS BASED ON LIQUID
AND SOLID CHLORINATED MATERIALS 2

Dielectric
Chlorinated Constant
Material, B I MHz 0

Liquid* Sol id
6

35 2.82 2.38
30 2.72 2.37
25 2.63 2.34 1 B
20 2.33

'G in Table III --

The second objective, reduced tack,
was achieved by substituting 20 parts of
the chlorinated paraffin wax for the min-
eral oil in the FLEXGEL compound. The I I
final formulation had the improved han- -I 0 2
dling properties desired and the predicted
dielectric constant of 2.33. This mater- LOG to (radiant/secondl
ial has also exhibited improved processing
characteristics and is now used exclu-
sively in Western Electric's buried FIGURE 4. SHEAR MODULI OF VARIOUS
service and distribution wires. FILLING COMPOUNDS
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4.1 Modification of FLEXGEL Compound Blend B his been extensively evalu-
ated in lightguide cable. In conjunction

In general, the modulus of materials with use of dual coated fiber, performance
increases as the temperature decreases, with respect to added loss both in cable
Since fiber optic cables are being design- as manufactured and in environmental cycl-
ed for an environment ranging from -40 to Ing has been excellent.8
170°F, the initial characterization was
done at -40°F. Figure 4 presents the 5.0 LOW MODULUS THERMOPLASTIC HOT MELTS
value of G' (w) (the dynamic shear FOR OPTICAL FIBER COATING
modulus) as a function of frequency for
the standard FLEXGEL formulation. The Optical fibers require protective
material is rubber-like at this tempera- coatings in order to preserve fiber
ture in the frequency range studied. strength and to protect the fiber from

microbending induced optical loss. The
To reduce the modulus below that of coating is generally applied in-line with

FLEXGEL, the level of rubber can be reduc- fiber drawing by passing the fiber through
ed. Alternatively, the polyethylene wax a reservoir containing the coating mate-
can be removed. Without the polyethylene, rial and having an exit urifice which has
the high temperature properties are been sized to aoolv some desired thickness
degraded. If the latter approach is of the material. With this techniqie a
chosen, the high temperature properties coating with a viscosity less than 10,000
can be restored as discussed below. centipoises at the application temperature

is preferred. Classes'of materials whicn
To compensate for the loss of have been applied to optical fibers by

polyethylene, a higher molecular weight this technique include UV curables,
block copolymer rubber was used at a thermal curables, such as silicone resins,
higher level. The resultant compound solvent based materialr and thermoplastic
formulations and properties as blended hot melts.
with two different pour point oils is
given in Table V along with that for Properties of the co3ting material
FLEXGEL compound. The higher viscosities which influence the ability to preserve
for the new blends, A and B, reflect the fiber strength are toughness, abrasion
higher rubber content as well as the use resistance, thickness and adhesion to the
of a higher molecular weight rubber. fiber. In general, an increase in any of
Moduli data for the blends in Table V are these properties reduces the susceptibil-
shown also in Figure 4. As expected, the ity of the fiber to mechanical damage.
moduli at -40°C for A and B are less than
those of FLEXGEL compound, reflecting the Brockway et al 3 have shown that
omission of the polyethylene wax. It is microbending sensitivity is related to the
also important to note that the choice of product aEA of the coating where a is the
oil is critical to minimizing the modulus. coefficient of thermal expansion, E is the
One would expect, based on the pour points modulus and A is the cross sectional area.
of the oil, that Blend B would exhibit a In practice and for a given design, the
lower modulus than A but possibly not to modulus in controlling so that a reduction
the extent observed. Other formulations in the coating modulus decreases micro-
with and without polyethylene additives bending sensitivity. Thermally cured
were characerized and determined to be silicones with moduli below 10 dynes/cm2

useful blends. 7  (140 psi) have been used as coating where
low sensitivity to microbending is
required. Unfortunately a low modulus
also means low toughness and abrasion

TABLE V resistance, perhaps too low for adequate

MODIFIED CABLE FILLING COMPOUND protection of the fiber. For this reason,
a secondary coating is often placed over
the primary silicone.FLEXGEL A

+  
B
+ +

Viscosity at 266"F 30 42 56 5.1 Laboratory Evaluation
(130"C), cps

A limitation of silicones is thatSlump Temps, 'C

Pass 65 50 so they exhibit limited pot lives due to
Fail 70 60 60 their curing behavior. We have developed

G' l.) X 10
-
b (dynes/ 16.2 0.62 a thermoplastic hot melt based on a block

cm
2 

0101 rad/sec) copolymer rubber which, like silicones,
exhibits low modulus down to -40°C, yet

*Based on an oil with a nominal pur point of 10F. has significantly greater toughness than
the silicones and exhibits long pot life.

"Based on an oil with a nominal pour point of O'F. To accomplish this, significant deviations
from the FLEXGEL formulation were
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required. The rubber content was
increased by several factors and resins TABLE VII

which reinforce the styrene domains were
added. 7 The role of the various additives ENVIRONMENTAL LOSS

on the low temperature modulus was charac-
terized. Formulations useful as primary Cated Fer Typ' AddO Los, at 0.B2 . (dB/k77

coatings were developed. Critical factors T(*,: -40 -
such as blocking (fiber sticks together) ContrA ':V) 0.24 0.72 -0.01 0

and adhesion to the polyester tape used in Dual iit Melt UV) .0 -0.05 -. 03 0

making ribbons were considered. Typical
properties of two formulations are given
in Table VI. Note principally the low 6. CONCLUSIONS
moduli at -40'C. Of immediate interest
was coating A since it has the potential Thermoplastic rubbers having rigid
potential as both a primary and a second- polystyrene end-blocks and a flexible,
ary coating. It was characterized exten- saturated mid-block of ethylene/ butylene
sively as a material and as a coating. copolymer have been evaluated for several

wire and cable applications. In specific
developments, selective blending of the

TABLE VI rubber with modifiers was used to optimize

COATING MATERIAL. FOR OPTIl F S physical properties. Successful formula-
COATNG ATEAFROTiA__BER tions have been introduced in products for

A B use by the Bell System Operating Telephone
Primar Ii companies.
S.conJa- Priimary
_________ coat ins ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Oxidation Induction Time 50 30
at 210"2 lin) The various developments described

Viscosity at 740"C (0('S) 4800 1190 were made possible by the efforts of
Touinnes ipsil 970 numerous coworkers at Bell Laboratories

T-Peel Adheion (ka ) I 7.7 and Western Electric. Their cooperation
poL.;eSter and good wil. is sincerely appreciated.

Ring and Ball 1o3tenns 3',
Point ('C)

REFERENCES
30 Minute Ten;sle RilaxatonR 

E

4oduliS x Cl
-  

dynes'cT', 8 (1201 2.4 (20)

(psi) at 25'C 80 (12001 10 l"0) 1. U.S. Patent 4,176,240
at -40"C

2. U.S. Patent 4,259,540

5.2 Microbending Loss of Coated Fibers 3. D. M. Mitchell and R. Sahia,
Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth

Coating A was evaluated on optical International Wire and Cable
fiber drawn from germaniuim phosphosili- Symposium, 1973.
cate preforms. A UV curable material with
a 30 minute tensile relaxation modulus of 4. M. Brauer and R. Sabia, Proceedings of
-6 x 109 dynes!cm2 at 23*C and -3 x 1010 the Twenty-fourth International Wire
dynes/cm 2 at -40°C was used as the second- and Cable Symposium, 1975.
ary coating. Both coatings were applied
in-line with drawing. In all the tests, 5. N. J. Cogelia, et al, Proceedings of
fiber coated with the UV material only was the Twenty-second International Wire
used as a control. and Cable Symposium, 1973.

Ribbons were manufactured, one with 6. W. C. Reed, Proceedings of the Twenty-
each coated fiber type. Each ribhon con- eighth International Wire and Cable
sisted of 12 fibers sandwiched continously Symposium.
between two layers of a polyester pressure
sensitive coated tape. The added loss due 7. Patent applied for.
to ribbon fabrication was within the mea-
surement error. The average thermal added 8. B. R. Eichenbaum et al, Proceedings of
loss of the fibers in each ribbon was the Thirty-first International Wire
determined. The data 10 shown in Table VII and Cable Symposium, 1982.
indicate a much lower sensitivity to
microbending for the iual coated fiber. 9. G. S. Brockway, et al, "An Analysis of

the Environmental Behavior of Fiber-
Based on these results and other Optic Ribbons," Proceedings of the

data, dual coated fibers with a hot melt Sixth European Conference on Optical
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AD P 6

BEHAVIOUR OF ZINC-COATINGS ON STEEL TAPES IN ARMOURED CABLES

A.M.J.M. Claassens, A.T.M. Grooten, J. Rozendaal

NKF Kabel B.V., Waddinxveen,The Netherlands

ARSTRWT I.INTRODUCTION

Teiecommuriiation cables are often jiol iad wiu 1.1.Cable protection demands

a3rnlmuina tape for pr)tecti il inst 1 )nctr ainl-

ne*IC i nterference and Tiechani :.al a lan . r3  Tne requirements for safe and t'oublefree ooera-

cerrosion point of view zinc-coat1d steel tape iK tion of telecommunication cables can be dividel

appl ied. into two areas. First the primary electrical de-

"n1nls including resistance of conductors and inso-

Fx11nation of the zinc-iron jji I ibrlU phase lati'n, mutJil capacitance, attenuation and cross-

Jiajr3in combined with testino a f sampls in I talk. Besides these the secondary demands relatinQ

n rroscope revealed that jiferences in nature of !o environrmental influences threatening the primra-

brittle zinc-iron intermetall ic conpoundS can lead ry functions or the security of the tel-communic3-

to blisterinq of the zinc-layer of normal hot-dip tion system.

zinc-coated steel tape. Two new routine tests are

developed to obtain a Quick insight in nature and

adherence of zinc-layers. Amonq these envir-nmental influences are electri-

magnetic imterference, biological attack rodents,

A much better solution for' adherence problems is termites, fungi), mechanical violence (heavv:

application of continuous zinc-coated slitted human; light: vibration, shift, temperature) and

steel sheet raccording to the Sendzimir process). 9hysical/chemical attack: soil corrosion, hvdro-

The adherence of this material is inherently carbons, acids, ultra-violet radiation and light-

better due to the almost complete absence of in- ning.

termetallic compounds.

corrosion tests are carried out on coaxial cables The combined demands for a low electrical reduc-
(Ramboo-construction) to determine the effect of tion factor and protection against mechanical

zinc-absence on cutting faces of Sendzimir zinc- damace lead to the application of flat steel tape

coated steel. These tests include both newly as interlockinq armour or flat armour. Although

developed laboratory tests and comparative test in this steel tape normally is protected against soil

soil. Theoretical explanations are given for sur- corrosion by a polyethylene outer sheath, the pos-
prising results of tests. 0ifferences in nature of sihility of sheath damage by installation, rocks,

zinc-layers between Sendzimir zinc-coated and con- rodents and dig-ins makes a second protection by

ventional hot-dip zinc-coated steel tape (almost for instance a zinc-layer on the steel tape neces-

pure zinc vs zinc-iron compounds) proved to have sary. According to ASNI/ASTM A 459-71 1 up till
greater influence on attack of steel armouring recently at NKF steel tape has been applied, first

tape by underground corrosion than the presence of slitted to the required size and then zinc-coated

zinc on cutting faces. at all surfaces -including edges.
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1.2.Construction of bamboo coaxial cables 2.1.Phase-diagram Zinc-Iron

NKF uses zinc-coated flat steel armouring tape, Due to the hot-dip process the zinc layer on HDZC-

applied as two overlapping helical layers, in a steel tape is composed of three intermetallic
wide range of cabletypes. 'n this paper special zinc-iron compounds covered by a top layer of

attention will be given to ur research on pure zinc. The nature of these layers is deter-

armoured bamboo cab 1-. These cables are used for mined by tne zinc-iron equilibrium phase-diagram.
high frequency trans.,,sion. It is a coaxial cable

to be used for e.g. CATV networks. Figure 2 shows this diagram, recently modified by

The construction of the cable (seen from insight Gellings and Bastin 3. Going from iron to zinc we

to outsight) is for the bamboo-three type 2:( fi- meet the following intermetallic compounds:

gure 1). EQUILIBRIUM PHASE-DIAGRAM

_ _ _ __ ZINC-IRON (Zn-RICH PART)
ACCORbNG i GELLINGS ANb )STIN

FIGURE I CATv BAMBOO-CABLE see

- Solid electrolytic copper inner conductor. T,'c) 672

- Dielectric consisting of polyethylene discs co-
vered by a polyethylene tube. Together this / 6:I
makes the dielectric look like a bamboo cane. 5 5s6

- A longitudinally applied copper foil as outer
conductor.L

- A polyethylene sheath, extruded directly over 419
the outer conductor. 40: 40

- The actual armouring consisting of two over-

lapping layers of zinc-coated steel tape.
- A polyethylene outer-sheath. e 5 18 is 28 Z5

The name of the different cable types (Bamboo- at.%Fe

three, Bamboo-six, etc.) indicates the attenuation
(dB/100 m) at 20C nd a frequency of 230 MHz. - The gamma (T)-phase with a bodycentered cubic

(bcc) structure (a=0,895 nm);

- The recently discovered gamma-I ( r1 )-phase with

2.HOT-DIP ZINC-COATED (HDZC) STEEL TAPE a face centered cubic (fcc) structure (a= 1,7963
nm) and a peritectic decomposition temperature

Generally speaking there are many advantages when of 550°C. This phase only occurs in diffusion

using zinc-coatings as corrosion barrier for a layers and is not created in zinc coating

steel substrate. processes.
- It provides an effective and pinhole-free - The delta-1 ( 61 )-phase with a complex hexagonal

barrier between the corrosive evironment and the structure (a=I,285 nm, c=5,735 nm).

steel substrate. - There does not exist a separate 6k -phase

- Zinc has a rather good intrinsic corrosion re- (iron-rich and compact) nor a 6-phase

sistance by the formation under certain circum- (zinc-rich and palissade-structure, as proposed

stances of a water-insoluble zinc-patina, by Ghoniem 4.
- Compared with other application-methods for - The zta () phase with a monoclinic structure
metal coatings, such as electrodeposition, and a peritectic melt-temperature of 530°C.

flame-spraying or cladding, zinc can very easy - The intermetallic layers are covered with pure

be applied by hot-dipping the steel in a molten 4ta (n) zinc with a hexagonal structure (ar

metal bath due to the low melting point of zinc. 0,260 nm, c= 0.494 nm).
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.. Microohnto jraon s of HDZC-stePI 9es i' sI the ear ier :rk-nt )ned advant a ' . her e is

(i the other hand for cabl, armnoJ.iqq ',

i Qur- 3 , hows j ni cri-phot oqrdiph Of a :*t 1 Io- v ant aqe in the appli cat ion of nrma 1 r .

iraph) r i ) of njral H[)ZC-steel tape. From bot- steel tape. DN e to the hard and britt,! ridtjr 
_ if

t)I to) top iI cin5  ts 'if the stie' 1-suhstrate, a the zinc-iron alloys there is always the ri s, f

thin o:1 mIa-l y r, a mixture of delta- and zta- blistering of th" zinc layer. Fiure sri-)w a

layers and a 3tter thick zinc-layer. The total dramatic txample of a blister in a zitc layer

h icknes if thp n)t-dip Iayer imnunts t,) 35 mi- which was displaced duinq hit mouldin nrder

p r-, pressure of this netalloraphic sampI.

For the zinc-c ated steel tap- applied to the FRam- ?.1. Example of a cable with a blistered zinc

bno i iuxial caibles and to i lot of other cable layer

tvP,,i i tI : k ni s S of the zinc - 1 ver if , to 1?

ni:'- ins div -s adoquate pr,)tection 5, To achirvo a Du-ijn 'i, ranufacti~ing of cables blisteing :f

.v~r ,A' a o1- thickness the iteel tape is wipd the brittle alloys can be Caused by the inevitable

)f atftr th- qalvanizinQ process as can be seen defo-mation of the steel tape or by thermal

i fioir 4. n~i; results in the pure zinc t)p- effects during extrusion of the outer sheath.

av Jtj 0 alost cormpletely absent and the coi- Fiqure 6 shows an armoured Bamboo-six cable with

tino rsistinq mainly of zinc-i-on inter-metal lic mat HDZC-steel armour. The oolyethylene outer

"roin l. .aise )f thp eqj-snell finish this il sheath has been removed to reveal the blistered

ml mat Hfl:C-steel tape. zinc-layer.

I. A -

FIGURE 3. rI _

MAGNIFICATION 400X SAMPLE WIPED HO -DIP ZINC - N TE1 STEEL TAPE
SAMPLE NORMAL HOT-DIP ZINC-COATED STEEL TAPE DAMAGED DURING PREPARATION DUE TO

BRITTLE ALLOY-LAYER
MAGNIFICATION 40X

i4

FIGUPE 4. FIGURE 6.

BAMBOO-6 CABLE WITH BLISTERED HOT-DIPMAGNIFICATION 40OX Z I NC-COATED STEEL TAPE
SAMPLE WIPED HOT-DIP ZINC-cOATED STEEL TAPE PE OUTERSHEATH IS REMOVED
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24. Multiple bend test P.5. Electrode-potential during zinc-stripping

Two new routine tests were developed to obtain a It is quite clear that due to the brittle nature
Qjick insight in the nature and the adherence of of the intermetallic compounds tle alherenc& rif
zinc layers. The most simple startinq point is the the zinc-layer is determined by the occurance anJ
normal bend test (single bending over 180 ° around the thickness of the various alloys. We have Je-
a mandrel with prescribed diameter according to veloped a quick electrochemical method to -xhrnine
international standards 1,6. The outcome of this the composed zinc-layer. This method was derived
test, however, appears not to give any guarantee from the standard method for the determination :)f
for trouble-free manufacture. Differences between the mass of zinc-coating by zinc-strippinq in an
troublesome and trouble-free lots of HDZC-steel acid solution 7.
tape can be found after multiple bending of the The electrochemical potential of the sample is
samples. The histogram of figure 7 shows that only measured darinl zinL-strippinq in a hydrochloric
after two or three bends there can be seen some acid solution, from which in this case the SbC1 3
difference between parcels with a well must be omitted.
respectively a badly adhering zinc-layer.The
difference between two similar lots of 50x0,R mm According to the galvanic series of metals ,'
steel tape can be seen from figure 8. At the left every metal has a certain electrode-potential when
the samples with blistering after three bends, at placed in an electrolyte. Noble metals have hiqher
the right the samples with no problems after potentials than active metals. The pot'ntial of
bending. zinc (Zn) is about -1100 mV with resp-t to

Saturated Calomel reference Electrode 'SC irn
(Fe) takes a higher potential: abnjt -500 mV

(SCE). The zinc-iron alloys have intermedi.ite po-
•-HISTOGRAM MULTIPLE BEND-TEST GALVANISED- tentials. During zinc-stripping the potentials at

STEEL TAPE
" . every moment will be determined by the particjli

I "L' layer being dissolved at that m),nent and th.is, de-
pending upon the thicknesses of the var i ous
layers, the potential will change stepwise.

S : . The same result can be achieved by anodic stripp-
- "ing of the sample with the aid of an imposed cur-

rent. The advantage of the earlier mentioned
S ---- -method, however, is that due to the longer dissol-

ving time of alloys compared with pure zinc minor
FIGURE 7 "' differences between the al loy-layers of various

samples can more easily be demonstrated.

Figure g show; the results for the same samples as
shown in the bend test of figure 8. The left cur-

ves are recorded in a more concentrated hydrochlo-

ric acid than the right ones, thus reaching shor-
ter stripping times. The difference between the
"good" and the "bad" samples is a thicker qamma-

layer, being responsible for a higher blistering

risk.

ELECTRODEPOTENTIAL DURING ZINC-STRIPPING

GI B 1 I G2 B

LEFT, TROUBLE-SOME NOT-DIP ZINC-COATED STEEL TAPE 
G./ 7 .

(50 X 0 0 MM)
RIGHT: TROUBLE FREE MATERIAL 

B=

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM 1,2 AND 3 BENDS WITH MANDREL

DIAMETER 8 MM

FIGURE 8. FIGURE 9
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The hot-dip zinc-coatinq process is inherently The zinc-coated steel sheet next is slitted to the

prone to create intermetallic layers of varying required size. The cutting faces of the steel tape

thickness ind thus to differences in adherence, produced in this way are not covered with zinc.

The consequences of this fact for the corrusion

3. SENDZIMIR ZINC-COATED (SEZC)STEEL TAPE behaviour of the steel tape are thoroughly dis-

cussed in chapter 4. Figure 10 shows the

3.1. Nature of the zinc-layer microstructure of SEZC-steel tape, which consists

of the steel substrate, a thin alloy-layer and a

The best solition to cope with adherence problems thick pure zinc layer. The total thickness amounts

is the application of a totally different type of to 15-20 microns.

zinc-coated steel on which the alloy layers are

almost completely absent. More than 95% of the 3.2. Differences in the properties of the zinc-

total zinc-layer should consist of pure zinc to layer between HDZC-steel tape and SEZC-steel

achieve an inherently better adherence. A material tape.

satisfying these 'emands is continuously zinc-coa-

ted steel sheet, produced according to the Send- SEZC-steel tape is tested with the newly developed

zimir process or related methods (SEZC-steel quick reference methods, in order to compare this

tape). In the Sendzimir process a steel sheet with material with HDZC-steel tape.

unlimited length is led through a tunnelfurnace.

Due to the thick pure zinc-layer the electrode-

potential of SEZC-steel tape during zinc-stripping

The iron-oxides at the surface are all oxidized to remains at a constant value during a finite time

Fe2n 3 . In the end part this oxide is reduced with (fig. 11). Next an abrupt increase occurs with a

the aid of the cracking gases of ammonia (N2 and little stop at the alloy-potential to reach the

H2 ) to iron (Fe). The outlet of the tunnelfurnace electrode-potential of the equilibrium reaction

is olazed in the bath of molten zinc so that no Fe 4 Fe
2+ 

+ 2e which takes place at the steel sub-

reoxidation of the metal can occur. The zinc-bath strate. For HDZC-steel the potential starts rising

is composed of high purity zinc (99,99%) to whfch immediately from the starting point exhibiting a

is added 0,16-0,20% aluminium. Combined with a few more or less pronounced flexure-points which

short residence time in the zinc-bath this indicate the boundaries between the various

prevents almost completely the growth of inter- alloy-layers.

metallic compounds. During the process only a

0,1-0,5 micron gamma-layer is built up.
10

ELECTRODEPOTENTIAL DURING ZINC-STRIPPING

~ '~'- -'FIGURE 11

4.. .- .- la- .

Comparative bending tests have been performed on
25 x 0.30 mm steel tape, which is applied to ar-

moured Bamboo-three cables. Figure 12 shows at the

left side HDZC-steel with a blistered zinc-layer

after three bends around a mandrel of 3 mm dia-

meter. At the right side fig. 12 shows SEZC-steel
that has been bended for more than 10 times. The

MAGNIFICATION 400X steel tape is broken but nevertheless there is no
SAMPLE SENDI71MIR -INrUSTEISIEEt TAPE blistering of zinc.
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FIGUPE 12.

LEFI WIPED HIJT-DJP ZINC-COATED STEEL- IAPE
3 BENDS WI1H MANDREL- DIAMEIFR 3 MM
ZINC Bt ISTERS VISIB0 E

RIGHT SENDZIMIR ZINC-COATEDSTE. rAPE

MORE THAN 10 BENDS IJNTILL CRACKING
OF STEFL SUBSTRATE

NO BLLSIERING OF ZINC

DIMLNSIUNb 25 X 0 30 MM

4. THEORY OF CORROSION TESTING - There can be no net accumulation of electrical

charge during an electrochemical corrosion reac-
4.1. General principles tion. It follows that during the corrosion of an

isolated metal sample immersed in an electrolyte
The very good adherence of the zinc-layer is all the total rate of oxidation must be equal to the
important in the application of SEZC-steel tape as total rate of reduction.
cable armour. On the other hand the corrosion re-
sistance of the material must be at least equal to The mixed-potential theory can be explained fur-
the mat HDZC-steel tape used earlier. ther very well with the aid of logarithmic polari-
Especially the uncovered cutting faces of SEZC- zation curves. Figure 13 shows at the vertical
steel tape, which might be unsufficiently cathodi- axis the electrochemical potential and at the
cally protected by the surroinding zinc-layers, horizontal axis the logarithm of the absolute
asked for a thorough investigation with respect to value of the electrical current densities.
corrosion behaviour. For that reason new cable Corrosion of iron basically can be interpreted as
corrosion tests, both laboratory tests and tests proceeding of the anodic dissolution reartion:
in soil, were developed. These tests revealed
to be aoplicable to the corrosion problems of all Fe + Fe 2+ + 2e (1)
meallic cable components and are not limited to
the research described in this paper. at the metal-electrolyte interface. The Fe 2+-ions

diffuse into the electrolyte. The liberated elec-
All tests are based upon the modern electroche- trons form the e.lectrical corrosion current, which
mical theory of aqueous corrosion 8,14. This flows through the metallic electrode.

mainly consists of the two hypotheses of the At the equilibrium (non-corrosion) potential the
mixed-potential theory: oxidation rate is equal to the corresponding

reduction rate (Fe2  + 2e o Fe), so no net reac-
- Any electrochemical corrosion reaction can be tion occurs. For corrosion to occur there must be
divided into partial oxidation (anodic) at least one separate cathodic reaction, with its
reactions (the dissolution reactions of the own reversible equilibrium potential, which
corroding metals) and the corresponding increases the potential of the iron-anode. This is
reduction (cathodic) reactions (hydrogen called polarization and it results in a net
formation or oxygen reduction). corrosion current.
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The nature of this cathodic reaction depends upon potential (Ecorr) at which the total rate of
the corrosive environment. In acid Solutions hy- oxidation is equal to the total rate of reduc-
drogen formation will occur: tion. Neglectinq two minor partial reactions the

following equation yields:

2H30 + + 2e 0 2H20 + H2 t (2)

ia,Fe + iC-02' 0 (4)
In neutral and alkaline solutions the corrosion
rate will he dominated by one of the following At this stationary state cathodic polarization of
cathodic reactions: the OT/OH-reaction and anodic polarization of the

Fe/Fe + reaction will occur. The corrosion current

2H20 + 2e # H2t + 20H- density (icorr) equals ia,Fe (figure 13). It

(3) appears that there is a linlar relation between
02 + 2H20 + 4e - 40H- the potential and the logarithm of the current

density provided that the potential is not to

In practice due to the low acidity of most soil close to the equilibrium potential. The slope of
type oxygen reduction instead of hydrogen the curve is called the Tafelconstant (B ).
evoluation will govern the corrosion process. Figure 14 shows the situation for zinc-corrosion.

Compared with iron the following differences are
Following the second hypothesis of the mixed- important:

potential theory the iron will take a corrosion-

ELECTRDE KINETIC BEHAVIOR OF IRON IN SALT ELECTRODE KINETIC BEHAVIOR Or ZINC IN SALT
SOL T ONS-SCHEMATIC SOLUITIONS- CAEMIATIC

EcorrF Fe~ FO4 2

2N3 O * -2. 4 i~E .. ..- ' I,

E#, 0 2 +2H20 + 4. 1 40H-

Fe
2  

* 2. 1 e"

0 '- H10 4e 401H

Ecorr, rr-

,r,nal Zr . b S in,

F rI.- .J F. l '. -I J PEr 14.

Iogq,; --- 1 ,or,.., Io~ill -- 109 l'co....z,,
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- The equilibrium-potential of zinc is more nega- zinc-electrode. Both metallic parts take the same

tive br:euse zinc has a greater tendency to dis- electrode-potential and no net electrical charge
solve, can be accumulated (fiqure 15). The anodic current

- The hydrogen evolution rate at the zinc surface (dissolving of zinc) is equal and opposite to the
is smaller. sum of all cathodic currents. The corrosion-

Nevertheless the corrosion-potential of zinc is potential belonginq to this situation is more
more negative and the cGrrosion current density negative than the iron equilibrium-potential.

larger when compared with iron.

Therefore no anodic dissolution can take place at

the iron surface, prohibiting any corrosion
4.2. Cathodic protection attack. The anodic corrosion current at the zinc

surface is increased, compared with the uncoupledThe principles of the mixed-potential theory can situation. Being the active metal of the galvanic

also be used very well to explain the mechanism of couple, zinc is attacked due to galvanic

cathodic protection of a steel substrate by a corrosin

zinc-layer, acting as sacrificial anode 15 corrosion.

In that case there must be an electrical contact
between the iron-electrode and the

CATHODIC PROTECTION OF STEEL BY ANODIC CATHODIC PROTECTION OF STEEL BY ANODIC
BEHAVIOR OF ZIt-SCHEMATIC BEHAVIOR OF ZINC-IRON ALLOY (SCHEMATIC)

Fe Fe
2  +2e

TOTAL CATHODIC

TOTAL COTHODIC CLIPRPE'4T

AT CURRENT

AT IRON \ 
corr *-alloy

EcorrZnF, I \

Zn i Z-
2 + + 2e"

E. ,Zn

Zn
2  

* 2 'I

_ _ £

grIjPr E IS. FILIRE It.

Zn (+F ) 1+ Fe)
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So the pure zinc-layer on SEZC-steel tape provides 4.3. Measurement of the anodic corrosion current
a very effective cathodic protection for the
underlaying steel and the uncovered cutting When trying to measure the anodic corrosion
faces. Mat HDZC-steel tape, however is covered current of an iron or zinc sample one is faced
with an alloy-layer. The equilibrium potential of with the problem that an anodic corrosion current
this compound-layer can be found between that of is always accompanied with a cathodic current,
pure iron and pure zinc (figure 16) (compare the resulting in no net current exchange. So the

zinc-stripping curves of figure 9). Therefore in anodic corrosion current can only be measured
this case the corrosion-potential is nearer to the indirectly by the application of an external

equilibrium-potential of iroii, so that the latter overvoltage with the aid of a potentiostate, thus
is less effectively protected, as will be increasing the potential of the sample

explained later. The corrosion current of the artificially. In this way an external current can

zinc-layer, however, is smaller, be measured, the net difference between the
current densities of the simultaneously occurring
anodic and cathodic reactions. The relation
between the externally applied overvoltage and the

RELATIONS BETWEEN THEORETICAL POLARISATION measured current gives the experimental
CURVES AND DETERMINATION OF CORROSION RATE polarization curve. Figure 17 shows schematically

the situation for both iron and zinc. In this

Fe + Fe
2
* - 2e figure at the horizontal axis the current

densities now has been plotted liniarly.
Eevc ath,.

Ecorr/,Fe A mathematical equation can be derived describing
the polarization curve which represents the

corr,Ft relations between the applied overvolt3ge (r), the
measured current (1) and the unknown corrosion

"E E T current (Icorr):EXPERIRiENTAL

/ F POLARISATION
/ / CURVES I = Icorr (exp (r/ha) - exp (q/bc))

/ (/

/ E - Ecorr

/! Here ba and bc are constants, related to the Tafel/constants which characterize the local anodic and
cathodic reactions a and 8c by:

Ecarr,Z
n  

.40 1ba,c = ba,c/In 10 = Ra,c/2, 303  (6)
A- -

/ . 'corr,Zn Methods have been developed 8 to experimentally
/ -- determine these constants.

/ /A few methods are known to derive from equation

2. " z' + (5) practically applicable analysis techniques.
The classical liniar polarization technique of
Stern and Geary 16 assumes that the experimental

- polarization curve becomes liniar as 9 - 0.
If 9 4 0 equation (5) can be rewritten as:

I = Icorr ( 1 + 1 ).r (7)

ba tc

E or assuming a linear curve:

F _UE 17 . b a b c d IE (8 )
-corr bc ( }Ecorr Bp
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Here Rp is the slope of the polarization curve at 4.4. Comparative corrosion current measurements
the corrosion-potential. Rp is often called

polarization resistance. To get an impression about the reliability of the

analysis techniques mentioned above comparative
A similar method is to evaluate the current at a measurements were oerformed. A special
fixed overvoltage. Then from equation (8) can be polarization cell suited for flat specimens is
derived: used. In this cell a circular spot with a

well-known diameter is exposed to the
lcorr z I . K (K supposed to be constant)(9) electrolyte. This cell also can be used very well

to record the potential zinc-stripping curves
This method is applied in some colmercial mentioned earlier.

available corrosion rate meters and for instance
used by Choo 17 This one-point method can be Two experimental polarization curves, recorded
quite useful if qualitative corrosion rates are with a Wenking POS 73 potentioscan at uncoated
required. Fluctuations in the corrosion-potential bare steel and SEZC-steel respectively, in a 0,05M

will however always result in a more reliable Na2 SO4 -solution, are shown in figure 18. In
indication of icorr from multiple current accordance with figure 17 it can be seen that the

measurements at various overvoltages. corrosion-potential of zinc is more negative.
Moreover the slope of the polarization curve at

A new method based upon curve fitting, which does the corrosion-potential reveals a larger corrosion

not assume a linear polarization curve, is current for zinc.
recently developed by Leroy 18. He states: "the

best value of Icorr is the value for which the sum
of the squares of the deviations of the measured **!EXPERIMENTAL POLARISATION CURVES-

currents (1j) from the predicted (equation (5)) is
a minimum". In mathematical terms this yields: , STERN-GEARY TANGENTSJ

t I 1~.r,, EXP qjlb*-EXP -Ij'b, 1 - * (10) /

or ... .......... ........
or

,car, J (ft /X_______r ... . *X 121(I

FIGURE ie

In this method no graphical exploration of the

polarization curve has to be done, as is the case Figure 19 shows the corrosion rates of uncoated
with the liniar polarization technique. Digitally bare steel tape in various corrosive environments.
recorded overvoltage and current values can be Comparing weight loss results with two important
directly evaluated with the aid of a simple electrochemical methods it can be seen that the

computer program based upon equation (11). Leroy-method gives sliqhtly better results. Added

to the easy handling made us decide to generally
adopt this method for the calculation of corrosion

Values of the Tafelconstants ba and 6c have been currents.

published 18. Althouqh these values differ from
case to case Leroy has proven that a deviation
between real and assumed values is of minor COMPARISON Or CORROSION RATE MEASUREMENTS
influence upon the value of the corrosion current, ... -- .-- -

when calculated according to the curve fitting
method. In our calculations the followinq values ,

of the Tafelconstants are used: a 30 mV and bc ... .., ....

-120 mV. :,:;

FIGURE 19
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5. LABORATORY CABLE CORROSION 'TTS NaSa sotion ' In~cific conducti ity:

11 r -i rr 'n )r-r'j,; n-potential of the cable
5.1. Cable corrosion test constrict ' jaqo j r Ti i r I w I '_ i SEC.-steel maintains the

* , " t i- z n r- , r'; sion Dot .a 1, eden after

Generally speakino the most rel 'h%. ch sI t no zinc at the jamaged spot has

test results are achieved in :r%) le!e rI, h'q 'i ,i d d. Th,- p otential of the sample

samples, due to the c o le nat r- ) I - r)s ,r)n Irn ) - I Iq I ir' .1-steel chanqes quick ly,
attack. When testinq an is)!itel sarn le ine IIi/js .... V, A I , r i i h- 1 cathodic protection

wi 11 change unintentionallv s-,e parar-eters Iike l. 1 , thp t tal tni n-ss of

oxvQen Content or ion concentratio as )'ovarrO d .- n -- c, 
,

with the real caible situation. 'herefc-e a new

cable corrosion test equiomert has oee n develoeE,
in which simultaneouslv six complete cable samoles

with a lenath of approx. 5, c- can be tested, in
combined exposure and electro-chenical testin.

Figure 20 shows a aeneral overview. p ortant
parameters of the electrolyte can be measurej,
artificial casflow can be applied and Provisions

have been made for electro-chemical measurements

at different metallic cable parts. Witn these

techniques a Quick and continuous determination of

corrosion paameters is Possible. Besides tnev are __,_-k_ 21

unevitable when testing complete cable samples

because weight loss determination can nct re N., t two i ara-iot rs w, -- r,,o * rl-l :ore in detai ,
applied. All tests are carried out at roon tcr, orriSivo eniIron-innt and th, dimensions of

te-nDerat ire. tIe shoa t h 
damaqe.

T-st sIlut ions:

ap-wPate.r (pH 675 ; sp ci1f i conduc t ivijtyv" ' "G .65 S cm - ]

rIPA- 2.5% NaCl + 2.5% Na-SO 4 (pH 7.s; spec. cond. =

I *.. 60 inS. cm-1

Sheath damages:.... '" " ' "2 mm length

Z. " . - - 25 am length

- 50 mm length including zinc removal of 25 mm.

Figure 22 shows the results. The most important

,.1 ., •, , . -" coriclisions are:

- The corrosion-potential does change faster in

the low-conducting tao-water than in the salt

5.2. Corrosion-potential during exposure test solution, because the higher electrolyte resis-

tance decreases the contribution of the protec-

The effective protection of the steel-substrate by tinq zinc-reaction.

a zinc-coating is depending upon the time the car- - The corrosion-potential of OEZC-steel exhibits

rosion-potential of the armour tape is controlled under all circumstances a more negative value

by the zinc corrosion-potential. Therefore the revealing a cathodic protection behaviour which

corrosion-potential has been recorded durina ex- is at least as good compared with that of mat

posure of several cable samples in the test HDZC-steel.

tubes. In this way similar curves are recorded as - The influence of the size of the sheath damage

the zinc-stripping curves described earlier, is rather small. It decreases in the course of

In the first place two Bamboo-three cable samples time for the mat HDZC-steel samples placed in
with an artificial circumferential outersheath the low-condurtive tao-water and increases for

damage of 4 cm lenqth were tested in a 0.05 M all samples placed in the salt solution.
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CiqJrp ?I snowSsj phot~ordiphs oIf cabl- sancies,, exrils less, attack of tne. Qt9')Jsts

ro 41 &iCh ran be conclIude-d that SEZC-stnel mat HozO_-steel.
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5.3. Corrosion current measurements on cable test- soil resistivity redox-potential
samples location (2m) (mV NHE)

At regular time intervals the corrosion currents no. mi. mea . mean max.

of the samples mentioned have been measured and, 1 3.3 7.3 11 223 258 291
assuming a certain active metal area, the
corrosion rate has been calculated. To this end
the experimental polarization curves were recorded L 2 5560 8080 10700 248 308 358

and analysed following the previously described
Leroy-method. Figure ?4 shows some data, recorded 6.2.Corrosion-potential during soil tests
after 75 days of exposure. The conclusions are:

COReO!ION CUIRRENT QNP COPRO ION RATE Bamboo-three cable samples, with a length of 10
.... . ,. . meters and armoured with SEZC-steel and mat

HDZC-steel respectively, were buried at the two
test sides. Different outersheath damages were

applied:

- a circular incision every 0.5 meter
.- a 100 mn damaoe including zinc removal for

FIGURE 24 35 mm every 1.5 meter

- The corrosion rate in the low-conducting tap- - the outersheath removed over 4 meter length

water is about 2 to 10 times smaller than in the
salt solution. The corrosion-potential was recorded, being the

- The apparently higher corrosion rate of the controlling parameter for the corrosion
samples with a small sheath damage reveals a behaviour. In this case the reference-electrode is

larger active surface area expanding under the a Cu/CuSO4  field-electrode with its potential

undamaged sheath, being 73 mV more noble than the value of the

- A well performing cathodic protection needs a calomel electrode.

large zinc corrosion rate. Indeed at SEZC-steel
a hioher corrosion rate is measured compared tigure 25 shows the results. In the non-aggressive
with m.z HDZC-steel. test-location SEZC-steel acts better than mat

HDZC-steel for all damages tested. The potential

6. CABLE CORROSION TESTS IN SOIL of SEZC-steel has a value between -850 and -900 mV

vs. the Cu/CuSO4 electrode, after approx. 25 weeks

6.1. Assessing soil properties of exposure. The potential of mat HDZC-steel has a
value between -550 and -600 mV. This corresponds

To affirm the laboratory corrosion tests some with the corrosion-potential of the steel sub-
tests in soil have been carried out on complete strate, which no longer is protected.Visual
cable samples huried in soils with well-known pro- inspection of the samples does not reveal however
perties. To assess the aggressiveness of different any significant attack.

soil-types several parameters can be used, variing
from the water-content to the presence of oxygen In the moderatly aggressive test-location no. I
or organic acids 19,20. Two commonly applied there is only difference between both types of
methods are selected. The soil resistivity zinc-coated steel in case of the incision damage.
measurement using the Wenner four-electrode method The value of the potential is about 175 mV more
21 and the redox-potential of an inert platinum negative for SEZC-steel tape.

electrode 22. Based upon available data two test-
sides have been selected with largely divergent Generally speaking both laboratory and soil tests
soil resistivities. The soil parameters were show that SEZC-steel tape has a better or excep-
measured during 10 months. They depend to some tionally equivalent corrosion resistance compared
extent on the time of year, temperature and with mat HDZC-steel tape.
rainfall. Results are shown in the following
table. Test-location no. 1 can be classified as
moderately aggressive, test-location no. 2 as
non-aggressive.
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7L

FIGURE 25

7. DISCUSSION tected by a combined action of the two mechanisms:

differential oxygen aeration and cathodic protec-

Once a sheath has been damaged soil water will tion by the neighbouring zinc-layer.

enter the cable at the damaged spot and migrate At the bare steel the cathodic oxygen reduction

along the crevice between outersheath and armour can take place very easily, whilst the zinc-layer
tape. The oxygen near the sheath-opening is re-

plenished by diffusion from the surrounding soil dste fremth daaged st a ina ing

water, so an oxygen concentration gradient is

established. The water near the sheath opening is this undersheath attack the corrosion-potential at
a constant zinc-corrosion value.

oxygen-rich compared to water between jacket and

armour tape. As seen in both laboratory and soil tests in

According to Choo 17 there are two important course of time the electrode-potential increases

mechanisms which can explain enlarged corrosion to that of the steel-substrate. SEZ-steel

attack of metallic cable components in case if exhioits this behaviour less pronounced than mat

sheath damage, besides the normal aqueous cor- HOZC-steel, revealing a netter cathodi:

rosion: protection. The potential-increase is caused by
a few cooperating circumstances. This can be

- Galvanic corrosion due to dissimilar metals. afwcoeaigcrusacs hscnb
- Glvaic orrsio du todisimiar etas, explained with the aid of the theoretical loga-

This has been thoroughly discussed in chapter ritmi p izato cve in ce ofeundersheath

4.2. The reverse of galvanic corrosion is catho- atac Fir 2 ow curves forSeZC-
dicproecton y ~g.a scriical inclayr. attack. Figure 26 shows these curves for SEZC-dic protection by e.g. a sacrificial zinc-layer, steel (comnpare figure 15).

- Galvanic corrosion due to differential aera- ste zc equri i ne d

tion. The area of the metal exposed to a higher

oxygen concentration is cathodic to the area in an increased zinc-ion concentration near the
a lower concentration. anodic spot. The zinc-ions are hindered to dif-

fuse away in the electrolyte due to the covering

A critical situation arises if bare steel is ex- PE outersheath. The Nernst equation gives the

Posed to the soil water, as a result of the almost relation between concentration and electrode-po-

complete dissolution of the zinc-layer at the tential:

damaged spot or in case of severe mechanical RT 2. SAO

damage of the zinc-layer. The steel then is pro- .,z." EZ . Z-"M[Zz I a E0,2(
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der s -The IR-drop will increase durinq the corrosion
FevZn is the zinc equilirijn-potential Process due to the increasing distance between
on is the zinc standard-ootential anjdic and cathodic places.

Z 
l * ] 

is the zinc-ion concentration

z is the number jf reactinq electrons The IR-drop decreases the potential difference

)f one ato, between anodic and cathodic regions, thus

increasinq the corros ion-potent ial3. The
Fir icch tenfold increase in zinc-ion concen- electrolyte with a low specific conductivity will

tration, the zinc equilibrium-potential in- have the most influence. This agrees with test

creises by 30 mV, because z=2 for zinc. results.

- .u'in- the corr)&ion reion on the cathodic area Figure Z7 shows the theoretical situation for
oill increase, because in ever increasing area undersheath attack of mat HDZC-steel. The same
)f bare steel his to be protected. This results ci-curnstances raise also in this case the
in 3) increasinq cathodic current, while current corrosion-potential. The equilibrium-potential of

densities lo not chaiqe. A larger cathodic the zinc-iron alloy is however less negative, so
current will raise the (cirrosion) ootential, at the corrosion-Potential can pass the iron
which cathodic aid anodic current wtiich is epuilioriin-potentfal. This results in attack of
in'reased is well

'
) are equal. the steel-substrate, due to the anodic iron

dissolition reaction which can take place now.

vFFICIENT FOTECT.oN OF _TEEL I, Z h UN:,FrCIENT P9cTECTION OF STEEL By ZINC-

IN 'DE OF UNPEP-HE-TH- OTTrAC IRON-ALL0, IN CASE OF UNDER-SHEATH OICTVCe

E --- - - I

7,,,, - I l s

-2 . - -C-- - -7.

E-. ',e <'. E.F

Ii Fr & I o

33 Ir i W &

t ; t
E t

FIGIJ E 26. FlI.UNE .
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TEST PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINATION OF THE RADIATION RESISTANCE

OF CABLE MATERIALS

E.L. Ney
(Siemens AG, Telecommunications Cables, Munich, West Germany)

H.Rost and R.H. Knoch
(Siemens AG, Telecommunications Cables, Neustadt/Cob. West Germany)

ABSTRACT scriptions are very different and whoever
gains improvements in material develop-

Test procedures and devices are descri- ment wouldn't publish how.
bed, which are used to determine the be-
havior of materials for telecommuni- Therefor our company is engaged since
cation cables under the influence of high some years developping compounds for cab-
energy radiation, les, which can be used in nuclear power
Radiation sources are Electron v.d.Graaf- stations. During these activities the
Generator and Co-60 rods. radiation resistance of the cable materi-
The samples are exposed to radiations of als were perpetual the dominant question.
various dose rates as plates or cables We determined this radiation resistance
respectively, in various kinds. The procedures are
To test also specimens under more real described in the following.
service conditions a cell was equipped
to measure transmission properties of
cables during the radiation at elevated 2. TEST PROCEDURES
temperature.
Some results of our investigations are The investigations, which are not yet
discussed and demonstrated by graphes. finished, are to divide in three chapters:

,short term irradiation in laboratory

(see 2.1.)

long term irradiation in laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION (see 2.2.)

The service conditions of cables in- tests in technical facilities (see
stalled in reactor stations and nuclear 2.3.)
power plants demand high quality materi-
als of very special requirements. 2.1. Short term irradiation in laboratory

Such cables must be flame retardent, The radiation source is a v.d.Graaf-
i.e. they must extinguish by themselves Generator, which is regulated to 2 MV
and must not lead farther a fire. They beam voltage and a dose rate of 9 ...
must not in the case of fire drip off 90 MGy/h.
burning particles and they must not gene-
rate corrosive gases. They must withstand
in the Loca-Test *) the simultaneous in- Because the electron beam has on the
fluence of heat, steam and pressure. They sample surface only a 1.5 ... 2 cm diame-
must meet usual electrical requirements ter it oscillates with a frequency of
and last not least they must be radiation f = 10 Hz to cover the complete width of
resistance in a high degree. Because the the samples.
security of the population as well as
technical equipments are dependent on the With this equipment the materials are
quality of the cables and wirings the irradiated as plates or tapes. The speci-
requirements are of a very high level in mens are about 8 ... 10 cm wide and up to
this special branch. 1 m long. They are moved under the oscilla-

ting electron beam by some kind of carri-
In the field of formulations and age with a max. speed of 40 mm/s.

choice of the materials for those cables
publications and the technical literature To get a homogeneous electron distri-
is not of great help. The national pre- bution in the sample material the samples

*) Loss of coolant accident
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with a 'u 2 mm thickness are put on gra- differ more in economical aspects. The
phitc and covered by 1 ram PE plates, equipments consider the number and the

shape of the samples (cables or plates)
Remarkable is the increase of the ma- and whether the wanted dose shall be accu-

terial temperature of 4 K/1O Gy dose, mulated within weeks, months or years.
i.e. during the absorption of 200 kGy
dose the temperature increases for 80 K.

2.2.1. Test equipment "1" for long term
irradiation

The smallest test equipment used is
a Co-60 source of 2 cm diameter, which
consist of I mm pellets. According to the
smallness it is called a point source.
Point sources are of geometric conditions
well to overlook.

Con~trol Area

x (Door /

3 mm Pb

Co -60-

Fig. 1 Laboratory equipment for short E

term irradiation of materials
withi-rays. The v.d.Graaf- 22
Generator is located in the
floor above. Before the rear
wall the vacuum pump system is Shielded

to see. Specimens are put on 1 wah%
the graphite surface of a carriage
to move them under the ray window El

By repeted moving back and forth un-. 4 '0 cm

der the electron beam every wanted radia-
tion dose can be applied. A typical radia-
tion dose for our investigations is
1.5 MGy 150 Mrd and exposition times Fig. 2 Room arrangement with Co-60
of 1 ... 10 sin. point source

2.2. Long term irradiation in laboratory The source has had an initial activity
of 3.78 kCi and a dose rate at 1 m distan-

In the field of long term irradiation ce of-42 Gy/h, which now decreased in the
there are several test possibilities, meantime to-j30 Gy/h 6 -3 krd/h.
which we used and still do so. The radia-
tion sources are Co-60 rods that means The distance between source and samples
gamma-sources. The Co-60 gammas have two is to vary from 0.12 m to 6 m. The opeBed
energy levels: 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV, source radiates in a bevel angle of 22 .
which can be taken to the mean value of This narrow angle and the limited possi-
1.25 MeV. bility for the distances limit also the

useful diameter of the area for experi-
Co-60 has a half-life of T/2 = 5.25 a. ments.

This must be taken into account for the
dose rates and the doses in long term
experiments.

The irradiation procedures with Co-60
sources are all on principle equal. They
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superimposed and combined in a cylincr-
Radiation Cone cal container with an outer diameter c.

Distance Diameter Dose Rate 21 cm. The source is placfo in the cfnt

m m Gy/h krd/h of a well shielded room and Eadiates ra
dially exept an angle ofru20 in whi h
is located The controlling mechanism fzr

0.2 0.078 1050 105 the rods.

1 0.39 42 4.2

2 0.78 10.5 1 The Co-60 gamma source has had n
initial activity of- 10 kCi and gave f

6 2.3t 1.17 0.117 dose rates from 5 -Gy/h =" lO krd/h at
1 mm distance to 3 Gy/h 0 0.3 krd/h at
1.80 m distance additional 5 cm la

Tab. 1 Relations at test equipment "1" shield

between source-samples distances,

irradiated area and dose rate Advisable the 2 specimens are te.
(Co-60 activity 3.78 kCi) size w15 x 15 cm . With regard to the

gamma-radiation the thickness is nlt
critical and is in our trials 1 ....

With this equipment it is easy to fix Eight plates are ccmbinec I; 'I a
cables of 25 m length on each side of a In order to crevent y.>ten
wooden board for irradiation. Such an n ic influe e d n

experimental procedure makes it possible exeri lenr1t ce 1 S Iun x -r <r"
to measure electrical transmission dates -
during th irradiation. without touching :.ny me .r t -r-

a not hindered ruit o!
plates will be k,* irn ertain cis--T.
by plastic spacer.

Irrrodiation Gcur Pm:o- r-tI r,
Only direct on the zour:e surf-.e ama-
terial heating up to 52 ... 4 '  to
be expected. The room has G hLnge of <!ir
of 6/h. The amount of ozolE i c c neg es.

With this source wtt

up to two ye ,rs.-
dei end on th -!I:. z
That meansz ict 'e1

200 Mrad.

Fig. 3 Co-60 test arrangement "1". On the II
left side the Co-60 point source
box is to see. In 6 m distance
a cable specimen is fixed on a
wooden board. In the course
of rays are sample holders made
of aluminium partially isolated
by foamed plastic

The Co-60 gammas have a cr,: t penetra-
tion power. Therefor it is allowed to in-
stall in the course of rays some cases.
All outfits consist of aluminium or I
plastic. We test in these cases chiefly ma-
terials on the base '.f PE and SiR.

2.2.2. Test equipment "2" (plates) for
long term irradiation

The second long term irradiation sta- m ec-,r ""er ii :

tion is intended for plates and has a
higher efficiency. The gamma source con-
-ists of' 2 x 16 2o-6O roda,, which arr
circular straight situated in two levels
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This radiation source is especially
suitable for simultaneous investigations Cb
of several materials for comparision, Source Guiding Tube \
with which one must be sure that all
samples will be processed identically. Ventiho

Such a test program is shown in the
following table:

1 Et Lxpositlun time Total dose ,

fyih k rL /h a M a kGy Mrd

11 1 Tem cc~ t

O 1 1 000 200

",uu 4 0J * lb 2000 200

2000 zoo 1 * 12 2000 200 o6-Rd

000 'CIO 0 2000 200 Cylindrical Screen
(if neary)

Tab. 2 Program for material irradiation. VC

Exposition times for wanted total
doses at given dose rates

To get the smallest dose rate a lead Fig. 5 Sketch of a concrete floor
screen of 5 cm in front of the samples cavity
in the farest position (1.80 m) is re-
quired. For the maximum dose rate the
test pieces must be attached directly on We installed two floor cavities for
the Co-60 container. Therefore this irra-
diation represents an extreme test, with 1 Gy/h 0.1 krd/h
which the material will be stressed by
radiation and additionally by mechanical 10 Gy/h I 1 krd/h.
bend, perhaps oz8ne attack and thermal
influence of- 40 C. To gain exact results the Co-60 rods

were individual activated in a reactor
In these investigation series the pro- to the requested dose rates.

ductiveness and capacity of the following
laboratories order the frequency of inter- The Co-rods consist in these cases of
mediate value collection, the number of Co-granules in a double-walled protectiv
samples and the plurality of materials, covering. The complete rods have an outer

diameter of 25 mm and a useful length of
O.75 m.

2.2.5. Test equipment "3" (cables) for
long term irradiation In each floor cavity 45 m cable length

can be wrapped on a cylindrical device.
We installed in both of them three cables

2.2,3.1. Test procedure in concret floor 15 m each because we guess this as the
cavities. Another long term irradiation minimum for a reliable measurement of
test equipment in laboratory style is in- electric transmission properties. In
tended for comfortable cable examinations, addition short pieces of cables can be

stored in the cavities to have samples
In the concrete floor of a laboratory availabie during the long term test for

hall are hollowed out cavities. These examinations in other laboratories.
floor cavities -30 cm diameter and-65 cm
height are closed by a concrete stopper By external controlling using the Xen-
plug equipped with three labyrinth passa- tilation the samples are heated at 50 C
ges. The passages are assigned for the + 5 K. Doing this the great heat capacity
cable sample and for the ventilation of of the cavity walls is remarkable as well
the experiment space. as the heating of the specimens by the

absorbed rtidiation (4 K/10 Gy).
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2.2.3.2. Test procedure in a "hot cell".
A farther trial is carried out at a dose
rate of 0.5 kGy/h * 50 krad/h. According
to this dose rate the irradiation runs
for a shorter tim . Due to internal rea-
sons we perform this test not in a con-

crete floor cavity but in a so-called
hot cell. A hot cell is a laboratory ca-
binet with the internal dimensions 1.8 x
1.8 x 1.6 m3 , i.e. a little more than
5 m3.

The Co-60 source is fitted in the center.
of this cell. The cable specimens are
placed around it as a loop with defined
diameter.

By lamps, heat radiators, gamma-radia-
tion and ventilation the test object is
warmed at 500 C + 5 K. The cabinet has an Fig. 6 Front view of hot cells, a test
air change oful7min. The hot cell has
wall tubes and one can the cables measure' cables by Co-60 sources
during the irradiations. Also in this test
procedure 1 m cable pieces are in the irra-
diation chamber for intermediate testing 2.3. Tests in technical facilities
without any change in the other cable
arrangement. Often investigations of cables or

In this test procedure we have at pre- cable materials are to carry out under
sent three cable types, two telecommuni- special conditions for which laboratory
cation cables and one power cable. The procedures are not sufficient.
telecommunication cables are 4 pair 0.8-Cu In other cases results from the labora-
conductor cables with 9.5 and 11 mm outer tory must be compared with measures of the
diamet r. The power cable is a 4 core real practice. Such comparisons show

1.5 mm5 Cu cable with an outer diameter we thr a bt ory tec t pr o s are
of 14 mm. whether laboratory test procedures are

representative of service conditions.

The tests are projected for two years For this it is necessary for the cable
and they have the following schedule: maker to cooperate with atomic energy

research facilities or nuclear power
plants. For a cooperation like this one
example may be given:

0ose~ rJt1 Exqpositlon tlcne Total dose
.... It is well known, that plastics can

Gy/h krd /h a m d ky Mrdl/h change their properties by irradiation
7 with high energy radiation. The amount

I +. 2 10 1 of such variations is not only given by
1 + 2 10 1 the total absorbed dose, but also by the

V1.5 1.7b dose rate for accumulation of the total

10 f + + 08 1o 5 dose. We call this the dose rate proble-
I + 21 100 10 matic.

+ 8 + 20 110 15 In the containment of a nuclear power
2 + 3 + 13 200 20 plant are installed many cables at many

500 0o h 10 1 places and at nearly each of them there
2. , , 3 5 is to find out a different dose rate. To

8 100 10 gain an opinion on the realistic irrbdi1ti or
stress of installations in the cont":' ment
it is necessary to deal with dlsimetri,

1 + 17 500 10 tasks. We do this in team-work with the

2. + 2 10 100power plant division of our company.4 + , 11)00 1150

5+ 17 1000 0 W2 fixed on the main pipe of the
coolant loop of a pressurized water re-
actor by means of a belt coble samplcs.

Tab. 3 Program for cable irradiation. To install this test we used the regulor
Exposition times for wanted total service period when the reactor was turned
doses at given dose rates off during the test run of the plant. We

leaved the specimens for one yeor in the
working plant beforp checking them.
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Also with cables after irradiation
stress the variations are registered of me-
chanical characteristics of jackets and
insulations.

In comparative experiments of several
materials with initial measurements, some
intermediate test series and final values
the individual checks will sum up quickly
to some thousand.

3.2. Dose rate dependence

Usually we take the ultimate elonga-
tion as the critical value for degrada-
tion of irradiated plastics. In the range
of lower dose rates takes the decrease of
the ultimate elongation place at remark-
able lower total doses than in case of
higher dose rates. This can be shown with
the example of a tested XLPE.

Fig. 7 Cable samples are fastened by
a belt on the pipe of the main
coolant loop in a nuclear x
power plant, ,

In the same manner it is possible to
do with dosimeter to measure the local
dose in different ways. a

These are tests in technical facilities
from the coolant loop to the fuel decay
storage pond. 0

3. EXAMINATIONS

3.1. Measurements

The measurements in these trials meet __ -

just the same properties usually used in
the cable industry. Out rf one plate are
formed eight dumb-bells and measured in a
machine the ultimate elongation and the
tensile strength at break. In this way Fig. 8 Decrease of elongation at break
material brittleness is registered care- in dependence on different dose
fully. We use also plates to measure rates with XLPE
(but not so often) the electric values
dielectric number, loss factor tan d'
and specific resistance. The succession of materials given by

the amount of a certain effect (e.g. de-
In the cases of cable tests during the crease of the elongation to 5O %) is not

irradiation, by open-circuit short circuit a fixed one. There are materials, which
measurement the following properties are show in their properties a considerable
known: dose rate dependence and other polymers

with a less one. When varying the dose
Mutual capacitance rates material can in this aspect change

their succession places. That means a good
dissipation factor tand material after high dose rate irradiation

ohmic resistance is not necessaryly also a good material
after a low dose rate irradiation. Itinductance follows consequently by these investigs-

characteristic impedance and tions for t.., choice of materials for con-
tainmen' -bles not to neglect the in-

insulation resistance. fluence r the relative harmless radiation
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doses of a reactor working under normal than the tensile strength at break.
conditions. One must know the dose rate
influence of the material properties for The elevation of the oxygen partial
every day service and the Loca-case. pressure from air to pure oxygen is

not helpful.

I . The elevation of the test temperature
! ! to 700 C and consequently the increase

of oxygen diffusion into the plastic
gain better distinctions of the test

Xi. !VA results.

+l

ty
i "

Fig. 9 Injurious doses for elongation
decrease to 50 % (abs.) of two
cable materials in dependence
on the dose rate. (+ ETFE)

3.3. Acceleration of irradiation tests

Investigations were started to check
the possibility for acceleration of the Fig. 10 Decrease of ultimate elongations
irradiation tests with XLPE-compounds of two cross-linked materials
and SiR. To make the oxidative attack at different temperatures
more intensiv the oxygen partial pressure dependent on the total dose
was elevated (pure oxygen) as well as the
test temperature (700 C). Measured were
the ultimate elongation and the tensile
strength at break of the samples as cha-
racteristics easy determinable. With
XLPE in one run was measured also the
Young's modulus at 1 0° C. These tests 4. CONCLUSION
are very time consuming because one needs The papr. reports test procedures by
results at low dose rates for comparision which in the cable industry material
but accumulated to reasonable doses. Some alterations caused by high energy radi-
insights of our efforts are given in the ation can be measured.
following:

It is not allowed to shorten the ra- The test equipments differ for cable
ditisono expoiti timoen the i reaig tests respectively plate tests. As radi-diation exposition time by increasing ation sources work a v.d. Graaf Generator
the dose rates and to accumulate high and Co-60 sources of diverse shapes. As

doses in short time. In this way one anor surce s vriations
will reach even with weak materials major, characteristics the variations ofgood measure eenswits weatg els ultimate elongation and tensile strengthgood measure results at high doses. at break of the materials are measured.
Competent in the material influence Also the examinations of electric trans-

dose but also the mutual action of mission datas of cables are possible
irradiation and oxygen. This reaction during the irradiation.

needs time at least for the diffusion The dose rate dependence of property
of oxygen into the plastic. variations is a materi9l specific one

The ultimate elongation shows in these and of special importance.
cases a more significant distinction
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SUSPENSION LIGHT ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT OF WEATHERABLE PVC COMPOUNDS

P. C. Warren

Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey

particles into polymers, combined with the fact that the additive is
Abstract normally incorporated by a compounder who has exclusive control

over the amount introduced, it is no wonder that a considerable
A rapid and reproducible method to measure the effective carbon effort has been expended over the years in devising methods to
black concentration in weatherable vinyl compositions has been measure the quality and quantity of the pigment in PE and PVC
developed. Instead of the usual difficult preparation and plastics.
ma.;ipulation of a thin film of plastic, the compound is simply
dissolved in tetrahydrofuran before making the traditional light Two techniques to measure the quality of black compositions were

absorption measurement. The black particles remain in suspension devised in the middle 1950s. One was based on microscopic

and absorb light just as if they were immobilized in a polymer observation of a thin film of polymer to assess the homogeneity of

matrix. The test accurately identifies carbon black that is too large dispersion.
4 This method was essentially qualitative and depended

a particle size, poorly dispersed, too low a concentration, etc.. all of on a subjective comparison with an observational standard of an

which detract from the UV resistance of finished product. The only acceptable blend of carbon black in the base polymer. A second

compounds that are incompatible with the new technique are those method relied on absorption of single, wavelength light, again

that are insoluble or those that contain significant amounts of through a thin film) This measurement, based on Beer's Law,

inorganic materials that scatter rather than absorb light, provided a quantitative evaluation that could be incorporated into
specifications and used to accept or reject material. The light
absorption test received a relatively large developmer.t effort
primarily because the single quantitative determination avoided

Introduction individual measurements of particle size, concentration, type and
dispersion of carbon black; it was eventually standardized as ASTM

I. History 
D3349 in 1974.

6

A significant fraction of the capital investment of the 2. The Problem
telecommunications industry lies in aerial wire and cable, where
individual components are expected to provide trouble-free, While PVC compositions were originally used indoors, a substantial

outdoor service for several decades. Early cable designs utilized amount of vinyl jacketed cable is now used outside, including drop

lead sheaths or rubber jackets to protect insulated wires from the wire, urban and rural wire, and some coaxial cables. Like PE, the

harmful effects of sun, wind and rain but these materials created primary protection from ultraviolet light for both resin and

expensive, short-lived and/or weighty constructions that would be plasticizer relies on preferential absorption by carbon black. The

entirely unsatisfactory in the extensive network of today. The measurement of the quality of this screen was also borrowed from

timely developments of such thermoplastics as polyethylene (PE) PE experience, namely, light attenuation by a thin film of black

and plasticized polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in the late 1940's offered plastic. From the very beginning it became obvious that there were

inexpensive, durable substitutes for metal or rubber cable jackets problems with the test. most of which focused on the poor

but their inherent resistance to the weather, particularly to the reproducibility of results from laboratory to laboratory. Some of

higher energy portions of the sun's spectrum, was extremely poor. them can be illustrated along with a brief discussion of the

Were it not for the relatively small amounts of finely divided procedure.

carbon black that protect these vulnerable materials from sunlight, Initial sample preparation requires a very thin, compression molded
we might be using prohibitively expensive cables today. Instead, film of the order of one-half of one-thousandth of an inch that
virtually all of the modern exposed cable plant is covered with black must be absolutely pinhole-free. Usable films of this thickness
plastic that satisfies the design lifetime requirement 20-40 years demand accurately ground steel plates and excellent operator skill.
outdoors. Indeed, a black polyethylene sample placed in a Florida The film is lifted off the plate and onto small hoop which supports
exposure site in 1941 and retrieved some forty years later is still it inside the spectrophotometer, The transfer is difficult because of
mechanically viable and would be satisfactory today as a cable static clinging and often results in torn or unevenly stretched films.
covering.

1  A further error in the method lies in different numbers being

Carbon black attenuates the ultraviolet portion of sunlight by obtained from different spectrophotometers. Also, too thick a film

absorbing the energy and reemitting it at longer wavelengths.
2  requires a modification in the procedure; the light must be reduced

Comprehensive studies throughout the 1950's and early 1960's in the reference beam in order to give a readable absorbance. a

showed that the amount, dispersion, particle size and type of change which always compromises sensitivity and accuracy. Finally,

carbon black all played a role in the effectiveness with which the the film thickness must be accurately measured since the

pigment protected the organic matrix. For instance, it is now absorbance is proportional to path length, but only an indirect

established that about 2% of a well dispersed, 20 nm particle size technique based on the weight of the tiny film is possible.

channel black will guarantee immunity of polyethylene jacketed
cable to ultraviolet light) With the many sizes and varieties of 3. Suspension Method

blacks currently available and the difficulty in dispersing these small PVC is readily soluble in tetrahydrofuran (THF), as are most of the
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organic compounds present in flexible PVC formulations. The for 24 hours. Then remeasure the suspension absorbance and
experiment consists of simply dissolving a small PVC sample in record it along with the initial absorbance. If the delayed
THF. diluting to a known volume and measuring the absorbance. measurement is less than 80% of the initial reading, the suspension
Development of the method required control experiments to method should not be used and life ASTM D3349 thin film method
determine (1) the stability of the various solids suspensions over will take precedence.
time, (2) the accuracy of the method in determining unacceptable
compounds that contain poor black dispersions, too large a median Results and Discussion
particle size or too small an amount of the pigment. (31 the
reproducibility of the method from experiment to experiment, from I. Theor'
instrument to instrument and from laboratory to laboratory, and
(4) the ease with which this test may be carried out relative to the The well known relationship defined by Bouguer. Beer and Lambert
present film method, showed that light is attenuated exponentially when absorbed:

Procedure (I) A = In = bc

1..Apparatus 
where A = absorbance

A. Spectrophotometer Io = incident light intensity
Any instrument that is sensitive at the wavelength of measurementl I = light transmitted through the medium

and meets th,- requieements of ASTM E60 is sufficient. = extinction coefficient
B. Two matched, glass cells with 45x12.5x12.5 mm outside b = thickness of the PVC film, mm

dimensions that can be sealed to prevent solvent evaporation are c = concentration of absorbing material, wt. %

required. The cells should have a 10.0 mm path length and must c
not absorb significantly at the measurement wavelength." An apparent absorption coefficient is calculated by normalizing the
C. Magnetic stirrer and Teflon coated stirring bar experimentally observed A to constant film thickness:

D. 100 mL volumetric flask and stopper 1 In
E. 25 mL graduate (2) (-) In l c

F. Tetrahydrofuran (THE), analytical reagent, stabilized
G. Analytical balance, capable of 0.1 mg accuracy. This function is sufficient to categorize an unknown sample because

2. Calibration the amount of carbon black and the quality of its dispersion tend tocompensate for one another. For example. use of larger particle

A. Stirring bar volume size and/or poorlI dispersed additive will offer sufficient weathering
Fill the 25 mL graduate about 10 mL with water and record the protection if there is enough of it; alternatively. onl a minimumamount is needed if a fine particle size is well homogenized
volume to the nearest 0.1 mL. Slide in the stirring bar and read tohot the plasti e aove m esur e ll haraceize

the new volume to 0.1 mL. The difference between the two both cases.
readings is the volume of the stirring bar.
B. Spectrophotometer The PVC solution path length can be transformed to an equivalent
Using the dark current adjustment set the meter to 0% film thickness by calculating the volume fraction of the solution
transmittance. Establish 100% transmittance by adjusting the slit that is PVC:
width at the specified wavelength using pure THF solvent as the It,
reference. (3) b = -4

3. Procedure A
where solution path length. mm

Approximately 0.05 g of PVC compound, weighed to the nearest = weight PVC compound, g
0.1 mg. is added to the volumetric flask, as are the magnetic p = density PVC compound. giml.
stirring bar and about 50-75 mL THF. The flask is placed on the V = volume PVC/THF solution. ml
magnetic stirrer and allowed to gently stir until the PVC compound Substituting into (2), converting 1 and I to 03 and T (percent
is dissolved (usually 15-20 minutes are required). After assurance transmission), respectively, changing to base j0 logarithms and
that all the material is homogeneously distributed throughout the subtracting the volume (V,) of the stirring bar yields:
liquid (easily checked by holding the flask up to the light and 2.3p(V-VIlog(100/7)
looking for any remaining undissolved material), the volume is (4) Apparent Absorption Coefficient = w T
diluted to the marl. with THF, stoppered and briefly shaken to mix
all components. The solution/dispersion is decanted into one of
the cells and its percent transmission (relative to a pure THE 2. Calibration
solvent reference) at the specified wavelength is recorded. For The suspension method was compared to the film method by
maximum accuracy the reading should be made within 10 minutes measuring apparent absorbance coefficients of 0 to 4.0 phr (parts
of filling the cell. per hundred of resin), in 0.5 phr increments, of a 28 nm particle

size furnace black mixed into the PVC formulation described in
4. Procedure B Table 1. Figure I shows that both methods give straight line

dependences on carbon black concentration, the identical slopes
Follow instructions as exactly outlined in Procedure A. Instead of indicating that each phr of carbon black increases the apparent
discarding the sample, allow the sample cell to remain undisturbed absorption coefficient by a little over 100. The curve does not go

n t nics otherwise specihed. the wavelength will be 5" n " The term *apparent absorption coefficient' is used because transm is n is a
Ifelma Series il. rype iS Teflin-stopered glass cells haht l ond adequae function of Iliht scattering as well as true absorption
and ate avaihble from mos labomato'n supply houses
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through zero in either case because suspended inorganic fillers such and Cary 15. Five samples were submitted for testing (labelled

as antimony oxide, clay, lead stabilizers. etc., scatter light slightly, only as numbers one through five), each consisting only of a slight

Also, the parallel lines arc not superimposed on one another, variation of the composition detailed in Table I.

apparently because there is a greater interaction of light with Sample one, the control, was a drop wire formulation containing
reflective filler particles in the lico-id suspension than in the solid 2.5 phr (1.35%) 28 nm furnace black. Sample two contained
polymer film. Highly filled materials cause significant error due to 2.0 phr (1.08%) of the identical black. simulating a slightly deficient
this phenomenon and therefore are not compatible with the pigment loading. Sample three had an identical black concentration
suspension technique; such samples are easily identified by as the control but was purposely, made with a poor dispersion;

monitoring the stability of the suspension. instead of introducing the black in the form of a masterbatch it was
simply added as powder to the base formulation on a two-roll mill.

3. Suspension Stability Sample four represented a less effective carbon black, consisting of

An important characteristic of the suspension absorption method is a larger 49-60 nm particle size material with a similar concentration

that it requires a reasonably stable suspension of particles in and dispersion as the control. Sample five was very deficient in

PVC/plasticizer/THF solution. Figure 2 shows the change in black pigment, containing only 1.0 phr (0.54%) 28 nm furnace

apparent absorbance values of the same PVC compound with black, but also included 50 phr (27%) of a surface treated. 1.0 m

various levels of carbon black added. The nonblack sample gave an calcium carbonate diluent.

original apparent absorbance of 88 but dropped to 90% of that Table 4 summarizes the results of the interlaboratory study, All
number within 15 minutes; furthermore it was halved ia the next numbers reported for each sample were obtained in duplicate; the
3.5 hours. The 2.5 phr black pigmented formulation gave an initial reproducibility of these numbers were within t 3.5% except for the
value of 326 which dropped only 2% after the first hour. highly filled sample. The standard deviations of the averaged

Since inorganic fillers such as calcium carbonate, silica, clay, results were somewhat higher, falling somewhere between 5 and

antimony oxide, lead stabilizers, alumina hydrate, etc. are relatively 9%, again with the exception of the highly filled sample. Most

large (1-10 pm diameter) and heavy (2.5-7 specific gravity) they important, the test easily identified all problems that were

tend to settle fairly rapidly. Carbon black, on the other hand. is incorporated into the samples, and so appears reasonably accurate.

much finer in size (0.01-0.05 jum diameter) and somewhat lighter For example, based on the value of 324 obtained for the control,

(1.8 specific gravity) and forms reasonably stable suspensions. and taking into account that about 90 of this number is due to light

Consequently, PVC compounds with a high proportion of well interaction with nonblack portions of the formulation (as shown by

dispersed black relative to filler will give unchanging numbers by the 0 phr black reading in Figure I) the expected absorption of

the solution method, but highly filled compounds that exhibit high sample two would be (324-90)(2.0/2.5)+90=267, which compares

apparent absorbance coefficients (due to scattering rather than well with the actual 278 result.

absorption) will not be constant with time. Samples one and five were also measured by Procedure B. which

Unsuccessful attempts were made to separate the inorganic requires a reading 24 hours after the spectrophotometer cell was

reflective fillers from the absorptive blacks by filtration, filled. The control formulation value was reduced to 86% of the

centrifugation and sedimentation. The last technique appeared to original apparent absorption coefficient, while that of filled sample

be the most promising, but the inorganic particles that settled out was lowered to 26% of its initial number. Based on arguments

tended to also transport some carbon black to the bottom of the presented earlier in the discussion, sample five shows too high an

cell. As a result, artificially low apparent absorption coefficients apparent absorption coefficient (since the delayed reading is less

were obtained. The sedimentation process is valuable, however, in than 80% of the original). The traditional thin film method is

identifying those compounds that contain excessive amounts of better suited to this sample for an accurate prediction of weathering

filler. The sample is left in the spectrophotometer cell and performance.

remeasured 24 hours later. If the delayed reading is less than 80%
of the original result, too many reflective particles are present for Conclusions

an accurate reading and the alternate ASTM D3349 thin film A method has been devised that measures the light absorption of

method should be used. black PVC compounds intended to stand up to the weather as
outdoor cable jackets. It is applicable to all PVC materials that are

4. Reproducibility soluble. and excludes only those that are crosslinked or are highly

Table 2 summarizes an experiment that uses a black PVC extended with inorganic fillers. The new procedure eliminates

formulation with weights differing by almost an order of magnitude, many of the errors that are inherent to the ASTM D3349 film

The percent transmissions ranged from 9% to 69%, yet the apparent method. The reproducibility of the suspension technique is better

absorbances were all within one percent of each other. This result than film method and an informal round robin showed it to

is consistent with the straight line dependence shown in Figure 1 accurately portray the effective black content of the material

and affirms the accuracy of Beer's Law in suspension
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Table 2
References

H M (hlros. pnsate communication Reproducibiliy of Suspension Absorption Test

2. J F Ambrose, Bell Laboratories Record, 247 Wlul, 1957).

3 J B. Hloward and H M. GilroN, Polrn Eng So 9. 286
Apparent

4. R, M Schulken. Jr., G C. Newland and J W. Tamblyn. Mal4.
Plast -5, 125 (1958). Initial Wi. Black Percent' Absorption

5 3 B. aoard. Pohm lng Sci . 6, I 1966) PVC Compound,b g Transmission Coefficient
6. 1981 Annual Book of ASTM Book of Standards. American

Soc,'et for Testing Materials. Part 36, pp 829 834.
0.0879 9.0 356

0.0578 20.5 357

0.0354 37 5 360

0.0135 69.1 356

'Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20. 400 nm

b2 .5 phr furnace black incorporated into the
Paul C. Warren is a member ot Technic..l Stat at
Bell Labratorivs, Murray Hi I I, N... He received compound described in Table I.
an A.B. degree in ch-.nistry frori Wslevan
University and a Ph.D. in organic cliemistry fcom
Cornell in 106(

, . His current intei,'sts at
Bell Labs have centered on sttacturelpropertv
relationships and high temperature petformance of
plasticized PVC, with special emphasis on the
wire and cable appl ication.

Table 3

Apparent Absorption Coefficiente

Table I Wavelength. nm B&L 20 Beckman 8 Car 21

Additive (oncentraion iphr! 375 357 376

PVC homopolymer 100 400 340 342 357

Diaikyl phthalate plasticizer 62 450 308 310 301

Tribasic read sulfate 3tabilizer 5 500 281 283 297

Inorganic tillers 13

Carbon black pigment variable

10.0624 g PVC Compound (2.5 phr furnace black) in 98.7 mL TIIF
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AD P 0 0C<79~
Viscoelastic Analysis of Shrinkback

C. R. Taylor H. M. Dillow C. J. Aloisio

Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Georqia 30071

At processing temperatures most poly- The importance of shrinkback may be

mers exhibit a considerable amount of seen by the variety of applications in
elastic behavior which is time dependent. which it has an impact on performance. In
When a molten polymer is deformed into a lightguide applications, levels of shrink-
desired shape and rapidly cooled during back in the order of one percent can ad-
processing, orientation is locked into the versely affect the environmental perfor-
product. The amount and nature of the mance of cables i and splices.' Common
orientation will depend on processing blow-molded products, such as bottles,
conditions. For instance the primary exhibit shrinkback due to orientation lock-
orientation in drawn fiber and wire insu- ed in during processing

3 
that reflects on

lation is longitudinal. There is then the the dimensional stability of the part. The
possibility of this orientation beinq shrinkback in polyester magnetic tapes
recovered during the lifetime of the pro- limits the track densities.' Approaches to
duct with an ensuing change in physical improve the performance of such tapes have
dimensions. For instance, a fiber may involved annealing' and lamination. 5 Even
become shorter, exposing copper conductor paper used in copiers exhibits shrinkback
at the end of the wire. It is necessary that can adversely affect performance.

6 , 7

to characterize a polymer product for In the conventional cable business shrink-
shrinkback performance over its lifetime back has been a cause for concern both in
of use. The basic physical principles of jacketing 1 5' 6 and insulation.
shrinkback will be presented along with
the application of the principles to quan- Interest in shrinkback as a means of
titatively characterize shrinkback in awireinsuatio prouctmeasuring the degree of orientation of
wire insulation product. polymer films and fibers has been high for

many years. 8- 1 With few exceptions,
1 3

there has not appeared to have been a
recognition that shrinkback or viscoelastic
recovery can be treated analytically and

Introduction experimentally as well-known viscoelastic
effects.

The occurrence of dimensional changes
in plastic parts fabricated by various In this paper the general principles
means are a function of both time and for the quantitative characterization of
temperature. The class of dimensional shrinkback are presented. Then the ap-
variations for which the terminology proach is applied to shrinkback in tape.
shrinkback is applied are strongly time Finally, a composite insulation is examined
dependent and often in a direction opposite within the framework of the proposed visco-
from that expected from thermal expansion, elastic analysis.
The thermal expansion effects, analogous to
those that one observes in non-polymeric Shrinkback Model
materials, may be considered essentially
indepe dent of time in situations charac- A. Viscoelastic Effects
terize. as unconstrained. In plastics
applications, the phenomehon of shrinkback When a polymer melt is deformed the
is also referred to as internal stresses, long chain molecules of which it consists
orientation, and residual stresses/strains, are oriented due to their inability to
The number of different terms used to de- instantaneously rearrange their configura-
scribe this phenomenon is probably an indi- tions to conform to the new shape. This
cation of the degree of confusion that results in a time dependent stress in the
exists in attempts to characterize this material which decays as a function of
behavior, time, i.e., the orientation decays as a

function of time due to molecular motion.
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The time dependent stress, a, can in gener- B. Thermal Effects
al be described by a set of entropic modu-
li, Ei, and associated time constants,
i' for decay by molecular motion. The It is found for many different poly-stres isgive bymers that the main effect of chanqing tem-
stress is given by perature on equation (1) is to change all

the relaxation times, ii, by the same
3(t) = T(t) F = / (1) factor, i.e.,

where E(t) is the time dependent Young's 1(T)
relaxation modulus and E is the strain in aT (T) = for any i, (2)
extension on a length of material. If

stress relaxation is allowed to occur at a where the temperature is changed from a
given temperature under a constant strain reference temperature, TO, to temperature
for a length of time and the stress is T. This effect is known as time-tempera-
subsequently released the polymer does not ture superposition 1 7 since the result in
return immediately to its original length, equation (1) is to effectively change the
but undergoes prolonged recovery which is time scale by the factors I/aT, i.e.,
essentially described by equation (1). The
relaxation-recovery process is shown dia- a(tT) = o(t/a T , TO). (3)
gramatically in Figure I and represents the
essence of the shrinkback phenomenon. In The shift factor aT(T) will apply to the
general the manufacturing conditions will change in time scale with temperature for
involve a complicated temperature and any viscoelastic process. The temperature
stress-strain history followed by rapid dependence of aT can therefore be deter-
cooling to ambient temperature. Shrinkback mined from readily performed oscillatory
or recovery then occurs over a period of mechanical experiments and used in more
time at the environmental temperatures en- complicated experiments such as
countered in the application. As will be copice
seen below there is an equivalence between
time and temperature for polymers that will
allow long range shrinkback predictions to
be made.

RELAXATION RETRACTION b* "<
.4

V V

00

2 3-Ip 0t

time
b

PROCESSING
TEMPERATURES I

1.0

0 0 t _ _ _0time

FIGURE I. TIME PROFILE OF A STRESS RELAXATION EXPERIMENT FIGURE 2. ORIGIN OF SNRINKBAC.
IN SIMPLE EXTENSION FOLLOWED BY RECOVERY.
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As mentioned above shrinkback occurs Equation (4) can be written in terms of
because of orientation of the long polymer strain as,
molecules introduced during manufacturing.
This process is described diagramatically % Recovery = [(0,T)-c(t,T)] x
in Figure 2 for a general polymer under-
going extrusion or fiber drawing. The
orientation occurs as a result of axial x 100/[E(0,T) + 1] (5)
stresses applied during fabrication at a
high temperature where the material is where c(O,T) is the strain on the insula-
rubbery followed by a rapid cooling which tion at t=0 (the beginning of the shrink-
"locks in" the orientation by dramatically back experiment), and E(t,T) is the strain
slowing the recovery (as will be seen by at time t. The strains are defined rela-
the temperature dependence of aT). tive to some unstrained initial length.

The % shrinkback will therefore shift with
C. Shrinkback Experiment temperature in the same manner as E(t,T).

In order for the shrinkback experiments
In order to experimentally probe depicted in Figure 3 to shift with tempera-

shrinkback a test is performed as dia- ture according to the aT factors from
grammed in Figure 3. It is assumed that up viscoelastic measurements, the following
to time zero all the material has been relation must hold.
subjected to the same temperature and
stress-strain conditions. Shrinkback can
be measured quantitatively as the percent E(t,T) = c(t/aT, TO) (6)

recovery of the insulation in terms of the
initial length LO , at t=0 and length at where TT is an arbitrary reference tempera-

time t, L(t), i.e., ture. This is shown to be true below.

L0 -L(t) In order to facilitate the analysis
% Recovery = % Shrinkback = -0------- x 100 the time scale of Figure 3 is redesignatedas shown in Figure 4. The strain c(t,T)(4)

b

--1p -i s  0 I l
I imeI
I PROCESSING I

PROCESSING I I TEMPERATURES I
TEMPAERATTUSES

I ISHRINKBACK
SSHRINKACK I AMBIENT I MEASUREMENT

AMBIENT MEASUREMENT 4 TEMPERATURES T
TEMPERATURES T

I I

0 1P,

11P 0t, 0 timee

> 0
0 W

0 I -
t m.

time time

FIGURE 3. SHRINKBACK EXPERIMENT FIGURE 4 SHRINK8ACK EXPERIMENT WITH TIME SCALE REDEFINED
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can be given in terms of the creep func- If viscoelastic data is available in
tion, D(T0,t), by the form of master curves at a reference

t temperature, To, and accompanying log aT
= _ - r and log VT information the following

equations may be used to calculate the
(7) various viscoelastic properties as a func-

tion of time and temperature:

where a is the stress and (tT) I- Olt/aT, T0O
o~,)=VT

t
E f T E(t,T) - E (t/aT, T0 )

T
t'" (13)

Jo aT E'(w,T) = E' (wat , T0 )

VT

As can be seen from the stress history of
Figure 4, the integral of (7) becomes, E"(w,T) = E" (a t , T01

T

E(tT) p D(T0 , (t) _ (t')) - dt
(9) Applications

A. Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)
and since t' •tp in this integral

Commercial PET, typical of that found

It tin adhesive tape and yarns, was measured in

& C f - + t an oscillatory tension mode using the Rheo-
)0 aT(Tt)) ft vibron instrument. The data were reduced

p to a master curve using previously de-
scribed techniques of time-temperature

t' superposition. The results are given in
+ - (Figure 5 as master curves of the storage

This calculation gives e(t,T) with (t)- _--------- _
(t') given by equation (10). The same ..........

calculation may be made for E(t,T 0 ) in
which case

tp st

(t)- (t') = t) + . . .. -. ..

oo f' p...=1 0J~ i-ETT +oftp,

t0 S dt P
YT t)+t-ts - o 30 a (1)

since aT(T 0 1. In changing the o . .
shrinkback experimental temperature from T

to T the only term that changes is that .....

involing t-tl. This time variable, t- .- ,
ts , is the time measured during shrink- 8 -- -

back as given in Figure 3 and equation (6).
It is seen from equations (10) and (11)
that

(t-t s ,T) = r[(t-ts)/aT, T 01 (12) .

which proves that equation (6) is true.
FIGURE 5 COMPOSITE MASTER CURVES OF r AND F VERSUS REDUCED

FEEOUENCY AT 16-C
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modulus E'(w) and loss modulus E''(w) ver- tained. The data reduction required only
sus reduced frequency at a reference tem- the horizontal shift (log aT) included in
perature of 116°C. The master curves give Figure 7.
the mechanical behavior of the PET over the
frequency range shown at 116°C and the C. PET Yarn Reinforced PVC Insulation
curves can be transformed by horizontal
shifts along the log frequency axis (and A PVC insulation with PET yarn rein-
small vertical shifts, log VT) to provide forcement has been under study as a possi-
the mechanical behavior at other tempera- ble replacement for a PVC-textile insulated
tures as shown in Equation 13. It is im- wire. The wire is commonly used in central
portant to realize that the shifting of the offices to make conections between equip-
time scale with temperature in Figure Sc ment bays. Manufacturing inefficiency has
will be the same for any viscoelastic pro- been the main driving force to replace the
cess whether it be adhesion, friction or PVC-textile insulation. The composite
shrinkback. PVC/PET insulation exhibited tensile

strength, heat resistance, abrasion resis-
Shrinkback experiments of the type de- tance and cut through strength comparable

scribed by Figure 3 were made on a PET to the PVC-textile insulation but was more
tape. The shrinkback results at different efficient to manufacture. The one property
temperatures were superposed to form a in which the replacement failed was
master curve with the log aT horizontal shrinkback.
shifts obtained from the mechanical results
of Figure 5. The master curve for the tape The standard shrinkback quality con-
is shown in Figure 6. trol test for this central office wire is

performed on six inch lengths of wire. The
B. Semirigid Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) insulated wires are placed in an oven at

250°F (121°C) for one hour. If the amount
An insulation grade PVC was measured of conductor exposed at both ends is less

in an oscillatory shear mode using the than 12/64 ths of an inch the samples pass.
Rheometrics Thermal Mechanical Spectro- Exposure lengths of 24/64 ths of an inch
meter. Using the same data synthesis tech- were observed for the PVC/PET insulation.
niques as applied to the PET, the master
curves of storage modulus G'(w) and loss In order to assess the significance of
modulus G"(w) shown in Figure 7 were ob- the quality control results on long time

0.6 
-a-7S0

PET TAPE
0.4 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE 60'C

, 60oC Q9
0.2 0 - 80°C

9 100OC
0 - 1 I50'C

0 0

-0.21

z

-10.

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
log t/aT(in hrs)

FIGURE 6. MASTER CURVE OF SHRINKBACK VERSUS REDUCED TIME FOR TAPE AT 60'C
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and manufacturing process may be analyzed
. *. using the techniques presented here. This

• . viscoelastic analysis permits quantifica-
tion of the acceleration factors (log aT)
produced by various thermal exposure.
Application to the shrinkback of a PVC/PET
composite insulation revealed the impor-

. tance of the inherent shrinkback of the PET
yarn.
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00- 0- 0. 121'C

FIGURE 7 COMPOSITE MASTER CURVES OF G' AND G"
VERSUS FREQUENCY AT 25C 6

performance the shrinkback test was per-
formed at four different lemperatures and o4 6 -0 80C
the conductor exposure m sured as a func-
tion of time. The results for 60°C, 80OC, 6 -

100'C and 121*C are presented in Figure 8. o2
If the shrinkback is dominated by the PET -0 C

yarn the curves of Figure 8 should form a
master curve using the log aT values from 2 -
Figure 5C. This is the case as shown in 9

Figure 9 for a reference temperature of
60°C. Entering the log % shrinkback scale
at 0.5 (the value corresponding to 12/64 -0

ths of an inch) one finds that it would
take in excess of 20 years to observe such
a level of shrinkback in a six inch length _4-

of conductor.

-o06
The dominance of the PET yarn in the

shrinkback of the composite insulation was
supported by the results of two additional
tests. In one, a conductor with PVC alone -- 2 3 5

indicated no shrinkback in the standard
quality control test. In the second, PET FIGURE 6 ISOTHERMS OF SHRINKRACK ON 6 INCH LENGTHS Of

yarn exposed to 121C yielded a shrinkback PET YARN EINFORCED PVC INSULATEOWIRE

value about the same as for the composite
insulation.

MAASM! CUlVE AT 60' C

While the shrinkback master curve of I' - N 0 .* O -

Figure 9 indicates acceptable long time A,-

performance with respect to the quality 06 oo ..
control test samples, longer length samples .00

exhibit increasing percent shrinkback as 0 . ........ .
shown in Figurr 10. Therefore reduction in 01

the inherent shrinkback of the PET yarn
prior to incorporation into the composite 0 . . . .. ..
insulation would be required to further
insure satisfactory performance in the ° ..

field. -0 4

Summary0 . . . . ..

Shrinkback problems involving any I.. .-
combination of plastics, type part geometry ,,o,, I COPO,TI C(,C, OF ,ICI,. S..,.3000 V,,, COD 0. 1 Al o C
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AD P
CHARACTERIZATION OF RUGGEDIZED FIBER OPTIC DUAL WAVELENGTH CABLES

P.S. Venkatesan and K. Korbelak

General Cable Co., Edison, N.J.

ABSTRACT 2. No electrical ground loop and short circuit
problems.

This paper summarizes the design, manufacture and 3. Smaller size and less weight.
evaluation, including cable installation, of dual
window (850 nm and 1300 nm) optical fiber cables 4. High strength and greater flexibility.
utilized in the MX missile command control and
communication test instrumentation system at 5. Safe for use in combustible areas because of
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Qualification tests no electrical arcing and no electrical hazard
on the finished cables were performed on test when cut or damaged.
equipment especially designed to meet Military
Standards DOD 1678. The cables were subjected 6. Secure against signal leakage and tapping.
to impact, tension, compression and low tempera-
ture flexibility, while concurrently monitoring 7. Low attenuation and large bandwidth which
optical fiber power levels at 850 and 1300 nm. results in long repeater spacing.
Temperature cycling, water penetration, water
tightness, shock and vibration characteristics CABLE DESIGN
of the cables were also obtained. The test
equipment employed and the results obtained are To meet the stringent environmental and mechanical
discussed herein, loading requirements and to provide reliable long

term stability, the cable design selected employed
tight buffered fibers in silicone gel filled loose
tubes. The tubes were stranded around an epoxy

INTRODUCTION glass central member with filling compound in the

In the early part of 1981, GTE Sylvania Systems interstices of the core in order to prevent water
Division,asa prime contractor of MX Missile Comand, entry and flomThe inner jacket was reinforced

with Kevlar which is the cable's strength
placed an order with General Cable Company to de- member. A longituainally folded corrugated steel
sign and manufacture ruggedized, gopher resistant, tape (coated on both sides for corrosion protection)
six fiber dual wavelength optical cables i-i two and an outer polyethylene jacket overall provided
kilometers (6560 feet) lengths. The cables were gopher protection.
to meet specific optical and mechanical specifi-
cations. The optical parameters; attenuation, The optical, mechanical and environmental require-
bandwidth and numerical aperture, were to be mea- ments which thE cable design had to meet are given
sured in accordance with Electronic Industry in Table I. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the de-
Association's standard procedure. The mechanical sign of the six fiber steel tape armored cable.
tests; tensile strength, impact, compression and The customer's specification required two dummy
low temperature flexibility, performed on special- filler tubes to maintain the core geometry of an
ly designed equipment built to meet DOD 1678, were eight fiber cable fabricated by another subcon-
ccnducted while monitoring the fiber power levels tractor.
at 85U nm and 1300 nm wavelengths. Lnviron-
mental tests designed to characterize the cable Loose Tube Fiber Fabrication:
for its temperature cycling, water penetration,
water tightness, vibration ana shock were also The optical fibers used in the fabrication of these
performed. cables had a core diameter of 50 um (.002 inches),

a cladding diameter of 125 um (.005 inches), and an
The reasons for the selection of fiber optic cable overall buffer coated u~imeter of 500 um (.020
by the MX Missile Command in lieu of conventional inches). The coating wa :omprised of a dual inner
metallic cables are typically because of its soft and outer hard UV cured urethane acrylate.
following positive attributes. This dual tight buffer coating over the bare glass

fiber, (1) preserved the intrinsic high tensile
1. Immunity from electromagnetic anu crosstalk strength of glass, (2)avoided strength degradation

interference, during subsequent cable operation, storage and

* Registered trademark of E.I. DuPont Company.
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installation and (3)reduced microbendin3 losses at the output of the short length. lhe attenuation
during cabling. These tight buffer coated fibers was determined by:
were placed in loose buffered tubes. The loose
buffering material selected was a hard, smooth and Po
flexible plastic. The oversize cavity of the plas- Attenuation (dBkm) = L
tic tube was filled with a moisture resistant L p.
thickstropic silicone gel material. Excess fiber 1
length inside the loose tube is controlled to an where L length of test fiber in kms.
opimum value.

Stranding: Bandwidth:

Six loose tube buffered fibers, along with two dunmmy Fiber bandwidth was measured using the frequencyfiller tubes were stranded around an epoxy fiber domain technique. A schematic of the measurementglass central member. During stranding a water- set-up is shown in Figure 3. A sweep frequencyproof petroleum jelly was applied to the core. A generator was used to modulate CW laser diodes withpolypropylene ribbon binder and pol"~ster tape were emission wavelengths of 850 nm and 1300 nm. Thewrapped over the loose tube core for containment, output of the laser diode was coupled to the fiberunder test. The far-end fiber output was fed to a
The selection of an epoxy glass fiber composite rod photodiode detector and to the spectrum analyzer
as the central member provided three major advanta- for screen display. A silicon avalanche photo-

ges; (1) dual sharing of tensile loads between the diode detector was used for 850 nm and a v-rmanium

center and perimeter strength members, (2) enhanc- l n c he bndid t fte fo r i0 th fae-
ed antibuckling properties to reduce kinking induc- lengths. The bandwidth of the fiber is the fre-
ed fiber damage and (3)a compatible temperature quency at which the electrical power level has

expansion/contraction coefficient ofthe center rod decreased by 6 d6 from the power level at "zero"
expasio/conracioncoeficint f th ceterfrequency.and fibers.

Jackets: Numerical Aperture:

A Kevlar reinforced inner polyethylene jacket was The numerical anerture was determined from the
used to provide the needed cable strength to with- measurement of the radiation angle. The radiation
stand the tensions of installation. A corrugated angle of the fiber was measured using the output of

steel tape was applied longitudinally over the the far field intensity pattern at m percent
jacketed cable. A thermoplastic flooding compound intensity, (see Figure 4). A two meter length
was applied to both sides of the steel tape for of f iber s ue ith meaurem n g A
corrosion protection. A final jacket of black poly- tungsten light source with optical focusing lens
ethylene was extruded over the steel tape. The and filters were used to create a monochromaticcorrugated steel tape design provided cable flexi- constant radiance spot larger than the fiber core
bility in addition to resistance against gopher diameter. The spot was focused on the cleaved end
attack face of the fiber under test. A cladding mode

stripper was used at both ends of the fiber. The
OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CABLED FIBERS output end of the fiber was mounted for proper

alignment of the end face normal to and coincident
Attenuation: with the axis of rotation of the detector. The

detector, by means of a motor, was rotated through

Fiber attenuation at 850 and 1300 nm was measured an arc sufficient to detect the output radiation
using the cut-back method. A block diagram of the pattern. A pen recorder was used to record the

set-up is shown in Figure 2. All optical com- angular position of the detector and the detected
ponents were mounted on a common optical bench. power output with respect to the specimen axis.
The output of the tungsten light source passed From this output trace, the angle at which the
through a mechanical chopper providing a frequency detector output drops to 5' of its maximum power
which eliminated ambient light interference, through was noted and sine of this angle gave the numerical
the adjustable numerical aperture compound lens aperture. Typical optical data are given in

system and the appropriate filter. The beam ot Table H.

light was launched into a reference fiber at 0.1
numerical aperture. The reference fiber provided MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION
steady state power distribution (equilibrium) Impact:
conditions at its output. The output was coupled
to the fiber under test for maximum input. The The purpose of this test was to determine the
power output (P ) at the end of the test fiber t of this et wasto determneth
received from t~e photodiode detector was read at at ofot n cb tithstand impa l
the power meter. The detection technique used the An apparatus shown in Figures 5 and 6 was built
principle of phase lock single beam approach using to DOD-1678 specifications. Basically this appa-

a lock-in amplifier. Without disturbing the coupl- rat permitted 15mm(6 inches) free fall of a
ing, the fiber unaer test was cut approximately 2 specified hammer mass with a cylindrical shaped
meters (6.56 feet) from the coulpling, (see striking surface 12.5 mm (0.5 inches) radius x
Figure 2, Point A) and the input power P was read 50 mm (2 inches) long onto the clamped fiberr 2optic cable sample. The hardness of the strikino
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hammer ws R 100. Impacting was affected at 30 fibers in the six fiber cable were each connected to
cycles per mynute by means of a cyclic arm and an the 850 nm transmitter and receiver units. The re-
electric motor. maining three were connected to the 1300 nm units.

The fiber power level outputs under zero load were
Prior to mechanical testing, the cable specimen, noted. The cable was loaded at a crosshead speed
approximately 7 meters (23 feet) long was precon- of 1.25 cms (0.5 inches) per minute to various values
ditioned f8r 48 hours at 50 + 5'. relative humidity ad the power level output recorded. The load was
and 23 + 2 C, then removed and clamped in the test removed and the recovered power level output re-
apparatus. A 7 meter (23 feet) length of cable was corded. This procedure was repeated until fibers
needed to allow for power monitoring. Three of the or cable failed. Th. power level output versus
six fibers in the cable were each connected to tension was used to determine the cable attenuation
850 nm transmitters and receivers and the re- change under tensile load.
maining three to 1300 nm transmitters and receivers.
Initial power level outputs were noted. The cable Variation of fiber power level output versus tensile
lengths were then impacted by a 9 kg (19.8 lbs.) load and its recovery on release of load is shown
hammer at 30 cycles a minute and the power level in Figure 10. It can be observed that there is
outputs at 850 and 1300 nm monitored. The change practically no change in power level output up to a
in attenuation of the cable was determined from load of 363 Kgms (800 lbs.). This behavior indi-
measured change in power output at the end of the cates that there is no microbending of fiber up to
test. The power level as a function of the number this stress level. Above this, the cable jacket
of impacts were recorded. Typical graph of power material begins to deform transversely causing
change versus number of impacts are given in Figure microbending of the fiber resulting in power level
7. The cable easily met the specific requirement drop. The recovery of the power level when the
of a maximum 0.5 dB change after ten impacts. load is released is a function of the resiliency

uf the jacketing material. On further increase of
As the number of impacts increased, the cable jacket the load, the Kevlar strands break. After the
indented and this indentation transferred to the break of the Kevlar strands, the plastic jacket
fiber causing microbending which resulted in in- elongates until fiber failure and loss of power.
creased attenuation. The increase in fiber attenu-
ationwas a function of the toughness of the cable Compression:
jacket, number of impacts, weight of the hammer,
the drop height and the position of the fiber in A 15 meter (49 fee) length of cable sample was con-
the cable. After many impacts, the jacket ruptured ditioned at 23 + 2 C and 50 + 5, relative humidity
and the fiber was subjected to a large amount of for 48 hours. At the end of the conditioning
compression and ultimate fracture, period it was removed and mounted between two

steel compression plates 10 cms (4") long by 5 cms
Tension: (2") wide, which were placed in an Instron testing

machine so that the cable sample was subjected to
The tensile test on the fiber optic cable er- 10 cms (4") compression, (see Figure 11). The
formed to determine its ability to withst. censile mounting of the cable was such that there was no
loading. In addition to the customer's specifi- lateral motion of the cable in the fixture. Three
cation, the following parameters were measured: of the six fibers of the cable were each connected

to the 850 nm power level monitoring system and the
a. Percent of broken fibers versus tension. remaining three to the 1300 nm system. The trans-

mitted optical power outputs were measured under
b. Change in radiant power versus tension. no load. The cable was then subjected to various

compression loads at a crosshead displacement rate
c. Ability of cable strength member to withstand of 0.125 cms (0.05 inches) per minute. The trans-

tensile loads. mitted power level was measured and the cable was
then unloaded. This procedure was repeated for

MX requirements called for a maximum power level incremental loads until fiber failure.
change of 0.2 dB under 272 Kgms (600 lbs.) load.

A plot of fiber power level output versus com-
A 9090 Kgms (20,000 lbs.) Instron tensile testing pression load and the power level recovery on re-
machine was used. Circular mandrel grips with a lease of compression load is shown in Figure 12.
minimum diameter of 25 cms (10 inches), shown in It should be noted that the cable met the MX
Figures 8 and 9 were specially designed to grip specifications of less than 0.5 dB power level
the cables. Prior to testing, the cable speci- change under 181 Kgms (400 lbs.) uf load. It is
men) 3U meters (9b.4 feet) in length, required to be observed that up to about 363 Kgms (800 lbs.)
for connectorizing to monitors and wrapping over the fiber is well insulated from the load by the
mandrel grips was preconditioned for 48 hours at cable components. Beyond this load, the cable
50 + 5: relative humidity and 23 + 2°C. The cable jacket deforms and the load is transmitted to the
was removed from the conditioning chamber and fiber causing its deformation and consequently
wrapped 5 times around the mandrel grips and microbending and optical transmission loss. Even
clamped. A center to center distance between when the compression load increased to 4545 Kgms
mandrels of 45 cms (18 inches) was used. An (10,000 lbs.) the recovered power level showed
extensiometer with a gauge iength of 25 cms only a 3 dB loss which confirms the ruggedness of
(10 inches) was attached to the sample. Three the cable.
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Low Temperature Flexibili: Water Tightness:

This test was used to determine the ability of a A two meter (6.56 feet) section of a cable was sub-
fiber optic cable to withstand bending at the jected to a hydrostatic pressure head of 3.05 meters
specified temperature. (ten feetlof water (colored red by adding a small

quantity of Zyglo) with both the cable ends open to
A 15 meter (49 feet) long cable sample was condition- atmosphere for a period of 24 hours. At the end of
ed for 48 hours at 23 + 2 C and 50 + 5 relative the test period, the cable was cut open and examin-
humidity and attached to the low temperature flexi- ed for evidence (red coloration) of water incursion.
bility apparatus shown in Figure 13. A 17.5 kg A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in
(38.5 lbs.) mass was attached to each end of the Figure 16. This test was perfokrmed to determine
cable. Three of the six fibers were each attached if there were any flaws or pinh6ls in the cable
to a 850 nm optical power level monitoring system jacket.
and the remaining three attached to a 1300 nm wave-
length monitoring system and the transmitted power Shock:
measured. The chamber was cooled to the specified
temperature of 0 C for 20 hours. The cable, while The shock test was designed to test the cable and
in the cold chamber, was then wrapped two turns over the. 6able reel for dytamic shock stress produced by
a 15 cms (6) diameter mandrel (ten times cable the environment expected in handling, transporta-
diameter) at a rate of two turns per minute. The tion and service use.
cable sample, still wrapped on the mandrel, was
allowed to return to room temperature, and the A reeled cable was dropped. (free fall) 3 times from
cable jacket examined for splitting or cracking at a height of 45 cms (18 inches) onto a 5 cms (two
lOX magnification. Within one hour after reaching inch) plywood surface backed by concrete. The
room temperature the cable specimen was straighten- drops were made with the reel flanges in different
ed and the transmitted power through the six fibers positions with the horizontal plane, namely,
at 850 nm and 1300 nm wavelengths measured. Re- normal, parallel and at 45 degrees. Attenuation
sults are shown in Table III. at 850 nm and 1300 nm were measured before the

drops and after completion of test. The cable reel
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACERIZATION was examined for any damage. Results are reported

in Table V.
Temperature Cycling:

It is observed that the attenuation value generally
This test was performed to determine the effect of decreased after shock. We believe this decrease is
temperature cycling on cable attenuation. The associated with the stress relaxation of the optical
temperature cycling effect is defined as the fiber in the tube and a probable redistribution of
difference in fiber attenuation (dB/km) before and fiber oscillations inside the tube.
after temperature cycling.

Vibration:
Fiber attenuation was measured at 850 and 1300 nm
at 20°C. The cables were temperature cycled for a The vibration test was preformed to determine if the
total of 10 cycles in a Tenney e8 vironmenal cham- cable could withstand dynamic vibrational stresses
ber One cy8le consisted of +20 C to -40 C to and to insure that performance degradations or mal-
+60°C to +20 C. (Figure 14). The holding time at functions would not result from the service
the temperature extremes was 8 hours and the time vibration environment.
for temperature change from one extreme to the other
was 4 hours. At the end of ten cycles, the at- 0 The attenuation of optical fibers in a reeled cable
tenuation was measured at both wavelengths at 20 C. was measured at 850 and 1300 nm prior to subjecting
The cables were visually examined for any splitting the cable to the vibration tests. The reel was
or cracking of jacket or fiber buffering. Results wrapped with 24 gauge sh .t metal and banded with
are reported in Table IV. MX requirements are not metal bands. It was then secured on the vibration
more than 0.5 dB/km change after temperature cycl- table and tested as per MIL-STD-8IOC, Method 514,
ing for 10 cycles. Procedure X, Curve AX for equipment transported as

secured cargo except that low frequency displace-
Water Penetration: ment was maintained at 0.80 inches. (Figure 17).

The reel was vibrated for 84 minutes in each of
A two meter (6.56 feet) specimen of the finished the three mutually perpendicular axes. lhe reel
cable was subjected to a water penetration test as was cycled seven times from 5 - 200 - 5 Hz in
follows: A water tight enclosure was applied to twelve minute cycles at an approximate rate of 1
one end of the cable with the closure end placed octave per minute. Attenuation of the optical
under a three feet head of water. (A schematic of fibers was measured at the end of the test. Results
the test apparatus is shown in Figure 15). A small are shown in Table VI. Figure 18 shows the vibra-
amount of Zyglo colorant was added to the water. tion test axes and cable reel fastened to the
The cable sample was supported horizontally with vibration table (x-x axis).
the other end open to atmospheric pressure. After
subjecting the cable sample to the hydrostatic Although the attenuation did not decrease as in the
pressure head for 24 hours, it was examined for shock test, the results are approximately similar
evdence of water incursion, to the shock data and it can be assumed that the
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mechanism described in the shock test is operational most attenuation. Therefore, results presented
here also. in this paper are the maximum change in power level

output of the fiber in the cable. The cables were
INSTALLATION found to easily meet the MX specifications.

The cables were installed by direct burial. Six ACKNOWLEDGMENT
optical fiber cables were simultaneously buried at a
depth of 1.2 meters (48 inches) using conventional The authors acknowledge the help of and useful
plowing equipment. Prinr to installation, cables discussions with various personnel in the GTE
were checked fo, continuity and their attenuation Sylvania Systems Division.
measured using an OTDR. One cable reel was placed
on the olowing rig. The remaining five cables were REFERENCES
laid on th: ground along the installation route by "Military Standard Fiber Optic Test Methods and
simultaneous pay-off from a 12 meter (40 feet) flat Instrumentation", published by Naval Air
bed trailer. Engineering Center, Lakehurst, New Jersey.

The tive cables which had been placed on the ground 2. 0. Gloge, Bell System Technical Journal,
and the cable on the plowing righ were passed over Vol. 54, 243 (1975).
cable guides and threaded through the plowing chute.
The rate of plowing averaged approximately 20 meters
(66 feet) per minute. Approximately two sections,
each 2 kilometers (6560 feet) long, were installed
in a day or a total of 24 kilometers (15 miles) of
cable.

Excess lengths of cable were accumulated at each
splicing location. Individual fibers were spliced
by means of electric arc fusion welding and housed
in a 15 cms (six inch) diameter splice case. A
fiber organizer, designed by GTE Sylvania, for
orderly handling and placement of fiber during and
after splicing was contained in the splice case.
Also, provisions in the splice case had been made to
tie off the strength member. To prevent any moist-
ure ingress into splice case, the internal cavity
was filled with a re-enterable encapsulating com-
pound.

No problems were encountered and a successful in-
stallation at a steady rate of plowing was accomp-
lished. It can be safely stated that even though an
additional number of cables were installed to-
gether,the fiber optic cable design for the rugged
requirements of direct burial permitted safe in-
stallation by means of conventional plowing
techniques and equipment.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully fabricated ruggedized dual
wavelength fiber optic cables in two kilometer
(6560 feet) lengths and characterized their mechan-
ical and environmental behavior at 850 and 1300 nm
wavelengths on test equipment designed to meet
DOD 1678 specifications. Power level output that
was obtained at 850 nm versus those at 1300 nm did
not show any significant differences which indi-
cated that it might not be necessary to charactrize
the cable at 1300 nm in addition to 850 nm for its
mechanical and environmental performance. During
impact testing we observwd that the fiher power
level output was a function of the position of the
fiber in the cable. The tiber that was in the
direct line of impact underwent the most attenu-
ation,whereas,the one that was positioned at 90
degrees to it the least attenuation. Certain
fibers were in direct line of loading compared to
others and their power level output showed the
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TABLE IA

MX CABLE SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Minimum
Fiber Attenuation Bandwidth Cable Max.
Count dB/km MHz-km 0. R. Weight

850 nm 1300 nm 850 nm 1300 nm Inches (Max_.j LBS./km

6 3.5 2.0 400 400 0.7b 660

TABLE IB

MX CABLE - MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum Number Test
Designation of Test Samples Procedure Specifications

Tensile Loading 4 DOD 1678 600 lbs. with 0.2 dB change in power
level output.

Compressive Strength 4 DOD 1678 400 lbs. with 0.5 dB change in power
level output.

Impact 4 DOD 1678 9 kg dropped 10 times from 15 cm height
with _ 0.5 dB change in power level output.

Low Temperature 4 DOD 1678 2 turns over 6 inch diameter at O0C

Flexibility with : 0.5 dB change in power level output.

TABLE IC

MX CABLE - ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum
Number of

Designation Samples Test Procedure Specifications

Temperature
Cycling 4 10 8y:les of +20, -40, +60, 0.5 dB/km attenuation change before and

+20 C after cycling.

Water 4 2 meter sample subjected to No water penetration in 24 hours.
Penetration 3' water pressure head.

Water 4 Surface of 2 meter section No water incursion in 24 hours.
Tightness of cable subjected to 10

feet water pressure head.

Shock 2 MIL STD. 810, Method 510, < 0.5 dB/km change before and after drops.
Procedure I.

Vibration 2 MIL STD. 810C, Method 514, 0.5 dB/km change before and after
Procedure X, Curve AX. vibration.
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TABLE II

TYPICAL OPTICAL FIBER DATA OF MX CABLE

Fiber Attenuation dB/km Bandwidth MHz-km Numerical

No. Color @ 850 nm 1300 nm @ 850 nm 1300 nm Aperture

I Red 2.87 1.14 936 624 0.18

2 Orange 2.50 1.01 554 867 0.19

3 Yellow 2.47 1.26 1213 640 0.20

4 Green 2.50 1.00 815 728 0.20

5 Blue 2.45 0.97 763 1180 0.20

6 Violet 2.77 1.06 485 954 0.20

TABLE III

LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY TEST RESULTS

Power Level Power Level Power Level After

.pecimen before after No. of dB Return to 21 C

No. Temp. W ht Winding Winding Turns Cange Wound Straight Remarks

1O0C 17.5 kg 1.245 1.245 2 0 1.212 1.210 Mandrel dia.=6".

2 00C 17.5 kg 1.454 1.454 2 0 1.446 1.445 Sample condition-

3 00C 17.5 kg 1.735 1.734 2 0 1.730 1.730 eg 24 hrs. at

4 00C 17.5 kg 1.202 1.199 2 0 1.208 1.206 0 C before wind-

5 00C 17.5 kg 2.212 2.209 2 0 2.283 2.282 ing over mandrel

6 0 C 17.5 kg 3.681 3.679 2 0 3.595 3.597 two turns. No.
splitting or
cracking of cable
insulation visible
at lOX magnifica-
tion.

Requirement: Maximum 0.5 dB change 
at OC after winding.

TABLE IV

MX CABLE - TEMPERATURE CYCLING RESULTS

Attenuation dB/km Attenuation dB/km Change in

Fiber No. of before Cycling after Cycling Attenuation

No. Color Cycles 850 nm 1300 nm 850 nm 1300 nm 850 nm 1300 nm

1 Red 10 3.2 1.4 3.2 1.8 0 +0.4

2 Orange 10 2.7 1.7 2.6 1.8 -0.1 +0.1

3 Yellow 10 2.7 1.4 2.4 1.4 -0.3 0

4 Green 10 2.8 1.8 2.6 1.9 -0.2 +0.1

5 Blue 10 2.7 1.1 2.6 1.3 -0.1 +0.2

6 Violet 10 2.7 1.2 2.5 1.4 -0.2 +0.2
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TABLE V

MX CABLE - SHOCK TEST RESULTS

At tenua tion Attenuation
(dB/km) (dB/km) Change in

Drop No. of Before Shock After Shock Attenuation

Sample Distance Drops 850 nm 1300 nm 850 nm 1300 nm 850 nm 1300 nm

I km reel 18" 3 2.79 1.73 2.68 1.48 -0.11 -0,25
3.00 1.49 2.79 1.17 -0.21 -0,32

2.71 1.76 2.58 1.32 -0.13 -0.42
2.69 1.76 2.70 1.27 0.01 -0.49
2,89 I. 81 2.84 1.52 -03.05 -0.29
2.64 1.98 2.56 1,.51 -0.08 -0.37

2 km reel 18" 3 3.24 1.80 3.17 1.43 -0.07 -0.37
2.61 1.80 2.70 I .71 0.09 -0.09
2.40 ? .46 2.49 1.29 0,09 -0.1?
2.57 1,90 2.69 1.80 0.11 -0.10(

2,57 1 ,30 2.63 1.07 -0.06 -0.23

2,49 1.38 2.48 1.18 0.01 -0.20
TABLE VI

MX CABLE - VIBRATION TEST RESULTS

Attenuation (dB/km) Attenuation (dB/km) Change in

Before Vibration After Vibration Attenuation
Cable 9-90O-nm ' " 130--nm 850 nm -3-00 nn) 95 -nm 1300 nm

I km reel 2.87 1.14 2.78 1.13 -0.U9 -0.01

2.50 1.01 2.62 1.20 0.12 0.19

2.47 1.26 2.51 1.30 0.14 0.04

2.50 1..0 2.49 1.02 -0.0 0.02
2.45 0.97 Z.46 ? .01 0.01 0.04

2.77 1.06 2.83 1.14 0.06 0,08

2 km reel 2.33 1.18 2.70 1.46 0.38 M,8

2.77 1.11 2.62 1.14 0.15 0.03

3.0O0 7.)4 2.98 1. 50 -0.02 0.36

2.68 1.14 2,62 1.03 -0.06 -0.11
2.59 0199 3.09 1.33 0.50 0.34

..64 1.50 2.70 1.46 0.06 -0.04
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FIBER NUMERICAL APERTURE MEASUREMENT SETUP

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 4

Schematic of the Design of 6 Fiber A Schematic Instrumental Set-Up to Measure Fiber
Armored MX Cable. Numerical Aperture.

FIGURE 2

A Block Diagram of Set-Up for Fiber Attenuation
Measurement.

r $T .... FIGURE 5

OESEMTO. SPPLY]ANiALTOE

Photograph of Impact Testing Apparatus

{W mATO U SUPLY]
[

FIGURE 3

Block Diagram of Set-Up for Bandwidth Measurements
by Frequency Domain Technique.
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. .... .Photograph of Tensile Testing of an MX Cable with

Fiber Connecterized to 850 and 1300 nm Power Level
Monitors.

FIGURE 6

A Schematic of Impact Testing Apparatus

4 -- --

t 'or

FIGURE 7

Typical Impact Characteristics of 6 Fiber MX
Cable.

FIGURE 9

A Close Up View of Mandrel and Cable Grips.
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F IGURE 1 3
A Schematic of Low Temperature Flexibility Test

Fixture per DOD 1678.
FIGURE 10

Typical Tensile Test Results on 6 Fiber MX ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE TEST CYCLES (2)
Cable.
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02 3

NUMBER OF DAYS

FIGURE 11

Photograph of Compression Test on MX FIGURE 14

Cable. Environmental Temperature Test Cycle.
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FIGURE 15

FIGURE 12
Typical Compression Test Results on 6 Fiber MX Cable. A Schematic of Water Penetration Test Apparatus.
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FIGURE 17
Displacement Versus Frequency Curve for Vibration
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FIGURE 16
A Schematic of Water Tightness Test Apparatus

-Y FIGURE 188

A Photograph of Cable Vibration Test Set-up.

Diagram of Vibration Test Axes.
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AD P(,005 l
A REFINED TIGHT DESIGN DUCT CABLE FOR LOW LOSS MONOHODE FIBRE

*P.G. Hale,tD. Delme Jones,*M.M. Ramsay,4'J.N. Russell,*J.G. Titchmarsh,'R.C. Townsend

* Standard Telecommunication Lpboratories Limited, Harlow, Essex.

t Standard Telephones & Cables, Headquarters, 190, The Strand, London.

applied in a separate extrusion process and provides
SURIARY the higher modulus element of the protection

against radial and axial forces during cabling. An
This paper discusses design, manufacturing and analysis of the effectiveness of this hard/soft
installation experience with a simple tight design coating combination in buffering the fibre against
cable for use in ducts. The small outside diameter externally applied radial forces has been reported
and low weight, of 7.5 mm and 60 kg/mm respectively, by a number of authors, and'they showl that our
allow it to be manufactured and installed inllowth i toxbes manfactur and taedn inc g empirically determined coating thicknesses are not
lengths in excess of 2 km and the design, including far from an optimum. Both fibre types use a fibre
fibre axiai compression optimised through optical o.d. of 125 wm and silicone thickness of about
strain measurements, provides large safety margins 50 Jm. The multimode fibre has a nylon o.d. of
against fibre failure under tensile loading. Both 1.0 mm and the monomode 0.85 cm.
multimode and monomode cables have been cabled with
zero incremental loss. Uinder contract with

One feature of nylon which makes it particularly
British Telecom a total of 15.6 km of monomode suitable for tight extrusion coating of fibres is
cablesits low melting viscosity which minimises shear
over 62.4 km at 320 Mb/f. was demonstrated and they It s on the fibre and minimises sensitivity to
were installed and spliced to give mean attenuations, .forceo

tooling detail. X-ray analysis has showm no signs
of 0.49 and 0.33 dB/km at 1.3 and 1.55 m wave- of orientation in this coating but other
lengths respectively. , parameters have been found to be sensitive to the

conditions used to cool the extrusion coating and

some of these are shown in Table 1.
INTRODUCT ION

Incremental losses at room temperature due to the
coating process are low, but temperature testing

Over the last decade STL, and more recently its shows the increments at -40
0
C to increase with the

parent company STC plc, have been involved in the speed at which the nylon was cooled after extrusion.
development of a range of optical fibre cables. A further parameter which changes is the axial
One of the main cable types was designed for duct compression 3 which the coating produces in the
installation in PTT applications. The philosophy fibre. Fig. 2 shows the way in which this changes
in designing this cable has been to utilise the the water cooling trough is moved down the
small size of the transmission medium to allow the extrusion line.
cable itself to be kept small in size with
associated benefits of ease in handling both during Air cooling, which we have found to give the better
manufacture and installation. It is the aim of low temperature performance is thus also giving
this paper to demonstrate that with this approach higher atial compression. This experience is
we have been able to maintain the high initial apparently at variance with the generally accepted
performance of the fibre through the production theory at l trate inementallo ae
stages and installation. The key features are theory that low temperature incremental losses are
described with reference to both monomode and multi- due to collapse of the fibre into helical bends

under axial compressive strains induced by coating
mode fibres and it is shown that this simple cable shrinkage.

4  
We believe that while this is true

design formed an excellent vehicle for development the better adhesion which we see and the minimising

in a recent experimental monomode system. of voids between primary and secondary coatings 5

FIBRE PACKAGING gives an improved package stability which more than
outweighs the higher compression.

The fibre is packaged in two tightly filled layers CABLE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
of silicone rubber and nylon 12 as shown in Fig. 1.

The silicone primary coating is applied on-line The cable designs for both monomode and multimode

with fibre pulling and provides immediate protection are almost identical, differing only slightly in
agist fsbrfe pulng and o ft beaer n size because of the different nylon coatingagainst surface damage and a soft buffer layer diameters. A configuration used for a monomode

which forms one element of the protection against cable is shown in Fig. 3.

microbending. The nylon secondary coating is
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A total 0t ten packaged fibres, and tillers as The steel strength member ens,::es a cable
required, are hel ical ly st randed around a central elongation of 'i 0.257 at thi, i,,ad which should be
strength member of dyformed steel strand coated compared to tile 0.67 strain prool-test applied to
with nylon. The steel has an o.d. of 1.83 mm and the packaged fibre. Even with this safety margin,
a stranding lay length of 150 mimm is used. The under the more pessimistic assumption of stati
strands are held in place by a PETI' tape wrap. fatigue fibre failure is possible, but the
rhe cable is completed by the application of an APl. probability is very low and this is borne out by
(altUminium plastic laminate) longitudinally the installation results. A further margin or
w-ippe tape and a low density polyethylene extruded safety is also provided by the compresive strain
sheath. In addition to the philosophy referred induced by the nylon coating as described earlier
to in the introduction of producing a size of cable in the paper.
conmensurate with the fibre, we have also favoured
the "tight" approach where the various components INSTALLATION
are in close contact ensuring that they maintain
their correct relative positions through a range It is of particular interest tihat the installation
of static and dynamic load conditions. In such a programme has been carried out in very diverse
structure there are obvious dangers of producing weather conditions. Temperatures have been as
high local contact stresses and microbending losses, low as -20o centigrade and as high as +200 centigrade
The fibre packaging is, as already discussed, and cable drum lengths ranging from I to 2.7 km
designed to minimise these, but it has also been have been used.
ft,und important to minimise radial pressures
within the cable structure. Both fibre stranding Multimode Cable
pay-off tensions and the PETP wrapping tension are
contrlled at I N and the sheath is applied by a Early in 1180 the first multimode optical cables
tubing technique. The APL. tape, whose primary were draw-n into ducts between Croydon and Vauxhall
purpose is to provide a water barrier also forms in the south of London. These and subsec ,"t
at tubular barrier against radial forces during and routes are shown in Table 4.
after sheath extrusion,

On tilt first optical cables to be pulled o duct,
OPTICAL. VEPFO R\.ANCE i winch was used for some of the se, tion "L

recorded the pulling tension on the draw - and
Molomode limited the pull on the rope to a pre-de ned

figure. This method was discontinued te
Using the techniques discussed above about 24 km of first few pulls for a more conventional -f
cable, each incorporating 4 monomode fibres, were using a capstan winch but the method pro -ome
produced under a contract with BTRL kBritish uselful dato for planning subsequent installations.
Telecom Research Laboratories). Fig. - shows the
spectral loss changes during cable processing. At
longer wavelengths where the evanescent fields in The pulling tension on the cable depends en the
the cladding are becoming smore significant a bend length and occupancy V. tine duct and on these erly
edge can be seen. This is most prominent at tile routes tle occupancy varied from zero to a
secondary coating stage where the fibre is wound in maximum of 50%. In the empty ducts cable pulls
multiple layers oi small diameter reels, but is were relatively simple and pulling tensions were
almost completely absent under the more controlled understandably low. Although the cable was
bend conditions of the cable. Moreover at the designed for a maximum pulling tension of 1200 N,
designed operatinig wavelengths of I. 3 and 1.55 ,tm the pull ion tine rope was limited to 1000 N.
incremental losses are extremely low and well

con t ro I led as cin be seen in Tab Ie 2. As a capstan winch is more cesmonly used for cable
installation, after the first few lengths were

lul t imode drawn into duct by the variable tension winch, a
standard capstan with apolvpropvlene draw rope with

khen operating away from mode cut-off wavelengths a stretch factor of 157 was used. Although the
a properly designed monomode fibre is relatively variable tension winch limited the pull on the draw
insensitive to microbending losses, but ill a rope, it is thc pull on the cable itself which needs
multimode fibre under equilibrium conditions there to be protected and a mechanical fuse (see attached
are always modes close to cut-off and it is figure) was developed with a breaking strength that
consequently more difficult to control incremental can be adjusted by selection of a shear pin. This
losses during cabling. Table 3 shows the losses fuse was set to 1000 N and proved extremely
achieved at tile various stages in cabling ten i ffective and reliale. The shear pin was
multimode fibres, renewed for each pull.

CABLE STRENGTHI A small swivel specially designed with a thrust
ball race was used throughout the cable pulling

The cable is designed to have sufficient strength operations with the optical cable threaded through
to protect the fibre during the most severe lead/ the eye of the swivel, looped back over a length
time envelope, which may be experienced during of I metre and lashed tightly throughout its length.
installation. The designed peak installation This method of anchoring the cable proved very
load is 1200 N that is the weight of 2 km of cable effective and was not modified throughout these
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operations. The design of this type of cable MONOMODE SYSTEM TRIALS
ensures that pulling tensions are transferred from
the outer sheath to the other constituent parts of Several system experiments have been performed using
the cable over about 4 metres of cable, these cables. First, before installation, all the

cabled fibres were spliced together in the
When pulling long lengths of cable into duct with a laboratory and transmission at 1.3 m with a
high occupancy factor some of the cable was pulled modulation rate of 320 Mb/sec was established
by hand. Where ducts were not in line at a man- through the full 62.4 km. In this experiment a
hole turning wheels were used if necessary and when bit error rate of less than 1 in 10

9 
was found with

a cable pull became too difficult or tensions were a signal margin of several db. After installation
likely to exceed 1000 N the cable was fleeted and field splicing, workers at BTRL reported 8
alongside the manhole in a figure of eight. The 5b5 fb/sec. operation at 1.3 im over the same
cable would then be fed into the next duct section length with a margin of I db for the same bit .rrc.r
as necessary. rate. Finally the fibres were spliced to a further

31.5 km of cabled fibre that had been installed
Throughout the cable installation programmes all earlier and operation at 1.52 om at a modulation
the pulling techniques described above were used rate of 155 Mb/sec. was demonstrated over the total
and all the known hazards in cable installation length.
experienced and successfully overcome.

CONCLUSION
Monomode Cable

This paper has presented de'sign, manufacture and
During 1982 15 km of monomode cable was ii.stalled installation experience on a tight cable design
between the research establishment of British for a duct environment. This simple, low weight
Telecom and Ipswich utilising the installation cable is capable of maintaining the integrity of
methods described above, that had been so success- high grade multimode and monomode fibre to allow
ful with the multimode fibre cable, their use in commercial systems.

In all 10 drums of cable were installed between the
2 terminals, 9 of them in duct and I within the
precincts of the research establishment. The
average length of cable installed was rather greater
than in previous installations, the longest length
being 2.7 km. Also duct occupancy, which had been
no more than 50% in previous routes, was as high
as 85% on this route. Because of this the cable
had to be manhandled rather more than previously. REFEP.INCES

As on previous routes a mechanical fuse set at 1 D. Gloge, Bell Syst. Tech. Jour., 54, 243,(1975)
1000 N was used to protect the cable.

2 S.R. Barnes, P.G. Hale, J.N. Russell and

Splice losses are of particular concern in monomode S.V. Wolfe, Sect. 15-I, Proc. Plastics in
systems and extensive trials were carried out on Telecommunication Ill, London, Sept. 1982
these cables before installation. In all some
200 splices were made with an average splice loss 3 R. Kashyap, N.H. Reeve, S. Hornung, 3.N. Russell
at 1.3 .m of 0.11 db and 0.08 db at 1.55 'Im.

7 
When and J.C. Titchmarsh, Proc. of 3rd Int. Conf.

these cables were spliced in the field slightly but on Optics and Optical Fiber Comm.. 'an rancisco,
not significantly lower losses were found. April 1981
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Coatings and Plastics Chemistry, 40, 87 (1979)

It can be seen from the above that in a relatively
short period of time confidence in installing 5 71. Rokunohe, T. Shintani, M. Yajima and
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average length of cable pulled into duct has Sept. 1976
increased and fibre splicing and jointing has become
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TABLE 3 Optical Results: Multimode Cable C351

Length 1090 m

ATTENUATION kdB/Km)

.N.A. PCF* SCFt CORI- CALL.

1 0.22 2.b 2.7 2.8 2.7

2 0.23 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.0 0 ee -

3 0.2- 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2
F -e '25, "

0.22 3.0 3.0 - 3.0 7

5 0.23 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.0 -:,-ciy 23 ', 5 3

b 0.23 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.8 Secotdory .- .-

7 0.22 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.8

6 0.20 2.7 3.0 2.' 2.8

9 0.23 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1

10 0.22 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9
Fig. 1 Packaged fibre cbnstruction

2.S9 2.95 2.99 2.9}3V ALUES

* PCF = Primary Coated Fibre

SCF = Secondary Coated Fibre

TABLE 4 Cable Installation

SYSTEM CABLE CABLE TOTAL LONGEST DUCT OCCUPANCY NItI3ER OF

TYPE DRU! IS LENGTH (Km) D RU ,M FLE'TINC(S

LENGTH MEAN MIAX.

(Km) (2) (7)

Croydon - Multi- 16 15.5 1.04 3 50 16

Vauxhall mode

Vauxhall -4 30 50 7

Faraday

AberystwthAberyt-21 19.7 1.2 20 40 12
Ponterwyd

Aberdeen -12 12.22 1.5 20 45 9

Kingswe lls

Ipswich - i,
Mono- 10 15.8 2.7 40 85 24

Martlesham -
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AD PO0 052
DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR JACKETING

FIBER OPTIC CABLE

M.M. Rahman and G.M. Davidson

Pirelli Cables Inc.

Surrey, British Columbia, Canada
cable should be as low as that of glass. Mechanical
properties should be such as to protect the cable

Abstract core during installation and against the environ-
ment. Once the cable is installed the main en-

Fiber optic cable is vulnerable to its environment vironmental concerns are temperature, water and

more than conventional metallic cables. In addition rodents. Adequate moisture protection can be ach-

to the required mechanical properties, adequate ieved through metal barrier and/or fully filled

moisture and rodent protection are necessary, espe- cable core whereas rodent protection can be achiev-

cially in direct burial applications. ed only through steel armouring. The common pract-
ice for designing cable with both moisture and

In such application optical fibers can experience rodent protection is to jacket a cable core with
stress due to moisture freeze-up and the small dia- bonded aluminum-polyethylene and then cover with a

meter of the cable makes it an easy prey for rod- corrugated and longitudinally formed steel tape and

ents. All these protections can obviously be polyethylene. Sometimes a flat steel tape is heli-

achieved by designing layers of jackets, each of cally applied instead of corrugated and longitudin-
which has its own function. The major drawback of ally formed steel tape. The corrugation or helical

such construction though is not only economic but taping is done to increase the flexibility of cable
also performance. especially for large diameter cables commonly found

in copper cable. This type of moisture and rodent

In this paper a jacketing concept is discussed protection not only increases the diameter and the
whereby two layers of jackets - moisture protection weight of the cable but also decreases the strength

through corrugated steel and polyethylene can he to weight ratio and increases the thermal coeffic-
replaced by a single jacket comprising longitud- ient of expansion.
inally formed steel tape bonded to polyethylene A single bonded steel and polyethylene jacket can

provide all the advantages of bonded aluminum and
polyethylene as well as the corrugated steel and

Introduction polyethylene jacket and still reduce the diameter,
coefficient of thermal expansion, processing costs

The thermal coefficient of expansion of glass is and increase the strength to weight ratio.
lower than that of metal by an order of magnitude
and lower than that of jacketing materials by two Diameter and Strength to Weight Ratio

orders of magnitudes.

Coefficient of Modulus of 35

expansion elasticity Conventional

Material x 10 -'cm/cm~c kg/nmm2  E 30

Glass fiber 0.8 - 1.7 7000 25

Steel 11 - 18 19000 C

Aluminum 22 - 25 7000 C 20

Nylon 80 -100 125

Polypropylene 80 - 100 110 15

Polyurethane 100 - 200 25 10 1

Polyethylene (LD) 100 - 200 17 Proposed

The performance of fiber optic cable core depends 5

largely on two properties of its protecting mater-
ials-namely modulus of elasticity and thermal coef-
ficient of expansion. Ideally, the coefficient of 5 10 15 20 25 30

thermal expansion and contraction of the composite Core Diameter (mm)
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One of the biggest advantage of optical fiber
cable is the smallness of the glass fiber itself.
Although it needs sufficient protection the dia-
meter of the packaging need not necessarily be in- 4.0
creased.

The omission of the corrugated steel and polyethy- 30

lene jacket not only reduces the weight of the /, Core Only
cable but also increases the strength to weight U 2.0 /X/ _______-_

ratio, as steel tape has a higher modulus of elas-
ticity than aluminum. This decrease in weight and 1.0
increase in strength to weight ratio is important
as longer lengths of optic cable are manufactured
and installed. Today, a fiber unit length of 2 to
3 km is a reality but it is expected that in the
near future fiber lengths of 3 to 5 km will be
available.

300 Conventional
E 3.0 ~Conventional Jce3. -- Jacket

_ Onlyu 2.0 -

200 _200 Z Proposed

2i i I I
O100

Proposed

I I 4.0 Conventional
5 10 15 20 25

Core Diameter (mm) - 3.0 Z // Composite
Cable

U.. I f 2.1 \ \\ \

0 
Proposed

CL Proposed

. 2

Conventional
composite cable a reduction of 23 to 100c in temp-
erature performance. A bonded steel/polyethylene
jacket increases this coefficient of expansion to

(1.85 x 10 -scm/cm/*c if the core has 1.7 x 10 -5
cm/cm/*c originally and to 2.1 x 10 -' cm/cm/°c if

5 10 15 20 25 the core has 2.6 x 10 -' cm/cm/°c. This means for
every 0.1 percent of contraction or expansion of

Core Diameter (mm) the composite cable a deterioration of 5°c for the
cable core with lower coefficient of expansion and
improvement of 9'c for cable core with higher co-

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion efficient of expansion ie. and average of 18 to
19*c improv, ent with a single bonded steel /

Typical coefficient of thermal expansion for fiber polyethylene jacket.
optic cable core varies from 1.7 to 2.6 x 10- ' cm/
cm/oc. Conventional moisture protection and gopher
protection will increase this coefficient to 2.8 -
3.5 x 10 -' cm/cm/*c. This means for every 0.1
percent of contraction or expansion of the
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Stiffness or flexibility of different cable types
as determined above, are compared in the following

Flexibility, Crush Resistance diayram.

Cables need to be flexible enough so that they can 200

be installed easily. Typical bending radii a cable I -

undergoes during installation is the guide pulley 160 - orruqated Steel
(R !, 150 mm) in duct installation and the cable 1 bonde140 to
chute of the plow (R > 400 mm) in direct burial 1

instaliations. In practice the bending performance Flat steel
of the cable is also characterized by its ability

to bend around a mandrel having radius equal to 10 120 bonded to PE _

and 15 times the diameter of the cable for static
and dynamic loading respectively. 100 - Flat Al

Two tests were performed on the cable jacket to bonded to

determine the flexibility and bending characteris- 60 _E

tics of the cable. Flexibility (F) is inversely
proportional to the bending resistance or stiffness 40

and can be determined from a simple experiment.
Stiffness is a product of modulus of elasticity and
moment of inertia. In other words: 20

El p 5 In 15 20 25 3011

fl = 8 -  
Core Diameter (mm)

The bending properties of the jacket were also det-
Since the weight of the cable (Pl) is not enough ermined from ± 90 bend test over bending radius of
to get a sufficient deflection for 600-1000 mm 10 D. The results are as follows:
sample length an additional weight (P2 ) was added
to the cable samples ,P2 .f._LCable T e Observation

- f Flat steel bonded to No damage for

polyethylene cycles * 10 times
f f p, _1_3 P?5 l3

: 'I f2 : 8 E l-E

Therefore, Gopher Protection

F(flexibility) 24 f 1 cm-'kg-'s2  The life of cable exposed to nature is often limit-
FEl =  3+T8P2  ed by gnawing rodents particularly pocket gophers

and squirrels. Cable in the field can experience
In reality a cable has a different structure than significant gopher damages often as long as six
an ideal stab. Therefore, the above formual must years. Cables smaller than 55mm outside diameter
be correct with a factor i. particularly those under 25mm diameter are easily

f 24 attached by plains gophers. Biting pressure of
T, + 8P 2  1268 kg/cm7 and an average of 1.5 bites per second

130 - are quire common. All these actions of nature make
I fiber optic cables absolutely vulnerable when in-

120 stalled outside.

log (f ) Tests and experience have shown that only metals

100 1f/4 2  such as steel or bronze can give adequate protect-

. -- log (11/12) ion against gophers. Single cable jackets consist-
60 -ing of longitudinally formed steel tape and bonded60or tanG to polyethylene were tested for gopher resistance.

40 .. Tests were carried out according to the procedure

2 ... described in AS&M National Research and Standards
Vol. 9, No. 23, except that specimens were posit-

20 -ioned horizontally across a 2 inch square hole.
20 400 0 The results are as follows:

20 40 60 100

l (mm)
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Conclusion
Sample Damage Category

0 1 2 3 4 5 xI Advantages of fiber optic cable like smallness and

Bonded steel/polyethylene long lengths can be improved by protecting it with
Cable O.D. = .1 m m a single jacket. A single jacket composed of
Steel thickness = O.15mm 9 1 2.1 bonded steel tape and polyethylene also improves
acket thickness= 1.2mm the temperature performance, strength to weight

ratio and protects the core against moisture in-
gress and gopher bites while at the same time it is
flexible enough for all installations and handling.

* O=no damage; l=jacket scratched; 2=jacket

penetrated; 3=armour penetrated; 4=core
damaged; 5= cable severed.
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DEV [.,LP.MENT OF NONMETALLIC, LOOSE-GoOX'E SPACER-TYPE OPTICAL FlBER CABLE

0. Ichikawa, K. Sakamoto, Y. Saitoh

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Yokohama, Japan

Summary
Nonmetallic optical fiber catles, due to around an FRP strength member by direct polyethyl-

their noninductive characteristics, are highly ene extrusion through a specially shaped rotary
suitable for use in strong electromagnetic fields die.
such as in electric power facilities. However, .4'his helical-grooved spacer structure has many
conventional nonmetallic optical cables required advantages for the optical fibers: it relieves the.
improvement of their tensile strength, waterproof- from elonvational stiain un~der !nigh tension,
ness, and transmission loss vs. temperature char- increases their resistance to compressive strain
acteristics before they could be put to effective under high-compressive load, and mitigates the ef-
use. This has now been accomplished with the fect of microbends in a wide temperature range.
development of a new construction that houses It is therefore possible to make nonmetallic opti-
three-layer-coated optical fibers separately in a cal fiber cables having excellent transmission loss
grooved plastic spacer. The spacer has helical stability and long-term reliability when subjocted
grooves on its outer surface in which the optical to mechanical force and large variations in tem-
fibers are laid, and then the fibers are covered perature. Furthermore, nonmetallic optical fiber
with a plastic housing. The spacer is formed cables with adequate waterproof properties are
around an FRP strength member by direct polyethyl- easily obtained by filling the grooves of the
ene extrusion through a specially shaped rotary spacer with jelly compound. Since the new cables
die to create a unitary structure. An optical contain relatively few optical fibers, standardiza-
fiber is housed in a slack condition in the center tion of their structure is possible, and thus
of each groove by means of a new line speed economical production can be expected.

control method which detects slight groove pitch This paper describes manufacturing techniques
changes and by means of an air jet housing method and evaluates the characteristics of the helical-
that eliminates subjection of the fiber to external grooved plastic spacer, nonmetallic optical fiber
forces. Various evaluation tests show that the new cables.

cables maintain stable transmission loss vs. tem-
perature characteristics over a wide temperature 2. Cable Structure
range. The optical fibers receive adequate protec- The structures of the newly developed non-
tion against mechanical forces, and the addition of metallic, spacer-type optical fiber cables are
a waterproofing agent in the grooves provides the shown in Table 1. Each cable houses three-layer-
waterproofness necessary for outdoor use. Economi- coated optical fibers separately in a grooved plas-
cal production is expected since the cables are tic spacer. The grooved spacer is formed by ex-
light-weight and small in diameter, thus meeting truding polyethylene over the central FRP strength
the specifications of small-core optical cables, member through a specially shaped rotating die.

The spacer is covered with a plastic outer sheath
'i,,\ Introduction after fiber laying.

A vast range of applications for nonmetallic The new cables arc classified into three sizes
optical fiber cables making good use of their containing four (Cable I), six (Cable II), and
noninductance to electricity, such as computer eight (Cable Ill) optical fibers. Each size comes
links, robot control, induction-free observation in both a jelly-filled (JF) type for outdoor use
and control in power plants, and temporary communi- and an air-core (AC) type for indoor use. Cable TV
cations for emergency telephones, field telegraphs, is a self-supporting aerial optical fiber cable
and so on, can he expected. However, conventional armored with Kevlar ropes around a 4-fiber JF-type
types of nonmetallic optical fiber cables have many Cable I and then covered with polyethylene. The
problems for practical use such as high elongation, optical fibers housed in the helical grooves are
low tensile strength, inadequate waterproof prop- large-core fibers (core/cladding: 100/140pm) or
erties, and poor temperature stability of transmis- standard-core fibers (core/cladding: 50/125pm).
sion loss. Therefore, development of cables solv- A standard three-layer-coated optical fiber,
ing these problems has been desired. The authors with two room-temperature-vulcanized silicone resin
have developed nonmetallic optical fiber cables coats (total dia.: 0.4mm) and a nylon coat (dia.:
having three-layer-coated optical fibers separately 0.9mm), is utilized. The new cables have excellent
housed within helical-grooves of a spacer formed handling (such as splicing) characteristics since
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(a) Cabler (b) Equipment for housing fibers in grooves

Photo 2 New Fiber-Laying Device

Figure 1 and Photo 2 show the new fiber-laying perature pattern of the test chamber was set at an
device. In the fiber-laying process, the three- 8-hr cycle of -30'C and 701C.
layer-coated optical fibers are pulled off reels Figure 3 shows the transmission loss variation
set on a cage rotating at constant speed, utiliz- vs. temperature characteristics of cabled fibers.
ing mini-capstans fixed to the cage, and are fed Figure 3(a) compares the transmission-loss varia-
into the grooves by means of an air-let housing tion of the 4-fiber Cable I vs. the 6-fiber Cable
method. Therefore, the optical fibers are housed II when both use a standard-core fiber. The trans-
in a slack condition in the center of the helical mission loss variations are so little (within
grooves with no residual strain. The nj.,vd of the 0.04dB/km) that the spacer is considered to be
main capstan is precisely controlled, based or. practicable and free of significant variations in
continuously detected signals of helical-groove structure. Figure 3(b) shows the transmission loss
angls utilizing a pitch detector located just variations of a Cable III using a lau c-cuu iu.,
before the assembling ring, so that the optical in comparison with a Cable III using a st .oa-
fibers will be laid in the center of individual core fiber. In the higher temperature range, the
grooves without being subjected to external force transmission loss increase of the large-core fiber
resulting from groove-pitch irregularities. (lets than 0.03dB/km) was slightly less than that

The transmission losses of cabled optical of the standard-core fiber. This is presumeu to
fibers were less than 1.0 dB/km at long wavelength result from the difference in microbending effect
(\ = 1.3m) and 3.0 dBikm at short wavelength 0 = between the fibers. The modulus of elasticity in
0.85Dm). No significant transmission loss increase bending of the large-core fiber was larger than
in the cabling process was observed. The JF-type that of the standard-core fiber. Therefore, micro-

cable can be easily manufactured by filling ejIly bending of the large-core fiber was less than that
compound into the grooves as the fibers are laid. of the standard-core fiber. Figure 3(c) compares

the transmission loss variation for long (l.3,.m)
4. Characteristics vs. short (0.85pm) wavelengths for the standard-

remperature characteristics, mechanical
properties, and waterproof properties of the new
JF-type cable were evaluated, temperature test

Oven (20C) -'n-' dL1MM\ chamber
4.1 Tem erature characteristics fusion Splice

Transmission loss -atai [it:. with variation in Tes cablme
temperature was experimentally evaluated for Cables
I, II, and 1I. Transmission loss variation due to
change in temperature was measured utilizing the
continuous monitoring system shown in Figure 2.
The four optical fibers in a 500m sample cable PD
were fusion spliced together to form an approxi- (3

mately 2km-long test sample, which was then placed
in the temperature-test chamber. [IUC tuaidt io o1f (.5m
light output was controlled within 0.002dB by Offset Offset
Keeping both the light sources (LED) and dummy OCAm DCAm M.M
fibers (500m) in another test chamber, in which
temperature was kept at a constant 20'C. Measur- Y-Trecorder
ing accuracy of the transmission loss of the.I
spliced optical fibe, 4as kppt within 0.01db by
placing the optical fiber splices outside the
chamber. Therefore, the measuring accuracy of the

entire system was also within 0.01 dB. The tom- vs. Temrleatilue
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(a) AC type (.)=0.85lm, standard-core fiber) (1) Tension test

0.05 fiber) - Cable 1 (4 fiber) Figure 5 shows the transmission loss variation
A a % ---- Cable 11(6 fiber) of the optical fiber and the elongation of the

1dB/kin) ,,'' ," ,, ,,t Icable when tensile load was applied to both ends of

0 " the cable. No significant increase of transmission

loss was observed in any of the new cables under

tension corresponding to 1% cable elongation. The
05 ic II 18 fiber c permissible tension was defined to be the tensile

0.0 standard-core fiber0a05 --. large-core fiber load corresponding to 0.5% elongation. The permis-

Aa sible tension was 30kg in Cable I, 95kg in Cable II
(d B/km) / and 200kg in Cable Ill. These values correspond to

0 the tensile load in the case when the whole tensile

load is placed only on the FRP (Young's modulus:

-0.05 (c) JF type(Cable III 18 fiber] 5500kg/mm
2
). In Cable IV armored Kevlar rope makes

0.03 standard-core fiber) X=0.85um the cable's resistance to withstand tension so high

A a (dB/k m f ) . A 1.3pm that the permissible tension was 700kg. The ratio
-

'  
-- of elongation to tension of Cable IV decreased at

-0.01 higher tensile loads. This is presumed to De the
(d) temperature cycle pattern result of a tension-sharing phenomenon between FRP

so -and Kevlar rope in a transition period in which the

TC C) role of main tension member shifts from the FRP to
0 the Kevlar rope as the tension increases.

-4017

0 8 16 24
time (Hrs)

Fig. 3 Transmission Loss vs. Temperature 2.0

core fiber housed in a JF-type Cable III. The
transmission loss increases when the temperature/ e 1.0
changes from 701C to -301C. The increases in / .
transmission loss for both long and short wave- e

lengtns were small: 0.035dB/km and 0.025dB/km, / 0.5
respectively. it can be recognized from Figure 3(a) P "
and Figure 3(b) that transmission loss of the JF-/
type cable is more stable than that of the AC-type . .Cl IC
cable in a wide temperature range from -30C to I
70'C. The jelly compound restricts the movement a / - b Cable Ii ( 0CF 01

of the fiber in the groove. Therefore, micro- (dB/Q) Cable III (SCF)
- -Cable III (,CF 0.05

bending of the fiber in the JF-type cable is less 0.01
than that in the AC-type cable. Figure 3(d) shows
the temperature cycle. 0 -

It is clear from this test that housing the
three-layer-coated optical fibers in the grooves -0.01

10 50 100 500 1000
of the spacer is very effective to diminish micro- tension, T(kg)
bending and that the transmission loss of the (a) AC type
housed fiber is more stable with temperature than
the three-layer-coated optical fiber itself. 12.0

4.2 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of the new cables .1.0

were evaluated by using the test methods shown in
Table 2. Transmission loss variation of the cabled j

v
" / 0.5

fibers during the mechanical test was measured by o 0

the continuous monitoring system shown in Figure -
4. The measuring accuracy of this system was .0
within 0.005dB. b

,P --- Cable IV(SCF)- 01
Aa - Cable IV (LCF)"test cable dB)1SCF- :.. . . - -Cable I ti(SCF 0.05

LE du0m. fbe 0.01

-0.01
fusion splice 10 50 100 500 1000

tD.r. in t- , I'(kg)
,OCAmp. ,I J1 type

Y T recorder aSCI, standatd-core f ibet

Fig. 4 Setup for Measuring Transmission Loss ICF: laelo-core tibet

variations Fig. 5 Tension Property ( = 3m)
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Table2 Mechanical and Waterproof Tests

test content method

tension sample length: 1.5 m .
measuring length: I m

tension: to bCjraKUifnt iui i'piuxy-pitt,
mold oit4etxevalua ted items: transmission loss variation, cable elongation eve WtV

minimum bending diameter : 20, 15, 10,8, 6, 4. x 0 (cable 0 .D. ) rnavtei cabie
bend bending angle : 360 'C o '"

evaluated ZtOms: transmission loss variation,
noncircularity

C yclic" bending diameter: 10 xd

bend bending angle : -180 1C

bending cycle: 30 cycles

ova luated items: transmission loss variation. -

noncircularity ,iandrei

S com, compression board: 50 mm square metal plate
pression c compression load: to 1000 kg

m

evaluated items: transmission loss.variation,
noncircular-tyme tal Ilat

twist twst length: 300 t.. " m 7
t wist angle: groove direction 1,200 deg/m I 300 mm

-opposite direction 400 deg/m

Ivaluated items: transmission loss variation, twist torque

U
w impact impact energy: 1, 3, 5 x lb.m

dropping object: 25 mm diameter column

dropmethod : different points, 5 times
evaluated items: trnsryssionlossfariation

vibration sample length: I m
vibration amplitude: ±5 mm
vibration cycle: 10 Hz, 1 million cycles I m

evaluated item : transmission loss variation

pulling- sample length: 2.5 m Cable 11 80k
on- bending length: 1.5 m Cable III 150kg 'I
mandrel bending diameter: 150 mmn Cable IV 160kg

tension: load corresponding to 0.5% elongation
lending cycle: 30cycles
evaluated items: transmission loss variation, -

nonc ircular ity

Ipenetra-1 sample length: 1,00mmwte -"]
tion initial water heic:Lt: 1,200 mm

aging time: 24Hrs ,1OOmm Ie 1200

0 evaluated item: water-flow from cable end

dripping sAmpe length: 100rmm

M setting: perpendicular, 24 hrs 100 m riced stand
evaluated itert: dripping ,f jelly compound

-Both ends of cable molded with epoxy-putty resin

(2) Minimum bending test (3) Cyclic bending test

Figure 6 shows the relationship between bend- Figure 7 shows maximum transmission loss

ing diameter and transmission loss variation of the increase per cycle and noncircularity of the cable

optical fiber and .oncircularity of the cable. The during 30 bending cycles utilizing a mandrel (10

permissible bending diameter was defined to be the times the cable diameter). No significant residual

bending diameter at which the transmission loss transmission loss increase was observed after

increase reached 0.005 dB. The permissible bending straightening the cable in each cycle. The maximum

diameter was less than six times the cable diameter transmission loss increase was less than 0.005dB

in the standard-core fiber and four times in the in all of the new cables. This cable structure

large-core fiber, was thus confirmed to be very stable for bending.
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(4) Compression test 
(b) I type compressive load (kg/S0mm)

Figure 8 shows the transmission loss variation

of the optical fibers and the noncircularity of the

cable when compressive load was placed on the cable Fg, H Com)IeP-;hifl Pielty
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utilizing two metal plates (50mm square). The fiber and twist-torque of the cable. The transmis-
permissible compressive load was defined to be the sion loss variation was too small to be recognized
compressive load at which the transmission loss in a wide range of twist angles, from I turn/m in
increase reached 0.05 dB. The permissible compres- the opposite groove-direction (negative direction)
sive loads of AC-type Cables 1, 11, and III utiliz to 3 turns/s in the groove-direction (positive
ing standard-core fibers were respectively 500, direction) . Little difference in transmission loss
500, and 700kg/50mm. The noncircularity of the AC- vs. twist properties was recognized among the vari-
type cables under the permissible compressive load ous fibers or cables (AC type and JF type). The
was between 10% to 20%. The permissible compres- helical groove of the spacer was thus confirmed to
sive load of the large-core fiber cable w~as remark- stably protect the three-layer-coated optical fiber
ably improved in comparison with that of the from damage caused by twisting.
standard-core fiber cable. The transmission loss
vs. compressive load of the JF-type cable was as (6) Impact test
good as that of the AC-type cable. Figure 10 shows the transmission loss varia-

tion of the optical fiber and the noncirculariry
(5) Twist test of the cable when 25mm-diameter col inns with ams

Figure 9 shows the effect of twist angle on of 1 lb, 3 lb, and 5 lb were naturally dropped
the transmission loss variation of the optical

0.5

(dBIQ( [dB)a

0 01 _

Cal I. (SCF) ~ ~ , . -0.1 - Cable I ISCF)

-0.01 Cableit (SCF) 4...
* Ca~e~t (SCE - ableII CC?

-.-- Cabiet (SCE) - able II SCr

-C b ---- CbleIII (LC?)D

20

0 5 0 5 a 5 impact-rrme
0 im.....- -.. npact energy
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()Atyetwist angle (deg/in) (a, AC t,,le

0.5
- CableIV (SC?,

Ad1a Lb~I SE -- o--Cable IV (LCF)
(C)As a Cable Ii (SC?' a

001e I (dol -0-CablelIII kSCF

0 .20

- 01 40

0.1.

r a a 

20

-~ 70. -- 0 -

-400 -200 0 200400 600 800 1000 1200 0 5 0 5 0 5 impact
twist angle (ceg/m) 3~- -atlIbm 3b-m 51 bin impat

(b) JF type (b) JF type energy

Fig. 9 Twist Property U~ 0.6m) Fig. 10 impact Proprfrtv
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five times on ditferent spots from Im height. The pullIng. The transmission loss vs. bending/pulling
permissible impact energy was detined to be the property of the AC-type cable was better than tat
impact energy at which the transmission loss of the JF-type cable. The spacer was thus confirm-
increased by 0.05dB at the instant of impact and ed to protect the three-layer-coatec optical fiber
no residual transmission loss was recognizable. from the various stresses of bending, elongation,
The permissible impact energies ot AC-type Cable I, and compression resulting from the bending and
I, and Ill with standard-core fiL e-s were respec- pulling.
tively about I fl .m, - 1:.7, and 3 I.tm. The non- By these mechanical tests, the spacer-type
circularities of the cables for these permissible cable was found to be effective in protecting toe
impact energies were against between i0d to 20t. optical fiber from various Kinds of external force.
The caled large-core fiber was found to be strong-
er against impact than the cabled standard-core

The results of examination of long-termof the JF-t lea e waS more table tl. an that of reliability of the JF-type cable were already
othe F-tpe cable reported l]. Waterproof properties of the JF-type

cabic were evaluated, based on the methods stown

(7) Vibration test in Table 2.

A Im-lonq cale was norizntall; laid. one
million cycles t .'ertical vil:,iati,,n with an (i) Water penetration test

amplitude of 5mm were applied to the middlo of t. - A lm-long cable was horizontally laid.

sample at ICHz. No siunificant tran ,wission lossA watertiuht enclosare was placed over the sheatot

variation was observed during the vibration test. at one end ' iEo with water to 1.2mreight
ovor toe sample. There was no water leakage from

(8) Pulling-on-mandrel test thc other end of toe sample after 24 nrs in any of

A 2.5m-lono cale was bent around a 150mm- t*,C new culer.

diameter mandrel at 90 degrees under tension
corresponding to 0.51 elongation. A 1.5m section
of the cable was then pulled back and forth at that A 10cm-lono cable was vertically placed and

angle on the mandrel for 30 cycles. Figure 11 kept at 55-C for 24 hrs. Both ends of the sample

shows the transmission loss variation of the fiber remained open. There was no jelly dripping at all

after each cycle and the noncircularity of the in JF-type cables.

cable at 5-cycle intervals. Transmission loss From these tests, all of the new JF-type

increase of the standard-core fiber in the JF-type optical cables were found to c~ave adequate water-

cable was less than 0.01dB under the bending and proof properties and to be suitable for outdoor
applications such as aerial use.

5. Conclusion
Transmission loss vs. temperature property,

mechanical properties, and waterproof properties
:able I of newly developed nonmetallic, loose-groove

- - Cable I 'optical fiber cables were evaluated. The cable
a able)) 11 C: croperties were confirmed to be satisfactory for

tdB) _ able.11 1 : actual use of the cables. The new cables have
• - <able I1 )) :f man'; advantages such as small size, transmission

*. ,*.fI 
-
.4t 1, zLP-4- ._.aS-k I - loss stability under various mechanical forces and

& temperatures, and so on. A vast range of applica-
g tions in fields where electromagnetic interference

S exists can be expected for these high-quality
" o~tical fiber cables for indoor or outdoor use.
S The simple but versatile grooved spacer is suitable

& for cable standardization and useful for economical

(a) AC type :,sclir; ,ycle production of the small-core optical fiber cable,
especially cables containing relativeli few optical

ablI IV *'C! fibers.

'able IV LCi References

a a- "able)) (SCI 1I Y. Kameo, If. orima, S. Tanaka, Y. Ishida, and
(d-/)- Cable)I) 51 1 y. Koyamada, "Jelly-Filled Optical Fiber

- ', - , Cables", 30th I.W.C.S. , Nov., 1981.

-.o

h) .ty- pullinq cycle

F'ij. Ii Pull in,- -:.nr'l r operty (; = 5m)
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AD PQ~i~
SELF-SUPPORTING IMETAL FREE OPTICAL FIBRE CABU: FOR l.ARGE SPAN LENGTH

W. Schmidt, K. Kimmich, S. Metz

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Stuttgart, Germany

Abstract avoid structrual work below ground level.

A self-supporting optical cable has been Cable design
developed for very large span length.
This cable has an inner core with up to Known designs
four optical fibres and an outer glass
fibre reinforced plastic suspension unit. Messenger wire: In this common type of
A thin PE sheathing increases the outer cable the wire is installed first(it
diameter up to 10 mm. This metal free could be identical with the earth con-
cable is developed for span length up to ductor) , and thien the optical cable is
500 m from pole to pole. Considering lashed onto the messenger wire.The wire
wind-, ice load and the larqe span length, consists of stranded steel ropes, and
very high tensile strength is needed, the optical cable can be a normal type
Tensile strength for the FRP element is without extra strengthening elements. (1)
more than 50 kN, resistance to vibration Fig. 1.
and temperature cycling show good per-
formance in the Vable. The tests are Figur ight: In principle the same de-
carried out with special suspension sign as the messenger wire, but the sup-
clamps also used for the mounting poles, porting element is coupled together with
The cable contains up to four optical a common PE plastic sheath. The supper-
fibres tight jacketed with PA 12; atten- ting element can be a steel wire or a
uation values of 3.5 dB/km at 850 nm Kevlar element (1). This cable is only
have been obtained in the cable. Elcc- used for short span length. Fig. 2.
trio utilities will be main users of
this aerial type communication cable in- Combined Cable: In the axis of a meta:
stalled along the HI poles, conductor the optical section is inte-

grated. The metal elements of the power
cable surrounding the optical section
are used as the supporting elements. (2)

Introduction Fig. 3.

Electric power companies have a need for Self-supporting: The strength members of

communication facilities for the effec- this type of cable are located in the

tive operation of their own networks. As cable axis or combined with the cable

the conventional copper cables can be in- jacket. These designs create problemsfor installation with the clamps and the
fluenced by the high voltage power lines, tens ion uln of a lms adt

high shortcircuit currents or lightning sFig. 4.

optical fibre cables get more and more
interest because of their interference New construction
immunity.

The low attenuation high capacity of The decision was made to take a self-
transmission is an other attractive ad- supporting cable and a metal free version

vantage of the optical fibre. Of special with an outer strength member. Fig. 5.

interest is the use of Fibres in high iThe outer strength element should be abletonbergrippedtby installationeclampsian
voltage overhead lines inside a metal to be gripped by installation clamps and
free self-supporting optical communi- keep the core free of tension. The cable

cation cable. The cable must be able to core contains two optical fibres. These
bridge span length up to 500 m from pole fibres are graded index fibres with abride spn lngthup o 50 m rom ole core of 50 om and a cladding of 125 cm,
to pole and to withstand wind and ice NA o 0 "m and a si of buffer
load. These cables are very economical NA 0.2. Above the soft silicone buffer

for the electric power companies because as a primary coating is the tight Nylon

of the use of the existing poles, and to jacketing. These fibres are all temper-
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ature tested in cycles from room temper- where glass strengthening fibres satu-
ature down to minus 40 degrees centi- rated with polyester resin are put around
grade and up to 70 degrees centigrade. the cable core. The hardened resin gives

a relatively stiff behaviour to the cable-
which, however, is an advantage in its

The two coated fibres are stranded to- later environment. The cable can be wound
gether with two fillers in a short pitch on the drum with a core diameter of 120 cm
and taped with a thin tape. A layer of The sheathing process is made on a con-
glass rovings stranded with very long ventional cable sheath machine. For uni-
pitch is used as a cushion. The cable form running through the cross head of
core is covered with two more tapes of the extruder the brake of the pay off
a diameter of about 3.0 mm. The FRP drum has to be put on very hard, and a
strength member has an outer diameter special caterpiller for calming the cabl
of 8 mm. This is needed to get the cross under tension has to be put between cap-
section for the 44 mm' to withstand the stan and cross head. With these arrange-
long span length. A final polyethylene ments the 1 mm wall thickness of the PE-
sheath of one millimeter thickness on sheathing can be extruded smoothly on
the FRP gives a protection against UV- the FRP.
radiation and corrosive gases. The con-
struction of this cable is so designed Measurements
that the inner cable core can move in
the FRP pipe and slip on the glass fil- The fibres used for fabrication length
aments during temperature changes. are selected by the temperature cycling

test (- 40 0C i %9< 70 'C). Only fibres
The data of this cable are the following: with an attenuation change of LU<0.5 dB/km

- outer diameter with PE sheath 10 mm are considered suitable. During fabri-
- outer diameter of RP 8 MM cation process, the fibre loss is meas-
- outer diameter of RP 8 mm ured in each cabling step. The measure-
- weight with sheathing 0.1 kg/m ment is done by means of the backscatter

- supporting cross section 44 mm' technique, whereby not only the amount
of the attenuation, but also its possible

- breakng load (clamps) 55 kN faults and irregularities over the pro-
- bhral lopad (clamduction length can be detected. In pro-
coefficent 0.7.10-6/OC duction lengths up to 2000 m the follow-

- minimum bending radius 60 cm ing measurement results were achieved:

typical manufacturing length 2000 m

Cable fabrication fibre cable
This special designed cable needs some I prim.coated second.coated stranded sheathed

fabrication steps as stranding,buffering, 2.2 dB/km 2.5 dB/km 2.8 dB/km 3.2 dB/km
FRP-laying and sheathing. But this metal
free version compared with a metal cable
is easier to handle because there is no Mean values of fibre loss in different
need for shield and steel armouring. One production steps.
of the problems during cable production
is the slow stranding speed due to the Special tests
very short pitch and the small cable
diameter. All fibres are secondary coated In order to check the temperature behav-
with Nylon 12 and on-line proof tested ior in the final cable, a temperature
with 5 N over the full length during cycling test was carried out. For this
extrusion process. For the stranding of cyligse as carrie ou For tisthe lemets speialmachne ith en- purpose a cable length of 890 m was spoo-
the elements a special machine with sen- led on a wooden drum with a core dia-
sitive brakes is used. It is important meter of 120 cm. The temperature cyc-
to have the same back load on each fibre ling program was the same as applied
or filler especially if thto is no cen- for the fibres. Beginning with room tem-

perature of + 20 *C, the cable was cool-
In the second step 12 thin glass rovings ed down to - 40 0C, whereby the temper-are stranded in a long lay length with ature equilibrium was checked by opti-
the same machine around the four ele- cal transmission of a fibre. After going

ments. Two thin tapes are wound around back to + 20 C, the cable wasrmed up

the rovings for closing the cable core ih a + 20 and the whole t aturn
to te FR strngthelemnt.isched at + 20 *C. The whole temperatureto the FRP strength element.

program was carried out in a large tem-

The load supporting part of the cable is perature chamber and tested over a pe-

produced in a special developed process, riod of some ten days. A typical course
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of the temperature behaviour of the on top of the poles. Parameters like
cable is shown in Fig. 6. varying pulling speed (10 ... 30 m/min)

and tension, also pulliag jerks up to
Cable accessories and environmental tests 5 kN have been introduced which, accor-

ding to the hired specialist, will never
It was not intended to develop new cable be exceeded in real field installations.
accessories for installation, rather to For cable jointing, which is being done
rely as much as possible on approved - 3-5 m above ground, a water-tight splice
maybe slightly modified - conventional housing was developed consisting of two
types. Al-half shells. Cable inlet and outlet

are at the same side of the housing
Tensile forces which have to be applied which is mounted in such a way that they
at certain poles are taken up by dead- are directed toward the top of the pole.
end clamps made of preformed rods, where- Splicing of the fibres is performed by
as suspension of the cable can be accom- arc fusion.
plished by similar preformed rods. Both
types of accessories are made of corro- Field installation for an
sion-resistant materials, are field moun- electrical utility company
table and easy to handle without any tool.
As a pre-requisite for field installa- A 4.4 km link be- 'en two switching
tion mechanical tests described below stations has been installed on a 220 kV
have been performed where both accesso- HT line supported by 11 poles with max.
ries and the cable have been tested, span length of 385 m. A typical pole con-

struction and the position of the aerial
- Tensile load test (short term) cable within the shaft is shown in Fig.9.

Slowly increasing pulling stress has The sag of the optical cable is smaller
been applied to dead-end clamps at (92.5%) than that of the HV conductors
both ends of 10 m cable samples, and calculated such as to avoid clashing
Result: breaking load - 50 kN ( 10 in case of lateral swinging by wind.
samples). Typical parameters of the 385 m span are:

- Tensile load test (long term)
Constant stress of various degree has Temperature 0 C sag/m tensile strength/N
been applied on 3 m samples with dead-
end clamps. - 20 7.9 3020
Result: No material fatigue at 70 % of + 20 8.7 2780
breaking load (35 kN) with 2 samples + 40 9.0 2670
after I year period.

- Vibration test with vertical ice loading (0.6 kgjm) and,
30 m cable samples fitted at both ends lateral wind loading (0.5 kg/m) accor-
with dead-erdclamps and in between ding to VDE-regulations. The longest
with a suspension clamp have been sub- cable section bridging 5 poles was 1426 m,
jected to vibrations under the follow- the shortest 280 m between two adjacent
ing conditions: poles.Installation was smoothly without
tensile load 10 kN problems and to the satisfaction of the
vibration frequency 22 Hz workers.
(resulting in standing waves with
3 knots) Overall link attenuation after splicing
oscillation angle - 30' is 17.3 dB and 17.7 dB, respectively.
number of vibrations , 25 x 106 Optical characteristic will now be moni-
(typical number during lifetime in ex- tored for half a year, before a PCM 30
cess of 20 years). system (2Mb/s) will be connected by mid

During this test light transmission 1983.
through the fibres was monitored and
no fibre break occured. The cable was Conclusion
then inspected for mechanical flaws
which, however, were not observed. Sub- It has been shown that a metal free
sequent tensile tests showed unchanged optical fibre cable can be constructed
performance with respect to unstressed and fabricated which is capable to bridge
samples (i.e. breaking load 50 kN). very long span length at high tensile

forces. Attenuation and dispersion values
- Installation test show very suitable results for appli-

The cable has been pulled between 3 cations at electrical utility companies.
poles across two 50 m spans using Regarding the transmission character-
conventional equipment, i.e. force- istics this all-dielectric design makes
and speed controlled winch. Cable grip full use of the specific fibre advan-
with swivel, drum with breaking shoe tages, i.e. non-interference. From the
and wheels of 80 cm O.D. positioned installation point of view this cable
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is easy to handle due to its low weight,
small dimensions, which also results in
small additional loading on the poles.
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ADPO,,
DESIGN'AND I'ERFORMANCE OF A FILLED,

HIGH-FIB1R-COUNT, MULTIMODE OPTICAL CABLE

B. R. Eichenbaum, M. R. Santana,
L. D. Tate, and R. Sabia

Bell Laboratories
./ 2000 Northeast Expressway

Norcross, Georgia

-4 Abstract fiber cable which reduces trunk outside-
plant maintenance and has mechanical and

In order to avoid the use of pres- optical performance similar to equivalent
surization in optical fiber cables, a aircore cables.
filled, water-blocking optical fiber cable
was developed. It consists of a stacked- Optical Cable Design
ribbon core surrounded by a crossply-
reinforced sheath. The ribbon core is Design Considerations
filled with a newly formulated filling
compound which remains very soft at tern- The cable uses a modification of a
peratures as low as -40'F yet retains cross~ly sheath described in an earlier
anti-slump properties at high tempera- paper, and shown in Figure 1. Its re-
tures. Cables were made and tested for sponse to tensile, bending, impact, and
cabling added loss and for environmentally twist loads are well characterized, and it
induced added loss in a thermal cycling has performed well in the field.
mode from -40°F to 190°F. Mechanical
tests were performed to ascertain the
resistance of the cables to damage from SHE," ,, NG, M u,

impact, bending, and twisting. In every _

manner, the cables performed on a par with ",INNER SWA.n-0

equivalent aircore cables with cabling ,
added loss typically 0.1 dB/km. Also, ,,,I ,,So
pneumatic-resistance test3 proved the
water-blocking capability of the filling.

'IGIND 1"N.

FIGURE 1 FILLED LIGHTGUIDE CABLE

Introduction
Installation and service conditions of the

The intrusion of water into optical filled version will be basically the same
cable presents two hazards to reliable as those for the aircore version. The
transmission. If the water freezes, the considerations that led to the stacked-
ice may distort fibers next to it and ribbon core geometry for the aircore cabe
result in microbending loss.' If the of the earlier paper are still valid,
water carries in other contaminants, they e.g., ease of mass array splicing and
may hasten the aging of or .eact with high spatial efficiency. In the filled
cable materials and likewise distort the cable, the remaining room in the core is
cable structure and induce microbending filled with an oil-extended rubber which
loss. One way of inhibiting water intru- blocks longitudinal migration of water.
sion is to pressurize the cable with dry
air. The drawback here is that it com- By its very nature, fibers in filled
plicates outside-plant maintenance, cabie are in more intimate contact with

the cable than in aircore cable. This
Experience with polyethylene-insu- presents both materials and processing

lated copper cable has shown that filling challenges. Contact forces on the fibers
the voids between wires with a water- are more pervasive in filled cable and
blocking agent effectively inhibits longi- this '-nhances the potential for microbend-
tudinal water migration. Then, in case of ing loss. To lessen the contact forces, a
a breach in the sheath, water intrusion is very soft filling compound is needed. It
limited. In this paper we describe a must remain soft at the lowest service
continuously filled, multimode optical temperatures yet resist flow at
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elevated temperatures. It must also pro- Table I
cess well during cable manufacture. A new
compound (a modification of FLEXGEL) was Property Value* Comments
formulated at Bell Laboratories to meet
these requirements at low cost and is Number of 12-144 Ribbon structure
reported on in another paper at this fibers
Symposium3 . To further minimize the in-
fluence of even this very soft material, Outside 0.48 in.
we used thin-layer, dual-coated3 , 4 opti- diameter
cal fibers which are currently being used
in the Bell System standard lightguide Weight 92 lb/kft
trunk transmission system, designated
FT3. 5 The thin coating is particularly Tensile 1800 lb/%
valuable in this high-space-efficiency stiffness
optical cable.

Tensile 600 lb Assumes 5x104
load psi fiber proof-

HIGH-OENSITY POLYETHYLENE test level and
OUTER SHEATH safety factor

Bend radius 9 in. Includes a
SHEATH STRENGTH MEM RE / FIBER OPTIC RIBBON STACK safety factor

Single 30 ft-lb 0.25-inch radius
POLYESTER TAPE FLNG impact striking mandrel

- COMPOUND
PVC INNER SHEATH Cyclic 400 cycles 5 ft-lb impact,

impact 0.5-inch radius
striking mandrel

Cyclic twist 2000 cycles ±90' of twist in
66 in., simul-
taneously rolled
over a 7-inch-

FIGURE 2. FILLED CABLE CROSS SECTION diameter pulley

Cycle bend 2000 cycles ±90 ° bend over a
4.9-inch radius

Sheath Design *The criterion for the ratings is no
sheath and/or fiber damage at 23°C.

Figures I and 2 show exploded and
cross-sectional views of the sheath de- Differential Length
sign, respectively. The filled core is
surrounded by a tube-extruded inner sheath The fractional difference in length
of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC). Over this, between unstrained core and unstrained
a polyester tape is applied which is in sheath we call differential length,
turn covered by reinforcing wires and a -DL. If the core ribbons were shorter
pressure-extruded, high-density polyethy- than the sheath, there would be a positive
lene (HDPE) layer. This sequence of poly- ribbon strain when no external load is
ester tape, reinforcing wires, and applied to the sheath. In such a case we
pressure-extruded HDPE layer is repeated denote CT)L > 0. We designed this
to complete the cable. The two layers of cable with EDL 0 so that we incur
wires have opposite lay directions, and no load-rating penalty from built-in fiber
their lay lengths are adjusted to elimi- Strain. If fDL is made too negative,
nate the tendency to twist under a tensile transmission characteristics suffer as a
load. This sheath differs from the air- result of microbending losses when the
core crossply design described earlier2  core ribbons buckle excessively to make up
both in the elimination of a thermal wrap for their excess length. A variety of
under the inner sheath and in the subsitu- CDL's were tested to arrive at a de-
tion of PVC for HDPE as the inner-sheath sign window. The cabling loss performance
material. Details of the sheath design and environmental loss performance of the
rationale and its tensile, bend, impact, cables were measured using EDL as a
and twist performance are given in Table parameter.
I. The nominal weight has increased to 92
lb/kft from the aircore value of 80 Cable Performance
lb/kft.2 Both weight and tensile stiff-
ness will vary slightly depending on fiber Cables were made using fibers having
content. a graded-index core with a diameter of 50
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pm, a cladding diameter of 125 pm, and a A Cabling Added Loss
1.3%. Dual coatings were used having a

thermoplastic primar ' layer and a thermo- Table II shows cabling added loss

set secondary layer. Overall coating od incurred when going from the fiber stage

was approximately 0.24 mm. The core of to the cabled condition with differential
each cable contained four ribbons. The length as a parameter. In all three cases

core is designed to allow a maximum of the ribbon is longer than the sheath so

twelve ribbons, that various degrees of buckling are pre-
sent. However, the performance remains
essentially constant over the range
-0.08% 4 VQL -0.01%. That the mini-
mum added loss occurred in cable #1010 is

TABLE 11 not considered experimentally significant.

ADDED LOSS, Environmental Added Loss

Table III shows the environmentalFIBER CABLE added loss measured over the temperature

range from -40'F to +190'F including an
extended (720-h) high-temperature exposure

0.B2pm ADDED at 190°F to simulate aging. In environ-
mental testing of optical cables, the low-

CABLE # 4EL LOSS (dB/km)±0.1 temperature performance is particularly
notable since all the structural compo-

1009 -0.01% 0.13 nents of the cable contract more than the
optical fibers. The fibers are then in
compression and microbending losses tend

1010 -0.03% O.O6 to result from fiber buckling. Further-
more, it has been shown that polymeric

1005 -0.08% 0.13 shrinkage from relaxation of processing-
induced strains (shrinkback) can occur at
elevated service temperatures.' At a
subsequent low-temperature exposare, the
mechanical effects of thermal contraction

TABLE M
ENVIRONMENTAL ADDED LOSS

(dB/km) (±0.05)
# 1005 # 1009 # 1010 # 1010

TEMP. REEL # (CDL) (-0.08%) (-0.01%) (-0.03%) (-0.03%)

(F) (TEST POSITION) (FLOOR) (FLOOR) (FLOOR) (REEL)

75 (REFERENCE) 0 0 0 0

-40 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.12

+15 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06

75 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0,06

190 (AFTER 720 hr.) 0.03 0.08 0.06 -0.01

75 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 -0.10

-40 0.26 0.23 0.38 017

+15 -0.01 0.02 0.05 -0.08

75 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01 -0.05
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and shrinkback are additive and result in water transport by eliminating places
a severe but realistic test of the trans- where water may accumulate.
mission stability of the cable.

Summary
To be able to distinguish between the

effect of thermal contraction and the We have described the design and
effect of combined thermal contraction and performance of a filled, high-fiber-count
shrinkback, we cycled the cables as shown multimode optical cable. This design, an
in Table III. An initial low temperature outgrowth of an earlier aircore crossply
excursion to -40'F and +15°F checked sole- design, is being used in the Bell System
ly the response to thermal contraction. standard FT3 lightguide trunk transmission
After aging at 190'F for 30 days, the system. It performs optically and mechan-
second set at -40°F and +15°F measured the ically on a par with the aircore crossply
response to combined thermal contraction design over the entire outside plant ther-
and shrinkback. All exposures other than mal environment. Its water-blocking capa-
the one at +190*F were for two days. bility reduces trunk outside plant

maintenance.
The cables shown on Table III are the
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APOC(>i 6

ILAME RFTARDANI HALOGENFREE THERMOPLASTIC TELECOM INDOOR WIRING

H.G. Dageforde, W. Berchem, H.A. Mayer

AEG-Telefunken Kabelwerke AG

West Germany, Mochengladbach 2

Abstract Modified PVC materials designed for reduced release
of HCI, were unable to achieve any significant so-Flexible telecoxmunication cables and jumiper wires lution.

are packed and formed as multipaired units in luttmht
swithingand ainrepeter tatins.But the problem was fixed at the first attempt by,

the development of flame-retardant crosslmnked ma-

Due to high values of electronic equipment, tele- terials which do not contain halogens. This first
colnnun.ations systemsand buildings, the following generatior of halogen-free flame-retardant cross-
properties are required in case of fire: linked cables was introducd.<] in 19801-4

,
.

-all cable and wire components contain nohalogens
-no flame propagation, self extinction, no dripping The crosslinked (flame-retardant, halogen-free, in-
- low smoke density, reduced toxicity, calorific sulation materials show some disadvantages compared
values. with the conventional thermoplastic materials

Electrical and mechanical properties are to be (which, however, drip, burn and/or release corro-
similar to PVC cables on the whole. sive gases in the case of fire), such as: larger

diameter, more difficult insulation, low-contrastThe approach discussed here makes use of non-cross- color ceding and considerably higher manufacturing

linked, thermoplastic materials which can be pro- costs.

cessed in existing, conventional extrusion lines costs.

economically. A second generation of halogen-free cables and con-The new thermoplastics are suitable for insulation ductors was reported at 'he IWCS 1980 " These used
and sheathing, as a substitute for some plastics. non-crssnk ed no the ic mates uith

Typical and standardized cable designs and their non-crosslinked, now thermoplastic materials with

properties are shown, flame-retardant properties. In the case of fire,
these materials do not drip, produce almost no
smoke and they pass the stringent fire-test.s.There-
fore thermoplastic halogen-free materials have been
promoted to serial production, with a whole r-nge
of new cable designs resulting therefrom.

Introduction The further de'elopment of this new generation of

cables is presented here. As far as the properties
of the insulation and sheath materials are con-

Ctitreak offirein elecmmuicatonssystmsceined, these new cables are at least equal to con-
are on the increase since many years. In accordance vented, l cables in performance. The materials

with the state of technical development, these coned abe in anc T e erals

systems are wired-up with PVC-insulated cables concerned are non-cross]inked and can be extruded

and conductors. Damage compensations paid out to by conventional means.

commercial policy holders by the fire insurance
companies have increased by a factor of about four
during the last 10 years' . Secondary damage is
greater by a factor of ]0 to 20 compared with the The increasing packing densityinn switchinqstatc....
primary fire damage, usually caused by the pre- are continually being reduced in size, aggravatessence of PVC.aecotnaybenreue nsegrats

the potential danger of PVC fires, so that the de-

In a fire, one kilogram of PVC can discharge the sires for telecommunications systems are summed-up

same quantity of hydrogen chloride lo the environ- as follows:

ment, as is contained in a liter of hydrochloric "Low cost wiring material with no drip or ha-

acid. logen release in the case of fire. It should

In Switzerland, the statistical average amount of not propagate flame and must itself extin-

damage compensation paid out by the insurance com- guish. The flame density must be low. The

panies amounts to about 66 DM pcr year per head of electrical performance and instaI It ion pro-

the population
2
. cedure should differ as little as possible

from that of previous material."
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- 1 ter ia 1.s wh ich i ri m iinm : Fisd -n sR-ciI flamne- FTC, 0 v.'phenvleno Axide

siratcompcunds -f rxily-e ines -r- ethyle ne-
m'mpretnes with iiuminiuLnn hxdr -xsies which i, l, --is

w ater when exposed t fire: ilie ta-ble: 2 compares the thermoplastic nun-cross-
W all insulat ions 1 inked compound HM2 with a crosslinked compound

- HYLS: cro)ss iinked c-mounds which are reference~d HX'tI'

here for compariso)n.
- HFP-2 POAH) is i reup -! thermcpl istic mate- Ite bechaviour of the new thermoplastics in a fire

rials with high pert-otmicee,7 electrical charac- is at least as goed as that of crosslinked mate-
to7rist ICS, for Use as insulation wall of cable rials, but cables with sensitive internal structure
conductors. ( typos A imd P) made of polyethy le-ne can be sheathed therewithwith-

- HFP-3 IPOAH) is a thermoplastic material with out suffering thermal damaoc as would be the case
electrical characteristics similar to PVC, but with thermal vulcanization, for example C7V (co-n-
with improved tehaviour in the -ase if fire and timvous vulcanization).
enhanced emergency duty capahility (circuit in- I h enietetempatccmon veM

- HP-4Pfttx. isa-dfidplyeyen oxe has been proved satisfaictory ilso tot electric pow-- HF-4 P~nd, is mJlf(,dpolyhonlen -,ide er cable constructions with XL,-PE or FiPR insulitioi
HM-2 has also been uscd for accessories such a
sleeves.

A range of new telecom cables which pass severe
flame tests have be-en successi ul ly cm.-71ctrunted w: h
H1-2. Thbese do not drip and ptnduce litt le smoke,
in fire.
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Cable Constructions

Halngen-free cabies have been come into use ir, elec-
tric malns system.3 as:

o indoor installation cables, as an equal perfor-

mance substitute !or conventional standard typ .s
(natioanal speciticatiun .

o special cables for cei tdn s ia''I it pjicati,,ns

The letter "H" (for halogen-free) in the cable de- i&
signation guarantees that this cable meets the test

conditions of German industrial standardsi,1
' and

that it has the following properties with rtspect
to fire:

halogen-free, non-dripping, little smoke; 0
almost toxicologically harmless

Fg.l shows some halogen-free cables with 'improved
characteristics in the case of tr, ", conforming to
the standard types range of specification VDE 0815
(draft). They are manufactured using thermoplstic
material and show the following features, amoni
others :

(1 I-HH lOx2xO,6, star-quad with unit stranding,
ring marking; installation cable up t, 100 con- Fig. 2
ductor pairs. No metallic shield, flame-retardant haloGen-free special cables

0 I-H(St)H lOx2xO,6, conductor pairs in layer
stranding; installation cables up to 101) con- 'The cable sheath made eI POAH compound (HM2) is
ductor pairs. Static metallic shield. common to all these special cables. In ill cases

0 E-LiH(St)H 8x2x0,5 'tn
2

, conductor pairs in unit the insulation of the cable core consists of halo-
stranding, 8 conductor culours in each unit, qen-tree material, but has been selected to suit
bunched conductors, as electronic installation the particular application.
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Feat ures: insulation layer thickness. This is true too for( l-2YH lOx2xO,6, star-quads in bunch stranding conductors insulated with halogen-free flame-re-
with polyethylene wall insulation. Nr metallic tardant materials.
shield. Intended as high pertormance signal
transmission installation cables, e.g.for radio For example, the test according to VDE 0472/804
frequency signals. with test flame A, or IEC 331, is passed in the
IE-HCH 4x2x0,8 in pair strandinq. Multicolour case of large dimensions, but conductor diameters
ring marking. Intended as computer system cabl-s less than 0,8 mm and insulation layers thinner than
with copper wire braiding shield. 0,6 mm prove critical. F'<r this reason it is contem-

03Coaxial cable s imilar to RG62 (MILl. Hose/heli- plated in WG 12 to devise special tests in part ic-
cil construction. uIar for small dimensions, for example a test

0 PCM distribution cable, 60 double conductors in based on the draft version of IEC T 20/191/WG12 ir;
star-quad stranding in units, colour coding which the test wires are, positioned at an angle of
iccordinq to PIT standard, polyethylene conduc- 60"with the bunsen burner held at right angles
tor-wall-insulation, thereto. 'The flame exposure time is 5 seconds,

0 Ml-PLMH 5Ox2xi,4 F, as trackside long-distance whereby the burned region must not extend as far as
cable for underground railway sections. Conduc- the 75 mm mark if the test is to be considered
tors with paper insulation. Corrugated aluminium passed.
sheath with halogen-free fill mixture and POAH
layer sheath. Taking the testing method at present under discus-
Ihis cable passes a 3 hour emergency running sion, the results already presented in Table 1 were
test (circuit integrity) according to" . obtained. It is evident therefrom that. theseresults

© I-HH(St)H ?x2xl,4/84x2x0,8 Bd as oata / tele- do not depend directly on LOI.
communications cable for mains protection sys-
tems. The behaviour of bunched telecommunications conk-

ductors towards fire

Electrical Data 'Ihick vertical or horizontal bunches of conductors

Thf~e electrical and transmission performance data are present in telecommunications switching statians.The elrcal pran tonsision c formpoce ta oEach individual conductor consists only ofiac(opp-r
in normal operating conditon correspond to those conductor surrounded by an insulation sheath. Such
of conventional cables, with a tendency to be even buceofonctr lakhecen ptcte

bt~t t ,4. sbunches of conductors lack the common prote<'ct iv\e
sheath which provides additional fire resistance

Installation procedure for a cable. Non-sheathed bunches of conductors are

found as patching trunks or as cable ends from
Sore greatly faciwlitted,be- which the sheath has been stripped ,If t, permit ni:--
Nldering operations - gral i-o of th, individual crt conuct rs anto . i-

caus, the higher thermalst ibilly.ff! the conductor tqstrips wiring harness or.ithci ierm.devices.
insu.ation avoids thermoplastic melting due to ther-
mal conduction of the copper conductor during sol- In switching stations these unprotected conductors
dering operations. Stripping techniques followed are exposed to the same fire conditions as the ca-
by cold contacting (e.g. wire wrap and termipoint bles. thus the fire behaviour of various conductor
techniques) are possible in separate procedure types has been investigated in a shaft furnace
steps: stripping tirst, then contact establishment. (Fiq.3).lii e ich
Combined work procedures still require modification test, lb adj,ctnt
by the LIS equipment manufacturers, conductors were

expposed t o t he
Press-contacting procedures t) piercing through the ignitio fae

insulation sheath are possible using currently cus-

trnnary methods.

Behaviour in the case of tire

Tests carried out on single conducto-rs

The fire test behaviour of halmeien-free flame-re-
tardant insulation materials in thin I tyors on
connecting wires and cable conductors is about the
same in principle as that of PVC insulation, i.e.
about equivalent flame tests are passed, but with- Fig. 3 Bnched
out the negative secondary etfect such as libt-ra-- telecommunicat ions
tTon of corrosive decomposition products, qenera- conductors in
tion of smoke or toxic haiards. shaft furnace test

As is already known from work with PVC-insulated
wires, the results obtained for flame retardancy
tests on single conductors depend on the geometric
dimensions, i.e. on the conductor diameter and the
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POAH(I 5) Polyolefine-copolyer-luminiumhydroxide ..

POAH(A) polyolefine-coplmTner-aluiniumhiydroxide ... >,.

(both material type HFR2) _

PLO =Polyphenylene oxide

Copper conductor diameter =0, 8 nm- --

Insulation layer thickness 0,3 mm -- , ----

Ibe burnt length as a function of the burning time
is shown in Fig.4 for various thermoplastic con-
ductor insulation materials. An unambigu-ously evi--------
dent point of "self extinction" was found jnly for
PPO conductor insulation material.

X -9moke lD-nsi1ty
3 PE 'it,, determine the smoke density prduced in hu c' rr-

/ bhust i.n test, a photomet ric m-asure-sent is carried
out above the shaft furnace (VIA] U472/804/1 C) ice-ri-

POAH(A) , ~ - ing to l-ig.5, in the exhaust iir flu,,. !his prcoc -
2dure has he*en definied in ai tactary sj~tct<u

An int.,rnational spacitication is under conisiO<r~-
tion. The readings obtained by this method (Lir-
cent age light transmission) show good etproducibi 1-

POAH(9) lity when the airflow rate is held constant. Aiti,-t
1 Point ofm solight does not interfereli.

ext

PPO

00 2 burningjtimml

LFig. 4
B51rnt 1,-nqthnof bunche~d conduct:ersa in the vertical
shaft furnace test as a function of burning time

'tbsts -)n cable s, individuailly and bunched

T7he gre-it aidvantages f4 the new halogen-free ccr-
pe~unds, in particular the thermoplastic ones, am-
paired with PE, PVC and halrgen-containinig el.- to-
mers, are clearly manifest in fire tests cat-c ed
nut an cables. This is true fo~r tests made on sin-
gle cables with the Bunsen burner (IEC 332;
VD ' 0472,'804, test type A o r III as well is in par-
ticular fo r the qroupod ranfigurit ions (llO-E-181,
and in the vert ir-al shaft turnace, test )(-ordinq
to VDlE 0472 Firt 804, test ftye (,).

The. new thermoplast ic ma.-terii-us pass such severe
teost s even under d if ficulIt eand i t ) 'na s.uc-h ,as . d,- datis itt% d, tor i n it ieu on t he ve t leai Ah i a
certain constructions with rnn-i l.imu-retaridant in- for,1, wec
s ulat ion ma-terials baised ,n I'll, XIF .r em :FR)
whereas PVC-insulated cables, do) ni t paos I hesetests
and l iberate large vmount a aot ae'okc and acst
gas when exposed tofie

'The t es t res.ult s arr s h, e it n ltI- 3
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Fig .n sh lws the smokc -A.nsitv, is turtt n ;t lis, meters (percentage of carksoxyhaenmrqlobin in ti-i
r-'c-rded f r VC iniIa c 'it-i ind 1r iri eg., I hio'% I hes neut ral t est results now exi st fr
ooet: -'rr-inc, h ,I-m',n-trio, 'cable Th. ir~'t-,bi.-- discussed in this p-,P r .r, o,-

f' r the-ir nliiieto.xic risk.

1 t~"'!r o- r nsmii-1znpf-rformancr- during ficam-

* ~For dcc t p-st abe vriu soci f icat ions

so do'tinc. funet io-ni! int,-qrity in thce -)sc, of fire 'is
c apibi I ilty, of ous iinin,; an applied .clt aqe be-

T - 7PCCal Ien th -cable- Conduct ors". 'Iis fe. tur, of "'in-
60 so, -it >o, -ro,':- vloion' corrospondents tor the act ual
60 unct Inil tas k -1 in electric power caible .

Indr r '-gmuni. i.* i-cs ova-e caio h7s must

40 1i 1t f 1nr A'riied trangq- -f txpoct 'i ir
rm in'- rtecitrermnto suh s:

Pieotrc ot-oth rc-,te t h-i 6c, Volts con-

20doctor C ,Jc(t-r iox,nq, t r rcuit,
'-ii Iinq ('urrent
l nsula-t i,-n resist n(-,- k- wcc-n -nduct-ors at

4% H Cable :__ \..e 1, 1n (, kC)hms n -n -d ivc en i r-rf the microphone

0 5 10 15 min 20 eni rolizirlo currtr )o
C Y-tlk--it t-nu3t i-n ''ic ir-uit inteorify)

__ __ __ __ __ __ _ 1for- PC-%lt -Ia-'t 2(, dAR
Fig. 6 fbr -,ni'e siinals' f-i-ut 7)'1 dP

Smoke density as a tunction o)f tim, during the Inr dl
t 1] It~Ul frcrls h7-

combustion test )A

rulfilment )I these -'r similair rt-gire mer's over -i
give(-n per--rd of time (2n minutes cnertd~

Nn-corrosi'e nat urE, of the combustion gases staind ird, but 2 hoursz ii sO be-nj a >5idt rJ d

acualytqirixi orlv f,-r elu 't
Haleqen-free material-, must not release any corro- with emeorgency runn~nci spc-cil it ions ircuit ir.-
sive gases when they are exposed to fire . T h is i s te'gr ity
verified according to VDEO'i by exposing the ma-
terials to 800 TC tempe'rature in a current of air. rnhe ot -o ii' indoor irs ta 1'ot1in. cb opresr-
The pH-value must not drop below 4 in this test, red in this paper do- not ha-c: in% ons t r uct i'lr,
and the electrical conductivity must not rise abovt features- which juart-intefc part iculreran\'--
100 LLS/cm. This requires that the materials shall ning times. >*-vorthless, those ca bles h-ive- scene
not contain any appreciable amounts of sulphur, "inherent emerqency running charactkcrisiiCS" in
phosphorus or nitrogen compounds which form acid accordance, with the use oM suit ible maiterials.
or otherwise corrosive decompesit ion products when
exposed to fire. The ev-aluut ion of Ii0 crtbust ion tests (VOl 047?

804,"Fcst Ci on cableo t ypo T-H(St ) HBx2xO, 8 wit h

Low toxicity POAH mateor ialI isc above, "Cabl o Const ruct ions" )
showed, that 73,5,c of the conducto)r pairs were

Hobt cotmbustion gases are always deleterious for still functioning after 20 minutes flime exposure.

lung respiration. As far as cooled combustion gas-
es present in a rocom are concerned, it is important Fire Ballast
to avoid or at least greatly reduce toxic conipo-
nents. By virtue of the freedom fromY haloigen comt- In interior installa-tions cables run adjacenit iy -

pounds, caustic components are missing in the com- horizontal or vortical bunches. The devastatinq
bust ion gases. In the case ot smouldering fires, effects of cable fires have been .d~qualtlv de-
carbon monoxide also requires special attention as scribod in the published literature. Suitable test
possibly produced toxic comnponent. Proaduct ion of procedures (e.g. VDE- 0472, Part 804) simulate ca-
carbon monoxide is reduced to, a minimum for the ble bunch fires. By "fuse cord" tehaviour', coble
competunds with metal hycdroxidesq. runs can propxtut oethe fire to other sect ions of the

system. 'Two materlial-spel't ii' caluses lead t, this
Pyrolysis products are generated at 600 'C in a pro- fire behaviour:
ci-duro which has bee-n standardized according to
DIIN" and they are checked according to DIN"'. Very o The specific aoii value of on,- liter
direct assessments are possible on the baksisof bi"- (ltfin'(m' ) of cable material.
loqical tests carried out by a medical research in- n 'The fus' cord ci feet , i.e-. 5(ell-sustaiinod ii-

it iitute"1, in which the survival of test anima-lswas near prop -aat ion alona the cah' at ter extinc-
'ibsenved by monitoring certain physbolrxjical para- tion ot the origina: source of ignition.
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The fire ballast is the total thermal energy con- 'The classical cable insulation materials PE and PVO
tained in the material present in a room, which can have been inclu~ded in the diagram for comparison.
be released by ignition. From this diagram it is evident that various chci-

ces of materials with the specified volum-specific
The volume-specific combus;tion valu,-s (soecific ca- combustion values, the fire ballast values for tht-
loric values) for some the rmoplastic non cross- complete cable can range from 3 to 8 K4l/m.
linked cable insulation materials are listed in the TIhe technically most appropriate and the lowest
following table 4 of approximate values: cost version are emphasized in Fig.7.

Table 4 Fig. 8 shows the cable fire ballast v'alues. pcr me-
_______ ___________________ _______ ter for the various number of conductor pairs,from

Abbreviate Material Type Usdfor 7ombust ion these standardized cable tyoes T-YY and I-H..
Material value
Designat i _______________

I M3W8
PE Polyethylene 'Conductors 44 m

jSheath 7 F-Ht'
PVC olyvinyichioride Conductorsi 30/27 - rt

Shieath 602mI

PPO voified polyphen- Conductors 40 Z
_______ylene oxide ____

POAHi-lFR2) olyolefine cope- Conductors~ 27 11Hwt
P0AH(HFR3) lymer aluminium Conductors~ 224Q2mIn
POAH(H-M2) hydroxide _____ A __21__3

Fig.7 shows cable fire ballast values (141/m) per2Spcfcalricvuefo
r-unning meter of a standard cable type for indoor PVC - acket-27 WJit
installation which has 80 conductor pairs and star 1 -crs 2 J
quad bunched stranding. These values represent the Hake21M1

total released thermal energy, on complete -cosbust io n 0- I
of one meter of cable. 0 20 40 60 80 100OPairs

Pig. 8

5 Calorific values per meter of cable for %'irio)us
number of conductor pairs accordinoi to V'.'D 0817)

9
7 cabletype: I-YY and I-til (non-haloqenated).

6 B5 VIDE /Combustion factor
5 8 DE h he halogen-f roe safety cob&les discussed in this

N 85 paper are difficult to burn, by definition, In:1 t other words, they are self-uenchinq when no Ion-
ger exposed to combustion-sustaining fire. They

3 V)Cq 0 ) S passethe bunch test in the furnace with ribte
CvN VN n burner according to vot: 0472.

21 i X PVC cables are completc I burnt -out at ter a few
03 020.2 02 .2 Q2 0,2 03 minutes. Burning mater, il flows dow't off Pl- cables.

Ecoomca Opt ssin] In the case of halogen-free safety cables, n t he
ha~7 ~fr..average 2/3 of the upper combustion test length is

still undamaged by fire after 20 minutes test du-
ration.

Fig. 7 For calculating the fictive fire, ballast of certiin

Calorific values per meter of cable 8Ox2tcO,6 room volume, a distinction must be made bektween:
insulation wallthickness 0,2 mm and 0,3 mm a) the sum of the rcilculated potential fire
cable tyM'according to VDE 0815 l-YY resp. I-HH ballast cnnstributions (according to Fiql.8),

and

h) the tot il thermal energy which can be releriscxlA
in a real situation by fire 3gnitt~n.
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T' determine the actually releasable thermal ener- Unrestricted installation buried in the ground,
gy, the potential cable fire ballast values must with undefined environmental moisture, can be
be multplied by so-called combustion factors (s) chieved in cable engineering ,nly by using metallic
which are less than or at most equal to one. barriers for water vapour (aluminium layer sheath,

corrugated metal sheath,etc. ). In such crntruct i,r
Combustion factor for: intimate union between the metallic layer and the
PVC and PE cables s = 1 overlying plastic sheath is always achieved by
H cables in vertical runs s- 0.3 to 0,6 suitable choice of sheath material and manutacturing
H cables in horizontal runs s - 0.1 to 0.3 technique. Cily by this means is it possible to ob-

tain the required moisture exclusion factor of 200
Vertical positioning of cable bunches leads to the or greater, as compaired to solid PE-sheath.
more serious conditions in the case of fire. The
thermal energy of the external supporting fire and The same technique as for PE can be used for extru-
the initiated local cable combustion ballast are dable non-crosslinked halogen-free cable sheath
additive in this case. 'The total heat rises and material of the kind described above. In this man-
flows around the higher cable sect ions, so that the ner it is possible to manufacture halogen-free ca-
cable extinguishes at greater distance from 'he bles on conventional sheathing plant. The moisture
source of ignition, than in the c se of horizontal exclusion factor of these cables is at least 200.
cable positioning.

Halogen-free cables with high moisture exclusion
factors are installed in industrial plant where the

Behaviour in mi.,itur, Invironment individual builings are scattered over the factory
premises and the halogen-free indoor cables can al-

The specifications for indoor installation tele- so be buried underground for direct mutual link-up
communications cables (VDE 081511982) call for of the various stations without numerous transition
different conductor insulation and cable sheath ma- sleeves for a system using separate indoor and un-
terials according to the nature of the operating derground cables.
locat io,' environment:

Moistureexclusion factors of at least one thousand
Operating are achieved in practice. Such halogen-free indoor
location A B C cables are fully equivalent to normal underground
environmen cables with regard to prevention of watel porneation.

dry, damp] dry, damp dry damp

in under in 'und ,t in undt r
p1 icst Or p1 Ist "'r plaster

permanent out- prmanent out-
door instal- door instal- -
lation lation

short dis-
t ance bur ied
run

Material ENtoe
Mtoai PB PVC "halogen-f re. . .

This classification according to the operational
environment (A, B and C) is conditioned by the
property of the utilized plastic material, to ab- ! vH2  _ -70

0
C

sorb and iass-t rough water vapour from the imme-
diate environment, i.e. by the fact that moisture C1112[XH2

can permcatthr,ugh the cable sheath into the core
of the cable.

Water vapour permeat ion measurements carried out on
membrane-type films as well as on complete cable Fig. )

sheaths for various installation materials, have measurinq arrangement "Moisture Fxclusion Factor"

led to the following typical results in mutual
agreement. 'l'ht itt' 1r teU aluminium i, sh'ritt ,d\,nt t.eous-

- lv ,.in-ns th inhe ,,nt em,,roeicy I unr in4 bI.ha-
!.aterial PB PVC "halogen-free" vlour to give longer emergency running times in th-

water vapour I 25 33 times the case ,I i ir,..

ltrma f diffusion rate
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Manufacturing Application fields Utilizer
'fLtnne'ls thderground railways, t rat fic

The new cable materials can be processed in con- control installatyions

ventional extrusion lines (15 to 25 D, with water-

cooling through) as customarily used for PVC and PE. Underground mining Ventilation shafts, feed shafts,
mining safety insallat ions, ore

No plant capital investments are necessary for vul- and cable mining
canization and crosslinking, such as boilers for Towers Transmitter towero, airport con-
(V-1ines. The absence of such work steps saves enei- trol towerF
gy (such as high pressure steam).

It is a distinct advantage that typical telecommu- Haloqen-free safety cables are now boino used pre-
nications cables cores with their marry thinly insu- dominantly in the application fields listed above,
lated conductors do not need to be exposed to the where staff saiety requirements are an important
heat and pressure stresses resulting from sheath factor and a high concentration 1f equipr-nt value
vulcanisation processes. Thus high-performance or exists.
special cable cores with PE, cellular PE, foam skin
PE, fused discs, etc. as required for PCM, carrier
frequency or coaxial cables for indoor purposes,
can be protected too by highly flame-retardant
sheaths w'thout impairing their geometry and signal '.nclusions

transmission performance. Haloqen-free safety cables for indoor telecommuni-
Radiation-induced crosslinking of the protective cation systems are now past the stage of prl-
shathiatn-iducedacroceinuine ofithe ptedcte mary development., ley have been standardized in a
sheath material is ai proedure which is used occa- first national specification. In order not to hin-
sionally. Such irradiation is not required for the der further technologlical advances and fulfilment
new cables discussed in this paper. This constitu- of economic requirements in this field, the stan-
tes a further cost saving factor because equipment dard specification has deliberately not yet stipu-
for generating high energy radiation is not re- lated the material type and is so far confined to
quirod. a qener- I ramework of safety and signal transmission

The costs for 'rosslinking activators and crosslink- performance requirements. These general requir-ments can be fulfilled:
ing qents ire ivoidted too. Powerful drives are re-

quired for processing on the extruder plants. The o 0-i the one hand by using crosslinked materials
screws should produce a low compression, of the first generation

Optimization of the screw design is recommended for o 0n the other hand by usinq the neowr second go-
best extrusion quality and high ejection rates. For neration non-crnsslinked h,ermoplist ic materiils.
specific requirements, special low compression two-
zone screws have been developed" In this report the "second qenerat ion material" has;

been discussed with respect to its suitibilitv tor
standardized indoor cables. St indard specificat ion

cables have been realized therewith which pass so-

Fi~lds of Application for Cables vere fire tests, do not drip in the case ot fire,
are self-quenching and produce little smoke and n,

Tlhe generic term "indoor" refers to enclosed re- halogen compounds in the combustion smoke. They in-
Thens in general, for which escape of combustion volvo neqligible toxic risk and their electrical
products is restricted, i.e. this term is not lim - performance is at least equal to that of convent to-
prduts buisdies d inal cables. Since no crosslinking process steps are
ted to buildings, required during manufacture, the improved economic

consideration for these cables are another factor
Indoor installatior are involved for the following promoting their extensive use. This is another cOn-
applic,,tions: tribution towards improved safety in the "plastics

Application fields Utilizer age".
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AD POC(-7
LARGE SCALE FIRE TESTS OF BUILDING RISER CABLES

S. Kaufman E. E. Smith L. J. Pr'ibyla
J. L. Williams

Bell Laboratories Bell Laboratories* Underwriters Laboratories
Norcross, Georgia Norcross, Georgia Northbrook, Illinois

and
Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio

Abstract The important change sought by this
proposal is the requirement that a recog-

The National Electrical Code requires nized testing laboratory such as Under-
that riser cables have sufficient fire writers Laboratories determine that the
thatsisane cso thvewil s ie fire cables do not spread fire from floor to
resistance so they will not spread fire floor. In order for Underwriters Labors-

from floor to floor in a shaft. Fire
tests were conducted as the initial task tories to List or Classify cables as meet-

in developing a test method for determin- ing this requirement, a standardized fire

ing compliance with the Code. The tests test must be adopted. A program to

provided data on the flame propagation develop a standardized test has been
characteristics of riser-cables in a simu- initiated. The program consists of* chracerisicsof rsercabls i a smu- several tasks to develop and analyze

lated riser shaft, the design of which was applicable tests conditions and assess the

based on information from a field survey. asiblt ad ndifo the t est The
Thedat inicaed hatwit a arg igi- feasibility and need for the test. The

The data indicated that with a large igni- initial task consisted of conducting fire
tion source, simulating burning combusti- tests to provide data on the flame props-

bles in a shaft without fire stops, some t to cracteist of rie ae p noa
cabls prpagted ire romfloo togation characteristics of riser cable ina

cables propagated fire from floor to simulated riser shaft. This paper reports
floor; others, utilizinq newer fire resis- the data obtained in carrying out this

tive materials, did not exhibit the same task.

propensity to promulgate fire., task.

nto i This task was carried out in two
Introduction phases. The first phase consisted of a

Riser cables have a potential for field survey of telephone cable riser

spreading fire in buildings. In order to shafts. A cross section of buildings

reduce this potential to an acceptable built from 1973-1980 in several geographi-

level, the National Electrical Code
1 re- Cal areas of the country were Visited to

quires that communications cables "in a determine field conditions such as shaft

vertical run in a shaft shall have a fire- size, number of cables, size of flooropenings and materials stored in the riser
resistant covering capable of preventing closets.

the carrying of fire from floor to floor."

Although the intent of the Code is quite The second phase consisted of full
clear, the Code does not specify the means scale fire testing. The information ob-
of determining compliance; it neither taied from the field survey was used to
specifies a test method nor requires raind fre t fility was used"listing" of cables by a recognized test- design a fire test facility which modeled
" laboratory. a riser shaft and to choose typical cableing configurations. The tests were carried

In order to clarify the Code, the out jointly by Bell Laboratories and

Telephone Group has proposed the following Underwriters Laboratories at the fire test

for Section 800-3(b) of the 1984 National facility in Bell Laboratories, Chester,

Electrical Code. New Jersey.

"Communications wires and cables, both Field Survey

metallic conductor and optical fiber Bell Labortories, assisted in part by
types, in a vertical run in a shaft Underwriters Laboratories, conducted a
shall be listed as having fire-resis- survey of seventeen buildings in Atlanta,
tant characteristics capable of pre- Chicago, Miami and New York They ranged
venting the carrying of tire from floor Ciao im n e ok hyrne
to floor." in size from a 4 story library in Atlanta

to the World Trade Center in New York and
the Sears Tower in Chicago, both 110
stories. The riser shafts in these build-

*Summer (1980) Employee ings are a series of vertically aligned
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rooms connected by holes or slots for the A propane burner was chosen to simu-
passaqe of cable, late a fire from stored materials. The

burner was located on the floor of the
Various holes and slots were encoun- shaft adjacent to the cable slot (Figure

tered (Figure 1). Holes, many of them 3). The flow rate of propane was adjusted
fire-stopped, were found in approximately so that the ignition fire was not large
two-thirds of the building3. The slots in enough to cause fire propagation from
the remaining third were usually I foot floor to floor in the absence of cables,
deep by 2 feet wide. Fire stopping of the while it was large enough to impose a
slots occurred infrequently. In several radiant flux sufficient to cause rapid
cases the shaft was shared with other ignition on a significant amount of cable.
utilities. The typical size of a shaft Simply put, the ignition source could not
devoted exclusively to telephone usage was be too large nor too puny.

4 to 5 feet by 8 to 10 feet. The number
of riser cables in the shaft generally Construction Details
varied from 1 to 5, with the exception
that the largest buildings had up to 12 The frame of the test facility was
cables in a slot. Many of the shafts were constructed with Unistrut® channel iron.
used for storage of materials such as The corner in which the slots are located
office supplies, Christmas decorations, was lined, floor to ceiling, with high
files and paint, temperature ceramic fiber insulation board

extending four feet from the corner. The
top four feet of all walls were also lined
with this board. The remaining lining was
1/2 inch gypsum wall board, as was the
four foot high draft shield above the
ceiling slab.

4 FT 8 INCH

< CONCRETE

12 FT

FIGURE 1. FLOOR PENETRATIONS - ELONGATED SLOT,
REGULAR SLOT, 4 INCH HOLES AND TEST CABLES

4 INCH HOLES WITH PIPE SLEEVES.

Fire Test Facility

A four by eight by twelve foot high BURNER
compartment (Figure 2) simulating a sec-
tion of a riser shaft was constructed 3FT
inside the Bell Labs large scale fire test I
building. The compartment had one by two
foot slots, one directly above the other. - .
Slots were chosen for cable penetration
rather than the more commonly used holes
because a large slot will allow fire to
propagate from floor to floor more readily
than a small hole. Likewise, fire stops FIGURE 2. FIRE TEST FACILITY - SIMULATED RISER SHAFT
were not used. Three full size (2700
pair) cables were selected as a represen-
tative cable loading.
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Burner

Propane gas was fed through a 1/2"
pipe ended in a 1/2" pipe elbow with the
opening pointed to the center of a disper-
sion plate supported 3" above the floor.
A propane flow of 0.1m3/min at 25°C pro-
vides a heat input rate of approximately
145 kW which is roughly equivalent to the
average rate of heat release of a 20 pound
wood crib over the first 10 minutes after
ignition.

The "steady state" upper layer tem-
peratures in the compartment were not af-
fected by placement of the burner. The
burner was placed adjacent to the slot as
near the cable as possible. Adjustment of
the lower duct in the flow opening was
necessary to eliminate cross flow of air
in order to get a stable, vertical-rising
plume. Orientation of the burner and
cable was critical since the radiant heat
received by the lower section of the cable
was determined by the relative position of
the cable and plume. Even though the
cables were heated by radiant and convec-
tive heat from the ignition source, flames
from the ignition source did not impinge
on the cable. To provide a positive igni-
tion source similar to the small flame
associated with flying flaming embers in a
trash fire, a small pilot flame was intro-
duced to the surface of the cable in the
area facing the source fire at two minutes

Figure 3. Photograph of the inside of the after the source fire was started.
fire test facility during a calibration
test. The ignition source, approximately Selection of Test Conditions
four feet high, is adjacent to the slot.

Operating conditions for full-scale

testing were selected, based on the
following considerations. The fire source

A four by six foot high access door should be: 1) located to simulate a fire
was put in the eight foot side adjoining of stored materials, i.e., flames not
the slot. In the wall opposite the access impinging on the cable, but close enough
door, a two by two foot Pyrex® glass ob- that the radiant heat flux from the source
servation window was installed to allow fire will reach 30 kW/m2 over a signifi-
observation of the fire. cant area of each cable in order to insure

rapid ignition, 2) of an intensity to
Thermocouples were arranged to mea- raise the temperature of gases coming

sure the temperature of gases leaving the through the upper slot close to, but not
compartment through the upper slot; the exceeding, the flash ignition temperature
temperature and temperature distribution of wood, approximately 250'C. 2 When tem-
in a horizontal plane three inches below peratures through the slot exceed 250°C
the top slab; the vertical temperature and wood products are in the upper com-
distribution along the center line of the partment, fire could spread through the
compartment; and the temperature distribu- slot even if cable were absent.
tion along the cable, one inch from the
surface of the center cable. Calibration tests using steel pipe in

place of cable showed that a propane flow
The temperatures of the gases in the rate of 0.1 m 3/min meets the temperature

slot were used to assist in determining if criteria yielding a temperature of approx-
flame had propagated from floor-to-floor. imately 230°C of the gases issuing from
Temperatures of 400"C or higher were used the upper slot (Figure 4). Heat flux
as an indication of flame passage through radiometer measurements of propane flames
the slot. of the size used here have shown that the

radiant heat flux to adjacent surfaces
exceeds 30 kW/m 2 .
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The selection of the number of cables
(3) was based on typical numbers of cable __....

found in the field study and the number .
required to give inter-cable radiation 06
under fire exposure. A set of preliminary TEST 02
tests conducted using one, two and three
cables showed that during the first 10 to
15 minutes when the initial cable burning
occurred, and then subsided, the cable's
contribution to the total fuel load was L

not of major significance.

Cables Tested

Three different types of riser cables
were used in these tests: 1) vintage 1960
cable with pulp insulated conductors and a
bonded alvyn sheath that was state-of-the- p

art in fire resistance in 1960, 2) vintage a i 23 3S 43
1980 cable with pulp insulated conductors TIM4E (MINUTES)
and a bonded alvyn sheath that is state- EFFLUENT TEMPERRTURE, 1 360 CABLE
of-the-art in fire resistance today, and 145 kW IGNITION SOURCE

3) a new riser cable' with flame retardant FIGURE 4

plastic insulated conductors and the same
sheath as the 1980 vintage pulp insulated minutes, the test was conducted for a
conductor cable. In bonded alvyn sheath total of 40 minutes. Over the last 21
the corrugated aluminum shield is adhe- minutes the temperature remained fairly
sively bonded to the vinyl (PVC) jacket. constant (200-240*C).

Both pulp insulated cables were full
size (3-1/4 inch diameter, 2700 pairs),
while the plastic insulated cable con- I--_.__
tained 1800 pairs. The 1960 vintage PVC E'ST t
jacket compound contained antimony triox- TS 1
ide flame retardant and had an oxygen
index of 25%. The 1980 vintage PVC has an
oxygen index of 31% and is similar to the

compound used for inside wiring and " TEST 01
switchboard cable jacket.4 The new riser ,.. -'

cable has a dual insulation of foamed .

polyethylene with a PVC skin as described
by Dillow and Dougherty)3

Results I _______________

1960 Vintage Cable

Two tests on three 5 metre lengths of a to. 28 20 4
cable were conducted at a heat input rate TIME (MINUTES)
of approximately 145 kW. In approximately EFFLUENT TEMPERRTURE, 1968 CABLE
10-12 minutes the flame had propagated the 120 kW IGNITION SOURCE
entire length of the cables and passed FIGURE 5
through the I x 2 foot opening in the top
of the test building. The average temper-
atures of the effluent gases out the upper 1980 Vintage Cable
slot versus time are illustrated in Figure
4. Temperatures over 400*C are indicative A total of six tests were conducted
of flame passing through the slot. on this type of cable at a heat input rate

of 145 kW. In five of the six tests, the
Three tests were conducted using a maximum height of flame varied between six

heat input rate of approximately 120 kW. and ten feet. Anomalous flame travel was
At this lower rate, two samples carried noted in one test in which the flame
flame through the opening in approximately propagated through the opening (12 feet)
9-12 minutes while the maximum flame and the effluent gas temperature exceeded
height on the third sample was less than 400°C. The typical temperature behavior
nine feet. The average temperatures of (including the sixth sample) of three of
the effluent gases versus time are shown these tests are shown in Figure 6.
in Figure 5. Even though the temperature
trace of the third sample terminates at 19
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The test results for all cables are
TEST summarized in Table 1.

TEST 95TABLE I

TT- *13 Heat Release Maximum

Cable Rate kW Outlet Temp. (°C)

1960 120 Over 400 0 8 min.

Pulp 120 Over 400 @ 10 min.

Riser 120 240 @ I1 min.

S,.L I , 1 I 145 Over 400 @ 8 min.

TIME (MINUTES)
EFFLUENT TEHPERRTURE. 1980 CRLE 145 Over 400 @ 12 min.

145 kW IGNITION SOURCE

FIGURE 6
1980 145 270 @ 25 min.

Even though the temperature of the
effluent gases of the sixth sample did not Pulp 145 295 @ 27 min.
show a major temperatire difference from
the other tests during the first 30 Riser 145 365 @ 27 min.
minutes of the test, a review of the
complete temperature profile shows that 145 Over 400 @ 34 min.
the temperatures near the cables in the
lower portion of the fire compartment 145 250 @ 8 min.
during this test were 400 to 500'C hotter
than any other test. A review of the data 145 345 @ 27 min.
and the video tapes do not indicate the
reason for this temperature difference.

New Riser 145 335 @ 23 min.
New Riser Cable

Since the diameter of this 1800 pair Summr

cable was only 2.5 inches, four 5 metre Fite tests on riser cables were
lengths of cable were used in the test in conducted as the initial task of a program
order to keep constant the surface area of to develop a standardized test method for
cable jacket which was heated by the iqni- determining compliance with the Code. The
tion source. As shown by the plot of the tests provided data on the flame propaga-
effluent gas temperature in Figure 7, this tion characteristics of riser cables in a
cable performed similarly to the 1980 simulated riser shaft without fire stops.
vintage pulp cable, which is consistent With an ignition source that was large,
with the cables having identical sheaths, but insufficient to cause propagation of

fire from floor-to-floor without cable,I " early vintage cable ptopagated fire from
TEST 07 floor-to-floor whereas cables with newer

fire resistant materials did not exhibit
the same flame spreading characteristics.

This investigation was undertaken for
the purpose of providing information for
the development of a test method, and has
not resulted in Classification, Listing,
Recognition or Follow-Up Service of any
product or material by Underwriters
Lahoratories.
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ADPOC(Xifi
A NEW FLAME RESISTANT, HIGH TEMPERATURE,

CROSS-LINKED PO YPPOPYLTNE COMPOUND INSULATED WIRE

Hideo Suzuki Tadao Fatahira Nohuvasu Sato Kazuji Ishi

Fulikura Ltd.
Fakura-shi, Cihia-ken, 285, Japan

Abstract improved by cross-linking.
Recently the wire industry has been

Polypropyleni. although possesing inher- renuired to upgrade the flame resistance
ent mechanical t gqhntss and a high crys- of low cost insulating materials as well
talline rcltina point, is generally seen to as mechanical and thermal properties.
be an unsuitable material for an irradiated For imparting excellent flame resistance
cross-linkable polyolefine, primarily to a polymer,large amounts of flam retard-
because of poor resistance to degradation ants are added to the polymer and these
of the polymer by irradiation and oxida- additives reduce the mechanical properties
tion. of the insulation. Even cross-linked

We have developed a flame resistant polymers are not exclucic from deteriora-
irradiated cross-linked polypropylene tion of their mechanical properties by add-
insulation. ing flame retardants.

-' here are two principal steps in devel- There are some cases where cross-linked
oping flame resistant irradiated cross- polyethylene insulation or cross-linked
linked polypropylene insulation. polyvinylchrolide insulation while posses-
One is the application of a functional ing excellent flame resistance dose not
monomer to prevent the degradation of poly- meet the severe requirements of mechanical
propylene by radiation dose, the other is and thermal properties. These problems
the blend of thermoplastic elastnmer to especially occur when insulation thick-
improve the elongation property of cross- ness is thin.
linked polypropylene.- For this reason it has been necessary

The resultant croA.>-,inked polypropylene to develop new flame resistant cross-
insulated wire meets the reouirements of linked insulations which have more excel-
the U.L.VW-l flame test and U.L. rated 150 lent mechanical and thermal properties
'C wire specifications, than the properties of flame resistant

This insulation is superior to cross- cross-linked polyethylene(FRXLPE) insula-
linked polyethylene insulation in mechani- tion or cross-linked polyvinylchloride
cal properties at the rated temperature, (FRXLPVC) insulation.
for instance, tensile strength and the U.L. Polypropylene, although possesing inher-
penetration test. ent mechanical toughness and a high crys-

This paper discusses the flame resistant talline melting point, is generally seen
polypropylene compound for irradiated to be an unsuitable material for an irra-
cross-linking and the properties of its diated cross-linkable polyolefin, primarily
insulated wire developed by our company. because of poor resistance to degradation

by irradiation and oxidation.
But polypropylene is essentially classified
as a polymer of cross-linking type.

Introduction If a cross-linked polypropylene insulation
could be developed, it is forecast that

For many years the wire industry has cross-linked polypropylene would have
worked to upgrade the high temperature better mechanical and thermal properties.
performance of low cost insulating materi- From the view point of utilizing excel-
als. lent characteristics in polypropylene, we

One technique that has been developed is have studied the cross-linking of poiy-
cross-linking by irradiation, such as propylene and developed a flame resistant
cross-linked polyethylene and cross-linked irradiated cross-linked polypropylene(FRXL
polyvinylchrolide. This achievement has PP) insulation.
been generally applied not only to hook-up This cross-linked polypropylene insula-
wires but also to products in other fields, tion is designed to meet the requirements
for example, shrinkable tubes and highly of the U.L.VW-l flame test and U.L. rated
expanded plastics. 1501C wire specifications.

It is well known the thermal properties Our investigation, and the resulting
and mechanical properties of polymers are data will be discussed in three phases:
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1) Basic components of the flame resistant
polypropylene compound for irradiated Table 2
cross-linking; 2) Irradiated cross-linking
of flame resistant polypropylene; Polypropylene used
3) Physical properties of FRXLPP insula- in FRXLPP insulatin
tion, and the comparison of FRXLPP insula-
tion and FRXLPE insulation in some mecha- Density Melt Tensile Flongatior
nical characteristics. index strength

A brief explanation of each will reveal
some of the FPXLPP insulation properties. g/cm 3  g/10min kg/mm 2

Basic components 0.91 1.5 3.2 600

A flime resistant polypropylene com-
pound for irradiated cross-linking is com-
posed of many components. These compo- Flame retardants
nents should be used in a proper combina-
tion in consideration of their workability. FRXLPP insulation is designed to meet

Basic components are described here. the requirements of the U.L.VW-l flame
test. Vertical flame tests are often em-

Polypropylene ployed to evaluate the flame resistance
characteristics of wire insulation on a

Polypropylene is essentially classified more critical basis. Tests of this type
as a polymer of the cross-linking type as are more severe than the horizontal method.
shown in Table 1. Many kinds and different additive quanti-

ties of flame retardants were investigated
to get the FRXLPP insulation capable of
meeting the requirements of the U.L.VW-I

Table I flame test.
The conbination of a halogen containing

Classification of radiation effect additive and antimony trioxide was found
on polymers to be most effective in imparting excellent

flame resistance to the FRXLPP insulation.Tps Cross-linking Degrade'tionStblzr

types types
Polypropylene has poor resistance to

-H- Polyethylene - degradation by oxidation because of its

molecular structure, and the break down by
C113 Polypropylene Polyiso- oxidation is accelerated when copper makes

3 buthylene contact with polypropylene.

-C6 H5  Polystylene Polymethyl- Therefore the stabilizers for polypropylene
stylene should be carefully tested so as to main-

-tain a long life for the insulation at high-,-OCEI 3 Polymethyl- Polymethyl- temperatures. As there are few documents.... acrylate methacrylate on stabilizers for cross-linked polypro-

-C-NH2 Polyacrylamide Polymethacryl- pylene at high temperature, several kinds
6 amide of stabilizers have been tested in order to

clarify the ageing resistance of cross-
-Cl Polyvinyl- Polyvinyliden- linked polypropylene containing these

chloride chloride stabilizers.

-OR Polyvinylallyl- Antioxidants and copper inhibitors were
ester added to polypropylene as stabilizers.

Alkylated phenol and ester containing
sulfur, as Distearyl thiodipropionate, are
generally used in an antioxidant system.
It is well known that ester containing

We have tried to cross-link several sulfur has a synergistic effect on anti-
kinds of polypropylene which have differ- oxidant action with alkylated phenol.
ent molecular designs, but the difference In case of FRXLPP insulation the same syn-
of efficiency of cross-linking has not ergistic effect has been observed, too.
been observed among the various types. Table 3 shows several kinds of anti-

Common polypropylene has been selected oxidants and copper inhibitors used in the
for the base polymer of FRXLPP insulation experiments. Many conbinations of these
and this polypropylene is ethylene copoly- antioxidants and copper inhibitors were
mer of the isotactic type. tested and the stabilizer system of FRXLPP

Table 2 shows the physical properties insulation has been selected from the
of the polypropylene used in FRXLPP insu- results of accelerated ageing tests.
lation.
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Table 3

Antioxidants and copper inhibitors used in the experiments

Tris[V-(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxy-phenyl)propionyl-
oxyethyl]isocianurate

Tetrakis[methylene-3(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)
propionate]methan

2,2-Thio[diethyl-bis-3(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyI)
propionate]

Antioxidants 1,3,5-Tris(3',5'-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxybenzoyl)
isocianurate

Distearyl thiodipropionate
Bis[2-methyl-4-(3-n-alkylthiopropionyloxy)-

5-t-butylphenyl]sulfide
1,3,5-trimethyl-2,4,6-tris(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-

hydroxybenzyl)benzene
Tris-(2-methyl-4-hydroxy-5-t-butylphenyl)butane

3-(N-Salicyloyl)amino-l,2,4-triazole
Copper N,N'-dibenzal-(oxalyl dihydrazide)

inhibitors Isophthalic acid bis(2-phenoxypropionyl hydrazide)
Commercial copper inhibitor of undisclosed structure

There were several undesired stabiliz- Table 4 Functional monomers

ers which resulted in disadvantages to FRX
LPP insulation. They prodused the follow- TMPTA Trimethylolpropane triacrylate
ing: 1) Changs in the color of the insula- TMPTM Trimethylolpropane trireth-
tion; 2) Foaming of insulation; 3) Inhibi- acrylate
tion of cross-linking. TEGDM Telraethylene glycol

Irradiated cross-linking of polypropylene dimethacrylate
TAC Triallyl cyanulate

There were many reports or patents con-
cerned with cross-linking of polypropylene, DAP Diallyl phtalate
but only the foamed polypropylene is used TEGDA Tetraethylene glycol
practically. diacrylate

The point at issue of cross-linking
polypropylene is its low resistance to
degradation by oxidation. Therefore pre-
venting degradation by oxidation should be
paid attention at the process of irradia-
tion in order to get cross-linked polypro- 60
pylene which can be used practically.

We have studied two methods to put
cross-linked polypropylene to practical
use. One is the addition of a functional
monomer and the other is the blending of a 50
thermoplastic elastomer.

Functional monomer

Degradation of polypropylene takes pre- a 40
cedence over cross-linking when it is irra-
diated in air. The irradiated raw polypro- % 4

pylene changes into a brittle material 0

which produces few gel at our initial 3
investigations. 0

The acceleration of cross-linking is
important to prevent the degradation of
polypropylene because cross-linking should L
take precedence over degradation. 0 0 10 15 20

We have investigated the introduction 5

of functional monomers as a accelerator of Additive quantity of TMPTM (PHR)

cross-linking for the purpose of prevent-
ing the degradation of polypropylene. Figure I Relation between the Fercent of
This technique is the same one as used in gel of polypropylene and the additive

cross-linking of polyvinylchloride. quantity of TMPTM
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Table 4 shows the functional monomers It is clear from the results of Figure
used in the investigation. 2 that the improvement of the elongation

The functional monomer which was most property of flame resistant cross-linked
effective was TMPTM . It had many active polypropylene insulation is needed to be
groups and was more effective in accelerat- used practically as insulation. We have
ing the cross-linking of polypropylene than investigated the need to add a kind of
the others investigated, polymer having elasticity in polypropylene

Figure 1 shows the relation between to improve the elongation property of FRXL
the percent of gel of polypropylene and the PP insulation.
acdditive auantitv of TMPTM.
It is clear from Figure 1 that the relation Table 5
between the percent of gel and the additive
quantity of TMPTM begins to reach equilib- Polymers used in the blend
rium when the additive quantity of TMPTM with polypropylene
amounts to 10 parts of TMPTM per 100 parts
of polypropylene. This means that the EVA Ethylene-vinylacetate copolymer
proper additive quantity of TMPTM is in the EEA Ethylene-ethylacrylate copolymer
range of 10-15 parts of TMPTM per 100 parts SEBS Stylene-ethylene-butylene-
of polypropylene. stylene block copolymer

E.kO Ethylene-,.olefin copolymer
Thermoplastic elastomer

The relation between the radiation dose Table 5 shows several kinds of polymers
and the elongation of cross-linked poly- used 5 th e winh oplepropylene insulation is shown in Figure 2. used in the blend with polypropylene.

We have studied the relation between the
radiation dose and the elongation of sever-

800 al kinds of FRXLPP insulations consisting

0 without flame of the polymer blends of each of those
retardant polymers with polypropylene.

/ with flame Every polymer, as shown in Table 5, has
retardant resulted in an improvement in the elongaton

600 property of FRXLPP insulation. Especially
SEBS has had a great effect.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the
radiation dose and the elongation of FRXLPP

c 400 insulation consisting of the blend of SEBS
with polypropylene. It is recognized from

aFigure 3 that SEBS has a great effect on
the improvement of the elongation property

0 of FRXLPP insulation.
200

0 Blend of SEBS with PP
PP only

0
Q 2 4 6 8 10 600

Radiation dose (Mrad) 600

Figure 2 Relation between the radiation
dose and the elongation of cross-linked
polypropylene insulation C0 400

There are the two relations in Figure 2.
One is the that between the radiation dose
and the elongation of cross-linked polypro- 0

pylene insulation which does not contain W 200
any flame retardant. The other is between
the radiation dose and the elongation of
cross-linked polypropylene insulation which
contains flame retardants to meet U.L.VW-l 0
flame test. 0 2 4 6 8 10

As shown in Figure 2, the elongation of Radiation dose (Mrad)
cross-linked polypropylene insulation de-
creases significantly with the radiation Figure 3 Effect of SEBS on
dose. In the case of cross-linked polypro- the elongation of FRXLPP insulation
pylene insulation containing flame retard-
ants, the deterioration of elongation was
especially noticeable.
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FRXLPP insulation has to maintain its They conform with the test methods for U.I.
excellent characteristics at high tempera- specifications.
ture over a long time. Several measurements were carried out,
We have studied the heat resistance of employing temperature as the parameter.
several kinds of FRXLPP insulations con-
sisting of the polymer blends of each of
those polymers as shown in Table 5 with Table 7 Testing specimens
polypropylene.

Insulation Conducter
Table 6 thickness

Percent of retentions of
elongatioio of FRXLPP insulations FRXLPP

insulated 0.8mm
wire AWG 22

Polymer EVA EEA SEBS E1O 0.4mm
blends with PP with PP with PP with PP _ _ _ _ _ _

________ ______ ______ ______FRXLPE

Elonga- insulated 0.8mm AWG 22

ton wire
%original 5 10 85 5

After7day
at 1800C

Table 8 Test methods
Table 6 shows the percent of retentions

of elongation of several kinds of FRXLPP
insulations consisting of polymer blends Item Method
after heat ageing at 180*C for 7days.
It can be seen from the results in Table 6
that only the polymer blend of SEBS with

polypropylene is able to resist heat age-
ing at 1801C for 7days. It is important Tensile test after U.L.-62

that the polymer used in the blend with heat aging
polypropylene has itself good resistance Tensile test after U.L.-62
to heat ageing. oil immersion

From the above mentioned results, SEBS U.L. flexibility test U.L.-62
has been selected as the polymer for bled-
ing to improve the elongation properties
of FRXLPP insulation. Heat shock test U.L.-62

Physical properties of FRXLPP insulation Cold bend test U.L.-62

We measured the physical properties of
FRXLPP insulation to explain its character- Vicat softening point ASTM D-1525

istics. At the same time, we measured the
physical properties of FRXLPF insulation to Toysion test ASTM D-1043
explain the different physical properties
between FRXLPP insulation and FRXLPE insu- Slow compression te st U.L.-62
lation.

These are summerised in the results
and discussion. Deformation test U.L.-62

Testing specimens Penetration test U.L.-62

Table 7 shows the testing specimens. Cutting test CSA standard
We prepared the specimens of FRXLPP insu-
lated wire to meet the requirements of U.L.
rated 1500C wire specifications, based on Flame test v.L.-62(VW-)

the above mentioned study. Also the spec;-
mens of FRXLPE insulated wire selected in Conductor corrosion U.L.-62
this case meet the requirements of TI.L.
rated 150*C wire specifications. Dielectric strength U.L.-62

Testing methods

Table 8 shows the testing methods.
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Table 9 Results of U.L. rated 150°C wire test methods

Results

Item Specification P B

t=o.8 t=0.4 t-0.8

Tensile strenqth > 1.05 1.6 1.5 1.3
(kg/mm) _ _ .

Unaged Elongation 150 240 240 270
(%)

After 7day Tensile strength > 70 100 110 120
air oven at (% original) _

180 0 C Elongation 65 85 82 85
(% original) .

After 96 hr Tense strength > 50 62 60 54
oil immersion (% original)
at 100°C Elongation > 50 55 62 56

(% original)

VW-l Flame test Pass Pass Pass

Cold bend test (-10°C x lhr) No crack None None None

Heat shock test (1801C x lhr) No crack None None None

Flexibility test after air
ovnaigNo crack None None Noneoven aging

Deformation test at 180C 50- 63 58 58

Conductor corrosion None None None

Dielectric strength test Unaged No break down NB NB NB

x imin) Aged No break down NB NB NB

Results Arrhenius' plot of both.

1) The results of U.L. test methods
SFRXLPP 0C

Table 9 shows the results of tests which 2.0 FRXI,PF
are published as the specifications of U.L. 220
rated 150°C wire. Both FRXLPE insulation t=0.8mc
and FRXLPP insulation meet all items. -200
They were tested over a short period of
time, but wire must have resistance against 2.2 180
longer ageing. To extrapolate heat resist-
ance over a long time, we took two -

Arrhenius' plots; one about the U.L. flexi- 160
bility test and the other, the percent of E
retention of elongation after heat ageing. . 2.4 140

The Arrhenius' plot of flexibility test
is given by plotting the times when the
cracks in the specimen's surface is caused 120
by wrapping a specimen around the mandrel 2.6
at the certain temperatures. __
The Arrhenius' plot of the percent of 1O)2 103 104 l05
retention of elongation after heat ageing Time (hr)
is taken by plotting the times when the
percent of retention of elongation after Figure 4 Arrhenius' plot of U.L.
heat ageing shows 65 %. flexibility test

Figure 4 and 'Figure 5 shows the
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ured.

FRXLPP °C Each of the resultant softening point is
2 .almost equal to those of polyethylene and2.0 FRXLPE -220 polypropylene. Therefore, these results

show that the Vicat softening point dependst=0.8mm 200 on its own basic polymer even in cross-

linked materials. Several properties
4' 2.2 180 mentioned later changed significantly

N N beyond the softening point.

o160
- Table 11 Vicat softening point

2.42.4 -140 FRXLPP FRXLPE

SN t=0.8mj t=0.4mm t=0.8mm

120 Temperature 121 - 81

2.6 (OC)

10, 10, 10 105
Time (hr)

Figure 5 Arrhenius'plot of percent of 0 FRXLPP t=0.8mm
retention of elongation , 160 S FRXLPP t=0.4mm

u t FRXLPE t=0.8mm
As both FRXLPE insulation and FRXLPP insu-
lation show similar curves of Arrhenius'
plots, the heat resistance of each is 120
almost on the same level.
According to these results, it is pressumed
that the useful life of FRXLPP insulation
is about 5000 hours at 1500C, and about
40000 hours at 125C. 80

As polypropylene is relatively brittle -4

at low temperatures, a cold bend test was
carried out in detail at temperatures which o
are lower than required by U.L. specifica- 0 o

tion. Table 10 shows the results of the 4 40
cold bend tests at -30°C and -601C.

Table 10 Results of the cold bend test 0 -20 0 20 40 60 80

FRXLPP FRXLPE Temperature (C)
emperature t=0.8mr ' t=0.4mm t=0.8mm Figure 6 elation between the

-30*C No crack No crack No crack apparent modulus of rigidity and
temperature

-60QC No crack No crack No crack

Figure 6 shows the relations between the
The FRXLPP insulation did not crack as apparent modulus of rigidity and tempera-
badly as the FRXLPE insulation ture. The apparent modulus of rigidity

It is recognized that the blended elastomer were measured by means of insulations.
has the effect of improving of' low tempera- It is recognized from these results that

ture brittleness of polypropylene. the apparent modulus of rigidity of FRXLPP
insulation is higher than that of FRXLPE
insulation, and, the lower temperature2) Vicat softening point, Torsion test falls, the larger the difference becomes.

To explain the characteristics of FRXLPP These results show that the mechanical

insulation, the Vicat softening point and strength of FRXLPP insulation is greater
the apparent modulus of rigidity were meas-FRXLPE insulation.ured. This characteristics depends on the poly-

Table ue shows the Vicat softening propylene used in FRXLPP insulation.
pointab 11 showscase the i tem t g a Higher Vicat softening point and apparent

points. In this case, the temperatures at modulus of rigidity are the characteristics
which a flat-ended needle penetrated the which distinguish FRXLPP insulation from
insulation to a depth of 0.5 mm were meas- the other materials of insulation.
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It is expected from these results that The tensile strength of FRXLPP insulation
FRXLPP insulation will have an excellent is higher than that of FRXLPE insulation in
tensile properties and deformation resist- the temperature area below 150*C.
ance. The elongation of FRXLPP insulation does

not change in the temperature area below
3) Tensile properties 1301C, although the difference of elongation

of both insulation is small in the tempera-
Figure 7 shows the change of tensile ture area above 150C.

strength with temperature. Figure 8 shows It is recognized from the above mentioned
the change of elongation with temperature, results that the tensile properties of FRXL

PP insulation are excellent at high tempera-

tures and this characteristic disappears in

1.0 the temperature area above 1501C.

O FRXLPP t=0.8mm 4) Slow compression test
*FRXLPP t=0.4mm
/FRXLPE t=0.8mm To investigate the compression resist-

c- 0.8 ance of FRXLPP insulation at room tempera-
a ture, a slow compression test was carried
Iout. Table 12 shows the results of slow

compression tests. As can be seen, FRXLPP
insulation has an excellent compression

0.6 resistance and the 0.4 mm thickness of FRXL
4PP insualtion is almost equal to that of 0.8
c mm of FRXLPE inrulation in the compression

resistance.
4J0.U) 0.4 Table 12 Results of the slow

compression test

S .2 Radius FRXLPP FRXLPE
edge t=0.8mm t=0.4mm t=0.8mm

1 kg 38.4 18.2 21.6

0 I 0.15mm kg 17.7 6.7 9.7
60 90 120 150 180

Temperature ('C)

Figure 7 Change of tensile strcngth
with temperature

100

C FRXLPP t=0.8mm
•FRXLPP t=0.4mn 80
AFRXLPE t=0.Smm

300
0

4J~ 60-

0 200 o

40 Q FRXLPP t=0.8mm

00 FRXLPP t=0.4mm

100 A FRXLPE t=0.8mm

F 100 120 140 160 180
0 IL |

60 90 120 150 180 Temperature (0C)
Temperature (C)

Fiqure 9 Relation between the percent

Figure 8 Change of elonqation of deformation and temperature
with temperature
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5) Deformation

Figure 9 shows the relation between the
percent of deformation and temperature.
It is recognized that the percent of defor- 12
mation of FRXLPP insulation is higher than
that of FRXLPE insulition in the wide tem-
perature area. Although there is a change
at the near softening point, the percent
of deformation of FRXLPP insulation is r
about 20 % higher than that of FRXLPE Q
insulation below 1501C.

U

6) Penetration resistance 4-

As the results of slow compression tests r_ -OFRLPt=0.S
and deformation tests have shown the excel- * x t.
lent properties in FRXLPP insulation, we L LP,8
investigated the penetration resistance 0 L FRXL _____ ____ __

with a sharp edge at hiqh temperatures.
This test carried out by employing the I

methods of the U.1,. penetration test and 100 125 150
CSA cutting test. Temperature ('C)

Figure 10 and 11 shows the results of
the U.L. penetration test and the CSA cutt- Figure 10 Results of the
ins test. FRXLPP insulation shows excel- U.L. penetration tust
lent properties in each test.
It should be noticed that the penetration
resistance of 0.4 mm thickness FRXLPP insu-
lation is equal to that of 0.8 mm FRXLPE 4.0
insulation. The excellent mechanical O FRXLPP t=0.8mm
strength of FRXLPP insulation at high tem- *FRXLPP t=0.4mm
perature is clearly explained by these AFRXLPE t=0.Smm
results.

The above mentioned physical properties 3.0
of FRXLPP insulation meet the requirements =
of 1.L. rated 150*C wire specifications.
It is recognized that the mechanical pro- '

perties of FRXLPP insulation, for example, * 2.0
tensile property, slow compression, defer- x
mation and penetration, are superior to
those of FRXLPE insulation, especially in
high temperatures. Because of these rea-
sons, it is possible to make a insulation 1.0
thickness thin according to demand.

Conclusion

our flame resistant cross-linked poly- 0.
propylene insulation has been developed on 100 125 150
the basis of extensive research concerned Temperature ('C)
with many components, such as polypropyl-
ene, flame retardants, stabilizers and Figure 11 Results of the CSA
other factors. Especially important fac- cutting test
tors were the introduction of a functional
monomer and a thermoplastic elastomer.

The resultant product exhibits an opti- Especially the resistance to compression or
mum balance of electrical, thermal, flame deformation of FRXLPP insulation is superi-
resistance and mechanical properties, or to these properties in FRXLPE insulation.
This flame resistant cross-linked polypro- For hat reason, the primary advantage of
pylene insulated wire meets the require- applying the FRXLPP insulation is that the
ments of the L.. VW-l flame test and P.L. insulation is smaller in diameter than that
rated 150*C wire specifications. of FRXI,PF insulation in the same rated wire,

It is especially worthy of notice that Therefore it will find broad acceptance
the flame reistant cross-linked polypro- in motor leads, appliances, hook-ups and
pylene insulation is superior to the flame all industries which want new materials
resistant cross-linked polyethylene insu- havino excellent mechanical properties.
lation in mechanical properties from
low temperature to high temperature.
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AD POOs52 9
A COMPREHENSIVE SMALL SCALE SMOKE TEST

R.H. Whiteley

Raychem Ltd., Swindon, England

-J Abstract Cumulative Method

A small scale smoke test method is described. The smoke density
test involves the pyrolysis or combustion of a
small sample of material ( - 200 mg) in a flow of /
pre-heated dry air. The optical density of the densityi
resulting stream of smoke is continuously propotiona l to tne
monitored. The temperature of the pyrolysis oven total amount of smoke
can be varied in the range 200°C to 900 C which p Oroduced.

crespofTn s to a ranige of radiant heat flux of
0.3 Wcm-2 td8.5 Wcm-2. A microcomputer is used

K-tapqmc.ss tht-dette-§enerated, to produce smoke / Slope is proportional to the
versus time plots, smoke versus temperature plots, /rate of smoke production.

and '31' plots of smoke evolution versus time
versus temperature to illustrate the overall smoke ... . time
producing characteristics of materials.

I/

2- smoke density Dynamic Method

,he smoke density is proportional

to the rate of smke production.

The Measurement of Smoke

A number of methods have been developed and proportional to the total
they all use one of two measurement techniques amount of smoke produced.
gravimetric or optical. Gravimetric methods
involve determining the mass of smoke particles
deposited on a filter. Optical methods, which time
are much more common, involve the measurement of
the fraction of light obscured by the smoke
evolved and are of two types - cumulative and
dynamic. In the former, smoke accumulates in a
chamber and the density of the smoke is monitored FIGURE l - Representative smoke plots
over a period of time. In the latter, measurements
are made by monitoring the density of smoke in a
gas stream. The general shapes of smoke density
versus time plots for cumulative and dynamic
measuring methods are illustrated in Figure 1. where

1 = incident light intensity
Light attenuation through smoke follows the Beer- I = transmitted light intensity
Lambert law which states C = extinction coefficient

c = concentration
I = I0 e-Ecc .......... (1) £ = light path length
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This can be rewritten as D D x V .......... (7)

log i' (lo / ) = Ecf .......... (2) where

A the area of the sample exposed to the
The decrease in light transmission with increasing heat source.
concentration of smoke therefore follows a
logarithmic law and so it is more useful to express and in this case D ' is dimensionless.
the amount of smoke in terms oe optical density, D, S

D = log1 , (Io/) .......... (3) Test Methods
Table 2 lists some of the numerous smoke tests now

since 0 is proportional to concentration, whereas being used. All the tests in the list are optical
transmission is not, and most are of the dynamic type. There are large

variations between the tests e.g. the sample size
trans. = I x 100 .......... (4) ranges from 200 mg (NF T 51-073) up to a 24 ft

To long board E84) and the heat sources vary from

small radiant heaters (e.g. E662) to a 5000 BTU/min
Table I illustrates the relationship between these gas flame (E84).
two quantities.

Probably the most commonly used small scale
TABLE 1 - Percent Transmission ind Optical Density apparatus is the NBS smoke chamber (ASTM E662)

which is of the cumulative optical type - see
Figure 2.

trans. D
light

100 0 source

10 1 1

1 2 fan
0.1 3 smoke

0.01 4 exhaust

A further quantity, specific optical density Ds,
can be defined by the equation light

Os = D x V (5) beam
radiant__sml

where heaterg 0

V = volume of smoke /gas
= light path length flame

m mass of sample

In a dynamic method it is useful to calculate the dt o
specific optical density of all the smoke produced detector
from the sample, i.e. obtain a measure of the total
smoke, S, produced by the material under test. FIGURE 2 - Schematic diagram of the NBS

This is found using the equation smoke chamber.

S = x fD.dt .......... (6) There are however several disadvantages in using
the NBS chamber ;

where Only one level of radiant heat flux is commonly

f = gas flow used (2.5 Wcm -') which corresponds to a relative-
ly low temperature ( - 475C).2'J D.dt = area tho . The test method is rather slow.

versus time curve. . For the routine screening of materials a relati-
vely large sample is required for each test -

When defined in this way S, like Ds, has units of typically 15 - 30 g.
area per unit mass e.g. cm2g- 1. An alternative . Many samples melt and drip away from the radiant
definition of specific optical density is some- heat source and therefore give unreliable
times used, results.
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TABLE 2 - Smoke Tests - Current and Under Development (from ref. 1)

Country/ Test Test* Smoke Unique/

Institution Reference Type Measurement Multipurpose (x)

Australia AS 1530 Part 3 D Optical M (flammability)

Canada CAN 4, S 102 D U

France NF-T51-073 D/C LI

Germany DIN 53437/ D U (smoke &
53436 toxicity)

Japan JIS A1321 C U (also measures
Part 3 toxicity)

Netherlands 'EN 3883 D M (flashover)

Scandinavia(1) Nord test D M (heat release)
NT FIRE 004

UK BS/DD 36 C U

BS 5111 D/C U

USA E84 D M (flame spread)

E268 D M (flaie spread)

E162 D M )flammability)
plus

gravimetric

E662 C Optical U

O 2843 D/C U

[SO (2 )  DTR 5924 C U

UK (2) BS DD/70 C U
+ DD36
(See DTR 5924)

* Test types X Primary objective of the test

Dynamic (1) Denmark, Finland, Norway & Sweden
Cumulative having corresponding internal
Dynamic/Cumulative specification and own reference to the test.

(2) Under development.

For these reasons we have developed the apparatus
described in this paper in order to complement and The Apparatus
supplement data obtained from the NBS chamber.

The apparatus, illustrated in Figure 3, is based
The requirements we wanted were as follows on the French standard NF T 51-073 ' and is of the

dynamic optical type.
a range of radiant heat fluxes, with a maximum
of a least 8 Wcm-2 . Dry air passes at a rate of 3.5 1 min-' through a
small sample size. pre-heater (250'C) into a silica tube which is
relatively rapid measurements, heated by an annular furnace.
elimination of the dripping problem.

The sample, typically 200 mg, is in a small metal
A range of radiant heat fluxes was regarded as boat in the middle of the tube. The temperature at
being particularly important because it has been the sample is measured by a thermocouple located
shown that some materials produce very low smoke just behind the boat. The temperature can be
in the NBS chamber when exposed to a radiant heat varied between 200C and 900°C corresponding to
flux of 2.5 Wcm"2 but when the heat flux is raised measured radiant heat fluxes of between 0.3 and
smoke emission can increase very considerably 2,3. 8.5 Wcm "2  - see Figure 4.
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Furnace Optical system

A ir Smoke !

Sample

Mixing/sampling
flask

FIGURE 3 - Schematic diagram of the apparatus

Raw Data Corrections
10

The flow rate of air through the apparatus of
3.5 fmin "1 was measured at 25C and 1 atmosphere
pressure. When the pre-heater and furnace are on,
the temperature of the gases passing through the

8 photometer is higher than 25C * so the actual
flow of smoke through the photometer is greater

I than 3.5 £min -1 and is given by the equation
Sf/min = 3.5 x fT photometer/°C+2733 (8)

The measured O.D. values are therefore corrected to
take this effect into account.

4-4
The pressure in the photometer was found not to

Svary with temperature and to be about lniHg above
atmosphere pressure. A correction for pressure
variation is therefore not needed. No corrections

2- are made for variations in atmospheric pressure.t The start of a run in taken as the time when the
sample is loaded into the pyrolysis tube. However,
when smoke is first produced from the sample it
takes 2.5 seconds to reach the photocell so this200 600 1000 time lag has to be subtracted from the microcom-

Temperature /C puter timings.

A small flow of air (20 cm3 min "1) passes into the
photocell in order to minimise soot deposition.

FIGURE 4 - Heat flux measurements Nevertheless some deposition does still occur and
this causes a gradual shift in the 100% trans-

Smoke from the sample passes into a mixing/ mission baseline. The microcomputer is ther<!ore
sampling chamber and then into a photometer which programmed to apply appropriate corrections to
measures the light obscuration produced by the eliminate this effect.
smoke. A silicon photc.Jiode detector (United
Detector Technology Inc. 'PIN-IO AP') is used with
a filter so that its spectral response matches * The relationship between the photometer
that of the human eye. The signal from the temperature and the temperature measured at
photodiode is recorded as a function of time on a the sample boat was found, empirically, to be
pen recorder and, together with the output from
the thermocouple, is fed to a microcomputer for Tphotometer/°C = (Tsample/°C) + 29 (9)
analysis. 3O
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Total Smoke, Half Smoke Time, and Smoke Index

The total smoke, S, evolved from a material was
defined in equation 6, and is one of the important
parameters which is measured by the apparatus. H D PE
However, the hazards associated with smoke in
fires are not only related to the total amount of
smoke that may be evolved from a material, but also O.D.
to the time taken for that smoke to be evolved. (T/°C)
For this reason the time taken for half the total
smoke to be evolved (half-smoke time, tj) is 16
calculated, and a smoke index combining these two
factors is also calculated using the formula ; A - Pyrolysis (400 C)

S.I. = S/t .......... (10)

Procedure Temperature

For any one material and furnace temperature, 0.8 Z
three samples are usually tested. The computer
calculates average optical densit,-versus-time, (400)
and sample temperature-versus-time plots and also- Smoke
calculates the means and standard deviations for
S,tj and S.I. These data are recorded on disc and
are also output to an x/y plotter in a form (350)
similar to those shown in Figure 5.

Results 60 180
t/seconds

High Density Polyethylene [ HDPE I

Figure 5 A illustrates the data obtained with an
uncrosslinked high density polyethylene at 400C.
The samples pyrolysed without undergoing self-
ignition and the smoke evolved was in the form of O.D. - , I f -

a grey aerosol. In Figure 5 B we see what (T/*C) t 9.4 1.2
happened at 550C. Here the samples self-ignited 7 y-s
after about 20 seconds and black sooty smoke was
produced for a short time.

Because the results are stored by the computer it 16
is relatively easy to measure smoke plots of this
type over a wide range of temperatures and then to B - Combustion (550 0C)
generate a composite "'D" plot illustrating the
overall behaviour of a material. Figure 6 shows
such a plot for HDPE. Several features are ime-
diately apparent, e.g. (550) ------

a) - Smoke is produced more rapidly as the 08 -

temperature increases.

b) - There is a clear difference between the (500)

pyrolysis region, belgw the self-igni-
tion point (Tig -420 C), and the combust-
ion region, above Tig.

c) - Above Tig the smoke plots are all
similar. 0

60 180

d) - The temperature at which smoke starts to t/seconds
be produced, TO , is about 295C.

Some of these features are more easily appreciated
if the total smoke, S, is plotted against tempera- FIGURE 5 - Typical smoke v. time plots
ture - see Figure 7. Here the discontinuity
between flaming (>Tig) and non-flaming (-Tig)
degradation is clear. Below Tig, S rises rapidly
with increasing temperature from zero at 295C.
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O.D.

1"6

08

0- < 700/
<- 500 T/ °C

*-300

0 , 240 t/seconds

FIGURE 6 - '3-D' Smoke plot, HDPE

(To) up to 7500 cm2g"1. Above Tig, S gradually
decreases from 3500 cm2g-1 to 2000 cm2g- 1 at

9000 900CC.

Edgerley and Pettett have suggested that a useful
measurement is the area under a total smoke-versus-
temperature curve 5. Such a measurement would

I Tog -420 'C represent the smoke potential of a substance in a

6000- situation where all temperatures in the chosen
range were equally represented. A sensible rangeI 1M would be from 200'C to 900C since 900C is the

N upper limit of our apparatus and no substance that
Qwe have tested to date produces smoke below 200C,

the lower limit of our apparatus.

3000 We can then define a quantity S by the equation

S 2 1 S.dT ........... (11)

To - 295 °C T, T',

0 where

300 500 700 900
Temperature/oC T 900C and T, = 200C

is then the average total smoke value between
FIGURE 7 -S . T Po t, HDPE 200C and 900C. For HDPE " is 2340 cm

2 g- .

Error bars represent + one standard deviation Figures 8 and 9 illustrate how tj and S.I. vary

(4) from the mean, where with temperature for HDPE.

__ x_ i)" An average smoke index -I. can be calculated in

n-l the same way as 5, and for HDPE,

.TT= 99.6 cm
2g-'s

-
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300 300

" 200 7200,
C
0o E

100 100

300 500 700 900 300 500 700 90

Temperature / 0C Temperature / -C

FIGURE 8 - tj v. T Plot, HOPE FIGURE 9 - S.I. v. T Plot, HOPE

Poly(phenylene-ether-ketone), [ PPEK I

In Figures 10 to 13 we can see how the various
plots discussed above differ for a commercial
poly(phenylene-ether-ketone), a 'high-performance'
polymer. Again several features are immediately
apparent from the '3-D' plot (Figure 10) ;

O.D overall smoke production is lower than for HOPE
tj decreases rapidly as the temperature increases
from 500C to 600C.

' To is ' 500C.
1.6 . Above Tig (t 625C) smoke production varies very

little.

0-8

0 

9 0jL_

*300
: , : = t/seconds

0 120 240

FIGURE 10 - '3-D' Plot, PPEK
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The total smoke-versus-temperature plot (Figure 11)
again shows a discontinuity at Tig. Below Tig, S
rises from zero at 505C to a maximum value of
2500 cm2 g- 1. Above Tig, S is roughl constant at 200
1500 cm 2 - 1. S is 794 cm2g-1, and S.I. is33.3 cm2g- s-1.

The behaviour of another poly(phenylene-ether- ISO
ketone) to which we had added a small amount of a
smoke suppressant is also illustrated in Figures
11 to 13. The smoke hazard from this material is
not significantly different below T£ , but in
flaming conditions above T it is s bstantially 0
reduced. S is 491 cm2 g 1 ang TF is 14.5 cmg-si. U 100
These data serve to emphasise the usefulness of
these measurements, as the difference in the smoke
producing potential of these two materials would -~

not be evident from small scale tests which use
relatively low radiant heat fluxes, such as the so

NBS smoke chamber.

A a commercial PPEK 
A l

B- Smoke supprssed PPEK 0 I I I I I I

300 500 700 9003000- Tig(A) =625 'C Temperature /C

Tig(B) =650 'C

/ FIGURE 12 - tj v. T Plots, PPEK

2000-

II A

200
1000 U

To(A) = 505 °C
To(B) - 515 °C -

7 A

300 500 700 900
CM,

Temperature/ °C E 100

FIGURE 11 - S v. T Plots, PPEK

A Halogen-free Flame Retarded Cable Jacket
Compound.
Figures 14 to 17 illustrate the behaviour of a

halogen-free flame retarded cable jacket compound.
The '3-D' plot shows that the material produces 0
low levels of smoke over the whole temperature
range. As in the previous examples there are two 300 500 700 900
distinct regions - pyrolysis and combustion. In Temperature/°C
the pyrolysis region S rises from zero at 340C T
to a maximum of 1500 cm2g"1 " at 425C and then
falls to % 900 cm2g-1 at just below Ti (525 C). FIGURE 13 - .1. v. T Plots, PPEK
In the combustion region S rises sligh ly from
240 cm2g- just above Tig to 320 cm'g- at 650 C
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O.D.

1"6

0.8

900. - -700
_ ,-_. - 500 Ti/°C

300

1- 0 240 , t/seconds0 120 240

FIGURE 14 - '3D' Smoke plot, FR Cable Jacket

And then falls to less than 40 cm
2 g labove 850C.

S i 33 c~g' nd ~T is 9.6 CM2g-s.
summary of properties is given in Table 3 together 1500

with the corresponding data obtained from the
other materials discussed above.

Conclusions 1000

The apparatus described gives useful smoke data
rapidly and reproducibly using small samples. S/cm2g-c

T,-525 'C

Temperature, and hence radiant heat flux, has been
shown to have a major effect on smoke generation. 

500

Results show that the measurement of smoke
production at one particular temperature or heat T0 .o=340 T

flux could be misleading.
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C, I I
0E

40 " 10

0 , , , ,. I a /

300 500 700 900 300 Soo 700 900

Temperature /C Temperature /C

FIGURE 16 - t v T, FR Cable Jacket FIGURE 17 - S.I. v T, FR Cable Jacket

TABLE 3

Smoke Properties - Comparative Data

HDPE PPEK PPEK Halogen free FR
_ A B cable jacket

/ cm2g-1 2340 794 491 303

/ cm2 g-Is-I 99.6 33.3 14.5 9.6

To/°C 295 505 515 340

Tjg /°C 420 625 650 525

Maximum S / cm2g-1  7500 2500 2500 1500

T at maximum S /°C 415 620 645 425

Maximum S.I. / cm2g-1s" 1 270 175 40 21

T at maximum S.I. PC 900 900 900 520
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A NEW CONSTRUCTION OF HALOGEN-FREE FLAME
RETARDANT INSULATED WIRE WITH DOUBLE LAYERS

S. Yamamoto, M. Nishimura, A.Satou, H. Nakae and S, Fujimura

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.

6 1 Marunouchi 2 chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan

Summary To obviate such problems, halogen-free compounds
can be used for insulation. These prevent the

A few halogen-free materials with highly flame corrosion of equipment due to halogen compounds.
retardant properties have been so far reported flowever, if an attempt is made to achieve the
for cable use, but none of them have been devel- VW-1 grade with ordinary polyoleiine or poly-
oped for insulated wires to attain UL Std.62 olvfine copolymer by using aluminum hydrates, it
VW-l Flame Test. is necessary to impregnate aluminum hydrates of

2-3 times the polymer. The natural consequvn-
The authors were successful in developing a is that the superior mechanical and electrical
halogen-free insulated wire by using a combina- propercies inherent to the polymer will hi sub-
tion of the newly developed halogen-free highly stantiallv reduced, thus making i.t unusable as
fla e retardant material and double layers con- an insulation material.
struction. The new construction consists of the
outside layer of a highly flame retardant special We have over ollte this problem I d'v,,lopi, .
ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer and the inside wires of crosslinked dOub l leler insuIat in
layer of common polvolefin. These double layers conscruction:
are simultaneously extruded through the fixed die 1) 2in outer laver of a leWjy-d0Ve pu.d spc i,!i
to cover a conductor and then crosslinked by an e-thayl iR 15 I titc 'u y {p'. .
electron accelerator. This insulated wire, wh i i is high1y 11lnmc reta rdant mnd vet hia
passing flame tests like IEEE-383 or UL Std.62 britt~eness teMprti r, 1,ws l iw - { , oJ
VW-1 and having excellent mechanical and electri- 2) in i ner yr lav ,omnIll po)'] in'. ,ith
cal properties that satisfy LOCA Test require- vexceIent 1m1cil in iclj, wat Cr-re, si t.Mt ,Ind
ments in IEEE-323, finds not only a particular elcctricil properties.
application to nuclear power plants, but also
other wide applications to app I iance wires in properties of Special EVA and test results of
general use because if the capability of con- wires for appliance wiring amd t,r generil wiring
tLinuous 40,000 hour service at I100C and high oil of trial manufacture are presented ii tiLls piper.
resistance. In addition to the inherent halogen-
free composition, surprisigly the observed CO 2. Properties of Special EVA
generatLon was one-fifth that of natural poly-
ethylene and no black smoke was produced in com- 2.1 Non-corrosive Special EVA
bust ion.

Non-corrosive Special EVA contains m,, lio lgeli
1. Introduction compounds. Canseq{.n I 1 ey* it does nhot a'rrod

ie t al isq
To protect peripheral equipment from corrosive
gaseous HCI ind prevent formation of black smoke The results of tests usoing the ASTM 1i i! Cmr-
and toxic gases during combustion of halogen rosion lest ng Method A ire Slm hn in lTd'I e I.
compounds, a few halogen-free materials with XL-PVC and XL-FRI'IE do crr,, mtals.
highly flame retardant properties have so far)2)
been studied for cable use in nuclear power
plants, underground railways and ships. For
internal wiring in applian ces, however, halogen- Table I. Corrosive Property
free insulated wires that pass the flame test of AIr( I ,
UL Std.62 VW-l have not been developed. Flame Witenas 01 toniiitmn Rsult
retardant XL-PVC or XL-FRPE insulated wires nowin use produce halogen gases when the wires are XL-PVC 29 180 CX 7hr Fallused at high temperature for a long term, thercby .2
corroding the periphery equipment. Amplifier XL FRP 29 180 C1X 7hr Fail

relay circuits, which are liable to excessive -"
temperature rise, pose an especially difficult XttV 48 180_CXl7hr Pass
prob ler. •
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2. 2 Smokelessness Fig. 1 oxygen Indexer and Smoke
optical Density Aeasuring Device

The smoke optical density, C, max ., and the gases Unit (mmn)
produced by combust ion of various materials are
shown in Table 2. Special EVA produces scarcely
anyv smoke and transmits about 90% or more of
Light. Also, its CO generat ion is one-f ifth that Acpe
of flammable polveths'line.

Table 2. Smoke Optical Density and
Gas Form ation

Materials 01 Smoke Optical Density Gas (mglg)
(Cs nax.) C CO CO, Light Source

XL-PVC 29 4.8 290 100 900 Constant Oxygen Indexer
- --Power Supplyer

XL-FRPE 29 3.2 180 200 1200

XL-EVA 48 0.2 0 34 850 El0
Spec. mi.a

Xt.-Ple- 18 x_ 0.02 1 0 i170 11250 N,

M t o :* * * * Noe-tlanwetardant PE 
Recorder 0 a

-Determinat ion ot smoke opt ical density,
C,~ max., by JIS 01201 (1973).
The concentrat ions of smoke produced by corn-
bust ion of materials at the 01 vaJlue Of 0.5 Fig. 2 Hialagen Gas sampler
h igher than that of each material were obtained Sample 0.5g
with the device shown in Fig. L.

Cs max (4) logl 0 (~-) Air-

where: C, max = smoke op.t ic;3] density
(maximum light reduct ion Heater
coefficient per 1M) 800t. -30mi n

1, l 1ighit path length, 0).5m Sodium Hydroxide
Tmiis minimum transmission rate at Slto

the time of maximum smoke
omi sion, %. 3) xcellent oil resistance and hetaigpoeties.

* Oct rminat ion of gases produced by1 combust ion. As a pla1st ic of fering such ighfaereadn
A 0.Sg spec imen is placed in tihe heating oven propertieos as 01 48. Ut. 94V-0,badionf
shown in Fig. 2 aisd kept at 800%C for 30 sin, aluminum hydrates,* it retains ecletmcai
Halogen is trapped by a sod ius hydiroxide solu- cal propertiles, such as a 5507 lnaina

ion. This is expressed as the amount of IICI ruptures and a brit tleness temeauea o
according to the silver nitrate method described as -20'c.

by JIS K0107 (1967). The other gases are
alvzed SLeparat ely bv gas chiromatograpihy. The

lieat ing csind it ions are 8J 0 % x 10 min. Table 3. Properties of Special EVA

). - f(B- A) - 1000/50 (rslne yRdain
S 36. 5 x _ _W

whre =qan~v i HlprdcemggTest units method Typical Value
whreA = qonunti n of HCIN rodced,5g Tensile Strength. min. kg~nmm IS K6723 0.6

A caisuptn solu.in, amon Elongation ai Rupture, min % IS K6723 550
thioyante slution mlAir Oven Aging, 168 hr at 150 C

B = qluan t ityv o f 0. I N ainmon in t h io- Tensile, mi. Retention % IS K6723 90
cyanate solution consumed by a Elongation, min. Retention % IS K6123 85
blank test,* mq* Oxygen loden. man. IS K7201 48

Brittleness Temperature C JAS 116723 -20
2. 3 Mechanical, Electrical and Flame Immersion in ASTIM Oil No 2 UB

Retardant Properties Tensile, min. Retention %120
Elongation, win. Retention % 105

The mechanical, electrical and flame retardant Nea. Distortion.
propert is's of c rossi inked Spec jal EVA are shown 121 t, 2kg. man %0 UL625
in Table 3. The tensile strength in 0.6 kg/mm' Volume Resistivity il-cm AS K16760 I I X10.1
- less than halIf th,at of PVC - however, it ihas Flammabiity UL94 V-0
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3. Trial Manufacture and Evaluation of
Wires with Double-layer Insulation 3.1 Details of trial manufacture samples
for Appliance Wiring By adopting three sizes of typical conductors

Special EVA is applicable only to particular low- commonly used as appliance wires, and varying

voltage wires because of its low tensile strength the insulation thickness of tile 1,DPE inner laver

and low dielectric strength - 1.1 x i0'
3
Q.cm. and special EVA outer layer, respectively, 25

Therefore, the possibility of making up for these kinds of wires were manufactured on a trial

deficiencies in mechanical strength and electri- basis. Table 4 shows the construction of each

cal properties with a separate polymer was sample.

investigated. The inevitable conclusion was that Table 4 Test Sample Description
the application of a polymer blending technique
would degrade the excellent flame retardant coo, t,.., T,,. ,It,

properties of Special EVA with no appreciable 0r o ,o ,-0.4 ,o.... ,
improvement in its electrical properties. 0 0 20 0

a 00 0la 02
3 003 023 025

Thus, a double-layer insulation configuration 004 016 0 2

employing a polymer with excellent mechanical 5 o 4.JCp,, 08 4 0 02 080 0

1003 2 045
and electrical properties around the conductor 1 0.0 00. 05

was investigated. As the inner layer insulation 0 023 002 015

I0 025 00$ 0 5

an ordinary LOPE with tensile strength of 2.3 11 oh 001 08

kg/mm
1
. elongation of 750% and M.I. 0.3 was 2 000 040 02

23 025 035 03

adopted. 14 20,0289 S.d .20 030 04

is 0 5 0 025 02 20 00

20 T,.-.e Copp., 0 30 020 06

In the manufacture of this double-layer insula- 3S 0 0, 0,
0 40 ,o 1 , .

tion wire, a double-layer fixed die originally "5 0a oo 023
developed by The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.4) 2002 60S,,.4 5o02 5 13

was employed and then crosslinked by an electron 22 20_0 1 28 025 0a5 3 0 042
23 1,-d0 C.- p, 00 03 0 O5

accelarator. 28 03s 025 0o

The construction of the trial manufacture sample 3.2 Measurement Results
is shown in Fig. 3, and the layout of the fixed
die in Fig. 4. 3.2.1 Elongation and tensile strength

Figure 5 shows a typical stress-strain curve.
Fig. 3 Construction of Test Samples The tensile test of the insulation was conducted

at a pulling speed of 50Om/sin on a gauge mark

Conductor f I inch in accordance with UL 62.

Inside Layer Figures 6 and 7 show the elongation and tensile

(LOPE p=0.92 MI=0.3) strength values, respectively.

The elongation of PVC or XLPE required by UIL 62

Outside Layer (EVA spec.) is over 100%. However, since all samples show

Layer(E _spe_. elongations of over 350%, all satisfy the standard.

The tensile strength requirement under VI. h2 is
more than 1500 psi (.05kg/cm

2
), so the inside

layer ratio should be set to 0.2 or more.

Fig. 4 Fixed Die for Double Layers 3.2.2 UL 62 VW-1 flame test
Extrusion

EVA spec. In tile UL 62 VW-l flame test, with natural or

hpropane gases as a gas source, a flame ot a given
length is applied to tile wire such that tile
flame's blue core touches the wire 5 times for 15
sec each time. The testinlg device is shown in
Fig. 8.

Conductor
Tile judgment factors are:

Nipple 1) The 3pecimen should not flame longer than 60

l sec after any application of flame. 2) No more

than 25% of the kraft paper should he burned or
charred. 3) The absorbent cotton should not be
burned.

The test results for each wire are shown iii

LOPE Fig. 9, the 0.5mm
2 
wire is most flammable., and
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its inside laver ratio should be maintained at Fig. 5 Stress-Strain Curve of Insulation
0.3 or less, with Double Layers

3.2.3 Dielectric breakdown strength and
insulation resistance Break

After 1 I hr immersion in water, all 30 in long Point
wires we.re subjected to masurements of dielectric 1.0"
breakdown strength and insulIation resistance. The
results arc shown in Figs. 10 and I.

E
A diC lectric breakdown strengtlt at 3500V/min or
more is stiffi'Cent for practtical applications .
Tliis wire, with a breakdown strcngth of over
8,0OOV when the inside laver ratio is 0.1 , is • ' a 0.5.
adCquaite for practical Ius, . C Sapl

Sample
The assured insuition resistance is 250M1-km or .4q Copper Conductor
more for common PVC: and 25(OML.km or more for CIA: 0.8
FR-PE. The assured range of this double-layer 'A inside Layer Ratio: 0.3
Insulated wire is 10M0)1 :-km or more.

3.2.4 Optimal inside layer ratio 
o

The worst wire in terms of flammabil1itv proptrt es
is 0.Smm conductor wire. If the inside layer 0 100 200 300 400 500 600
ratio is raised above 0.4 for 0. 5mm: wire, the Elongation (%)
wire Ls disqualified for VW-L.

However, if the inside layer ratio is reduced to Fig. 6 Elongation of Insulation

the ext reme, the tensile strengtL will fall below
1.03kg/mm". Consequently, a ratio somewhere
around 0.3 is optima!. 800 0.4, Copper Conductor

Furthier, in the case of 0.4 and 2.0mm2 , an inside -- - 0.5mm Tinned Copper
laver ratLo as low as 0.5 is permissible. Of 600
course, a larger inside laver ratio affords hiighier 5 '

50 20 'mm Tinned Copper
tenstihIc strengtih and better electrical properties.

400

3.2.5 Typical properties of double-layer
insulated appliance wires

200
A tomparLson was made betweent1 til' major propertiCs
ot tie doubl-laver insulat ion and t1e PVC insu-
lition IL style 100i. The results arc shown in 0S 5 0
LiblI V. The doubIl-l ayer iisUlated wire is far Inside Layer Ratio
super ir in air-oven aging and oil-resistance
prope rties and is adequate -or use as the UL 10)*C
rat ing grade.

Fio. 7 Tensile Strength of Insulation

Table 5 Comparison of Properties
with PVC Wire 2 0 0 4 :, Copper Conductor

d 0 5mm Timned Copper

t ..... lZb'.7 ,IIlt

I's I . 2 0m Tinned Copper
580 % n5o 1o

.% 112 04

i9 iI .0% 00

.. 0 IO .. 0 % oil *0 o

, *0.00 1 09 % 1i68 80

M~o0 ro p.,. I 0 -0 0

______ _ (Itoc ( (0¢. 0,, 0 05 I 0

__ _ "_ _ ,ori ,ori _ _,'_,Inside Layer Ratio
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Fig. 8 Flame Test Device For UL62 VJ- I Fig. 11 insulation Resistance of Wire

10.000
ITIM_ 0 44, Copper Conductor. mm

A 19.05 . 5.000 q.- 5mm
- Tinned Copper ConductorKatPaper Flag B 12.7 : - .',.,..

( r a t a p e t~ gC 5 4'o 2 .0 m ma r T in n e d C o p p e r C o n d u c to r

E 10006

2'H 241.3
xe Cotton

TirrU 11Gas Burne

Fig. 9 Flammability of Wire 0 5Inside Layer Ratio 1

100 .4.1 Sample

A,suming .1 h0O V rating, th,. .impl hI wn ill

0.40 Copper Conductor ible 6 was manufactur, d on trial f ol r -v.ilIItiti.

14.2 Measurement Results

50 Thc measurement riot sIto are shown in 1',ibl 7.
S-:' i the LOCA test would tikc 10 davs if it w'.rt."1: 20mm Tineed Coppe Conduor oonducted in exact onform it%. W ith I EIE 32 1, a

short-term evaliation rt)',th) hJsd o'ni IEEE 323 wao
crop lbyid.

1- 0.5 ram: Tinned Copper Conductor

I'hi .0(1 fVLAtc ,itdit ii'r. o it inl hit. .
0 'Hii lhi, logun-frue doubh.-l ixi r nulitt-c w irs

0 0.5 1.0 passed t1C IEEE 381 fl ltMt tt ;it is Well Is the
Inside Layer Ratio witt'r-re.; istan-c. and LOCA t.;t s whichI w,-re. ,n1-I

sliderd difficult for \,-'CL ,r XL--RE wires to

20 Fig. 10 Dielectric Voltage of Wire

Ttble 6 Dimensions of Test Sam:le0.5 mm Tinned Copper Conductor - -n .--t1r-_- O,4¢ Copper Condoctor Codor :C ,.'

A- W. ,A 2 mini Tinned Copper Conductor Inslde Lawyer Rat 0 -5

Outer Doianater 2
10

a Table 7 Properties of Double-layer

Insulated Wire
nTypeiod u it. ai~ Oene,,ermenis St UlL 4

Te_____ Meth.. n ae Ciass 05 "nermoset,

T-1s1l Seren .th UL44 kli - 105 Ias

EIoflgation UL44 % 450 ISO
0. C.P-clt -ne & S

t
abili't aco, UL44

0 O.5 1.0 SPtt 1 d-lf 10uct Ca.O-II UL44 4 0
atr24h, L4

Inside Layer Ratio '. t loo to
cOltte e t 4. 100

4. Application to Wires for General Wiring s,.t ina*,t" Ong
at 14days

s r o1 o023 0 5
Unlike appliance wires, general wiring cables 5 SF .1 2a 1 4h1

require water resistance as well as flame Veii l 1riome neil nier3so Po -

retardance satisfying the requLrement for lay ing LOCA. ,,44t303'
cables in vertical trays in IEEE 383. Further-
roire cables used in nuclear power plants should
clear the LOCA test. A test was made to deter-
mine whether halogen-free double-I1aver insulation
cal satisfy these requirements.
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Fi-o. 12 LOCA Test Conditions References

1)V If. A. Maver, G. Rag, 29th IWCS PrOcee-dings
253 (1980)

2) ff. flarhort , 29th MtCS Proceedings 263 (19801)
3) U. Ucyamao, et al ., Fire Vol. 29 N- 3 120

Japan (201 Junev 1979)

4) K. Fuse, .'7t~i IWCS Proceedings 62 (1978)

A Lr0Stine :1;1Ig 7l:f-' du, , lc72,, ii..Au I itd Photo 1ee Cross Section of Halogen-Free

wir, tfi it w tredu PVor an tn srid was deeI Flame Retardant Insulated Wire

flii wiehk o-rl v poete n ihonductor: 2.0 mm2

0Im o~rac ,iv ,U 2, 0.irhr- D .: 3.0 mm
ir, idoutih ic- inIsti Iatc Cnsride Layer Ratio: 0.4

wiefo ;ncr it wiring; has passed all tile watUt

rIS~,~L'test Unider VIL. theI %vert iaI-trav
flnVt'ttinder FEF 383 and the i.)CA test hasecd

OllII' , 323. he nlewl developed hial owii-1ree,

doth~ -la er insilai jn is iPP Iili[)[ to

kipiinewres tor coivtinuons LISe over 4u,0B)

horsi 10C, contr"I In~d posel cales I'll

I~n r I,, silt is buil d illc sIbsty)s. 111,1 l
and1 ',h' ajId Wi reS tor nule.tr power plant.

Iti -iddit ion to tile imitremit bal~ll -tIf 111I1os Photo 2 IEEE 383 Flame Test
ion. stirpr is invi1v time observed CO getlor.itio wI Sample:. Halogen-Free Insulated Wire

one-f ifth th.it of rlitirtia polvetlilIte 101 Ilk

bla ck :4nk, was pridoved in 'ombnt ~Conductor: 0. 8d

110.nside Layer Ratio: 0O.35j

1 mi. afer 0 mi ' aterAfter Test
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AD PC(X 9 C
BANDWIDTH CHARACTERIZATION OF FIBER WAVEGUIDE

SYSTEMS WITH FUSION-SPLICED MULTIMODE GRADED-INDEX FIBERS

Eugene W. Riley

Anaconda-Ericsson, Inc.
Overland Park, Kansas 66204

Abstract each with its own prpagation characteristics

and each subject to mutual electromagnetic
Fiber splice losses and the effect of splices interference coupling to and from the others.

upon the overall loss of built up connections We would, in order to define the frequency

have received considerable attention in the response of such a transmission path, be

lit-rature from both a theoretical and required to investigate: (1) how the input

experimental viewpoint.
1  

The methods for power divides among the various conductors,

determining system bandwidth from measure- (2) the effect upon the transmitted power of

ments on Individual fiber lengths, and the electromagnetic coupling between the conduc-

effect of splices upon system bandwidth, on tots, and (3) the effect of the propagation

the other hand, still is a subject of much characteristics of each conductor upon that

debate. In this paper, several different portion of the signal power carried by it.
approaches found in the literature are To complicate things even further, if, at

reviewed, some results from bandwidth connectors or splices, there occurred a

measurements made at 850 nm on built-up "redistribution" of power among the various

system lengths of telecommunicatiuns grade, conductors, this would have to be accounted

multimode, graded-index fibers using both for in a luilt-up system. The simple task

time domain and frequency domain measurement described above then would become much mure

techniques are presented and the effect of complex. This is essentially the problem the

fusion splices upon bandwLdth is examined. systems engineer faces when designing a

The accuracy of the often-used approximate lightwave system using multimode, graded-

method of bandwidth determination from pulse Ind~x ontical waveguides.

broadening measurements assuming a Gaussian

shaped fiber transfer function also is eva- As the name implies, a multimode optical

luated. waveguide Is a single transmission facility

wherein the input signal is transmitted over
Introduction many parallel transmission paths (or modes),

each with its own power input charac-
When a communication system consists of con- teristics, each subject to electromagnetic

ventional transmissior media, such as power coupling (here called distributed mode

balanced cable pair7 or coaxial cable, coupling) to and from the others along

systems engineers confronted vith the task of length of the waveguide, and each with its
predicting system performance face no appre- own axial propagation constant. Furthermore,

ciable difficulty. Armed with typical a redistribution of power amongst the modes
transmission parameters per unit length for (here called lumped mode coupling) may occur

such facilities, and statistical bouuds on at points where the fibers are joined by

these parameters, one can mathematically splices or connectors. The bandwidth perfor-

extrapolate the data using established proce- mance of a built-up system, because of the

dures, to define, with reasonable accuracy, situation described above, will at least be

the overall system parameters. Connectors influenced by the following factors:
2

and splices within the system are essentially

transparent (i.e., have little or no effect 1. Mode Coupling - the exchange of power

upon the transmitted sigual). The same can- among modes
not be said of communication systems con-

figured from mltimode graded-index optical (a) distributed

waveguides. (b) lumped

To provide some Insight into the reasons for 2. Differential mcIn delay - The variation in

this difference, let us consider the propagation delay tfat occurs because of the
following analogy. Suppose we were to use, differeut group velocities of the modes

as a single transmission path, a cable cou-

siting of a parallel arrangement of a large 3. Differential mode attenuation - The

number of dissimilar individual conductors, variation in attenuation among the

propagating modes.
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It has been shown
3
,
4
,
5 

that in order to One almost universally accepted method of

accurately predict the frequency response of measuring the fiber transfer function and

systems incorporating mnltimode fiber wave- fiber bandwidth is the following:
7 

The fiber
guides, it is necessary to combine the powers is excited, under carefully controlled con-

flowing in the different mode groups using ditions, with an optical pulse of short time

rather complex mathematical procedures - too duration and narrow spectral width. After

complex to be mutually beneficial to most transmission through a length of fiber the

fiber waveguide cable suppliers and users - pulse Is detected at the output. The input

which take into account the factors mentioned and output pulses are transformed from the

above. A considerable amount of research time domain to the frequency domain, to

effort has been expended during the past few obtain the fiber transfer function, using the

years to develop simple yet accurate methods Fourier transform techniques described sbove.

of defining, measuring and using the propaga- The 3 dB optical bandwidth then is determined

tion characteristics of multimode fibers to from the transfer function in accordance with

predict system performance. In spite of this the foregoing definitions. The procedure

effort, and even though the application of outlined here is referred to as a "time-domain"

multimode fiber for communications is well measurement of the fiber transfer function and

into its second decade, it was stated as fiber bandwidth. The measurement of the

recently as within the last year that characteristics directly in the frequency

"accurate prediction of the waveguide band- domain by sinusoidally modulating the light
width from measurements on individual fibers source also is an accepted procedure

8 
and is

within a link is still very much a problem".
6  referred to as a "frequencv-domain" measurement.

Since it is this problem which we wil be
addressing in this paper we begin by repeating Although these procedures are suitable for

here, as a point of reference, the generally determining the bandwidth performance of a
accepted definitions of fiber bandwidth and length of fiber (be it an individual length
fiber transfer function and we discuss the or a concatenation of individual lengths)
accepted measurement procedures for them. they provide no information on how data taken

on individual fibers may be used to deter-
Fiber Bandwidth a,-' Fiber Transfer Function mine, in advance of measurement, what fre-

quency response may be expected to be
Fiber bandwidth is defined as follows

2
: achieved in a concatenated length. It has

become common practice to calculate system

"The lowest frequency at which the bandwidth from bandwidth data obtained on
magnitude of the fiber transfer individual fibers using an assumed length-

function decreases to a specified dependency factor ( ) and the following

fraction of the zero frequency value, expression:
Often the specified value is one-half
the optical power at zero frequency". (BWs)-I/y (BWi)-!h

This is usually designated by BW (3 dbo) and where, BWs = system bandwidth in Mz

referred to as the 3 dB optical bandwidth. BWi = measured bandwidth of i-th fiber

In the above the transfer function is defined
as2: When the concatenated lengths and measured

"The complex function, H(f), equal bandwidth-length products do not differ
to the ratio of the output to Input significantly the following approximate for-

of the device as a function of mula may be used:

frequency. The amplitude and phase
responses are, respectively, the BWs
magnitude of H(f) and the phase of

11(f). Note I. For an optical fiber, where, BW = the average handwidth-length pro-
H(f) is taken to be the ratio of output duct in MHz-km
optical power to input optical power L system length in kilometers
as a function of modulation frequency.
Note 2. For a linear system, the '-factors used for systems capable of
transfer function and the impulse operating near 850 or 1300 nanometers (single
response h(t) are related through window) range from about 0.7 to 0.8, while
the Fourier transform pair, a common for systems capable of operating near both
form of which is given by 850 and 1300 nanometers (double window)

y usually is assumed to be 0.9.

](f) =fh(t) exp (12rft) dt Recognizing that the above is an approximate
J method, many researchers have invested con-

and siderable time and effort recently to develop
more accurate alternate procedures. In the

h(t) - H(f) exp (-121ft) df following section, we review some of the
more recent approaches suggested in the

literature for predicting and/or op:imizing
where f is frequency". system bandwidth.
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Suggested Approaches Ohashi and colleaguesl
0 

derived a mode
transfer matrix which accounts for mode

The fiber transfer function defined above is coupling at a fusion splice. A 2 km length

a single composite function of frequency of multimode graded index fiber was cut at
which simultaneously accounts fo' the power the midpoint and repeatedly respliced, the
flow in all modes. The relationship between splice loss and 3 dBo bandwidth being
output power and input power is xpressed by measured each time. A strong relationship

a single equation of the form, between splice loss and bandwidth was
observed. For fibers with similar index pro-

Po(f) = H(f) Pi(f) files the bandwidth increased with splice
loss due to increased mode coupling. The

Holmes
6 

has shown that the solution of the slope of the curve was quite steep in the
coupled power flow equations for mode groups range of 0 to about 0.4 dB splice loss, but
is represented by M-dimensional matrices, approached an asymptotic limit beyond this
where M is the maximum number of mode groups interval. The total increase in bandwidth in
in the fiber. He investigated the case the interval from 0 to 0.25 dB splice loss
wherein the modes are divided into low and was approximately 10%. For fibers with

high order groups, yielding a matrix equation dissimilar index profiles, on the other hand,
of the form, the bandwidth decreased as splice loss

increased. Bandwidths calculated for several
HZ Hth (Pt)i values of splice loss using the mode transfer

matrix model were in very good agreement with

- x the experimental results. A continuous 10 km
length of fiber Llso was investigated. One

(Ph)o "hi Hhh (Ph)4 kilometer sections were cut, consecutively,
from the output end and the bandwidth was
measured on the remaining section. The

The elements of the 2 x 2 power transfer fibers then were respliced in reverse order

matrices were determined for two 1.1 km and the bandwidth was remeasured after each

fibers by group mode filtering and applic- splicing operation. The bandwidth increase

ation of the transfer function measurement due to mode coupling at the splices again

procedure outlined in the previous section. was found to be about 10% (corresponding to

The frequency response of the 2.2 km length f = 0.96 for a 10 km system) and the correla-

formed by splicing the two fibers was pre- tion between measured data and that calculated

dicted using the transfer matrix model. The using the transfer matrix model was very good.

splice was accounted for in the calculations
by means of a splice matrix of the form, Lovell has investigated the possibility of

system bandwidth optimization and prediction

c1I. - c by considering modal delay equalization in

c- c terms of peak bandwidth performance as a
function of wavelength. Two fibers with peak

Very good correlation between the measured bandwidths of 1.0 GHz-km and 2.5 Ghz-km at

arid computed frequency response was reported approximately 800 um and 1450 nm, respec-

for a splice coupling coefficient c = 0.5. tively were spliced. Calculations predicted
that the peak bandwidth of the concatenated

Rodhe
9 

has described a method for obtaining a length would be 1.86 GHz-km at about 1100 nm.

matrix transfer function for a two-mode fiber The measured result was in very good

which accounts for mode coupling, differen- agreement with the predicted value. This

tial mode delay and differential mode atte- method shows excellent promise for opti-

nuatton. This method, which utilizes mizing system bandwidth by judicious place-

least-square optimization to obtain the ment of the fibers in the built-up

matrix transfer function, requires only the connection. It does, however, require

measurement of the transfer function and spectral bandwidth measurements on the indi-

index profile.
2  

Of course, since the matrix vidual fibers rather than a single measure-

equations are M-dimensional, computation time ment at a proposed operating wavelength.

will increase as the maximum number of modes, Love has also shown that for operation near

M, increases, but no additional measurements the wavelength corresponding to peak bnd-

would be required. The length dependence of width, the bandwidth decreases with length

the matrix transfer model was investigated according to the square root law (y - 0.5) up

and very good correlation between measured to approximately a limiting length Xs which

and calculated results was observed. The is quite long for fibers in current produc-

model did not include the effect of splices tion. Operation at or near the peak band-

but it appears that a splice matrix, such as width wavelength Is, therefore, very

that proposed by Holmes could be easily desirable; or, stated another way, nmnufac-

ao 'd. Application of the model to a con- ture of fibers with peak bandwidth wave-

catenated length with a larger number of lengths near the proposed operating

modes should be of interest, wavelength is highly desirable.
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Tanifuji
12 

investigated, both analytically and dicted with reasonable accuracy by decibel
experimentally, the effect upon modal delay addition of the frequenc responses of the
compensation of deviations from a power law qdividual freuency r ,s the
function for the index profiles of spliced individual fibers. This, by far, is the
fibers. A model for the index profiles based simplest and most useful means of determining

on a polynominal representation rather than a system frequency response from measurements
square law representation was developed. on individual fibers, assuming it can be

Concatenated bandwidths (assuming no lumped shown to be a valid approach In the general

mode coupling at splices) were predicted case. It was stated that the fibers used in

using the model and results were verified this investigation had similar index profile

experimentally. Comparison also was made to characteristics; therefore, modal delay com-

predicted bandwidths using the power law pensation may have been negligible. The

model for the index profiles. It was average measured bandwidth for the five Indi-

concluded that fibers for which the index vidual fibers was 464 MHz and the. average

profiles deviate from a power law function bandwidth measured on the concatenated

exhibit much lower levels of modal delay com- lengths was 108 MHz. Assuming two kilometer

pensation than would be predicted using a Individual lengths this corresponds to a Y-

power law representation for the profiles, factor of 0.93 which is in good agreement

but that the polynominal representation is with the results published by Ohashil
O
. The

capable of predicting the frequency response calculated bandwidth using dB addition was

within about 5%. 119 MHz, corresponding to a y-factor of 0.89.

Wright and Nelson
1 3 

investigated lumped mode Experimental Results

coupling effects at splices for a segment
consisting of three spliced fibers wherein The results reported herein were obtained
each fiber had a twin-peaked impulse from measurements made on 6-fiber cables of
rechofier h twin-peaked inm ls othe filled, loose-tube, helically-laid design
response. Twin-peaked Gaussian models of thewihaefctefbrbndgrduso

impulse responses were developed which with an effective fiber bending radius of

demonstrated good correlation with the 10.5 cm. The fibers were optimized for

measured responses when 50% modal power transmission in the 820 to 880 nm band.

coupling at the splices was assumed. Eleven Measurements were made at 850 nm using stan-
additional fibers were spliced to the 3-fiber dard launch conditions. A mode scrambler was

segment, bandwidth being measured as each employed to establish steady state launch

additional fiber was added. Measured band- conditions for both the time domain and fre-

width showed a linear length dependence out quency domain measurements.

to about 8 km. Bandwidth calculated from the A 2126 meter length was cut into two lengths
twin-peaked Gaussian model of the fiber of 1049 and 1077 meters. Bandwidths were
transfer function also exhibited linear measured on the individual fibers using the
length dependence when 50% mode coupling at time domain measurement procedure. The
splices was assumed. However, when a single cables were respliced and the bandwidth
Gaussian pulse was used to model the impulse measurements repeated. Results are shown in
response the bandwidth varied approximately Table 
as 

0
,
8 
with 50% mode coupling. Since this Table I.

agreed with results reported by Suzuki and able I
colleagues

14
, it was concluded that an assumption Bandwidth in MHz

of at least 50% mode coupling at splices is 850 nm

not unreasonable. Furthermore, this appears Measured Calculated
to be in agreement with the results obtained Meaure CalculatedFiber 10

4
9t 10

7
7m 2126m* 2126m** 2126m*** '

by Holmes wherein very good correlation was

obtained between computed and measured 1 650 860 328 363 378 1.05
results when a coupling factor of 0.5 was 2 842 862 440 451 426 0.92
assumed. 3 668 806 377 387 369 0.94

Lowe and colleagues
1 5 

investigated the effect 4 666 778 337 407 361 0.84

of splicing a fiber with low bandwidth into a

link with four other fibers having much higher 6 743 551 279 326 323 0.99

bandwidth. The fibers were 2.0 km long and *Initial measurement; **spliced measurement
measurements were made at 1300 nm. It was *** y = 1.0 assumed.
shown that the overall frequency response was
virtually independent of the position of the It is seen that the bandwidths for the
low bandwidth fiber in the link, but that the spliced length exceeded those for the origi-
system bandwidth decreased drastically at the hal length in every case. Although the
point of insertion of the high dispersion average percent increase (11%) is in close
fiber. The additional fibers spliced beyond agreement with the results reported by
this point had negligible influence on the Oashig

t0 
the variation among the six fibers

system bandwidth. Most interesting, however, Is quite large (2.5 to 22%). The expected
was the fact that the end-to-end frequency bandwidths assuming Y = 1.0 were calculated
response, at least out to the frequency and also are shown In Table 1, along with the
corresponding to the 3 dB bandwidth, was pre-
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values of y required to yield the measured An attempt was made to predict the frequency
results. The measured transfer functions responses of the respliced fibers using
were compared to a Gaussian curve passing point-by-point addition of the individual
through the 3 dBo frequency point as shown frequency responses. The measured 3 dBo
in Figure 1. The Gaussian approximation bandwidths differed from the calculated
generally underestimated the magnitude of the values by amounts ranging from 12% to 36%,
transfer function at frequencies below that the computed result being an overestimate in
corresponding to the 3 dBo point as shown by each case.
curves A.

S, a r U ,- . . I ,,, Figure 2 shows typical results obtained on
...... .--..- '- fiber number 3 which exhibited 21% difference

between measured and computed values. The
'--responses for the computed curves were within

one dB of the measured values at the 3 dBo
frequency in all cases.

-. " -- - Five of the fibers in the 1049 meter length
of cable were fusion spliced as shown in

-2.5.- . -Figure 3.

650 411 273 188
C-3 .5

1x 2x 3 x 
4

x 5
-4.0 .

- 685 404 279 184

.8 B Figure 3. Concatenated Fibers and
Measured Bandwidth in MHz

-6. . ._ Results obtained from bandwidth measurements
0 lee 200 300 400 see 600 700 made on the concatenated lengths at 850 nm

Frequercv (MHz) using the time domain technique are shown in
Measured Gaussian the upper Level of the figure. We were

unable to obtain meaningful bandwidth results
Figure 1. Transfer Function and Gaussian beyond 5 km due to limitations in the
Approximation. A. Fiber No. 1, 1049 m; measurement setup; however, longer con-

B. Four-fiber concatenation, 4196 m catenations were evaluated using the fre-

quency domain measurement technique.

. .Length dependency factors y were calculated
for each concatenation and are shown in Table
IT. Calculated system bandwidths based on
y = 1.0 also are shown.

Table II

Concatenated Measurements - Time Domain

-3- Concatenation Length (m) Bandwidth in MHz Y

Calc. Mess.
Y =1.0

4 1-2 2098 373 411 .87

1-3 3147 240 273 .89
1-4 4196 177 188 .96

The measured bandwidths ranged from 6 to 14%
X=.150nm higher than those calculated using y = 1.0

-L : which is in good a reement with results
20 50 100 200 00 1000 reported by Ohashif

0
. The GaussiAn approxi-

Frequency (MHz) mation to the transfer function was excellent
for the four-fiber concatenation as indicated

Before Cut by Curves B in Figure 1.
- - - Summed

- -Spliced An attempt again was made to predict the fre-

quency responses for the concatenated lengths

Figure 2. Measured vs. Calculated using point-by-point addition of the Indivi-

Transfer Functions. Fiber No. 3
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dual fiber responses. Results are shown in techniques. Results are summarized in Table
Figure 4. Except for the two-fiber con- III. Differences between time domain and
catenation, the results were uncorrelated. frequency domain results, on those lengths

for which both methods were employed, ranged

from 3 to 7%. It is again seen that changes
..... ....- in bandwidth across the splices are

negligible.

I .Calculated system bandwidths using bandwidths
measured on the individual fibers in the time

domain and an assumed y - 1.0 also are shown
-2 as well as values of y required to yield the

results measured in the frequency domain.

- -- Personick
1 6 

showed that, as a result of mode
coupling, the shape of the transfer function

C of a fiber (or a concatenated length of
a fibers) approaches a Gaussian form when the

-4 _ __ _ _ 4length is sufficiently long. Under these
"I conditions the 3 dBo bandwidth can be calcu-

lated from the simple formula,

BW (3 dB,)- 40

X0 50 10 20 00 10-~~~~~~V X-T?~yiLL 12 - T,

20 50 100 200 500 1000 where T1 and T2 dre the widths in nanoseconds
Frequency (MHz) of the Gaussian input and output pulses at

Measured Calculated one-half the pulse height (full-width, half-

2098 meters .................. 2098 m77eters maximum). The denominator in the above

- - -3147 meters X- - -3147 meters expression is the pulse dispersion expressed

- 4196 meters 4196 meters in nanoseconds and is assumed to vary
linearly.

Figure 4. Measured Vs. Calculated Many industry specifications for fiber wave-
Transfer Functions. Concatenated Lengths guide cables specify minimum bandwidth as

determined by the above relationship. This,
The spliced fibers then were cut beck leaving however, is a gross approximation for typical
approximately two meters of fiber beyond each reel lengths (1-2 k). Figure 5 shows a com-
splice. Bandwidths were again measured at parison of bandwidths determined as above at
the points where the fibers were cut and 850 Tm on 106 fibers approximately 1.1 kilo-
results are shown in the lower level of meters long and those obtained by Fourier

Figure 3. It is seen that the bandwidth transform techniques described in reference
changes at the splice were negligible except 7. The solid line represents the above
for the first splice. formula; the dashed line, the least squares

fit to the plotted data. The differences
The measurement sequence described above was range from -28.0% to +29.2% which agrees clo-
repeated for concatenated lengths up to 8448 sely with results reported previously on a
meters using frequency domain measurement

Table III

Concatenated Measurements
Time Domain and Frequency Domain

Bandwidth in MHz
Measured

Time Domain Frequency Domain
Before After Before After Calculated Derived

Concatenation Length (m) Splice Splice Splice Splice Y = 1.0 y-factor

1-2 2098 411 404 385 360 373 0.96
1-3 3147 273 279 265 265 240 0.91
1-4 4196 188 184 200 205 177 0.91
1-5 5245 - - 180 190 144 0.87
1-6 6294 - - 160 168 121 0.85
1-7 7371 - - 120 125 106 0.94

1-8 8448 - - 95 - 96 1.00
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small sample.
1 7 

The application of this method give different results for the y factor.
to reel lengths of cable should be abandoned Note also that the effect of a standard
in favor of the referenced EIA method. latinch must ultimately be related to the

IBM optical source excitation actually used in a
/system (assuming that the sources are not

140. preconditioned to emit standard launch) if
these data are to be useful in the design of

practical optical waveguide transmission12L. systems.

I /01 Bandwidth measurements using either time-
1,95. domain or frequency-domain techniques should

j" : be considered equally acceptable. However,O L I the often-used method of calculating band-

"OeC.. width from measured pulse dispersion assuming
58. .Gaussian shaped waveforms should be abandoned

_U . except possibly for long concatenated systems.
C
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AD P 0 0 0
PUAE-1tIICA CORE OPTICAL FIBER AND FIBER CABLE FOR RADIATION FIELDS

.tiANAKA T.IIRASH]MA T. SOHINTAN

DAINICHI-NIPPON ' ,L.3. ITD.
TOKYO, JAPAN

ABSTRACT fibers. Second, we describe the radiation response

Un of pure-silica core fibers fabricated by Modified
Using I Co gamma ray and fast neutron flux from a Rod-in-tube method

1
), in particular, their outstand-

research reactor, in situ measurements of radiation- ing radiation resistance. Also reported are test
induced optical attenuation have been conducted to results on flame-retardant non-metallic optical
characterize the radiation response of pure-silica fiber cable developed for use in radiation and high
cure fibers and doped-silica core fibers. It has voltage fields.
-en revealed that pure-silica core fibers fabric-

Iced by Modified Rod-in-Tube method have much high-
er radiation resistivity than Ge/P-and B/F/P-doped- . RADIATION RESISTANCE OF
silica core MCVD fibers. Among the pure-silica core SILICA OPTICAL FIBERS
fibers, high-OH content grade has shown the highest
resistivity in short wavelength region, whereas OH- Dopants for controlling refractive index are
free grade is useful in long wavelength region, added to the core and/or the cladding. Such
Radiation hardening was observed in the high-OH con- dopants include Ge and P usually employed to give a
tent fiber during the test by long-term irradiation higher refractive index and B and F for affording a
on pure-silica core fibers. The temperature depend- lower refractive index. In discussing the radia-
ence of radiation-induced astenuation was also ob- tion resistance of silica optical fibers, it is im-
served ; he higher the temperature of the environ- portant first of all to compare and examine the
ment, the smaller the radiation-induced attenuation, radiation response of fibers with different core
For application in radiation and high voltage dopants, because the core composition mainly gov-
fields, an optical fiber cable of the flame-retard- erns the optical properties.
ant non-metallic type was developed. The cable
passed IEEE-383 flame test and showed no degradation 2.1 "Co GAMMA RAY IRRADIATION TEST

in mechanical strength after a 107 rad irradiation. Table 1 lists the tested fibers. Fiber I
fablicated by Modified Rod-in-Tube method is a

step-index type pure-silica core fiber whose core
consists of synthetic silica glass without any

I. INTRODUCTION dopants. Fibers 2 and 3, fabricated by MCVD method,

are both of the graded-index type with different
Technological improvements and the growth of dopants. Fiber 2 contains B, F and P, and Fiber 3

successful applications are leading to expanded use contains Ge and P.
of fiber optics in all industries. Systems in
radiation fields such as atomic power plants, ves-
sels with neuclear power engine, or artificial sat-
ellites are no exception where the advantageous
features of silica optical fibers are well used. Fabrication Composition Reractive

However, certain problems still remain to be

solved for the application of optical fibers to
such a radiation field. The most serious problem I MPT SiOU Step
is that the transmission efficiency is deteriorated
by exposure to radiation. This deterioration is 2 MCVD SiO,+B/F/P Graded
complicatedly affected by various factors such as

glass composition, nature and energy level of radia- 3 MCVD SiU.,+Ge/P Graded
tion source, ambient temperature, wavelength and
power of signal carrier.

Influence of radiation on mechanical proper- Table 1. Test optical fibers

ties of optical fibers and cables is another
problem to be clarified to build reliable optical Figure 1 shows the attenuation induced at room
transmission systems. temperature by "Co irradiation and measured in

Included in this paper tirst are experi- situ, and the subsequent recovery. The light

mental results obtained by "
0
Co and fast neutron sources for the measurements were high-radiance

flux irradiation tests on several kinds of silica light-emitting diodes (LED, X=0.88 ml. Marked
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differences are seen in Figure 1 in radiation re- in the glass matrix by irradiation, and giving rise

sistance between the pure-silica core fiber and the to light absorption in the ultraviolet wavelength
doped-silica core fibers. Fiber 1 not only exhi- region. On the other hand, Fiber 2 displays great
bits much less radiation-induced attenuation but radiation-induced attenuation over a wider spectral
also recovers very rapidly. This reveals that the region.
pure-silica core fiber has higher resistance to
6

Co irradiation.

Fiber 2
iU0 - X-X. .- X--- 10
~/

Dose rate=lO'R/H Fiber 3
500 - 0. &, Fiber--

1. Hi

100 . Fiber I 0
Fiber 2 0

/Fiber 3 Z
It

z 2

A oI 0.1
z O 

0
Co 

60co I r

H irradiat I
Se moved ~Fiber I

- - 1-IU6 12

0.3 
TIME (Hour)

u 30 60 9o 120 Figure 2. Radiation response of silica opticalfibers during fast neutron flux
TIME (Min.) irradiation

Figure 1. Radiation response of silica optical

fibers during 
60
C irradiation

2.2 FAST NEUTRON FLUX IRRA uIATION TEST 50 --_____________________________ rradiat,-d

The fibers listed in Table I were also tested
for attenuation induced by fast neutron flux using
a research reactor (YAYOI, University of Tokyo) and
LED's ( X-0.88 om ) as the light sources. Figure 2 10
shows the attenuation as measured in situ. The o
flux density was varied stepwise by regulating the
reactor output as depicted in dotted lines. The 5
flux d'nsity of fast neutron was 6XIO

8 
n/cm

2
/sec.

at a reactor output of 2 kW. As shown in Figure 2,
the pure-silica core fiber has the highest radia- o Non-irradiated

tion resistance also to tast neutron flux, whereas
there is a noticeable difference between the two
types of doped-silica core fibers. The B/F/P-doped- 0.6 1.0 1.4

silica core fiber suffers more attenuation, presum-
ably because dopant B has a large absorption cross- WAVELENGTH (Wm)
section for the neutron. In other words, optical
fibers containing boron in the core appear useful Figure 3a. Spectral loss characteristics of
as neutron sensors. Fiber I

Figures 3a and 3b show the spectral loss char-
acteristics of t&? pure-silica core fiber (Fiber I)
and the B/F/P-doped-silica core fiber (Fiber 2).
The radiation-induced attenuation of Fiber 1 in-
creased with decreasing wavelength below about 1.0
pm. As well known in investigation of radiation
effects on silica glass, such behavior of induced
attenuation is mainly due to color renters produced
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induced attenuation of Fiber A gradually increases
with dose, while that of Fiber B initially increas-

es greatly followed by a recovery and further by a

Irradiated gentle increase. Thus, the curve of Fiber B indi-
5xlO

3  
cates two transient modes of radiation-induced
attenuation, further showing that the fiber experi-

ences both damage and recovery during irradiation.

O lxl
3  

Fiber A

Fiber B
• -0- Fiber C '|

50 1
Non-irradiated a0

0.6 1.0 1.4 7Il

11 I I 10 '
WAVELENGTH (pm) 0J

Figure 3b. Spectral loss characteristics of - 5 *
Fiber 2 

5

0

3. RADIATION RESPONSE OF

PURE-SILICA CORE FIBER 1 I I I
0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1

Low-lss, silica-core MRT fibers, developed
primarily for medium- or long- distance communica- WAVELENGTH (Pm)
tions, have also found various other applications,
for example, to high-power laser guides, light Figure 4. Spectral loss characteristics of
guides and image guides. Among silica glasses com- three types of pure-silica core fibers
mercialy available, DiasilO, synthetic silica glass
manufactured by Mitsubishi Metal Corp., was used
for the cores of MRT fibers tested, while the clad-
ding glass was prepared by the current MCVD method.
3.1 EFFECT OF CORE GLASS 15

Figure 4 shows the initial spectral loss char- / Dose rate-l04R/H

acteristics of three types of pure-silica core E O jm
fibers. Fiber A, with a core of low-OH content A P

(2 ppm OH) exhibits transmission losses almost ca

comparable to the theoretical loss characteristics 10 Fiber A
of silica glass determined by the Rayleigh scat- 2 / z- Fiber B

tering and ultraviolet absorption, except an OH 0 Fiber C
absorption peak at a wavelength of 0.94 um. The
fiber B with a core of high-OH content (200 ppm OH) /
characteristically has absorption peaks at 0.88 pm,
0.72 wm and 0.94 0m. Fiber C comprisiny core < 5 S

glass produced in the unusual atmosphere in the
presence of an excess of oxygen characteristically -.-.-

has a loss peak around 0.6 Wm. These three types m

of fibers have the same parameters (core diameter/
fiber diameter = 100 wm/150 wm, NA = 0.18). O ___

Figure 5 shows the attenuation induced by in 0 30 60

situ 
6

Co irradiation. LED light sources (.,=0.88
Wm) were used for the measurements. Figure 5 TIME (Min.)
reveals that even pure-silica core fibers differ
in radiation resistance owling to the difference Figure 5. Radiation response of pure-silica core
in the core glass formula. Since Fiber C having fibers during 

6
°Co irradiation

a loss peak at 0.6 pm is highly sensitive to gamma
ray irradiation, it is not suitable for use in
radiation environments. Fiber A and Fiber B, al-

though different only in OH content of the core,
differ greatly in radiation resistance. The
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3.2 DOSE DEPENDENCE A similar test was conducted to investigate
the effect of OH radicals on fast neutron flux

Figure 6 shows the attenuation increases oa irradiation. The result is shown in Figure 7,Fier adB y6°oirradiation. The resul i0s shwnindgre7
b06 rads. As evidently indicated in this figure, which indicates a tendency similar to that seen in

Fiber B shows better radiation resistance as cor- Figure 6. Unlike gamma ray, neutron flux had been
pared with Fiber A, with a remarkable difference expected to alter the molecular structure of glass
in resistance between the two fibers at a higher to thereby vary the refractive index, because of

its direct interaction on the nucleus. To examine
dose. This difference can be attributed to thatof rcovry/amag rae. n oder o acerainthis, refractive index differences, An, were meas-of recovery/damage rate. In order to ascertain ured on the non-irradiated and the irradiated

the effect of the OH content, the radiation- u on n -ir r e as no ir iat

induced attenuation was measured in situ for high- ( e-10' n/bcm
2
) fibers. There was no significant

er doses using a 
6

Co source. The test results difference between the measured values.

revealed that the attenuation increase in the
high-OH content fiber was only 60 dB/km for an
exposure of 8.4X10

7 
R, while that of the low-OH 3.3 LONG-TERM RADIATION EFFECT

content fiber exceeded 100 dB/km even for an expo- While we have discussed short-term induced
sure of 2X10

7 
R. attenuation, namely transient radiation-induced

attenuation, as determined by in. situ measurements,
now we will discuss long-term or permanent radia-
tion-induced attenuation which is important to
evaluate the availability of optical fiber for

100 practical use. For this purpose, long-term irra-

- Fiber A diation tests were conducted for a year on both
low-OH fiber (Fiber A) and high-OH fiber (Fiber B).Fiber B The fibers were irradiated at room temperature

o intermittently with "°Co, and attenuation was
E-. . measured twenty-four hours after every irradiation

to eliminate short-term recovery effect. The light
I 10 source was a fiber monochromator of 0.85 jm in

)=O.88wm wavelength. The output power was as low as
several nanowatts so that photobleaching effect

2 )

can be neglected. The results are plotted in
Figure 8, which shows a marked difference between

Fibers A and B. The recovery seen in high-OH
1 content Fiber B can be regarded as a result of the

radiation-induced hardening effect which was re-
i04 10 106 ported by Sigel et al.

3 )

DOSE (rads)

Figure 6. Dose dependence of pure-silica core
fibers in 

60
Co irradiation

30

50 Fiber A X - Fiber A
--- Fiber BFieB 0Fiber B

XO.o 20
-~ z

o ,. 0H
-20 ' ol<

0 1

IO

1 10 01 1 0
o H

0.5 1 2 5

NEUTRON FLUENCE (n /em 2 
X1O1

4 )  CUMULATIVE DOSE (reds)

Figure 7. Neutron fluence dependence of pure- Figure 8. Permanent induced-attenuation vs.
silica core fibers cumulative doses
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3.4 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE diodes as optical sources. The input light power

The radiation response of pure-silica core values for the fiber specimens were adjusted to

fibers is sensitive to the ambient temperature. almost the same level (about 400 LW). It is seen

The temperature dependence of in situ measured that the OH-free pure-silica core fiber has excel-

radiation-induced attenuation of Fibers A and B is lent radiation resistance in the long wavelength

shown in Figure 9. Evidently, the higher the tem- region where the transmission loss is also low.

perature of the environment, the smaller the radi- Fortunately, the wavelength region where the mini-

ation-induced attenuation ; this can be explained mum transmission loss becomes minimum coincides

by the geminate recombination theory. According with the region where the minimum radiation-

to this theory, trapped electrons generated by induced attenuation is minimum. The newly devel-

irradiation are excited to the conduction band by oped OH-free pure-silica core fiber is therefore

thermal energy and become free electrons. These satisfactorily applicable to long-distance optical

electrons move freely in the glass matrix, and systems in environments which are likely to involve

necombine with positive holes, resulting in a exposure to radiation.

structual recovery. The probability of the recom-
bination of electrons and holes increases at higher
temperatures. Thus, fiber heating is effective
for giving an improved radiation resistivity. 5.0

Dose=5xl U
5  
rads 2.

=O.88m2.0

o: Fiber A

X% .... Fiber B 1.0

X
< 0< -O\0.5 I

0.7 I.0 1.3
N WAVELENGTH (nm)

N Figure 10. Spectral loss characteristics of
0OH-free pure-silica core fiberI L

20 60 120

TEMPERATURE ( C) 20 Dose =5.5x104 rads

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of induced
attenuation in "iCo irradiatto--

3.5 RADIATION RESISTANCE OF OH-FREE PUKE-
SILICA CORE FIBER

Second generation optical communication sys-
tems using OH-free Ge/P-doped fibers are intro- 0 5 Q
duced into use with carrier wavelengths in the H

1.2 - 1.6 um region where silica optical fibers Z
have more attractive transmission properties. H

These doped fibers, however, &re not suitable for H 5xl0' radi<0
systems in radiation fields. Therefore we have
developed OH-free pure-silica core fiber with high 2
radiation resistance for use in the long wave-
length region. p

Figure 10 shows the spectral loss character-
istics of this type of fiber (core diameter/fiber
diameter = 100 um/150 pm, NA = 0.20). With a 0.63 0.83 1.31

minimized OH content, the fiber has a minimum loss (le-Ne) (LU) (LD)

of below 1.0 dB/km. WAVELENGTH kpm)

Figure 11 shows the induced attenuation at Figure 11. Induced attenuations of pure-silica
0.63 1,m, 0.83 um and 1.31 um of this fiber as core fiher at various laser wave-

measured in situ using a He-Ne laser and laser length in 'qto irradiation
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4. THE FLAME-RETARDANT NON-METALLIC mandrel of 180 mm in diameter. No damage was
OPTICAL FIBER CABLE FOR RADIATION found in any specimen.
FIELDS

4.1 FLAME-RETARDANT NON-METALLIC OPTICAL Non-irradiated
FIBER CABLE 300 Irradiated

For applications in radiation and high volt- 9x106 rads
age fields as in atomic power plants, we have
developed a pipe spacer type non-metallic fiber
cable with a flame-retardaut PVC sheath. The 2u0
cable, shown in Figure 12 in cross-section, com-

prises optical fibers having a core diameter of
100 Wm, a fiber diameter of 150 Lim, and a nylon

jacket of 0.9 mm in diameter. Each fiber is ?

protected with a nylon pipe spacer from lateral - IOU
pressure. An FRP rod having a diameter of 1.6 mm
is employed as the central strength member. The

flame-retardant PVC sheath used for overall protec-
tion is 3.5 mm in wall thickness. Table 2 shows
the optical properties of the fibers in completed U

cable, which were found to be free of any degra- 0 0.5 1.u 1.5

dation due to cable fabrication. STRAIN (%)

Figure 13. Stress and strain characteristics of
irradiated and non-irradiated cable

pipe spacer
4.3 FLAME RETARDANCY TEST

jacketed fiber The optical fiber cable given in para. 4.1
was tested for flame retardancy according to IEEE
383. Figure 14 shows the cable under the flame

fiber with testing. 'The cable specimens were burnt for
pipe spacer twenty minutes with a ribbon gas burner at a flame

temperature of 820 °C. The cable selt-extin-
FRP strength member guished in 12 minutes after the ignition oi the

burner due to the presence of the thick flame-

lapping tape retardant PVC sheath. Thus the cable was found
acceptable according to the IEEE 383 standard.

flame retardant PVC

Figure 12. Cross-section of the non-metallic
optical fiber cable

6 dB-DOWN TEMP.VARIATION

BAND WIDTH OF ATTENUATION

2.1 28 + 0.1 9

dB/km at o.850m MHz • km dB/km,.-20-60°C

Table 2. Optical properties of the
non-metallic fiber cable

20
4.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF IRRADIATED

CABLE 10

Figure 13 shows the stress and strain char-
acteristics of the cable measured before and after -
an irradiation (lOrads). No significant change
was observed. For a bending test, specimens were 10
taken from the irradiated cable and bent through
+ 180 degrees repeatedly five times around a Figure 14. Flame testing of the cable
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Radiation-induced attenuation measurements
were conducted on various silica fibers. Pure-
silica core fibers had much higher radiation
resistance than doped-silica core fibers. Hiroyuki Tanaka

Hi, h-Ow content pure-silica core fiber was DAINICHI-NIPPON CABLES,LT.
useful in the region of short wavelengths, whereas 4-3, Ikejiri, Itami,
JH-frec fiber showed a better radiation response Hyogo Pref.,
,n the long wavelength region. 664, Japan

ror applications to atomic power plants, we
developed a non-metallic fiber cable with good
flame retardancy.
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RADIATION fFFrCTS OF OPTICAL SILICA, FIBER ND DIATION WD OP1 ICAL TRMSISSIUN

T. Suematsu K. SAlada H. Yoshida

Fujikura Ltd.

Tokyo Japan

SUMMARY Table 1. Initial characteristics of fibers under
test

Optical fiber is expected to apply for :O.s ....... , -- "
computer communication and CAMAC ontrol systems
of JT-60 (Japan Atom~ic Energy Research Institute I 4. ~~~ri e

IOKAMAK-60). No electromagnetic interference . JaCe .

and high speed transmission of electrical signals'i ."o)
are required for the project control. Radiation Grad-
hard optical fiber makes more wide applications. M e
This paper discusses radiation effects on silica C. P.;s A .251 1
fiber of graded-index Ge-P doped fiber, step-index _________,

borosilicate cladded pure silica core fiber and I _____,

graded-index borosilicate fiber. Step-nde

These fibers were exposed to X-ray te -. i . :25
radiation, (-ray radiation and neutron fluxr
radiations. Step-index pure silica core fibe ore Cler -r. ___-4

is naturally the most radiation hard among them.
The fiber followed low induced attenuation window 31 " 57 3 .

in the 0.9 - 1.1 pn range.

Radiation hard fiber-optic link is
proposed by the choice of step-index pure silica 2. Radiation source and method
core fiber in the 0.9 - 1.1 Pn range. Radiation source and method for the test

are shown in Table 2.

INfTl NUCTIC Table 2. Radiation source and method
"R Pj:atlon * .- Ccejeratz~fn i

Radiation test to silica fibers were source F1pueflt _ m L-t ' ,

conducted by typical 3 sources. They are
silica fiber of graded-index Ge-P doped fiber (A,,
fiber) known as usual communication fiber, x-ray
step-index borosilicate cladded pure silica core i"o i'o :v, -A
fiber known as better radiation hard fiber (B fiber) q-__

and graded-index borosilicate fiber (C fiber). i i
Now, graded-index borosilicate fiber is chosen for ' r, i
influence of boron dopant to radiation ____
characteristics. These fibers were exposed to N * t~ajar . ravir :d '-'8 ,. -
X-ray radiation, f-ray radiation and neutron flux N__n ',I- ____a

radiation. .

1. Fibers under test 3. Testing iten
Initial characteristics of fibers under Transmission and mechanical characteristics

test are shown in Table 1. The manufacturing of fibers were measured and the items are as
process of these fibers is Vapor-phase Axial follow.
Deposition (VAD) or Modified Chemical Vapor (1) Continuous fiber attenuation measurement under
Deposition (M4CD). That is, graded-index Ge-P radiation by Light emitting diode (LED) source.
doped silica fiber is made by the former, step-index (2) Fiber attenuation versus wavelength before
borosilicate cladded pure silica core fiber and and after radiation.
graded-index borosilicate fiber are by the latter. (3) Infrared absorption spectrum of glass rod

before and after high r-ray radiation.
(4) Fiber bandwidth before and after radiation.
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(5) Tensile strength before and after high (-ray
radiation. A

(6) Fiber induced attenuation of step-idex pure -5n
silica core fiber under differently rated4G B.

f-ry radiation. C

Fig.l shows oneexarpleof continuous [ Under After radiation

attenuation measurement by LED source (1) and
Table 3 shows testis] conditions of radiationsources.

Radiation dose 0 10 2C
asuraoent

Target U Fiber
Fiber/Fiq.2 Irduccd attenuation under X-ray radiation

of low energyA Alice
X-r a 11n source

Electren r= r
Linear accelerator A

C:Utical power neter 6

measur~~nent byLDsuc 20[Fig. .One example of continuous attenuationmeasur~mnt by LE soure L °  :.--,",\,,

Table 3 Testing conditiops of radiation sources M

fUnder 'After-

mx.; Pd! u . d, radiatzon

.. L. i.92 l.s rt- Time mu n.

4H F Fig.3 Induced attenuation under X-ray radiation

- t. of high energy

L . 0.85 ur
200

DATA OBTAINED
7q Under After

1. .Cntinuous fiber attenuation measurement by LED_

Fig.2 to Fig.5 shows induced attenuation of 4J 1

fibers versus exposure time under radiation.
Fig.2 shows the characteristics by low X-ray
radiation of 80 KeV energy. This means -, ._
remarkable difference of induced attenuation and " -
the inclination on the rising curve from A fiber to 0.
B fiber or C fiber. ' 0 10 20

Fig.3 shows the characteristics by high

X-ray radiation of 10 MeV energy. Different
induced attenuation curve is obtained from B and C Fiq.4 Induced attenuation under f-ray radiation
fiber cxmpared low energy with high energy
radiation.

Fig.4shows the characteristics under -ray In addition, it was found that recovery
radiation. This means, cripared with Fig.2 and process after radiation of A fiber is different
Fig.3, remarkable difference of induced attenuation from that of B fiber.
curve because of high radiation rate. Therefore Color center having more than 2
induced attenuation of B fiber was saturated after differential disappearance speed is produced by
5 minute radiation, hoever that of A fiber was not radiation. Consequently it is assumed that
saturated in case of high (-ray radiation, the number of color center having fast disappearance
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speed of B or C fiber is more than that of A fiber. 2. Fiber attenuation versus wavelength before and
And many number of color center of A fiber are after radiation
assumed to be produced because induced attenuation Fig.6 to Fig.8 shows fiber attenuation
of that was not saturated under high radiation, versus wavelength before and after radiation by

Fig. 5 shows the characteristics under monocram ter method. This means that the
neutron flux radiation. This means induced curve of attenuation versus wavelength of these
attenuation of A fiber is increased straightly by fibers is alnost identical to any kind of radiation
radiation and recovery speed of A fiber is very source, furthermore minimum attenuation window of
slow than that of B or C fiber. In Fig.5, A fiber is in the 1.0 - 1.2 jim range and that of B
X-ray is followed with neutron flux radiation, or C fiber is in the 0.9 - 1.1 jim range. B fiber
however induced attenuation of C fiber is less than is also the most radiation hard identical to the
that in Fig. 3 notwithstaiding high X-ray radiation. case of continuous attenuation measurement.

As a result, it was found that reaction
speed of color center is greatly influenced by
radiation energy in addition to rate and dose.

C- -0

201 C-... : ; c..

"__- I tradiation

r 11 .0.10 - '\1 -

_kefore
UrdertAter -- radiation

0 10"2
0 10 20 0.6 1.0 1.5

Time (nun.)
Wavelength (un)

Fig.5 Induced attenuation under neutron flux
radiation Fig.6 Attenuation versus wavelength before and

after X-ray radiation
Table 4 shows induced attenuation

followed by relative radiation dose of these fibers
by different radiation source or energy. This A
means that of any fiber is high by X-ray, neutron
flux and f-ray source in order. Attenuation 10- B .

change of A fiber is low, however that of B or C C - -C -

fiber is decreased extremely with exposure tim
beom long. - A

I radiation

Table 4 Induced attenuation followed by relative . n
radiation dose .

, t- :,-W =e t -Y C 10,

S,. - r N Ky~ Before

Graded- 0 04radiation

P.eP io A l)1 ' .i 100 ).004 1
s3l tca turea

ii [ LOu 0.6 1. 1.5

SUr0 .).007 .0004 [ ,0

-'' Fiq.7 Attenuation versus wavelength before and

~ra,1ed - (([lb ] [.032 1.,104 (11 after neutron flux radiation

n a Wie&aleS.0mpsu oe.edns9206
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Si-O ion at 3.2 pn by radiation, in addition same
104 A absorption spectrum below 2.6 Pn of quartz rod

before and after radiation caused relatively low
B . . induced attenuation by radiation fron very high
C absorption of OH ions.

!\ ,Wavelength (km)
c \/ After 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0

-z radiation 100 100 10

0 0.6 j.0 1. ftte- - Before Be Before 4 e0ore
'-~~r Before50 rda- /5

a0 -a radiition10 50 on.

0.6 1.0 1.5 After

Wavelength an) 0 0 wa.eler 0h

Fig.8 Attenuation versus wavelength before and 4000 2400 4000 2400 4000 2400
after F-ray radiation as p e (i. ) (wa i

Peaked wavelength of absorption of these Fig .9 Infrared absorption spectnrm of silica rods
fibers is at iround 0.72 m in A fiber, 0.65 em in before and after high C-ray radiation
B fiber andi 0.63 pim in C fiber respectively.
The charadteristics involve that peaked waveleath
of absorption shifts slightly to shorter wavelength 4. Fiber bandwidth befoer and after radiation
to dope boron in fiber core. Fiber bandwidth was measured by frequency

These Fig. give that attenuation at long sweeping method. Fig.0 shows bandwidth
wa 'elength is increased extremely followed by characteristics before and after X-ray radiation.
radiation dose, the slope of the characteristics This means bandwidth characteristics is hardly
is similar and it shifts parallel. Minimum changed by radiation. In addition, similar
attenuation window shifts to shorter wavelength effects have also been observed under -ray or
followed by radiation dose increased. The neutron flux radiation.
measurmnt of absorption atter .ation of various It is assumed that the electraaagnetic
glazz; rods at longer wavelengt7 indicates the cause wave of X-ray or -ray have effects to density or
of induced attenuation at long %-velength. structure of glass, however bandwidth

characteristics is expected to change by index
3. infrared absorptio Spectrum of glass rods change because neutron energy or flux influence on

before and afterighq- -ray radiation. density or structure of glass. As a result,
Glass rods under test are doped mother this experimental neutron flux caused no change to

rod of A fiber, synthetic silica rod and quartz rod bandwidth characteristics.
respectively, and absorption spectrum was measured
befo- and after high f-ray radiation (1.04106 Pad/
hour rate, 1.2xl08 Rad dose). Doped mother rod X 0.83 pmf
became discolored to light-brown color, quartz rod
to pale purple and synthetic silica rod not to at Bandwidth line
all. Infrared absorption was measured Befor After
continuously by same method of lapping both ends of 6 --

2 pieces of same length (5 can) froman same rod before 0 -. 55 MHz (26 Nu1z.Km)
and after radiation. Data obtained from these
rods is shown in Fig. 9.

Induced attenuatipn in kilcueter gives 0
3000 dB/Km at 2.6 Pm and 4800 dB/Nm at 3.0 pn of 0 400 800
synthetic silica rod, or 2600 dB/Km at 2.6 pmn and
4100 do/Km at 3.0 pm of doped mother rod fron the Frequency (NUIz)
remainder of transmittance before fram after
radiation. It is assumed that induced Fig.10 Bandwidth before and after X-ray radiation
attenuation at long wavelength caused to increase
absorption attenuation fran elastic vibration of
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5. Tensile strength before and after high '-ray Table 6 shows construction, transmission
radiation characteristics and mechanical characteristics.

The span length was 300 mm and the pulling
speed of the test was 5 m/rmin. Table 5
shows breakdown strength of these fibers before and
after high (-ray radiation. This means no I02difference of strength ang fibers and less

strength after than before radiation. However E 0.85 um
it is assumed tensile strength of optical fiber raoe
itself was hardly changed because all fibers were rate
broken at the clamp edge caused from degraded Nylon 10' 1

jacket by radiation. / 10

Table 5 Tensile strength before and after high 10 r
)-ray radiation0

,.~ i fiFeo
2vt. ca1 Berore •Atr SoAfter ftri.eoei.~~ 40

Lber raoationj r tAon r 10

3 . . __". ___. _ -_ . ' I

I __. ___. ..___J " "' io0 i0 i0
10, 10, .10. ,. 10" 10 1G,

Dose (Rndl

Fig.ll Induced attenuation of step-index
borosil icate cladded pure silica core

sron . .. . . . .fiber by differently rated f-ray radiation

6. Fiber induced attenuation of step-index pure
silica core fiber by differently ratediay rdiation.

The data shows that step-index pure silica
core fiber ( B fiber ) is the most radiation hard
and induced attenuation is caused from radiation
rate and dose. Irduced attenuation of B
fiber was measured by different radiation rate
under (-ray radiation for various radiation
environment.

The result is shown in Fig.ll. This
means the curve of induced attenuat--- is different
by radiation rate and becomies to sat-adte when
radiation rate become higher. It is expected
induced attenuation of B fiber is below 10 dB/Mm
at 0.85 pzn when radiation rate is below 10 Rad/
hour under (-ray radiation environment.

PROPOSE) OPTICAL CABLE OR JT-uO PIR)JECT'

The choice of optical fiber is decided by Fig.12 Cut view of flame retardant and nonmetallic
installation environment. There are usual 4 optical fiber cable
and radiation environment in JT-60 area. Flame
retardant and nonmetellic optical cable is proposed
for computer comiunication and CAMAC control
systems of JD-60 project to superior reliable

system. Furthermore radiation hard optical
fiber cable is expected to apply for the system
under radiation environment. Flame retardant
and nonetallic optical cable is developed as shown
in Fig.12, Fig.13 and Table 6. Figl2 shows
cut view of 4 fiber cable. Fig.13 shows cross
section of the cable.
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glass rod.

- - Optical fiber 3. Tensile strength before and after high I-ray'
radiation

Tensile strength of optical fiber is
Tension maer hardly changed under high f-ray radiation.

Flame retardant buffer Radiation hard fiber-optic link is
layer proposed by the choice of step-index pure silica

'-Flane retardant tape core fiber in the 0.9 - 1.1 im range. Superior
radiation hard optical fiber will be developed by

\ Flame retardant PVC riking clear the mechanism of radiation effects.
sheath Further support for the developnment is

a expected to apply widely for nuclear plant or
nuclear fusion plant.

Fig.13 Cross section of the cable

Table 6 Characteristics of the cable
The authors wish to express our sincerely
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DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS OF AN OPTICAL-FIBER SUBMARINE CABLE

Y. EJIRI M. NUNOKAWA K. FURUSAWA Y. NIIRO

KDD Research and Development Laboratories
1-23 Nakameguro 2-chome,Meguroku,Tokyo 153,Japan

Summary

Optical-fiber submarine cable design

This paper describes the design and the
test results of an experimental optical-fiber The typical design requirements for an
submarine cable. It includes the outline of the optical-fiber submarine cable for a long haul deep
cable structure,loss changes during the cable sea system aimed at the transoceanic cable system
manufacturing and chiefly clarifies the mechanical are shown in Table 1.
behabior of the cable under sea water pressure. An optical-fiber submarine cable with

the cross-section as shown in Fig.1 was
manufactured as a trial product,and the

Introduction manufacturability as well as the mechanical and
optical characteristics were evaluated.

An optical-fiber submarine cable system
is expected to realize the digital transmission Optical-fiber unit design
of higher capacity with more economical basis
compared with the coaxial submarine cable systems Six single mode optical-fibers contained
of conventional type. A long haul transmission of at the core of the optical-fiber submarine cable
color television signals will become possible are stranded around a center steel wire and
through a submarine cable system. It may be said embedded into a soft silicone rubber as shown in
that this system,together with the satellite Fig.1 6. This structure is adopted for the
communications will be the trunk line for purpose of reducing microbending loss as small as
international digital communication in the future, possible when tension,bending,hydraulic pressure

Recently,various optical-fiber submarinel\ and other external forces are applied on the
cable structures 1-5have been proposed and cable.
developed in several countries. An optical-fiber
submarine cable system requires to have the cable Cable design
manufactured in a length longer than several tens
of kilometers in continuation while containing A small-diameter,thick-walled aluminum
optical-fibers inside. It must withstand deep sea pipe by assembling three pieces of wire whose
water pressure. It should also be capable of cross-section is fan-shaped is used for
being laid on and recovered from a deep sea protecting the optical-fibers from external
bottom. Further,it is also required to have a forces. It is not stranded but only assembled
stable operation assured for more than 20 years together. The outside diameter of the
once it is laid on the sea bottoms, optical-fiber unit is selected somewhat smaller

An optical-fiber submarine cable is a than the inside diameter of the aluminum pipe.
composite structure comprising several member However,they are partially making contact to each
parts. Therefore,it is an important work for other and have enough frictions to avoid slippage
realizing an optical-fiber submarine cable with of the optical-fiber unit from the aluminum pipe
high reliability to clarify the mechanical when tension is applied on the cable. A layer of
properties of each of the member parts. strength members made of 16 high tensile strength

This paper describes a design of an steel wires is stranded around the aluminum pipe.
optical-fiber submarine cable used for a long Relatively long length of lay is adopted for the
haul submarine cable system under the development high tensile strength steel wires with the aim of
at present as well as the test results obtained restraining the untwisted torque as small as
by experimental cables, possible. Outside the high tensile strength

In particular, the description is made wires,a copper tube is formed around and swaged
as to the results of theoretical and experimental in such a way that the aluminum pipe,the high
analyses of the hydraulic pressure characteristics tensile strength wires, and the copper tube are
which are of a particular importance for an integrated together resulting in a mechanically
optical-fiber submarine cable, stable composite body. The aluminum pipe and the

copper tube are used as the electrical power
supply line for the optical-fiber
submarine repeaters. Lastly,the polyethylene
insulator and the Jacket are extruded and the
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outside diameter of the cable is 26 =mn. cable samples both of which showed practically
similar characteristics. There is a remarkable

Hydraulic pressure characteristics difference between the inside diameter change at
of the cable the low hydraulic pressure region of about

600Kg/cm2 or lower pressure and that at the
Inside diameter change of aluminum pipe hydraulic pressure region higher than 600Kg/cm 2 .

An optical-fiber submarine cable is Low hydraulic pressure region The aluminum
structured by the compound materials of the pipe is made by assembling three pieces of wire
optical-fiber unit,the aluminum pipe,the high whose cross-section is fan shaped. However,the
tensile strength wires, the copper tube,and the deformation of the inside diameter of the pipe
polyethylene insulator. It is important for when hydraulic pressure below about 600Kg/cme
grasping the transmission characteristics of the is applied is practically the same as the
optical-fibers to know how much the inside characteristics of an perfect aluminum pipe of
diameter of the aluminum pipe contracts under the the same wall thickness and expressed by the
hydraulic pressure. equation (2) within the range of elasticity

When the inside diameter of the aluminum provided that the longitudinal fit surfaces of
pipe is decreased by hydraulic pressure,the the aluminum pipe divided in three parts are
capacitance between the center steel wire and the making contact to each other.
aluminum pipe will be changed. By measuring the
amount of such capacitance change,we can know the 2POI-Y) kZ

change of the inside diameter of the aluminum u(a):- - F (2)
pipe. Provided C is the initial capacitance E (kT - 1)
between the aluminum pipe and the center steel
wire of the optical-fiber unit,and that A C is where.
the capacitance change due to hydraulic 2a Inside diameter of pipe (2.95mm )
pressure,the equation (1) is derived. / ; Poissons ratio of pipe (0.33)

E Young's modulus of pipe
2_41S (7300Kg/mm 2 )

C =(dz-2 ) k; Ratio of outside diameter to inside
-- - _(1) diameter (2.37)

C E. ,rd2 &( d ) p Pressure
• @ ) u(a) Radial displacement of the inner wall

d2 dI iof pipe

where,
E; Dielectric constant of fiber-unit Plotting the calculation results of the

(3.02) equation (2) in Fig.4, it is found that the
dl; Outside diameter of center steel measured values at low hydraulic pressure region

wire of optical-fiber unit(0.4Omm ) lower than 600Kg/cm2 make good coincidence with
d2 ; Outside diameter of optical-fiber the calculated values.

unit (average 2.76mm ) On the basis of the results described
d2+2S; Inside diameter of aluminum pipe above,we may say that, within the range in which

(2.95mm 0) the stress of the aluminium pipe is lower than
2(,); Inside diameter change of aluminum the yield point of aluminium, the aluminium pipe

pipe can act as the major resisting structure against
hydraulic pressure.

The calculation result obtained by
substituting the values in the equation (1) is High hydraulic pressure range At a high
shown in Fig.2. hydraulic pressure region exceeding the yield

The hydraulic pressure test equipment is point of aluminium, on the other hand, it is
shown in Fig.3. The hydraulic pressure up to 1600 assumed that the high tensile strength wire
kg/cm2 can be imposed on the cable sample of 6m provided with the highest Young's modulus among
long. the components of the cable is making the largest

The measuring accuracy of capacitance contribution to the resistibility against
measurement system is less than 0.05pF. So,a, hydraulic pressure. In other words, the
minute change of the inside diameter of the conglomerate of high tensile strength wires may
aluminum pipe as small as 0.23 pm can be measured, be assumed as a hydraulic pressure resisting

cylinder. When a hydraulic pressure is imposed on
a cable, the state of the high tensile strength

Measurement results and discussions wires contacting to each other changes and it is
assumed that the high tensile strength wires

Hydraulic pressure was applied on the slightly move to the direction of the cable
optical-fiber submarine cable and the change of center. The rough estimation of such displacement
the inside diameter of the aluminum pipe was of the high tensile strength wires toward the
obtained by calculating the measurement results cable center can be done based upon the contact
of capacitance change. theory of Hertz. Provided here that a hydraulic

The measurement results are shown in pressure q is imposed on the external side of the
Fig.4. The measurements were executed on two high tensile strength wires as shown in Fig. 5,
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it is assumed that the initial line contact which hand, the aluminum pipe enters into a plastic
is assumed between two adjacent high tensile region.
strength wires will change to the plane contact (3) at a intermediate hydraulic pressure
when hydraulic pressure is increased. In this region between 600 kg/cm

2 
through 1300

way, when the contact area of the high tensile kg/cm
2
, the high tensile strength wires act as

strength wires to each other increases and the the major structure for resisting hydraulic
distance between the centers 02 and 03 of the pressure.
high tensile strength wires is reduced, the (4) at a high hydraulic pressure region
centers of the high tensile strength wires 02 higher than about 1300 kg/cm ,the high tensile
and 03 s hift respectively to 02' and 03' strength wires shows also a plastic region.
along 0102 and 0103 on Fig. 5. The (5) deformation of the inside diameter of the
displacement e (=0202':0303') is obtained aluminum pipe caused by hydraulic pressure of 800
by the equation (3) from their geometrical kg/cm

2 
is about 10 m or less.

relation.
(Examples of other test results

e ( b (3) Cabling loss
2b The loss change of the optical f s in

On the other hand, the decreased the trial cables measured after each cabl
distance between two high tensile strength wire processing stage is shown in Fig. 7. The
centers, can be approximated by the equation (4) changes are within 0.02 dB/km.
according to the Hertz's theory.

7

Tensile characteristics

S22  4 b Cable elongation and rotation The brE
E2(1 L--21( ) b strength of the trial cables was about 8 tons.X EFig. 8 shows the elongation and rotation

where, characteristics of the long length cable of 122 m.
W=2.15 \J-E According to Fig. 8, the elongation of
X= (a +2b )q (q =8kg/mm2 ) the cable shows practically a linear relation
V; Poisson's ratio of high tensile with the tensile force up to 4 tons, and the

stregth wires (0.3) cable is within the elastic region.
Es; Young's modulus of high tensile The rotation caused by tensile force, on

strength wire (21000 kg/mm
2
) the other hand, increases parabolically with the

2b; Diameter of high tensile strength tensile force.
wires (1.70 mmf)

Loss changes Fig. 9 shows an example of
The equation (3), however, gives only an loss changes against the tensile force measured

approximation as to the displacement of the high by utilizing the long size test piece of the
tensile strength wires. So, for the purpose of experimental cable of 122 m long. The loss
executing more precise calculation, the measurement was made on the overall fiber length
displacement e of the tensile strength wires is of about 0.5 km which consisted of four 122 m
calculated by the non-linear finite element long single mode fibers spliced in a loop. The
method

8 
in which the Coulomb's Law of Friction stability of the measuring instrument is

is applied on the contact surface of the mesh 2 mdB/5 hours.
9 

The test results showed that
shown in Fig. 6. According to the calculation, the optical loss increased practically in
the displacement e of the tensile strength wire propotion with the tensile force with a small
toward the cable center caused by the hydraulic hysteresis. The change of loss by 4 ton tensile
pressure 800 kg/cm2 is 21.5 Vm. This result is force to the cable is so small as 6 mdB/km. It is
a little less by I.9$m or so than the value assumed that this small loss change is due to the
calculated by the simplified equation (3). cable structure in which the optical fibers are

The calculated results of FEM for the embedded into a soft silicone rubber in such a
range of 0 kg/cm2 through 800 kg/cm

2 
are way that the microbending loss is difficult to

added on Fig. 4 by shifting the starting point of develop.
pressure by 800 kg/cm

2 
or so to the right. Fig.

4 showed that, as to a high hydraulic pressure Conclusion
region between about 900 kg/cm2 through about
1300kg/cm2, the measurement results of the The design of tIe optical fiber
inside diameter change of the aluminum pipe submarine cable being developed at present as
coincides well with the calculated results by well as the test results executed on the trial
FEM. As to the result of investigation described product have been described. In particular, it
above, it is found out that has become clear by the measurement of

(1) at a low hydraulic pressure region lower capacitance between the center steel wire of the
than about 600 kg/cm2, the aluminum pipe acts optical fiber unit and the alminum pipe that the
as the major hydraulic pressure resisting behavior of deformation of the alminum pipe due
structure, to hydraulic pressure differes according to the

(2) at a high hydraulic pressure region following three hydraulic pressure regions: low
higher than about 600 kg/cm

2 
, on the other hydraulic pressure region lower than 600 kg/cm

2
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where the aluminum pipe acts as the major
resisting structure against hydraulic pressure,
high hydraulic pressure region higher than 1300
kg/cm

2 
where the high tensile strength wires

show a plastic deformation, and the intermediate
region between these two hydraulic pressure where
the high tensile strength wires act as the major
resisting structure. Further, such results well
agreed with the theoretical investigation. It was
clarified that the contraction of inside diameter
of the aluminium pipe due to hydraulic pressure
of 800 kg/cm

2 
was smaller than 10 m. So that,

a contraction of aluminium pipe will give only a
small effect on the transmission characteristics
of optical fiber.

It is considered that, in the future, it
will be necessary to promote the development of
fibers of high strength and to evaluate the long
term characteristics with higher precision for
the purpose of realizing the highly reliable
optical fiber submarine cable.
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COMPUTER CONTROLLED
OPTICAL TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER

MONITORING OF LIGHTGUIDE CABLE INSTALLATIONS

Arthur F. Judy, Robert E. Fangmann
Michael J. Swiderski

Bell Laboratories
2000 Northeast Expressway
Norcross, Georgia 30071

Abstract

A computer controlled Optical Time
Domain Reflectometer was used to monitor
and measure fiber loss during the first
Bell System installation of lightguide
cable using standard plowing methods. The
tests showed that the plowing operation had
no measurable effect on fiber loss.

Introduction

During the first week of June 1981,
five lightguide cables were plowed in by
AT&T Long Lines with Bell Laboratories'
assistance. This was the first attempt by
Bell System craft to plow such cables.
Special Optical Time Domain Reflectometer
(OTDR) tests verified that the plowing had
no measurable effect on fiber loss.

Cable Installation

The five cables, totaling 3 km were
part of Long Lines' 16 km Orlando-
Windermere FT3 route. The cable was a
standard Bell System design with six 12-
fiber ribbons enclosed in a crossply
sheath.2  No additional sheath protection " - .4
was used. I 1

The system will initially operate at " N J
the FT3 rate (45 Mbit/sec at 825 nm). In
addition the cable is capable of future
upgrading to the FT3C rate (90 Mbit/sec).

The plowing equipment (Figure 1) con-
sisted of a Caterpillar D8 tractor and a PLOWING EOUIPMENT
standard plow equipped with a dual chute
for simultaneously placing the lightguide
cable and a spare plastic duct. A few days
before the cable plowing operation, the Test Equipment and Procedure
route was preplowed to disclose buried
obstructions and check the tractor's trac- The test equipment consisted of a
tion. The cable plowing operation was Western Electric 191A OTDR interfaced to an
performed using standard cable plowing HP85 computer. Using sample and holds, the
methods and was trouble-free. OTDR averages the reflected signal from two

locations in the fiber. The computer sets
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the two locations, the number of measure- The OTDR was progtammed to measure the
ment repeats (from 2 to 2'-) and calcu- fiber loss of three approximately equal
lates loss from the two measured signals. length sections. These three sections
This system measures fiber loss with a spanned the entire fiber length except for
resolution of 0.01 dB and has a long term the very ends which were obscured by the
repeatability (2 o) of 0.06 dB. When com- end echoes. A sample of at least 24 fibers
pared on one hundred sixteen 0.5 km-fibers was measured in each cable before plowing.
in the lab, OTDR loss measurements at 819 During plowing four of these fibers were
nm had high correlation (R=0.97, o=0.08 continuously monitored. Immediately after
dB'km) with transmission loss measured at plowing, all originally tested fibers were
831 nm (Figure 2). In Orlando an OTDR was retested. The use of the computer allowed
used for measuring loss because it only automatic retesting (real-time monitoring)
required connection to one end of the of the fiber paths. The field test mea-
cable. This, with its ability to selec- surements were automatically stored, com-
tively measure the loss between any two pared to initial data, and the differences
points in a fiber, allowed the determina- printed out giving immediate feedback on
tion of both the location and magnitude of the effects of plowing.
any fiber loss changes while a cable was
being plowed. Results

. .In the five plowed cables, 212 fibers
H , .,were tested, resulting in 636 loss read-

, '..8ings. A histogram of the changes in these

losses from before to after plowing is
shown in Figure 4. In comparison, the
inset in Figure 4 shows typical measurement

4 .repeatability which was determined by re-
testing 65 fibers. The two distributions
are essentially identical. We conclude
that plowing caused no detectable fiber
loss variations.

. . 4 . 5. ., . ..- 6 ' . 3

The test equipment was located in a
temperature controlled van and was con-
nected to the lightguide cable by one of - "' o'"
two fanout/test-ribbon assemblies (Figure 4.1" - '" SO.R'833

3). Standard array connectors
3 were used

for the cable connection. The two fanout/
test-ribbon assemblies were used to permit
monitoring of any of the 12 fibers in each ..

of two ribbons. The fanouts provided quick "is c e c - d'"
access to the individual fiber ends within
the test van. The test ribbon served two FIGURE 4
functions, it placed the monitored fibers
out beyond the test set connection echoes,
and provided a conveniently long lead from References
the test van to the installed cable end.

T- 1. S. D. Pr- sonick, "Photon Probe - An
ESTVAN Optical-i iber Time Domain Reflecto-

meter," B.S.T.J., 56 (March 1977), p.
,,', ,,,o'. * 355.

I 2. P. F. Gagen and M. R. Santana, "Design
Sand Performance of a Crossply Light-

| V - guide Cable Sheath," Proc. 28th IWCS,
.,.1, 1~00IN, (Cherry Hill, NJ, November 1975), p.

.;AS,, , 1 ;.5 ARIRA
R(ON.1 %ANO JSI 39IMANN St91.
ONNICtORA AIA, SPic I

I &0, 1 o 1,, W,,,,oN , 3. C. M. Miller, "Fiber Optic Array
Splicing With Etched Silicon Chips,"

FIGURE .I ORLANDO WINDERMERE TEST ARRANGEMENT B.S.T.J., 57, (January 1978), p. 75.
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AD POO05(6
PRACTICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR FIBER OPTIC EVALUATION

PAUL WENDLAND, Ph.D.

PHOTODYNE INC.

\

As fiber optic technology develops and 5. Low weight
applications increase, greater attention
is centered on instrumentation to 6. No electromagnetic interference
monitor characteristics and performance
of the individual components and of the 7. Small crosstalk and high security
system. In this paper on fiber optic
instrumentation, special emphasis is 8. Natural abundance of glass materials,
given to the needs for instrumentation especially those containing a high
to be used under typical "field" concentration of silica
conditions.

9. High resistance to chemical attack
and temperature variations

OUTLINE In these fiber optic transmission systems,
conversions between electrical and optical

I. OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION signals are accomplished by light-source
SYSTEMS devices, such as semiconductor LDs (laser

diodes) and LEDs (light-emitting diodes),
II. OPTICAL POWER MEASUREMENTS and by photodetectors, such as APDS

(avalanche photodiodes) and Pin-PDs (Pin
III. FIBER ATTENUATION (LOSS) photodiodes). The intensity-modulated

MEASUREMENTS signals are transmitted via optical
fibers.

IV. FAULT LOCATION
Optical fibers can be classified as

V. OPTICAL PULSE DISPERSION silica glass, multi-component glass,
plastic, and other optical fibers. Silica

VI. SYSTEM MODELING fibers are predominant in long-haul,
large-capacity transmission, utilizinq
their low-loss characteristics to the

I. OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS absolute maximum. Plastic optical fibers
are used for very short-haul transmission

Optical fibers have a number of excel- because of their low cost and ease of
lent transmission characteristics: handling.

1. Large bandwith (1 and 100 GHZ, As shown in Figure 1, an optical
respectively, for multimode and fiber communications system consists of
single-mode fibers over 1km) terminal equipment, terminal repeaters

(electrical/optical transducers), and
2. Low loss over a wide range of optical fibers. The terminal equipment

wavelengths (less than idB/km, has exactly the same measured parameters
corresponding to a 25% loss per as conventional coaxial cables. There-
km) fore, the electrical/optical transducers

and optical fibers are the items to be
3. Flexibility measured by optical communications

measuring instruments.
4. Small size (w cladded glass fiber

has a diameter of about 100iim and
a total diameter, inclusive of
the plastic coatings, of 1-2mm)
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Optical Fiber

Terminal E/O O/E Terminal
Equipment Conversion Conversion Equipment

O/E OEIO
conversion Conversion

Figure 1. Optical Fiber Communications System Diagram.

II. OPTICAL POWER MEASUREMENTS compressing power measurement data that
has a wide dynamic range. These units

The information transmitted through a are commonly used in fiber optic
fiber optic (FO) system is carried by a measurement. Table 1 givs the dcfini-
beam of light. This beam of light can be tions of decibel units and gives a
described as a group of photons carrying conversion table between dBm and mW.
power from one point to another. Optical
power measurements are thus basic to TABLE I CLARIFICATION OF OPTICAL dB UNITS
fiber optics. The following measurements Measurements of optical radiation power are ex-
are typical of FO systems: pressed in watts. Decibel (dB) power is:

• Absolute radiant power output of dB = 10log 1p
the source, which is as important to

fiber optics as absolute current and
voltage are to electronics. If an where P5s5 is the power to be measured and Pre is the
optical source delivers significantly reference power.

less than its rated output, lowering the For 1-mW reference power
total dB-loss of a system's passive p,
components will not always compensate d~m t1 log 9
for the weak input. LIW

For -a -W reference power

Fiber power loss, which depends on
the fiber length and on the angle of dSu 1010g
launch; measurement of fiber loss can L "W-
be difficult.

With both P,, and P,ef variable, the d8-power formula

Connector and splice losses, which expresses the log ratio of the two unknowns in dB.
involve specifications of both the light Light-power loss of an optical data-link element is:
coupled into a fiber's core and the
light coupled into its cladding; fiber L(d8) = 10 log
specs are usually for light coupled into

the core only. The surest resolution to The input power (P, In and output power (P l of a
this inconsistency is to measure the component can be measured in dBm units, dBp units,
optical power into and out of the con- or dB units without a known reference. The loss, L,
nector or splice, expressed in decibels, is the same:

L (dB) 
= 

dBm (P.) - dBm (P,,)Receiver sensitivity. Whether or = dB (P.)-dB (P,,)

not the system photodetectors provide
gain, they convert incident light into
electrical current. Measuring the
efficiency of the conversion--or
responsivity--requires an optical-power v.4Wto dBm conversion
meter and an ammeter. (dBm)

It is most convenient to measure all _,__ _

these variables directly in decibels ..
(dB)--the standard communications unit.
When expressed in dB, system gains and
losses can be easily perceived and
quickly evaluated.

Decibel units are the logarithmic
transformations of the basic optical
power unit, watts, and submultiples of
watts. Decibel units are useful in
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Silicon photodiodes are most often Figure 3 shows the light spot formed
used as the basic sensor for optical power on the detector surface from a fiber out-
measurements as wavelengths ranging from put end. The relationship between total
400nm to 1000nm. A one square centimeter power out of the fiber and power density
silicon photodiode has a typical dynamic on the detector surface is:
range from one picowatt to one milliwatt. 2 2
Tcday's silicon detectors appear to per- U) Pd P/Tit (N A)
form near the natural dynamic limits that
their basic band structure allows, where: Pd power lensity on detector

(mW/mm)
Many junction structures are possible P output powei from fiber (mW)

aad have been tested, but three are
almost exclusively used in fiber optic t separation of fiber end and
instrumentation. These are PIN, PN and detector (mW/mm2 )

APD (avalanche photodiode). The APD NA fiber numerical ape-ture
version costs more than the other two
types, and is employed most of-ten for For instance, a fiber with a NA of 0.2,

high-speed applications. The APD is not located 1 mm from a detector surface, and
intrinsically faster than the PIN type, emittinq 100 microwatts (0.1mW) , would
since electron-hole pairs in silicon produce a power density on the detector
reach a limiting electric field induced surface of 0.8 mW/mr. . Consult the
velocity long before they reach avalanche, manufacturer's specifications for power
but the gain produced in the avalanche density limits. Specifications are often
process makes the signal much easier to exceeded before the power limit is reached
extract. for a fully illuminated detector.

Germanium photodiodes have been
widely used for optical power measure-
ments from 1000nm to 1800nm. It seems
that commercially available devices have
not yet reached the natural low light- -\__ , .
level detection limits established by
electron-hole pair thermai excitation
across the band gap.

InGaAs photodiodes are now being -ol

marketed for the 1000nm to 1800nm band
which exhibit lower dark leakage cur-
rents than germanium types. They cost
much more than germanium types, and are
only available with small active area
(typically 0.5mm).

Figure 2 shows a typical measurement
geometry for fiber optics. Larqe area Fiqure 3. Beware power density limits
photodiodes allow easy coupling with high of optical power sensors.
mechanical dimensional tolerances. The
large collecting numerical aperture of
this configuration prevents loss of light Fiqure 4 is a photograph of a
during the measurement process. Beware, typical optical power meter for use in
however, of yower densit limits of the field or lab. The IIXE employs a silicon
detector. sensor head, covers a dynamic range from

-80dBm tc +2dBm, and a spectral range
-- Figure 2. Large from 600nm to 1000nm. The 12XE employs

Area photodiode a qermanium sensor head, covers a
sensors yield dynamic range from -60dBm to +2dBm, and
collecting numer- a spectral range from -60dBm to +20dBm.
ical apertures These pocket size instruments are...... , - "Irl above .5. autoranqing and autozeroing, and have

only one switch for off/on power.
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Figure 5. Conversion between % loss and
dB loss.

Attenuation per unit length of an
optical fiber can conveniently be
represented by the cable-loss factor
(CLF) in dB/km/:

CLF = __ _, (1 
L

Iwhere

Pi = input power in dB

P =output power in dB
Figure 4. Photograph of a typical o

portable fiber optic power meter. L = cable length in km

III. FIBER ATTENUATION (LOSS) The power output of the source is
MEASUREMENTS quite different than the effective

input power to the fiber. Loss mech-
Fiber attenuation refers to the loss in anisms extract a heavy toll on light
optical power when the light beam travels sent to the fiber's core; for example,
from one point to another point in the FO not all of the source light falls on
system. Attenuation is typically defined the core and the launch angle may direct
as ten times the log of ti'" ratio of some of the light into the fiber cladding.
output power to input power, and symbol-
ized as dB. Since attenuation in dB is a The cable-substitution method can be
power ratio, absolute units, such as dBm used to find the CLF even when the
or dBu, are not applicable. The rela- launched power is unknown. The substi-
tionship between power loss in dB and tution method involves comparing the
percent power loss is shown in Figure 5. power outputs of two unequal lengths of

otherwise identical cables. For both
cables, the power sources, the source-
to-cable coupling and the unknown amounts
of power actually launched into the core
must be identical. Hence, the following
equation gives the CLF:

CLF = 1 -p 2 , (?)
1.

W &r
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/
where Three different techniques have been

used to achieve reproducible mode dis-
P1  = power out of cable 1 in dB tributions: (1) beam optics, (2) mode

filters, and (3) long-length fiber.

P2  = power out of cable 2 in dB Figure 6 illustrates these threeapproaches.

L = difference in cable lengths in
km

The cables should be long enough so
that light initially coupled into the
cladding will die out, ensuring that the U
output powers measured come solely from E.
the cores. Alternatively, light propa-
gating in the cladding can be "stripped
out" by submersing the cable, for a short - ....
distance near the launching end, in a L x
fluid or gel with a refractive index
that matches the cladding's refractive
index.

Loss measurements can be made on one ,
cable alone if the cable can be cut.
The output power level is measured before
and after a piece is cut from the cable.. ..... . ..
The two measurements are substituted for
the P and P2 values in Eq. 2, to
deter4 ine the dB loss. The advantage Figure 6. Three different mode control
of this scheme is that it does not schemes for fiber attenuation measurements.
require two separate but identical
cables and launching conditions.

In the beam optics approach, launch
The difference between the optical conditions are carefully controlled and

power input and the optical power output high loss modes (paths) are restricted
of a connector or splice equals either from ever being excited. This requires
the connector loss or the splice loss. precise control of launch spot diameter
Making measurements directly in dB and launch NA. The Electronic Industries
simplifies the required calculations. Association (EIA) recommends a 70/70
If the connector in question is attached launch. Only 70 ± 5 percent of the
to a long cable, the CLF must be sub- center of the fiber core diameter should
tracted from the total loss measured be filled and only 70 ± 5 percent of the
for the connector. fiber NA should be filled by the launch

light beam.
Different modes (paths) propagating

in the fiber show different loss In the mode filter approach, all
characteristics. Multimode optical modes are initially excited by over-
fibers support hundreds of these wave- filling the core in both spot size and
guide modes. A question arises as to NA. A "mode filter" is then used to
what possible r, Jes should actually be simulate the mode distribution at the end
excited in a fiber attenuation measure- of a long length of fiber. A typical
ment. An equilibrium mode distribution mode filter, first used by the Bell
(EMD) in a fiber is one the fiber Telephone System, is created by loosely
naturally produces by differential wrapping five turns of the fiber being
mode attenuation, mixing and redistribu- tested around a smooth steel mandrel of
tion. 0.5 inch diameter. The mode filter

strips off the power and propagates in the
Redistribution occurs after some unwanted high-loss modes.

significant length that is greater than
a mode coupling length. It is typically In the long-length fiber approach,
greater than 100 meters. An equilibrium unwanted (high-loss) modes are eliminated
mnde distribution (or, at least, a from the measurement simply because they
reproducible mode di6tribution) is the do not propagate over the full fiber
desired result for fiber attenuation length in either the reference fiber or
measurement setups. Without such a measured fiber. Attenuation is measured
distribution, it would be impossible to in all of these three "mode reproducing"
obtain an attenuation value, in dB/km, setups using the previously described
that was independent of fiber length. two-point, or cutback, techniques.
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The advantaqe ot the beam optics IV. FAULT LOCATION
approach is precision mode control. The
disadvantaqe is that not every electrical The location of faults and breaks within
enqlineer will want to t to place a 35 um an optical fiber cable is accomplished
diameter lilqht spot dead on the center of with an Optical Time Domain Reflectomrter.
50 um diameter *iber core. The "dvantaqe An OTDR can be thought of as a one-
jt the mode tilter is that short fib.r uimensional, closed circuit optical radar.
lenoths can be used. The dlsadvantaqe is It has the advantaae of reriuirina only
1,ss precision in selctinq made launch- one end of the optical fiber to be avail-
1n. The advantage ot the lan,;-lenqth able for measurements. A hiah intensity,
fiber approach is simplicity. The short duration liqht pulse from the source
disadvantage is that an EMD may only be is launched into the fiber, but the
reached after many kilometers with some directional optical couriler stops the
a: the new low-loss, hiqh luality fibers, initial laser liqht from reachina the

photodetector. This photodetector only
Figure 7 is a photoaraph of an records return sianals (backscattered

optical multimeter, comprisinai one optical lioht). This backscattered light arises
source, and two matched receivers. CLF from two principal sources: (i) Fresnel
can be dlrcctly measured with thils unIt. reflections at fiber ends, breaks, and

connectors; and (2) Rayleiah scatt rinn
from fiber inhomoceneity. A representa-
tional siunal from an OTDR is shown in
Fiqure 8. This uackscattered sianal

has the form of an exryonential decay.
The Rayleigh backscattered sinnal levels
are typically 30 to 40dB below the Preseel
back reflection levels from a perfect
break. A perfect break (cleave) produces
a four percent back reflection.

Figure 8. A representational signal
from an OTDR.

Figure 9 shows the block diagram of
a microcomputer controlled OTDR system
which accomplishes an active search and
display of fiber discontinuities. Fiber
faults show up as short time period dis-
continuities in the return signal. The
differentiated return signal goes to a
comparator. The reference level at which
the comparator passes the sigtnal to the
counter is set by the microcomputer. The
microcomputer becins the counter sequence
at the same instant that the laser pulse
is initiated. The count is stooued when
the return signal flows through the
comparator. The microcomputer then has
two pieces of data: (1) the comparator
signal level, correspondina to the return
signal height; and (2) the totil connt
from the counter, correspondinq to

Figure 7. \n ()otic Multimot. r FOr distance from fiber end to defect. The
numerous fiber optic measurements. microcomputer can find and display a
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variety of defects, as long as they are
separated by a slight magnitude difference,
corresponding to different comparator
reference level settings.

l POOL k V~

0PTW.AL BEAM

fItR P 
PLITTPI

i)H V

APE) DI~ ~LFF E NIA N ED"1I f L C

Figure q. A block diagram of a microcomputer controlled OTDR.

Figure 10 is a photograph of a field V. OPTICAL PULSE DISPERSION
portable OTDR. This unit automatically
finds and displays the distance in feet Some optical modes (paths) take lonner
or meters to defects, connectors, breaks, than others to traverse a fiber. Modes
and end of cable. The relative sizes of simultaneously launched by a pulse
each of the return reflected siqnals from source will not all arrive at the opposite
discontinuities in the optical fiber are end of the fiber at the same time. Pulse
also displayed. The 16-character LCD broadening will be observed. This pulse
display scrolls through the results of broadening depends on differential mode
the automatic measurement process. When delay. The effect is called modal dis-
used with an external scope, the loa persion. Since the observed modal delay
output provides a measure of optical depends on the specific modes present
fiber attenuation or connector attenuation throughout the length of the fiber, the
directly in dB. This unit has a range observed delay will depend on a variety
of 20 k and 25dB (one way). of conditions: (1) the actual modes

launched by the source, (2) mode attenua-
tion, (3) mode mixing. Thus, it is
difficult to extrapolate modal delay from
one length of fiber to another, or from
one set of launch conditions to another.

In addition to modal dispersion,
chromatic dispersion is present.
Chromatic dispersion results both from
material dispersion (different wave-
lengths propagating at different
effective velocities), and waveguide
dispersion of an individual mode. Modal
dispersion (rather than chromatic dis-
persion) is usually the dominant effect
for multimode fibers.

Figure 11 is a diagram for an
experimental setup to measure dispersion.
The measurement is simply a direct
comparison of the fiber's output pulse
to its input pulse. The input pulse
must be short (typically 200 ps) in
order to resolve minimum pulse broadenina

Figure 10. Photograph of a field porta- effects.2 Since the source should have
ble OTDR. a very narrow spectral emission band-

width, a laser operating in the stimulated
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emission regime (l-2nm linewidth) is received and the bit-error rate.
required. Figure 12 shows a photoqraph of a

typical optical attenuator. This unit
uses two independently rotating dials to

'. : 1 vary attenuation in IdB digital incre-F -t1 . -I. ments from 1dB to 89dB.

Figure 11. Test setup to measure optical
pulse dispersion.

The detector must be capable of
faithfully reproducing both source pulse
and received pulse. This requires an APD
with rise and decay time of 200 ps or less.
There is still no concensus on what
launchinq conditions facilitate the best
prediction of bandwith. EIA proposals
suggest overfilling the core and N.A. of
the fiber being tested. Short pulse
laser diode radiation pattern outputs
are difficult to reliably characterize.
Mode scramblers located between the laser
source and the fiber being tested overfill
the core and N.A. One such mode scramble2
consists of 7 nylon posts 1 cm in diameter,
placed on 1.3 cm centers.

VI. SYSTEM MODELING

In designing a fiber optic transmission
system, it is recognized that there is a
relationship between the intelligibility
of the received signal and the power
level of that signal. Also, there is a
relationship between the original signal
and the actual power received. Thus, with
a given power source and detector, one can
optimize the bit-rate times length product
for a given transmission medium. As the
bit-rate increases, the relationship of
fiber bandwidth to length becomes apparent. Figure 12. A typical fiber optic attenua-
Increased power may be required to main- tor for system modeling.
tain the bit-error rate (BER) at an
acceptable level at the receiver. Given REFERENCES
these relationships, one may roughly
calculate the performance at a few care- 1. Franzen, D.L., Day, G.W., and Gallaway,
fully chosen experimental points in the R.1 Laser Focus, August (1981).
overall system model and consider the
trade-offs. 2. National Bureau of Standards Technical

Note 1019, D. L. Franzen, G.W. Day,
A variable optical attenuator can be February (1980).

placed somewhere in a fiber optic link.
This instrument can alter the power level
received by the detector. When applied
to analog fiber optic systems the noise
equivalent input power can be determined
by using the attenuator to turn down the
input signal to the receiver until this
signal equals the noise background. When
applied to digital systems, the attenuator
can again be used to vary the power
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